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Preface

The Promised Land flowing with milk and honey got favoured by several blessings:
in Late Antiquity it was flowing with wine and oil which was exported well into the
far-distant West, even to the end of the oikoumene (the civilized world) that was Brittania; in recent times its archaeologists devoted decades of exemplary field research
and scholarly decipherment to the evidence left by this period of economic flourish
and many others in the long history of the country. The present book is the “result
of many years of research of primarily unpublished coin material from archaeological excavations in Israel” that have found in Gabriela Bijovsky not only a patient
recorder of the thousands coins from the period brought to light since the foundation
of the Israel Antiquities Authority but also and above all an exceptional interpreter.
The numismatic material that lies at the core of the book amounts to some 45,000
coins from various sites and context on the territory of present-day Israel, excluding however Palaestina Tertia, i.e. the area south of the Dead Sea, corresponding to
the Negev and to South Jordan. Since this was not as densely settled as the northern
provinces of Palaestinae Prima and Secunda, this omission is not detrimental to
the study. The author built her own database, using material recorded by the Israel
Antiquities Authority to which she belongs and for which she has participated in
multiple interventions. The range of contexts (cult places or pilgrimage sites, cities, villages, agricultural settlements, baths, cemeteries and son on) is so extensive
that it provides an exceptionally representative image of coin circulation. No other
monograph on regional circulation in the Byzantine period can compete with the
completeness and quality of this one.
Archaeologists are sometimes blamed for parochialism and too great interest in
their techniques for material retrieval, description and quantification. This book does
not fall into this trap; it opens with a clear and usually well informed outline of
the historical, administrative, demographic and economic conditions of the period.
Gabriela Bijovsky has chosen to start her study not with the death of Theodosius I
which some historians – and the nineteenth century numismatist Pierre-Justin Sabatier – regarded as the true beginning of the Eastern Roman Empire, but with the
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death of his son Arcadius in 408. It seems logical to her to end with the death of Heraclius in 641 and the completion of the epoch-making Arab conquest of Syria and
Palestine. Byzantine coins however continued to penetrate the area till the late 660s
and the currency medium was completed by a mass of transitional copper coins that
evolved from relatively faithful copies of the imperial bronzes to bilingual and later
Arabic issues, the so-called “Arab-Byzantine coinage”. The later imperial coin finds,
from Constantine IV to Justinian II are included here but not commented, while the
great hoard of 751 seventh century Byzantine solidi from Scythopolis/Bet She’an,
dep. ca. 685 in the Umayyad period – that Gabriela Bijovsky published brilliantly
in 2002 – is only used as evidence for the earlier availability of Constantinopolitan
gold in the province, and its structure. It is true that going into this transition period
would have stretched too far the limits of the book. The reader must however keep
this perspective in mind, as another token of the flourishing economy and the relevant coinage of Palestine at that time.
This high degree of monetisation is one of the main characteristics of the regional monetary history considered here and makes the analysis of its evolution all the
more enlightening for the whole Empire perspective. A large body of comparative
material from the other provinces is drawn into the narrative, that Gabriela Bijovsky
examines in three main strata: the fifth, the sixth and the first half of the seventh century. Each have their own fingerprint so to speak, and their main respective features
are nicely epitomised at the end of each of these three parts. The consistent structure
of the account starts from the coinage itself and the conditions of its issue and goes
on with the context of its circulation in the region and in the other provinces. It thus
offers the reader a thread of continuity, that allows also to retrieve information for a
special reign or region in the absence of a final index. This consistency is a token of
the author’s all-inclusive approach that has left nothing out of touch, even the most
desperate and unrewarding topics.
The fifth century coinage belongs in its greatest part to this category: the “miserable” small coins (nummi, minimi, sometimes called ‘minimissimi’) of the fifth and
early sixth century, that are present in hundreds or thousands in so many hoards or
excavations did not put her off. She offers here a valuable attempt at their identification and classification, synthetised in clear tables with a large and often unpublished
illustration, followed by a reliable list of known hoards (App. 1) and excavations
(App. 2) included in her database. Beyond its regional historical and archaeological
value, the book will serve here as a reference guide to all numismatists struggling
with similar material in other provinces of the former Byzantine empire. Thanks to
careful hoards’ and excavations’ publications – of which there is here a large, nearly
exhaustive bibliography –, it is now possible to assign this small change to the various main mints or at least group of mints of the fifth and early sixth century, from
the two capitals, Rome (and Ravenna) and Constantinople to Vandal and Byzantine
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Africa. But the study does not stop short here; it encompasses also the numerous
imitations, dates them by their archaeological context and helps in turn to date other
finds where they occur. Among these imitations, cast coins can be dated from the
assemblages of various prototypes in the molds used by counterfeiters. Alongside
these imitations, “foreign coins”, i.e. Sasanian, Axumite (mainly imitations from
Egypt) and Vandal, that flowed into the Holy Land, document the various routes
which brought travellers, traders or pilgrims to the country. The inflationary context
and consequently limited production of official small change of the fifth century
was no doubt the cause behind these imitations as well as behind the reuse of old
small coins including several centuries old ones; it also led simply to the issue of
uncoined, unstamped copper or mainly lead blanks that are attested during the whole
fifth century.
The poor condition of this miserable material accounts for the fact that an important part is usually left aside by scholars as “illegible”; it often amounts to several
times the number of identifyable specimens. This pattern has led before to complete
misunderstandings and misreading of the fifth century as a “missing” one, running
contrary to archaeological and textual evidence of its continuous economic prosperity. Gabriela Bijovsky develops here a much needed and original perspective on the
fifth century material which takes into consideration all its facets.
The sixth century begins from the monetary point of view in 498 with the reform
of copper coinage by Anastasius I, who put an end to the previous devaluation of
copper issues and introduced in two stages (498 and 512) the heavy follis at 1/18
pound (c. 18g), a standard that was to dominate part of the period before devaluation
(decrease in weight and in value of the copper in terms of the stable gold coinage)
resumed in the 570s. Copper coin finds in the two Palaestinae have much in common with the situation in the other Eastern provinces of the Empire: their general
pattern reflects that of coin production with an increase till 538, a relative decrease
compounded by the consequences of the first outfit of Justinianic plague in 542, a
dramatic rise with Justin II’s military driven issues.
The sixth century, especially with Justinian’s reconquest of Africa and Italy, enhanced the integration of the Mediterranean into one and the same economic and
monetary area. It did however allowed for some peculiarities, that were confined
to small change since the gold standard remained uniform and stable over time and
regions. The main contrast opposed Western to Eastern provinces regarding denominational structure and probable different gold:copper ratio. Palestinian specificity
lies in the particularly strong links with North Africa on the one hand with Carthage
being the almost exclusive provider of nummi through the reign of Justinian I, and
with Aegypt on the other hand, with Alexandria providing great quantities of dodecanummia at least to the southern part of the region. The latter were in such demand
that they were also numerous cast imitations of them that Gabriela Bijovsky locates
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in Caesarea, while equally popular pentanummia of Justin I with chi-rho reverse,
of lighter weight than the originals, were produced around Ashqelon in the 520s530s and circulated down to the late sixth century. Both were probably filling the
need for very small change after nummi ceased to be struck officially and pentanummia progressively diminished. Other peculiarities include the prolonged use of the
early small module and lightweight folles of Anastasius I that is typical of the whole
diocese of Oriens (Syria and Palestine) as well as the frequent countermarking of
folles and half-folles that is limited to this light series (498-512) and was used to
validate their use as half and quarters of the newly introduced heavier series.
The coastal nature of the two Palestines accounts for the fact that down to 565,
Constantinople was the main provider of copper coinage, but therefrom Nicomedia, Antioch and Thessalonica progressively gained in importance, and Antioch was
even dominant in the reign of Maurice. The occurrence of exotic, rare coins such as
Sasanian coins, a follis from Cherson or a dekanoummion from Catania is considered
fortuitous; it is however not so fortuitous that they both were found in Jerusalem
where pilgrims concured from far located places in or beyond the Empire, another
unique character of the Holy Land.
While the sixth century has been favoured in Oriens by the relatively continuous
peace following the treaties sworn with the Sasanian king, the seventh century proved
a much more troubled one. The renewal of the Persian war in 602 led to the occupation of the region from 610 to 630 and the concealment of apparently many more gold
hoards that before (11 instead of 7 in the sixth century). But this increase is attained
only when one includes in the lot the series of hoards concealed in the Umayyad period
at the time of the introduction of Caliphal epigraphic dinars that put a final end to the
circulation of the Byzantine nomisma in the Arab domain. The pattern is much clearer
when all deposits (gold and copper) are considered: despite the fact that the Persian
invasion left no archaeological record of destruction, it must have caused a feeling of
great insecurity and led to many concealments, as witnessed by the concentration of
several of them in the years 610-614 along the routes that could have been followed
by the Sasanian troups from the coast, through Scythopolis and Samaria to Jerusalem.
The most extraordinary of these hoards is the one found by Israeli excavators during
the construction of a parking lot at Giv’ati in Jerusalem, on the eastern slope of the
Tyropoeon valley. Its 264 solidi, all of the same dies and in impeccable mint state,
constitute an unknown variant of a Constantinople type, that were probably engraved
and struck in the City after the first defeat of Nicetas in Antioch and during the Persian
siege that resulted in its capture in 614. Found in several rolls that were wrapped in
some textile, they were hidden before they could be distributed to their recipients. This
emergency and short-lived issue was probably the only one in precious metal that can
be attributed with certainty to Palestine. The archaeological material does not support
the other previous attributions of solidi to the mint of Jerusalem.
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On the other hand copper coins were indeed struck in the City at that period: they
bear the exergue mark IePoco or Ic Xc NI KA and date to 613/4 (Heraclius year
four); their authenticity is apparently confirmed by their presence in two finds (Jerusalem and Mt. Carmel). Increasing shortage of copper currency due to the closure
of the mint of Antioch and difficult relations with the capital also led, mainly in the
630s but possibly before, to countermarking the available pre-Heraclian and Heraclian currency. Recent studies and the high incidence of such coins in the city excavations prove it must have occurred in Caesarea. The peculiar situation of the Palestinian provinces, increasingly isolated from the capital and relying on a currency
stock that was more and more worn, also led to another phenomenon, not unknown
in other regions of the Empire, but probably more widely attested in Palestine – and
at least much better studied there – that of graffiti incised on gold coins. Gabriela Bijovsky careful study of the Scythopolis/Beth She’an Youth Hostel hoard evidenced
a high proportion of them (35% of the total); while some of them with Arabic letters
may have been apposed after 640, other occurrences in different finds show that the
practice also obtained in the Byzantine period. In the Beth She’an hoard, most graffiti are engraved on worn solidi of Phocas and Heraclius and suggest that it was a
way of checking the weight of pieces that, after long circulation, had fallen below
the legal standard.
The above outline does only partial justice to the book’s achievement and riches.
One of his assets is that the material is presented in such detail but nevertheless great
clarity, that the reader will be able to build, if necessary, his own interpretation. The
preface writer is happy to say that she was convinced by most of the author’s conclusions. She can ascertain that this exemplary regional study will be not only received
as a milestone in our understanding of fifth-seventh century coinage and coinage use
in Palestine, but in fact, due to its wide perspective and consideration of a large body
of comparative material from the whole Byzantine empire, as a work of reference on
the whole period monetary history.
Cécile Morrisson

Presentation
This book represents the final improved version of my Ph.D. dissertation written
at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem under the supervision of Professors Rina
Talgam, Zeev Weiss and Ermanno Arslan, and entitled Monetary Circulation in Palestine during the Byzantine Period (Fifth-Seventh centuries CE), Jerusalem, 2011.
My interest in Byzantine coinage started in 1991 as soon as I was accepted for the
position of curator of the Coin Department of the Israel Antiquities Authority (IAA).
Consequently this book is the fruitful result of many years of research of primarily
unpublished coin material from archaeological excavations in Israel. Therefore, my
deepest thanks go to my institution and my superiors at the IAA, for the possibility
to explore, utilize and study the vast database of archaeological and numismatic material that constitutes the basis for my research.
I wish to thank Professor Bruno Callegher of the University of Trieste for his unconditional confidence and generous offer to publish this book as part of the Numismatica Antica e Medievale series. The final editing of this book before publication
would not have been possible without the support of the Israel Numismatic Society,
which is associated with the production of this volume. In this respect my thanks go
to Susan Holzman, who is responsible for the skillful editing of the text.
I thank a long list of archaeologists who agreed to let me study unpublished material from excavations; all their names appear in Appendix B. I am indebted as well
to my IAA numismatist colleagues Ariel Berman, Donald T. Ariel, Robert Kool,
and Danny Syon, whose coin reports have been useful and to Yoav Tsionit for his
assistance with material from the Staff Officer of Archaeology, Civil Administration
of Judea and Samaria. Most images were photographed by Clara Amit of the IAA.
Other coins from the Staff Officer of Archaeology, Civil Administration of Judea and
Samaria were photographed by Assaf Peretz and Shlomi Ammami.
Special personal thanks go to a number of colleagues and friends who provided
invaluable assistance: Harley Stark, Anat Wallenberger, Haim Gitler, Danny Syon,
and Ingrid and Wolfgang Schulze. Finally I want to express my deepest gratitude to
Ruthy Jacoby, my friend for many years; any further words of gratitude to her are
redundant.

Introduction
To study the circulation of an issue of coin is to explore
the chronological and geographical limits of its value.
(Butcher 2000-2001:36)

State of research and objectives
Coins from the Byzantine period are a common find at archaeological sites in Israel.
The state of research, nonetheless, shows that the study of Byzantine coinage has not
received more than superficial attention from numismatic researchers in Israel. The
reason behind this situation seems rather obvious. Unlike Jewish and Roman Provincial city-coins, well-known for their individual originality, Byzantine coins appear rather monotonous since they were struck under the same uniform standards of
values and types throughout the Empire. Although bronze coinage from the fourth to
the sixth centuries predominates in the numismatic material found in archaeological
excavations in Israel, the number of publications of coinage from the fourth century
onward is low. Moreover, despite the numerous comprehensive studies dealing with
official imperial Byzantine coinage which have been published, these show little
interest in local copper coinage issues, which constitute the bulk of the small change
or petty currency intended for everyday use. I believe it is in small change money
where the local character of coinage in a certain region expresses itself the best.
To fulfill the constant need for small change money, quantities of small bronze
coins – minimi – circulated alongside the official issues. These minimi included worn
and illegible earlier coins which remained in circulation for long periods, poorly
manufactured local imitative issues, clipped coins and pieces of metal that could
hardly be classified as coins, and coins from foreign areas. They were all an integral
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part of the monetary currency in circulation during the Byzantine period throughout
the Empire, including Palestine.
The reign of Emperor Anastasius I (491-518), famous for the monetary reforms
in bronze currency, is usually regarded as the beginning of the official Byzantine
coinage. The chronological framework of this study, however, begins in year 408
– the date of Emperor Arcadius’ death – and in numismatic terms, the beginning of
the fifth century. The completion of the Arab conquest of Palestine and the death of
Emperor Heraclius in 641 mark the end of this discussion. Nevertheless, extensive
numbers of Byzantine coins continued to flow into the area during the reign of Constans II (641-668). The quantity of coins sharply declined during the reigns of Constantine IV (668-685) and Justinian II (681-692), until the use of Byzantine coinage
was altogether prohibited by the Caliph ‘Abd el-Malik in 696/697.
This discussion encompasses a geographical area including the State of Israel and
Judea and Samaria. Throughout history, this area was located within the territories
of the Byzantine provinces Palaestina Prima, Secunda and Tertia. The region under
study is located on the periphery of the Byzantine Empire, but at the same time is
also the Holy Land – the ultimate center of Christian pilgrimage from the East as
well as from the West.
The resulting numismatic assemblage from Palestine is unique. This study will
strive to present a comprehensive picture of the coinage circulating in Israel during the Byzantine period with an emphasis on the nature of the daily currency or
‘small change’. To achieve this purpose, the material is organized chronologically
and typologically and aims to suggest dates and type attributions for coins that have
been hitherto neglected in numismatic research. Although the results of this study
contribute first and foremost to the field of numismatics, archaeologists will also find
them useful, especially to interpret coin finds from excavations dated to the Byzantine period. Likewise, this study will provide comprehensive data for scholars dealing
with economic history and ancient trade.
The description of official coin types is primarily based on the catalogues of
Byzantine imperial coinage of major collections throughout the world. Since most
numismatists consider the fifth century as part of the Late Roman period, this coinage is found in separate publications. This material has been conclusively analyzed
by Kent (RIC 10) and by Grierson and Mays (LRC), who published the Dumbarton
Oaks and Whittemore collections. Also worthy of mention are the studies by Carson and Kent (LRBC 2) and Hahn (1989). The official coinage of the Byzantine
period (sixth and seventh centuries) has been treated in a number of renowned publications of public collections and series: the catalogue of the British Museum by
Wroth (BMC Byz.); the catalogue of the Bibliothèque Nationale by Morrisson (BN
1); the catalogue of the Dumbarton Oaks by Bellinger and Grierson (DOC 1 and
DOC 2); the coin catalogue of the Fitzwilliam Museum by Grierson and Blackburn
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(1986), and a major study of Byzantine coins by Hahn (MIB 1973-1981) which also
includes the Vandal and Ostrogothic coinage. The first two volumes of this major
study were updated and translated into English during the last decade (MIBE and
MIBEC). A survey of the most recent publications of different fields of Byzantine
coinage has been summarized by Morrisson (2003b). A catalogue of Vandalic and
Ostrogothic coinage was first compiled by Wroth in 1908 (BMCV); since then, this
material has been re-studied and new attributions were established thanks to comprehensive excavations in Carthage (Reece 1984; Metcalf 1987; Morrisson 1988;
Visonà 1993; Morrisson 2003a and 2003c). Ostrogothic coins from Italy, although
less common in Israel than the Vandalic, have also been recovered in excavations.
A detailed and updated bibliography on the subject was compiled by Arslan (2001b;
2003a). Finds of Vandalic coins, as well as other foreign coinage groups discovered
in Israel – Ostrogothic and Aksumite – have been summarized by the author (Bijovsky 1998; 2000-2002).
A number of fundamental major works on Byzantine administration, policy, and
economy have been consulted to study relevant issues concerning the economic
background of Palestine. Worthy of mention are Avi-Yonah (1958), Jones (LRE),
Hendy (1985), Haldon (1990), Casey (1996), Harl (1996), Walmsley (1996), Patlagean (1998), Haldon (2000), Kingsley (2001), McCormick (2001), Kingsley (2003),
Walmsley (2007), and most particularly the chapters in Laiou (2002) by Morrisson,
Morrisson and Cheynet (2002) and Morrisson and Sodini (2002).
Regional studies on coin distribution and circulation constitute an underdeveloped field which has received attention in recent years. An example is Butcher’s
excellent analysis of the cycle of small change coins “from deposition to circulation”, published in the coin report of the Souks in Beirut (Butcher 2000-2001:3141). Noteworthy is a quantitative overview of coin circulation in Israel (Gitler and
Weisburd 2005) and regional monetary studies of the eastern provinces (Gândilă
2009b); Egypt (Noeske 2000); Syria (Morrisson 1989b; Vorderstrasse 2005);
Transjordan (Marot 1998; Sheedy 2001); and Carthage (Morrisson 2003a).
As previously mentioned, studies on Byzantine coinage in Israel are few; most
of them are numismatic reports from archaeological excavations dealing specifically
with coins found at a site, such as Ramat HaNadiv (Barkay 2000) or En Gedi (Bijovsky 2007). Others are dedicated to the publication of hoards: e.g. Ḥ. Rimmon (Kloner and Mendel 2001), Ḥ. Kab (Syon 2000-2002) and foundation deposits: e.g. ‘En
Nashut (Ariel 1987; Ariel and Ahipaz 2010) and Capernaum (Arslan 1997; 2011).
A number of typological studies on coin material from Israel are worthy of mention; Hamburger (1955) was the first coin collector in Israel to point out the function
of minimi as small change. He compiled a corpus of the Roman and Byzantine minimi found at Caesarea. This study was later expanded by Moorhead (1983) within the
survey of coins from the Mediterranean littoral. The incidence and significance of
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Axumite imitations in coin finds from Israel has been discussed by Kindler (1988),
Hahn (1994-99), and Arslan (1996). Finds of foreign coinage groups in Israel (Vandalic, Ostrogothic, and Justinianic nummi from Carthage) were summarized by the
author (Bijovsky 1998). Studies on Heraclian countermarking based on coin finds
from Caesarea were published by DeRose Evans (1993-1994) and Lampinen (1999).
An analysis of fifth-century coin currency in circulation in Israel was undertaken by
the author (Bijovsky 2000-2002). While all these studies deal with specific themes
concerning Byzantine coinage from Israel, the present work is the first study that
attempts to comprehensively analyze monetary circulation in Byzantine Palestine.

Methodological remarks
The original aim of this work was to study coin circulation in Palestine from the
beginning of the fifth century to the end of the seventh century. Very soon it became
clear that this goal was too ambitious for the framework of a single study. It was
therefore decided to limit the scope both geographically and chronologically to the
territories of Palaestina Prima and Secunda until the completion of the Arab conquest in 640. As a result, coin evidence from Palaestina Tertia is not included here,
nor is Byzantine official coinage or the Arab-Byzantine imitations issued during the
second half of the seventh century, which deserve studies of their own.
This study is based on numismatic material gathered by the author in an ACCESS
file database, which includes a total of 44,047 coins selected from 28 sites (Map 1
and Appendix B). These sites were chosen to represent the widest range of settlement types: central cities, towns, villages, coastal and agricultural sites, churches,
monasteries, synagogues, pilgrimage sites, thermae, etc. Some of the sites were active during the whole period covered by this study while others were settled only for
a short time.
While much of the material referred to in this study has already been published in
numismatic reports, the database does contain a considerable amount of unpublished
material registered at the Coin Department of the Israel Antiquities Authority (IAA).
The IAA database includes approximately 400,000 coins as well as other numismatic
assemblages uncovered by university institutions excavating in Israel. Coins from
public and private collections were excluded since in most cases they are of uncertain provenance.
The numismatic data include two kinds of sources:
1.

Isolated coins discovered in systematic archaeological excavations and surveys
in Israel or stray finds of certain provenance.
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2.

Coin hoards of known provenance in Israel whether discovered during excavations or as stray finds.1

This database formed the basis for typological comparisons and for defining patterns of coin distribution. These patterns were then compared with evidence from
other regions of the Byzantine Empire to establish whether they constitute a local
phenomenon or present a general mode of monetization.

Map 1. Sites in our database

Hoards: a collection of coins that was deposited intentionally but was never retrieved by its owner.
Stray finds: isolated coins or hoards found by chance. Both definitions are taken from Laing 1969:56-62.
1

8

It should be emphasized, however, that this is not a quantitative or a statistical
study. The majority of the graphs included in the following chapters represent numbers of coin finds as registered in our database and do not reflect rates of coin production or supply. This topic and the implications of coin circulation on the economy of
Palestine are worthy of study on their own. It has been suggested that the total coins
at a certain site, especially those of precious metal, may offer a measure of economic
activity (Reece 2003:146-147). This is generally true but with some reservations.
Totals of coins recovered from different sites and sometimes from the same site may
be biased by many factors, such as the nature of the areas excavated or the quality of
excavation techniques employed (sifting, metal detectors, soil types, etc.). Morrisson writes: “Archaeological coin finds are always affected by a degree of partiality
because of the fortuitous distribution of finds” (Morrisson 2002:953). Moreover,
most coins discovered at excavations are of low copper value; these are incidental
finds which are the result of casual loss. On the other hand, gold coins – which were
intended mainly for the payment of taxes – were rarely lost; they were either withdrawn from circulation in order to be recycled or they were intentionally hoarded.
They seldom occur as individual finds at a site. At any rate, it is most likely that the
few gold coins discovered at sites do not reflect the real volume of gold coins in circulation during the period under study.
Copper coins were indeed discovered in extensive quantities and, therefore, comprise the bulk of this study. Isolated gold coin finds are quite rare in Israel; the majority of gold coins were recovered within hoards. The study of copper coinage raises a
number of methodological issues:
1.

Determining the dates of issue of copper coins whose chronology is still disputed.
This is relevant not only for official issues but particularly for local imitations.

2.

Analyzing the use of coins as a means for dating occupation layers in excavations. A specific date on a coin refers to the date of minting and does not attest
to its shelf life; therefore, this information is only part of the picture when the
coin is recovered from a later context. As result, the archaeological context of
coin finds was, in some cases, re-examined to help determine the dates of coins
whose chronology is still debatable. The deposition dates of coin hoards were
likewise reconsidered as a means for dating attribution of copper issues.

3.

Examining the nature of small change. The need for daily cash was constant, irrespective of the political and economic situation. Each period in numismatic history had its own coinage intended for this purpose (for instance, the Hasmonean
prutot of Alexander Janneus from the first quarter of the first century BCE used
until the first century CE). Features of small change are usually similar, namely:
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tiny badly preserved coins, worn or poorly manufactured, yet remaining in circulation for long periods after their date of issue. Despite their poor condition, these
coins were definitively part of the currency in circulation. Masses of these unidentifiable coins from excavations are commonly removed from the archaeological
context and ignored in statistical studies on coin distribution and circulation.
This study is divided into five major parts, each sub-divided into chapters. Part 1
comprises the historical, geopolitical, and economic background as well as a general
introduction to Byzantine coinage. Parts 2 to 4 deal with the numismatic material
presented chronologically by century (fifth, sixth, and first half of the seventh centuries2), describing the official coinage – gold and copper – as reflected from coin finds
in Israel, its standards, mints and typology, followed by a description of the local
currency and the particular monetary phenomena related to each period. For each
century, special emphasis has been given to the study of hoards, their typology, and
their use as a means for dating, and their historical implications. The main features
discussed in each chapter are summarized at the end of Parts 2 to 4 in order to attain
a general overview of the patterns of coin circulation and monetization in Palestine
during each century. Part 5 presents the general conclusions.
In addition, three appendices are included: Appendix A, containing concise information about all coin hoards found in Israel as well as other regions cited throughout
this study; Appendix B, summarizing basic information on the sites and excavations
which provided the coins for building our database; and Appendix C, concentrating all the new/revised dates of issue proposed for uncertain and foreign coin types
discussed in this study.
A number of technical and terminological remarks should be considered when
reading this study:
•

•
•

The term Palestine is used as the historical name for the two provinces of Palaestinae Prima and Secunda which are under study. The term Israel is used in
relation to modern excavations and site finds. Likewise, the same distinctions
are used for Ascalon/Ashqelon (modern name) and Scythopolis/ Bet She’an
(modern name).
When text refers to "the author", it means Gabriela Bijovsky.
The database built by the author for the purpose of this study is cited as "our database" in order to distinguish it from the IAA database which is often cited here.

Part 2 describes the official coinage by halves of the century while Parts 3 and 4 describe it by
Emperor.

2
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•

•

•
•

There are no plates with coin illustrations. Photographs of selected coins are integrated into the text, and they appear as figures (Fig.) or as illustrations within
Tables when many variants of one type are given.
Table contents are usually arranged by sites from south to north, unless otherwise stated. Coin numbers from the Israel Antiquities Authority are preceded by
the prefix IAA; those from the Judea and Samaria Staff Officer are preceded by
the prefix K.
Hoards registered in our database include all coins present, even if they were
minted before 408 and after 640.
Our database also includes Byzantine coins of the Emperors Constans II, Constantine IV, and Justinian II, as well as Arab-Byzantine coins struck after 640
and until 696/697 in spite of the fact that the second half of the seventh century
is excluded from the discussion.

Part I
General Background
The monarchy depends on the army, the army on money;
money comes from the land-tax; the land-tax comes from agriculture.
Agriculture depends on justice, justice on the integrity of officials,
and integrity and reliability on the ever-watchfulness of the King.*

* Philosophy of government of the Sasanian king Chosroes I as stated by Brown 1971:166.
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1.1 Historical synopsis1
1.1.1 The Byzantine Empire in the fourth and fifth centuries
The division of the late Roman Empire into West and East has its roots in the political reforms instituted by the Emperors Diocletian (284‑305) and Constantine I
(306‑337).2 These reforms included a new division of the provinces, a reorganization
of administration and bureaucracy, and a separation of civil and military control.
Furthermore, the army also underwent a series of internal structural changes and the
taxation system was altered. Constantine I was also responsible for two fundamental
events: moving the capital from Rome to Constantinople and recognizing Christianity as the official religion (Edict of Milan in 313).
The fourth century is considered in general as a period of relative stability and
wealth; the Empire still occupied a huge territory from Britain to North Africa and
from Spain to Mesopotamia. Theodosius I was the last Emperor of the entire Roman Empire,3 and after his death in 395 the West and East split, a situation which
lasted until Justinian I recaptured Italy from the Barbarians in 554. Theodosius I’s
son Arcadius became Emperor in the East with Constantinople as the capital, while
his other son Honorius received the crown of the West with Ravenna as capital from
402 onwards. With the death of Theodosius II in the East in 450, the Theodosian line
continued with his daughter Pulcheria who married Marcian (450‑457). Marcian
and the emperors who followed him, Leo I (457‑474) and Zeno (476‑491), were
all experienced soldiers. Marcian’s reign was regarded as a golden age, especially
in financial matters. He was able to accumulate more than 100,000 pounds of gold
in the treasury by stopping the tribute payments to the Huns (Adelson and Kustas
1962:28‑29). Leo I attempted to reconquer Africa from the Vandals in 468, and his
failed campaign ended with an enormous financial deficit which lasted for almost
thirty years (LRE:224; Hendy 1985:221). In order to replenish the treasury, his successor Zeno concentrated primarily on internal matters and instituted an economic
policy. His reign was marked by a series of revolts, such as the one led by the usurper
Basiliscus and his son Marcus in 476.

1
This historical introduction is intended to provide a background to the numismatic material analyzed in this study. As such, it is limited to those aspects relevant to this work.
2

For introductions to their reigns see LRE, chapters II and III.

An illustrative table of the Roman Emperors from 379 to 491 is presented in LRC:4. For further
historical information on the House of Theodosius, see LRE chapter VI and chapter VII for the reigns
from Marcian to Anastasius I.
3
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The fate of the Western Empire was marked by a number of incompetent emperors starting with Honorius (395‑423) and followed by Valentinian III (425‑455).
By this time most of the western territory had been lost to the Goths or taken by
usurpers. None of the successive emperors reigned for long (LRE:238‑244). Rome
was sacked by the Visigoths in 410; Romulus Augustulus, the last western emperor,
was deposed in 476. Ultimately the Goths established their own kingdoms under
formal Byzantine suzerainty: the Ostrogoths in Italy (476), the Vandals in North
Africa (429, 439), the Visigoths in Spain (456), the Burgundians in the Rhine Valley
(411‑534), and the Franks in Gaul (480). The fiscal policy of the provinces they occupied remained basically unchanged, with the exception of measures for the massive confiscation of lands (LRE:248‑253). These military losses in the West seriously
weakened the finances of the Empire; revenues from prosperous regions like Africa
and Spain were lost to the invaders and tax reductions had to be made in many devastated areas. In order to compensate for this situation, special levies were imposed
on the population by the central administration (LRE:204‑206).
The East and the West suffered from an ever-widening schism. The eastern frontier bordering Persia was in a continuing state of warfare with only occasional periods of peace. By the last quarter of the fifth century, the eastern Empire had to face
the menace of war against the Sasanians and invasions of Germanic tribes along the
Danube frontier. In general, however, the eastern part of the Empire suffered less
than its western counterpart. While this part of the Empire became the continuation
of the Roman state, with Greek as the dominant language and orthodoxy as the official dogma, the western Empire was now divided into several Germanic kingdoms
with Latin as the prevailing language and the Arian faith dominating.
A number of imperial events that took place during the fifth century are directly
related to Palestine. In 438, Empress Eudocia visited the Holy Land for the first time.
She spent her last years in Jerusalem until her death in 460. She built the city walls
and dedicated a number of churches around the city.4
In 429 Theodosius II established a commission to compile all the imperial legislation of the Roman Empire from the accession of Constantine I to the early years of the
fifth century. The Codex Theodosianus (abbrev. CTh.) was finally published in 438 in
the eastern half of the Empire and a year later by Emperor Valentinian III in the West
(Pharr 1952; Grierson 1956:247‑261). Part of this legislation was intended to restrict
the rights of minorities, such as Jews, Gentiles, and Samaritans.5 By 429 a law had
For detailed information about Eudocia’s involvement in building projects in the Holy Land and
sums of money spent by the Empress during her stay in Jerusalem, see Avi-Yonah 1958:44 and
Cameron 1993:68.
4

Especially Novel 3 of Theodosius II dated to January 1 438, which stipulated among other
restrictions, the exclusion from army service and public offices. For a full discussion of the new
5
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already abolished the Jewish patriarchate (CTh. XVI.8.29). This law also had financial implications for the imperial treasury since it stipulated that the money donated
by Diaspora Jews for the patriarchate (aurum coronarium; Hendy 1985:175) should
be transferred to the state (Avi-Yonah 1984:228; Linder 1983:233‑235, No. 53). New
restrictions were also imposed on the Samaritan community and, as a consequence
of the first Samaritan revolt in 484, Zeno prohibited the Samaritan cult on Mount
Gerizim and ordered the construction of the Church of Mary Theotokos in its place.6
In addition to external menaces, the Byzantine Empire also had to deal with critical internal ecclesiastical divisions between the Orthodox and the Monophysites
which erupted during the Council of Chalcedon in 451, convened during the reign
of Marcian (Cameron 1993:18‑25).7 Religious policy changed from emperor to emperor. As a result of these internal discrepancies, Jews in Palestine enjoyed a relative
period of peace until the accession of Justinian I (Avi-Yonah 1984:236).

1.1.2 The Byzantine Empire in the sixth century
During the period from Anastasius I (491‑518) to Justinian I (527‑565), the eastern
Empire enjoyed stability and prosperity while the West became a “polycentric system of barbarian successor kingdoms” (Haldon 1990:150). Except for a period of
hostilities along the Persian frontier in 502‑503, the reign of Anastasius I remained
peaceful. This emperor was well acquainted with fiscal matters and left the treasury
with a large surplus of 320,000 pounds of gold, namely 23,040,000 solidi (Hendy
1985:171, 224). By the end of the reign of his successor, Justin I (518‑527), war
broke out again with the Persians. This war lasted briefly until 532 when Justin I’s
nephew, Emperor Justinian I (527‑565), concluded a peace agreement based on tribute and territorial concessions.8

legislation and its significance for the Jewish population, see Avi-Yonah 1984:213‑220 and Linder
1983:235‑245.

6
On the history of the Samaritan Revolts in Palestine, see Avi-Yonah 1956 and Avi-Yonah
1984:241‑243. For a survey of the archaeological evidence, see Dar 1995. Di Segni sheds new light
on the Samaritan revolts of 484, 498 and 529 by reinterpreting the literary sources. She suggests that
the destruction caused by the revolt in the days of Zeno did not affect the population of the countryside as did the revolt of 529 (Di Segni 1998:58). Furthermore, the events that took place during
Anastasius I’s reign are considered an aborted local uprising based on religious grounds rather than a
revolt as told by Procopius (Aed. 5.7; Avi-Yonah 1956:131 and Di Segni 1995:63).

The council condemned the monophysite dogma which prevailed in Mesopotamia, Syria, Egypt,
Armenia, Asia Minor, and among the Arab tribes under Byzantine influence.

7
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For further general information about the reign of Justinian I see chapter 3.4.1 and LRE:269‑302.
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Justinian I took advantage of Anastasius’ financial achievements to carry out two
goals: the restoration of the Empire and the reconquering of the western provinces
(Haldon 1990:17). Between 533 and 534, his general Belisarius recaptured Carthage
from the Vandals and invaded Ostrogothic Italy where warfare lasted until the final Byzantine victory in 554. However, during the 540s, the Persians regained their
power on the eastern border after King Chosroes I (531‑579) invaded Syria (Antioch
was taken in 540) and Armenia. Attempts to negotiate peace agreements between the
sides took place in 551 and 561. Justinian’s reign was also struck by the outbreak of
a severe bubonic plague epidemic, which spread from Egypt in 541‑542 and swept
through the Empire (see below and Stathakopoulos 2004:110‑154, Nos. 102‑118,
especially Nos. 103 and 105).9
Possibly as result of imperial legal restrictions, the second and most terrible of
the Samaritan revolts broke out in Palestine in 529/530 in Neapolis, Scythopolis, and
Caesarea. A third Samaritan revolt erupted in Caesarea in 556, and this time many
Jews also participated in the insurgences (Avi-Yonah 1956:132; Dar 1995:158).
The reign of Justin II (565‑578) was characterized by his “megalomaniac and irresponsible foreign policy”, as defined by Jones, based on the principle of refusing
to pay bribes to the barbarians in order to keep the peace (LRE:304‑306). Conflict
with the Persians in 571‑572 was therefore inevitable, and war with them extended
to Armenia, Persia, and Syria, which resulted in grave consequences for the Byzantines. In the field of internal politics, Justin II tried, unsuccessfully, to conciliate the
monophysites – popular in Syria, Egypt and eastern Anatolia – with the Chalcedonian orthodoxy as represented by the state and the Western and Anatolian provinces
(Haldon 1990:31‑32). In Palestine, new property restrictions against the Samaritans
undertaken by the emperor (Novel 144, dated to 572) led to another revolt, this time
localized in the Mount Carmel region (Avi-Yonah 1956:132 and 1984:254 dating
the event to 578). Eventually, all Samaritan lands were confiscated and the Samaritans were forced to convert to Christianity (Dar 1995:160).
Despite the scarcity of resources in the imperial treasury, the next Emperor Tiberius II (578‑582) spent money freely on the army and also renewed subsidies to
the Avars and the Persians, an act which bought peace for a few years (Haldon
1990:36). By the last quarter of the sixth century, however, the Empire was again
engaged in conflict on several fronts at once; due to Avaro-Slavic invasions, both
the Balkan and eastern frontiers collapsed and warfare against the Persians was renewed. Moreover, the Visigoths strengthened their power in Spain, the Lombards in
Italy, and the Berbers in North Africa.
The plague appeared in recurrent waves from 541 to 750: eighteen outbreaks are recorded according to Stathakopoulos. About a 20% of the population of Constantinople perished during this plague
(Stathakopoulos 2004:123 and 140).
9
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Emperor Maurice Tiberius (582‑602) faced these disasters with skill. He managed to reorganize part of the Byzantine possessions in Africa and Italy, declaring
two new administrative provinces or militarized districts, the exarchates of Italy
(Ravenna) and Africa (Carthage) where all civil and military authority was concentrated in the hands of the local imperial officer (LRE:312‑313). In 591 Maurice
Tiberius reached a favorable agreement with King Chosroes II (591‑628) by which
the Byzantines recovered Armenia and stopped paying tribute to the Persians. This
allowed the Emperor to turn westwards and concentrate his efforts on overthrowing
the Avars beyond the Danube and stopping the threats of the Lombards in Italy. During the second part of his reign, Maurice Tiberius dedicated himself to defending the
Empire against the Slavs and Avars, who continued their pressure on the Balkans
and attacked Athens in 582 and Thessalonica in 586 (Laiou 2002:13; Metcalf D.M.
1984). However, severe cuts made to the regular payments of the army aggravated
Maurice’s unpopularity among the troops, and caused a series of mutinies in 588 and
602 that eventually led to his deposition. Phocas (602‑610), a subordinate officer
serving on the Danube border, was proclaimed his successor.

1.1.3 The Byzantine Empire in the first half of the seventh century
The seventh century was a time of deep transformation for the Byzantine Empire
throughout the eastern Mediterranean and Balkan territories and was characterized
by a succession of major upheavals.10 By the end of the reign of Maurice Tiberius,
no official break in relations had taken place between Byzantium and the numerous
Frankish states in the West, but no new ties had been established either (Stratos
II:154). Most of Italy had been lost to the Lombards, but Africa still remained under
Byzantine control and the power of the Avars at the Danube was contained. In the East
the Persian threat on the eastern frontier was temporarily restrained. The rich provinces of Asia Minor, Syria-Palestine, and Egypt continued to provide the foodstuffs
on which the Empire depended.
The political situation concerning the deposition of Maurice Tiberius and the
proclamation of Phocas as new emperor gave Chosroes II the opportunity to break
the peace agreement with the Byzantines in 603. Phocas’ reign, which lasted until
his overthrow by Heraclius (610‑641), suffered from catastrophic instability in every
field: internal, economic and military (Haldon 1990:41).11 The first ten years of Her10
See Kaegi 1992:chapter 2 for an analysis of the historical and social background of the first half
of the seventh century.

See Foss 2003 for a comprehensive analysis of the Persian occupation period (602‑630). For a
detailed account of Phocas’ external and internal policy, see Stratos I:57‑79.
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aclius’ reign were even worse. The Persians took advantage of this unrest and easily
reconquered Armenia, Syria, Egypt, and much of Asia Minor. They captured Antioch
in 610, Damascus in 613 and then invaded Palestine, capturing many towns without
resistance (Foss 2003).12 The Jewish community in Palestine, similar to the local
discontented populations in many other places of the Empire, collaborated with the
Persians against the Byzantines (Avi-Yonah 1984:259; Stratos I:108‑109). Jerusalem fell after a siege in 614 and apparently, according to literary sources, the city was
completely destroyed. Thousands of Christians were exiled to Persia together with
the relics of the True Cross. At first, the city remained in Jewish hands, but then Persian policy changed and Christians were allowed to return to Jerusalem, rebuild the
city, and expel the Jews .13 After occupying Palestine, the Persians conquered Egypt,
which remained under their control from 616 to 629. The fall of Alexandria in 619
was catastrophic for the Byzantines since grain supplies to Constantinople intended
for the annona (see chapter 1.5) ceased, causing famine in the capital. Moreover,
Alexandria constituted a key port for Asiatic trade to Europe (Stratos I:113‑114 and
124‑125; Foss 2004:13).
Eventually, in a series of brilliantly executed campaigns that took place from 622
to 628, Heraclius ended the Avaro-Slav siege over Constantinople in 626 and brought
the war back to Persia recovering the territory that has been lost to the Sasanians.14 In
629 Heraclius arrived in Tiberias, and on March 21 630 the Emperor entered Jerusalem and restored the relics of the True Cross to the Holy Sepulchre (Stratos I:248,
and 252‑255 and Note XLIII for literary sources).15 The Emperor exempted the local
population from all taxation and transferred part of the revenues from Syria to the
Patriarch of Jerusalem in order to restore the city (Stratos I:255).
By the early 630s, the Byzantine Empire restored its eastern territories in full and,
to a certain extent, stabilized its position in the Balkans. But the state treasury has
been depleted by these wars and Heraclius was in considerable debt to Sergius, Patriarch of Constantinople. In order to raise cash and pay the troops, he borrowed large
amounts of gold and silver, bronze statues, and other wealth from the Church which
For a short summary of the events, including extensive references to the literary sources, see AviYonah 1984:261‑265 and Foss 2004:8 and n6.
12

Modestus, Patriarch of Jerusalem, raised funds to restore the Holy Sepulcher, Holy Zion, and the
Church of the Ascension (Foss 2003:163‑164; Foss 2004:12 and n27). After the fall of Jerusalem,
waves of Christian refugees fled into Egypt. Noteworthy in particular were the activities of Johannes,
Patriarch of Alexandria, who provided assistance to the refugees and organized donations of money,
food, and clothes to be sent to Jerusalem (Stratos I:111‑112; Baras 1982:339 n170; Greatrex and
Lieu 2002:190‑193; Kaegi 2003:80‑81). Furthermore, intensified pilgrimage to the Holy Land and
material aid arrived from Armenia (Foss 2003:164; Foss 2004:9, 12).
13

14
15

For a full record of the events, see Stratos II:135‑234.

For the consequences of these events on the Jewish community, see Avi-Yonah 1984:270‑272.
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were melted down. This loan apparently took place in 619‑620 when a new series of
coins was struck for this purpose (Stratos I:126 and n5 and 259‑261; Hendy 1985:
231; 495). Heraclius promised to pay back all the monies that the State had borrowed
from the Church as soon as possible by pressing the population, who had not yet
fully recovered economically, with more taxation.16

1.1.4 The rise of the Islam
It seems likely that the weaknesses resulting from long-lasting warfare between the
two great powers – Byzantium and Persia – facilitated the incursion of Islam.17 The
territories of the Syrian Desert which encircle the Eastern Empire were gradually settled by Arab tribes such as the Ghassānids, who were employed by the Byzantines
to guard the frontiers of the Empire. Although most of these Arab tribes converted to
Christianity, they had much in common with the new Muslim invaders. By the end of
633-beginning of 634, the Muslims started to invade Persia and the eastern territories
of the Byzantine Empire, Palestine, and Syria.18 Many villages and unfortified towns
were pillaged and forced to pay taxes. However, archaeological evidence shows that
the Muslim conquest did not lead to extensive destruction of cities. It seems that the
countryside and most towns offered no resistance and surrendered on terms without
suffering sieges (Schick 1998:75‑76). After years of discrimination and heavy taxation, the local population had no feelings of solidarity with the Byzantines and looked
upon the Muslims as their deliverers (Stratos II:128‑129).
The first decisive Muslim success took place in 634 at the battle at Ijnādayn,
a town located in the vicinity of Bet Guvrin. After this victory the Muslims conquered most of the cities in Palestine with almost no opposition: Neapolis, Sebastia,
Emmaus, Lod, Yavne, Bet Guvrin, Jaffa, and Rafiah (Gil 1992:42‑43). In 635 they
advanced against the residue of the Byzantine army stationed in the Jordan Valley
and defeated them in the battle of Fiḥl (Pella). Subsequently, Tiberias, Scythopolis,
Jerash, Sepphoris, and the Phoenician cities of Akko-Ptolemais, Tyre and Sidon,
16
Only a few years earlier (c.618) the same Heraclius abolished the assessment of the annona as
part of the reductions he took to reestablish the financial situation of the Empire (Stratos I:100‑101;
Mc Cormick 2001:110).

17
For different approaches on this topic, see Walmsley 2000:267‑271, especially n4 for further references on other historical studies. Stratos, among others, assumes that the main causes for the Arab
incursions were economic and social, and what started as an extended razzia (raiding for plunder)
converted gradually into a conquest campaign (Stratos II:43‑44; Gil 1992:14‑16). See also the discussion on this topic in Donner 1981:96‑101 and 267‑271.

For a detailed narration of the events, see Stratos II:40‑59; Gil 1992:32‑45; Donner 1981:91‑156,
chapter 3 and Kaegi 1992:chapters 4 and 5.
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all capitulated to the Muslims (Gil 1992:43‑44). Gaza surrendered in 637 (Stratos
II:78‑79). Damascus was besieged twice in 635 and finally capitulated in December 636-January 637. Other Syrian cities such as Heliopolis, Emesa, Aleppo, Ḥama,
and Antioch followed the same fate of submission (Stratos II:61‑62; 74‑77). The
Byzantine defeat at the battle of Yarmuk in 636 (Stratos II:68‑73; Gil 1992:45‑48)
sealed the fate of Syria, and a defeated Heraclius left Antioch for Constantinople, ordering the evacuation of the True Cross and treasuries from Jerusalem to the capital
(Stratos II:134‑135). By this time all Palestine was under Muslim control with the
exception of Jerusalem, Ashqelon and Caesarea.
Jerusalem was isolated and fell with no resistance to Caliph ‘Umar in 638 (Stratos II:81‑83; Donner 1981:151‑152; Gil 1992:51‑56). After a long siege Caesarea
fall into Muslim hands in 640.19 Ashqelon surrendered later after a long resistance,
bringing the Byzantine rule in Palestine to a complete end (Gil 1992:60).
During the years 638 and 640 a wave of bubonic plague struck Syria and Palestine. This was the first epidemic plague that impacted the Muslim community. It
reached the Arab army in Amwas – Emmaus – killing many commanders and causing them to retreat through the Galilee into the Hauran (Stratos II:83; Stathakopoulos 2004:349, No. 180).
By 642 Syria, Palestine, Armenia, and Egypt (Alexandria had been evacuated) had
fallen to the Muslims. The last years of Heraclius are obscure and were characterized
by a struggle for succession which involved his second wife Martina and his sons
Heraclonas and Constantine (Stratos II:134‑141; 176‑178).20 Eventually, his grandson
Constans II (641‑668; his real name was Constantine III) became the next emperor at
the age of eleven. This event marks the chronological conclusion for this study.

1.2

Administrative structure

1.2.1

Byzantine administrative divisions

In the new administrative organization of the Roman Empire enacted by Diocletian (284‑305), Palestine fell within the diocese of Oriens and was placed under

Stratos dates this event to 641 (Stratos II:80‑81); Donner still believes there is no agreement on
the day of its fall: sometime between 639 and 641 (Donner 1981:153).
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For a summary of the accomplishments of Heraclius and the situation in the different provinces of
the Empire at the time of his death, see Stratos II:153‑174.
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the control of a vicarius seated in Antioch and named comes Orientis (LRE:373).21
This centralized administration was strengthened by the separation of the civil and
financial government from the military, which was commanded by an equestrian
dux styled perfectissimus. The Tenth Legion was moved from Jerusalem to Aila, and
the regions of the Negev, southern Jordan, and Sinai were annexed to Palestine. A
security zone settled by limitanei or border military settlers was created in order to
protect the province from invasions of nomads.22
With the official acceptance of Christianity by Constantine I, the status of Palestine was completely changed. It was transformed from a former distant outpost of
the Empire into the Holy Land, the place of Jesus’ life and Passion. Therefore, the
imperial court lavished attention upon holy places; churches, monasteries, and new
institutions were constructed for the pilgrims who came to Palestine from all over
the Empire.
By the beginning of the fifth century further changes took place, as seen in the
Codex Theodosianus CTh. VII, 4, 30) and the Notitia Dignitatum (XXII. Comes
Orientis:48‑49).23 Palestine was sub-divided into three provinces: Palaestina Prima,
Palaestina Secunda and Palaestina Tertia (Salutaris), all of which remained under
the command of the same dux Palaestinae, in charge of the army in the three provinces (Map 2; TIR:16‑18; Di Segni 1997:75‑82; Mayerson 1988:66 dating the division to c.390).
The capital of Palaestina Prima was Caesarea, and Palaestina Prima included
the territories of most of Judea, Samaria, the coastal plain, and southern Peraea east
of the Jordan River. Scythopolis was the capital of Palaestina Secunda, which extended from the Jezreel Valley and Lower Galilee to the southern Golan Heights.
Petra was the capital and Elusa a secondary city of Palaestina Tertia, which included
the Negev, southern Jordan and most of Sinai. Palestine was bordered by the provinces of Phoenice and Phoenice Libanensis to the north, Arabia to the east, and Aegyptus to the southwest. Both Palaestinae Secunda and Tertia were ruled by officials
of lower rank (praesides), but in 536 the governor of Palaestina Prima was elevated

21
Diocletian divided the Empire into thirteen large circumscriptions called dioceses (Britain, Gaul,
Viennensis, Spain, Italy, Rome, Africa, Pannonia, Moesia, Thrace, Asiana, Pontica, and Oriens) which
were also divided into provinces. Each diocese was governed by a deputy of the praetorian prefects
called vicarius. For an outline of Diocletian’s administrative reform, see LRE:28‑36. For a comprehensive summary of Palestine’s administration from the days of Diocletian until the Arab conquest,
see Tsafrir 1982:359‑386.

The limitanei were also in charge of guarding caravans and collecting customs. For a comprehensive summary on the character of the Limes Palaestinae see Gichon 2002:185‑206.

22

CTh. Is dated to year 409; Jones dates the composition of the Notitia Dignitatum to the first quarter of the fifth century (LRE :1417‑1450).
23
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to the rank of proconsul (Novel 103).24 The Byzantine provincial government was
bureaucratic and centralized. Its two main tasks were to ensure the security of the
province and to provide income to the imperial treasury, especially by means of taxation (LRE:374). This administrative system persisted until the early seventh century.
The division of Palestine into three provinces affected the status of the bishops in
each capital. There were three metropolitans: the bishops of Caesarea, Scythopolis,
and Petra. Jerusalem was elevated to the rank of patriarchy, together with Constantinople, Rome, Alexandria, and Antioch during the fifth Council of Chalcedon in 451.

Map 2. Diocese of Oriens and provinces of Palaestina

The Persians invaded the Near East in the early seventh century and once order
was established, no structural changes to the system of Byzantine administration
were made. Each province was now governed by a marzban, accompanied by an
24

Some time later the governor of Palaestina Secunda was raised to the rank of consularis.
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administrative hierarchy and military garrison (Foss 2003:154; 160‑164). The seat
of the government of Palestine continued to be Caesarea; the economic system remained unchanged with the same official taxes (Walmsley 2007).
By the time the provinces of Syria, Palestine, and Egypt fell under Muslim control (c.633‑640), the administration of the remaining eastern Empire – Asia Minor
– had undergone a drastic reorganization, based on a new system resembling the
structure of the exarchates created by Emperor Maurice Tiberius in Ravenna and
Africa. This territory was divided into five large themata (themes) or military provinces, in which both military and civil power were concentrated in the hands of one
military commander. From then on, soldiers were recruited from among the free
peasant smallholders who offered their military services in exchange for land. Some
scholars attribute the establishment of the themata to Heraclius (Stratos I:266‑282;
Cheynet 2006:151‑152), but this view has been rejected, and historians date the
inception of themata to the reign of Constans II, from the 640s to the 660s (Haldon
1990:208‑217). Themata became the main administrative divisions of the middle
Byzantine Empire and replaced the earlier provincial system established by Emperors Diocletian and Constantine.
With the Muslim conquest between 633 and 640, the diocese of Oriens was renamed as Bilād al-Shām.25 From its previous status as a distant province on the eastern Mediterranean frontier of the Byzantine Empire, the new region developed into
the geo-political focus of the new Umayyad dynasty.

1.3

Population

1.3.1	Demography and natural catastrophes
Demographic studies based on literary sources and archaeological finds show that the
population and settlement activity from the fifth to the early seventh centuries reached
a peak which remained a summit in the history of Palestine until the first half of the
twentieth century (Tsafrir 1996; Bar 2004).26 The population is estimated to have
For a short summary of the administrative history of Umayyad Syria as reflected in the coins, see
Bone 2000:308-312.
25

26
For additional general references to those cited here, see Patlagean 1977 and Dauphin 1998. Bar
believes, however, that the peak of population density had already been achieved during the Late
Roman period when unstable areas were populated due to a growing demand for settlement areas
and food. From the second to the sixth centuries Palestine enjoyed “a period of calm in which wars,
plagues and earthquakes were scarce” (Bar 2004:310‑312).
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been approximately a million and a half people (Broshi 1979:7; Tsafrir 1996:270
and 274). The Byzantine period was not marked by any major natural catastrophic
events with the exception of the bubonic plague which started in the East (Pelusium and Alexandria in Egypt; Gaza and the Negev in Palestine) and swept through
the Empire starting during the summer of 541. The plague struck Jerusalem and the
Judean Desert, Antioch and Syria, North Africa, and the capital Constantinople in 542
and spread to Asia Minor and the Balkans towards the West (Rome) in early 544 CE.
Cyclical recurrences broke out in Palestine in 626‑627, 639 and 672‑673 (Stathakopoulos 2004:Nos. 177, 180 and 186). Most of the literary sources refer to the plague
principally in the large cities and urban areas. Unfortunately, there is a lack of data
about the impact of the plague in rural areas (Stathakopoulos 2004:277).27
Literary sources record other local natural catastrophes that struck Palestine in
the Byzantine period, such as famines caused by droughts and locust swarms in 406,
451‑454, 516‑520 and 602‑604 (Stathakopoulos 2004:Nos. 40, 64, 85 and 167).
Moreover, a number of earthquakes affected Palestine, Phoenicia, and Arabia between the fifth and the seventh centuries (recorded during the years 419, 502, 551,
633, 659/660, 672?; see Russel 1985). However, it seems that despite physical damage, these catastrophes had no severe demographic or economic implications.28 As
Kennedy rightly pointed out “the real disaster is not the earthquake itself but the
failure to rebuild after it” (Kennedy 1985:181).

1.3.2	Spread of Christianity and other minorities
The major cultural change that influenced the nature of the local population was the
spread of Christianity. This affected the relationships between the various ethnic and
religious groups in Palestine and brought a new way of life. According to Avi-Yonah,
it was during the period between the death of Julian II and the Council of Chalcedon
The bubonic plague is transmitted by fleas of rodents that live near places of human habitation as
they depend on stored food for their survival. Therefore, grain and especially grain transports, either
by sea or land, played a major role in the dissemination of the plague (Stathakopoulos 2004:131).
Both Procopius and John of Ephesos wrote that the disease began from the coast and moved inland
(Stathakopoulos 2004:138 n127‑128; McCormick 2001:38). Shortage of human resources is one
of the immediate consequences of mortality and flight caused by the plague. This phenomenon was
primarily felt in the army and in agriculture. Another consequence seemed to be an inflation of prices
and wages which was related to the shortage of human resources during the plague in 542. Novel
122, promulgated by Justinian I, brought prices back to their pre-plague state (Stathakopoulos
2004:164‑165). There is, however, disagreement among scholars regarding the demographic consequences of the plague. For a summary of these issues, see Morrisson and Sodini 2002:193‑195.
27

One exception is Petra the capital of Palaestina Tertia, which was completely destroyed by the
earthquake of 551 and never rebuilt (Russel 1985:45).
28
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(363‑451) that the majority of the population in Palestine adopted Christianity (AviYonah 1984:220). Bar disagrees with this statement (Bar 2004:310, 314‑315). In
his opinion, conversion to Christianity in the fourth century cannot be regarded as
the turning point in the settlement history of Palestine. The Christianization process
lasted throughout the Byzantine period and was especially significant during the
sixth century. Cameron analyzes this process within a more general cultural framework that affected other aspects, such as languages. The relatively peaceful and prosperous development of the East in the fifth century caused a significant increase
of settlement and population and an increase in the importance of local languages
(Georgian, Coptic, Armenian, Aramaic, and Hebrew). Cameron states that “… cultural change in our period followed the mixing of population and settlement in given
areas at least as much as it went along religious lines … The case of Palestine in the
sixth century, on the eve of the Persian and Arab invasions, also provides very clear
evidence for the juxtaposition of different social and religious groups” (Cameron
1993:138‑141).
Topographical-archaeological research suggests a geographical-ethnic distribution during the fifth and sixth centuries. Christian sites are found throughout the
country, especially in the areas of Jerusalem, Bethlehem, various loca sancta in the
Galilee, and in the Negev. The two major factors which influenced the diffusion
of Christianity from the fourth century onwards were monasticism and pilgrimage,
which caused a significant influx of visitors and settlers into the Holy Land.29 In the
Galilee and Samaria, areas densely populated by Jews and Samaritans, the spread
of Christianity was slower. Tsafrir suggests that in most areas of Palestine the ratio
between Christians and Jews was more than 4:1 in favor of the former (Tsafrir
1996:279).30 Jewish settlements were concentrated mainly in eastern Galilee and
the southern Golan,31 on the borders of the Jezreel Valley and Mount Carmel, on the
coastal Shephelah, in the southern Judean hills, and at the oases at the Dead Sea. In
cities like Tiberias and Sepphoris, the Jews constituted a majority; additionally, Caesarea was a center of cultural Jewish activity. A survey of sites by Aviam attempts
to establish a border line between settlement by Christians and Jews in Galilee. The
survey reveals the existence of an extensive Christian population in western Galilee
divided among the dioceses of Tyre, ‘Akko, and Sepphoris. Jewish communities
29
For a different approach about the role played by both monasticism and pilgrimage in expanding
the economy, see Bar 2004:313‑316.

Avi-Yonah estimates the number of Jews during the time of the Persian invasion in 614 to
150‑200,000 souls, namely 10‑15% of the total population (Avi-Yonah 1984:241).
30

Hartal defines the Byzantine period as one of prosperity for the Jewish rural settlement, which is indicated by remains of at least 25 synagogues (Hartal 2005:441‑445 and map 24 for distribution of Christian and Jewish settlements).
31
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continued to exist during the Byzantine period in Upper and eastern Galilee; however, no clear ethnic or religious borders could be established in Lower Galilee (Aviam
2004:202‑204; Levine 2004:28‑30).
Other minorities such as the pagan communities living in the northern coastal
area, the Ituraeans in the northern Golan (Hartal 2005:442‑446), the Saracens, and
Arab tribes in the Negev and Sinai gradually converted to Christianity. The distribution of the Samaritan population as suggested by material culture is spread over
the rural areas of Samaria, the Sharon plain, and part of the Carmel ridge (Dar
1995:158). Most Samaritans were small tenant farmers living on the estates of Christian landowners or in small towns and villages. Mount Gerizim was the religious
center for Samaritans, and large groups also lived in Caesarea and Scythopolis. Their
number declined, however, as result of their unsuccessful insurrections (TIR:19 and
maps; Tsafrir 1996:278‑279; Dar 1995:158‑159).32

1.3.3 Cities and their role
Asia Minor and Syria-Palestine were the more heavily populated regions of the Byzantine Empire, and cities located in these areas continued to prosper at least until
the mid-sixth century (Morrisson and Sodini 2002:174‑175).33 Cities functioned as
administrative branches of the state for the collection of taxes, as well as serving as
civic, cultural, religious and economic centers for the community.34 By the sixth century, the urban landscape was heavily populated and the majority of towns (polichnai), cities (poleis), and large cities (metropoleis) – such as Caesarea, Jerusalem, and
Scythopolis – had expanded considerably and displayed extensive building activity.
Toponomic lists of the cities in the three provinces of Palestine are mentioned in two
sixth-century accounts of the Byzantine provinces: Synecdemos of Hierocles and
George of Cyprus (Tsafrir 1982:372 with full references; LRE:712‑713).
Cities and countryside were economically intertwined since agricultural production
was a basic element for urban prosperity, and the cities provided a market for agricultural products. From the fourth to the sixth centuries, there is an intensification of the
rural settlement as shown by the rise in the number of small villages and farmsteads
Avi-Yonah estimates that the Samaritan population was about 300,000 before the revolts decreased
it drastically (Avi-Yonah 1956:130).
32

According to Liebeschuetz (2001:32), in Syria, Arabia, Palestine, and Egypt the classical city with
its monumental architecture, games, and literate upper class survived until the time of the Muslim
invasions.
33

For a comprehensive summary of the development of cities in Palestine and Arabia during the
Byzantine period, see Walmsley 1996:126‑158. For a synthetic re-evaluation on the role of the cities
in Late Antiquity, see Spieser 2001:1‑14.
34
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and the proliferation of agricultural installations. Many of these continued to exist
into the seventh and eighth centuries (Hirschfeld 2005:523‑537).35 Rural settlements
were classified into large villages (komai megistai), villages (komai/ktemata), and
farmsteads (Morrisson and Sodini 2002:177‑181).36 Mention must also be made of
rural monasteries, which, in addition to their regular components (church, refectorium,
dormitories), were also equipped with installations for the manufacture of agricultural
products: primarily oil and wine presses mostly for internal consumption (Hirschfeld
2006:407‑410). The Onomasticon of Eusebius (c. 330 CE) mentions 34 cities, five
towns, 35 large villages and 155 regular villages, a total of 229 settlements in Palestine
(Hirschfeld 1997:37). The population ratio between rural to urban settlements shows
83% in favor of villages as opposed to 17% of cities.37 This ratio emphasizes the rural
character of settlement in Palestine.
It seems that a basic change in the nature and status of cities which directly influenced the economy took place in the Empire starting in the mid-sixth century when
a process of urban change (decline?) is evidenced both physically and functionally.
In many cities, such as Scythopolis and Gerasa, public space in the town center
was taken over by the infiltration (“infilling”) of private commercial, industrial,
and residential structures (Tsafrir 1996:276).38 Scholars differ about the reasons
for this process.39 Many believe that community structures were not affected by the
Persian or the Muslim invasions, since most towns preferred to capitulate and to
ensure their rights by paying taxes. Moreover, there is evidence corroborating that
church building activity was noticeable especially in Jordan40 and the Negev (Magness 2003:130‑176). A recent study by Walmsley, which summarizes archaeological
data from a number of sites in Syria-Palestine, confirms this statement (Walmsley
2007:331‑339). Still, the continuous plundering raids must have led to a reduction in
35

A similar situation takes place in rural Jordan (Walmsley 2005:511‑522).

There is another category in urban hierarchy, the large towns (metrokomai), an intermediary level
between the city and the village, which combined agricultural production with small-scale trade and
commerce and artisans (see Morrisson and Sodini 2002:179‑181).
36

For a comprehensive survey and analysis of rural sites and villages in Palestine, see Hirschfeld
1997:33‑71.

37

A similar phenomenon took place in Sardis and other cities in Asia Minor (Burrell 2008:162
with full references). As Walmsley writes: “The evidence from these sites suggests that both the process of urban infilling and the quality of construction did not necessarily reflect permanent urban and
economic decline, but were symptomatic of a society under acute stress” (Walmsley 1996:145).

38

The debate on the nature and function of cities in the seventh century is extensive and controversial and only a few views are discussed here briefly. For a summary of the different opinions concerning this process and its date, see Haldon 1990:92‑124; Morrisson and Sodini 2002:189‑193; WardPerkins 1999:172 and Liebeschuetz 2001:30‑43).
39

Walmsley mentions the site of Riḥab, east of Jerash, where eight churches were constructed between 594 and 635 (Walmsley 2007:336‑337).
40
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size of urban settlements (Walmsley 1996:129; Walmsley 2000:268).41 Larger cities shrank in size to a defensible area, and as their hinterland became insecure their
character changed (Haldon 1990:105). Based on archaeological evidence, however,
scholars like Tsafrir and Foerster suggest that this urban change was already substantial during the second half of the sixth century, well before the Persian conquest,
and this phenomenon reflects a change of concept in urban growth towards a more
organic style (Tsafrir and Foerster 1994:107‑108; 110; Liebeschuetz 2001:39‑40).
Haldon attributes the change in urbanism to a different perception of the administrative role fulfilled by the Byzantine city in comparison to its classical antecedent, when cities lost their economic independence to the state (Haldon 1990:94,
98; Whittow 2003:409).42 Other scholars emphasize a model whereby most cities
developed a range of production enterprises and commercial activities and were “not
merely parasitic on the collection of rural rents through the exploitation of cityowned villages and estates” (Kingsley 2001:46). The expansion of the industrial and
commercial role of the cities eventually became a trend that continued to develop
well into the eighth and ninth centuries (Walmsley 2000:275‑276).

1.4 Economic development
1.4.1 External factors affecting the economy
Based mainly on analysis of material culture, Ward-Perkins examined the processes
of prosperity and decline and their connection to political events in five regions
of the Roman world: Britain, Italy, North Africa, the Aegean, and the Levant.43 He
concluded that political and military difficulties destroyed regional economies irrespective of whether they were prosperous or already in decline. Basic activities such
as production, transport, and marketing were all affected (Ward-Perkins 2005:128,
131). While a sudden recession (what he called a “loss of complexity”) had already
been felt in Britain by the early fifth century (Irish and Anglo-Saxon raiding), the
However, in his last study, Walmsley states that the reasons for the reduction of urban areas must
be considered site-specific and not to be generalized (Walmsley 2007:334‑335).
41

See also Cameron, who stresses the gradual shift of resources towards the church as a reason for
change or decline in the character of cities and their economy (Cameron 1993:167‑169).
42

43
For a comprehensive summary of the economy of the Empire during the sixth century specifically,
see Morrisson and Sodini 2002:171‑220). See also Mundell Mango 2004, a compilation of studies on
regional, interregional and international trade in the Byzantine Empire with relevant papers concerning the fifth to seventh centuries.
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process of economic decline was slower both in Italy (Goths and Lombards) and
North Africa (Vandals and Berbers), starting in the fifth century and continuing
steadily into the seventh.
The eastern Empire – the Aegean region, the Levant and Egypt – enjoyed a period
of relative peace and stability. In these areas, the economy expanded in range and
complexity throughout the fifth and sixth centuries, in contrast to the western Empire (Ward-Perkins 2005:123‑129; Whittow 2003). In the Aegean region, prosperity came to a sudden end around year 600 due to the repeated raiding of the Slavs and
Avars and later by the Persians and Muslims. Only the Levant and Egypt continued
to develop economically until the end of the seventh century because of the Arab occupation which allowed them to avoid periods of prolonged fighting.
A similar process between East and West is stressed by McCormick, who presented the differing regional trends of the Late Roman Empire by analyzing different aspects of the economy: mining and metal production (McCormick 2001:42‑53), pottery industry (McCormick 2001:53‑63), transport, communications, and commerce
(McCormick 2001:64‑77, 83‑114).44 Ward-Perkins stressed the close connection between a rise in specialized production and exchange with a rise in the density and
prosperity of rural settlements that made possible the prosperity in much of the eastern Empire (Ward-Perkins 1999:168). Kingsley stressed the differences formulated
between the West and East Mediterranean in terms of trade patterns and examined
trade in the East, focusing on three main topics: rural production, urban economics,
and overseas trade as evidenced by shipwrecks and pottery (Kingsley 2003).
It is widely accepted that the transformation of Palestine into the Holy Land in
the fourth century affected both the population, settlement density, and the economy
of the region (Avi-Yonah 1958:41‑45).45 The peak of prosperity was felt during the
time of Justinian I and was characterized by a high level of monumental building
activity (churches, monasteries, and other public institutions) and the maintenance
of the existing civic infrastructure.46 In addition, the effects of pilgrimage reinforced
the social and economic primacy of towns in Palestine.

44
See especially the summaries on pages 60‑63; 111‑114 and 115‑119. Two other general studies
on production, trade and prosperity are cited here: for the fifth and sixth centuries, see Ward-Perkins
1999:167‑178 and for the seventh and eighth centuries, see Haldon 2000:225‑264.

45
Walmsley defines the prosperity of the fifth and sixth centuries in Palestine as the combination of
a number of factors: “a synchronous agricultural and pastoral economy, a burgeoning industrial sector, pilgrimage, patronage and trade in a period of broad political and social harmony” (Walmsley
1996:151).

For a short summary on the urban development of towns and public buildings, see Walmsley
1996:126‑158. For the involvement of the different authorities in building activity in Palestine, see
Di Segni 1995.
46
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There is no consensus, however, whether the specific role of the church as an
institution was a productive economic factor that brought general prosperity. The
view presented by Avi-Yonah was rejected by Bar, who stated that the building of
churches and monasteries was not the reason for economic expansion but rather
the outcome of a general process taking place in the eastern Empire; this serves as
the best evidence of the inhabitants’ financial capabilities (Bar 2004:316). In this
respect Cameron adds that in many cases the construction of churches was not in
response to actual needs in terms of population size but rather a measure of local
prestige, illustrating the impact of Christianity.
Local wealthy families, whose expenditures had in the past tended towards restoration of public secular buildings, diverted funds to churches (Cameron 1993:57‑61).
Avi-Yonah believed that the investment in buildings, on the other hand, was unproductive and created a dependency on a steady stream of outside capital. He also
considers the concentration of wealth into the hands of the church as unproductive
(Avi-Yonah 1958:47).47 According to Cameron, the shift of resources towards the
church together with the increasing role played by bishops and clergy in administrative affairs, showed a change in priorities. The wealth of the church was not a sign
of economic prosperity or increased resources, but rather a matter of redistribution
of resources (Cameron 1993:169‑170). Morrisson and Sodini believe that the role
of construction in the Byzantine economy with respect to the church “represented a
considerable source of profit,” and the wealth invested in church treasures constituted
a reserve for emperors and rulers in times of need (Morrisson and Sodini 2002:189).48
A number of scholars believe that a climatic change in the Near East caused an increase in precipitation and humidity by the early fourth century and was the catalyst
for the expansion of settlement in Palestine, especially in marginal and desert areas
(Hirschfeld 2004:133‑149). However, this factor alone could not have led automatically to prosperity. The prosperity was, in all probability, the result of a combination
of other factors, such as security, technological ability, and a fiscal administration,
which together encouraged investors to cultivate marginal and desert lands.49
Levine summarizes the opposing views represented by Avi-Yonah and Bar and completes the discussion with further references supporting each of them (Levine 2004:28 and n70). Many of the studies referred to by Levine are mentioned in this discussion as well.
47

An article by Ziche analyzes the place and function of elements of economic history in the New
History of Zosimos and the Secret History and Buildings of Procopius. Regarding the latter, he states
that given the major role played by the construction and adornment of churches in Procopius’ Buildings, it is strange that there was no mention of the economic implications of Justinian I’s ecclesiastical
building program. Procopius emphasized the increasing central social position of the Church and its
buildings as elements of urban culture and not the economic context. Costs of buildings were only
mentioned twice in Buildings (Ziche 2006:468 and 470).
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For an analysis on the implementation of the coloni and agri deserti laws in Palestine, see Bar
2005:195‑206. According to this author, these laws are related to the ways the fiscal administration
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1.4.2 Agricultural development
The basis of the economy of the Byzantine state was agricultural production. During
the fifth and sixth centuries, about 95% of the state’s income was derived from taxation of the land while revenue from trade provided the rest (LRE:449‑462, 464‑469;
769‑770; Hendy 1985:157). Lands belonged to a small class of land-owning magnates and to members of the senatorial aristocracy, who, together with the Church and
the fiscal apparatus (imperial and state lands), controlled the means of production.50
Agriculture was in the hands of a mass of rural and urban population who lived with
various degrees of dependence on landowners: coloni, communities of free peasants; collegia or urban corporations; comitatenses and limitanei in the army (Safrai
2003:117‑119).
In smaller cities and towns, local self-sufficiency was the rule, and only where cheap
forms of transport were available could market exchange be assured. The majority of
consumption was certainly local and regional. Larger cities were incapable of feeding
themselves from their own hinterland. Egypt and North Africa produced enormous
amounts of agrarian supplies and were the principal source for the export of grain,
wine, and oil to Rome and Constantinople – the annona. These supplies were transported by subsidized shipping51 coordinated by a considerable administrative apparatus, which was required to collect, transport and distribute goods for the army and both
imperial capitals (LRE:695‑705). But beyond the requisition of goods for the annona,
the state encouraged commercial exchange. Patterns of distribution varied between
West and East. While in the former the diffusion of goods was dictated by the supply
routes of the state, particularly the annona-axis between Africa and Rome, goods in the
eastern Mediterranean traveled in all directions (Ward-Perkins 1999:173).

1.4.3 Agriculture, industry, and trade in Palestine
In Palestine there was a productive agricultural and pastoral economy. The countryside was intensively cultivated, supplying grain, wine, olive oil, and fruit for internal
dealt with the problem of settler migration to the periphery. These laws complemented each other in order to increase tax collection. On the one hand, farmers were encouraged to cultivate desert lands and,
on the other, farmers were discouraged from forsaking their owners’ land. See also chapter 1.5 below.
For a summary of the hierarchy on landownership and landholdings, see Morrisson and Sodini
2002:181‑184. The agrarian structure in Palestine during the Mishnah and Talmud periods has been
discussed by Safrai (2003:105‑125) and Hirschfeld (2005:534‑535).
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For further details about the annona, see chapter 1.5 below. The corn for Rome came from Africa
where it was levied in kind as part of the land tax, while the corn for Constantinople was similarly
levied as tax in Egypt.
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consumption and export. Pastoral industries included the breeding of sheep, goats,
cattle, camels, and horses; the production of dairy products and meat; and the provision of transport (Walsmley 1996:148‑149; Morrisson and Sodini 2002:199‑201).52
Palestine was characterized by a small “farm-and-village-based economy” (Morrisson and Sodini 2002:178). The village, together with the surrounding hamlets and
farmhouses, was an economically independent unit based essentially on the exploitation of the land (Hirschfeld 1997:70). The types of agricultural sites are diverse but
the most common was the single agricultural farm (ktéma) – landed property of one
person. The majority of villages in Palestine were inhabited by independent farmers. Some estates showed a high degree of technology combining both agricultural
and industrial skills. One example of this is the ‘Third Mile’ estate, which according
to Hirschfeld was one of the outstanding social and economic achievements of the
Byzantine period in Palestine (Hirschfeld 1997:70).53 Recent studies have shown
that after meeting local demands, rural settlements such as Sumaqa in the Carmel
achieved an agricultural surplus that allowed them to maintain meaningful levels of
trade, as evidenced by the presence of imported table wares and a significant number
of coins, “proof of monetary exchange” (Kingsley 2003:116‑120).
As mentioned above, towns and cities showed changes of use of public space
to meet new needs, which required larger domestic spaces and greater industrial
areas. Towns and cities served as major centers of production and commerce, and
trade with markets facilitated the exchange of rural products and local as well as
foreign manufactured goods.54 Kingsley stresses the symbiotic relationship between town and country as seen by seasonal markets and fairs where local products
were purchased by all strata of society (Kingsley 2003:121). Wine trade was a primary branch of Palestine’s economy together with olive oil production (Kingsley
2001:44‑68; Frankel 1997:73‑84; Morrisson and Sodini 2002:198 and 210‑211;
Ward-Perkins 1999:171‑172). Gaza and Ascalon were renowned exporters of wine
throughout the Mediterranean.55 The locally-made amphorae used for storage and
transport of wine for export were also viable commercial commodities (Kingsley
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For the main sources of livelihood in the village see Hirschfeld 1997:60‑61 and n102‑103.

This industrial estate or complex farmhouse was excavated along the Via Maris and close to the
port of Ashqelon. The site is a self-sufficient unit that grew, processed, and marketed its own products
by efficiently recycling production of materials. The landowners produced wine and oil for export
in clay jars manufactured in workshops at the site (Israel 1995:119‑132; Israel and Erickson-Gini,
Third Mile).
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For a short but comprehensive summary on the various branches of Byzantine Palestine’s economy see Kingsley 2001:44‑46.
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See Dan 1982:17‑24 for full literary sources about wine for export from Gaza and Ascalon. For
an analysis of the scope of Palestinian trade of wine amphorae to western cities such as Rome and
Carthage, see Ward-Perkins (1999:169) and Kingsley (2003:129‑131).
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2001:49‑55; Morrisson and Sodini 2002:203; Walmsley 2007:328‑329).56 Glass
production was another highly specialized industry (Gorin-Rosen 2000; Morrisson
and Sodini 2002:204). Palestine was renowned for cloth and linen production, tanning, and dyeing. This industry was characteristic of urban centers such as Ascalon
and especially Scythopolis, which was famous for clothing and linen manufacture
(Tsafrir and Foerster 1994:103‑104; Dan 1982:18, n9, n11; Kingsley 2001:45;
Kingsley 2003:122‑124). Fish farming in artificial ponds has been recorded at sites
along the Mediterranean coast and inland (Kingsley 2001:46 n21‑23, Morrisson and
Sodini 2002:200).
The date palm tree industry developed in the Dead Sea area, in Jericho, En Gedi,
and Nessana in the Negev, especially during the sixth and seventh centuries. Its
derivatives – dates and basketwork – were intended mainly for internal consumption and for trade with Egypt (Mayerson 1960:20‑21; Dan 1982:19‑20; Morrisson
and Sodini 2002:197). The manufacture of other valuable products was typical in
the Dead Sea valley: balsam oil – produced at the oases of En Gedi – and the exploitation of asphalt and salt, which were natural resources obtained from the area
(Hirschfeld 2007:10‑13).
Imports of fine tableware from Turkey, Cyprus, and Tunisia monopolized Palestinian markets after the cessation of the Kfar Hananya ware production in Galilee in the first half of the fifth century (Kingsley 2001:58; Hayes 1972:41ff., 413,
420; Morrisson and Sodini 2002:210). Ceramic finds show that there was little disruption of trade after the Persian invasion at the beginning of the seventh century.
Communications between regions – e.g. Palestine-Egypt – were regular (Walmsley
2007:329‑330) and there was a continuation of strong regional ceramic traditions
like the ‘Fine Byzantine Ware’ (PFTW) and ‘Jerash Bowls.’
Sea transport was dramatically cheaper than moving goods by land (McCormick 2001:83‑87).57 Although the Sasanians dominated the trade to the East, caravan routes uniting southern Arabia with Syria, as well as commerce by shipping on
the Red Sea flourished in the sixth and seventh centuries (Morrisson and Sodini
2002:211; Walmsley 2007:330). Worthy of mention in this context is the Incense
Route, used for the lucrative trade in frankincense, myrrh, and other spices. This
route extended from south Arabia to the Mediterranean, crossing the Negev desert,
passing through the four towns of Oboda, Elusa, Mampsis, and Sabota, and ending
See for instance Stephanus the Byzantine which refers to the Gaza and Ascalonite jars as κéραμοι
Γαζιται ’Ασκαλωναια κεράμια (Dan 1982:20, n14 after Stephanus the Byzantine, Ethnica). On
the manufacture of Gaza and Ascalon jars, their typology, use, distribution, and trade see also Oked
2001:227‑250.
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For a short description of the harbors and kinds of merchandise shipped by sea, see McCormick
2001:96‑97 and Morrisson and Sodini 2002:207‑209.
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at the port of Gaza. Sophisticated cityscapes, irrigation systems, fortresses, and caravanserais could be found along this route (Colt 1962:22).
The Muslim conquest of Egypt, Palestine, Syria and Armenia was an irreparable
blow to the Byzantine Empire, not only because these were wealthy provinces lost,
but also because the Empire itself was deprived of its natural trade routes, which
especially affected the importation of silk (Stratos IV:149). The physical detachment of both Syria and Palestine from Byzantine control by the mid-seventh century
brought a change in the status and administration of the region.

1.5 Taxation
The financial structure of the Empire was based on three independent departments:
the praetorian prefects, the res privata, and the sacrae largitiones, each with its own
manpower apparatus and revenues.58
Official administration in Palestine was no different than elsewhere throughout
the Byzantine Empire, being characterized by a heavy bureaucracy and a tendency
to total hegemony. Taxation was based on the principle of a distributive allocation;
the state, represented by the praetorian prefects, calculated its needs first (mainly
intended for the rations of the troops – the annona militaris – and civil service) and
then proceeded to assess tax-payers at a rate which would ensure the targets.59 The
For an excellent discussion on the administrative organization of the Late Roman Empire, see
Kent 1956 and Hendy 1985:371‑378. The praetorian prefects were the most important of the financial departments. For information about their fields of responsibility, see the discussion below and
further reading at LRE:448‑462. The res privata administered and collected the rents of all lands and
properties of the state throughout the Empire; some emperors regarded the res privata as their own
personal funds (LRE:411‑427). The sacrae largitiones – the central finance bureau – were concerned
with revenue and expenditure in coin and precious metals (Kent 1956:198‑199; see detailed discussion in King 1980:142‑151). This department controlled the mints, the gold mines, precious metals
and the state factories of arms. It was responsible for clothing the court, the army and the civil service.
Its officers were in charge of collecting some old taxes, such as custom duties and harbor dues; some
new taxes, such as the aurum oblaticium (or gleba senatoria on senators; Kent 1956:195 and King
1980:146‑147); and the collatio lustralis (charged on negotiatores – merchants and craftsmen; Kent
1956:194 and King 1980:146). They also distributed periodical donatives in gold and silver to the
troops (accessional – consisting of five solidi and one pound of silver down to 518 and fixed at nine
solidi by 578 – and quinquennial, consisting of five solidi (Kent 1956:192‑193; LRE:427‑437; Hendy
1985:175‑176).
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In addition, praetorian prefects controlled the apparatus in charge of the corn supply for feeding
the population of Rome and Constantinople. They maintained the public post, managed the arms factories, and were responsible for materials and labor craftsmen for public works (LRE:448‑449; Hendy
1985:410‑411). All these functions were administered through the officium (bureau) of the prefecture
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rates varied from province to province. The praetorian prefects of each district were
in charge of preparong the annual budget, namely calculating the ration allowances –
annonae – which consisted of the payments for the army and fodder distribution for
the troops (grain, meat, wine, and oil) and their horses. Praetorian prefects were then
in charge of the distribution of the annona to the troops throughout the provinces. It
is estimated that during the reign of Justinian I, the budget and revenue of the eastern
prefecture was close to four million solidi (Hendy 1985:171).
The prefectures circulated the assessment to the diocesan vicarii and provincial
governors. From then on the procuratores, the curial or municipal officers appointed
by the city councils, were responsible for tax collection. These officers levied the
whole sum of tax to be gathered from the peasants from each village. Transport of
taxes in coin from the place of collection to the imperial comitatus was in the hands
of the cursus velox, responsible for the speedy delivery within the imperial postal
service (Hendy 1985:295). Cities operated as centers of administration, not only for
themselves but also for the villages within their territories. The best example in Palestine is shown in the papyri of Nessana, a town which was under the jurisdiction of
the city Elusa (Kraemer 1958:14, 23).
As mentioned above, taxation constituted one of the main concerns of the state,
and since the majority of the burden fell upon the agriculture sector, it was collected
mainly from the rural population (LRE:464‑465). Taxation was based on the registration of the census – the evaluation of the land and properties – according to location,
fertility, productivity (iugum),60 and number of persons (capita) cultivating it. In this
way the tax was calculated and collected in kind, equating both the iugum and caput
together. The value of both units of assessment varied regionally. The census assured
the income by encouraging ties between the peasants and the land they cultivated.
Furthermore, to prevent desertion of agricultural land, community councils were collectively responsible for adjacent territories by applying the adiectio sterilium (or agri
deserti law).61 As mentioned above, additional income to the state was achieved from
lands in the possession of the state (res privata) named saltus; like Nirim-Ma‘on –
Castrum Moenoeni or Saltus Menois – in north-western Negev (Kent 1956:195‑196;
Safrai 2003:112). The urban population was exempted from the capitatio since no
tax was levied on house properties (LRE:464).
of the East, which consisted of a number of offices or scrinia. The prefect had also his arca (treasury):
the genike trapeza (general bank) and the edike trapeza (special bank).

For instance, the cultivation of grape vines and olive trees was more profitable than arable farming.
In Syria one iugerum of olive tree land was equivalent to five iugera of vineyard and 20 iugera of the
best arable land (LRE:768).
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See above n49 (Bar 2005), Safrai 2003:119‑122 and Hirschfeld 2005:533‑534. For a detailed
discussion of this topic see LRE:812‑823.
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At the time of the reign of Diocletian, tax revenue was levied according to an
annual indictio; it was then adjusted to every five years until in 312 when it was
finally fixed to every fifteen years. The imperial financial year (indictional) ran from
September 1 to August 31 while tax-payments were levied twice a year in September
and March (Hendy 1985:160).
Anastasius I converted the bulk of the land tax into gold (adaeratio), levying in
produce only so much as needed in each area to supply the troops (Dan 1982:404‑407;
LRE:461). This system was in use until the second half of the seventh century (Haldon 1990:142). Anastasius I abolished the coemptio, a compulsory purchase of provisions and materials for the state and the army levied on the civil population (King
1980:148‑149) and introduced the system of the vindices (LRE:235‑236; 457) to
supervise the collection of the land tax performed by the curial officers (Walmsley
1996:148). In 498 Anastasius I abolished another tax, the collatio lustralis which, even
though it constituted an insignificant contribution to the general income of the state,
caused a heavy burden on merchants and craftsmen (Kent 1956:194; LRE:237, 465).
Although the structure of the fiscal organization is well known, information about
estimates of expenditure and revenue of the Empire is meager (LRE:462). Documentation about detailed figures of daily-life matters, prices and taxes levied by the
local administration in Palestine during the Byzantine period can be reconstructed
to a certain extent from archaeological evidence. Worthy of mention are two most
significant finds. The first is a list of assessments in solidi to be paid in Palaestina
Tertia in the time of Justinian I, found on a fragmented tax edict carved on marble
and discovered in Be’er Sheva (Di Segni 2004). The second is the Nessana papyri,
195 nonliterary pieces dated from 512 to 690 CE discovered in two genizehs: a
refuse deposit in room 3 at the Church of Mary Mother of God (the South church)
and room 8 of the monastery church of SS. Sergius and Bacchus (the North church).
Bilingual Greek-Arabic documents dealing with the requisition of wheat, oil, money,
and food and the payment of poll taxes are among the papyri. Other documents relate
to financial contracts, division of property, payment of taxes, receipts, marriage and
divorce, military, and church matters (Kraemer 1958; Magness 2003:90‑91).
In addition, excavations at the Byzantine praetorium of Caesarea revealed eight
fragments of a Greek inscription on marble which seems to have been originally
affixed to a wall near the audience hall of the praetorium. The text is identified as
a schedule issued by Flavius Pusaeus, Oriens praetorian prefectus in c.465‑467 of
sportulae, the fees payable to officials for different services, (Di Segni, Patrich and
Holum 2003).62 This collection of ordinances included at least two edicts specifying
fees in solidi and carats. The first edict deals with fiscal fees paid on a proportional
Areas CC, CV and KK. None of the fragments were found in situ, but all appeared in stratum III
contexts, dating after the Muslim conquest of Caesarea in 640.
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basis to praefectiani, most specifically to the compulsores who collected arrears in
the provinces. The maximum amount mentioned in the edict is eight solidi (or the
fee due for a levy of 800 solidi). The second edict deals with judicial charges for
services provided by the provincial governor’s staff for all departments of the public
administration (taxis, officium).
It is not known whether the Persians, during their period of occupation of Palestine, changed the system of taxation imposed by the Byzantines (Stratos I:258‑259).
Stratos attests that as result of Heraclius’ visit to Jerusalem to restore the Holy Cross
in 630, the Emperor exempted the inhabitants of Palestine from all taxation and
allotted some of the revenue from Syria to the Patriarchy in Jerusalem in order to
rebuild the city (Stratos I:255).
It seems that a reorganization of the land-tax assessment took place in the Byzantine Empire sometime between the 640s and 650s when the kapnikon or hearth-tax
(levied on certain classes of peasant households) and the synone (a variation of the
land-tax) were introduced. According to Haldon, this change was related to a rise in
the number of independent peasant smallholders as a consequence of the division
of large estates due to the flight of the rural population at the time of the Arab raids
(Haldon 1990:142‑152).

1.6 Official Byzantine coinage
1.6.1 Fiscal administration
Coinage functioned as one of the symbols of the state, the product and tool of a complex financial and fiscal system established by the Emperors Diocletian and Constantine I at the beginning of the fourth century. According to Morrisson, Byzantine
monetary policy was “a flexible multidenominational monetary system able to adapt
to numerous negative factors (political and military events involving increased expenditure, the loss of tax returns, and access to sources of precious metals) as well
as positive ones (conquests that ensured increased resources, treasure, tribute and
periods of peace) and international monetary movements” (Morrisson 2002:910).
In the following chapters, the characteristics of the coinage in circulation during
each century (fifth to seventh) in Palestine will be discussed in detail. As background
for that discussion, it is necessary to understand the mechanism of the fiscal apparatus
that produced official coinage.63 The principle was quite simple: the state distributed
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For a comprehensive and concise introduction to Byzantine coinage, see Grierson 1999. For
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coinage for transactions and this coinage was expected to return in the form of taxes.64
The process, however, involved a series of intricate procedures including manufacture
of coinage (providing metal sources, minting, and calculating the cycle of expenditure), distribution throughout the Empire, supervision of coinage while in circulation
(maintaining metal and weight standards, preventing production and use of forgeries
and export of coinage), and withdrawal of coins from circulation in order to recycle
them into new coinage. The state was responsible for all these procedures and the process was strictly controlled by the enforcement of severe legislation. By the end of the
fourth century, most taxes were levied on a cash basis in terms of gold coinage (Kent
1956). The monetary system was based on gold and silver (precious metals) coins,
minted to fulfill the needs of the state (primarily taxation), and smaller denominations,
minted in base metals (copper and alloys), to serve the needs of local trade.65

1.6.2 Mints
As mentioned above, according to fiscal regulations implemented by Diocletian,
minting was in the hands of the imperial department Comitiva sacrarum largitionum
(largitiones). A representative of each diocese supervised the mint’s activities and
treasury. No concessions of minting rights were granted to other local administrative
or ecclesiastic authorities (Morrisson 2002:917).
Mints (the building set for this purpose was called Moneta Publica) were managed by the procuratores and staffed by monetarii, a wealthy hereditary group. Gold
and copper coins were marked with abbreviations of the name of the mint, the ‘mintmark’ (e.g. NICO for Nicomedia);66 these marks were, however, omitted from lower
denominations. Many mints were subdivided into workshops or officinae, which
were normally indicated on the coins by Greek numerals (Grierson 1999:5; RIC
10:23). It seems likely that these marks either served for mint control of the standard
of the coins, or they symbolized the production of particular issues by each officina.
background information on coin production and the monetary system during the fourth century, see
King 1980:151‑160.

Haldon attributes to this principle a three-sided model or triangular relationship: state  bureaucracy and army  producers  back to the state (Haldon 2000:241).
64

65
As Reece states: “… in the Roman Empire in general there was always a tension between the
state’s view of coinage, high value for state debts, and the people’s view of coinage, low value for
shopping… by the later 4th c. the state minted gold and silver for its own purposes and small copper
coins for the masses” (Reece and Hurst 1994:255).

During the first half of the fifth century, the initials of the mint were sometimes accompanied by
the prefix abbreviation SM, meaning Sacra Moneta. This usage was abandoned by the mid-fifth century (LRC:53).
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The incidence of coins bearing the same officina mark in hoards suggests that each
officina delivered its issues separately and coins went into circulation together. The
number of officinae varied from mint to mint (LRC:52).
Fourteen mints were in operation by the time Diocletian imposed his monetary
reforms between the years c. 291 and 298/299. Their geographical distribution reflected the administrative pattern of division into dioceses; nearly every diocese had
a mint and some had two.67 Constantine I introduced a number of changes, the most
significant of which was the establishment of a new mint in Constantinople in 326.68
This administrative system continued into the fifth century as shown by the Notitia
Dignitatum (Hendy 1985:383; LRC:48‑49).
A fiscal reorganization of mints was introduced during the reign of Heraclius between 627 and 630.69 The sacrae largitiones at the diocesan level of administration were
eliminated and the minting of gold and copper coinage was centralized under a single
bureau, the sacrum vestiarium. The number of mints was also dramatically reduced
(Haldon 1990:188; Hendy 1985: 415‑420). In addition, the regional treasuries of the
mints (thesauri) were transferred in the praetorian prefectures to the genike trapeza.
The cycle of expenditure of coinage was determined by the extent of the administrative needs – basically payments to the army. The annual stipendium and
donativum paid in base metal and the accessional and quinquennial donatives paid
in precious metal were all produced by the regional mints until the years 366‑369.
After this date, gold and silver coins were issued only by the comitatensian mints.70
Extraordinary expenses, such as special military campaigns, could justify the creation or temporary transformation of a regional mint into a comitatensian mint, specifically for the production of a precious metal issues. Hendy suggests that, based on
numismatic evidence, the dies used for these special issues belonged to the comitatus
rather than to the regional mints (Hendy 1985:386‑394).
With the accession of Arcadius in 395, Constantinople was declared the permanent residence of the eastern Emperor and as a result the comitatensian mint became
The mints during the time of Diocletian were in the West: London (Britain), Trier and Lyons
(Gaul), Carthage (Africa), Aquilea and Ticinum (Italy), Rome (Urbs Roma), and Siscia (Pannonia);
and in the East: Thessalonica (Dacia), Heraclea (Thrace), Nicomedia (Pontica), Cyzicus (Asiana),
Antioch and Alexandria (Oriens).
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During his reign a temporary mint in Ostia was closed, as well as mints in London and Ticinum,
while a new mint was opened at Arles (Viennensis).
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Hendy finds parallels between the changes in the metropolitan and the regional fiscal administration in the eastern Empire implemented by both Emperors Diocletian and Heraclius. For comparison,
see Hendy 1985:420.
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From the term comitatus, the migratory body of administration attached to the emperor. Until the
year 395, the current residence and administrative capital of the emperor was wherever the emperor
happened to be (LRE:49, 366‑367).
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the palatine one. The minting of precious metal coinage was then the monopoly of
the capital.71
In the West, the pattern of coin production disintegrated during the fifth century
as part of the political collapse. The only exception was Italy, where the Ostrogoths
maintained the former imperial structure, concentrating the production of gold coinage in Rome, Milan and Ravenna. At the same time the Vandals inaugurated a mint
at Carthage which issued gold, silver, and copper coins.
Most of the mints produced copper coinage only, and not all the mints were in continuous operation. During the sixth and seventh centuries, most probably due to military needs for cash money, temporary mints for copper coins functioned occasionally
in places such as Salona in Dalmatia, Carthagena in Spain, Cherson in Crimea, Catania in Sicily, Constantia in Cyprus, and Alexandretta and Seleucia in Isauria (Map 3;
Hendy 1985:401-402, 405, Table 11). Moreover, certain gold and copper issues are
attributed to a temporary mint in Jerusalem, which most probably functioned between
608 and 615 (Hendy 1985:415-416; Bendall 2003; Bijovsky 2010a).

Map 3. Byzantine Imperial Mints – sixth and seventh centuries (After Hendy 1985:403, Map 35)

During the seventh century, however, the number of mints was drastically reduced, first due to the administrative reorganization undertaken by Heraclius in 629,
With the exception of a series of solidi and tremisses from the mint of Thessalonica issued from
the fifth century up to the reign of Tiberius II (Metcalf D.M. 1984; Hendy 1985:398).
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but also as the result of the significant territorial loss to the Avars, Lombards and
Arabs. Over time, the mint of Constantinople was the only one remaining in the East
and the mint of Syracuse was the only one in the West, finally falling into Arab hands
in 878.
Regional mints distributed their output firstly to their surrounding areas. This
has been a regular pattern throughout the history of coinage. Therefore, most of the
coins from archaeological sites where the mintmark is legible indicate that the most
frequent mints present in Palestine were the eastern ones, with a clear predominance
of Antioch, Constantinople and Alexandria.

1.6.3 Sources for coinage
State reserves consisting of bullion and coins constituted the source for coinage;
these were kept in stocks in the treasuries of the main mints. The use of new metal
was limited and was provided by levies in kind from mining activity from areas
which had such natural resources (for gold: auraria praestatio and metallicus canon;
for copper: aeraria praestatio; Morrisson 2002:940; Hendy 1985:224‑226; King
1980:150).72 The bulk of metal came, however, from the recycling of coinage withdrawn from circulation and sent back to the largitiones; melting and reissuing coins
assured a constant flow of coinage (Kent 1956:197‑200; LRE:435‑436).
In times of deficit or lack of cash, the simplest procedure accessible to the state
was to reduce or cease expenditures, such as the civil and military roghai (imperial
salaries), as was done by Emperor Heraclius (Hendy 1985:228‑229). A second option
was to melt imperial ceremonial metal-ware and statuary for conversion into coin, as
done by Marcian and Heraclius. Constans II took this practice to the extreme when he
ordered melting down the copper roofing of the Pantheon to issue coins.73 Additional
steps taken to obtain sources for ready cash were the confiscation of property, extraordinary taxation, and appropriation or forced loan of ecclesiastical possessions. These
last measures were imposed by Heraclius as well (Hendy 1985:231, 495).74
Hendy suggests two methods adopted by the state to debase coinage as a manipulation to repair the shortage of cash money: alloying its metal contents and reducing
the weight of coinage (Hendy 1985:232‑233). He argues that several of the monetary
reductions which took place from the fourth to the seventh centuries were basically
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See also CTh. X.19.3 and X.19.12.

See also Morrisson 1989a:251, especially n54.

These measures were taken by Heraclius in 622 and again during the last years of reign when the
financial situation of the Empire was acute (Kaegi 2003:272‑275).
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“the financial expression of the consequences of contemporary political and military
events” (Hendy 1985:233). 75

1.6.4 Gold and silver coinage
As stated by Haldon, “A stable gold coinage is a measure of value in which goods
of different sorts can be compared and through which exchange values can be ascertained” (Haldon 1995:82). In 312 Constantine introduced a new gold coin into circulation, the solidus (νόμισμα, nomisma in Greek), which permanently replaced the
aureus as the imperial gold coin of the Roman Empire.
The solidus became the basic unit of coinage and all other coins were valued
against it. Its nominal value was equal to its intrinsic value: the solidus was struck
at a rate of 72 from a Roman pound of pure gold,76 each coin weighing twenty-four
Greek carats (or Roman siliquae),77 the equivalent of about 4.55 grams of gold per
coin. The solidus had two fractions: the semissis (half solidus, about 2.27 g) – rarely
struck in the West and more popular in the East (Grierson and Blackburn 1986:8)
– and the tremissis (one-third solidus, 1.50 g). The iconography appearing on these
gold coins changed from the fifth to the seventh century and will be discussed in
detail in the framework of the coinage of each century.
There were two principal characteristics of the solidus: its precise weight and the
fineness of its metal content. Both these qualities were graphically embodied on solidi
issued in Constantinople from 363 until 720 by the appearance of the legend CONOB
on the exergue of the reverse, meaning Con[stantinopoli] ob[ryziacus]. OB is the abbreviation for obryzum, namely ‘fine gold’, and the sum of the letters OB is equal to
72, the number of solidi struck from a pound of gold (Morrisson 2002:919). CON,
the mintmark abbreviation for Constantinople, implied the monopoly of the comitatus
to mint solidi and its fractions (Morrisson 2002:911). As mentioned elsewhere, gold
coins were eventually minted in Thessalonica in Illyricum (Metcalf D.M. 1984);
Rome, Ravenna, and Milan in Italy; and Carthage in Africa (Morrisson 2002:911).
Emperors Valentinian I and Valens I started a campaign against the devaluation
of precious metal coinage in 366‑369 when they introduced legislation concerning
taxes being paid in underweight, impure, or forged solidi. As result, this effort stabilized the solidus at a very high purity and weight – an extremely high-standard issue
Two additional practices in use in times of shortage of cash were overstriking and countermarking
of copper coins in circulation. Both are especially characteristic to the seventh century and will be further discussed in Part 4.
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The pound weight is estimated as 324.72 grams (Morrisson 2002:920).
The carat was a weight unit of 0.189 grams.
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(Hendy 1985:387‑389).78 The solidus remained essentially unaltered in weight and
purity until the tenth century.
Gold coinage was designed primarily to fulfill imperial needs: redistributing revenues and collecting income. The state put gold coinage into circulation by means
of ordinary and extraordinary payments of salaries and largesse and recovered it via
taxation.79
The issue of silver coinage is almost completely irrelevant to this study. The minting of silver coins was abandoned by the end of the fourth century. By then the common silver coin in use was the siliqua, equivalent to 1/24 of a solidus. This coin was
only occasionally struck during the fifth century for ceremonial and votive purposes.
The general shortage of silver coinage was not due to the lack of metal, since contemporary silverware is abundant. Scholars believe that the reason for this contrast
was a divergence of prices between the low mint price for silver and that prevailing
in the market (Grierson and Blackburn 1986:9).
Silver coinage was almost nonexistent in the East during the sixth century, but
it was still considerably significant in the output of western mints in Carthage and
Italy, which kept the traditions of Vandalic (439-533) and Ostrogothic (489‑553)
coinage. In Africa, silver coins continued to play a role until the Muslim conquest
(Morrisson 2002:934). The only silver denomination relevant to the period of time
covered by this study is the hexagram, created in 616 by Heraclius. Its name was derived from its weight, 6 grammata (or scruples); its value was 1/12 of a solidus and
it weighed 6.72g (Morrisson 2002:921 and 928). Hexagrams, which are completely
absent from currency in Byzantine Palestine, continued to be struck in significant
numbers during the reigns of Constans II and Constantine IV, but their issue decreased towards the 680s (Grierson 1999:13).
In effect, the use of gold and silver was intended for three different functions:
coinage, jewelry, and plate. The options available to produce each of these products
depended primarily on the sources of supply, but according to Grierson they were
also a matter of choice or preferences since the sources were not unlimited (Grierson
1993:137‑144). Rome had an abundance of gold, so it was used primarily for coin
and jewelry, assigning silver for plate. Persia, in contrast, was rich in silver and used
it both for coin and plate at the price of having no gold coinage and jewelry.
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See CTh. XII.7.3, CTh. IX.21.7‑8.

For a concise survey of the gold coinage from the fifth to the seventh centuries, see Introduction
to Hahn and Metcalf D.M. 1988:7‑17.
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1.6.5 Base metal coinage
Base metal coinage – copper and alloys – was issued for purposes of revenue and
small-scale daily market transactions, in other words, to be used as small change.
It was essentially a medium of exchange between subjects of the Empire “pecunia
in usu publico constitutae” (LRE:441 after CTh. IX.23.1.1). The acceptance of this
as nominal money was entirely dependent upon the stability of the solidus; namely,
fluctuations in the value of gold currency directly affected base metal coinage.
In the East during the post-Theodosian period and until the end of the reign of
Zeno, subsidiary coinage was reduced to one base metal coin: the minute size nummi
(sing. nummus), weighing less than one gram. By the mid-fifth century, the relation of copper to gold coinage was unstable. During the reign of Valentinian III
(419‑455), a solidus was equivalent to 7,200 nummi (fixed by his Novel 16.1 De
pretio solidi dated to 445), and this figure was presumably doubled by the end of the
century to 14,400 nummi per solidus (Grierson and Blackburn 1986:10).
The most significant change in Byzantine copper coinage was the introduction of
a new monetary system in 498, promoted by Anastasius’ comes sacrarum largitionum John. Most likely based on the Italian system used by the Ostrogoths (and to a
lesser certain degree also by the Vandalic system; Arslan 2001b), the Byzantine system provided a stable subsidiary coinage issued by all mints. This system included
a series of copper coins marked with multiple values of the nummus and weighing
accordingly: 40, 20, 10, and at a later phase 5 (M – follis, K – half follis, I – decanummium and Є – pentanummium respectively).80 During the reign of Tiberius II, a
new denomination of thirty nummi appeared, marked XXX and later Λ. However, the
issue of this value was probably limited, and the scarcity of coin finds in the southern
Levant reinforces this assumption. The mint of Alexandria developed its own local
system which lasted from the sixth to the seventh centuries and consisted of different
multiples of the nummus, equivalent to three nummi (Γ), six nummi (S hexanummium), twelve nummi (IB dodecanummium), the very rare thirty-three nummi (ΛΓ).
During the sixth century, copper coinage maintained a relatively stable rate in relation to the solidus. Control was achieved by issuing coins of a uniform weight and
limiting their issue to the needs of the market, thus preventing inflation. However,
the weight of the follis and subsequent multiples underwent a number of fluctuations
during the sixth and seventh centuries. In 498 Anastasius I established the weight of
the follis to c. 9.30g (1/36 pound); then in 512 he doubled it to c. 18g (1/18 pound).
Later in 538/539, Justinian I further increased the weight of the follis to about 25g,
but this coin was too heavy for use; therefore, the weight was again reduced to about
18g in 550. During the seventh century and in direct relation to the many political
80

For a full discussion on the monetary reforms of Anastasius I, see chapter 3.2.2.
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and military vicissitudes which characterized the reign of Heraclius, the weight of
the follis was repeatedly reduced. The follis maintained a weight of about 11g until
615/616, but in 624/625 it dropped to about 5g. During the years 629 to 631, due to
the victory of the Byzantines over the Persians, gold flooded back into the Empire
and the weight of the follis was temporarily doubled, only to be decreased again to
half of its weight afterwards.
Byzantine gold and copper coinage continued to circulate widely in Syria and
Palestine until well after the Arab conquest (Walmsley 2000:332‑333; Bijovsky
2002:185). After 636 and parallel to the official Byzantine copper issues, a wide
series of locally manufactured copper coins appeared in Bilād al-Shām. These coins,
known as Arab-Byzantine coinage, roughly imitate Byzantine prototypes of Heraclius and Constans II.81 Their wide circulation in Syria, Jordan, and Palestine suggests
the ample need for base metal coinage intended for local trade. The discussion of this
fascinating coinage, however, remains beyond the scope of the present study.
The technical advantages of the use of lead as a minor component in copper alloys of copper coinage are well-known throughout monetary history (Morrisson
1993:96). Some issues (such as seventh century coins from Cherson) that contain
more than 5% of lead content are explained as the re-melting of earlier coins or
emergency issues in time of crisis. However, the use of lead as a main component in
coinage alloys is not limited to trial issues or counterfeits but also to coins in every
sense. Lead pieces functioned often as monnaies de nécessité (Fig. 53 right), a complementary coinage to the official issues but also as tokens or tesserae.82 Examples
are known from Egypt and also from Israel during the fifth and sixth centuries (e.g.
blank lead minimi, Fig. 23).

1.6.6 Supervision
One of the main concerns of the state was to ensure the authenticity and standardization of weight and metallic contents of coins in circulation. The intention was to
maintain a satisfactory monetary system which would draw the maximum amount of
gold back to the central treasury.83 Until the late fourth century, the agoranomoi, the
The bibliography on this issue is so vast that cannot be cited here in its entirety. The main references are Walker 1956, SNAT, SICA I, Pottier, Schulze and Schulze 2008, and Foss 2008.
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A good precedent for this phenomenon in Israel is the lead coins of the Hasmonean king Alexander
Janneus (TJC:47, 211, group M).
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As Kent says: “It is difficult to account for the excellent preservation of most surviving Late Roman gold in view of the infinite pains taken by the government to ensure its return to the Treasury
with the minimum of delay and loss through wear. The chance of any individual piece circulating for
long was slight. If it escaped recoining, it must have gone quickly to ground” (Kent 1956:197).
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market inspectors of each city, were responsible for the supervision and provision
of standard weights and measures (mensurae et ponderae).84 Justinian I later placed
these officials within the church personnel in each city (Hendy 1985:332‑333). There
was even a special officer, the zygostates or weigher, whose task was to arbitrate in
disputes related to this issue (CTh. XII.7.2; Kent 1956:199). During the fifth and
sixth centuries, his powers were further expanded to the sealing of purses and banking activities (Hendy 1985:317).
Gold and silver were mostly struck al pezzo, namely each piece to a particular
weight, rather than al marco, meaning a number of pieces to a larger weight (Hendy
1985:329).85 Base metal coinage was mostly struck al marco and tended to be of
fiduciary nature. Large sums of money circulated in sealed purses marked with the
number and/or weight of the coins contained inside. (Fig. 1). A later development
introduced the use of purses called folles which contained standard numbers of small
value coins (Hendy 1985:338‑339). According to Hendy, the physical shape of many
Late Roman and Byzantine coin hoards attest to the fact they had actually been purses; in cases when these hoards show homogeneity of issues (dies, officinae, specific
amounts or weight), these may represent coins dispatched straight from the mint in
purses (Hendy 1985:341‑343).

Fig. 1. Purses with coins from the Notitia Dignitatium “insignia comitis largitionum”

84
Novel VII by Emperor Majorian dated to 458 established that tested weights should be distributed
by the praetorian offices to each province and municipality. The punishment for failure to use official
weight standards was death (Hendy 1985:395).

85
Interestingly, outside the boundaries of the Empire, solidi circulated among the barbarians by
weight or bullion – namely al marco. This is evidenced by the deposition of hoards of solidi discovered in Hungary and Romania whose weight is equivalent to multiples or fractions of the Roman
pound. For a full discussion on this topic, see Guest 2008:302.
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The moment a coin leaves the mint for circulation, it inevitably loses weight
through wear. In order to compensate for the difference between the theoretical and
actual weight of the coins, general discounts were calculated in commercial transactions and formal fees or charges on services were included (such as the obryza and
analoma; Hendy 1985:346‑350; Zuckerman 2004:104‑109). Unfortunately, the officials in charge of these transactions used to take advantage of this imposition by
taking high rates that left them with a generous surplus.
Two different guilds were responsible for the administration of banking: the
corpus collectarium or money changers (trapezitai or collectari) and silversmiths
(argyropratai or argentarii). Money changers provided services to taxpayers who
owned copper coins and had to pay their tax in gold, and vice versa, and to officials
and landowners who owned gold coins and needed to acquire small change for minor expenses.86 A law instituted by Constantine I prohibited money changers from
speculating on exchange rates regarding the value of the solidus (CTh. IX.22.1). As
mentioned above, Edict 16 of Valentinian III (445 CE) established the purchase and
sale of a solidus at 7,200‑7,000 nummi (Kent 1956:197; Morrisson 2002:952). In return for their services, money changers received base metal money with the addition
of a small profit on the exchange. Argyropratai were permitted to purchase precious
metals and stones, but it was forbidden for them to purchase copper or linen articles
(Hendy 1985:250‑253).
The fact that whole chapters of both the Codex Theodosianus (titles 21‑23 of the
ninth book)87 and the Codex Justinianus (title 24 of the ninth book) are dedicated
to legislation against forgeries reflects that counterfeit coinage (adulterina moneta)
must have been a grave problem for the state and was considered treasonous (Grierson 1956:240‑241).88 Both counterfeiting and clipping of any coin were strictly
prohibited and rigorously punished. The most common method of tampering with
gold coins was clipping. This practice was severely penalized as attested in the Codex Theodosianus (CTh. IX.22.1 and XII.7.2 and altered later by the CJ. X.73.2).
Scratching coins (almost exclusively gold) with graffiti was also forbidden. These
scratches – commonly found on seventh century solidi – are marks of identification
or certification made by owners or money changers; some are abbreviated names or
merely symbols (Hendy 1985:316‑317; Bijovsky 2002:178‑180).
86
The obligations of the money changers and the profits they earned for their living are recorded by
Symmachus, Relationes 29, as cited by Kent 1956:197.

Title 21 deals with counterfeit coin; title 22 with the maltreatment of genuine coin and title 23
with traffic in coin (Grierson 1956:247).
87

According to Grierson, the Codex Justinianus discarded much of the fourth century legislation but
retained the distinction between gold and copper coinages and the differing penalties for transgressions involving each metal (Grierson 1956:255).
88
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A law dated to 356 (CTh. IX.23.1) forbade the melting down of coin, the transport
of coin for speculative sale, and the use of forbidden coin or pecuniae vetitae (Grierson 1956:260‑261; Hendy 1985:291‑293; 319‑320). From 381 onwards, counterfeiting of gold coins was considered a capital crime (Haldon 1990:176; Hendy
1985:321‑328). A number of laws established by Constantine I suggest that counterfeiting of base metal was less offensive and was punished according to the gender
and social status of the offender (varying from confiscation of property to death;
Grierson 1956:251‑252). The sentence was more severe if this action was executed
by the monetarii and their assistants, who were more liable to corruption (Grierson
1956:254; Hendy 1985:326). The possession of old coins that could serve as a source
for metal for counterfeiting or for impressing casting molds was a reason for punishment as well (CTh. IX.21.10; Grierson 1956:252‑253).
Since the Byzantine Empire operated as a closed fiscal economic system, the export of gold and silver was strictly forbidden. The export of copper coinage, however,
being of fiduciary character, was pointless, since beyond the frontiers of the Empire
its value was equivalent only to that of its bullion content (Hendy 1985:257). Nevertheless, large sums of coinage found their way beyond the borders as payments
of treaty subsidies (or bribes) to foreign enemies – Huns, Persians, Goths Slavs and
Avars – who threatened the security of the Empire (Hendy 1985:257‑262; Guest
2008:301‑302). As mentioned above, from the time of Maurice Tiberius onwards,
the state found itself obliged to make annual payments to several enemies. Cases of
inward flow were rare. Noteworthy is the annual tribute of 365,000 solidi paid by the
Arabs to Justinian II. Other examples are the acquisition of booty, such as the Vandal
and Ostrogothic royal treasuries by Belisarius on behalf of Justinian I in 534 and 540
and the Sasanian royal treasury by Heraclius in 628 (Hendy 1985:281).
The last step in the supervision of coinage by the state was the demonetization or
withdrawal from circulation of particular issues or denominations. The transport of large
quantities of coinage was not only a problem of expenses but also of security. There is
evidence of the imperial officers themselves substituting forgeries en-route to the central
treasury (Kent 1956:199). Therefore, coins were melted into larger ingots or bars and
were certified by the stamp of the testing officer. Ingots were easier to keep safely. Gold
was collected from each province by palatini of the sacrae largitiones and transported to
the comitatus. This procedure was legalized during the reign of Valentinian I in 366/367
(CTh. XII.6.12; XII.6.13; XII.7.3 and CJ. X.72.5; Kent 1956:199‑201; LRC:50).

1.6.7 Prices and inflation
The topic of prices and wages during the Byzantine period has been comprehensively summarized by Morrisson (1989a:239‑260) and Morrisson and Cheynet
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(2002:815‑878) with full references to further bibliography.89 Worthy of mention is
a group of legal documents written on wooden tablets and dating from the last years
of the Vandal king Gunthamund (494‑496), known as the Tablettes Albertini. These
documents, found on the frontier between Algeria and Tunisia, provide prices for
transactions which reveal important clues about the relative value of the follis to the
solidus (Courtois et al. 1952; Grierson 1959). Some figures concerning different
aspects of daily life will be given here in order to illustrate the power of acquisition
of Byzantine coinage.
As mentioned above, levies in kind were commuted into gold. From the sixth to
the eleventh centuries, prices in gold remained quite stable (Morrisson and Cheynet
2002:858). The purchasing power of the solidus is registered in an ample number
of sources. Gold was used for all major private transactions. The price of land was
fixed in gold according to whether it was worked or not (Morrisson and Cheynet
2002:821).
As shown by the Nessana papyri 64, 65 and 69, 15 modii of wheat were worth
about a nomisma (Morrisson and Cheynet 2002:822).90 In 578 one kilo of second-quality bread was equivalent to five to eight folles (Morrisson and Cheynet
2002:829). The price for wine depended on age, type of vine, and provenance (Morrisson and Cheynet 2002:835). Oil prices were higher than wine and depended on
the age, density of plantation, and irrigation of the trees (Morrisson and Cheynet
2002:839). Papyrus 90 from Nessana records sales of palm dates and fixes the price
of seven and a half baskets of dates to one solidus (Kraemer 1958: papyrus 90; Mayerson 1960:52, Nos. 90‑91). Cattle were expensive, and sheep were worth 20‑25
times less than cattle; during the sixth-seventh centuries, the price for a donkey was
between three and eight solidi (Morrisson and Cheynet 2002:840).
As mentioned above, a marble inscription found during the 1993‑1995 excavations in Caesarea sets fees for payments (sportulae) to officials for legal services.
Fees are given for procedures such as costs of legal acts preliminary to a trial and
payment to the court clerk exsecutores and the exceptores. A privileged person paid
2 solidi for a complaint or defense in a provincial court while an ordinary person in
a lawsuit at Caesarea paid about 5 solidi in court costs altogether. This amount was
the equivalent to the cost of feeding a person for one year (Di Segni, Patrich and
Holum 2003:283‑293).
Some illustrative figures regarding the fifth century in particular are given by Adelson
(1967:262‑282). Also noteworthy is the account of values and prices by Grierson 1967:298‑299.

89

90
Papyri 64 and 65 are tax demands for wheat and oil from the Arab governor at Gaza to the people
of Nessana, dated to 674‑677. Papyrus 69 is an account of receipts for food which lists the amounts
paid in kind and in money (wheat and oil) for one year of supply provided to Arab troops, dated to
680/681 (Kraemer 1958: papyrus 69; Mayerson 1960:50‑51).
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Payment in coin represented only part of the salaries paid by the state since the
army in particular was also remunerated in rations, and officers were often granted
other additional gratuities such as land (Morrisson and Cheynet 2002: 858‑859,
861). According to an edict in the Codex Justinianus dated to 534, the annual wage
of the prefect in the African prefecture was equivalent to 7,200 solidi, while the one
for the head of tax-collectors was 14 solidi (Morrisson and Cheynet 2002:859). A
soldier’s yearly annona in Africa varied between four and five solidi (LRE:447). The
modest salary of an unqualified worker was around one solidus a month or 10 solidi
a year; craftsmen and professionals enjoyed from three to ten times higher salaries
and officials, merchants and bankers were paid about 150 times more (Morrisson
and Cheynet 2002:872). These sums remained stable from the sixth to the thirteenth
century and were linked to the price of basic food-stuffs, since it is estimated that
80% of salaries were spent on food (Morrisson and Cheynet 2002:869)
The prices of some services are known, such as a medical consultation in the
sixth-seventh centuries which cost one tremissis (Morrisson and Cheynet 2002:867).
Slave prices remained remarkably stable during the entire Byzantine period. By the
time of Justinian I, the price for a slave child was up to ten solidi (LRE:447‑448).
Clothes were extremely expensive; by the end of the fourth century a military
chlamys cost a solidus while in the late sixth century silk clothes cost 72 solidi
(LRE:447‑448; Morrisson and Cheynet 2002:851). With the exception of foodstuffs, there was considerable regional price differentiation in the western and eastern parts of the Empire. It seems that the purchasing power was higher in the former
(Morrisson 1989a:260).
In order to avoid inflation, the state had to sporadically check the relationship
between supply and demand of money and prices of goods and services measured in
monetary terms. One of the reasons for price rises was the debasement of the means
of exchange.91 This was caused by over-issuing large quantities of base metal coins
which were not withdrawn by taxation, thus increasing the volume of copper coinage in circulation. In reaction, the purchasing value of each coin sank and the rate
of exchange with the precious metal coinage became unstable. In order to return to
the gold standard and reduce exchange rates and prices, the state applied monetary
reforms such as the one implemented by Anastasius I in 498, which can be regarded
as the most significant reform in the Byzantine period.
Diocletian attempted to stabilize prices and combat inflation as early as 301
by introducing the Edict on Prices (Edictum De Pretiis Rerum Venalium; Hendy
1985:449‑462) together with his new monetary system. This edict doubled the value
Extraordinary causes such as natural catastrophes might also produce inflation. A good example is
the bubonic plague in 542 which caused a shortage of human resources and consequently affected the
economy.
91
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of base metal coins and set a limit on prices for over a thousand products. It did not
fix prices, but instead set maxima prices and rates for certain goods and services
(food items, clothing, freight charges, and weekly wages). However, the edict did
not solve the problem; it diminished production and encouraged illegal trade and
barter. By the end of Diocletian’s reign in 305, the edict was virtually ignored, and
the economy was not stabilized until Constantine I’s coinage reform.

1.6.8 Coin circulation and taxes
Haldon defines the circulation of coin as “the basic mechanism through which the
state converted agricultural produce into liquid fiscal resources” (Haldon 2000:231).
As explained above, this was a cyclical mechanism by which gold coins – in the
form of salaries and largesse paid to the bureaucracy and the army – were exchanged
in the market in order to get goods and services in return. The state then collected
much of the coin in circulation through taxation, which was usually demanded in
gold, offering change in base metal (Haldon 2000:232).92
The part which public money played in monetary circulation is discussed by
Morrisson. She concludes that in the most prosperous period of Byzantine economic
history the total tax income in coin represented no more than around 42% of the currency in circulation and barely 28% of the money reserves (Morrisson 2002:950).
Haldon stresses that coin as a means of exchange was vital as far as the state was
concerned. But since Byzantium was essentially a “subsistence peasant economy”,
local exchange activities could be carried out rather efficiently without the use of
coinage (Haldon 1995:80-86). He further explains that coinage is not vital in a society where the objective of each producing group was to satisfy its immediate needs.
In other words, coin was not widely necessary and may have been little used by the
general population (Hendy 1985:300-301).

92
This cyclical process is also discussed by Reece in his analysis of coin supply. In his opinion,
base coinage performs no cycle. It is minted and sent out to stay since it has no value outside a bullion
(gold) guaranteed economy. He says: “There was no point in sending out, or even releasing copper
from the mint if there was no gold available to back it” (Reece 2003:142-143).

Part II
The Fifth Century

In addition to the French coinage, El Wad possesses a currency known as flous,
which is peculiar to itself and the surrounding district.
This consists of all the small coins formerly current in the country.
Flous must be one of the most nondescript coinages in existence.
Small copper coins from Tunisia, little silver ones minted by the old sultans
of Wargla and Tougourt, and even Roman coins are found among them.
The majority of the pieces are so battered and worn as to be quite defaced,
but now and then a good specimen can be found…*

* Harding King 1903:213 quoted in Milne 1926:62. Milne quotes this description to show that the
local currency of El Wad at the beginning of the twentieth century might be applied with little modification to the fifth-century hoards found in Egypt: a mixture of coins of original different values and
sources, usually illegible.
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2.1 The question of monetary decline
There are scholars – both numismatists and archaeologists – who consider the fifth
century as a shadowy transitional period between the golden Constantinian era and
the days of magnificence of Justinian I (Adelson and Kustas 1962:vii). There can
be no doubt that, unlike other fields of numismatics, the coinage of the fifth century
is not distinguished by any attractive individual style or extensive coin output, but
is known, rather, by the challenging historical circumstances – the downfall of the
Roman Empire – through which coinage managed to survive.1
Most of the Byzantine period numismatic finds from excavations in Israel are
quantities of tiny copper coins, minimi, dated roughly to the fourth-fifth centuries
(Tsafrir 1995:156 and n.21). This large number is, undoubtedly, evidence of the
huge scope of copper coinage issued in that period. A long-established distinction
is made, however, between coins of the fourth century and those of the fifth. The
conventional assumption, as stated by Safrai (1998), is that a sharp decline in the
number of coins in circulation took place during the fifth century, not only in Palestine, but in the whole Roman Empire.2 This decline is explained as an expression of
the monetary and economic crisis that followed the general weakening of the Empire
as result of the Barbarian invasion of western Europe.3
1
The discussion in Part 2 is based to a large extent on my preliminary study about coin currency in
Israel during the fifth century, Bijovsky 2000-2002.

I quote: “The fifth century was generally marked by decline, which was expressed in an extremely drastic reduction of commerce (few coins) and a comprehensive demographic drop” (Safrai
1998:35). He further adds: “… drastic changes in the quantity of coins in Palestine occurred in 363
and 408. These distinctions are not clear-cut, and are to be regarded as general time frames: ca. the
mid-fourth century and ca. the early fifth century.” (Safrai 1998:16). Safrai explains that the economic and demographic decline in Palestine was based on three components: the decrease in regional
trade, the exhaustion of the land’s fertility and the collapse of independent farming (Safrai 1998:106).
For a summary of Safrai’s conclusions, see pages 129-132. In reaction to Safrai, see for instance
Kingsley 2001:54: “Large fifth century deposits excavated at Carthage and Argos (where Palestinian
containers account for 45% and 15% of all amphorae respectively)… convincingly demonstrate that
Safrai’s argument for fifth century economy decline in Palestine, and a more widespread disruption
to trade networks, is incorrect. Rather, the fifth century constituted a pivotal period of economic expansion in the Near East, when the markets developed in response to changing political and cultural
demands.” For an opposing view to Safrai’s, see Adelson (1967:282) who considers the fifth century
“… one of relative monetary stability until the close of the reign of Leo I. Under Basiliscus and Zeno
the monetary system underwent a sharp revision which was necessitated by fiscal insolvency.” The
author adds that this revision was finally accomplished by Anastasius I with his monetary reform. For
a different archaeological approach, see Avner 2007, who stands on the methodological discrepancies
between the historical sources – which emphasize the flourishing of Jerusalem in the fifth century –
and the difficulties in securely identifying the material culture of this period in modern excavations.
2

3

See Jones’ last chapter “The Decline of the Empire”, where the author analyzes this issue by sum-
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It is clear that the decline and fall of the Roman Empire during the fifth century
had an inevitable effect on coinage. Therefore, one of the main questions considered
in the following chapters will be whether the decrease in the number of coins is
indeed an expression of monetary or economic crisis, or a process of development
rather than decline, as argued by Kent, since the latter term has negative connotations
(Kent 1988:v). Based on coin finds from excavations in Israel, Part 2 will discuss the
character of the coinage, the types of currency in circulation and the methodological
problems that arise when dealing with this sort of numismatic material.

2.2 General character of the numismatic evidence
The chronological scope of Part 2 starts in 408 – the date of Emperor Arcadius’
death – and ends in 498, when Emperor Anastasius I implements his monetary reform.4 For the sake of typological convenience, a geographical (West and East) and
chronological distinction will be sometimes noted between the two halves of the fifth
century with Marcian’s ascension to the eastern throne in 450. This is because each
sub-period and each half of the Empire has its own monetary characteristics with
apparently different numismatic implications.
Minute copper coins, most commonly named minimi, constitute the bulk of the
numismatic evidence throughout the Empire from the fifth century. They served as
the small change currency in circulation. In my opinion, the description that most illustrates the general character of copper coinage from this period is Richard Reece’s
introduction to the numismatic report of the British expedition of archaeology in
Carthage (Reece 1984:171): “The report concerns some 3638 lumps of corrosion
which, during excavation, were classified as coins. As the lists will make clear, 2796
of those lumps no longer exist, 32 were lead discs, 397 were featureless lumps or
fragments of copper which were probably once coins, and 413 have been classified
as legible coins. Most of the finds, by their diameter and thickness, belong to the 5th
and 6th centuries; this is certainly confirmed by the small percentage that was legible.”
marizing the different aspects of life discussed in his book and the diversities between East and West
(LRE 2:1025-1068).

These dates were chosen here since they meet the characteristics of coin circulation in Palestine.
The scope of this framework, however, is arbitrary. Some scholars prefer to date the beginning of the
fifth century already in 395 CE, when the Empire was officially divided between both sons of Theodosius I: the western, under Emperor Honorius, and the eastern, under Arcadius. For other approaches, see for instance Grierson and Mays, who divide this period into three phases: 383-395, 395-445,
and 445-491 (LRC:9).
4
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This description is in line not only with coin finds from Carthage, but also in
Israel and nearby areas such as Egypt, Jordan, Syria, Turkey, and as far as the northern Peloponnese and Italy. These areas have all yielded large quantities of minimi
and share similar patterns of typology and copper coinage distribution. Many of
the coin finds from this period are from hoards that number thousands of minimi
(see Appendix A). A special category of hoards which will be extensively discussed
in the following chapters are the coin foundation deposits These hoards have been
found in a number of typical locations: 1) coin foundation deposits buried during the
construction or renovations of public buildings such as churches (Khirbet Fa‘ush,
Maccabim), synagogues (Capernaum) and private houses (Pella); 2) repositories for
charity (Gush Ḥalav) or votive purposes (Abu Mina); and 3) coins accumulated in
wishing-springs (Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur), baths (Ḥammat Gader) and cisterns.5
These types of assemblages are most characteristic to the southern Levant during the
fifth and the first half of the sixth centuries.
In contrast to the extensive copper coinage, gold coin finds from the fifth century
are extremely rare in Israel and come almost exclusively from hoards. Evidence of
silver coins is unusual, except for a small number of Sasanian coins which will be
elaborated on later (chapter 2.7.1). The importance of silver minting in the East decreased during the fifth century and is more characteristic in the western part of the
Empire: Britain, Italy and North Africa, as shown from site finds and hoards (RIC
10:lxxxv-lxxxvi; LRC:15, 17-21; Arslan and Morrisson 2002:1255-1305).

2.3 The monetary background
In order to understand the nature of currency in circulation in Palestine in the fifth
century, it is necessary to present an overview of the monetary background in terms
of the political and economic changes that befell the Empire.6
The Barbarian invasion invoked different processes and reactions in both parts
of the Empire that defined, to a certain extent, their respective monetary policy. The
decrease in the scope of imperial minting by the first half of the fifth century was felt

On the question of whether accumulation of worthless nummi can be considered ‘hoards,’ see
Brenot 2002.
5

For a comprehensive discussion on this issue, see LRC:3-26, “The Historical and Numismatic
Background” with full references.
6
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first in the West.7 As mentioned in Part 1, extensive territories were captured by the
Barbarians and mints were closed. Imperial minting then became concentrated in the
cities of Rome and Ravenna, which could not meet the actual demand for coinage.8
In contrast, the eastern Empire – which suffered less from the invasion – continued
to strike coins, in almost all mints at least until the time of Zeno, albeit in reduced
numbers (e.g.: Antioch and Cyzicus; Hendy 1985:397).
The demand for small copper change increased towards the second half of the fifth
century.9 Coinage adapted itself to the needs of the market. A huge rise in the minting
of tiny copper coins took place and at the same time generated a progressive weight
reduction of the nummus; its weight decreased from c. one gram to c. half gram within
fifty years.10 The weight reduction of the nummus made its use quite difficult. The
assumption is that silver and copper coins were minted al marco and were kept in
sealed purses – folles – bearing external indications of their value or weight (Hendy
1985:341). As will be further explained below, this process accounts for the actual
need and economic convenience of:
• the continuity in use of primarily fourth-century coinage together with fifthcentury currency,
• the production of imitative issues, and
• the usage of blank flans as normal currency.
There is no doubt that obsolete and unofficial issues played an essential monetary
role as compensation in times when official minting was lacking. Even when the
law forbade counterfeiting, punishment depended upon whether fiduciary coinage
The process in the West was more complex than in the eastern part of the Empire and remains beyond the scope of this study which focuses on currency in Palestine. The subject was widely studied
by Italian and French scholars in particular. See for instance Arslan 2001b and Arslan and Morrisson 2002:1255-1305 with full bibliographic references.
7

Only a few hoards from 410-450 CE were discovered in the West, giving testimony to this process
(LRC:22-23 and 72). This view, however, is not conclusive and each territory has its own particular
development. Britain presents a high concentration of hoards deposited between 395 and 411 (Guest
2008:305, notes 54 and 55). In Italy, for example, Arslan claims there was no monetary crisis during the fifth century, especially with the arrival of the Ostrogoths (personal communication). In this
context it should be noted that the significant number of solidi hoards found outside the borders of
the western Empire shows that considerable sums of gold coinage made their way to the Barbarians,
especially the Huns, as tribute payments (Guest 2008:300, 304).
8

For an interesting approach to this issue, see Arslan 2001a:103-110. Arslan explains the process
of monetization in social and economic terms. In his opinion the process already started during the
fourth century as consequence of a democratization of the society, which enabled the proletarian, rural, and lower classes to make use of copper coinage for small routine transactions.

9

According to evidence from excavations in Capernaum, Arslan proposed that the weight of the
nummus remained stable in the East until the second reign of Zeno in 476. After that, a rapid decrease
took place until 498, when the average weight of the nummus was 0.22g (Arslan 2003:27-39).
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was made of base metals, in which case the penalty was confiscation, or of silver or
gold, which entailed a capital sentence in extreme cases (Hendy 1985:325-327). The
numismatic evidence suggests, however, that the distinction between official and
unofficial issues was meaningless for the consumers and the local authorities, who
permitted their circulation side by side since coins were reckoned by quantity and
not by unit or individual weight. Since nummi were used in sealed purses, their contents could not have been checked accurately; anything that could be easily counted
could be easily used as currency.11

2.4 Official coinage
2.4.1 Monetary system and metrology
Although the numismatic evidence of the fifth century is poor in quality, its composition is fascinating and varied, mostly because the scope of the unofficial coinage.12
Before describing the characteristic types, a description of the official monetary system is required.
Gold coinage followed the elements already established by Constantine I: the
solidus (1/72 of a pound; weighing 4.55g) and its fractions, the semissis (2.25g; a
half of a solidus) and tremissis (1.50g; a third of a solidus), initially struck on a limited scale.13 Semisses, being ceremonial in character, are rarer as illustrated in Table 2
(chapter 2.4.3). The tremissis was minted on a larger scale in order to compensate
for the disappearance of the silver denominations (LRC:12, 33). Gold coinage in the
East was dominated by issues from Constantinople. An exception is a rare but continuous series of solidi minted in Thessalonica throughout the fifth century (Metcalf
W.E. 1982:111-129). No examples of this series, however, have been found in Israel.
Western gold was struck in a number of mints but not simultaneously. Milan, Rome,
Ravenna, Aquilea, and Arles each served as centers of production at different times.
Nevertheless, there was considerable uniformity of style (Kent 1988:xi). It seems
As Milne writes about small change in Egypt: “… the simplest plan for dealing with the problem
of small change was to use anything that could easily be counted over for purposes of reckoning without requiring it to possess any definitive value in itself” (Milne 1926:63-64). See also the discussion
in Marot 1998:83.

11

12
In relation to fourth century coinage Grierson and Mays describe fifth century coinage as “much
smaller in bulk as well as much simpler in content” (LRC:10).

A number of multiples of the solidus were occasionally used but will not be discussed here
(LRC:11; 32; 34).
13
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that massive quantities of gold coins circulated in the Empire during the fifth century.
This argument is based on the many references in literary sources to the centenarium
or kentenarion, a unit of value equivalent to 100 pounds of gold, namely 7,200 solidi (Dagron and Morrisson 1975; Callu 1978). This term was used in relation to
imperial and private revenues, donations, military campaigns and building projects.
According to Zuckerman, this phenomenon is a sign of monetary inflation denoting
a devaluation of the gold coin (Zuckerman 2004:87). Since the reform of Valentinian
I and Valens in 366-367, gold coinage was theoretically composed of almost pure
metal (98-99% with some inclusion of silver; Morrisson et al. 1985:98).14 From 368,
the mint of Constantinople marked this quality by using the abbreviation OB (obryzum). Eastern gold, however, declined slightly by about 1½% under Leo I, Zeno and
Anastasius I (RIC 10:5-6; Zuckerman 2004:107).
Little is known about silver coinage which comprised a complex series of parallel weight standards not necessarily in use at the same time and place (Hendy
1985:467-469). According to Kent, no certain attributions can be made regarding the
names applied to the denominations (RIC 10:13). The existence of the miliarensis,
for instance, is well attested, but its value is not certain.15 It possibly served as a generic name applied to different silver coins at various times. In addition, the siliqua,
struck in three different weight standards (3.38g, 2.27g and 1.13g) and used in the
West only, was the more common silver coin in use during the late fourth and fifth
centuries (RIC 10:15-16). It should be stressed, however, that silver coinage had no
functional use in the dioceses of Oriens and Aegyptus (Noeske 2000a:89-91).
Billon coinage is the general nomenclature used for the so-called copper or copper-based alloyed coinage.16 A number of studies analyze the metal composition of
fifth and sixth century coinage. King, Metcalf and Northover checked the variability
of tin and lead contents in copper-alloys before and after the Anastasian reform.
They analyzed examples from different mints, including Vandalic and Ostrogothic
issues in order to check whether specific alloy proportions from individual mints
were chance occurrences or intentional (King, Metcalf and Northover 1992).17
14

For a more detailed description of this legislation, see chapter 2.4.3.

Its name derives either from a thousand smaller units (1/1000 pound of gold, or 14 to the solidus)
or from militia, as this coin was intended for the payment of donatives to the army (LRC:27).

15

16
A detailed description of the alloys used for copper coinage during the fifth century both in West
and East was published by Kent (RIC 10:19-22). For the sake of convenience, however, we adopt here
the term ‘copper’ for all copper-alloyed coins.
17
The coins selected for analysis were from Rome and other eastern mints, and the sample consisted
of issues of Johannes, Valentinian III, Theodosius II, Leo I, and Marcian, and a group of Vandalic
coins from Carthage and a group of Ostrogothic coins. In addition, a number of illegible fourth-fifth
century coins from a North African hoard and some coins of Anastasius I from Constantinople and
Justinian I from Carthage and Italy were included in the sample.
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They demonstrate that significant differences existed between eastern and western
alloys before the Anastasian reform: tin contents were very high (10%) at western
mints – Rome and Carthage – in comparison to high lead contents in the eastern
ones. After the reform, all denominations, excluding the pentanummia, were produced from virtually pure copper (including the Ostrogothic and Vandalic nummi of
the sixth century).
Since the names for the different copper denominations are virtually unknown,
conventions based on the size and weight of the coins have been customized and are
in use (RIC 10:17; LRC:11):18
Æ1 = over 21 mm and 10.00g

Æ2 = 19-21 mm and 10.00-4.00g
Æ3 = 14-18 mm and 4.00-1.50g

Æ4 = below 14 mm and below 1.50g
It is generally accepted that the nummus – the leading coin throughout the whole
fifth century – is represented by the Æ4 denomination. Manufacture of the crude and
tiny nummi contrasts significantly with gold coinage. A law of Valentinian III of 445
(Novel 16.2) established the rate of 7,000-7,200 nummi to the solidus, although it
seems that this ratio varied from time to time and increased to 14,000 nummi to the
solidus by the 490s (RIC 10:18; LRC:14; Arslan 2003:28). By the turn of the fourth
century, the nummus became the most common coin in circulation. The use of the
nummus centenionalis was legislated by an imperial regulation in 395 that established
its exclusivity in the West (Hendy 1985:291; 475; LRC:28).19 By the end of the fourth
century the main denominations in use were the Æ2 and Æ4. By the first half of the
fifth century both Æ3 and Æ4 were being struck. By the second half of the fifth century
the Æ4 circulated almost exclusively, while larger denominations were revived only
occasionally for ceremonial reasons (e.g. at the mint of Cherson, see LRC:47; 57).
Most literature on metrology relies on Mac Isaac’s study of the weight of the
nummus during the fourth and fifth centuries where he proposes that variations of
18
Fifth century denominations seem to be based on the system in use during the fourth century
(introduced in 348): the largest coins, the maiorina (Æ2) weighed about 5.25g and contained about
3% silver; intermediate coins (Æ3) weighed about 4.25g and contained about 1.5% silver; and small
coins, the centenionales communes weighed about 2.50g and contained no silver (Æ4; RIC 8:34-36;
61). This system was revaluated in 379 by Emperors Gratian, Valentinian II, and Theodosius I with
significant differences in the weight of the intermediate and small denominations: 2.40g and 1.50g
respectively (Hendy 1985:470).
19
CTh. IX.23.2: “We command only the centenionalis coin (centenionalis nummus) to be handled
in public circulation (conversatio publica), the making of larger coin (maior pecunia) having been
discontinued…”. Scholars have given evidence to an abrupt cessation of Æ2 coins after this date
(LRC:44).
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weight standards between East and West were based on differences of economic
tactics.20 From the days of Theodosius II to Leo I, the weight of the Æ4 ranges from
1.20g to 1.15g (288 to the pound) and it decreased in weight to an average of 0.91g
during the reign of Zeno (360 to the pound; LRC:44).21 Any attempts, however, to
present an accurate metrological analysis should be made with caution since being
minted al marco, nummi displayed a great variation in weight.22
Some scholars stress the high incidence of clipping of copper minimi. This procedure is characteristic of Æ3 issues which remained in circulation and were clipped
in order to be adjusted to the new smaller standard (Adelson and Kustas 1960:142144; Adelson and Kustas 1962:1-2, 18; Adelson and Kustas 1964:159-160). Based
on the 230 examples of clipped coins in the coin hoard of Falerii Novi, Italy, Asolati
suggests a broad diffusion of this phenomenon in Italy and other areas in the Mediterranean basin during the fifth and early sixth centuries (Asolati 2005:20-21). In
her discussion on the 1982 hoard from Sardis, Burrell defines this practice as “infrequent, inconsistent, and probably unofficial. The fact that the mint allowed such
mutilated coins to circulate, however, is more significant” (Burrell 2007:239). This
practice is not particularly noticed in coins discovered in excavations in Israel.23
An exceptional large copper series known as Senatorial coinage was minted most
probably in 477 in the name of Zeno in Rome under the instructions of Odovacar
(LRC:15; 47). These coins weigh about 16.30g and bear the mark value of forty
(nummi, implying a notional nummus of 0.41g). There are two different groups which
vary in details and inscriptions. However, both show a Victory holding a wreath and
a trophy – following the Roman Flavian dynasty tradition – with the letters S-C in
“The contrast between the two halves of the Empire is also heightened: the West attempted economic stability by simply controlling the number of nummi to the solidus, and at the same time the
East sought to regulate by bullion weight that same commodity.” (Mac Isaac 1972:66). For a summary of the relation solidus/nummi, see also Zuckerman 2004:62.
20

Figures are slightly different in Adelson and Kustas’ metrological study of the Volo hoard: while
Marcian’s nummi are heavier (1.18g), reflecting a healthy state of government finances (Adelson and
Kustas 1962:29-30), a major change in the weight of the nummus is felt during the reign of Basiliscus
(0.97g), followed by a significant drop during the reign of Zeno to a theoretical weight of 0.84g (they
establish a ratio of 384 coins instead of 360 to a pound). Arslan undertook a metrological analysis
of nummi from the foundation deposits of Capernaum. The results show an exceptional stability of
weights (mean weight between 0.937g and 0.924g) for the period from 425 to 435 through Marcian
and Leo I to Zeno (Arslan 2003).
21

22
In their comprehensive discussion on the Volo hoard, Adelson and Kustas conclude: “In addition,
the fact that the coins were fiduciary in character would have lessened the importance of weight as
a factor in determining their value. It is more likely that there were small variations of weight from
reign to reign which were without major economic significance” (Adelson and Kustas 1962:17).

For an example of clipping, see chapter 2.5.2.a the summary of coin evidence from the Kathisma
church in Jerusalem. See also Arslan 1997:286 for examples from the synagogue of Capernaum and
Hohlfelder 1984:265 for examples from Caesarea.
23
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the field and the value ⋅XL⋅ in the exergue (RIC 10:218-219;448, Nos. 3665-3667).
These coins which, according to most scholars, anticipated the reform of Anastasius
I have never been found in Israel and are therefore not included in this study.24

2.4.2 Mints
Gold coinage in the East was produced primarily in Constantinople and Thessalonica. Western gold was struck at various times in a number of mints: Milan, Rome,
Ravenna, Aquilea, and Arles. Standard copper types were minted simultaneously at
about fifteen mints (Moneta Publica) throughout the Empire.25 Minute size nummi
continued to be produced in the East by the mints of Constantinople (CONS/ CON),
Thessalonica (TES), Heraclea (SMH), Nicomedia (SMN/NIC), Cyzicus (SMK/
CVZ), Antioch (SMANT/ANT), and Alexandria (SMAL/ALE).on an apparently reduced scale until the reign of Zeno. The mint of Heraclea was permanently closed
after the reign of Leo I (457-476; Hendy 1985:397) and Cyzicus was also closed at
the same time only to reopen during the reign of Justin I. Alexandria’s mint was apparently not functioning from the 420s only to be reopened temporarily for the reign
of Leo I. By the time of Zeno, Constantinople, Nicomedia, and to a certain extent,
Antioch were the locations of the only active mints.
Parallel to the political collapse of the Empire in the West, coin production disintegrated with the exception of Italy, where the Ostrogoths maintained the former
imperial structure (LRC:53). The Carthage mint reopened sometime in the early fifth
century and issued the anonymous Domino Nostro series, as well as the pseudoImperial siliquae and half-siliquae in the name of Honorius (see chapter 2.7.2 and
RIC 10:232-235).
Mintmarks become particularly difficult to decipher on fifth century coins. This
is not only due to bad preservation but also because of the small size of the coins,
which often leaves the mintmarks off flan.26 While numismatic evidence from Beirut
(Butcher 2001-2002:91-94) and from coin hoards in Egypt (Lichocka 2005:764 and
766) shows a predominance of Antiochene issues, it is not clear whether the same
Arslan dates the Senatorial coinage to c.490 and establishes that in relation to the mean weight of
a follis, the equivalent weight of the nummus should be 0.393g, thus indicating a sharp decrease in the
weight of the nummus prior to the reform of Anastasius I (Arslan 2003:38).
24

25

For detailed introductions to the mints see RIC 10:23-41 and LRC:48-69.

According to Adelson and Kustas, from the reign of Theodosius II and until the end of the
fifth century, the dies of the coins are practically always larger than the flans (Adelson and Kustas
1962:4). This assumption is later developed by Burrell in her discussion on the Sardis 1982 hoard
(Burrell 2007:238; 2008:168). She argues that many blank coins are actually unintentional misstrikes, the most common form being one or both dies displaced on the flan.

26
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picture corresponds to Palestine during the fifth century.27 Only twenty-six coins in
our database can be attributed with any certainty to Antioch, and most of them date
to the first half of the century. Compared to the previous century, when the Antioch
mint operated as the main supplier of copper coinage to the region of Syria-Palestine, there is a sharp decrease in quantity.28 This tendency was also noted in the Volo
hoard: a steady contraction of Antiochene issues seems to occur after Theodosius II’s
cross within wreath type was issued (Adelson and Kustas 1962:5-6). Numismatic
evidence confirms the centralization of mints in the East which takes place during
the second half of the fifth century when the mint at Constantinople supplied the
bulk of the coins to Palestine (276 coins in our database, dating from 408 to 491),
followed by the mint at Nicomedia.29
Consideration should be given here regarding the incidence of coins from western imperial mints found in excavations in Israel. Archaeological evidence indicates
that these are quite typical, especially during the first half of the fourth century; their
presence, however, decreases towards the end of the fourth century and is almost nil
in the fifth century. Nevertheless, a significant number of coins minted in Rome have
been found in various areas of the excavation at Capernaum (Callegher 2007:48).30
This led Arslan to suggest that as a consequence of insufficient coin production in
the oriental mints after 435, an influx of coins from Rome took place in the East during the first half of the fifth century (Arslan 1997:264-265). This opinion gets some
support from the evidence in our database (Table 1). A total of 89 coins minted in
Rome and found in excavations are recorded, most dating to the first half of the first
century and attributed specifically to Emperor Valentinian III.31 Perhaps not accidentally, the majority of these coins were found at the central metropoleis of Caesarea,
Scythopolis/Bet She’an, and Jerusalem, with the exception of the group of coins
discovered in the foundation deposits in the synagogue of Capernaum. Worthy of
mention is a group of 84 minimi discovered during excavations in Magdala. The
coins are of western origin, and almost all of them depict the same reverse type, a
The same tendency was noted by Marot when analyzing the coins from the Macellum at Gerasa
(Marot 1998:95). At Pella, coins of the first half of the fifth century minted in Antioch are the leading
types (Sheedy 2001:36).

27

28
A total of 2,604 coins minted in Antioch and dated to the fourth century are registered in the Coin
Department database of the IAA compared to only 159 dated to the fifth century (up to 24/02/2009).
29
See Capernaum (Arslan 2003:31-35, 37). This seems to be the general picture elsewhere in the
southern Levant, such as at Pella (Sheedy 2001:36).

Butcher also distinguishes a relative high frequency of coins from the West, particularly from
Rome in excavations at the souks of Beirut (Butcher 2001-2002:95). In contrast, no western coins
with the exception of one issue of Johannes from Rome are recorded from excavations in Pella
(Sheedy 2001:35-36).
30

31

For a discussion of the coin types struck in Rome by this emperor, see Kent 1988a.
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camp gate. Based on their nature, Arslan assumes that the coins were brought by a
pilgrim coming from the West (Arslan 2003a).
Table 1. Fifth-century copper minimi minted in Rome discovered in excavations in Israel
Site

Ruler

Susiya

Uncertain

Jerusalem, Giv‘ati
Parking

Honorius

Jerusalem, City of
David area N

Honorius?

Jerusalem, excavations
near the Temple
Johannes
Mount, area VI
Jerusalem, Citadel

Type

Date
(RIC 10)

IAA/ Ref.

VICTORIA AVG
Virtus with globe and spear

425-455

K29445

1

410-423

121581

1

410-423

123627

1

423-425

39730

1

425-435

75611

1

410-423

66579, 61942

2

410-423

65857

1

410-435

DeRose Evans
2006: No. 1449

1

c.440-450

DeRose Evans
2006: Nos.
1450-1451

2

c.440-450

DeRose Evans
2006: No. 1445

1

425-435

DeRose Evans
2006: No. 1444

1

c.430-c.437

DeRose Evans
2006: Nos.
1442-1443

2

425-435

DeRose Evans
2006: No. 1441

1

425-435

Lampinen
1992:B.5008

1

VICTORIA AVGG
Victory adv. l. palm branch
and wreath
VICTORIA AVGG
Victory adv. l. palm branch
and wreath
SALVS REIPVBLICE
Victory dragging captive

Valentinian III Victory adv. l.

Caesarea, insula W2S3 Honorius

VICTORIA AVGG
Victory adv. l. palm branch
and wreath
VICTORIA AVGG
Victory adv. l. palm branch
and wreath
VICTORIA AVGG/AVGGG
Victory adv. l. palm branch
and wreath

Caesarea, IAA

Honorius

Caesarea, JECM

Uncertain

Caesarea, JECM

Uncertain

Caesarea, JECM

Valentinian III Cross in wreath

Caesarea, JECM

VICTORIA AVGGG
Valentinian III Victory adv. l. palm branch
and wreath

Caesarea, JECM

Valentinian III

Caesarea, JECM
Caesarea, JECM 1990

CASTRA, Camp gate

VICTORIA AVGG
Two Victories with wreaths

SALVS REIPVBLICE
Valentinian III Victory adv. l. palm branch
and wreath
VICTORIA AVGG
Valentinian III Victory adv. l. palm branch
and wreath

Total
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Site

Ruler

Type

Date
(RIC 10)

IAA/ Ref.

467-472

DeRose Evans
2006: No. 1639

1

Barkay
2000:No. 91

1

425-435

96065

1

c.430-c.437

118864

1

Caesarea, JECM

Anthemius

Monogram

Ramat HaNadiv,
En Ẓur

Valentinian III

VICTORIA AVGGG
Two Victories with wreaths

Sepphoris, reservoir

Valentinian III Victory adv. l.

Sepphoris, USF

Valentinian III VOT PVB Camp gate

Bet She’an,
Monuments st.

Johannes

Magdala group

Valentinian III VOT PVB Camp gate

Capernaum, village
Capernaum, village

SALVS REIPVBLICE
Victory dragging captive

VICTORIA AVGG
Victory adv. l. palm branch
and wreath
SALVS REIPVBLICE
Valentinian III Victory adv. l. palm branch
and wreath
Late Roman

c.430-c.437

423-425
c.430-c.437
410-435
425-435

Total

1
Arslan
2003a:39,
Nos. 61-82
Callegher
2007:Nos.
563-569
Callegher
2007:Nos.
553-562

22
7
10

Capernaum, village

Theodosius II

Cross in wreath

425-435

Callegher
2007:No. 464

1

Capernaum,
synagogue, hoard

Valentinian III

VICTORIA AVGG
Victory dragging captive

425-455

Arslan
1997:Nos.
1663-1669

7

Capernaum,
synagogue, hoard

Uncertain

SALVS REIPVBLICE
Victory adv. l. palm branch
and wreath

425-425

Arslan
1997:No. 1420

1

Capernaum,
synagogue, hoard

Valentinian III VOT PVB, camp gate

Capernaum,
synagogue, hoard

Valentinian III

Capernaum,
synagogue, hoard

Valentinian III Vota type

430-455

Arslan
1997:No. 1655

1

Capernaum,
synagogue, hoard

Anthemius

Monogram

467-472

Arslan
1997:No. 1908

1

Honorius

VICTORIA AVGG
Victory adv. l. palm branch
and wreath

410-423

32579 and
Bijovsky
1995:Nos.
102-110

11

Gush Ḥalav, hoard

VICTORIA AVGGG
Two Victories with wreaths

Totals

c.430-c.437
c.430-c.437

Arslan
1997:Nos.
1459-1462
Arslan
1997:Nos.
1656-1657

4
2
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During the second half of the fifth century, the place of the imperial western mints
in currency is taken over by the early Vandalic coins minted in Carthage as well as
Ostrogothic issues from the mints of Rome and Ravenna. These coins, however, bear
no mintmarks and their places of minting are determined basically by provenance
and frequency of coin finds. At the same time, small cast minimi imitating issues of
King Ezana from Aksum make their first appearance in Palestine and other areas of
the southern Levant; these coins were most likely produced in Egypt. The incidence
of all these coinages in excavations in Israel is described in detail in chapters 2.7.2
and 2.7.3.
Noeske notices a different relationship between the frequency of western and
eastern mints in the dioceses of Oriens and Aegyptus. In both provinces there is a
clear predominance of eastern issues, but in Oriens, double the number of coins from
western mints have been found. Noeske relates this phenomenon to the easier communications between the East and the West at a time when Egypt was isolated, the
only contact with the outside world being through the port of Alexandria (Noeske
2000a:271-281).

2.4.3

Gold coinage

Gold coins from the fifth century are a very rare find in Israel. Most examples belong
to hoards which were concealed during the transition to the sixth century (reign of
Anastasius I, 491-518) or even later (such as Ḥ. Marus, dated to the beginning of the
seventh century). Only two single finds are recorded from excavations. The first is a
gold semissis of Theodosius II (Ḥ. Rimmon, IAA 10911); the second one, a solidus
of Pulcheria from excavations at the Western Wall plaza in Jerusalem (IAA 124367),
deserves some comments (Fig. 2).
This is a very well-preserved coin, struck by Pulcheria’s younger brother Theodosius II in Constantinople and dated to 420-421. This is the only coin of a very rare
type found in an archaeological excavation in Israel.32 The coin belongs to the new
type of solidus depicting a Victory supporting a long jeweled cross. This became
the exclusive type in use during the second half of the fifth century. The obverse
bust depicts the Empress with a Manus Dei holding a crown above her head. Pulcheria’s gold coins usually present a star on the reverse, and since this element is
missing from our solidus, this coin can be attributed to the issue struck in her name
by Theodosius II in 420-421 (LRC:138; 152-154; class 2 No. 437 and compare with
Solidi of Pulcheria were at one time great rarities; they have now become more common in the
market but very few exist in as good condition as the one found at the excavation in the Western Wall
Plaza, Jerusalem.
32
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No. 438). Unfortunately, the coin was discovered in a much later (Islamic) context
at the site.

Fig. 2. Solidus of Pulcheria, Jerusalem, Western Wall Plaza (IAA 124367)

Table 2 presents the numismatic evidence of fifth-century gold coins gathered in
our database. All eastern Emperors are represented in all denominations, although
some in very small numbers. Coins of Anastasius I presented in Table 2 fall within
the transition from the end of the fifth to the early sixth centuries. Since their internal
chronology is not absolutely defined (MIBE:24-26), Anastasius I’s issues will be
considered in this discussion as sixth-century coinage (see chapter 3.2.1). All the
coins were minted in Constantinople.
Table 2. Fifth century gold coins from our database (arranged by site, ruler and denomination)

Site

Ruler

Denomination

Date

Notes

Total

Ḥ. Rimmon

Theodosius II

gold semissis

402-450

HOARD B

1

Ḥ. Rimmon

Theodosius II

gold semissis

402-450

Isolated find L52

1

Ḥ. Rimmon

Marcian

gold tremissis

450-457

HOARD B

1

Ḥ. Rimmon

Leo I

gold tremissis

457-474

HOARD B, one doublestruck

5

Ḥ. Rimmon

Leo I

gold semissis

457-474

HOARD A

1

Ḥ. Rimmon

Leo I

gold tremissis

457-474

HOARD A

1

Ḥ. Rimmon

Basiliscus

gold tremissis

475-476

HOARD B, rare

1

Ḥ. Rimmon

Leo II and Zeno gold semissis

474-474

HOARD B

1

Ḥ. Rimmon

Zeno

gold solidus

474-491

HOARD A

1

Ḥ. Rimmon

Zeno

gold semissis

474-491

HOARD B

4

Ḥ. Rimmon

Zeno

gold tremissis

474-491

HOARD A

1

Ḥ. Rimmon

Zeno

gold tremissis

474-491

HOARD B

10

Ḥ. Rimmon

Anastasius I

gold semissis

491-507

HOARD A

1
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Site

Ruler

Denomination

Date

Notes

Total

Ḥ. Rimmon

Anastasius I

gold semissis

491-507

HOARD B

2

Ḥ. Rimmon

Anastasius I

gold semissis

507

HOARD B

1

Ḥ. Rimmon

Anastasius I

gold tremissis

491-518

HOARD A

4

Ḥ. Rimmon

Anastasius I

gold tremissis

491-518

HOARD B

10

Ashqelon, Barnea

Anastasius I

gold tremissis

491-518

HOARD

1

En Gedi, village

Anastasius I

gold semissis

507-518

HOARD II (L3437)

1

En Gedi, village

Anastasius I

gold tremissis

491-518

HOARD I (L3302)

1

En Gedi, village

Anastasius I

gold tremissis

498-518

HOARD II (L3437)

4

Pulcheria

gold solidus

420/421

Isolated find

1

Anastasius I

gold tremissis

491-518

HOARD gold

1

Jerusalem, Western
Wall plaza
Ḥ. Marus, synagogue
treasury

Totals

55

The small number of gold coins discovered in excavations strongly suggests the
efficiency of the fiscal taxation system.33 Gold was not supposed to remain in circulation for long periods. After fulfilling its function of paying salaries and largesse,
it was then returned to the central treasury in the form of taxes. Moreover, a high
incidence of gold hoards in a specific place and time is usually interpreted as an
indication of crisis and distress (e.g. the first half of the seventh century; Bijovsky
2002:180-185). Despite the general instability that characterized the Roman Empire
during the fifth century, it seems that there were no specific economic reasons or imminent danger causing the population to accumulate or hoard gold coinage.
Interestingly, it should be stressed here that from among all gold finds presented
in Table 2, only two coins are solidi (Zeno, Ḥ. Rimmon hoard A; Pulcheria, Jerusalem Western Wall Plaza); all the rest are fractions of the solidus, mainly tremisses.
This seems to corroborate the general assumption noted above that semisses – being
of ceremonial character – were produced in smaller quantities, while tremisses were
minted on a larger scale in order to compensate for the disappearance of the silver
denominations (LRC:12, 33).
As seen in Table 2 the largest concentration of fifth-century gold coins comes
from the two hoards discovered in the synagogue of Ḥ. Rimmon (Kloner and Mindel 1981:60-68). The contents of both hoards are presented below together with an33

The same conclusion was drawn by Guest regarding gold coinage in the West (Guest 2008:300).
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other gold hoard found in Tell Nimrin, Jordan, with very similar contents (Table 3).
These three hoards were not deposited prior to 491 CE. They all have in common the
same pattern consisting of a number of solidi of Emperors Valentinian I and Valens
dated to 364-375, most of them struck in Antioch.34 Noeske defined this Valentinianic group as characteristic of a larger category of hoards from Palestine dated to the
sixth century and a few hoards from Egypt dating to the seventh century (Noeske
2000a:77-84). The presence and significance of this pattern in later contexts will be
further discussed in chapter 3.10.1. Kent has noticed a similar pattern in a group of
gold hoards, all from the western part of the Empire (RIC 10:lxxxiii).35
Table 3. Gold hoards in Israel and Jordan containing fifth-century coins
(sol = solidus; sem = semissis; trem = tremissis; Const.= Constantinople; Thessal.= Thessalonica)

Ruler
Valentinian I (364-367)

Ḥ. Rimmon A
(Kloner and
Mindel 1981)
2 sol (Antioch)

Ḥ. Rimmon B
(Kloner and
Mindel 1981)
1 sol (Antioch)

Valens I (364-367)
1 sem (Const.)

Marcian (450-457)

1 trem (Const.)
1 sem (Const.)
2 trem (Const.)

Leo II and Zeno (474-475)
Zeno (474-475; 476-491)

5 trem (Const.)

3 sol (Const.)

1 sem (Const.)
1 sol (Const.)
1 trem (Const.)

Basiliscus (474-476)
Anastasius I (491-518)

11 sol (Antioch)
8 sol (Antioch)

Theodosius II (402-450)

Leo I (457-474)

Tell Nimrin, Jordan
(Metcalf W.E.
and Fulco 1995-96)

1 sem (Const.)
4 trem (Const.)

4 sem (Const.)
10 trem (Const.)

5 sol (Const.)
2 sol (Thessal.)
1 sol (western)

1 trem (Const.)

1 sol (with Marcus; Const.)

3 sem (Const.)
8 trem (Const.)

3 sol (Const.)

34
It should be mentioned that four more fourth-century solidi were discovered at Ḥ. Rimmon as
isolated finds in addition to the gold coins from the hoards: one of Jovian from Antioch (IAA 10908),
one of Valentinian I from Antioch (IAA 10909) and two of Valens from Constantinople (IAA 92883)
and Antioch (IAA 10910). Another isolated solidus of Valentinian I struck in Antioch is recorded
from excavations at the fortress of el-Lejjūn, Jordan in a sixth-century stratigraphic context (Betlyon
2006:428, No. 193). This connection to a much later context has parallels in hoards as will be explained in chapter 3.10.1.

The list in RIC 10 includes 18 hoards, all of them of European provenance. Kent attests that coins
of Constantius II and Julian are occasionally present as well. Solidi of both Emperors appear in a
number of sixth-century gold hoards in Israel, as will be explained in chapter 3.10.1.
35
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2.4.4	Typology of the copper coinage
a. First half of the fifth century
Kent writes about the continuity of a “general banality of types and legends”, characteristic of the first half of the fifth century.36 There is an “overriding concern with
Victory” expressed in a series of types and varieties (RIC 10:54). One of the most
notable of these issues is the Æ4 VICTORIA AVGG, depicting a Victory holding
wreath and palm branch, minted in Rome by Honorius from 410 to 423 and Valentinian III from 425 to 435 (RIC 10:136; 338, No. 1357 and RIC 10:376, No. 2107; 377
No. 2121 respectively). This coin type, which is common in the West, has also been
found in several excavations in Israel (Fig. 13 left).
The cult of the Emperor is implied on coins within the context of victory as well;
the Emperor usually appears standing in military uniform, but he also might be riding a horse or suppressing a captive. The Emperor bears the imperial attributes:
a standard, a spear and shield, a long cross, or a globe crowned or not by a Victory. Three types bearing the inscription GLORIA ROMANORVM depict two (also
known as LRBC 2, types 22 and 23: Theodosius II and Honorius holding globe or
spears and shields) or three regent Emperors together (LRBC 2, type 21: Arcadius,
Honorius and Theodosius II) with figures of different height signifying their ranks.37
In the East, Empresses Eudocia (wife of Theodosius II), Pulcheria (wife of Marcian),
and Verina (wife of Leo I) are represented on coinage (LRC:8, Table 2). Personifications of both capitals, Rome and Constantinople, make their appearances, especially
on solidi (e.g. LRC:Pl. 12, No. 316). Vota types, commemorating the Emperor’s
quinquennial vows, were confined almost exclusively to eastern silver denominations and were not part of the currency in circulation in Palestine (e.g. LRC:Pl. 14,
Nos. 357-358).
(Valentinian III; RIC 10:379, No. 2146) and the cross –
The chi-rho symbol
with or without an encircling wreath – (Theodosius II; LRC:Pl. 13, Nos. 332-338)
make their first appearance as single coin types during the fifth century. The motif
of the fortified gateway or camp gate, which was particularly popular during the first
and last quarters of the fourth century (PROVIDENTIA AVGG/CAESS; RIC 7:49
36
This discussion focuses primarily on eastern types dated from 408 onwards (after Arcadius’ death)
and deals with those coin types discovered in excavations in Israel. Earlier types dated to 395-408
commonly found in our area, such as VICTORIA EXERCITI Victory crowning emperor with wreath
(LRC:Pl. 9, No. 218) are not discussed here. For detailed descriptions of coin types according to emperors, see RIC 10:42-61 (Types and legends) and 63-219 (Introductions to the reigns).

As explained before, coin types prior to 408, such as GLORIA ROMANORVM 21, three Emperors, are not included in this discussion.

37
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and GLORIA REIPVBLICE; RIC 8:187, No. 62; Fig. 17 left), appears only occasionally during the fifth century on a few western coppers of Valentinian III (VOT
PVB, CASTRA and ROMA) and on the DOMINO NOSTRO African Vandalic
series (see chapter 2.7.2).
Though the repertoire of official copper issues characteristic to Palestine during
the period 408-450 is quite limited, the Æ3 GLORIA ROMANORVM 22 with two
Emperors, struck in eastern mints (Fig. 3 left) was by far the most ubiquitous during
the first quarter of the century. The variant showing the Emperors holding a globe
– GLORIA ROMANORVM 23 – represents only 10% of the total of specimens
(Fig. 3 right).

Fig. 3. Left: Type GLORIA ROMANORVM 22 (Karm er-Ras, IAA 109011); right: type
GLORIA ROMANORVM 23 (http://wildwinds.com/coins/ric/honorius/VanMeter_39a.jpg)

The dominant coin type for the second quarter of the century is definitively the
cross within wreath type, minted by Theodosius II and Valentinian III, with a clear
prevalence for coins of the former Emperor (Fig. 4). Only two specimens of this
type, belonging to the eastern coinage of Valentinian III (Cyzicus) are recorded in
our database.38

Fig. 4. Theodosius II, cross within wreath, Cyzicus
(Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount, IAA 45198)

Other western issues of Valentinian III are present in small numbers and their
types are not always legible, all found in the area of Caesarea and the Lower Galilee,
especially Capernaum (Arslan 2003:30). Coins of this Emperor bearing the camp
A coin from the Gush Ḥalav hoard (Bijovsky 1998:92, No. 115) and a coin from the synagogue of
Capernaum, trench XII, L812 (Arslan 1997:319, No. 1639).

38
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gate motif appear with three different reverse legends: VOT(a) PVB(lica) – an Æ3
issue most likely linked to consular celebrations in 434-435 (RIC 10:377, Nos. 21232128); CASTRA – a common type dated to his late period 440-455 (RIC 10:380381, Nos. 2160-2163); and ROMA, a very rare type dated to the same period. Kent
relates these last two types to Valentinian III’s concern about the condition of the city
wall of Rome after the earthquakes of 429 and 443 (RIC 10:60). Of the seventeen
coins showing a camp gate registered in our database, nine are identified as issues
of Valentinian III.39 Others, due to their bad preservation, can only be generally attributed to the fourth-fifth centuries. Table 4 shows the main coin types typical of the
first half of the fifth century found in excavations in Israel.
Table 4. Most common types in circulation in Palestine dated to the first half of the fifth century

Type

Reference (RIC 10)

No. of
coins in
database

Size

Date

GLORIA ROMANORVM 22
Two Emperors (Theodosius II and Honorius)
with shields and spears

Æ3

408-423

Pl.18:Nos. 395-404

107

GLORIA ROMANORVM 23
Two Emperors, (Theodosius II and Honorius) holding
globe together

Æ3

408-423

Pl. 18:Nos. 407-418

12

VICTORIA AVGG Victory l.
with palm branch and wreath
(Honorius, Rome)

Æ4

410-423

Pl. 42:No. 1357

17

Cross within wreath
(Theodosius II/ Valentinian III)

Æ4

425-435
440-455

Pl. 18:Nos. 442-455
Pl. 53, No. 2144

421

b. Second half of the fifth century
By the middle of the fifth century, a change occurred when a new class of reverse
design was introduced – the imperial monogram, which combined letters of the Emperor’s name in Latin and/or Greek. This innovation is particularly relevant for dating material from excavations since it provides a rough guide for dating coins when
obverses are illegible. Monograms first appeared at the end of the reign of Theodosius II40 and were used in many variations by Emperors (and occasionally by their
Five coins of the VOT PVB type and four coins of the CASTRA type are registered in our database. No examples of the ROMA type are known from excavations in Israel.
39

40

Issues bearing the monogram of Theodosius II are extremely rare in Israel (Fig. 18 left). Only
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spouses) Marcian (Fig. 5), Leo I (Fig. 6), Basiliscus alone and Basiliscus together
with Marcus, Zeno (Fig. 7), and Anastasius I.41 Monograms eventually became the
distinctive emblem of copper coinage during the second half of the fifth century and
were also adopted by the later western Emperors such as Anthemius,42 the Vandal
as well as Ostrogoth and Burgundian kings (RIC 10:60). Moreover, the tradition of
monograms on coins was continued by the Byzantine Emperors of the first half of
the sixth century after Anastasius I.

Fig. 5. Coin bearing monogram of Marcian (Mandatory collection, IAA 52602)

Fig. 6. Coins bearing monograms of Leo I (left: Lod (el Khirbe), IAA 102178;
right: Gush Ḥalav hoard, Bijovsky 1998:No. 274).

Fig. 7. Coins bearing monograms of Zeno (left: Gush Ḥalav hoard, Bijovsky 1998: No. 305;
center: Ḥ. ‘Eleq, IAA 68592; right: Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount, IAA 44021)

four specimens are recorded in our database: a coin from Tel Afar (IAA 28614); one from Bet She’an,
Monuments street, shop 1 (L44557, B.445231; and catalogued by the author, not published in Bijovsky 2002a, coin No. 27); and two specimens from Capernaum (Arslan 1997:320, Nos. 1678-79). This
information is confirmed by Arslan in his discussion about Capernaum (Arslan 2003:30, n18).

41
As seen in Table 5, monograms of most emperors frequently appear with the exception of Basiliscus (only five coins: three from Capernaum, and single finds from Ashqelon and Caesarea) and Basiliscus and Marcus (two coins from the Gush Ḥalav hoard and Bet She’an). As in the case of gold coinage,
nummi bearing monograms of Anastasius I are recorded here in order to present the complete picture,
but they will be fully discussed in chapter 3.2.2.

Three nummi bearing monograms of Anthemius minted in Rome are recorded in our database:
Caesarea JECM, (DeRose Evans 2006:No. 1639), Capernaum synagogue (Arslan 1996:No. 1996),
and Jerusalem (excavations near the Temple Mount, area XV IAA 45819).

42
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Most Emperors of the second half of the fifth century issued series of coins with
monograms which differ slightly in type from each other (see list of monograms at
the end of RIC 10). Unfortunately, in most cases the usual bad state of preservation
of the coins made specifying the type of monogram difficult, if not impossible, and
these variants were noted in our database only when they could be positively recognized (e.g. Capernaum trench XII deposits and Gush Ḥalav hoard). Nummi bearing
monograms were struck in massive quantities during the second half of the century
and have been found in considerable numbers in eastern hoards.43
Leo I was the only Emperor who struck a number of coin types – in addition to
monograms – that became common in the East. The lion, usually standing or crouching within a wreath, is the pictorial depiction of Leo I, denoting his name (Fig. 8 left).
Two additional types are known in the East: the Emperor standing with a captive
(Fig. 8 center) and Empress Verina holding a globe cruciger and a transversal scepter
(Fig. 8 right). All these types have been found in significant numbers in excavations
in Israel as shown in Table 5:

Fig. 8. Coin types of Leo I from the Gush Ḥalav hoard. Left: lion (Bijovsky 1998:No. 249);
center: Emperor and captive (Bijovsky 1998:No. 243; right: Verina (Bijovsky 1998:No. 326)

Table 5. Most common types in circulation in Palestine dated to the second half of the fifth century
(* = not including total number of Marcian monograms in the Capernaum synagogue foundation
deposit)
Type

Size

Marcian, monogram (all variants)

Æ4

Leo, monogram (all variants)

Æ4

Leo, lion (all variants)

Æ4

Leo, Emperor and captive

Æ4

Leo, Empress Verina

Æ4

Zeno, monogram (all variants)

Æ4

Anastasius I, monogram

Æ4

Date

Reference
(RIC 10 otherwise stated)

450-457 Pl. 21:Nos. 535-570
457-474 Pl. 26:Nos. 681-695

No. of coins in
database
210*
95

457-474 Pl. 26:Nos. 666-679

82

457-474 Pl. 26:Nos.714-715

110

457-474 Pl. 26:Nos. 699-711

476-491 Pl. 33:Nos. 959-975
491-518 MIBE:90, No. 40

46
107
313

43
For example: Yale (Adelson and Kustas 1960:139-188); Volo, Greece (Adelson and Kustas
1962); Zacha (Adelson and Kustas 1964:167-168); and in Israel, Gush Ḥalav (Bijovsky 1998) and
Capernaum, where close to 450 coins of Marcian were identified (Arslan 1997:309 and n12; Ermanno Arslan, personal communication).
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With a total of 333 specimens of different types, coins of Leo I constitute the largest group. According to our database the Empress Verina and the lion types were the
most common.44 Nummi of Marcian are also found in significant numbers followed
by coins of Zeno, which appear in considerably smaller quantities. Coins of Basiliscus are extremely rare; of the six specimens registered in the IAA Coin Department,
three are recorded in our database. In addition, two nummi of the uncommon monogram type of Basiliscus together with Marcus are known to the author.45 Only one
nummus bearing a monogram of Zenonis is registered in our database and it belongs
to the Gush Ḥalav hoard (Bijovsky 1998:96, No. 282).
As mentioned in Part 1, Leo I’s failed campaign to reconquer Africa from the
Vandals in 468 left an enormous financial deficit which lasted for almost thirty years,
covering the whole period of Zeno’s reign (LRE:224; Hendy 1985:221). Throughout
his reign, Zeno was short of money. He was forced to spend large sums to please his
supporters rather than replenish the treasury. Zeno also followed an economic policy
which did not increase taxation (LRE:226). It is likely that a reduction of the official
coin supply was part of his economic plan. Numismatic evidence from excavations
seems to corroborate this assumption, at least in certain regions of the eastern Empire, such as the lower Danube. Based primarily on results from excavations at Nicopolis ad Istrum and Dichin, Guest notes a pattern at many sites of the Balkan region
where coins of Zeno are particularly rare (Guest 2007).46 This pattern, together with
similar data from hoard evidence and the results of Duncan’s survey of coin finds
from south-eastern Europe (1993), suggests that imperial mints were not supplying
small copper change to this region during Zeno’s reign (Guest 2007:301-304, 307).
The Volo hoard from Thessaly, deposited in the time of Zeno with 98 coins of Marcian and 110 coins of Zeno, contains 475 coins of Leo I, which reflect the massive
coinage this Emperor was forced to produce in order to cover military expenses
(Adelson and Kustas 1962:33).
As previously stated, coins of Zeno constitute an integral part of fifth-century currency in Palestine – hoards and isolated finds – but they appear in considerably fewer
The Empress Verina is also the predominant type of this Emperor at the Volo hoard (Adelson and
Kustas 1962:7).
44

Coins of Basiliscus are very rare in Israel. A unique gold coin of Basiliscus is recorded from excavations in Israel: a tremissis from Hoard B in Ḥorvat Rimmon (Kloner and Mindel 1981:67, No.
B24); a nummus from Smadar Hotel hoard B in Ashqelon (Bijovsky 2004:117, No. B.16); and a nummus from Caesarea (IAA 66151). Three more coins were found in Capernaum, trench XII L812 and
trench XIV (Arslan 2003:37). The two nummi of Basiliscus together with Marcus are from the Gush
Ḥalav hoard (Bijovsky 1998:96, No. 281) and Bet She’an, street of the Monuments, shop 7 (Catalogue by the author not published in Bijovsky 2002a, coin No. 61).
45

In Dichin, Bulgaria, no coins of Zeno or Anastasius I have been found although no stratigraphic
gap was noticed at the site during this period (476-518).
46
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numbers than the coins of Marcian and Leo I.47 A number of foundation deposits
excavated in Israel are dated to the reign of Zeno. Noteworthy are the nummi assemblages discovered at the synagogue of Capernaum.48 In addition, the latest coins
in one of two foundation deposits discovered at the site of Ashqelon, Smadar Hotel
(Hoard A) are two coins of Zeno (Bijovsky 2004:111, 115 Nos. A.23-A.24). A second deposit from the same site includes three nummi of Zeno. However, a nummus
of Anastasius I postdates its deposition date (Bijovsky 2004:111, 117, Nos. B.17-19;
B.21). The deposition of an unpublished fifth-century assemblage uncovered in excavations at Karm er-Ras has been dated by a single coin of Zeno.49 Coins of Zeno
provide the latest date for two foundation deposits from the synagogue at Chorazin
(L162 and 702; Ariel 2000:38-40 and chapter 2.5.2d). Finally, coins of Zeno seem
to be the latest datable coins so far identified in the Tel Malot hoard, yielding about
26,000 minimi discovered within a Gaza jar, the largest hoard of minimi discovered
within a container in Israel (Kindler 2000).50
Interestingly, nummi of Zeno are present in relatively large numbers in two
hoards of later chronological contexts. Twenty-seven specimens were identified in
the Gush Ḥalav hoard (deposited c.551) although, when compared to those of Marcian (42 coins) and Leo I (59 coins), Zeno’s coins are again represented in fewer
47
For examples outside Israel: a pilgrim flask holding 71 minimi discovered in Sardis in 1991 was
dated by nine coins of Zeno (Burrell 2007:240; Burrell 2008:166 and n47). The same picture arises
from a group of fifth-century western and eastern hoards first cited by Kent (RIC 10:cxxviii-clxx) and
later by Arslan (1997:282-283). In many cases, coins of Zeno are represented by a single specimen:
a cast imitation of Zeno is the latest in a hoard of 305 minimi discovered at Rabelais-Aïn Merane in
Algeria (Brenot and Morrison 1983:210, No. 189 and RIC 10:cxxi). Additional examples are Egypt 2
(RIC 10:cxxxviii) and Ordona in Italy (Lallemand 1967).

All groups were studied by Arslan, area 12, L812, trench XII of c.6,000 and 20,323 coins respectively; area 12, L 814, trench XIV with two groups of 236 and 2922 coins; and hundreds of coins recovered from probes in trenches XVII, XVIII, XXI-XXV. The latest identifiable coins – which always
appear in very few numbers – are dated to Zeno (see Arslan 1997:246‑347 and summary in Callegher
2007:147-148).
Recently, however, Callegher discovered a nummus bearing a Victory type with an obverse inscription
which clearly attributes the coin to Anastasius I: [---]NASTA [---] among the identifiable coins in the
deposit at trench XII,. This discovery not only sheds light on a hitherto unknown type of this Emperor, but it also dates the deposition to 498 or slightly later (Bruno Callegher, personal communication).
48
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Excavations by Y. Alexandre of the IAA (Alexandre 2008). The group consists of 141 minimi
identified by D.T. Ariel (Ariel Karm er-Ras: Zeno coin catalogue No. B45. In my opinion B41 attributed by Ariel to Leo I is also a fragment of a coin of Zeno).

The hoard is still in process of cleaning and identification (about half of the hoard has been preliminarily processed). More than 5,700 coins were attributed by Kindler to the fifth century but no
exact figures for each emperor are given. A single nummus bearing a monogram is related by Kindler to
Justinian I; this coin is in accordance with the date of the container – a Gaza jar – to the first half of the
sixth century (Kindler 2000:224). Since this publication lacks any detailed description or photograph
of the coin, its identification should be taken with caution. I therefore prefer to date the deposition of
the hoard to the end of the fifth century.
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numbers (Bijovsky 1998:94-97). In contrast, twenty-one coins have been published
from the coin accumulation at the wishing spring of Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur (in use
until the seventh century), against only six coins of Marcian and 21 of Leo I (Barkay 2000:389, Nos. 118-139). In addition to these two exceptions, coins of Zeno are
represented at a number of sites as single coin finds. Of note are the eleven nummi
of Zeno discovered at the Mary Theotokos church in Mount Gerizim, which, according to the literary sources, was actually built by Zeno after expelling the Samaritans
from this sacred place in 484 (Magen 2008:249-269). The evidence from Palestine
is, therefore, not as conclusive as Guest’s remarks about the Balkans, but there is definitive evidence of a decline of the official currency supply during the reign of Zeno.
As stated above, the weight of the nummus during the reign of Zeno was reduced
to an unprecedented low in the fifth century. This act may have been considered the
easiest action to solve the shortage of cash money. In theory, by lowering the weight
of the nummus, more coins could be struck from a pound of raw metal (Adelson and
Kustas 1962:32-33). However, the diminishing output of coin during the reign of
Zeno as demonstrated by coin evidence in hoards and single finds does not seem to
support this assumption. In my opinion, the processes of reducing the weight standard and decreasing the currency supply are measures which could have been taken
simultaneously in times of economic crisis.

2.5

Prolonged usage of earlier coinage

2.5.1	Fourth century coins used in later contexts
Extensive evidence from coin finds supports the assumption that fourth-century coppers remained in circulation for much longer periods than their dates of issue. This
assumption is based on other artifacts – such as pottery and glass – from excavations
as well as coin hoards.51 Almost every excavated fifth or sixth century site yields
coins of the fourth century, no matter whether they were settled during this period
or not. Thus, the chronology provided by the dates of issue of coin finds should be
carefully interpreted according to their stratigraphical context.
Coin types from the period 378-395 – Vota types (LRBC 2:101, Nos. 2729-35)
and SALVS REIPVBLICAE Victory dragging captive (LRBC 2:102, Nos. 276871) – are the issues to be found in fifth-century contexts, and not only because they
See for instance the list of coin hoards cited by Asolati (2005:23, n92). See also Reece’s conclusions about coin loss in Carthage, where he maintains that the majority of fourth century coins were
lost in the later fifth and sixth centuries (Reece 1984:172-173 and Reece Carthage).
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are close in date. These types, especially the latter, were minted in massive quantities and reflect a significant peak in terms of frequency and popularity during the
fourth century (Gitler and Weisburd 2005:540, 548). Kent asserts that SALVS
REIPVBLICAE coins found in fifth-century hoards are “proportionally more numerous as finds, are later in date, and of more easterly origin…” (RIC 10:lxxxvi). In
addition, previous coin types dating from the mid fourth-century onwards, such as
FEL TEMP REPARATIO falling horseman (FH dated to c.351‑361; LRBC 2:100,
Nos. 2632‑33), SECVRITAS REIPVBLICAE (dated to 364-375; LRBC 2:100, Nos.
2656-57), and GLORIA ROMANORVM 8 (dated to 364-375; LRBC 2:100, Nos.
2653-55) are commonly found in later contexts.52
Possession of old coins was prohibited by law (CTh. IX.21.10). This legislation
may have been intended to stop a possible source of metal for counterfeiting but
more probably was directed to their use by counterfeiters to impress the molds used
for casting forgeries (Grierson 1956:253). Indeed, such molds were discovered at
excavation sites in Egypt (see chapter 2.6.3). The fact that coins which were dated
both to the fourth and fifth centuries were cast together in these molds indirectly
confirms the longevity of fourth-century coin types in circulation. An Egyptian mold
from the British Museum shows impressions of coins with dates ranging from 351361 to 425-455, meaning that by the mid-fifth century popular types from the previous century were still being counterfeited (Lichocka 1996:200, No. III, Reg. No.
1891-6-23-4; Lichocka 2006:33).
Today, most scholars agree on the matter of prolonged circulation of fourthcentury coins. Safrai is an exception, who, as noted, based most of his theory of
the decline during the fifth century on numismatic evidence. He further argues that
fifth-century hoards mainly represent that century (Safrai 1998:18). This is certainly
inaccurate; the proof that exists are the copper coins in foundation deposits from the
synagogue at Capernaum which date from c. 476 (Arslan 1997:285, Table XV) and
both copper coin foundation deposits from Ashqelon, Smadar Hotel, dating to the
reigns of Zeno and Anastasius I (Bijovsky 2004) where almost 60% of the coins are
dated to the fourth century. In general, this is the prevalent situation of most hoards
and assemblages deposited during the fifth century: fourth-century coins constitute
the bulk with some quantities of later fifth-century coins providing a terminus post
quem for their deposition.53 Similar proportions are noticed as well in regard to isolated coin losses from excavations yielding fifth-century occupation remains.
Moreover, as will be further explained in Part 3, hoards deposited during the
first half of the sixth century frequently yield coins of the fourth and fifth centuries;
Coin types typical of the first half of the fourth century and even earlier (e.g. antoniniani) can also
appear. See for instance the hoard of Falerii Novi in Italy (Asolati 2005:22‑23).
52

53

Figures roughly oscilate between 60% to 80% fourth-century coins and 20% to 40% fifth-century coins.
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examples are the Gush Ḥalav copper hoard of minimi (Bijovsky 1998) and the Ḥ.
Rimmon gold hoards (Kloner and Mindel 1981). The same phenomenon applies to
other regions in the Mediterranean basin, such as a hoard found in the South stoa in
a Roman bath in Corinth (Harris 1941:145).
Safrai disagrees with the prevalent claim that a paucity of coins found at a site
is due mainly to the use of coins from earlier periods. In his opinion this could be
the situation in the West, where there were almost no newer coins, but not in the
East (Safrai 1998:17). In any case if we agreed with Safrai’s assumption, it would
be difficult to explain the untenable situation existing at so many archaeological
sites – such as the Jewish village of En Gedi54 or the city of Eleutheropolis/Bet Guvrin55 – where historical sources and archaeological remains provide testimony for
a prosperous fifth-century settlement while the number of coins of the same period
discovered at the excavations is meager. The only logical explanation for the paucity
of coins in such sites is the assumption that:
• large quantities of fourth-century coins continued to serve as legal currency during the following decades, and
• many of the unidentifiable coins discovered at the excavations are indeed to be
attributed to the fifth century.
Although both assumptions are closely intertwined, they will be discussed separately in chapters 2.5.2 and 2.8.

54
Eusebius (Onomasticon 86:18) describes En Gedi as a very large Jewish village that formed part
of the administrative district of Jericho. Stratum IIIA, the second phase of the synagogue, was in use
according to the excavators until the second half of the fifth century (Barag 1993:407). The meager
number of coins dated to the fifth century, however, stands in contrast to the archaeological remains
at the site, which bear testimony to a flourishing settlement. Of a total of 603 identifiable coins from
Hirschfeld’s excavations, only 10 could be attributed with certainty to the fifth century, against 215
fourth-century coins (Bijovsky 2007:161-162). The same picture emerges from the results of Hadas’
excavation of the synagogue (Ariel 2005). According to Ariel, many of the 450 unidentifiable coins
recovered at the site should be attributed as well to the fifth century.

Eleutheropolis, seat of a bishopric from 325, was one of five “Cities of Excellence” in the province by the fourth century (Ammianus Marcellinus, Res Gestae XIV, 8:11-12). Out of the 491 Byzantine coins that were cleaned and identified, only twenty minimi are dated to the fifth century; half
of them are attributed with some certainty to the first half of the fifth century (Bijovsky Bet Guvrin).
Another five specimens are blank cast flans roughly dated to 450-550 (see chapter 2.6.4). Based on
identifiable coins only, there seems to be a drastic gap in coin finds dating to the second half of the
fifth century. Moreover, the absence of nummi attributable to the first half of the sixth century is also
conspicuous (only five specimens in Bijovsky Bet Guvrin:Nos. 146-150). In my opinion, the gap is
more than anomalous. It might be presumed that large numbers among the unidentifiable and untreated coins are actually minimi which have been discarded from treatment due to their tiny size and poor
state of preservation. Unfortunately, this pattern is known from other archaeological projects in Israel
undertaken during the last thirty years (see chapter 2.8 and Bijovsky 2000-2002: 207-208).
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2.5.2	The interpretation of fourth-century coins in fifth-century
assemblages recovered from excavated sites

In order to account for the extensive continuing use of fourth-century coins, material
obtained from excavated sites should also be considered. The question is whether
the archaeological context in an excavation provides evidence for the continuity of
the monetary currency into the fifth and even sixth centuries. A number of categories
which present different methodological aspects can be of help when analyzing this
issue:56
a.
Archaeological sites first settled in the fifth century or which are dated with
certainty to the fifth century based on literary (historical or pilgrim records)
or epigraphic sources (dedicatory inscriptions)
Unfortunately, the number of sites belonging to this category is very limited. In these
cases the absolute chronology given by the written sources or inscriptions is helpful not only for providing the chronological frame to the archaeological context, but
also for dating hitherto undated coin types. An example which illustrates a complete
correlation between epigraphic and numismatic data, dated to the end of the fourth
century, is the basilical church near Lod (El Khirbe) recently excavated by Y. Zelinger
(Zelinger and Di Segni 2006:459-468; coins identified by G. Bijovsky). A mosaic
inscription uncovered near the steps leading to the bema is dedicated to bishop Dionysius of Lydda, who in 381 attended the second ecumenical council in Constantinople.
The date provided by the inscription is supported by the latest coins discovered under
the floor (phase 3) and under the bema (phase 2) dating to 383-395. A number of examples relating to the fifth century, not as categorical as Lod, are described as follows.
Church of Kathisma, Jerusalem:57 An octagonal memorial church, according to
literary sources built around 456 CE (Cyril from Scythopolis and Theodorus from
Petra; see Avner 2004; Avner 2007:201) presents meager numismatic evidence.
Only five coins were found in the foundation phase of the church, but according to
the excavator, these satisfactorily support the date given by the literary sources to
Most of the examples discussed here are represented in our database. Additional sites are discussed for further illustration when needed.
56

Excavated by R. Avner, the coins were identified by D.T. Ariel. Both are from the Israel Antiquities Authority (Avner 2004 and Avner 2007; Ariel Kathisma). Some of Ariel’s identifications were
refined in our database by the author.
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the first half of the fifth century. These five coins come from sealed loci: a coin dated
to 341‑346, another one dated to 383‑395, two worn coins roughly dated to the fifth
century and a nummus of Justinian I from Carthage which seems intrusive (see explanation in Avner 2004:112‑113; coins Nos. 12, 13, 24, 25 and 51 respectively). In
all, only seven coins discovered during the excavations can be dated with certainty
to the fourth century, including a clipped coin from the reign of Licinius.58 This is
a very small quantity when compared to the usual high numbers of fourth-century
coins found at sites occupied in the fifth century. On the other hand, five coins can be
attributed with certainty to the fifth century.59 In addition, three coins can be related
to the fourth-fifth centuries (Nos. 16, 20, 23) and another seven nummi are roughly
dated to the fifth–sixth centuries (Nos. 21, 22, 26, 28, 35-37). No pottery sherds earlier than the Byzantine period were discovered at the site (Avner 2004:138). Since
no archaeological remains that predate the erection of the church were discovered at
the excavation, we can conclude that all the fourth-century coins arrived at the site
during the first half of the fifth century.

Church of Mary Theotokos, Mount Gerizim:60 The events leading to the con-

struction of this memorial octagonal church are documented by Procopius (Buildings
V, VII). In 484 after suppressing a revolt of the Samaritans in Neapolis, Emperor
Zeno drove them from Mount Gerizim and ordered the building of a church dedicated to Mary, mother of God.61 During the reign of Justinian I, the complex was fortified by an outer wall. According to Avner, this church was built following the model
of the Kathisma; this suggestion reinforces the assumption that both churches were
built at about the same period (Avner 2004:184). The numismatic evidence related
to the foundation phase of the church is meager and many loci yielded Byzantine
material mixed with Hellenistic coins. A number of sealed loci, however, representing material from beneath floors, indicate a date for the construction of the church to
sometime during the second half of the fifth century.62 If we consider the total numAnother three coins in the catalogue are generally dated to the fourth century (Ariel Kathisma:
Nos. 17‑19).

58

59
A coin GLORIA ROMANORVM 21 (three emperors), a cross within wreath issue, two worn
coins dated according to shape and fabric and a coin of the Vandal king Huneric, attributed in this
study to the Vandalic municipal series N/IIII (Nos. 14, 15, 24, 25, 27 respectively; see chapter 2.7.2).

The church was excavated by Schneider in the 1930s and from 1985 to 1988 by Y. Magen (1990:
333-342). The coins were identified by G. Bijovsky.

60

For additional historical sources and description of the complex and excavations see NEAHL
2:490-492.

61

For instance, L194 (room in the northern side of the complex) included 108 coins, most of them
unidentifiable. Sixteen were fifth-century nummi, the latest dated to Leo I (K18030). L623 (room in
the eastern side of the complex) had six coins, the latest dated to Zeno (K23518). The latest coin in
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ber of coins found in the church complex, the majority belong to the fifth-century,
especially to the second half, while the number of fourth-century coins is small.
This picture is quite exceptional and may be an indication that activities in this area
increased only during the fifth century.

Church of Capernaum: A memorial octagonal church was erected over the re-

mains of the domus ecclesia built on the spot of the House of Saint Peter. Two literary
sources provide general outline limits for the construction of the church. It is clear
that the structure was erected after Egeria’s visit to the site at the end of the fourth
century (where she saw the domus ecclesia) and before c.570 when the Piacenza
Pilgrim described a basilical church (Corbo 1975:53‑54 and Loffreda 1993:39).63
Corbo established a chronology based on the pottery analysis and the 172 coins
found in the insula sacra (insula 1) and distinguished among sealed loci within the
octagon, adjacent areas and the open areas to the west and south of the church. Most
of the coins from the church are fourth-century issues, but ten minimi are dated to the
end of the fourth-beginning of the fifth century; the latest is dated to 408‑423 (Spijkerman 1975:13, No. 7).64 Therefore, Corbo dated the construction of the church to
the mid-fifth century (Corbo 1975:56). A short time after, an apse, including a baptistery, was added to the church. A coin of Theodosius II was discovered on the steps
leading to the baptistery (Spijkerman 1975:13, No. 1). Later, based on the results of
ceramic finds from the 1982 excavations, the Franciscans postdated the construction
of the church to the second half of the fifth century, namely parallel to the addition
of the eastern courtyard of the synagogue in Capernaum and to the erection of the
octagonal church at Mount Gerizim (Loffreda 1993:42-43).

Nirim-Ma’on synagogue: Known as Menois, the site was a fort on the western
boundary of the Limes Palaestina, garrisoned by an Illyrian horsemen unit (TIR:183).
It was apparently the center of the Saltus Constantiniaces from the fourth century
onward and an Episcopal see in the fifth and sixth centuries. Two phases of construc-

L1023 (room in the western side of the complex, beneath wall foundations) was a cast coin roughly
dated to 450‑550. Similar contents of mixed Byzantine and Hellenistic material have been found in
L1045 (in the center of the octagon) and L1088 (narthex). L1041 (within the inner octagon) contained
six coins, the latest dated to Theodosius II, 425‑435 (K30375).
63

Scholars agree that the use of the term basilica applies to the octagonal church.

A detailed list of the coins including provenances appears in Corbo’s discussion about the date
of the church (1975:54‑56). Most of the coins come from sealed loci: destruction levels or floors of
the rooms belonging to the last occupation of the domus ecclesia, just beneath the church. Two additional fifth-century coins should be mentioned here, although coming from unsealed loci: a surface
coin found in room 34 dated to 425‑450 (Spijkerman 1975:21, No. 91 and Corbo 1975:54‑55) and a
coin of Leo I found in room 29 (Spijkerman 1975:22, No. 113). This last coin, however, is not cited by
Corbo in his discussion.
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tion were identified at the synagogue: the foundation phase, dated to the second half
of the fifth-beginning of the sixth centuries, and a phase of renovations, when the
magnificent mosaic floor was laid together with changes in the area of the bema and
dated no later than 538 (Yogev 1987:208-215).65 A small number of fourth and fifth
century coins were discovered during the excavations of 1957-1958; their context is
not clear, though they are probably related to the foundation phase of the synagogue
(Rahmani 1960:14-18). More recent excavations in an area about 700m west of the
synagogue in the years 1998-1999 yielded scanty remains of private buildings which
date to the fourth-fifth centuries (strata VI-V; Seriy and Nahshoni 2004). Although
meager, the numismatic evidence seems to confirm the date for the foundation phase.
Ḥammat Gader: The hot springs and baths on the Yarmuk river have been among
the most well-known therapeutic thermae since the first century BCE. The date of the
complex construction and later renovations was accurately determined on the basis of
the archaeological remains, artifacts and epigraphic finds (Hirschfeld 1997a).66 The
beginning of phase IIB at the site is determined by three inscriptions from the days
of Empress Eudocia (421-460). During this period renovations were undertaken in
areas C and E after partial destruction by an earthquake.67 The excavator associates
the laying of the floor covering the pool in area B to the same event. The finds beneath
this floor, however, – coins, pottery and lamps – only partially support the date of
the renovations to c.455. Even though most of the material culture predates the midfifth century, 68 many sixth-century coins, the latest being of Justin II (565-578), were
found in most of the relevant loci, Hirschfeld interprets these finds as intrusions that
65
The date proposed for the foundation of the synagogue is not based on ceramic or other finds, but
on the only numismatic evidence from the 1980 excavation, which the excavators noted as a fifthcentury coin and a lamp both discovered adjacent to the foundation level of W10. This “fifth century” coin is actually a worn SALVS REIPVBLICAE coin dated to 383‑395 (IAA 22756). The date
of the second phase is based on two pre-538 coins of Justinian I found on the mosaic floor (Yogev
1987:208, 14‑215 and n32).

66
The phases of occupation are: I) reign of Antoninus Pius (142‑161) to the earthquake of 363; IIa)
363 to c.455 (Eudocia’s inscription); IIb) c.455 to 662 (Mu’awiya’s inscription); III) Ummayad period
to the earthquake of 749; IV–V minor levels of occupation during the Middle Ages.

67
Inscription 1, embedded in the marble floor above the pool in area C, records an earthquake that
caused partial collapse and recounts the laying of a new floor over the former pools in areas C and
E which then became a gymnasium. The date for this event is recorded in inscription 2, dated to
September-November 455 (Di Segni 1997:186‑189, No. 1; 189‑190, No. 2). A third inscription is a
poem probably composed by Eudocia on the occasion of her visit to Ḥammat Gader. Its display on the
pavement is in concomitance with the renovation works undertaken in 455 (Di Segni 1997:228‑233,
No. 49).

The majority of the lamps are dated, however, to the fourth-fifth centuries (Coen Uzzielli
1997:319) and the pottery related to this context dates from the second to the fifth centuries (BenArieh 1997:347‑357).
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occurred in times of renovations and repaving towards the end of the sixth century
(Hirschfeld 1997a:127-128, 478). It should be noted that it is very complicated to
determine the total number of fourth and fifth centuries coins found in these numismatic assemblages. Only a small percentage is fully recorded in the catalogue, while
most coins appear under the title “Late Roman” coins or “Byzantine nummi”.69 The
Ḥammat Gader case illustrates sites that are rich in finds and artifacts but which cannot be more accurately dated without support from epigraphic material.

Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur: An accumulation of about 2,100 coins was found hidden in the corner of a small inner pool of what seemed to be a wishing spring where
female bathers threw coins as an offering in recognition of the fertility properties of
the water (Barkay 2000a). The place is recorded by the Bordeaux pilgrim during
the fourth century (Barkay 2000:414-419). Most of the 805 identifiable coins are
Byzantine minimi. According to Barkay the incidence of coins increases gradually
from the fourth (19 coins) to the fifth (135 coins) centuries and peaked in the sixth
century (575 coins); the latest coins are dated to Heraclius and Constans II (No. 359,
dated to 651/652). In this case the contribution of the numismatic evidence is not
stratigraphic but it indicates the grade of popularity of visitation to the site, showing
a significant growth from the fourth to the fifth centuries and later.
b.
Archaeological sites with unclear correlation between
the chronologies of the numismatic and the ceramic data
Interpretation of numismatic data is of extreme importance for sites of this category
when trying to date archaeological contexts on purely numismatic grounds, which, in
the case of fourth-fifth-century coins may be quite problematic. As Walmsley wrote:
“Digging is not an entirely exact process, and objects such as sherds and especially
coins have the habit of ‘migrating’ across levels. It is the totality of the evidence that
matters…” (Walmsley 2005a:108). It is, in all likelihood, this misinterpretation of
the archaeological finds that led Safrai to conclude that many sites in Palestine show
a decline during the fifth century.
For instance, L313 (main pool below the fifth century floor in area C) yielded a third-century coin
from Caesarea, two coins of the mid-fourth century, a coin of Marcian (No. 25) and three nummi of
Anastasius I (Nos. 26-28). Coins Nos. 29-31 are dated to Justinian I and Justin II; coins Nos. 32-33
are roughly dated to the fifth-sixth centuries together with another 73 Late Roman coins dated to the
fourth-fifth centuries and 521 nummi from the fifth-sixth centuries. Altogether 613 coins were catalogued; the dominant type are the Byzantine nummi of the fifth-sixth centuries (Barkay 1997:281-282).
See also distribution of coins according to loci in Barkay 1997:297-298.
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Jalame: This glass factory located in the Lower Galilee is an example of the problem of correlation between pottery and numismatic evidence. The excavators dated
the context according to coins from the period 350‑385, while the ceramics are dated
from 350 to 480 and even later until 500.70 In fact, there is no contradiction between
the pottery dating and the coin evidence. The coins were indeed minted in the fourth
century, but continued in use much later into the fifth century.
Ḥ. Sumaqa: A similar picture arises from excavations at the Jewish village of Sumaqa. In his review of the final report of the excavations, Porter writes: “Interestingly, the numismatic and pottery profiles do not entirely agree: 91% of the coins
date to the fourth century C.E., 7% (31 coins) date to the fifth century, but only one
dates to after 425.” From this profile, one would suspect Sumaqa declined sharply by
the mid-fifth century. However, pottery forms dating to the fifth and sixth centuries
were found in abundance (Porter 2001: 117-118). 71
Ḥ. Qana: Sometime during the fifth century this Jewish village became a Christian
pilgrimage site, which was associated with the miracle of Jesus turning water into
wine (Edwards D.R. 2002:126). Following an apparent decline during the thirdfourth centuries, the main period of growth at the site is noticed from the fifth to
the seventh centuries.72 This is attested by both pottery and numismatic material, although as stated by the excavators, “distinctions between the 4th and 5th-7th c. are still
hard to discern.” (Edwards D.R. 2002:119-121; 127). Most of the identifiable coins
belong to the fourth century compared to only two coins dated to the fifth century.73
Syon suggests that rather than indicating a dramatic increase of activity during the
fourth century – which contradicts the archaeological remains at the site – it is most
likely that many of the fourth-century coins continued in use well into the fifth century (Syon 2002:129-132).

Shoham bypass: A Byzantine village and church were discovered at this site in the

Shephelah.74 According to the ceramic, glass, and mosaic evidence there is a gap in

As Hayes argues: “My interpretation of this situation – which may be wrong – is that something
strange is happening here with the circulation of coins after the 380s (with an absence of new issues)”
(Hayes 1998:11‑12).
70

In the final report Kingsley (1999:266) refers to Magness 1997, who argues that the pottery and
numismatic data from the fifth century are frequently misaligned.
71

72
Excavations at the reliquary – the cave associated with the miracle – yielded finds dated by carbon-14 to the fifth or sixth centuries.
73
An imitation dated to the first half of the fifth century and a nummus of Zeno (IAA 87313 and
IAA 88491 respectively).

The site was excavated by U. Dahari and U. Ad of the IAA; the coins were identified by the author (Bijovsky Shoham).
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settlement at the site after the Roman period that continued until the end of the fifth
century. A small group of fifth-century coins, which represent less than 2% of the numismatic evidence from the site was found. About a quarter of the total coin finds are
dated to the fourth century. Unless the possibility that fourth-century coins continued
in circulation as late as the fifth and even the sixth centuries is considered, then this
large group could not have been related to any archaeological context at the site.

Rogem Zohar fort: Situated on a plateau to the southeast of Arad, the fort was one

of three fortresses (Hatrurim and ‘En Boqeq) that served as protection for caravans
and pilgrims traveling along a Roman-Byzantine road that descended to the ‘Aravah.
Only 42 of the 607 coins recovered at the excavations were legible, and they date
from the late fourth to the mid-sixth centuries (not later than 540). In addition, 133
AE4 issues were classified as 350-450 and 379 nummi as 450-550 (Metcalf D.M.
1995:15-20).75 The distribution of coins by period as shown by Metcalf suggests that
the fort was first occupied during the first half of the fifth century. Based on the ceramic evidence – which comprises a very homogeneous assemblage – the excavators date
the occupation of the fort from the late fifth to the early seventh centuries (Harper
1995:115). According to Magness, the pottery cannot be dated to before the mid-sixth
century and, therefore, the existence of late fourth and fifth century coins at the site
can only be related to a later context. The problem with Magness’ interpretation is that
her examination is based on unsealed deposits associated with the earliest occupation
at the site. Moreover, her assumption implies that all the latest coins discovered at
the site date to the early days of Justinian I (527-540) and should be attributed to the
time of the construction of the fort, leaving no coin evidence for the later occupational
sequence, which ended by the mid-seventh century.
The ceramic and numismatic evidence from Rogem Zohar is similar to that from the
fort at ‘En Boqeq. A total of 588 coins were recovered; most of them are illegible
minimi roughly dated as Late Roman (fourth–fifth centuries; Kindler 1993:397-428).
Based on this evidence, the excavator dated the construction of the Roman fort to the
first half of the fourth century (Gichon 1993:50-52). A re-examination of the coins
by Magness from the occupation levels (1999:194-195 and Magness 2003:116-120)
shows that coins from the fourth to the mid sixth centuries are distributed throughout
all the phases, including the earliest occupation phase. Thus, the numismatic evidence
These coin identifications are, however, inaccurate. The coins were checked by the author and
their revised identifications appear in our database. The re-examination of the legible coins shows that
fifth and sixth century coins appear in virtually equal numbers with no peak during the reign of Justinian I, as stated in the coin report (Metcalf D.M. 1995:15). Based on Metcalf’s coin report, Magness
also wrote: “There is a significant increase in coinage of the first half of the sixth century…” (Magness 2003:121). In fact, taking into account the large quantities of illegible minimi uncovered at the
site, it is most likely that the frequency of fifth century nummi would be actually increased in quantity.
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is in accordance with the pottery which, according to Magness, dates the construction
of the fort to the mid-sixth century.76 In sum, Rogem Zohar and En Boqeq are two
sites where late-fourth and fifth century coins appear in later contexts.

Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount: A crowded residential quar-

ter was excavated south of the Temple Mount compound.77 Three structures (private
dwellings) were partially excavated by B. Mazar in area III – the Northern and the
Southern house, Nos. 6 and 778 – and area XII, structure No. 8. B. Mazar dated their
construction to the days of Justinian I and their destruction to the Persian conquest in
614. However, a concentration of 94 coins, the latest dating from 383‑395, discovered in L12018 – the only undisturbed fill beneath the floor of a room in the house
from area XII (L12002) – implies an earlier date for the construction of the structures
to the late fourth-early fifth centuries (Mazar 2003:238 and 243; Gordon 2007:213).
Magness claims that these coins could belong to a later context (Magness 2005:105).
This assumption is not valid in this case, since no coins or pottery of the late fifth or
sixth centuries were discovered in L12018 (Gordon 2007:213).79
There are no coins to provide a date for the construction of the monastery and its adjacent buildings (Nos. 12-16) in areas XII, XV and XVI.80 Based on pottery analysis
76
I quote: “… the ceramic and numismatic material are in full agreement regarding the construction
date of the fort.” This conclusion was accepted by Walmsley (2005a:107).

77
For a comprehensive summary on this quarter, see Gordon 2007:201‑215. The dating of this
complex relies on incomplete archaeological data. The excavators, however, roughly date its construction to the late fourth–early fifth centuries, its fortification by a city wall during the fifth century,
and its abandonment to the time of the Persian conquest in 614. E. Mazar suggests that the buildings
were designed to supply pilgrims’ daily needs (Mazar 2007:XI, XIII–XIV; Gordon 2007:213‑214).
Magness, however, suggests dating the construction to the mid-sixth century and a post-614 date for
the abandonment (Magness 2005:105‑106, review to the structures published in Mazar 2003). The
Roman bathhouse and large latrine in area VII at the foot of the southwestern corner of the Temple
Mount enclosure indicate continued use until the end of the Byzantine period when they ceased to
function due to the construction of the Umayyad structure IV on top of them (Mazar 2000:90). The
numismatic finds from these last two complexes have not yet been processed for publication, with the
exception of a Sasanian hoard mentioned later in chapter 2.7.1 (Sears and Ariel 2000).

The coins finds from the Southern house in area III are as follows: room L3042: a coin of Justinian I dated to 557/558 (IAA 38816); floor foundation, phase IV of the cave (L3081): 25 coins, the
latest dated to the mid-fourth century; erosion layer above (L3080): three mid-fourth century coins;
cistern (L3111): a coin dated to 512‑538 (IAA 39622).
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According to E. Mazar, the coins match the date given by the pottery. She writes: “Though a
very small number of sherds could be attributed to the beginning of the Byzantine period, this level
did not yield pottery that is unequivocally Byzantine in date.” (Mazar 2003:238). On the other hand,
Magness considers that the coins provide a late-fourth century terminus post quem, and not a fourth or
early fifth century construction date for this building. In her opinion the pottery indicates a sixth-century date that supports B. Mazar’s original date.
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The monastery, attributed by E. Mazar to the Enclosed Convent of the Virgins, was built during
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and the architectural relationship to buildings 10 and 11 (the Peristyle House in area
XXI and the Southern House in area XXIII respectively), both erected during the
fourth century, the excavators suggest the entire complex had already been built by
the beginning of the fifth century (Gordon 2007:213).81
As stated in the final report, excavations of the Ophel Wall “failed to provide solid
evidence to date this wall” (Gordon 2007:214). Based on building style similarities
in other sections revealed at Mount Zion and ascribed to Eudocia, the construction
of this wall is related to works directed by this Empress. Moreover, it is more likely
that this wall was intended to surround the area to the south of the Temple Mount
after the residential quarter was constructed by the late fourth–early fifth centuries.
c.
Archaeological sites with chronological correlations
among the dates of coins, pottery, and stratigraphy

Khirbet Fa’ush (Maccabim) church: Four foundation deposits of copper minimi

were discovered in the basilical church excavated in area E.82 The composition of all
deposits is similar: a bulk of coins from the second half of the fourth century, a few
fifth century coins and a considerable number of worn unidentifiable minimi. Deposit
C yields the latest identifiable coins from all deposits – a coin of Marcian and a coin
of Leo I. Two stratigraphic phases of construction were defined by the excavator, and
the coin deposits – which are all related to the structural changes performed in the
church during its second phase – provide a terminus post quem for renovations done
in the area of the bema during the third quarter of the fifth century (phase IIIb). It
should be mentioned that only one additional fifth-century coin was discovered at the
site, from the same stratigraphical context of the deposits (within the floor make-up
of the church bema). The excavator dates the construction of the church to the first
half of the fifth century (phase IIIa). The dates given by the numismatic material are
in accordance with those provided by the diverse finds discovered during the excavations – fragments of marble architectural elements, mosaics, pottery and glass vessels.

the fourth century and by the time of Justinian I, it had undergone renovations and been abandoned
apparently as result of the Persian conquest in 614 (Mazar 2003:65‑67).

A pit under the floor of a room in the monastery (L15027) contained two Beit Nattif oil lamps and
sherds dated to the Early Byzantine period (fourth-fifth centuries). The latest coins found in buildings
10 and 11 date their construction to the second half of the fourth century.
81

Excavations were conducted by B. Har-Even on behalf of the Staff Officer Judea and Samaria.
The coin report was prepared by the author (Bijovsky 2012).
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Caesarea, area C: In his summary of the coin finds uncovered by the Joint Expedition (JECM) in 1975-1976 and 1978-1979, Hohlfelder describes two small minimi
deposits – one containing 62 coins and the other 38 – uncovered in area C, a complex of Late Roman/Byzantine buildings south of the crusader fortifications. Both
included monogram issues from as late as the reign of Leo I together with clipped
coins from the fourth century. Hohlfelder links the formation of these deposits to the
Samaritan rebellion in Caesarea in 484 (Hohlfelder 1984:265). However, this assumption does not seem convincing due to the low value of the coins.
Caesarea, Byzantine city wall: A rescue excavation conducted in 1985-1986

on behalf of the IAA revealed a segment at the southernmost area of the Byzantine
wall (Peleg and Reich 1992). Two main building phases (Strata I and II) and four
sub-phases of stratum II were discerned. Stratum I represents the remains of a massive substructure of the early Roman period which was later incorporated into the
line of the new city wall (Stratum II). A coin of Constantius II dated to 341‑346, was
found in the fill of L45, sealed by the white limestone floor of stratum II/1 (L33).
This coin provides a terminus post quem for the construction of the Byzantine wall.
According to the excavators, the long shelf life attributed to fourth-century coins on
one hand, and the absence of more accurate dateable pottery types on the other fail
to provide solid evidence for dating the construction of the wall (Peleg and Reich
1992:164-165). Magness, however, believes that the ceramic material from subphase
II/1 points to a fifth century date for the wall’s construction. This date is then supported by the numismatic evidence (Magness 1995:136).83

Caesarea, insula W2S3 – bathhouse (stratum 5): The construction of this

complex is dated by IAA excavators Y. Porath and P. Gendelman to the mid-fourth
century. A coin of Constantius II dated to 341‑346 discovered between two floors
(L4561) establishes the end of stratum 6 and provides a terminus post quem for the
building of the bathhouse. Three phases were defined by the excavators: the Initial
stage 5c (dated to c.350-450), the Developed stage 5b (c.450-550) and the Final stage 5a (c.550-614/640). Great quantities of corroded minimi were discovered during
the excavations; the largest concentration belongs to the second half of the fourth
century (193 specimens dated from 351-395 against 43 coins from the fifth century
(dated to 395-498).84 Unfortunately, no coins from well stratified loci relating to the
Initial stage were found. Among the Late Roman material from the Developed stage
(5b) was a deposit of 106 minimi discovered within the fill of a pit. The bulk was
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In Magness’ opinion there are no clear sixth-century types such as those found in the later subphases.

The coins were identified by the author. In addition, 66 isolated coins are identified as “uncertain
fourth century” and 26 isolated coins as “uncertain fourth-fifth centuries” (Bijovsky Caesarea).
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composed of coins from the second half of the fourth century, covering the whole period until the mid-fifth century – the latest coins from the Final stage are three nummi
of Marcian (IAA 63056, 63054, 63069, see also Bijovsky Caesarea).
Sepphoris: Recent excavations at the site have proved that a boom in construction
took place in the city after its destruction by the earthquake of 363 (Netzer and
Weiss 1995:164). A number of structures are dated to the fifth century:
Synagogue (area 87.1): A podium was built on the slope over early buildings in order
to provide a platform to construct the synagogue.85 No dedicatory inscriptions appearing on the mosaic floor include a date; therefore, the chronology of the building was
determined by the finds sealed by the floor and the stylistic analysis of the mosaics.
Twenty-six coins were discovered during the excavations. Five coins dated to the second half of the fourth century were found in the floor’s bedding (L87.1131; Meshorer
2007:265, Nos. 11, 13-15 and 17) after the removal of the mosaic. In the debris beneath the bedding, eight additional coins of the second half of the fourth century were
discovered together with pottery and glass indicating a similar time frame. This data
together with the stylistic analysis of the mosaics provide a terminus post quem for the
construction of the synagogue to the early fifth century (Weiss 2007:38-39).
Theater (area 86.3): The Roman structure continued to function at least until the
beginning of the fifth century.86 More than half of the coins discovered during the
excavations are dated to the second half of the fourth century, most precisely to the
last quarter. These coins date the stone dismantling activities that took place at the
theater when the building went out of use.87 The latest coins that seem to be related to
activities in the theater are dated to the period 395-408 (Bijovsky Sepphoris Theater:
Nos. 56-62).
Nile Festival House (areas 66.1 and 67.1): Located east of the cardo, it was constructed over Roman structures, including an Early Roman bathhouse to the north
and a ritual bath to the south. The building most probably served public functions
(a municipal basilica?, Netzer and Weiss 1995:170). It was paved with high quality
Excavations were held by Z. Weiss and E. Netzer of the Hebrew University in Jerusalem in 19931998. The coins were identified by Y. Meshorer and revised by the author for final publication (Meshorer 2007).
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This summary refers to the excavations directed by J. Strange and T. McCollough in 1983 and
1985, on behalf of the University of South Florida. The coin report was prepared by the author (Bijovsky Sepphoris Theater).
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Coins dated to the period 383‑392 from L2008 (corridor area) and L9006 (a retaining wall at area
9) (Bijovsky Sepphoris Theater:No. 41).
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colorful figural and geometric mosaics all of which belonged to one building phase
(Weiss and Talgam 2002). Several probes were cut through sealed rooms and the
bedding beneath the mosaics was checked in some of the rooms in order to gather
dating material for earlier phases and estimate the time of construction of the building. The pottery from these loci was homogeneous and dated to the late fourth and
early fifth centuries. Only one coin from the mosaic bedding of the floor in room 4
was identifiable – a coin of Gratian dated to 378-383.88 Coins found in room 2 relate
to the actual use of the building; most of them are fourth-century issues, although
the latest is a coin of Theodosius II dated to 425-450. In addition, coins found in the
debris covering the Roman bathhouse to the north of the Nile Festival building attest that the bathhouse went out of use in the course of the second half of the fourth
century (the latest coin is dated to the period 383-395). The stylistic analysis of the
mosaics is ambiguous regarding their dating. Therefore, based on the archaeological
evidence, the excavators date the construction of the building to the beginning of the
fifth century (Weiss and Talgam 2002:60-61).
Western church (area 76.1): This basilical building is located in the insula to the
south-west of the intersection between the cardo and the decumanus.89 No floors were
uncovered in the church; therefore, the date for the construction of the church (stratum II) is primarily based on the pottery and numismatic finds discovered in the fills
connected with the foundations of the church down to the occupation level of the
industrial area discovered below (stratum III).90 The pottery from these fills is dated
roughly from the fourth to the sixth centuries (Roman III to Byzantine II). No fifthcentury coins from diagnostic loci were found. The latest coins accumulated in these
fills date to 383‑395 and 395-402, with the exception of two sixth-century coins which
are most likely intrusive and probably attest to the time of occupation of the church.91
Analysis of the above data is still ambiguous in regard to the construction date, which
the excavators attribute to the late fifth-early sixth centuries. This date seems to be
The coins were identified by the author. Tables including diagnostic coins were published in
Weiss and Talgam 2002:59-60.
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The material from the western church is in process towards publication. I am thankful to Z. Weiss
and R. Evyasaf for providing me the information. The coins were identified by the author.
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Two stages were discerned in stratum III; the first one is dated to the early fifth century, based on
pottery (fourth-fifth century types) and numismatic finds (dated between 330 and 395). The second
stage consists of a burnt layer associated with active use of the installations and not to destruction. The
industrial area was built on top of the House of Orpheus, with shops and another structure to the west
(stratum IV).

A half follis of Justinian I dated to 544/545 (found in room 5, L1544, B.3065) and a follis of Justin II dated to 577/578 (found in room 7, L1699, B.3437). For diagnostic coin finds, see room 3, loci
1126, 1087, 1168; room 4, loci 1104, 1124, 1657;. room 5, locus 1175; room 7, loci 1116, 1176.
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confirmed by the fact that both architecturally and stratigraphically, the church is connected with the renovations undertaken at the cardo and the decumanus at the time of
bishop Eutropius, during the late fifth–early sixth centuries. It seems most likely that
the erection of the western church is connected to this enterprise as well (Netzer and
Weiss 1995:171-173). It is not clear when the church went out of use.
d.
The interpretation of foundation deposits for dating archaeological contexts
The custom of deliberately burying large quantities of minimi during the construction
or renovation of buildings is a well-known phenomenon in Israel and abroad in this
particular period. These coins were deposited as offerings to ensure good luck and
prosperity and were not intended to be retrieved; thus, they comprise coins that have
little or no value (Arslan 1997:291-292).92 Most of these assemblages present similar
characteristics: a bulk of early coins, most dated to the second half of the fourth century and decreasing numbers of coins towards the date of deposition of the hoard. This
custom is particularly known from ancient synagogues – some of them already mentioned (e.g. ‘En Nashut, Capernaum, Dabbiye, etc.) – but it is also evidenced at other
sites. For instance, foundation deposits were found at the above mentioned church in
Kh. Fa’ush, Maccabim93 and in private dwellings such as Ashqelon Smadar (Bijovsky
2004) and Pella (K. da Costa, personal communication).94 Moreover, hundreds of
minimi appeared mixed within the mortar of walls in a number of structures in Bet
She’an. The reason for this custom is uncertain (B. Arubas, personal communication).
Deposit L124 from Dabbiye also included a solidus of Gratian (367-375 CE;
Ariel 1991:No. 6). Since foundation deposit coins were not intended to be retrieved,
the inclusion of gold coins in foundation deposits is extremely rare and inexplicable.
Two additional examples are known from Israel: two solidi of Justinian I and Tiberius II were seemingly placed intentionally beneath the foundation of the stone floor of
For the pagan custom of burying ritual hoards, see Reece 1988:261‑263. According to Aitchinson, ‘votive offerings’ can comprise low denomination copper coins: “… it must be considered that
other coin deposits may have a ritual motive behind their deposition, which is undetected simply
because the deposit was made in a context which is not of obvious religious significance” (Aitchinson
1988:274-275).
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A group of 10 coins dating between 335 and 357 were discovered embedded in the matrix of the
floor facing the altar of the eastern apse in the church of Torre de Palma, Portugal (Huffstot 1998).
This early example preceeds the usage of this custom in the southern Levant by almost a century.
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Trench XXXVI, area XXXV: A reinforced doorway and part of a room (shop?). About 100‑150
minimi of the late fourth century were discovered. Most of the coins were preserved in the cobbled
reinforcement of the doorway, or just near it.
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the synagogue at Ḥ. Rimmon, stratum VI (see also chapter 3.6.2).95 In addition, gold
coins are also attested to have been buried as foundation deposits under the slabs
of the synagogue floor in Umm-el Qanatir in the Golan Heights (Y. Drey, personal
communication), while two tremisses of Justinian I were discovered mixed with 343
nummi in a foundation deposit located next to the northern pillars and benches at
the synagogue in Deir ‘Aziz (Ahipaz 2013:64*). This type of occurrence has also
been noted outside our geographical area of interest; the single solidus of Justin I
intentionally placed within a new wall built between units Q and J in Sardis (Buttrey 1981:xxii; Burrell 2008:166). The fact that this phenomenon is known from
a number of sites might indicate that gold was attributed with apotropaic qualities.
The stratigraphic context attribution of some of these deposits is occasionally
rather problematic. It is not always clear whether the coins were deliberately sealed
under a floor or if they are intrusive elements from above. This issue is closely related to the interpretation of the function of these numismatic finds and has critical
implications regarding the dating of Galilean synagogues. A controversy began as
a result of the excavations of the synagogue of Capernaum where, according to the
excavators, both pottery and coins from foundation deposits proved that the synagogue should be dated to the end of the fifth century.96 This view is in opposition to
the architectural approach which, on stylistic grounds, dates the Galilean synagogues
to the second-third centuries.97
In a general study, Magness discusses the issue of coin foundation deposits and
their relevance for dating ancient synagogues (Magness 2001a:27-33 and Magness
2001b:89-90). She discusses in detail the misinterpretation of numismatic material,
namely fourth-fifth-century coins which appear in sixth-century contexts. This misinterpretation led, in her opinion, to the misdating of Galilean type synagogues,
since sites and local pottery have been commonly dated on the basis of the associated coins.98 Magness suggests, therefore, a revision of the local pottery chronology
These two coins (IAA 10958 from L69 and IAA 92884 from L90 respectively) together with a
half follis of Phocas (IAA 74188 also from L90) date the renovation of the synagogue to the very end
of the sixth–beginning of the seventh century (Kloner 1989:46; Magness 2003:98).
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The literature about the case of Capernaum is particularly extensive and not directly related to this
discussion. For a summary of the debate and the use of numismatic contexts to provide a chronology,
including a summary of the relevant bibliography, see Tsafrir 1995.
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Three foundation deposits were discovered in the synagogue; the largest (trench XII) includes
20,323 nummi and dates to the second reign of Zeno (476‑491; Arslan 1997:245‑328; Arslan 2011).
The other two include 1,616 coins from trench XIV and 974 from other probes in the building. For
a summary of this polemic discussion see, Callegher 2007:19 and n52; Arslan 1997:292‑297. The
coins in our database from this synagogue are based on Callegher 2007 and Arslan 1997. These
numbers differ slightly with the ones given in Arslan 2003.

Incidentally, the same problem has been noted by Z. Ma‘oz regarding synagogues in the Golan. Ma‘oz is one of the precursors for these ideas. For full references to his work, see Magness
98
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and more broadly proposes a reconsideration of the traditional typology of ancient
synagogues.
One of Magness’ arguments, however, requires clarification. Based on the evidence from Ḥ. Qanef, she suggests that “almost none of the coins represented in
the synagogue deposits had any legal monetary value when they were deposited,
though they appear to have remained in circulation in the sixth century.” (Magness
2001a:30). I believe that the contemporaneous validity of the coins deposited is not
relevant to this issue; what matters is their low value. Even today, people tend to get
rid of low-value coins in their pockets in order to deal with petty-cash transactions,
donations and even giving charity. The contents of piggy-banks usually comprise
considerable numbers of the lowest denomination of coins: pennies and cents, which
have little purchasing value. Moreover, the bottom of many public pools and fountains, such as the Fontana di Trevi in Rome, is full of valueless coins from places
all over the world, thrown to the water by their owners with the hope and intention of fulfilling wishes.(Fig. 9).99 It is reasonable to assume that people during the
fifth century would act and think in a similar manner. If these foundation deposits
were not intended to be recovered, why would they contain valuable coins that had
considerable purchasing power? Worn and old coins as well as currently legal low
denomination coins would be equally appropriate for this purpose.

Fig. 9. Coins at the Fontana di Trevi at Rome, being collected at early morning

2001a:n61. With regards to pottery, Magness gives the example of Jerusalemite fifth century pottery
types which were misdated to the fourth century on the basis of their association with fourth-century
coins (Magness 2001a:29, n76; Magness 2001b:90).

I wonder what the conclusion about monetary circulation drawn by future archaeologists when
analyzing the coin contents of the Fontana di Trevi would be. Photograph by Giovanni Dall’Orto
(user:g.dallorto), March 2005. For further references to coins and ritual wells see Arslan 2011:158.
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A number of additional sites are quoted here to illustrate the complex nature of
foundation deposits. These examples provide further evidence for the wide use of
fourth-century coins in later contexts.

Bar‘am synagogue: During excavations in 1998, seventy-two coins were discov-

ered, 69 of which found in sealed loci directly under the floor pavement; most of them
were from foundation deposits. From among these coins, 58 belong to the fourth
century and eight are dated to the first half of the fifth century (Aviam 2004a:147169; coins identified by D. Syon). This evidence is in contrast to the conventional
dating of Galilean synagogues to the second-third centuries. A detailed analysis of
the architecture, however, led Aviam to the conclusion that the entire building was
built from spolia at the very end of the fourth century or the beginning of fifth century. As Aviam explains: “The existence of the spolia phenomenon is an excellent
explanation to the problem of ‘architectural dating’ versus ‘archaeological dating’.”
(Aviam 2004a:168).100

Chorazin synagogue: A total of 1,461 coins were found in Yeivin’s excavations

in the prayer hall of the synagogue; most of them come from foundation deposits
(Ariel 2000:33‑35). Based on the coin deposits, the construction of the building was
dated to the fourth century. A re-examination of the numismatic material by Magness
indicates that a small number of fifth-century coins, considered by Ariel as intrusive,
should be regarded as well-stratified finds. This would point to a terminus post quem
for the construction of the building to the third quarter of the fifth century (Magness
2007a; Magness 2007b:271).

Ḥ. Qanef synagogue: In excavations at this ancient synagogue in the Golan
Heights 339 coins were discovered (Ariel 1980:59‑62). No coins representing the
occupational period of the synagogue have yet been found; all the coins were discovered beneath the floors, thus dating the construction of the building. The highest
concentration of coins is dated to the period 383‑395, but only nine coins belong
to the fifth century, which might lead to the conclusion that there was a gap in settlement at the site. Ariel states that “…low numbers (or even the absence) of coins
dated to the fifth century at a site is by no means sufficient in itself as proof of a
break in occupation”.101 The latest coin is a small follis of Anastasius I, which dates
A similar approach was proposed by Ma’oz to solve the problem about the construction of the
Capernaum synagogue (Ma’oz 1999). Furthermore, the widespread use of spolia in buildings of Late
Roman Sardis and the connection to numismatic contexts of the fifth-sixth centuries is also discussed
by Burrell (2008:160).
100
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Ariel 1980:60. The fifth century coins are: two coins of the type GLORIA ROMANORVM 22
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the construction of the synagogue to not before 498. Taking Ḥ. Qanef as test case,
both Ma’oz and Magness raise an important methodological point. They stress the
implications in the reduction in numbers of fifth-century coins, which can lead, in
their opinion, to a skewed date if the coins recovered at a site are significantly low.102
Ḥ. Marus synagogue: In addition to the synagogue’s treasury of Byzantine gold
and copper coinage found at the synagogue (Kindler 1986), Ilan refers to a deposit
of 520 Late Roman and early Byzantine minimi discovered underneath the stone
floor of stage II of the building (Ilan 1989:27-28, followed by Magness 2001a:28).
This deposit marks the beginning of stage II, which is dated to 500-620 CE.103 Elsewhere however, the excavators state that this deposit consisted of about 320 coins
(Ilan and Damatti 1987:127). This last amount is closer to the total number of coins
discovered in three different assemblages or coin deposits from beneath the floor of
the synagogue, as registered at the IAA:
• L167, B1729: 104 identifiable coins, most fourth-century issues (79 coins) including an autonomous Roman Provincial coin from Tyre (IAA 42383). Six
coins are roughly dated to the fourth–fifth centuries, 13 are dated to the first half
of the fifth century, and only four coins belong to the second half of the fifth
century: three coins of Marcian (IAA 42363, 42394-42395) and one of Leo I
(IAA 42460). In addition there is a small follis of Anastasius dated to 507-512
(IAA 42391).
• L157, B1693: 109 identifiable minimi, 90 of which are fourth-century types. The
latest coins are three minimi of Leo I (IAA 42279, 42281, 42306).
• L29A, B1254: 116 identifiable minimi, 113 of which are fourth-century types,
including a coin of Trajan struck in Tiberias (IAA 42099). The latest is a nummus of Marcian (IAA 41998).
According to the excavators, the latest coins in the deposit belong to the end of the
fifth century, and they help to determine when the floor was laid down. However,

two emperors dated to 408-423, a cross within wreath coin dated to 425-435, three nummi of Marcian
and two of Leo I.

Both scholars believe that the lower the number of coins recovered in a site, the lower the chances
are of finding fifth-century coins. In that case the dating based on numismatic evidence could be
skewed by a century or more (Magness 2001a:28‑29; Magness 2007a:8-9).
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The earliest phase of the synagogue is divided into two stages: stage I-A dated to 400-450, based
upon pottery and coins found underneath the plaster floor; unfortunately, no further details about these
coins are given by the excavator; and stage I-B dated to 450-500, based on a coin of Valentinian III
(425‑455) found underneath the new mosaic floor. Since this coin is not registered at the IAA Coin
department, this information cannot be confirmed. The third phase of the synagogue is dated according to the excavators to 620-1200 (Ilan 1989:37).
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the discovery of the small follis of Anastasius I dated to the period 507‑512 in L167
slightly postdates the beginning of phase II, and is similar to the date proposed for
the construction of the above mentioned synagogue of Ḥ. Qanef. Many difficulties
arise when trying to correlate the figures and provenance of the coins cited by the
excavators throughout the several versions of the preliminary excavation reports and
the totals registered at the IAA Coin Department.
Ḥ. Rimmon synagogue: In addition to the two small gold hoards mentioned in
chapter 2.4.3, several accumulations of minimi were discovered in the same space,
a narrow long room located on the western side of the building.104 The room served
as a dump or storeroom for broken or discarded objects for about a hundred years.
The dump consisted of an 80cm deep fill yielding many large stones, fragments of
copper and other objects. The finds from this room are critical for the understanding
of the chronology of the synagogue. A summary of the numismatic finds discovered
in this room is given below:
• Locus 64: An accumulation of 64 minimi was discovered in a crack between two
stones of the western wall (W25) of this long room. According to the excavator,
this crack functioned as a hidden cache or kupah for donations (Bijovsky Ḥ.
Rimmon, group C). The bulk of the hoard consisted of 43 fourth-century coins
(most of them from the second half). Also included are four antoniniani of the
third century and only eight coins of the fifth century; the latest are three coins
of Honorius dated to 408‑423 (Nos. C44‑C46).
• Locus 64: Another 160 coins, most of them minimi, were discovered scattered
beneath the ash floor of L44 in the southern part of the room (Bijovsky Ḥ. Rimmon, group D). This assemblage presents the same characteristics as the cache
and has the same chronological framework.
• Locus 65: Fifty coins of similar characteristics to those from L64 were discovered beneath the southern part of the ash floor in L44 (Bijovsky Ḥ. Rimmon, group E). Two later coins: a follis of Anastasius I dated to 512-518
(No. E40) and a solidus of Heraclius (Bijovsky Ḥ. Rimmon, No. G8) are assumed to be intrusions.
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Excavations were carried out by A. Kloner (IDAM) between 1978 and 1980. The coins were
identified by the author towards the preparation of the final report (Bijovsky Ḥ. Rimmon). Information
about Loci 64 and 65 was provided by the excavator (A. Kloner, personal communication). In all the
references about Ḥorvat Rimmon, these coin assemblages are referred to as coming from the same
fill and room although Kloner mentions elsewhere that they are from separate rooms: “In one of the
smaller rooms a hoard of about sixty coins was found in a hole in the wall; many other coins were
found in the debris. In the adjoining room (Locus 33) two hoards of coins were found in ceramic vessels which had been placed upside down in the ground” (Kloner 1980:227).
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Nine coins, all dated to the sixth century (Bijovsky Ḥ. Rimmon, Nos. D107‑115),
were found during the removal of the baulk between L64 and L65. Another five
coins dating from the mid-fourth to the sixth century were found either in L64
or L65 and confused in cleaning.
• Locus 33: The two gold hoards dated to Anastasius I were uncovered in the upper layer of debris which filled this locus at about the same level of L64 (Kloner
1989:45). The coins were hidden within small pottery vessels, placed upside
down (Kloner and Mindel 1981).
From the preliminary reports, the stratigraphic relationship between the minimi accumulations and the gold hoards is not completely clear and constitutes a subject of
discussion in terms of the chronological phases of the synagogue (Kloner 1989 and
NEAHL 4:1284-1285; Magness 2003:97-99). Kloner related all the coin assemblages to a building stage dated between the late fourth and mid-sixth centuries (the copper assemblages to stratum Va, the gold hoards to stratumVb). The burial of the gold
hoards provides a date for architectural changes in the synagogue’s plan undertaken
during the early sixth century which “could not be distinguished stratigraphically in
the structure” (Kloner and Mindel 1981:61; NEAHL 4:1285).
Magness provides a different interpretation based on the same coin finds. She believes
that the ashy debris in the room (L64) is evidence for destruction of the synagogue by
fire. A short time after this debris was accumulated, the two gold hoards were placed
in the top layer of this fill.105 Thus, the dates of these coin assemblages provide a time
span for the fire of the synagogue to around the late fifth to the early sixth centuries
(coins from L64 give a terminus post quem while the two gold hoards offer a terminus
ante quem). She does not exclude the possibility, however, that this debris was deliberately deposited in the room after a prolonged period of abandonment of the site, as
part of cleaning operations undertaken towards the construction of the new phase of
the synagogue – strata VI-VII – in the early seventh century (Magness 2003:97-98).
The consequences of this argument are nevertheless controversial. First, this would
mean that the two early-sixth century gold hoards were not buried until the beginning of the seventh century (a possibility which cannot be taken seriously), and second, because coins of the sixth century have indeed been found in the synagogue,
although in small numbers.106 These reasons raise a question mark regarding Magness’ suggestion about an occupational gap during the sixth century.
The circumstances of deposition of the gold hoards remain unclear. I agree with
•

In my opinion, this could explain the intrusion of the copper coin of Anastasius I (No. E40) –
which is contemporary with the gold hoards – into Locus 65.
105

See Bijovsky Ḥ. Rimmon Group D:Nos. 107-115 (baulk removals; from Anastasius I to Justin II);
Group I:No. 15 (a dodecanummium from L64 or L65) and Group F:Nos. 36-38. Even coins of the
seventh century were discovered in small numbers.
106
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Kloner that the choice of the location for the burial, along with considerable furnishings from the synagogue, was deliberate (Kloner 1984:68). A dump area should be
a safe spot to hide valuable goods.
e.
Sites outside Israel
Similar methodological problems regarding the interpretation of fourth-century coins
in later contexts are discussed in other numismatic reports from sites throughout the
Mediterranean and the Balkans. Noeske, for instance, discusses this problem extensively when summarizing copper currency in Egypt (Noeske 2000a:112-113). A number of examples are quoted here for illustration.

Crypt church at Abu Mina, Egypt: (Noeske 1991:278-290; Noeske 2000a:93‑98).

During archaeological excavations in 1983 at this pilgrimage site, a hoard of 8,600
minimi was discovered within an alabaster krater filled with votive oil. According
to the tradition connected to the martyr of the church, pilgrims took a sample of the
oil, which had healing powers, and then they threw coins into the krater, which in
this way lost its original function. Below the altar was a marble slab in secondary
use, dated by an inscription to 373‑378 with an opening of about 5cm that led to
the alabaster vessel below. The vessel was filled up to the top with minimi and was
sealed by a thick layer of oil. The period when the alabaster krater was active for
the accumulation of the coins is determined by the finding of a ceramic vessel at the
same spot, which served previously – apparently for the same purpose – and was
dated to c.475. The two latest coins so far identified in the hoard are two nummi of
Anastasius I (491-518). Therefore, the coins accumulated continuously over a period
of at least forty years. Since the coins accumulated over a certain period of time by
being thrown through a hole into a closed container, there is vital importance to the
stratigraphic placement of the coins within the krater in terms of chronology; in
theory, the earliest coins should be below and the latest above. This picture is in fact
confirmed by the two coins of Anastasius which were found in the upper layer of the
krater. Noeske defines two layers within the vessel marked by the level of oil, where
the upper one is thinner and dryer. Over 3,000 coins were cleaned and identified;
another 3,000 coins are struck and cast imitations, very corroded; at least 2,000 coins
were unidentifiable. Among the coins are a number of obsolete coins from the mint
of Alexandria dated to the first and second centuries and few antoniniani from the
end of third century (Noeske 1991:280).
Analysis of the contents of the krater shows that from 335 onwards there is an increase in the number of coins (FEL TEMP REPARATIO issues, coins of the Val-
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entinian dynasty (SECVRITAS REIPVBLICAE and GLORIA ROMANORVM 8).
The highest incidence of coins belongs to the period 383-395 with the common
SALVS REIPVBLICAE and Vota types most prevalent. This is followed by a second peak in frequency of coins from around 410-423 (GLORIA ROMANORVM 22)
and 425-455 (cross within wreath type and VICTORIA AVGG). Then, a significant
decrease in numbers occurs for coins from the second half of the fifth century with
coins bearing monograms of Marcian, Leo I, Basiliscus and Zeno. As noted before,
the two latest identifiable coins in the hoard are two nummi of Anastasius I. Noeske
compares the contents of both layers within the vessel and shows that late coins are
actually present in both layers but in different proportions. On the other hand, the
upper layer includes a few specimens dated to the first half of the fourth century.
However, the inner chronological classification of the upper layer is later and more
homogeneous than the lower layer. The latest coins in the lower layer are dated to
the reign of Basiliscus in 475/476. Based on the analysis of the coin contents within
the vessel and a comparison to 21 other contemporary hoards from Egypt, Noeske
suggests that the krater started to be filled with coins by c.450 (Noeske 1991:283).
If this conclusion is accepted, then it means that during the second half of the fifth
century and up to the Anastasian reform, coins of the fourth century were still in active circulation.
Beirut, souks (BEY 006 and 045): In his discussion about the numismatic evidence
from these sites, Butcher describes a number of archaeological contexts that show,
despite new issues, Æ4 issues of the second half of the fourth century continued to
play an important role in fifth-century circulation. He stresses the presence of cast
coins in contexts of the third quarter of the fifth century (Butcher 2001‑2002:97‑99;
especially context 7472 in area 2 Insula West and Hoard 5).

Gerasa, Jordan: In her analysis of the coins from the Macellum (shops 15, layer J;
shop 16, layer I; shop 17, layers E-G; shops 18-20, layer J) Marot attests that even
when disregarding the unidentifiable coins, the numismatic evidence gathered from
archaeological contexts of the end of the fifth-beginning of the sixth centuries yields
56.61% of earlier residual material (Marot 1998:287-289; 297). This residual coinage, mostly dated to the second half of the fourth century, fulfilled a monetary function due to the lack of new official issues. Among the coins are a number of Jewish
and Nabatean coins that fit the general module in use in the fifth century. A similar
picture arises from excavations by ACOR and British teams at the North theatre
(Bowsher 1986:253-255). Hasmonean and Nabatean coins came from fourth–sixth
century levels, while earlier Roman coins came from fifth century fill deposits. Most
of the fourth century coins came from deposits of the fifth century and fifth century
coins from deposits as late as the sixth century.
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El-Lejjūn fortress, Jordan (Limes Arabicus): Most coins found in archaeo-

logical contexts of this excavation which had been dated to the end of the fifth century are actually fourth and first half of the fifth century issues. The 2006 final report
(Betlyon 2006) included Betlyon’s interim report (1987:674).

Dichin, Bulgaria: The stratigraphic record of this site located in the lower Danube

shows that coins of the fourth century were being lost throughout the first half of the
fifth century in deposits of ash and thick layers of mudbrick. In one of these deposits,
out of 14 coins, three were struck between 388-402, nine were struck from the years
425-457 and the latest were struck by Leo I (Guest 2007:298).

Theodosian Wall cemetery, Carthage: In the excavations 839 coins were discovered, half of which from burials dated to the Vandal period. These burials include a
disproportionate number of Roman coins issued prior to the Vandal conquest (almost
50% are fourth century issues) and which continued in circulation during the fifth
and sixth centuries (Visonà 2009:n.3).
One of the most controversial issues raised by the study of coin finds in Carthage is
the interpretation of the date of ‘loss’ of coins and their understanding as ‘discarded’
coinage (Metcalf W.E. 1988:340; Reece and Hurst 1994; Reece Carthage). After
classifying coins according to stratigraphic contexts, Reece and Hurst noticed that
considerable numbers of coins dated from 460 to 550 were found in deposits of the
seventh century. These groups follow a consistent pattern showing over 75% preJustinianic coins and not more than a quarter of later Byzantine issues. The evidence
indicates that the loss of coins from 350 to 540 seems to increase towards the end
of the reign of Justinian I and continues after his death. It seems that the shortage
of low-value issues continued throughout the Byzantine period and old fourth and
fifth century coins finally became worthless only around the 650s, when they were
eventually discarded (Reece and Hurst 1994:255-260).

2.5.3	Ancient coins of similar module to Æ4 minimi in circulation during
the fifth century

This phenomenon is typical to fifth-sixth century hoards although it is known from
isolated coin finds in Byzantine contexts as well.107 A list of ancient coins in hoards
107
For isolated finds, see for instance a Hellenistic coin from Chios (IAA 57310) discovered in excavations in Ashqelon Ḥamame, where ruins are dated from the end of the fourth to the sixth centuries.
Although some pottery sherds from the second and first centuries BCE were found at the site, it is more
likely that the coin belonged to a later context (Ariel, Ḥamame Ashqelon and Third Mile Estate). An-
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discovered in Israel is presented in Table 6. The revival of obsolete coins was possible in periods when users did not look carefully at the coins they used, like in the
fifth century. These obsolete coins, such as prutot of Alexander Jannaeus (Fig. 10)
which predate the hoards by a number of centuries, were usually accepted for use
because of their similarity in size and fabric to the tiny contemporaneous nummi.

Fig. 10. Prutah of Alexander Janneus, 80/79 BCE, Jerusalem (Mandatory collection, IAA 50190)

Betlyon suggests that Nabatean coins in Petra may have continued in use as small
change in the local city markets and were cut in order to meet new weight standards
(Betlyon 2001:389). If we assume that these older coins were completely worn in
the course of centuries of use, they most probably circulated as accepted currency
without being noticed side by side with the ill-struck minimi.108 This custom reinforces the assumption that coins were used in purses by number or weight and not
individually.
The inclusion of obsolete coins is known as well from hoards in other areas of
the Levant and the Mediterranean basin and many examples can be cited here.109 The
presence of Second Temple period Jewish coins is frequent in Egyptian fifth century
hoards (Milne 1926:46). A coin of Philip II of Macedon is present in the Volo hoard
dated to Zeno (Adelson and Kustas 1962:44, No. 1). Four old cut down Greek coins
were discovered in a Byzantine minimi hoard dated to Justinian I in one of the shops
of the South-western Agora in Corinth (Edwards K.M. 1937:248-249).110
other example is a coin of Alexander Janneus and two worn Roman Provincial coins which were discovered scattered together with minimi from the fourth to the mid-sixth centuries in the burnt destruction layer in shop 2 on the Street of the Monuments, Bet She’an (Bijovsky 2002a:511). See also Marot
1998:287 and n52 for the appearance of obsolete coins in a number of Jordanian assemblages.
For a summary of coin finds from this category in the southern Levant, see, Bijovsky 1998:80
and n1 and Arslan 1997:284 and n103.
108

For additional examples from the eastern part of the Empire, see Morrisson 1989a:241 and n15.
See also Morrisson 1983 for a discussion about chance finds of old Roman coins of Western origin
that were countermarked with current marks of value – LXXXIII or XLII nummi – in order to circulate
in later periods. See particularly n5, where Morrison discusses the appearance of ancient coins in later
contexts in general.
109

Two specimens of the Pegasos-trident type from Corinth, a coin of Sicyon and one from Rhodes.
Another hoard of minimi dated to the days of Anastasius I and discovered at Justinian’s Wall in
110
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Table 6. Selection of obsolete (up to the beginning of the fourth century CE) ancient coins in fifthcentury hoards found in Israel
Site
Tel Malot hoard

Deposition
date
5 c.
th

Description of ancient coins

Reference

About 190 coins dated before the 4th c.:
Persian, Punic, Hellenistic, Jewish,
Nabatean, Roman Provincial and Imperial

Kindler
2000:222.

Khirbet Fa‘ush
(Maccabim) church,
Deposit B

395-401

Autonomous, Tenedos (Troas), 2nd-1st c.
BCE

Bijovsky
2012:No. B1.

Ramat HaNadiv,
En Ẓur

Mid 7th c.

Bet She’an, Sturman
str. Courtyard 154,
room 4

1 Seleucid, 1 Hellenistic from Aperlai in
Lycia, 3 Roman Provincial, 1 Claudius
Gothicus

Barkay
2000:386,
Nos. 1-6.

Not before
1 Alexander Janneus
c.455
2 Ptolemaic, 3 Hasmonean, Herodian,
Procurators,
3 Roman Provincial and 4 Roman Imperial
antoniniani.
From 2nd-1st c. BCE to second half 3rd c. CE.
6‑7 Hellenistic coins 2nd c. BCE (Side,
Seleucid);
Alexander Janneus, Procurators, 8 Roman
Provincial; 1 Galerius Maximian; 1
Diocletian.

Unpublished.
Arslan
1997:306‑
307.

Capernaum synagogue,
Trench XII

476-491

Chorazin synagogue,
foundation deposits

Third
quarter
5th c.

Ḥ. Marus synagogue
Deposit L29A

End 5th c.

1 Trajan, Tiberias

Unpublished.

End 5thbeg. 6th c.

1 Autonomous, Roman Provincial, Tyre

Unpublished.

1 Alexander Janneus, 6 fourth century CE

Kindler 1986:
315-320.

Ḥ. Marus synagogue
Deposit L167

Ḥ. Marus synagogue
treasury

Beginning
7th c.

Bar’am synagogue

End 4thbeg. 5th c.

Dabiyye synagogue

Beg. 5th c.

Ḥ. Qanef
synagogue

End 5thbeg. 6th c.

1 Macrinus, 1 Seleucid, 1 Probus
3 Seleucid, 2 Hasmonean, 2 Herodian, 3
Roman
Provincial,1 Roman Imperial.
1 Procurators, 1 Elagabalus, 1 Probus

Ariel
2000:35;
Table2;
pp. 38-42.

Aviam
2004a:155.
Ariel
1991:78.
Ariel
1980:61.

Corinth yielded an old cut Greek coin from Messene, an older Roman coin cut into quarters, and a
coin of Claudius II (Edwards K.M. 1937:248).
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Two Athenian Hellenistic coins have been identified among the 341 coins, minimi and multiples of the Athenian Agora hoard 1971 deposited c. 582/583 (Kroll,
Miles and Miller 1973:308, Nos. 93-94). A coin from Sycion dated to 323-251 BCE
was discovered in a hoard at the south stoa of a Roman bath in Corinth (Harris
1941:145).111 Five coins dated from the first century BCE to the third century CE
were included in the Sardis 1982 hoard (Burrell 2007:237, 247 and 259, Nos. 1-5
and Burrell 2008:169). Ptolemaic and Jewish coins were also deposited – among
other 400 miscellaneous illegible pieces – in a Byzantine water system in Curium,
Cyprus (Cox 1959:118). A Punic coin was included in the hoard of Aïn Kelba (Morrisson 1980:245, No. 1). A number of Greek, Roman Republican and Roman Imperial (first to third centuries CE) coins were discovered in the Italian hoard of Falerii
Novi, dated to the days of Ricimero (457-472; Asolati 2005:16-18 and 74-75; with a
list of additional hoards including early material).
Contrary to fourth-century coins found in fifth-century contexts, the presence of
these obsolete coins in use in such later periods is far from being related to simply
long circulation. The coin could be product of residuality, meaning that deposits
might have been reworked so that different layers became mixed (Butcher 20012002:24; Reece 2003:149-150). Others could have been discarded as result of demonetization – the action of declaring coins as no longer serving as legal tender – or
simply accidentally lost (Butcher 2001-2002:24; Reece 2003:150-151; 156). Once
these obsolete coins were recovered in the fifth century, they might have been recycled due to their physical resemblance to current issues.

2.6

Unofficial coinage

2.6.1 Imitative issues and counterfeits
The imitation of coins is “a practice as old as coinage itself” (Bastien 1985:143).
Counterfeits fulfilled a valuable economic role whenever there was a shortage in the
supply of official coinage (LRC:69). This was particularly relevant for small change
intended for daily use. Whenever there was a demand for coins, there would be a
111
Harris writes: “It is interesting to find a coin of Sicyon and one each of Numerianus, Constantine I,
Constantius II, and Valentinian I among so many of the late fifth and early sixth centuries… Why they
should have been found among so many of a later period is a matter of conjecture… It is possible that
he [the hoarder] might have been a coin-collector in a small way, or at least, because of their antiquity,
he might have thought them lucky pieces.”
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corresponding supply. If the demand proved to be extensive and the official supply
reduced, then additional coins would be produced unofficially in order to meet local
needs. These coins may have been unacceptable for public payments like taxes, but
may have been good enough for exchange at a local level. They actually imitated
existing coin types and were intended to circulate as such. Therefore, the study of
imitations is of vital importance since their production changes the dimension of
coinage in circulation (Bastien 1985:143).
From the fourth century onwards, the minting of copper was officially a monopoly
given to a number of imperial mints, and all local rights of coinage were abolished. A
law of 393 forbade the grant of licenses to private individuals to mint copper (CTh.
IX.21.10; Grierson 1956:252‑253; Hendy 1985:325). It is believed, however, that
official engravers were working clandestinely in counterfeiters’ workshops. While
obverse dies were kept under lock and key after use, the reverse dies remained in
the officinae and could have been taken temporarily to make copies. To judge by the
large number of amateur imitations of imperial copper coins which have survived, it
is clear that the law, despite the heavy penalties, was not strictly enforced (LRE:437
and n66; see also chapter 1.6.6). Counterfeiting was, beyond doubt, a widespread
practice rather than a confined and sporadic activity. Some scholars define these issues as monnaies de nécessité rather than true counterfeits. It seems that a kind of
status quo endured between the state – who was aware of its incapability to regulate
the coinage in circulation – and the local consumers, who encouraged counterfeiting
enterprises with the aim of having enough currency to supply their needs.
Determining whether a coin is official or an imitative issue is occasionally a hard
task for the numismatist, primarily due to the low quality standard of the official
coins and their bad state of preservation (Bastien 1985:158). As result, good imitations can often be confused with official coinage. Fig. 11 shows a number of factors
to be considered when trying to identify imitative issues.

Fig. 11. Parameters to be considered when identifying imitative issues

This chapter deals specifically with copper coinage imitations. Gold and silver
plated imitations are more typical from Gaul (solidi and tremisses) and the Vandal
kingdom (silver Ravenna siliquae and half-siliquae of Honorius).
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Imitations are generally poorly manufactured; their designs and legends are crude, blundered or defective, and their weights are usually much lighter than their
prototypes. Hill classifies fourth-century imitations according to their “degree of
barbarity” (Hill 1950:235):
• Mostly accurate (sometimes inscriptions are blundered)
• Degenerated in style and accuracy (tendency towards stylization)
• Barbarized (no pretense to accuracy, so stylized that prototypes are hardly recognizable).
The use of an unusual axis mode for coin types with a regular fixed axis can also
be an indication of imitation. Hoarding evidence shows that most imitations are contemporary to their prototypes or close to the time of their minting.112 Isolated coin
finds can also illustrate this phenomenon. This is the case for instance of two minimi
of the cross within wreath type; one is an official issue of Theodosius II minted in
Cyzicus and the other is an imitation of this type (Fig. 12). Both coins were discovered in the same spot at the excavations near the Temple Mount in Jerusalem (area
XIV, L14011, B1178K) showing that they were in simultaneous use. Both coins are
struck; however, while the official issue weighs 1.04g, the imitation is only 0.33g.113
This example suggests that regarding fifth-century coinage at least, the weight of the
coin apparently was not significant in regard to value (Marot 1998:98).

Fig. 12. Cross within wreath. Both coins from Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount. Left:
Theodosius II (IAA 45198); right: imitation (IAA 45205)

The coin types chosen to be counterfeited were usually those most in demand
(Hill 1950:235). Therefore, since types vary from place to place, regionalism or
preference for certain types in each region must also be a factor to be taken into
Although depending on their popularity, it seems likely that some types continued to be struck
for much longer periods than their prototypes, such as the FEL TEMP REPARATIO series (Bastien
1982).
112

Even though a small fragment of the imitative coin is missing, the weight is still less than a third
of the official one. This information might be of interest when trying to date fifth-century imitations
according to metrological standards (chapter 2.8).
113
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account.114 Sometimes imitations were even more popular than their prototypes.
This is the case of the FEL TEMP REPARATIO minimissimi that were still being
struck in Britain during the late fifth-early sixth centuries, as attested by hoards (Hill
1950:240). Reasons that prompted the manufacturing of imitations could be varied.
Among them might be the closing of mints, monetary reforms that made no provision for small change, and the appeal and sentimental value of certain types (Hill
1950:241, 251).
Boon distinguishes between two categories of counterfeiting according to the
circumstances of their production and distribution (Boon 1988:107-117):
• Endemic counterfeiting: constant imitation of regular coinage in small quantities. This is not an outstanding phenomenon but an integral component of regular currency throughout the ages.
• Epidemic counterfeiting: waves of massive influxes of imitations into circulation.
This category is limited to certain periods and geographical areas. Epidemics usually end suddenly by the appearance of an official new coinage.
Based on the general character of fifth-century coinage and taking into consideration the historical circumstances, we can consider the fifth-century imitations as
epidemic counterfeiting.115 This wave ended with the implementation of Anastasius’
monetary reform in 498. Imitations were apparently issued in vast series throughout
the Empire116 and have been found in Israel as well. Some of the cast imitations in
particular were most likely imported from Egypt (chapter 2.6.3). It is likely that the
scope of the imitations as coin finds is much wider than their relatively low incidence
in hoards and excavations as recorded in our database. The reasons are obviously
related to unawareness of their status as unofficial, leading to misinterpretations in
identification.

For instance Barbarous radiates imitations of the Tetrarchy struck between the reform of Diocletian and the accession of Constantine I (296‑306) were very popular in the West, especially in Britain,
and retained their popularity throughout the whole fourth century (Hill 1950:235; Boon 1988:126132). These coin types are almost completely absent from local currency found in Palestine. One
example has been found in Capernaum (Callegher 2007:49). For the topic of popularity see also
Noeske 2000b:814.
114

115
Bastien argues that “each epidemic series follows a monetary reform which may have caused a
withdrawal of the previous coinage and a reduction in mint productivity due to reorganization” (Bastien 1985:171).

116
RIC 10:lxxxvii; Grierson and Mays 1992:84-85. For further references on imitations from sites
and hoards in the eastern Mediterranean, see also discussions in Butcher 2001-2002:95 (Beirut
souks); Callegher 2007:49-51 (Capernaum); Marot 1998:96‑98 (Macellum, Gerasa); and the Yale
hoard of Leo I (Adelson and Kustas 1960:140).
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2.6.2	Types of imitations
a.
First half of the fifth century
The repertoire of imitations characteristic to the first half of the fifth century follows
the iconography of previous popular official types minted at the end of the fourthbeginning of the fifth century, namely different types of Victory advancing left, Vota
series and cross encircled by CONCORDIA AVGGG, or within wreath. Despite the
typological similarities between the prototypes and their imitations, Marot believes that the metrological characteristics of these imitations (their lighter weight and
smaller diameters) are a better fit for a later date of production during the second half
of the fifth century. She reinforces this assumption by examining the incidence of
imitations in hoards, which is more considerable in contexts dated to the second half
of the fifth century (Marot 1998:96-97). The scarcity of hoards in our region dating
to the first half of the fifth century prevents us from reaching further conclusions
about this issue. I believe, however, that the imitation industry began immediately
with the issue of the prototype, or shortly thereafter. The application of metrological
considerations in order to date imitations is problematic, since imitations are per se
usually lighter than their prototypes and it is hard to believe that they were produced
– especially the cast ones – following a rigid weight standard. The most common
types of imitative issues are described as follows.

Victory advancing left: Imitations of this type seem to be based on a number of
Late Roman coins which depict the figure of Victory advancing left, holding attributes such as a wreath and a palm branch (Fig. 13 right). The most popular official
types are, in the East: SECVRITAS REIPVBLICAE, dated to 364‑375 (LRBC 2:100,
Nos. 2656-57) and in the West: VICTORIA AVGG, minted in Rome by Honorius
(Fig. 13 left; 410-423; RIC 10:338, No. 1357) and later by Valentinian III (425-435;
RIC 10:377, Nos. 2118-21). SALVS REIPVBLICAE, the most common type dated
to 383-395, which shows Victory dragging a captive and holding a trophy (RIC 9:
292, No. 67 and 295, No. 705), seems to have inspired later western official fifth century issues (e.g. Valentinian III’s SALVS REIPVBLICE, RIC 10:376, No. 2106 and
VICTORIA AVGG, RIC 10:378, No. 2133) as well as an extensive range of imitations.117 Many barbaric imitations depicting Victory advancing left have been conventionally attributed by Wroth and Mostecky to Vandalic Carthage (BMCV:17-18,
BMCV:20-21, Nos. 37-41. For imitations of this type in Italy, see Callegher 1998: 69‑75, “Le
imitazioni del tipo salus reipublicae.2”.
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Nos.1-12; Mostecky 1997:94-95; see also five specimens at the North-African hoard Tipasa A, in Turcan 1984:20, Nos. 136-140).118 It is far from clear, however,
whether these coins should be assigned to the Vandals or perhaps these imitations
were produced elsewhere (Thompson 1954:101-102).119 The only type of this class
which has so far been unanimously attributed to the Vandals is King Thrasamund’s
issue minted in Carthage between 496 and 523 CE (BMCV:21-22, Nos. 37-41; see
chapter 3.9.2a). This barbaric type depicts an almost abstract figure of Victory – her
drapes designed as concentric semi-circles (Table 7 No. 13). At first sight, the figure
is so stylized that the prototype is hardly recognizable unless one is aware of the
popularity of the Victory advancing left issues which inspired this type. A series of
imitations of the Thrasamund type will be also discussed in chapter 3.9.2b.

Fig. 13. Victory advancing left. Left: Honorius (http://www.acsearch.info/record.html?id=225432);
right: imitation (Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur Bijovsky 1998:No. 375)

Consequently, the time span of the models for the Victory advancing left imitations ranges from the 360s to the latest types of Valentinian III in 440-455.
Hoard evidence from Britain shows that those containing Theodosian imitations of
SALVS REIPVBLICAE types were all buried in the first quarter of the fifth century
(Hill 1950:253). In Italy, imitations of Victory advancing left are ubiquitous in sites
dating from the end of the fourth to the mid of the fifth centuries (Asolati 2005:43
and n49).
Table 7 shows a selection of imitative issues of this type found in Israel. The
weights of most are below one gram and their size is about one centimeter. The
coins are ordered according to their ascending degree of barbarization – valid for the
obverse as well as for the reverse – and the stylistic distance from their prototype
models. All the coins are struck.
Mostecky notices similarities in style between the anonymous Victory to left and the Victory on
the half siliquae imitating Honorius’ types minted in Carthage (Mostecky 1997:94).
118

119
BMCV:17, No.1 for instance, is clearly a Honorius VICTORIA AVGG from Rome (RIC 10:338,
No. 1357). Adelson and Kustas propose to designate these issues as ‘barbarous’ rather than ‘Vandalic’ (1960:141 n3). In the numismatic report of coins from Antioch, Waagé classifies a number of crude
Victories as “Barbarous Imitations of Roman Coins” (Waagé 1952:147, Nos. 2046‑2048).
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Coins Nos. 1-5 are struck imitations of the western types issued by Honorius, Johannes and Valentinian III (for comparison see Mostecky 1997:181, Nos. 55; 78-79;
183 No. 108). With one exception (No. 3) all the figures of Victory are decapitated
and the inscriptions, including mintmarks, remain off flan, meaning that the dies
were larger than the flans. Despite this feature and the general crudeness in style, the
prototype is easily distinguishable. In two cases, Nos. 1 and 3, the letter S is readable in the left field. Coin No. 2 even bears the legible mintmark RM for Rome. Coin
No. 4 shows a blundered inscription to the right of Victory and the letter Є in the left
field. A similar example was published by Mostecky (1997:183, No. 125).
Coin No. 6 is a crude imitation of the SALVS REIPVBLICAE Victory dragging
captive type struck on a very small flan. The figure is depicted almost in its entirety;
only the head of the captive is visible to the right and a cross is visible in the left
field. The trophy that Victory is supposed to be holding in her right hand is unrecognizable; the inscriptions are completely off flan. The drapes of her clothes show a
tendency towards linearity.
The style of Victory of coins Nos. 7-8 is slightly barbarous, and, in my opinion, it
could have been confused with an official issue if not for the obverse legend, which
shows a row of strokes instead of letters and a blundered reverse inscription. The
prototype for this coin is hard to establish. Coins Nos. 9-12 show a further step towards abstraction of the figure. The style becomes more linear and even geometric.
All the coins show decapitated Victories, inscriptions are usually off flan, and when
they appear on the surface of the coin they are usually blundered or show series of
strokes instead of letters. Flans are usually smaller than dies for both obverses and
reverses. This group is attributed by Mostecky to the mint of Carthage during the period 440-490 (Mostecky 1997:94 and Nos. 715-733; see also Morrisson 1988:424,
No. 11). The next step towards abstraction or barbarization is shown by coin No. 13
(Table 7, No. 13), issued by the Vandal King Thrasamund, where Victory is composed by series of concentric semi-circles. The figure on the coin is recognized only
after analyzing the whole sequence. This is a regnal Vandalic type and will be described in detail in chapter 3.9.2a.
Table 7. Selection of Victory advancing left imitations from Israel (fifth and sixth centuries)
No.

1

Site

Kabul

IAA/Ref.

111873

Measurements

1.17g 11mm æ

Description
Imitation of VICTORIA
AVGG
Honorius/Valentinian III

Photo
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No.

Site

IAA/Ref.

Measurements

2

Bet She’an, Sturman
str.

35503

Imitation of VICTORIA
0.84g 10x13mm á AVGG
Honorius/Valentinian III

3

Shoham

64803

1.02g 12mm â

Imitation of VICTORIA
AVGG
Honorius/Valentinian III

4

Ḥ. Marus

41891

0.99g 10mm â

Imitation of VICTORIA
AVGG
Honorius/Valentinian III

5

Karem er-Ras

109093

0.74g 10mm á

Imitation of VICTORIA
AVGG
Honorius/Valentinian III

6

Unknown
provenance,
Israel

77353

0.49g 8mm â

Imitation of SALVS
REIPVBLICAE
Victory dragging captive

7

Kh. Na̔ana

68132

1.03g 12mm â

Uncertain prototype –
Victory l.

8

Ramat HaNadiv,
En Ẓur

Barkay 2000:
0.90g 11mmá
No. 375

Uncertain prototype –
Victory l.

9

Gush Ḥalav

Bijovsky 1998:
1.02g 9mm â
No. 107

Victory l., stylized linear
type

10

Kastra

79027

0.63g 10mm ß

Victory l., stylized linear
type

11

Jerusalem,
excavations near the
Temple Mount

38634

0.48g 9mm á

Victory l., stylized linear
type

12

Jerusalem,
excavations near the
Temple Mount

45180

0.86g 9mm ä

Victory l., stylized linear
type

13

Gush Ḥalav

Bijovsky 1998:
0.46g 8mm ã
No. 312

Description

Thrasamund, Carthage
Victory l., concentric
circles

Photo

Fig. 13 right
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It is hard to say, however, if this analysis has any chronological implications.
Since the coin of Thrasamund is in fact the only one that is datable (based on the
obverse inscription citing his name)120 and constitutes the last step in the series (496523), it might suggest a chronological stylistic development of the Victory advancing
left type throughout the fifth century. On the other hand, regional or local styles cannot be excluded as factors for the differences between the styles of these imitations.
Vota types: These are anniversary issues struck every five to ten years in honor of the
Emperor’s health and prosperity. The coins depict an inscription within a wreath (using the formula: VOT(um) / [year] / MVLT(is) / [year]). In 1983 Moorhead classified
the Vota imitations into two groups according to what he considered their prototypes
(Moorhead 1983:136-137):
• Roman fifth-century: based on official issues of Theodosius II (LRBC 2:Nos.
2242-43) and Valentinian III (LRBC 2:Nos. 847 and 856). The inscription is
usually encircled within a wreath.121
• Byzantine sixth-century: based on types of Justinian I from Carthage dated to
539/540 and 540/541 (DOC 1:Nos. 302-303). The inscription is usually encircled
by a line border and wreath or a double border (see chapter 3.4.6).
The problem with this classification is that official Vota coins of Theodosius II
and Valentinian III have rarely been found in circulation in Palestine; therefore they
could not have inspired the many Vota type imitations found in Israel. Moreover, it is
hard to believe that local Carthage’s Justinianic types were so widely in use to justify
the manufacture of imitations outside Carthage itself.122 In my opinion, the prototype
for most of the many local imitations is the earlier series of Vota issues struck by a
number of emperors between 378 and 383 CE (Fig. 14).123 Coins of these series circulated widely in Palestine and they constituted one of the most popular types of the
late fourth century found in excavations.
Imitations of Vota coins are numerous and varied and can be produced by either
striking or casting. They are easier to be identified than other types since they bear
garbled and even indecipherable inscriptions.124 Their early date of manufacture is
120
See the Ḥamma hoard in North Africa where 26 coins of this type were discovered (Troussel 19501951: 176-178, 187, Nos. 79-103).

This suggestion is also supported by Callegher (2007:50) and by Mostecky who attributes part of
these imitations to Carthage (Mostecky 1997:97).
121

Although this group will be further discussed in chapter 3.4.6, three imitative issues that might be
attributed to this type are presented in the table below: IAA 88019, 29248 and 74527.
122

These emperors are: Theodosius I, Valentinian II, Gratian, and Arcadius. See RIC 9:xxxvii–xxxviii and 288-289, Nos. 52-58 (Antioch); RIC 10:58-59.
123

124

Four coins of this type were classified by Waagé in her report of coins from Antioch under the
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confirmed by the appearance of a Vota imitation within the ashy debris (L64) in the
synagogue of Ḥ. Rimmon, where the latest coins are dated to 410-423 (Bijovsky
Ḥ. Rimmon: Group D:No. D106). They are present in many other assemblages – in
hoards as in deposits – dated up to the end of the fifth century, such as Chorazin
(L162; Ariel 2000:38).

Fig. 14. Vota coin of Arcadius, 378-383, Antioch (Jerusalem, Shiqunei Nuseiba, IAA 80653)

Table 8 shows a selection of imitative issues of this type found in Israel. The
weights of most of them are below one gram and their size is about one centimeter.
The coins are ordered according to their ascending degree of barbarization – valid
for the obverse as well as for the reverse – and the stylistic distance from their prototype models. For the sake of comparison, three coins that probably imitate Justinianic issues from Carthage are also included here (Nos. 11-13).
Coin No. 1 is well executed and could be confused with an official issue if not for
the blundered inscription which clearly points to an imitation. Coin No. 2, as with
some of the other examples, falls under the category of minimissima due to its tiny
size. Its garbled reverse inscription leaves no doubt about its imitative nature. A coin
that seems to have been struck from the same die was found in an accumulation of
more than 400 minimi in a water system at Curium (Cox 1959:75, No. 646). Coin
No. 3 shows a reverse inscription combining retrograde elements; this variant is also
known from Beirut Souks (Butcher 2001-2002:95 and 239, Nos. 2357-58 and 236061) and the Athenian Agora (Thompson 1954:64).
Coins Nos. 4-6 show a variety where letters become series of dots encircled by
pellets instead of a wreath. In addition, the obverse of coin No. 5 presents a barbaric
portrait and a series of strokes instead of letters for the inscription. Coins Nos. 7-9
are extremely fine cast copies. Their fabric and size as well as their garbled inscriptions denote they are imitations, but on the other hand, it seems that special attention
was given to the depiction of the wreaths, and this is quite unusual. No. 9 might be a
cast imitation as well, but it is badly preserved.

title “Barbarous Imitations of Roman Coins”. She defines them as: “Various combinations of lines or
lines and dots within wreath, probably representing VOT MVLT within wreath” (Waagé 1952:147,
No. 2050).
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Table 8. Selection of Vota imitations from Israel (fifth and sixth centuries)
No.

Site

IAA/Ref.

Measurements

Description

1

Kh. Na̔ana

68129

0.56g 11mm å

VOT VOT within wreath.
Struck.

2

Yaham

75925

0.41g 8mm ß

VOT IILT within wreath.
Struck.

3

Bet She’an,
Sturman str.

2684/20

0.81g 10mm â

VOT TLVM (retrograde) in
wreath. Struck.

4

Unknown
provenance
Israel

29081

0.68g 9mm

Blundered vota inscription
in wreath. Struck.

5

Jerusalem,
Temple Mount
area I

39374

0.26g 10mm

Blundered vota inscription
in wreath. Struck.

6

Caesarea

62108

0.37g 9mm ß

Blundered VOTA
inscription in
wreath. Cast.

7

Jerusalem,
City of David
area N

123582

0.23g 9mm

Blundered VOTA
inscription in
wreath. Cast.

8

Jerusalem,
Temple Mount
area I

37565

0.28g 9mm á

Blundered VOTA
inscription in
wreath. Cast.

9

Bet She’an

49194

0.31g 8mm â

VOT IILT within wreath.
Cast

10

Kh. Tirya

22329

0.30g 8mm â

Blundered vota inscription
in wreath. Cast(?)

Photo
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No.

Site

IAA/Ref.

Measurements

Description

11

Tel Sheva

74527

0.51g 10mm

Six-century imitation of
Justinian Carthage VOT/
XIII(?) Struck

12

Jerusalem,
Lower
aqueduct

29248

0.68g 10mm â

Six-century imitation of
Justinian Carthage VOT/
XIII(?) Struck

13

Bet She’an

88019

0.51g 10mm á

Six-century imitation of
Justinian Carthage VOT/
XIII(?) Struck

Photo

Cross within wreath: During the second quarter of the fifth century, the use of

Christian symbols on coins increased. The prototype for these imitations was minted
between 425 and 455 CE by Emperors Theodosius II in the East and Valentinian
III in Rome and Cyzicus (Fig. 15, Jerusalem, City of David area N; IAA 123580;
Arslan 2003:30-31).

Fig. 15. Cross within wreath, Theodosius II?, 425-450 (Jerusalem, City of David, IAA 123580)

Coins of this type with obverses of Marcian struck in Antioch are known, but are
extremely rare and could hardly constitute a prototype for the local copies (Schlösser 1993:382, No. 2.1; RIC 10:99). The Æ4 issue bearing a cross and the inscription
CONCORDIA AVG(GG) dated to 404‑406 (RIC 10:71) was struck in large numbers in the East and was most probably subject to large-scale imitation (Fig. 16).

Fig. 16. Cross within inscription CONCORDIA AVG(GG), 404-406
(Jerusalem, City of David, IAA 121898)
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Many imitations merely show a cross encircled by strokes; in these cases it is
impossible to determine whether the strokes represent a wreath or blundered letters (see Table 9, coin No. 5. See also Cox 1959:75, No. 647 and Waagé 1952:145,
No. 2049).
Minimi bearing crosses dating from the time of the Vandal invasion until the midsixth century have been found in Carthage (Mostecky 1997:100; see also chapters
2.7.2 and 3.4.6).125 Mostecky discusses a large group of minimi bearing a cross within a pearl-circle (Mostecky 1997:101; Pl. I, No. 85, Pl. VIII, No. 705; see also the
North-African hoard of Tipasa A, in Turcan 1984:20, No. 133) and a cross within a
double circle of dots (Mostecky 1997:Pl. I-II, Nos. 86-87). He argues that some of
these specimens closely resemble imperial official types of Theodosius II and their
place of minting was most certainly not Carthage, but an Italian or eastern mint such
as Constantinople or even a mobile workshop (Mostecky 1997:101).
Small crosses as a main motif also appeared on Justinianic nummi from Carthage,
the main difference being that these coins depict a frontal bust on the obverse and
that the cross is not encircled by any element but rather is flanked by two or four
dots (Bijovsky 1998:102; and see chapter 3.4.6).126 For the sake of classification, the
following typological rules are adopted here: in cases where encircling elements are
around the cross, imitations will be attributed to the fifth century; in cases where the
cross stands alone (and the obverse type is not visible), imitations will be related to
the Carthaginian type of the sixth century. Since most specimens are very badly preserved, the attribution of these pieces to either the fifth or sixth centuries is extremely
complicated (see Table 9, Nos. 13-15).
Minimi bearing a cross potent within wreath are particularly common throughout
Italy. These coins were thus far considered as ‘proto-Vandalic’. However, based on
imitations of this type found in the hoard of Camporegio, Asolati concludes that
these coins were local imitations of a type struck by Valentinian III in Rome during the last period of his tenure, namely in 440-455, and therefore should be dated
after the mid-fifth century (Asolati 2005:45-47; 64). The connection of this type to
Valentinian III was previously proposed by Wroth (BMCV:40, Nos. 182-185 and Pl.
IV:Nos. 36-37). A group of this type in the National Museum of Antiquities in Algeria is actually attributed by Mostecky to Vandalic Carthage (Mostecky 1997:102,
#c; e.g. Nos. 655‑685; see also one example in the North-African Tipasa hoard A, in
Turcan 1984:20, No. 134).
Mostecky bases his study on the 304 minimi of this type found in the coin assemblage of the National Museum of Antiquities in Algeria.
125

Mostecky attributes a number of coins with four dots around a cross within wreath to the period
440-475. In his view these coins are stylistically more related to the early imitations of Valentinian III
than to the later types by Justinian I (Mostecky 1997:102, #d and n142).
126
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Table 9. Selection of cross type imitations from Israel (fifth and sixth centuries)
No.

Site

IAA/Ref.

Measurements

Description

1

Jerusalem,
excavations near
the Temple Mount,
area VI

40458

0.42g 9mm

Cross encircled by dots
(blundered letters?)

2

Jerusalem,
excavations near the
Temple Mount

45205

0.33g 11mm ß

Cross encircled by dots
(blundered letters?)

3

Jerusalem, City of
David, area N

123590

0.33g 9m

Cross encircled by
strokes (blundered
letters?)

4

Jerusalem, East
Talpiyot

29236

0.36g 8mm

Cross within circle of
dots (blundered letters?)

5

Gush Ḥalav

Bijovsky
1998:No.
177

0.52g 11mm

Cross encircled by
strokes (wreath?,
letters?)

6

Kabul

1.09g 11mm á

Cross potent within
wreath.

7

Chorazin synagogue Ariel 2000;
0.74g 10mm
L700
IAA 24667

Cross within wreath(?)

8

Jerusalem,
excavations near
the Temple Mount,
area VI

39766

0.52g 10mm

Cross potent within reel
border.

9

Caesarea

65952

0.60g 10mm

Cross potent within reel
border.

10

Jerusalem, City of
David, area N

123588

0.28g 9mm

Cross potent within
circle of dots. Cast.

11

Jerusalem, City of
David area N

115079

0.65g 8mm

Cross potent within
wreath (Valentinian III,
Rome prototype?)

12

H. Avdat (north)

80128

0.48g 8mm ß

Cross pattée in double
reel border.

111885

Photo
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Site

IAA/Ref.

Measurements

Description

Caesarea

65892

0.43g 10mm

Cross. Uncertain
prototype.

14

Beer Sheva,
Bedouin market

72926

0.30g 9mm ã

Cross. Uncertain
prototype.

15

Bet Guvrin

121674

0.19g 8mm á

Cross. Uncertain
prototype.

16

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount,

38647

0.55 9x18mm

Vandal king Hilderic,
Carthage

17

Ramat HaNadiv,
Ḥ. Eleq

Barkay
2000:No.
321

0.92g 9mm â

Frontal bust/ cross
Justinian I, Carthage?

18

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount

39706

0.45g 8mm

Frontal bust/ cross with
two dots.
Justinian I, Carthage

19

Ramat HaNadiv,
En Ẓur

Barkay
2000:No.
262

20

Jerusalem, City of
David, area N

13

123512

Photo

Frontal bust/ cross with
four dots.
Justinian I, Carthage
0.56g 12mm

Aksumite imitation of
Ezana, Egypt

Another widely common type of nummus which seems to have been inspired by
the ‘cross within wreath’ prototype mentioned above is attributed to Vandal king
Hilderic (523-530; BMCV:14, Nos. 9-10; see chapter 3.9.2a). The reverse depicts a
small cross potent encircled by a wreath. These coins, which are usually finely executed, are not imitations in the full sense of the word. Vandals and Ostrogoths had
a policy to adopt imperial types in order to ensure the acceptability of their coinage
and obtain wide monetary recognition. Cast imitations made in Egypt of tiny copper coins of the Aksumite king Ezana (fourth century) depict a cross pattée within a
circle (Table 9 No. 20). These imitations will be described in detail in chapter 2.7.3.
Table 9 shows a selection of imitative issues of cross types found in Israel. The
weights of most of them are below one gram and their size is about one centimeter.
The coins are ordered according to their ascending degree of barbarization – valid
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for the obverse as well as for the reverse – and the stylistic distance from their prototype models. Coins 16-19 are sixth-century types and are presented here for the
sake of comparison.
Most of the variants in this table were published by Wroth (BMCV:Pl. IV:Nos.
32-44). Coins Nos. 1-4 seem to be imitations of the CONCORDIA AVGG type
dated to 404-406. They all bear obverse ‘inscriptions’ composed of strokes instead
of letters. It is impossible to determine whether the strokes encircling the cross in
coin No. 5 represent a wreath or blundered letters. Coins Nos. 6 and 7 represent
opposite stylistic examples of the cross within wreath type: one is quite naturalistic
(even more than the official coins) and the second is totally barbaric. Sometimes the
wreath is depicted as a reel border (Nos. 8-9) or just as a circle of dots (No. 10). Coin
No. 11 seems to belong to the Italian type, imitating coins of Valentinian III (see
above, Asolati 2005:45-47; 64). Coin No. 12 is quite unusual; it depicts a cross
pattée within a double reel border. This type of border, which is characteristic of
the mint of Carthage, may indicate a North-African origin (see chapter 2.7.2). A
similar specimen but with a cross pattée within a wreath was published by Wroth
(BMCV:41, No. 41). The types and models for coins Nos. 13-15 remain unknown, as
is their dating (fifth or sixth centuries).
Camp gate: As mentioned above, this type appears only occasionally on finds attributed to the fifth century on a few western coppers of Valentinian III bearing three
different reverse legends: VOT PVB, CASTRA and ROMA and on one type of
the Domino Nostro African series both with or without the legend SALVS REI–
PVBLICE (RIC 10:469, Nos. 3809‑3810, 3813; see chapter 2.7.2). A number of
barbaric issues showing the camp gate were also attributed to the Vandals by a number of scholars (BMCV:27, Nos. 73-82; Mostecky 1997:98; Morrisson 1988:424,
No. 6). An imitation of the camp gate with the legend KASTRA (with K instead of
C), found in the collection of the National Museum of Antiquities in Algeria, led
Mostecky to the conclusion that this type was minted in Carthage to commemorate
the construction of a new city-wall and fortress during the time of Boniface, namely under the reign of Theodosius II in 425 (Mostecky 1997:98). Another example,
reading in the reverse [---]CKA, is included in the North-African hoard Tipasa A and
described by Turcan as a local imitation (1984:20:135).
This type has rarely been found in Israel. Only five coins of this type, which seem
to be imitative issues, are registered in our database: two from excavations in Mount
Gerizim (K18716 and K18852), one from Lod (El Khirbe, IAA 100223) and one
from the Armenian Garden in Jerusalem, attributed by the excavators to the Vandals
(Miles 1985:169, No. 286). One of the coins from Mount Gerizim is a nice specimen
showing a circle of strokes instead of letters (Fig. 17 right). Similar examples were
published by Mostecky (1997:98-99; 183, Nos. 209-212, imitations of CASTRA
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issues). Due to the relative rarity of the official prototypes in the southern Levant,
these imitations are most likely of western origin.127

Fig. 17. Camp gate type. Left: prototype of Theodosius II, 383‑392 (Qabul, IAA 111877);
Right: imitation (Mount Gerizim, K18852)

b. Second half of the fifth century

Monogram issues: Parallel to the introduction of monograms as central reverse

motifs on nummi, a wide production of imitations is produced. As seen from Table 5
above, official coins of Marcian are extremely common and imitations are numerous
(RIC 10:99 and 282‑283). For instance, Arslan discerned a large group of cast imitations among the c.450 coins bearing monograms of Marcian from Capernaum (Arslan 1996:315 and n38; Arslan, personal communication). Imitations of the monogram of Theodosius II (Fig. 18 left) were particularly popular in the western part of
the Empire, even more than the official issues (Asolati 2005:43-44; hoard Tipasa A,
see Turcan 1984:20, No. 132). As previously mentioned, Theodosian monograms –
either official or imitations – have rarely been found in Israel. Three coins with imitations of the monogram of Theodosius II have actually been found in excavations in
Israel: at the deposit of Karm er-Ras (IAA 109070), at the synagogue of Capernaum
(trench XII, L812) and at Mount Gerizim (K12166, Fig. 18 right). Similar imitations were published by Mostecky and his conclusions were based on comparative
finds from excavations attributed to Carthage. He attributes these imitations to the
proto-Vandalic issues (1997:99; 188, No. 754; Buttrey 1976:191, No. 77; Visonà
1993:211, No. 280). Monograms were also adopted by Barbarian rulers such as the
Vandals and Ostrogoths (see chapters 2.7.2; 3.9.2a and 3.9.3).

Fig. 18. Left: Monogram of Theodosius II (http://fifthcenturycoins.com/Monograms %20coins %20
page%201.htm); Right: Imitative type (Mount Gerizim, K12166)

Since it is very difficult to find good photographs of fifth-century prototypes, the coin in Fig. 17 left is
a similar earlier type dated to Theodosius I, 383‑392 minted in Thessalonica (Qabul, IAA 111877).
127
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2.6.3	Cast imitations128
a.
Technique and manufacture
Counterfeits of copper coinage were made according to different techniques:
• striking on flans made of melted metal from coins taken from circulation129
• striking on flans made from clipped coins in circulation
• striking on disks of metal cut from rods
• overstriking on older coins
• casting.
Bastien believes that struck imitations were more plentiful and came from wellorganized workshops, while casting might have been at the initiative of private individuals (Bastien 1985:144). It seems, however, that the most popular technique
in the eastern Mediterranean – as in other regions, such as Britain – was the manufacture of cast copies using clay molds.130 Unfortunately, no molds for the counterfeiting of Byzantine coins have been discovered in excavations in Israel, but these
have been found in considerable numbers in Egypt (Noeske 2000b).131 Thousands
of molds were discovered at excavations in Dionysias (c. 15,000 examples), Oxyrhynchus (105 examples), Hermopolis Magna (2,880 examples), and the Theater of
Diana in Alexandria. All of them are kept in the Graeco-Roman Museum of Alexandria and the Egyptian Museum in Cairo (Lichocka 1996:197, 205; Lichocka
2005:765; Lichocka 2006:32; Barakat 2005). Most are molds of fourth-century
folles, indicating that by the beginning of the fourth century this practice was already
very common in Egypt.
A small fragment of a mold of unknown provenance is registered at the Kadman
Pavilion in Eretz Israel Museum, Ramat Aviv (inv. No. K-9198; Fig. 19). This piece
is mentioned by Lichocka (2005:765, n16) and is published here for the first time. It
was originally produced for the casting of five coins on each side; its measurements
128
I am thankful to Dr. Barbara Lichocka from the Research Center for Mediterranean Archaeology,
Polish Academy of Sciences in Warsaw, who has worked on this topic for many years and was willing
to provide me with all the relevant bibliography including inaccessible material from Egypt published
in Poland.
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Dies can be engraved or cast from original coins.

In fact, cast imitations are easier to be recognized than struck imitations, which are often confused
with official issues.
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This practice has a long tradition in Egypt. For the production of cast coins in Egypt especially during the early Roman Imperial period and until 324 see, El-Khachab 1951. A series of molds of Egyptian provenance were already published by the beginning of the twentieth century (Dattari 1913).
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are 27.5mm ×37.5mm. The types stamped on this mold show that it was intended to
counterfeit coins produced over a period of fifty years. The description is as follows:

Fig. 19. Left: Clay mold, convex side; right: concave side;
Kadman Pavilion in Eretz Israel Museum, Ramat Aviv (inv. No. K-9198)

Convex side: It shows two entire coin impressions and part of two others, which are illegible. The fifth impression is not preserved. The two complete ones show the reverse
of the Constantinian type Emperor togate VN-MR, dated to 341-346 (LRBC 1:25,
No. 1063) and the reverse of a Vota type dated to 378-383 (LRBC 2:89, No. 2157).
Concave side: Two impressions are complete; one is only half seen and the other two are
fragmentarily preserved. The two complete impressions show a reverse of the SALVS
REIPVBLICAE type with Victory dragging captive, dated to 383-395 (LRBC 2:102,
Nos. 2768-71) and the second is the reverse of a Vota type, where only the wreath is
visible. This type is dated to 378‑383 (LRBC 2:89, No. 2157). The half impression is
again a reverse of the SALVS REIPVBLICAE type. The designs of the other two fragmentary impressions are not visible. One or two channels connect the coins.
The manufacturing technique was simple: a number of prototype coins (from five
to eight coins) were impressed onto both surfaces of wet clay round molds which
were later bound together forming pairs (obverse and reverse). At one edge, the molds
have a triangular cut to allow pouring the metal. Then, rows of a number of molds
were arranged in sets and hot metal was poured into the bound molds (Fig. 20).132
A copper alloy rich in lead was often used, since lead is cheaper and more malleable and melts at a lower temperature (King, Metcalf D.M. and Northover 1992:63;
Morrisson 1993:87; Lichocka 2004:52-53 and 2005a:765 and n24). When the metal
cooled, the molds were separated and the flans extracted.

For an illustrative explanation of the process, see Boon 1988:107‑110 and Barakat 2005:220-221,
Figs. 1-2.
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Next, the borders of the coins were fixed by cutting away waste and casting sprues
and protrusions. Nevertheless, casts are easily recognizable by traces of the connecting channels on their surface and by their unusually sharp edges (RIC 10:lxxxvii;
Fig. 21).

Fig. 20. Casting technique (after Barakat 2005)

Fig. 21. Cast coin showing sprues and tunnels (Jerusalem, Citadel IAA 85668)

Coin casts are smaller and lighter than their prototypes (see Milne 1926:51 and
59, class G; Noeske 2000b:812-813). They usually weigh around 0.50g to 0.20g, their
diameter is between 7-12mm, and their thickness can be less than 1.5mm. Many of
them are slightly convex. It is likely that pairs of molds were shaped this way so that
they could fit together better and in order to prevent shifting when pouring the metal.
Milne believes that these casts are not direct copies but were produced from miniature special models, in which the types were reproduced on a reduced scale. This
can be the case whenever Æ3 types were chosen to be imitated and then converted
into the more accepted Æ4 minimi (e.g. FEL TEMP REPARATIO imitations from
Britain). Lichocka also considers this possibility (1996:204, mold III 1 G; Noeske
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2000a:812). However, it seems more complicated to produce a new model than to
impress real coins into the molds. If one considers that wet clay shrinks significantly
during the firing process, it is not unusual that the coins produced from such molds
would be lighter and smaller. Boon describes this process: “a series of shrinkages –
of the clay mold being fired, and of the cast metal on cooling – not only degrades the
quality of the imprint, but results in a diminution in size.” (Boon 1988:108; see also
Krzyżanowska 1986:50-51).
b.
Chronology and classification of the molds
The molds yield impressions of several different coin types that were evidently in
circulation simultaneously. Interestingly, they combine coin types attributed to diverse periods when the dating of the latest type on the mold provides the terminus
post quem for its fabrication. Most examples combine types dating from the mid
(e.g. FEL TEMP REPARATIO) to the late fourth century (e.g. Vota types, SALVS
REIPVBLICAE), as also shown by the mold from the Eretz Israel Museum.133
Noeske (2000b) classifies the Egyptian molds of the period under discussion into
four chronological/regional groups:
1) Types of the Constantinian dynasty (first quarter fourth century): quadriga and
VN-MR Divi types, and FEL TEMP REPARATIO and other western types.
2) Types of the Valentinian and Theodosian dynasties: SALVS REIPVBLICAE,
Vota issues, CONCORDIA AVGG with cross, which are rarer.
3) Monogram types and other western types from Rome and Aksumite imitations,
dated to c.430.
4) Types from Vandalic and Justinianic Carthage, issued just before the mid-sixth
century (Noeske 2000b:814).134
Noeske’s classification is not always strict, since there are molds which seem to
combine the different classifications. Most relevant to our discussion are those molds
combining fourth with fifth century coin types. A mold published by Milne combines
a SALVS REIPVBLICAE coin with three coins of the lion type of Leo I. Two other
molds present Victory-left types of the fourth century together with monograms of
See also four molds published from the British Museum (Lichocka 1996:197-206), two molds
from the Warsaw National Museum (Krzyżanowska (1986; 1988), molds at the Egyptian Museum in
Cairo (Lichocka 1990), and molds published by Dattari (1913:493‑510).
133

Noeske finds evidence for the use of these molds until the beginning of the seventh century (e.g.
Abukir street hoard, Alexandria; Noeske 2000b:815).
134
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Marcian (Dattari 1913:499, 504). Mold III at the British Museum seems to include
the obverses of two coins of Valentinian III(?), prolonging its date to the mid-fifth
century (Lichocka 1990:200-202). Another pair of molds with the impressions of
twenty coins (five coins in each of the four sides), dated to 340-408, was found in
excavations at Fayum and published by Noeske (2001:85-86).135
Barakat published photographs of two molds of unknown provenance at the Graeco-Roman Museum of Alexandria (Fig. 22; Barakat 2005:216 and 223, Fig. 4 Nos.
1-2).136 The first comprises seven impressions and combines a SPES REIPVBLICE
coin (dated to 355-361) together with an obverse of a municipal Vandalic coin attributed to the period c.484-533 and Aksumite Ezana’s imitations. The second mold
comprises five impressions, including what seems to be a SALVS REIPVBLICAE
coin (383-395) together with nummi of Marcian (450-457) and Vandalic issues of
Hilderic (523-530). In this respect, the wide time-span of cast counterfeits stamped
from the same mold indicates the shelf-life of types in circulation. Moreover, the
pieces published by Barakat show that these molds can be helpful in determining the
dates of undated coin types and in establishing provenance in cases like the Aksumite Ezana’s imitations. As described above, the Aksumite imitations appear together
with a SPES REIPVBLICE issue from 355-361 and the obverse of a municipal
Vandalic coin of the type N/IIII, roughly dated to c.484-533. This last coin provides
a terminus post quem for the manufacture of the mold to the last decades of the fifth
century, and this suggests that the Aksumite imitations were indeed already produced
in Egypt by that time (see chapter 2.7.3).

Fig. 22. Two molds from the Graeco-Roman Museum of Alexandria (after Barakat 2005)

The molds are part of a collection of 136 pieces registered together with other small finds from
excavations undertaken in Dîme and Medînet Mâdi (region of Fayum) in 1909-1910. They are part of
F. Zucker’s estate at Jena University. The reverse coin types are related to the period 337-392.
135

These molds belong to a group of over 300 specimens whose identification is still in process.
Unfortunately, Barakat does not provide a description of the coin types impressed on the molds. My
identifications are based solely on the photographs and may be inaccurate in part.
136
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c.
Provenance of the cast coins
Bastien believes that the workshops responsible for imitations were probably centrally located in the areas in which their products circulated (Bastien 1985:145).
Indeed, the impressive number of molds discovered in Egypt implies that the enormous quantities of cast coins discovered in excavations in Alexandria and elsewhere
in Egypt were manufactured in local clandestine workshops (Lichocka 2005:764765). Studies on Egyptian material which try to establish such correlations have
been published by Krzyżanowska (1986:50-51; 1988:90-91), Barakat (2005:217219), and Lichocka (e.g. 1990, 1996:206 and 2005a).137 In this respect, the fact that
this technique was so popular in Egypt does not necessarily mean that all cast copies
discovered in Israel were imported from Egypt. On the other hand, the fact that no
molds have been discovered in Israel reinforces this assumption, which has been
already proposed by Moorhead (1983:149-150). Examples of cast imitations following fifth-century prototypes are quite unusual in Israel, with the exception of the
Aksumite imitations of Ezana’s coins (chapter 2.7.3). Conversely, as will be shown
in chapter 3.8.2, cast dodecanummia have frequently been found in Israel, indicating that they might have been locally produced in centers such as Caesarea during
the sixth and probably beginning of the seventh centuries, although molds for their
production have not so far been found in Israel or in Egypt.
d.
Dating of cast coins
The total number of cast nummi (fifth to sixth centuries) registered in our database is
217. Only 16 out of 36 fifth-century cast imitations bear clear relations to prototypes
and these are described in Table 10).138 According to the chronology established
above, these imitative issues have been roughly dated, based on their prototypes, to
the first or second half of the fifth century respectively.139

Krzyżanowska mentions the possible analogy between a mold discovered at Edfou (Apollonopolis
Magna) by the Franco-Polish excavations in 1937-39 and the coin material discovered by the Polish
expedition in Athribis.
137
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These do not include the Aksumite coins, which will be described in chapter 2.7.3.

A larger number of cast minimi from our database cannot be attributed to any certain type. Therefore, since their archaeological context cannot be of help for dating, these coins are catalogued under
the general date 450-550 CE. Some of the coins in this table appear as well in the typological tables
above.
139
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The appearance or absence of cast imitations in hoards of the fifth century can
be used as an instrument to date these coins more precisely. Based on a number of
assemblages, the earliest date of production was around 450: at Capernaum, where
Arslan dated several types of cast imitations to 425-457 (including the Aksumite issues, Arslan 1996:307-316); at Khirbet Fa’ush (Maccabim) where the latest dated
coin, a cross within wreath type dated to 425-455 (K36958), provides a terminus
post quem for the appearance of three cast coins in Deposit A. On the other hand,
the absence of cast imitations in the hoard of minimi found in a juglet at Sturman
street in Bet She’an, deposited c.455, strengthens the terminus post quem for their
introduction into local currency.
Table 10. Selection of fifth-century cast imitations from our database by types
Site

Type

Date

Measurements

IAA/Ref.

Total

Ashqelon, Barnea

Victory l. (lead)

402-450

0.36g 12mm

47197

1

Mount Gerizim, church

Victory l.

402-450

0.30g 11mm

K12954

1

Sepphoris, Duke Univ.

Victory l. (lead)

402-498

1.77g 12mm

116176

1

Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur

Cross (lead)

402-450

0.69g 10mm
0.72g 10mm
0.62 10mm ↓

85091
85092
85093

3

Mount Gerizim, church

Cross in ring of pellets

402-450

0.39g 11mm

K21453

1

Jerusalem, Robinson Arch

Cross in wreath?

402-450

0.33g 10mm

95510

1

Jerusalem, Third Wall

Vota imitation

402-450

115896
115905

2

Jerusalem, Giv‘ati
Parking

0.41g 8mm
0.33g 9mm

Vota imitation

402-450

0.24g 10mm

123134

1

Sepphoris, USF

Vota imitation

402-450

113792

1

Jerusalem, Citadel
Mount Gerizim, church

Bust r./ wreath?
(Vota?)
Traces of letters
(Vota imitation?)

402-450

0.61g 9x11mm

85668

1

402-450

0.23g 10mm

K31260

1

Caesarea, IAA

Monogram (Marcian?)

450-498

0.42g 9mm

65945

1

Mount Gerizim, church

Figure standing?
(uncertain prototype)

402-498

0.26g 9mm

K19348

1

Most casts, however, appear in groups dated towards the end of the fifth century.
Cast imitations were identified in the assemblage discovered in Karm er-Ras in the
Lower Galilee (Ariel Karm er-Ras) and dated by the latest coin to the reign of Zeno
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(IAA 109082). The group includes many struck imitations and at least 28 cast coins,
most of them blank, but among them are also a cross type (IAA 109086), a Vota type
(IAA 109111), a monogram type (IAA 109109) and two Aksumite Ezana’s imitations (IAA 109022, 109024).
Particularly worthy of mention are two foundation deposits of minimi discovered
in the synagogue of Chorazin (Ariel 2000). These groups have already been mentioned with regard to the presence of obsolete coins in fifth-century archaeological
contexts. Locus 162 yielded 311 coins. It is a sounding cut in the prayer hall, next to
the threshold of the doorway leading to the western aisle. Locus 702, yielding 660
coins, is one of four loci containing a total of 1,000 coins. The latest identifiable
coins in both deposits are dated to the days of Zeno (474-491).140 Among the coins
are a number of cast imitations of fourth-century types (Table 11).
Table 11. Cast imitations of fourth-century prototypes from Chorazin
Ariel
2000
(IAA)

Measurements

Average
measurements
of prototype

Date of
prototype

Wolf nursing twins

24568

0.32g 11mm

c.2.25‑1.50g /
18‑20mm

330-335

GLORIA EXERCITVS
One standard

24772

0.31g 11mm

c.2.25‑1.50g /
18‑20mm

335-341

Type

Vota type

24587

0.30g 11mm

0.59‑1.65g / 12mm

378-383

SALVS REIPVBLICAE

24567

0.39g 11mm

0.43‑1.61g / 12mm

383-395

SALVS REIPVBLICAE

24613

0.31 11mm

0.43‑1.61g / 12mm

383-395

SALVS REIPVBLICAE

24829

0.28 11mm

0.43‑1.61g / 12mm

383-395

Photo

Other cast minimi from Chorazin bear motifs that could not be clearly discerned
(e.g. Ariel 2000: IAA 24589, 24607, 24891, 25017). These tiny coins present all the
features that characterize imitations as mentioned above: clumsy fabric and weights
which are significantly lower than their prototypes. In some cases, coin types cannot be
recognized unless we know the prototypes (e.g. GLORIA EXERCITVS). Their date
of manufacture is determined, on the one hand, by the date of issue of the prototypes,
It has already been noted that two of these deposits (L701 and L703) were disturbed with later
material (Ariel 2000:36-37). Magness, however, demonstrates that except for these intrusions, the
coins are consistent and do not go beyond the end of the fifth century (Magness 2007a:13).
140
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and, on the other, by the date of deposition of the assemblage (from c.330 to 476-491).
However, the good state of preservation of some specimens – such as the Wolf and
twins coin – may indicate a later time of issue, the first half of the fifth century.
e.
Geographical distribution
Cast coins are occasionally mentioned in coin reports from regions neighboring Israel. The published data omit accurate dates for these coins. A number of cast coins
imitating issues such as SALVS REIPVBLICAE and cross within wreath were discovered at the excavations in the souks of Beirut (Butcher 2001-2002:246-247,
Nos. 2480‑2489, 2492-2494). Twenty-eight examples are mentioned by Marot in
the Macellum of Gerasa (Marot 1998:101 and n70). These coins are related to archaeological contexts of the end of the fifth-beginning of the sixth century. Marot,
however, prefers an earlier date of production in the mid-fifth century.
Large numbers of cast imitations discovered in an archaeological context at the
residential quarter in Kom el-Dikka in Alexandria were dated to before the earthquake of 535 and indicate that these coins were still in use during the first half of the
sixth century; however, they do not provide a date for the beginning of the practice of
casting imitations (Lichocka 1990:251-252). Casts of Victory left, Vota types, cross
within wreath and several monograms were published from a number of fifth-century
hoards in Egypt by Milne (1926:91-92). Cast imitations are abundant as well in the
hoard of Abu Mina, Egypt (Noeske 1991; 2000:116-119; Morrisson 2004). Noeske
attests that cast imitations do not appear in Egyptian hoards of the fourth century.
During that time, the mint of Alexandria produced 39% of the total of coins found in
hoards, but during the fifth century, only 6% of the coins found in hoards are official
issues from the mint of Alexandria, while cast imitations represent 30% (Noeske
2000b:814 and Tables 3-4). The reasons for this increase are both fiscal and political;
there was a decrease to only four officinae at the mint of Alexandria in 382 caused as
result of the transformation of the province into the diocese Aegyptus, followed by
the total closure of the mint in 425 and its reopening only during the sixth century.
Therefore, there was a 110 year gap of official minting when the manufacture of cast
imitations probably flourished (Noeske 2001:87, Table 4). Noeske does not consider
these imitations as clandestine counterfeiting, since they were very easy to identify
and were in all probability accepted as normal coinage (Noeske 2000b:815).141

Citing Milne, Noeske does not exclude the possibility that these cast coins were produced under
the auspices of local authorities, such as land-owners (Noeske 2000b:815 n20).
141
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The 305 coin hoard of Rabelais-Aïn Merane in Algeria presents a considerable
number of cast coins imitating radiate issues of Tetricus and Claudius II, types of the
House of Constantine, FEL TEMP REPARATIO (FH), GLORIA ROMANORVM
8, SECVRITAS REIPVBLICAE and a single cast imitation of Zeno (Brenot and
Morrisson 1983:192-196). The authors believe all these casts could have been produced contemporaneously and used by the end of the fifth century.
To summarize, the practice of cast imitations seems to have been particularly
popular from the mid-fifth until the mid-sixth centuries and that will be the general
date adopted in our database in cases when more specific dating cannot be determined. Due to the complete lack of mold finds in our country, it seems most likely that
those cast coins discovered in Israel made their way from Egypt, where the practice
of producing cast coins was so common.

2.6.4

Blank flans

This group has received attention only in recent years. Some of these pieces are cut
from larger copper denominations already out of circulation or from pieces of metal.
Most, however, are blank casts produced from copper or lead (Fig. 23). In the past
they were considered worn coins and were not even identified.142 Copper-alloyed
and/or lead blank flans have been published in numismatic reports of the eastern
Mediterranean: Ramat HaNadiv (Barkay 2000: 415 and Pl. XI), the Macellum at
Gerasa (Marot 1998:99-100, and 445-446, Nos. 488-498), Beirut souks (Butcher
2001-2002:101 and Nos. 2498-2577), and the 1982 Sardis hoard (Burrell 2007 and
2008). Copper-alloyed and/or lead blank flans have also been published in the numismatic reports of North Africa: the Tipasa III hoard (Turcan 1961:208), the Aïn
Kelba hoard (Morrisson 1980:239-348), a burial in the Theodosian Wall cemetery at
Carthage (Visonà 2009:176 and No. 330), and the M’sila hoard (Deloum 1990:968).
In addition, blank flans have been found in a deposit of Byzantine coins in a water
system at Curium, Cyprus (Cox 1959:118) and in the hoard from Falerii Novi, Italy
(Asolati 2005:18 and n53, with further references to finds in Italy).143 The presence
of blank flans can therefore be traced up to the mid-sixth century (Justinian I).

142
Morrisson argues that lead, compared to other metals, does not conserve well; it is very sensitive
to oxidation and tends to complete pulverization (Morrisson 1993:79-80). That would be the reason
that lead coins are so rarely discovered in excavations.
143

See also Morrisson 1993:90 for the use of blank lead discs elsewhere.
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Fig. 23. Blank lead flans from the wishing well at Ramat HaNadiv En Ẓur

A more meticulous examination of these flans permits us to suggest that lack of
minting was intentional and, in that way, they were put into circulation in large numbers,
together with all the other types of minimi (Bijovsky 2000-2002:202).144 This assumption is corroborated by the finding of molds containing blank flans only, like one example published by Lichocka from Cairo’s Egyptian Museum (Lichocka 2004:53, photo
II.6; Lichocka 2005:765). In this case, those blank flans must be considered coins.145
As shown above, cast flans are typical of Egyptian currency (e.g. Kom el-Dikka,
near Alexandria), where they are dated – according to the archaeological context
– to the second half of the fifth century (Lichocka 1990:249-250; Lichocka 2005:
764-767). Two blank casts appear in a small hoard found in Beirut souks, where the latest
coins are dated to Leo I (Hoard 4, context 20052, BEY 006; Butcher 2001‑2002:281).
The appearance of blank flans in Israel is traced in hoards starting from the first half
of the fifth century (e.g. Khirbet Fa’ush Maccabim, Deposit A), becoming more common during the second half of the fifth century (deposit L29A at Ḥ. Marus, dated to
Marcian and Karm er-Ras dated to Zeno) and up to the mid-sixth century (e.g. Kh.
Latatin, Deposit B; Robinson Arch, Jerusalem, L61). The numismatic evidence suggests that the presence of blank flans among local coin finds is of great importance for
the understanding of currency during this period.

Morrisson agrees (see her definition of lead coins in Morrisson 1993:86). However, Arslan disagrees with this suggestion. In his opinion, no blank flans were put into circulation and signs of minting can be traced even on the most worn specimens in the deposit of Capernaum (Arslan 1997:304
and other coin finds from western origin studied by him; personal communication). Callegher, however, confirms that at least four blank flans belonging to this category were discovered in Capernaum
(2007:51).

144

In his study about cast coinage in Egypt, El-Khachab considers this group as intended for jewelry
(El-Khachab 1951:51). Lichocka raised the possibility that these casts served as flans prepared to
strike coins (Lichocka 1996:205).
145
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Foreign coinage

Despite the strict Byzantine administration, coins from foreign countries managed to
infiltrate the frontiers into the Empire from time to time. This is the case regarding
nearly all of the Sasanian coins discovered in Israel, which are dated to the sixth and
seventh centuries (prior to the Persian invasion). A few examples, however, dated to
the fifth century are described in chapter 2.7.1.
In addition, the Barbarian entities that conquered vast territories of the western
Empire started to strike their own coinage. Particular to the second half of the fifth and
the first half of the sixth centuries is the appearance in circulation of Vandal (North
Africa: Carthage) and Ostrogothic (Italy: Rome and Ravenna) minimi. These coins
circulated widely and have been found at many sites and in many hoards in Israel and
throughout the eastern Mediterranean (Bijovsky 1998:100-104). They seem to be a
constant component of the small change local currency. In a way, many of the coins
produced by rulers of the Germanic people (e.g. Vandals, Ostrogoths) were a kind
of imitation. They copied imperial types in order to ensure the acceptability of their
coinage and obtain wide monetary recognition.146 Since all Ostrogothic coinage found
in Israel is dated to the sixth century, this group will be discussed in chapter 3.9.3.

2.7.1

Sasanian coinage

Sasanian coinage, especially from the period predating the Persian and Arabic conquests, has rarely been found in Israel (Foss 2004:15‑16). A corpus including 282
examples from public collections in Israel has been published by Schindel (2009).147
Most coins in this syllogue, however, are of unknown provenance and therefore have
no relevance to this study.
All the coins found in Israel are thin silver drahms struck in mints in Iran and
Iraq at the full weight of a mithqāl (4.15 g). They all depict the bust of a Sasanian
king on the obverse and a Zoroastrian fire altar flanked by two priests on the reverse
(Fig. 24). Most of the coins found in excavations in Israel are dated to the sixth and
seventh centuries and will be described in further detail in chapter 3.9.1. Among
them is a hoard of eleven coins discovered at the excavations near the Temple Mount
in Jerusalem, and a number of isolated finds from different sites.
For the relations between North Africa (Vandals) and Italy (Ostrogoths) in 476-500, based on the
numismatic evidence, see Clover 1991.

146

For a full record of Sasanian coin finds in Israel up to 2000, see Sears and Ariel 2000. Schindel's
corpus is based on coins from the following institutions: the Hebrew University, Israel Antiquities
Authority, the Israel Museum, and the Kadman Pavilion at the Eretz Israel Museum.

147
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Only three Sasanian drahms found in Israel can be attributed to the fifth century;
they are all part of the small hoard from Jerusalem mentioned above, found in a
public latrine and lost not before 539 (Southern Wall excavations by B. Mazar, area
VII; Sears and Ariel 2000:142-143, Nos. 1-3; Schindel 2009:15 and Sears 2011).
These coins include a coin of Pērōz (464-484 CE), a coin of Walkāsh (484-488 CE)
and a coin of Kawād I’s first reign (488-497). The extremely low number of Sasanian coinage indicates that these coins played no significant role in Palestine’s local
currency during the fifth century. Noeske arrived at similar conclusions regarding the
diocese of Aegyptus (Noeske 2000a:92-93). Therefore, it is possible to conclude that
Sasanian coins were not intended for circulation in the Levant during this period.

Fig. 24. Sasanian drahm dated to Pērōz (463-484),
excavations near the Temple Mount, Jerusalem (Sears and Ariel 2000:No. 1)

2.7.2

Vandalic coinage

Vandalic copper minimi minted in Carthage during the years 429-533 CE are integral components of many contemporary hoards (e.g. Gush Ḥalav) and isolated finds
from excavations in Israel (e.g. Caesarea, Jerusalem excavations near the Temple
Mount) and they appear, in fact, throughout the Mediterranean basin. Since no comprehensive study of the circulation of Vandalic coinage in Israel has so far been
published,148 this chapter will present the subject in great detail. Aspects such as
typology, chronology, provenance, and geographical distribution of these coins in
Carthage itself, other sites in North Africa and throughout the Mediterranean, will be
amply quoted as comparative material.

A first attempt is Bijovsky 1998, including an Appendix of those types found in Israel and a general
discussion.
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a.
Definition
The proper definition of Vandalic coinage constitutes in itself the first difficulty that
numismatists face when dealing with these coins (Bijovsky 1998:81 and n2). The
problem is not the signed coins issued by some of the Vandal kings, but a whole
series of anonymous nummi which bear no names or are so illegible that their dating
and origin could only be fixed approximately. In many reports these coins are conventionally classified under the title “uncertain Vandalic” following Wroth (BMCV),
who based the attributions on the North-African provenance of most specimens
he published in the catalogue. And indeed, evidence from excavations in Carthage
seems to confirm their African origin. However, the significant number of similar
coin types discovered throughout the Mediterranean basin, such as at excavations in
Corinth, Curium, and the Athenian Agora (Edwards K.M. 1933:11; Cox 1959:118;
Thompson 1954:3, 101-102; Adelson and Kustas 1964:164-165) proved that these
barbaric minimi are not found exclusively in Carthage and their place of production
should be reconsidered. Therefore, discerning between local imitations and Vandalic
anonymous coin types often becomes a very subjective matter. Only in cases where
these uncertain issues appear together with regnal Vandalic or Justinianic nummi from
Carthage can their attribution to Carthage be more plausible (Buttrey 1976:163).
b.
Historical background
The Vandals were one of the Barbarian tribes that invaded the Roman Empire in 406.
After a short stay in Gaul and Spain and under the leadership of Gaiseric (428-477),
they crossed into Africa at the invitation of count Boniface, in order to rebel against
Emperor Valentinian III. In 435 they were authorized to settle as foederati in Numidia, and in 439 they captured Carthage and turned it into their capital. An agreement
between Gaiseric and Valentinian III in 442 recognized Vandal possession of these
territories. Their kingdom extended over the lands of modern Tunisia, part of Algeria, and as far as Tripoli. Gaiseric established a dynasty that lasted until March 534,
when Justinian’s I commander Belisarius recaptured Carthage for the Byzantines.
During these hundred years, the Vandals enlarged their territory to cover most of the
western islands in the Mediterranean: Balearics, Sardinia, Corsica, and part of Sicily;
they even sacked Rome in 455.149 A list of the Vandal kings with their contemporary
Byzantine and Ostrogothic rulers is presented in Table 12.
For a concise introduction to Vandalic coinage see Morrisson 1976:461-472 and Grierson and
Blackburn 1986:17-23 and 418-423.
149
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Map 4. Vandalic coins dated to the fifth century from sites in our database

It seems very unlikely that the Roman Empire formally supplied coinage to North
Africa after the Vandals established their kingdom (Reece and Hurst 1994:253254).150 Therefore, the creation of their own coinage was considered not only a symbol of sovereignty but also an authentic monetary need. The Vandals established
their own monetary system – silver and copper – based on the nummus. The absence
of gold coinage is deliberate and ideological, implying a statement of independence.
The Vandals were the only barbaric people who refused to strike gold coins and bear
the effigy of the Emperor (Morrisson 2003:74; Arslan 2001b:297-319).
150
The relatively high number of coins of Valentinian III found in Carthage might have penetrated
mostly from 439 when the city was captured by the Vandals and until 442 when the treaty was signed
between this Emperor and Gaiseric. It seems likely as well that coins of Valentinian III made their
way to Carthage after the sack of Rome by the Vandals in 455.
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Our discussion is concerned only with copper regnal and anonymous or pseudoImperial issues minted by the Vandals in Carthage. Silver coinage has never been
discovered in Israel; therefore, it is not included here.151
With the return of the Carthage mint to Byzantine control in 534, a series of
nummi was issued by Justinian I following, to a certain extent, the Vandalic tradition.152 These coins, which have been found in Israel in considerable numbers, will
be discussed in detail in chapter 3.4.6. As seen in coin finds and hoards, Vandalic
coins remained in circulation together with the Justinianic nummi from Carthage
(Morrisson 2003:82; Deloum 1989:305-313 and Deloum 1990:968). Both coinages
are found together in many sixth century hoards and excavations throughout the
Mediterranean basin.
Table 12. List of the Vandal and Ostrogothic kings in relation to the reigns of the Emperors both
in western and eastern Byzantine Empires
Western Empire*

Eastern Empire

Vandals

Honorius (395-423)

Arcadius (395-408)

409-429 Vandals in Spain
c.422-429 Revolt
of Boniface

Valentinian III (425-455) Theodosius II (408-450)
Avitus (455-456)
Majorian (457-461)
Marcian (450-457)
Severus III (461-465)
Leo I (457-474)
Anthemius (467-472)
Leo II and Zeno (474-476)
Julius Nepos (474-480)

Ostrogoths

Gaiseric (429-477)
439 – capture of Carthage

Zeno (476-491)

Huneric (477-484)

Odovacar (476-493)

Anastasius I (491-518)

Gunthamund (484-496)

Theodoric (493-526)

Justin I (518-527)

Thrasamund (496-523)

Justinian I (527-565)

Hilderic (523-530)

Athalaric (526-534)

Gelimer (530-534)
533 – Belisarius,
reconquest of Carthage

Theodahad (534-536)
Witigis (536-540)
Hildebad (540-541)
Eraric (5410
Baduila (541-552)
Theia (552)

* Usurpers are not included

151

For description of silver Vandalic coinage, see Grierson 1959:78‑80; Morrisson 1976:463; Mor2003:69-71 and RIC 10:16-17.
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For a whole list of those types found in Israel, see Bijovsky 1998:100‑104 (Appendix).
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c.
Chronology
As far as we know, not all Vandal kings minted coins in their names; silver and copper types are attributed with certainty to Gunthamund, Thrasamund, Hilderic, and
Gelimer. It is difficult, however, to explain the absence of regnal Vandal coinage
from the time Gaiseric established his throne in Carthage until the reign of Gunthamund (484-496). Some scholars attribute a number of anonymous silver and copper
issues to the early period of Gaiseric and Huneric (Morrisson 1976:462). This attribution, however, is still in debate.
The chronological classification of the Vandalic coins has been discussed widely.
Despite problems with attribution and identification of types, Wroth’s BMCV constitutes the prime reference authority for Vandalic coins. In most cases, however, the
dates given by Morrisson in her study about the mint of Carthage and the diffusion
of its coinage in Africa from 439 to 695 have been adopted here (Morrisson 2003).
Especially useful is Morrison’s Table 3 which summarizes the different opinions for
dating the anonymous Vandalic copper issues. Anonymous minimi from Carthage can
bear either a profile or a frontal bust on the obverse. This feature can be used with
some reservations as a parameter for dating, since the frontal bust was only introduced during the reign of Justinian I in 538. On the other hand, the profile bust continued to be used on small denominations after this date as well (Morrisson 1988:426).
Regarding the time of circulation of Vandalic nummi, excavations in Carthage
attest that large quantities of Vandalic and Justinianic nummi have been found in occupation levels – single finds as well as hoards – dating to the second half of the sixth
and the seventh centuries (Humphrey 1978:166-167; Hitchner 1981:270; Reece
1984:176, e.g. A:8.6 and A:8.9; Reece and Hurst 1994:255-256 and 256-260).
d.
Geographical distribution in Israel
Once numismatists in Israel became aware of the Vandalic phenomenon, more and
more small minimi have been classified under the entry ‘Vandalic’.153 As stated before, this attribution is not always accurate and depends on the experience and previous knowledge of the scholar who made the identifications. Our database includes
many examples of this type which, unfortunately, could not be checked by the author. Vandalic coins dated to the fifth century, however, have been found in very
small numbers in Israel, as seen in Map 4. Moreover, they are completely absent
153

Most particularly since my study reconsidering the Gush Ḥalav hoard (Bijovsky 1998).
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from hoards deposited up to the mid-fifth century (e.g. Bet She’an, Sturman street).
Figures change for the sixth century when the influx of regnal, anonymous and Justinianic nummi increased quite drastically (see Map 10 in chapter 3.9.2).
In most sites, fewer than five Vandalic coins have been recorded (1 coin = Bet Guvrin, Gush Ḥalav, Ḥammat Gader, Nirim-Ma’on; 2 coins = Bet She’an, Kh. Latatin;
3 coins = Tel Afar, Sepphoris; 4 coins = Ramat HaNadiv En Ẓur). Seven specimens
are registered from Ashqelon, 31 from Jerusalem and 57 from Caesarea. The map
shows that a higher concentration is noticeable on the coastal area (from Ashqelon to
Ramat HaNadiv), with sporadic frequencies towards the hinterland. The exception is
Jerusalem where the high number of specimens might be connected to the high rank
of the city as a metropolitan center.154 One would expect a higher concentration of
Vandalic coins in Bet She’an, another cosmopolitan city. The low results are probably related to the limitations that determined the nature of the sample taken for our
database. It is also remarkable that no Vandalic coins were discovered at the foundation deposits of Capernaum, dated to the end of the fifth century. Arslan argues,
however, that a few coins of the type of Victory advancing left should be considered
as Vandalic (Arslan 1997:265).
e.
Typology
As stated above, the Vandalic copper coins are divided into regnal, anonymous and
autonomous/municipal types. Regnal nummi show the bust and name of the king.
They were minted in the name of Gunthamund, Thrasamund, Hilderic, and Gelimer.
Coins of the last three kings have all been discovered in Israel. The anonymous coppers are further classified into two groups: the DOMINO NOSTRO series and the
proto-Vandalic nummi, which bear no marks of value. In addition, the Autonomous
or Municipal series comprise multiples of the nummus (Table 13). Coins of each
group will be described in chronological order. Regnal and anonymous coins dated
to the sixth century will be discussed in detail in chapter 3.9.2).155

154
Most recently, for instance, Reece published 18 Vandalic coins from Kenyon’s excavations in
Jerusalem, eight of which are fifth century issues, another eight are sixth century issues, and two are
actually Ostrogothic (Reece et al. 2008:417 and 425).
155

Coins of King Thrasamund are considered here as sixth-century coinage.
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Table 13. Vandalic copper coin types from the mint of Carthage during the fifth century
Period/ Ruler

Date

Vandalic Anonymous

c.439/442-484

Domino Nostro series

c.439-455

Proto-Vandalic series

D in wreath

c.455-484

ã star in wreath

c.455-484

Ýstar in linear border

455-475

in wreath
Victory advancing left

484-533
Victory l. (No coins found in Israel)

Gunthamund (484-496)

in wreath (No coins found in Israel)
Victory l. (Discussed in chapter 3.9.2)

Thrasamund (496-523)
Autonomous/Municipal

CARTAGINE, DOMINO NOSTRO (vars.)

c.455-484

c.455-484

Vandal kings/ Regnal types

Type

c.484-533
XLII (No coins found in Israel)
XXI (No coins found in Israel)
XII (No coins found in Israel)
N/IIII

Vandalic Anonymous coinage (c.439 or 442-484): According to Morrisson, the
beginning of the Vandalic period in Carthage is marked by a series of anonymous
issues roughly dated to when regnal coinage began, between c.442 and c.484 (Morrisson 2003:67). Thanks to the results of extensive archaeological excavations in
Carthage,156 where imperial issues of eastern and western origin together with Vandalic coins circulated side by side, many of the anonymous coins are now more
easily identifiable and datable. Moreover, the general picture of Vandalic coin circulation is complemented by a series of hoards discovered in Tunis and Algeria that
For a list of the principal publications of relevant excavations in Carthage up to 2003, see Mor2003:67, notes 11-14. The two most comprehensive among these expeditions were carried
out at the Ecclesiastical complex by the University of Michigan (1975‑1982) under the direction of
J.H. Humphrey, with approximately 7,600 coin finds, and later at the Circus and the cemetery church
in Bir el Knissia. The British Mission, directed by H.R. Hurst excavated at the Avenue of President
Bourguiba, Salammbo, and the Circular Harbor.
156
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have been comprehensively published during the last sixty years.157 This discussion
will deal only with those coin types found in Israel dated to the fifth century. Two
additional anonymous types dated to the sixth century: the palm tree and the Victory
imitations of Thrasamund will be further discussed in chapter 3.9.2b.
An unusual early type is related by a number of scholars to the anonymous series.
It depicts a bust to the right on the obverse and the letter K with a cross to the
right on the reverse (Fig. 25). The origin of this nummus is uncertain. It is, nevertheless, presented here since two examples have been found in Israel (IAA 2790
from Caesarea and another unprovenanced coin at the Kadman Pavilion collection,
Tel Aviv). This type has not been included in catalogues of coin finds from excavations in Carthage, which reinforces the assumption that it might not be of North-African provenance. This type, which is very uncommon, is classified by Kent as part
of the “Pseudo-imperial” African series attributed to Carthage, and dated 408-423
during Theodosius’ II sole reign (RIC 10:93). To the best of my knowledge, the only
parallel of this type found outside of Israel is recorded from the Yale hoard dated to
Leo I (Adelson and Kustas 1960:188, No. 509).

Fig. 25. Uncertain nummus depicting a K and cross to right (IAA 2790)

Domino Nostro series (c.439-455): The mint of Carthage reopened sometime in

the first half of the fifth century when a group of anonymous Æ4 coins were struck
bearing the inscription DOMINO NOSTRO or NOSTER, DOMINIS NOSTRIS
or DOMINORVM NOSTRORVM (LRBC 2:58, Nos. 576‑580; LRC:224). The attribution of the series to this mint is based on the provenance of specimens (e.g. El
Djem hoard, deposited c.440-450; Kent 1988a) and the reverse legend on one of
these reading CARTAGINE P(erp)P(etua). There are several types; all have Late
Roman prototypes from the fourth century, especially of Theodosius II and Valentinian III dated between 425 and 455. The fabric is high relief and the coins are wellexecuted. The heavy average weight of the series compared to other anonymous
issues (1.06g) is another indication that the series should be early in date.
For a summary of the main Vandalic hoards discovered in North Africa and their implications
for the local economy of the fifth and sixth centuries, see Morrisson 1980:243‑245 and Deloum
1990:961-971.
157
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The series has been assigned various dates: 1) the revolt of Gildo in 397-398
(Turcan 1984:201, based on a number of specimens in the Tipasa hoard); 2) the
revolt of Boniface in c.422-429 (Clover 1990; Mostecky 1997; Kent 1988a:194);
3) either Gildo or Boniface (LRBC 2:58); 4) the rule of the Vandal king Gaiseric,
428-477 (Morrisson 1988:426; Grierson and Blackburn 1997:23; Schindel 1998).
The fact that the series does not appear in Carthaginian hoards deposited up to 439
excludes the possibility that the DOMINO NOSTRO coins were minted before this
date. On the other hand, the presence of 10 examples of this series in the El-Djem
hoard (Kent 1988a:193-194) reinforces the fourth suggestion that the coins were issued sometime during the reign of Gaiseric, most probably from 442 to 450, when a
treaty formalized the Vandalic rule in Africa (Morrisson 2003:67-68). Mostecky, on
the other hand, believes that the legend DOMINO NOSTER, namely ‘our ruler’,158
purposely avoids naming the ruler of the time (Mostecky 1997:44). He attributes
the series to Boniface as comes Africae, a position he achieved during the reign of
Emperor Honorius. Moreover, Mostecky connects the DOMINO NOSTRO series
to the silver pseudo-Imperial coins in the name of Honorius, attributing them to
Boniface on the same grounds (Mostecky 1997:47-49). In sum, I suggest dating the
DOMINO NOSTRO series to the period 439-455, before the introduction of the
proto-Vandalic series.
So far, only three coins of the DOMINO NOSTRO series have been discovered
in Israel (Table 14). In fact, the coin from the Gush Ḥalav hoard constitutes a new
variety depicting a bust with the inscription DOMINO NOSTRO on the obverse and
the inscription [CART]AGINE and the Emperor standing facing, holding a standard and shield on the reverse (Fig. 26; Bijovsky 1998:82, 94, No. 179; Mostecky
1997:42, No. B.2). This variant combines two known types: the Emperor standing
(but with the inscription VICTORIA–AVG) and the reverse inscription CARTAGINE (with a Victory advancing left on the reverse).
Table 14. DOMINO NOSTRO coins found in Israel
Site

Type

IAA/ Ref.

Caesarea, JECM

DOMINO NOSTRO Emperor stg.

2 coins
DeRose Evans 2006:Nos. 1781-1782

Gush Ḥalav hoard

CARTAGINE Emperor stg.

Bijovsky 1998:No. 179

The abbreviated form DN usually appears as part of the obverse legend together with the emperor’s name since the time of Constantine I.
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Fig. 26. DOMINO NOSTRO coin, Gush Ḥalav hoard (Bijovsky 1998:No. 179)

Proto-Vandalic nummi (c.455-484): This series includes a number of types, all of
which bear a profile bust on the obverse. With the exception of Victory left type
and the Emperor holding a globe type (BMCV:25, No.59), all the reverses present a
central symbol or a letter within a wreath: N, D, cross, star, rho-cross and chi-rho.
Based on hoard evidence, Brenot and Morrisson suggest that these coins were issued between 455 and 475.159 Mostecky dates this series to 455-496 (1997:107-112).
I propose to extend the range for this series to cover the reign of Huneric as well,
from 455 until 484. This can be considered valid until new discoveries will attribute
specific types to this king with greater certainty. Ultimately, my suggestion for dating
does not contradict the hoard evidence mentioned by Brenot and Morrisson.
Only those types which have been found in excavations in Israel are described
below. It should be stressed that almost all coins from this group in our database
come from well-stratified provenances and were found in archaeological contexts of
the sixth century.
D in wreath: This is one of the most common types found in Carthage and other
north African hoards (BMCV:35, Nos. 150-151; Morrisson 1988:424, No. 7; Metcalf W.E. 1987:167; Rabelais-Aïn Merane: Brenot and Morrisson 1983:210, No.
195; Aïn Kelba: Morrisson 1980:246, No. 81; Ḥamma: Troussel 1950-1951:187,
Nos. 72-77). Coins of this type have also been found in Italy (Massafra hoard, Tarento: Hahn 1987:114, Nos. 203-205). Grierson and Blackburn suggest that the letter D
is an allusion to 1/500 of a siliqua and attribute this type to Gunthamund (Grierson
and Blackburn 1997:22-23). Very few examples have been found in Israel (Table
15, Fig. 27).

Coins of this group do not appear in hoards such as the Villa of the Frescoes in Tipasa IV (deposited c.520; Turcan 1961:201-257) or Ḥamma (deposited in 533 at the latest), but they do appear
in the hoard from Rabelais Aïn Merane deposited not before the time of Zeno but before the reign of
Gunthamund from 484-496. The beginning of this series is also dated by the authors on the same basis: proto-Vandalic coins are absent from hoards deposited during the late days of Valentinian III, such
as Tipasa III (Brenot and Morrisson 1983:193, 197-198).
159
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Table 15. Proto-Vandalic, D in wreath coins found in Israel
Site

IAA

Measurements

Nirim-Ma‘on

4097

0.40g 8mm

Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple
Mount, area VI

41329

0.34g 9mm

Caesarea, JECM

2 coins
DeRose Evans 2006:Nos. 1786‑1787

0.47g 10mm
0.47g 9mm

Fig. 27. Proto-Vandalic, D in wreath (Nirim-Ma‘on IAA 4097)

Eight-pointed star â within wreath: This type (BMCV:38, Nos. 165-172; Morrisson 1988:424, No. 9) has been found in excavations in Carthage and a number of
North African hoards (Rabelais-Aïn Merane: Brenot and Morrisson 1983:210, Nos.
192-194; Aïn Kelba: Morrisson 1980:246, Nos. 72-76; Ḥamma: Troussel 19501951:175, 185-186, Nos. 51-60; Tipasa A: Turcan 1984:20, No. 131). Two examples
were recorded from excavations in Antioch (Waagé 1952:147, No. 2056). One coin
was recorded from hoard 1982 at Sardis; this is an exceptional find due to the almost
complete absence of Vandalic coins from Carthage at Sardis (Burrell 2007:244
and No. 369). Three coins of this type were identified as well in the Italian Massafra
hoard, Tarento (Hahn 1987:113:200-202). Visonà stresses the fact that out of 67 Vandalic nummi found in excavations at the Theodosian Wall cemetery in Carthage, 21
coins (almost 32%) are issues of this specific type (Visonà 2009:174-175, 197-198
Nos. 261-281). This type is relatively common in Israel (Table 16, Fig. 28; Bijovsky
1998:101). Two of the coins from Jerusalem come from coin accumulations dated to
the mid-sixth century (Temple Mount, area VI, L6052) and the mid-seventh century
(Robinson Arch, L61, B819).160

160

A coin from Mount Gerizim not registered in our database (area K, No. K13166) seems to bear a
design.
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Table 16. Proto-Vandalic, eight-pointed star coins found in Israel
Site

IAA

Measurements

Nirim-Ma’on

96161

0.48g 9mm

Ashqelon, el Qabu

97976

0.80g 10mm

Jerusalem, Robinson Arch

81358

0.10g 8mm

Jerusalem, Third Wall

136653

0.61g 9mm

Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount, area VI

40533

0.32g 9mm

Afar, Tel

63486

0.51g 10mm

Mount Gerizim, church

K21611

0.53g 8mm

Mount Gerizim, church

K22273

0.47g 8mm

Sepphoris, USF

2 coins (not in IAA)

--

Fig. 28. Proto-Vandalic, eight-pointed star (Mount Gerizim K15114)

Six-pointed star Ý within double linear border: This is a variant of the previous type, also known from the Michigan excavations in Carthage (Metcalf W.E.
1987:70, No. 172; Morrisson 1988:424, No. 9 n4) and quite common from excavated sites in Israel (Table 17, Fig. 29; Bijovsky 1998:101). It is probable that some
of these coins are off flan examples of the chi-rho nummus type. A variant with a
frontal bust might be related to the Justinianic nummi struck in Carthage and will be
discussed in chapter 3.4.6b.
Table 17. Proto-Vandalic, six-pointed star coins found in Israel
Site

IAA/ Ref.

Measurements

Ashqelon, northern quarters

124415

0.68g 9mm

Jerusalem, Citadel

86641
86959

0.59g 9mm
0.35g 8mm

Jerusalem, Citadel

75672

0.87g 9mm

Jerusalem, Robinson Arch

95511

0.48g 12mm

Jerusalem, Robinson Arch

95187

0.60g 10x12mm
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Site

IAA/ Ref.

Measurements

Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple
Mount, area I

38385
38389
38393

0.21g 7mm
0.27g 8mm
0.31g 8mm

Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple
Mount, area VII

39311

0.27g 7mm

Kh. Latatin

K15843
K15844

Caesarea, IAA

64368

0.40g 6x8mm

Caesarea, IAA

64231

0.35g 9mm

Caesarea, insula W2S3

65011
65001
62154
64368
64980

0.62g 8mm
0.31g 9mm
0.46g 10mmå
0.40g 6x8mm
0.32g 7mm

Caesarea, JECM

2 coins
DeRose Evans 2006:Nos. 1874-1875

Sepphoris, USF

121195

Ḥammat Gader

Barkay 1997:No. 33

---

0.47g 8mm
0.37g 9mm
-0.29g 9mm

Fig. 29. Proto-Vandalic, six-pointed star coin (Jerusalem, Robinson Arch IAA 95187)

Rho-cross $ within wreath: This type is discussed by Wroth and Morrisson
(BMCV:36, No. 158; Morrisson 1988:424, No. 10), but it was probably less popular
since it is almost not recorded from coin finds in Carthage. Since my first summary
of finds which included only three coins of this type (Bijovsky 1998:102), a number
of additional specimens have been discovered in excavations in Israel (Table 18,
Fig. 30).
Table 18. Proto-Vandalic, rho-cross within wreath coins found in Israel
Site

IAA

Measurements

Ashqelon, Tel

1 coin

--

Bet Guvrin

113329

0.83g 10x12mm
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Jerusalem, Robinson Arch

81625

0.54g 9x12mm

Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount, area VI, House of Menorot

41182

0.38g 8mm

Jerusalem, Western Wall Plaza

112811

0.49g 7mm

Caesarea, IAA

64167

0.31g 7mm

Caesarea, Insula W2S3

65519

0.40g 9mm

Fig. 30. Proto-Vandalic, rho-cross within wreath
(Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount IAA 41182)

Victory advancing left: This type was described above in the discussion about
imitations (chapter 2.6.2a, Table 7, Nos. 8-11 and Fig. 31). The figure is stylized
and the inscriptions are represented by strokes (BMCV:20, Nos. 21-31; Morrisson
1988:424, No. 11 and Morrisson 2003:73). Victory usually holds a wreath; the palm
branch is not always visible. This group is attributed by Mostecky to the mint of
Carthage during the period 440-490 under the rules of both Gaiseric and Huneric
(Mostecky 1997:94 and Nos. 715-733). In my view, there is a strong stylistic similarity between this group and the Victory represented on the silver half-siliqua of the
early Pseudo-imperial series reading VICTORIA AVGG and dated c.470-480 (for a
good photograph see Clover 1990:216, figure 1b). This similarity might strengthen
the attribution of this Victory type to Carthage and might limit the span time of its
production. Moreover, one of the coins of this type from our database was discovered in a small hoard in the bath-house of Caesarea (insula W2S3, IAA 63189; Table
19). The latest coins in this assemblage were dated to Marcian, indicating that by the
early second half of the fifth century this type had already been issued (Bijovsky,
Caesarea). All these elements seem to reinforce Morrisson’s attribution of this series to the period 455-475. A group of imitations that followed the Victory type of
Thrasamund is discussed in chapter 3.9.2b.
Table 19. Proto-Vandalic, Victory advancing left coins found in Israel
Site
Ashqelon, Barnea

IAA
47199
47201
47202

Measurements
0.96g 9mm¯
1.94g 12mm
0.85g 9x11mmä
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Site

IAA

Measurements

Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount,
area VII

40839
41132

0.42g 9mm
0.91g 10mm

Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount,
area XIV

45180

0.86g 10mm

Caesarea, insula W2S3, deposit LH16, B4440

63189

0.41g 9mm

Caesarea, JECM

22 coins
DeRose Evans 2006:Nos.
1777, 1779-1780; 1801-1819

---

Sepphoris, HU

2 coins (not in IAA)

--

Fig. 31. Proto-Vandalic, Victory advancing left coin
(Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount, IAA 38634)

Autonomous/Municipal coinage (c.484-533): This series consists of four copper
denominations marked (N)XLII, (N)XXI, N/XII and N/IIII meaning 42, 21, 12 and 4
nummi respectively.161 The series was presumably struck by local magistrates, since
they lack any regnal symbol but bear motifs of local inspiration (Clover 1990; Clover 1991:117-130). The four nummi coin is in fact the only denomination of this
series hitherto found in Israel (Table 20). This is quite logical since the 4 nummi
is the only coin of the series struck in minima size, while the larger denominations
would have taken no place in the local currency in Palestine of the fifth century. The
four nummi has on the obverse a bust facing left holding a palm branch but no ruler’s
name (Fig. 32). The series must have been introduced after 477/478, the date when
the large folles with the head of Rome and the she-wolf were issued in Rome in the
time of Zeno (Grierson and Blackburn 1997:21). Morrisson, however, determines a
direct correlation or interdependence between this series and the silver denominations
of Gunthamund162 because the municipal issues cannot be earlier than 484 CE. But
she cannot establish the date for the end of the series (Morrisson 2003:72 and MorThe XLII and XXI marks on the municipal series seem to follow units of 1/12 and 1/24 of a siliqua
equivalent to 500 nummi, while XII and IIII represent 1/1000 of a solidus and a tremissis respectively
(Grierson and Blackburn 1997:19).
161

For instance, ten coins of XLII (420 nummi), six of XII (72 nummi) and two IIII (8 nummi) are the
equivalent to a siliqua of 500 nummi marked DN C (Morrisson 1976:463).
162
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risson 1976:463 where she dates the series to 494-496). It should be noted here that
the municipal series usually appears in numismatic reports of excavations in Carthage
(both from the Michigan and the British expeditions) under the reign of Huneric (e.g.
Metcalf W.E. 1987:68, No. 145-146; Reece 1984:175, in layer IV 364 and 320).

Table 20. Vandalic Autonomous/Municipal, N/IIII coins found in Israel
Site

IAA

Measurements

Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount, area VI

41267

0.76g 11mm

Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount, area II

38616

1,23g 11mm

Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount, area I

40555

0.83g 11mm

Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount, area VII

43759

0.43g 9x11mm

Jerusalem, Kenyon excavations

2 coins
Reece et al. 2008

Jerusalem, City of David area N

123449

0.87g 11mmä

Caesarea, IAA

63164

1.28g 11mmä

Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur

Barkay 2000:No. 360

1.18g 12mmä

Bet She’an, monuments str., shop 2

1 coin (not in IAA)

--

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel

87572

--

This identification follows Wroth’s original attribution, even though the author
stresses the fact that the series could have been dated in a later reign than Huneric
(BMCV:6-7, Nos. 3-14). The final date for the issue of the municipal series is not
clear. It seems that it circulated parallel to the regnal series, providing copper multiples for the regnal nummi. Therefore, I adopt a wide range, dating the series from
484 to 533.163

Fig. 32. Vandalic Autonomous/Municipal, N/IIII (Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur, Barkay 2000:No. 360)

This dating was roughly adopted by Reece in his discussion of coins from Kenyon’s excavation in
Jerusalem (“480-530” in Reece et al. 2008:417).
163
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Regnal coppers (484-533): Types bearing names of Vandal kings are known from
484 until 533, under the reigns of Gunthamund, Thrasamund, Hilderic, and Gelimer.
Morrisson notes that in North Africa most regnal types were discovered within the
region of Proconsulaire, while in distant zones such as Mauretania, the incidence of
imitations of regnal types increases (Morrisson 2003:80).164 This pattern of distribution reflects a relatively reduced ratio of circulation for the regnal nummi within the
territories under Vandalic rule. In any case, it is difficult to conclude whether this pattern was valid as well for regions outside North Africa where regnal Vandalic issues
have been discovered. In Israel, these coins have been found in meager numbers and,
because of their bad state of preservation, it is rather difficult to differentiate between
the official issues and their imitations. As far as I know, coins of Gunthamund have
never been found in Israel. Most regnal Vandalic coins known from excavations fall
within the time framework of the sixth century during the reigns of Thrasamund,
Hilderic, and Gelimer, and will be described in detail in chapter 3.9.2a. The most
common types are Victory advancing left of Thrasamund (BMCV:21-22, Nos. 3641) and cross potent within wreath of Hilderic (BMCV:14, Nos. 9-10).
f.
Economic relations between Palestine and Vandalic Carthage
During the Byzantine period, Africa was an isolated area whose only links with
the rest of the Empire were maintained by sea. Coinage from Carthage, however,
reached not only the annexed possessions of the Vandalic kingdom: the south of
Spain, Balearics, Sardinia, and Corsica, but also more remote regions in the Mediterranean basin: Syria-Palestine, central Greece and the Peloponnese, and Italy (Morrisson 2003:81-82, maps 4 and 5). The diffusion of coins from the mint of Carthage
was more significant after 533 than during Vandalic rule. The reasons for the presence of Vandalic minimi in archaeological contexts in Israel should be looked for
in overseas trade.165 The most evident connection in terms of material culture with
North Africa was the import of ceramic wares – African Red Slip Ware – during
the fifth and sixth centuries (Magness 1995:134). The same North African fleet that
traded foodstuffs (such as corn and olive oil), pottery amphorae, and table wares also
transported Vandalic coins which were minted during the same period. These coins
entered into local circulation due to their similarity in size and weight to the imperial
nummi and were therefore used as legal tender.
164
See, for instance, the Villa of the Frescoes in Tipasa where 1,232 minimi were discovered, including only one legitimate Victory advancing left of Thrasamund together with 264 imitations of this type.

Although Morrisson does not exclude military reasons as well, such as the expansion of the Byzantine troops into the Danube regions after the reconquest of Carthage (Morrisson 2003:82).
165
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Conversely, this was also the time when eastern Mediterranean pottery at
Carthage was most abundant, especially the import of Palestinian amphorae (Fulford 1984:258-259; DeRose Evans 2006:46). According to Kingsley, they constitute
(types LR4 and LR5) a 45% of all the fifth-century amphorae discovered in excavations in Carthage (Kingsley 2001:54 and n56). On the other hand, few minimi from
eastern mints have been discovered in excavations in Carthage and other NorthAfrican sites.166 Moreover, Morrisson states that the few coins from Alexandria that
were found in Carthage seem to have arrived by sea rather than by land (Morrisson
1988:423). The excavations in Carthage indicate an almost exclusive predominance
of local coinage in circulation (Morrisson 2003:81).167
In terms of coinage, relations were not reciprocal. It should be emphasized that
although African goods continued to reach the rest of the Empire once the Vandal
kingdom was established (McCormick 2001:103), the newcomers were no longer
obliged to supply Rome with the corn annona, meaning that the same goods could
now be sold. This situation enabled the opening of new frontiers towards the eastern
Mediterranean.

2.7.3	Aksumite imitations
a.
Description
The last foreign element in the currency of ancient Palestine during the second half
of the fifth century is the introduction of tiny thin copper cast coins known as Aksumite imitations. These poor-fabric coins are miniature imitations of an anonymous
coin from the Aksum kingdom in Ethiopia, attributed to King Ezana and dated to the
fourth century (Fig. 33 right). The date of Ezana’s conversion to Christianity is established by Hahn to 347; this king ruled for forty-three years until c.360-370 (Hahn
1994-1999:101-102, n6).168 It should be noted that genuine Aksumite coins have not
166
See the mint distribution of coin finds dated from 294 to 491 from the Michigan excavations in
Carthage, which shows a clear predominance of coins from western mints (Metcalf W.E. 1987:76,
Table 1; a 2:1 ratio of western to eastern mints and Visonà 2009:n16-17). See also Buttrey and Hitchner 1978:100; Metcalf W.E. 1987:67; Visonà 1993:202 and Triantafillou Carthage, for evidence
of trade between the East and the Vandal kingdom. Marot refers this issue as well in her discussion of
the Macellum in Gerasa (Marot 1998:103).
167
In his second report of the excavations by the British expedition, Reece mentions the presence of
coins of Valentinian III from Italy and coins from eastern mints in lower numbers (Reece and Hurst
1994:254).
168

Ties between Palestine and Ethiopia were first studied by Kindler (1988). For a recent study on
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been found in excavations in Israel. Only two specimens are recorded at the IAA Coin
Department, a coin of Ezana depicting an ear of grain, found during excavations in the
Third Wall, Jerusalem (IAA 35573; for type see Kindler 1988:110, No. 1) and a coin
that served as prototype for the cast imitations (Mandatory collection, IAA 56856,
Fig. 33 left).
The obverse of the prototype depicts the profile bust of King Ezana facing right
and the Greek inscription BACI ΛEYC. The reverse shows a maltese cross within
a circle and the Greek inscription +TOY TO APECH TH XWPA – ”May this [the
cross] please the country” (Munro-Hay 1984:No. 52). Although cast imitations closely follow the designs of the prototype, they differ in production technique (struck vs.
cast), size and weight (15mm and 1.65g-1g vs. 10mm and c.0.30g.-0.50g), and fabric
(thick vs. thin); furthermore, they usually present garbled inscriptions.

Fig. 33. Left: coin of King Ezana, c.300-350, Aksum (Mandatory collection, IAA 56856;
Right: Aksumite cast imitation (Jerusalem, City of David, area N, IAA 123512)

b.
Provenance
Due to the large quantities concealed in hoards and the manufacturing techniques
typical to Egypt, the origin of these imitations seems to be from Egypt (Hahn 19941999:105-106; Noeske 2000a:120; Hahn 2000). It should be noted that no cast imitations have so far been discovered in Ethiopia itself (Hahn 1994-1999:106). Noeske
summarizes a total of 70 coins from hoards and single finds in Egypt. Among them
are a number of Aksumite imitations from the hoard at Qaw el-Kebir (dated to 491);
seven examples from a hoard of 1,500 minimi from Abu Mina (1994) and another
34 coins from the accumulation in the alabaster vessel from the crypt at Abu Mina
the place of Aksum in international trade during the Byzantine period, see Phillipson 2009:353-368.
Considered an important entrepôt in the southern Red Sea, Aksum expanded its involvement in international trade from the late third century through at least the mid-sixth century when it was apparently
affected by the bubonic plague. Recent opinions, however, date the decline to the early seventh century with the Arab expansion (Phillipson 2009:358, 367-368).
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(Noeske 1998:255-257). These three hoards were deposited during the transition
from the end of the fifth to the sixth centuries. Since 1997, another 21 isolated specimens have been found in the more recent excavations at Abu Mina, and it is believed
that the number will still increase after processing.
Noeske classifies the Aksumite copies as one of the categories or groups in the
large local industry of cast mold imitations from Egypt, which developed as result
of a lack of official coinage during the first decades of the fifth century (Noeske
1998:249-251; Noeske 2000b:814, group 3). Typologically, Noeske distinguishes a
resemblance to Late Roman prototypes of the first half of the fifth century: CONCORDIA AVGGG with cross and cross within wreath. Aksumite imitations constitute a relatively scarce although constant component in many contemporaneous
numismatic contexts not only in Egypt but in the southern Levant as well. Noeske
believes that the area of distribution of the Aksumite imitations outside Egypt was
from Alexandria – by sea – to Phoenicia, Syria, and Palestine (Noeske 1998:259260 and n28). In addition to coin finds in Israel, a number of Aksumite imitations
were indeed discovered in excavations and hoards as far as Antioch in Syria (Waagé
1952:171, No. 2329), Lebanon,169 and Jordan.170 Very exceptional is the presence
of coins of this type in the Massafra hoard from Tarento, Italy (deposited c.523).171
Nevertheless, these imitations have not been found at excavations in Carthage, a
fact that might reinforce the suggestion of a unilateral direction of distribution, from
Egypt towards the north-east.
c.
Geographical distribution
Meshorer and Spaer were the first to publish a stray find of this type from Caesarea, dating it to an anonymous series issued during the late fourth-fifth centuries (Meshorer
and Spaer 1965-1966:76). A second specimen found in the church of Saint Andrew,
Jerusalem was published by Barkay (1981:57-59). Moorhead discusses three specimens from the coast of Israel (Moorhead 1983:151, Nos. 605-607, and it is my belief
that there are two additional specimens: Nos. 1224-25) and dates them to 350-400
according to their prototype. Additional stray finds were published by Kindler
(1988:106-111). Since then, a number of comprehensive studies have been dedicated
Bijovsky 1998:82-83. Two specimens have been published from the Beirut souks (Butcher 20012002: 101, Nos. 2490-91) and another two from a hoard in Ba‘albek of 900 coins concealed during the
reign of Justin II (Bendall 1986-1987:91, Pl. 32:3-4).
169

170
171

Macellum at Gerasa, see Marot 1998:447, No. 509.
Hahn 1987:116, Nos. 259-263.
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to these cast imitations, mostly focusing in their origins, iconography and function
(Arslan 1996; Noeske 1998; Hahn 1994-1999). Forty-eight Aksumite imitations are
registered in our database (Table 21, where 21 alone belong to the deposit in trench
XII from Capernaum (Arslan 1996:307-316). In addition to those coins registered
in our database, 14 Aksumite imitations have so far been identified at the Tel Malot
hoard (Kindler 2000:223), and a few single finds were discovered in excavations
in Ramle (IAA 102197), Yafo (IAA 82394), Khirbet Titora (IAA 67598) and Avdat
north (IAA 79999). Another example was found in the foundation deposit from
Karm er-Ras (Ariel Karm er-Ras: No. B84 [B85 is not Aksumite]).
Table 21. Aksumite imitation coins found in Israel
Site

IAA / Ref.

Measurements

Rogem Zohar

Harper 1995; IAA 81868 and IAA 81890

0.46g 11mm
0.59g 12mm

Ashqelon, Smadar Hotel hoard B

Bijovsky 2004:Nos. 22 and B.22

0.24g 11mm
0.38g 11mm

Jerusalem, City of David area N

123512

0.56g 12mm

Jerusalem, Temple Mount, area VII

39367

0.18g 9mm

Jerusalem, Giv’ati Parking lot

121597

0.34g 10mm

Jerusalem, Ketef Hinnom

15054

0.35g 10mm

Jerusalem, Citadel

87029

0.21g 11mm

Jerusalem, Third Wall, area D

35554

0.33g 11mm

Jerusalem, Temple Mount, area II

38625

0.25g 8x10mm

Jerusalem, Temple Mount, area VI

41215

0.30g 10mm

Mount Gerizim, church

K30743
K21594
K11896
K18693

0.25g 11mm
0.32g 10mm
0.33g 10mm
0.36g 10mm

Caesarea, insula W2S3

64358
65033
64359

0.31g 10mm
0.29g 10mm
0.18g 9mm

Caesarea, IAA

65033

0.29g 10mm

Caesarea, stray find

1 coin
Meshorer and Spaer 1965-1966

Bet She’an, Street of the Monuments
Shops 1 and 3

2 coins (not in IAA)

0.27g 10mm
0.29g 10mm

Capernaum, village

2 coins
Callegher 2007:Nos. 1229-1230

0.33g 10mm
0.32g 11mm

Capernaum, synagogue, hoard

21 coins
Arslan 1996

Gush Ḥalav hoard

Bijovsky 1998:Nos. 368-369

?

Average 0.30g
0.46g 10mm
0.34g 10mm
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d.
Date of issue and time of circulation
Based on a comparative and metrological analysis of those specimens present in
the foundation deposit at trench XII in Capernaum, Arslan dates the production of
these cast imitations to the period 425-457 (Arslan 1996:315). No examples, however, have been found in hoards deposited during the first half of the fifth century
(e.g. Bet She’an, Sturman street). It should be noted that the latest coins in the deposit from Capernaum are dated to the days of Zeno (Arslan 1996:307). Another
example is present in Hoard B from Ashqelon Smadar Hotel, where the latest coin
is a nummus of Anastasius I (Bijovsky 2004:117, No. B.22). The impression of an
Aksumite imitation in an Egyptian mold published by Barakat and described above
also provides an indication for the dating of these issues.172 This mold combines a
SPES REIPVBLICE issue from 355-361 with the obverse of a Vandalic municipal
coin of the type N/IIII, roughly dated to c.484-533. This last coin provides a terminus
post quem for the manufacture of the mold and suggests that the Aksumite imitations
continued to be produced until the end of the fifth or beginning of the sixth century.
Based on archaeological contexts, Aksumite imitations continued to circulate until
the mid-sixth century. The two specimens recovered from the hoard of Gush Ḥalav,
deposited c.551 (Bijovsky 1998:98, Nos. 368-369) and the other two from the hoard
at Ba‘albek deposited at the time of Justin II attest that these coins were in circulation
until the mid-sixth century (see also Arslan 1996:316). The two Aksumite imitations from the Street of the Monuments in Bet She’an were found scattered on the
floors of shops 1 and 3. The latest coin finds date the destruction of the shops by fire
to c.540 (Bijovsky 2002a:511).
Based on the analysis of isolated finds and hoards from Egypt, Noeske established the same time span of circulation from the mid-fifth until the mid-sixth centuries (Noeske 1998:256). Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, I date the production
and range of circulation of these imitations to the period c.450-550 until more
accurate information from well-stratified complexes is discovered.
It is difficult to explain the relative popularity of the Aksumite imitations. According to Noeske, these copies reached even more distant areas than their prototypes (Noeske 1998:260). In his opinion, large quantities of original coins of Ezana
entered southern Egypt in 457 during the war against the Blemmyes from Nubia,
establishing contacts between both circulations – the Late Roman and the Aksumite
(Noeske 1998:261). The coins fit the size and fabric of other Late Roman coins in
circulation at that time. These coins became so common that they motivated the
Also Noeske mentions a mold with Aksumite imitations of unprovenanced origin (Noeske
1998:n27, quoting Dattari 1913:501).
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manufacture of local cast imitations, which eventually circulated widely throughout
the southern Levant. The fact that Aksumite imitations depict the Christian cross
facilitated their circulation and popularity. In fact, Hahn believes the cast imitations
were introduced into Palestine by Christian pilgrims (Hahn 1988:225; Hahn 19941999), although other scholars suggest that relations were not exclusively religious
but commercial as well (Morrisson and Sodini 2002:212).

2.8

Illegible and unidentifiable coins

A large number of Roman and Byzantine period coins were recovered at the hot springs
and baths in Ḥammat Gader. However, due to the presence of the mineral salts and high
humidity, most of the 2,875 coins are seriously damaged. The bad state of preservation
prevented identification of many of the coins, especially the smallest ones, the Byzantine nummi. According to Barkay, visitors to the thermae threw low-value coins into
the pools in the belief that they would be healed or in gratitude for being cured (Barkay
1997:300). These hundreds of corroded minimi got little attention in the numismatic
report of the excavations which concentrated primarily on the identifiable coins.173 As
discussed above, a high percentage of the coins circulating during the fifth century
were blank, misstruck off flan, unmarked, or just worn old coins dating from the fourth
century and earlier (Fig. 34).174 Illegible coins were a significant integral component in
local currency. As result, the picture given by Barkay about the coins in use at Ḥammat
Gader – especially of those dated to the fifth and sixth centuries – is quite distorted. It
would be inaccurate to draw conclusions about monetary circulation in Ḥammat Gader
only based on the identified material without considering the large amounts of unidentifiable coins found at the site. The example of Ḥammat Gader, among many others,
illustrates the incongruent tension that can be discerned between the numismatic and
the historical and/or archaeological data in fifth-century sites.
In other words, unidentifiable coins represent a significant percentage in most
coin assemblages dated to the fifth century. Thus, a study of fifth-century coin currency is not complete without a proper discussion of this issue. Two general methodological clarifications should be mentioned in this context:
Barkay’s report follows areas and loci. In a few instances she adds short descriptions of loci that
contained quantities of coins which were unidentifiable. In this respect, the Ḥammat Gader coin report
offers more information to the reader than most of the available coin reports.
173

For instance, over 18% of the Sardis 1982 hoard consisted of illegible blanks (Burrell 2007:
248-252).
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1.

Until twenty years ago there was a complete lack of interest in minimi size
coins. Coins of this category were simply not identified, and in most numismatic
reports and publications they appear under the titles “Fourth-Fifth centuries”,
“Minimi” or even “Unidentifiable”. The poor fabric of the coins and their bad
state of preservation might explain this approach, which in some cases generated a complete unawareness of substantial percentages of numismatic contexts.

2.

Furthermore, almost every site yielding fifth-century coins shows a high proportion of unidentifiable coins that can be attributed with certainty to that century
on the basis of fabric and size comparison.175 In many cases, their number surpasses that of the identifiable coins themselves. This is the case presented by
Marot at the Macellum of Gerasa: only 20 coins were attributed to the years
450-498, while another 730 unidentifiable minimi are almost certainly related
to the same period (Marot 1998:51 and 95). The significance of these numbers
cannot be ignored. Another example is from the results of the Australian excavations at Pella. The final numismatic report refers to 515 “uncertain fourth-fifth
coins”, in comparison with 318 identifiable pieces attributed to the same period.176 However, these examples are quite exceptional since, unfortunately, most
numismatic reports do not refer at all to unidentifiable material.

The importance of the unidentifiable coins in the discussion of fifth-century currency in Palestine (Bijovsky 2000-2002), is relevant not only for coin finds in Israel
but elsewhere throughout the Mediterranean basin. Scholars accepted this argument
in order to contest Safrai’s theory about the economic decline in the fifth century
(Magness 2001b:89-90; Magness 2007a:7-8; Burrell 2008:168). Furthermore,
these arguments raised the awareness about ignoring unidentifiable material when
publishing site finds and hoards. Burrell takes this idea a step further and develops a
method to deal with the dating of large quantities of illegible coins through metrology (Burrell 2007:248-252). By classifying by weight all the coins in the Sardis
1982 hoard in a number of histograms, she concludes that many illegibles are well
within the weight range of the latest contemporary coinage in the hoard and that
some were actually issued by official mints.177
175

See also Morrisson 1988:423 and n32.

Carson attests: “The identifiable coin finds at Pella tail off quite sharply in the latter half of the
fifth century after Theodosius II, with only a few coins of Marcian, Leo I and Zeno… Though a
considerable amount of the uncertain small copper coinage may possibly belong to this period, the
evidence from Pella suggests a falling of in the amount of copper coinage in circulation.” (Carson
2001:7 Table 1 and p. 36). The same phenomenon applies to hoards. See for instance: the Beirut hoard
in Lebanon, which includes 2,377 coins, 1,006 of which are uncertain (RIC 10:cxxxi) and the Ḥama
hoard in Syria, yielding 904 coins, of which 815 are uncertain (RIC 10:cxliii).
176

177

The disadvantage of this approach is that in order to apply it correctly, all the coins in the test
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The policy of ignoring unidentifiable material has further methodological implications. In recent years, two statistical studies have been completed in Israel that
evaluated the quantities of coinage in circulation during the Byzantine period. One
is Safrai’s The Missing Century (1998) – already discussed in chapter 2.1 – and
the other is a compilation on the basis of coin finds from excavations by Gitler and
Weissburd (2005). Both studies deal with the question of how coin quantities reflect
the global processes that took place at the time in the Empire.
Gitler and Weissburd examine the monetary distribution in the Byzantine period based on coin finds from excavations in Israel, primarily those registered at
the Israel Antiquities Authority Coin Department, and from those in Jordan. The
database consists of 15,236 coins from 70 sites, mainly villages, but also a few
cities. This database constitutes a most comprehensive research instrument.178
Most of the graphs comparing fourth-fifth century coin finds in this study – like
in Safrai’s – show a significant decline in the number of coins per site (annually) around 408 CE. This pattern remains stable regardless of the size of the site
– whether it is a village, town or metropolis – and even of its geographic location
(similar results were found for the north and center areas, although fewer quantities
were found in the south). For instance, the average number of coins per year during
the period between 383 and 408 is 4.5 coins; while between 408 and 498 is only 0.4
coins per annum.
Studies of this kind, however, are not conclusive by themselves and must be
regarded only as a starting point for research. They just provide one aspect of the
picture – the quantitative evidence of the identifiable coins only, and this may later
be interpreted in myriad ways according to different tendencies. The information
provided by the graphs does not yield the number of coins in circulation at a particular site, because it is based on the minting dates of the coins only. Therefore, the
studies cannot reflect the coins’ shelf life, namely the amount of time a coin was in
circulation. Moreover, these studies disregard the nature of coin currency during the
fifth century, composed as well of an equal or even larger number of illegible coins
(blank flans and old worn coins) which circulated freely side by side with the official
issues. In other words, the studies do not consider the huge number of minimi that
have not been identified due to unawareness of scholars or bad state of preservation
of the coins. Therefore, no radical conclusions about economic decline should be
should be clean. Unfortunately, mainly for budgetary reasons, coins which are potentially unidentifiable are already classified and put aside before they could be sent to the laboratory for cleaning. Experience has shown that when dealing with fifth-sixth century minimi, all the coins in the assemblage
should be cleaned in order to get the whole composition.

The information was compiled in an Excel database, following the SPSS program (Test of statistical
significance).
178
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drawn from these statistical studies by themselves. Statistical studies which are supposed to calculate the dimensions of coinage and its distribution – can, in fact, be
imprecise and even misleading.

Fig. 34. Unidentifiable coins from the wishing well at Ramat HaNadiv En Ẓur

2.9
Coin circulation in Palestine compared to other
regions in the eastern Mediterranean
The particular features of currency in Palestine during the fifth century might be
better defined if analyzed within a broader regional context – hoards and coin finds
from cities and villages in the neighboring areas of Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, and
Egypt. Further comparison with other sites in the Mediterranean basin, such as
Sardis, Athens, and Carthage may provide a broader perspective in terms of circulation and chronology of coin types.179 Depending on the geographical location, each
site differs from the others in major dependence on mint sources: for instance, Cyzicus for the city of Sardis, Constantinople and Thessalonica for Athens, Nicomedia
and Thessalonica for Corinth, and Antioch for Antioch.

179
The picture in the western part of the Empire differs completely and is therefore not presented
here. According to Arslan, the copper monetary stock at hand in Italy by the end of the fifth century
consisted of Ostrogothic coinage and great quantities of fifth century minimi that remained in circulation (Arslan 2001b:305).
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2.9.1	Jordan
Gerasa
In 1938 Bellinger published the 1,484 identifiable coins from throughout the site,
discovered during excavations by Yale University, the British School and the American School of Archaeology in Jerusalem held during the years 1929-1934 (Bellinger 1938). Despite the large numbers of Late Roman (primarily fourth century)
and fifth century coins described in the catalogue, the coins of this period are not
mentioned in the discussion, or in the summary tables (Bellinger 1938:8-11). These coins are only listed in the catalogue. Among the 45 fifth-century coins relevant
to our study, 19 coins are of the cross within wreath type, three coins of Marcian,
six of Leo I and one of Zeno. In addition there is a 4 nummi coin of the municipal
Vandalic series (Bellinger 1938:93, No. 356) and two coins which seem to belong
to the proto-Vandalic series, one bearing an eight pointed star and one a six pointed
star (Bellinger 1938:94-95, Nos. 365-366). The catalogue includes a number of
local imitations of Victory left, cross and Vota types (Bellinger 1938:94-95, Nos.
359-364; 367-368). This inventory strongly resembles local coin currency patterns
in Palestine from that period.
Macellum: The coin report by Marot (1998) includes 1,617 coins, 67 belonging to
the period 395-450 and 20 coins dating to 450-498. There are considerable numbers of illegible coins that could fit the fifth century. Out of the total, 730 coins are
registered as “uncertain fourth-fifth centuries”. Ten coins are Vandalic, only one of
which is dated to the fifth century and bears a star in wreath. In addition, there is one
Aksumite imitation (Marot 1998:51-52). Marot defines the currency as abundant
and open to foreign coinage, such as the Vandalic and Aksumite (although in very
small numbers; Marot 1998:53). In sum, Marot notices an influx of coins during the
fifth century both at excavations in the Macellum as well as at the Temple of Zeus
(Marot 1998:57, graph 3). In comparison to other sites, there are small quantities of
coins dated to the first half of the fifth century. During the second half of the century,
due to the centralization of mints (only 10 coins were legible from Constantinople),
Marot notices a wide use of imitations (30 coins). She dates the peak of production
of imitations to the second half of the fifth century although most imitated types have
prototypes from the first half of the century (Marot 1998:96-97). Finally, Marot
identified eleven blank flans and 28 casts attributed to archaeological contexts of the
end of the fifth-beginning of the sixth centuries (Marot 1998:101).
Temple of Zeus: At this site 750 coins were discovered, a considerable number are
dated to the period 346-425 (Augé 1986:77-82). Sixty coins are dated to the first half
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of the fifth century (of which, 46 are of the type VICTORIA AVGG dated to 410423) and another 76 coins are dated to the second half of the fifth century (35 bear
monograms from the reign of Marcian to the reform of Anastasius; Augé 1986:78).
As at the Macellum, an influx of coins is noticed during the fifth century. The breakdown of the coins is as follows: 170 coins from the second half of the fourth-beginning of the fifth century; ten coins dated to 395-408; one coin of the type GLORIA
ROMANORVM 21; one coin of the type CONCORDIA AVGG cross; one coin
of the type VICTORIA AVGG dated to 410-423; 46 AE3 uncertain types; 76 coins
attributed to the second half of the fifth century; two coins of the type VICTORIA
AVGG dated to 425-455; 17 coins of the type cross within wreath dated to 425-450;
57 uncertain fourth century; 34 coins bearing unclear monograms; 13 coins of Marcian; six of Leo I; seven of Zeno and one of Basiliscus. In addition are 297 coins are
roughly dated to the fourth-fifth centuries.
North Theater: The coins discovered during the excavation are discussed in relation to their archaeological contexts. The report has no catalogue and the coins are
presented in table format with no description. Phase two of the auditorium is dated
to the early fifth century. However, most of the fifth century coins were found in later
contexts. Hasmonean coins came from fourth and fifth century deposits; Nabatean
pieces came from fifth and sixth century deposits; earlier Roman Imperial and civic
coins were found within the theater in fifth century fill deposits (Bowsher 1986:255).
Most of the 38 coins dated to the fifth century belong to types from 425-455. In addition there are coins of Marcian (seven coins), Leo I (five coins) Zeno (two coins)
and one coin of Basiliscus (Bowsher 1986:260). The fifth century coins occur in
contexts as late as the sixth century. The bulk of the coins dated to the mid-fourth
century came from deposits of the fifth century along with contemporaneous coins.
Large numbers of fourth-century coins were discovered in seventh and eighth century levels. According to these finds, Antioch was the principal mint, followed by Alexandria, Constantinople, and Cyzicus; eastern mints were prominent in the second
half of the fifth century, and coins coming from western mints are meager (3.7%). A
hoard of 82 minimi, half of them identifiable, was discovered at the top course of a
fifth century blocking wall in trench A.XIV. The hoard was hidden in a cloth pouch
in the wall and it dates from the end of fourth century to the late fifth century. According to the excavators the hoard represents a modest saving (Bowsher 1986:255;
see also Appendix A).
Pella
The coin report reads: “Though a considerable amount of the uncertain small copper
coinage may possibly belong to this period, the evidence from Pella suggests a fall-
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ing off in the amount of copper coinage in circulation…. Most coins represent casual
daily losses with no intrinsic value…” (Carson 2001:35). This report attributes 113
coins to the period 364-450, most of them from oriental mints. A coin of Johannes
from Rome is described as “rare western”. Although most of the coins present illegible mintmarks, Constantinople is the predominant mint followed by Antioch,
Cyzicus, Nicomedia, and Alexandria. Very few coins date to the second half of the
fifth century: Marcian (two coins), Leo I (six coins) and Zeno (five coins) (Carson
2001:36). Many small illegible coins are classified “as AE4s of the 4th and 5th centuries” (Carson 2001:Nos. 341-850 in catalogue).
El-Lejjūn fortress (Limes Arabicus)
The fifth century coins discovered at the excavations are catalogued under the title
“Early Byzantine Coins” and dated to c.324-491. This group represents over 63%
of the total of coins; 466 were found in the Lejjun fortress and a few from the other
sites excavated in the framework of this project. Most of these coins predate the 363
earthquake (Betlyon 2006:420). Since only a few coins date to the early fifth century
(Theodosius II cross within wreath) and no coins dated from the second half of the
fifth century were found at the site, Betlyon suggests that after 363 the garrison at
the fortress was sharply reduced (Betlyon 2006:431). The author summarizes the
situation at other sites in Jordan where almost no fifth century coins were discovered.
Siyagha, Mount Nebo
A fairly high percentage of fifth century coins was discovered; 18 coins which represent almost 22% of the total of fourth-fifth century coins (82 coins; Gitler 1998:550551, and Table 3). Six of these coins are monogram types of Marcian, Leo I and Zeno.
There is one Aksumite imitation ( Gitler 1998:559 no. 67).
Faynan
All the 1,395 coins from this site of ancient copper production were collected as stray
finds or bought from the Bedouins, and the reliability of their archaeological context
is very questionable (Kind et al. 2005). However, the incidence of coins reflects the
general influx of coinage to the site. Almost 90% of the coins are fourth and early fifth
century types. A sharp decrease is noticed after 420 CE, which may be connected to
the earthquake of 419 (Kind et al. 2005:188). There are 356 unidentifiable fourth-fifth
century coins among the finds. The breakdown of the coins is as follows: Honorius
(11 coins); Theodosius II (four coins); Honorius or Theodosius dated to 402-423 (22
coins); cross within wreath type (nine coins); Marcian (one coin); Leo I (four coins),
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Zeno (two coins) and one Aksumite imitation. The authors attribute the low number
of coins dated to the period from 450 to the Arab conquest (nine coins) when the site,
a small rural community returned to barter trade (Kind et al. 2005:183).

2.9.2. Lebanon
Beirut Souks (BEY 006 and 045)
According to coin evidence, the period of greatest prosperity at the site was between
383 and 408. After this time a decline began, with a sudden and brief revival under
Anastasius I between 498 and 512 (Butcher 2001-2002:117). Butcher notices that
coins issued prior to 330 tend to disappear, indicating that they were not in circulation. Small module coinage from about 330-347 onwards seemed to remain in circulation during the late fourth, fifth and even sixth centuries. Large numbers of cast
and struck imitations were produced. Occasional Hellenistic and Roman Provincial
coins of small module found their way into hoards; blanks, western imperial and
even Vandalic and Ostrogothic coins circulated as well. These seemingly unregulated coinages continued to be of importance even after the introduction of the larger
denominations by Anastasius I in 498 (Butcher 2001-2002:94-95; 115). “Rather
being inconvenient, the small denomination coins were perhaps viewed by contemporaries as extremely useful” (Butcher 2001-2002: 115).
The main types in circulation at the site are: GLORIA ROMANORVM 22 and 23
(39 coins); cross within wreath dated to 425-435 (102 coins); Marcian (15 coins);
Leo I (12 coins); Basiliscus (one coin); Zeno (five coins). There are a few western
types (eight coins of Victory left and 27 unidentifiable variants of Victory left roughly dated to 410-465). Butcher identifies two Aksumite imitations. The four Vandalic
and Ostrogothic nummi are all sixth century types. Among the imitative issues are
ten cross within wreath, 13 monograms and one camp gate. In addition, there are ten
illegible fifth-sixth century issues, seven cast coins imitating SALVS REIPVBLICAE types and cross within wreath. Ninety-five coins are either blank or illegible
and another 95 coins are classified as illegible fourth-fifth centuries.

2.9.3

Syria
Antioch

The breakdown of the fifth century coins is as follows: Theodosius II (120 coins),
GLORIA ROMANORVM 22-23 (15 coins); Valentinian III cross within wreath (two
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coins), cross within wreath roughly dated to 425-455 (355 coins); Marcian (41 coins);
Leo I (24 coins); Zeno (seven coins); a coin of Zenonis and about 200 uncertain minimi that can be dated up to Justinian I. In addition there are 25 imitations of Victory left
and cross within wreath.180 Worthy of mention is the complete absence of Vandalic
coins, Aksumite coins, and Western coins from the period 423-491 (Waagé 1952).

2.9.4	Egypt
Noeske summarizes the coin circulation in Egypt from coin finds and hoards of the
fifth century and compares it with the diocese of Oriens (Noeske 2000a:112-125).
He notices that issues of the Valentinian dynasty (364-378) remained in circulation
in Egypt for longer periods than in other areas (Noeske 2000a:125). Moreover, he
stresses the presence of fourth century coins in circulation, especially those dated
to the third decade of the fourth century (similar in size and fabric to the nummi),
while the Æ3 module tends to disappear from currency. Hoards often span a period
of 150-200 years since all coins in circulation were still valid: both officials and imitations. Noeske notices that coins massively issued between 383 and 395 remained
in circulation in large numbers until the reform of Anastasius I. After 395 there is
a sharp decrease until the period 402-408. During the years 408-423/425, there is a
reduction of coin types found in most hoards with a few exceptions (Abu Mina). Due
to the closing of mints in the East, a general decline in the number of coins is noticed.
The cross within wreath, Vota and monograms are the final the coin types of the fifth
century. Coins from Rome are seen in hoards in Egypt from 402 onwards, mainly in
the north of Egypt close to Alexandria.
Most fifth century currency is composed of official coins from Alexandria together
with a large variety of cast local imitations (Noeske 2000a:116-117; 277 and table in
3.3.5). The prototypes of the imitations are coins from the end of the fourth century
that still remained in circulation in the fifth century. These cast coins in Egypt are the
local response of the diocese to the lack of official coinage in the fifth century. In about
40% of the coins found in most Egyptian hoards and single finds from the fourth and
fifth centuries, the mint is illegible (Noeske 2000a:271) and of those legible, more than
50% come from eastern mints. Worthy of mention among the western types are Honorius coins from Rome, but these have no meaningful significance in the local currency
(Noeske 2000a:273). From the mid-fifth century to the end, Constantinople is the predominant mint since the local mint in Alexandria was closed. Interestingly, no Vandalic
coinage is recorded by Noeske as part of fifth century Egyptian currency.

180

Some of them are attributed to the Vandals (Waagé 1952:147, Nos. 2054-2056).
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2.9.5	Turkey
Sardis
Of the 8,720 Roman coins found during the excavations, fourth and fifth century coins
occur by thousands and represent over 95% of the Roman coins from the site (dated
more precisely from 330 to 408). More than 1,500 are minimi, tiny coppers from the
last half of the fourth and the early fifth centuries (Buttrey 1981:124). Most of them
are illegible; many might never have borne any type or legend but circulated simply
by module. A notable increase in the number of coins is noticed in the second half of
the century, although their quantity “…cannot be appreciated from the totals given to
Marcian, Leo and Zeno in the catalogue, for their poor striking and wretched condition has compelled relegation of hundreds of them to catalogue no. 1117, ‘unidentifiable’ ” (Buttrey 1981:94). Nevertheless, 1,719 pieces are catalogued as fifth-sixth
century; they might be either Anastasius I or Marcian-Zeno. The most remarkable
types are: GLORIA ROMANORVM 22 two Emperors (86 coins); GLORIA ROMANORVM 23 with globe (90 coins); cross within wreath (237 coins); VICTORIA
AVGG Victory left (87 coins); Marcian (83 coins); Leo (128 coins); Zeno (77 coins).
The greatest proportion of fifth-century coins from Sardis excavations comes from
Cyzicus, followed by Constantinople, Nicomedia, and Antioch (Burrell 2007:243).
Thirty coins from Rome were identified.
Based on the evidence of four hoards named: 1982, 1986, 1991 and hoard D, Burrell summarizes the currency in fifth century Sardis (Burrell 2008:168). Of the
695 coins in the 1982 hoard, almost half are unidentifiable; many of them are blank
flans.181 Antioch is the predominant mint among the legible pieces. The hoard yielded nine coins from Carthage; one is proto-Vandalic and the rest are dated to Thrasamund. This is very atypical, since there seems to be no connection between Sardis
and Vandalic Carthage, and only one coin of Gelimer has been recorded in previous
publications (Burrell 2007:244, No. 369). Together with 138 coins of Anastasius I,
the coins of Thrasamund are the latest coins in the hoard (buried not before 496 and
not later than 518). Hoard 1986 is a pouch of 83 minimi, of which 28 were identifiable, including a clipped issue dated to 351-361; many are fourth century coins, first
half of the fifth century (16 coins), Marcian (four coins) and Leo I (four coins) (Burrell 2008:166). Hoard 1991 is a pilgrim flask containing 71 coins, most of which
are late fifth century; the latest are nine coins of Zeno (Burrell 2008:166). Hoard D
includes 120 coins, only 17 of which were identifiable ranging from Valentinian II to
Justin I (deposition c.518; Buttrey 1981:xxii; Burrell 2008:166).
“It is difficult to tell what proportion of the blank coins are legal tender whose types are simply
off flan, and whether the rest are intentional forgeries or just coin-shaped dumps.”
181
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Both coin finds and hoards suggest that “… in the fifth century probably half of the
coins circulating were unmarked, unidentifiable as legal tender at all, and included a
large proportion of old coin as well…Thus the fifth century no longer looks poor in
coins” (Burrell 2008:169).

2.9.6

Greece
Athenian Agora

During most of the fourth century this area was apparently used as a dump where
thousands of coins were tossed away along with rubbish. By the beginning of the fifth
century there was an expansion of the settlement outside the Valerian Wall and an
increase in construction. This is in contradiction to the sharp decrease in the number
of coins dated to the period after the death of Arcadius in 408. Thompson calls this
discrepancy “superficial” as she explains that during most of the fifth century and well
into the sixth, the medium of exchange consisted of “the miserable ‘Vandalic’ chips;”
4,796 of these pieces were found at the site (Thompson 1954:3). Given this impressive
number, Thompson assumes that most of them were not actually struck by the Vandals but are crudely rendered Late Roman types and that the attribution of all of these
issues to the Vandals “is not only dubious but quite impossible” (Thompson 1954:101102). The bulk of coins in the Agora is money in the imperial tradition and local imitations of standard imperial issues. She calculates a total of 5,400 coins are imperial or
Vandalic, spanning the period from Honorius to Justinian I (Thompson 1954:65-66).
These Vandalic pieces continued to circulate as well during the sixth century. During
the first half of the fifth century, the mints which predominated were Constantinople, Cyzicus, and Thessalonica (closer to Athens). The main coin types are: Honorius
408-423 (304 coins); Theodosius II (334 coins); Eudocia (two coins); Placidia (one
coin); Johannes from Rome (one coin); Valentinian III (nine coins); Marcian (107
coins); Leo I (152 coins); Severus III (one coin); Zeno (two coins); coins dated 364455 (1,014 coins); coins from the late fourth-fifth century (2,869 coins). Under the
title “Vandal period”, there are many coins defined as local imitations of types such
as Victory left (310 coins), Vota (14 coins), camp gate (12 coins), cross (118 coins),
and monograms (706 coins). In addition, there are 13 coins of Odovacar and another
3,495 catalogued under the title “’Vandalic’ unclassified” (Thompson 1954:60-67; see
also Corinth for a similar picture, Edwards K.M. 1933:11; 120, Nos. 750-764).
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Patras, Peloponnese
Callegher discusses monetary circulation in the region of ancient Achaia from the
fifth to the seventh centuries (Callegher 2005:225-235). He studies the usage of
coinage in rural society and the differences in monetization between urban and rural
areas based on coin finds and hoards from more than 20 villages. His study shows
parallel patterns of coin circulation known from Syria and Palestine in both urban
and rural sites: there is a continuous use of fourth-fifth century issues circulating
together with sixth-century coins as isolated finds and hoards; there is an extensive
use of illegible and locally produced minimi for daily transactions; and there is a
presence of distant Carthaginian issues (Callegher 2005:229). The thesaurization of
nummi is evident not only until the reign of Justinian I but until the end of the sixth
century (c.580). This is one of the features that characterizes monetary circulation in
the region (Callegher 2005:231).
Based on hoard evidence, Adelson and Kustas claim that there is no reason to suppose that there was a shortage in the number of coins circulating in the Peloponnese
for the fifth and most of the sixth century. The region continued to be regularly
supplied with small copper change for its daily transactions (Adelson and Kustas
1964:162).

2.9.7	North Africa
Carthage
The most striking feature is the local character of currency – Vandalic coinage. However, coin circulation of coppers in Carthage presents many of the same characteristics as in other places of the Mediterranean basin: long use of ancient coins, cut
coins, and fabrication of imitations (Brenot and Morrisson 1983:200). Most regnal
types were discovered within the borders of Proconsulaire, while in distant zones
such as Mauretania the imitations are the dominant; this is a sign of marginality.182
Nummi are the dominant element of circulation in Africa, even more than in Oriens,
and they persist in contexts of the seventh century. Interestingly, no Aksumite coins
have been recorded from Carthage numismatic reports or other North African sites.

See for instance the hoard from Tipasa, Villa of the Frescoes, yielding 1,232 minimi, with only
one legitimate Thrasamund and 264 imitations of this type.
182
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In sum, the picture given by most of the sites seems to be in line with the general
character of fifth-century currency in Palestine. They all share a number of common
features: thousands of copper minimi in circulation showing a prolonged use of fourthcentury issues (especially from the second half, with a peak in 383-395); official and
imitative coins of the fifth century circulating side by side; unmarked or blank flans
and pieces of metal circulating as legal tender; considerable numbers of unidentifiable coins and large proportions of obsolete coins. These features are noticeable both
in coin finds and hoards. All sites (except Carthage) show a predominance of coins
from eastern mints and very low numbers of western coinage dated to Honorius and
Valentinian III from Rome. Differences are noticed, however, in the frequency and
distribution of foreign coinage. Aksumite imitations are present in Egypt, Palestine,
Jordan, and Lebanon but not further north, in Asia Minor or in North Africa. This geographical distribution might reinforce the Egyptian origin of these coins. The distribution of Vandalic fifth-century coinage is more difficult to establish due to problems of
identification and attribution. In addition to Carthage, where Vandalic coins naturally
constitute the bulk of coins in circulation, they appear in considerable numbers in Palestine with minor quantities in Jordan and Lebanon. Interestingly, Vandalic coins are
not cited by Noeske as part of fifth century currency in Egypt. As claimed by Burrell,
these coins are also very uncommon among coins in Sardis. Moreover, it is not certain
whether the thousands of “Vandalic unclassified” coins catalogued by Thompson at
the Athenian Agora are indeed of North African origin.

2.10

Summary and conclusions

To conclude the discussion of this chapter, I summarize the features that characterize
coin circulation in Palestine during the fifth century:
1. The character of most fifth-century assemblages from sites and in hoards is
similar. The bulk of the finds are tiny illegible copper minimi usually in a deplorable
state of preservation. As shown in this discussion, fifth-century coinage is not distinguished by any attractive individual style or extensive coin output. It is a coinage
that managed to survive the downfall of the Roman Empire despite the historical and
economic circumstances. It may be argued, however, that the minting of new official
copper coins during the fifth century shows signs of reduction.
2. Most sites discussed show a monetary decline in coin supply after 408. In the
West there was a constant decrease in the amount of coinage as the territory of the
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Empire diminished, while in the East, since supply continued to be steady, this decline
was expressed by a more restricted typology. According to Kent, eastern coinage kept
its character and variety down to the time of the Anastasian reform (RIC 10:v-vi).
3. Even though the fall of the Roman Empire had an inevitable effect on coinage,
the numismatic evidence clearly shows that the decrease in the output of official
coinage cannot be interpreted as an expression of monetary crisis, but rather as a
process of development and not decline.
4. Most sites show an increase in the quantity of coins during the second half of
the fifth century over the quantities on the first half (Sardis, Jerusalem, Caesarea,
Gerasa). This growth is not only an expression of demand, but is also the result of a
process that had already started during the first half of the fifth century.
5. To compensate for the decrease in the output of official coinage, a number of
original local initiatives were developed in order to fill the vacuum: production of
imitations, prolonged use of old coins, use of blank flans and clipped coins, and
reckoning of foreign coinage. The extent of production of these initiatives is difficult
to estimate based on our database, but they constitute a steady, regular component of
fifth-century coinage in circulation.
6. In contrast to extensive copper coinage, gold coin finds from the fifth century
are extremely rare in Israel. Those specimens found in excavations were all minted
in Constantinople and came almost exclusively from hoards.
7. Evidence of silver coins is almost completely non-existent in Israel, except for
few Sasanian coins which played no significant role in Palestine’s local currency
during the fifth century.
8. In most official coins the mintmark is illegible. Nevertheless, finds in Israel
show a predominance of issues from Antioch during the first half of the fifth century
and from Constantinople during the second half of the century. A similar picture
emerges from sites in Lebanon and Jordan. These figures reflect not only geographic
preferences but mainly the administrative changes (closing of mints) that took place
in the Empire. By the time of Zeno, the only active mints were Constantinople, Nicomedia and, to a certain extent, Antioch.
9. The incidence of western coin types in Palestine, as well as in other regions of
the southern Levant and Egypt is very low but steady during the first half of the fifth
century (Honorius, Valentinian III and Johannes).
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10. The most popular official types in Palestine during the first half of the fifth
century are the Æ3 GLORIA ROMANORVM 22 with two Emperors – for the first
quarter – and the cross within wreath type minted by Theodosius II and Valentinian
III (with a clear prevalence for those of Theodosius II) for the second quarter. During
the second half of the fifth century, the monogram types have full hegemony. Coins
of Leo I of diverse types are the most numerous (excluding the exceptional number
of Marcian monograms from the foundation deposit at Capernaum). Coins of Zeno
appear in considerably fewer numbers than coins of his predecessors.
11. Numismatic evidence suggests that the distinction between official and unofficial issues was meaningless both for consumers and authorities, who, despite imperial legislation against the production of counterfeits, permitted their circulation side
by side.
12. The eclectic character of the currency in circulation implies that coins were
reckoned by quantity and not by unit or individual weight. Commercial transactions
were apparently performed by means of sealed purses, whose contents could not
have been checked accurately. Anything that could be counted easily could be used
as currency easily.
13. Counterfeits or imitations functioned as monnaies de nécessité rather than true
forgeries, fulfilling a valuable economic role in periods of shortage of official coinage
supply. Hoarding evidence shows that most imitations followed prototypes of popular
copper contemporary coinage or were issued close to the time of minting. Most imitations are poorly manufactured; their designs and legends are barbaric, blundered, or
defective and their weights are usually much lighter than their prototypes.
14. The enormous quantities of clay mold and cast coins discovered in Egypt indicate that this was the most popular technique employed to produce coin imitations
during the fifth and sixth centuries. It seems likely that many of the cast coins found
in Israel were imported from Egypt (e.g. Aksumite coins), since not a single mold
has been discovered in Israel. Some of the casts are simply blank flans denoting an
intentional lack of minting. These pieces were also considered as coins.
15. The practice of clipping older coins to fit the general module in use in the fifth
century was very popular as indicated by finds from sites in Turkey and the Peloponnese, but this practice is not particularly noticed in coin assemblages in Israel.
16. Another central component of fifth-century currency is the use of fourth-century
coins in later contexts as indicated by fifth-sixth century hoards and coin finds. Examples from many excavated sites in Israel and abroad were analyzed in this study
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in order to define the role that this coinage plays in the chronological interpretation
of coin assemblages and stratigraphy. This phenomenon is particularly typical of
foundation deposits of archaeological contexts of this period in the southern Levant
and Egypt, where fourth century coins usually constitute between 50% to 80% of the
assemblages. Most foundation deposits yield hundreds of tiny copper coins which
were not intended to be retrieved. The contemporaneous validity of the coins deposited is not relevant; what is significant is their low value.
Particularly common in fifth century contexts are those types dated to 378-395 (Vota
types and SALVS REIPVBLICAE Victory dragging captive). Among them are also
Greek, Jewish, and Nabatean coins that fit the general module in use in the fifth
century. These older coins which were completely worn in the course of centuries of
use and in other circumstances might have gone out of circulation were accepted as
normal currency without being noticed, side by side with the ill-struck minimi.
17. Foreign coinage is another integral component of fifth-century currency. The
most popular, as attested by coin finds in Israel, are the Vandalic copper coins. Based
on material from excavations in Carthage and the eastern Mediterranean, Table 13
summarizes the typology and chronology proposed in this study for those types
found in Israel. The coins reached the southern Levant via commercial connections
with Carthage during the fifth and sixth centuries (ceramic wares). Coin exchange
between North Africa and the southern Levant was quite unilateral.
18. There have been no finds of Ostrogothic fifth-century coins in Israel.
19. Cast Aksumite imitations constitute a relatively scarce although constant component in many contemporaneous numismatic contexts, not only in Egypt but in the
southern Levant as well. The fact that they are not found at excavations in Carthage
reinforces the suggestion of a unilateral direction of distribution from Egypt towards
the north-east.
20. Based on archaeological contexts and hoard finds, it is possible to date the appearance of cast imitations and the influx of Vandalic and Aksumite imitations in the
local currency of Palestine to the mid-fifth century (e.g. neither of these types appears in the hoard of minimi found at Sturman street in Bet She’an; Ẓori 1953:265).
21. Unidentifiable coins were an integral part of the coinage in circulation and constitute substantial percentages of numismatic contexts dated to this period. These
coins could have originally been misstrikes (off flans), unmarked, old worn, or contemporary illegible coins. In many assemblages their number surpasses that of the
identifiable coins. Therefore, as shown in this study, the policy of ignoring them has
misleading methodological implications.
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22. Copper hoards of the fifth century – especially those defined as foundation deposits – are quite numerous and constitute a significant percentage of coin evidence
due to the fact that copper coins were the only available currency for a considerable
fraction of the population (LRC:21). These hoards enable us to take a more direct
look at the coinage in circulation at a certain period of time than site finds. They usually contain large proportions of illegible coins, “far larger than can be accounted for
by mere corrosion after burial” (Burrell 2007:251).
In addition to these conclusions, a number of additional comments should be
included in this summary:
• In the eastern Empire in particular, the traditional and arbitrary typological division between coins of the fourth and the fifth century seems to be inaccurate. I have
noticed many typological similarities between coins of the first half of the fifth century
and the common types of the end of the fourth century, as illustrated by the wide industry of imitations that developed during the early fifth century. In contrast, the second
half of the fifth century developed new numismatic standards (in weight and types),
which remained popular until the first half of the sixth century despite Anastasius I’s
monetary reform. Examples of innovation introduced during the second half of the
fifth century are the monogram issues, the usage of Vandalic minimi, Aksumite imitations and blank flans. All these groups are characteristic of copper currency until the
end of the reign of Justinian I.
• When compared to fourth-century currency, the outstanding monetary phenomenon is not just the decrease in the number of coins in the fifth century, but the
dramatic increase that takes place during the fourth century with the rise of the Constantinian dynasty.183 Gitler and Weisburd show that the huge number of coins issued
between 324 and 395 is unparalleled in the monetary history of the region. Between
383 and 408, the average number of coins issued annually was 4.5; between 408
and 498 it dropped to 0.4 coins per annum. In the sixth century it rose to 0.7 coins
per year, and during the seventh century it returned to 0.4 coins annually. After the
unprecedented production of coinage in the fourth century, the fifth century shows
normal production or “regression to the mean” which continued during the fifth and
sixth centuries (Gitler and Weisburd 2005:551-552).
To conclude, it seems that monetary mass in currency during the fifth century does
not represent any exceptional phenomenon in terms of quantities; moreover, rather
183

On the function and volume of fourth century coinage, see King 1980:141-173 and especially 159.
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than indicating economic decline, it is a symptom of creative monetary activity,
which until now has not received the attention it deserves. As a number of scholars
claim that, fifth century coins have “a personality of their own” (Adelson and Kustas 1962:vii). Seemingly, the great need for small change currency justified the circulation of official, imitative and irregular issues side by side, together with residual
Late Roman coins, regardless of their individual weight and value. The nature of the
currency itself shows, in my opinion, evidence for creative and extensive emergency
monetary activity.

Part III
The Sixth Century

There is another mark of the power of the Romans, which God has given them.
I mean that it is in their nomisma that every nation conducts its commerce,
and that it is acceptable (dekton) in every place from one end of the earth to the other.
This nomisma is admired by all men and all nations,
for in no other nation does such a thing exist.
(Cosmas Indicopleustes, Christian Topography II:81)*

*

See commentary in Hendy 1985:276-278.
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3.1 General character of the numismatic evidence
Contrary to the coinage discussed in Part 2, sixth-century coinage constitutes a clear
and well-defined group, consisting primarily of official coin types which have already been fully and systematically studied by numismatic scholars.1 The reign of
Anastasius I (491-518) and his monetary reforms are the true beginning of Byzantine coinage. The bulk of coinage from this period consists of a series of copper
denominations which supply a maximum of information; they depict the image and
name of the Emperor on the obverse, and marks of values, mintmarks and dates (the
latter appear only from Justinian I onwards) on the reverse.2 The weight, value and
exchange rate of copper coinage were all fixed in relation to the gold coin standard,
which continued to be struck in three denominations: solidus, semissis and tremissis.3 In addition, a lighter solidus, known as ‘light weight’ solidus, was minted from
the reign of Justinian I onwards and circulated in some areas side by side with the
ordinary one (Adelson 1957). As in the previous century, silver coinage was almost nonexistent, especially in the eastern part of the empire (Morrisson and Sodini
2002:214). The weights of the copper denominations were first fixed by Anastasius
I and later increased by Justinian I in 538/539, but they suffered a series of devaluations from that time onwards, so that while the weight of the follis stood at over 21g
in 540, it weighed only about 5g during the reign of Heraclius a hundred years later
(Grierson 1967:290).
The character of sixth-century coinage reflects the relative atmosphere of order
and prosperity that characterized most of the period, especially during the first half of
the century.4 Generally, there was no shortage in the supply of official coinage to the
provinces and, therefore, during the sixth century the proportions of unofficial and
imitative coinage decreased in comparison to the previous period (MIBE:6 and n19).
The official coinage of the Byzantine period (sixth and seventh centuries CE) has been treated
in a number of renowned publications and series since Wroth (1908) first published the catalogue of
the British Museum collection. The most important are the catalogues of the Bibliothèque Nationale
(BN 1), the Dumbarton Oaks collection (DOC 1; DOC 2), the catalogue of the Fitzwilliam Museum
collection (Grierson and Blackburn 1986) and a major study by Hahn (MIB 1973-1981), which also
includes Vandal and Ostrogothic coinage. Hahn and Metlich updated the first two volumes of this last
series and translated them into English in 2000 and 2009 respectively (MIBE and MIBEC).
1

Copper coinage is actually almost pure copper coins (Metcalf D.M. 1969:82; King, Metcalf
D.M. and Northover 1992).

2

See Morrisson and Ivanišević 2006:51, Table 2 for an updated table of correlations between values of gold and copper coinage during the sixth and seventh centuries.

3

For a short summary of the historical background, see chapter 1.1.2. For a comprehensive understanding of the different aspects of sixth-century economy, see Morrisson and Sodini 2002:171-220.
4
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The monetary reform of Anastasius I introduced a new system of coinage based
on multiples of the nummus and made monetary transactions simpler and more convenient for ordinary people; the new denominations were also easier to handle than
the old nummi. Texts by John Malalas of Antioch and Marcellinus, Comes of Constantinople, state that by the time of Anastasius I’s monetary reform there had been
a demonetization of the existing currency of copper minimi (see chapter 3.2.2).
Numismatic evidence from coin finds and hoards, however, clearly shows that this
was not the case (Adelson and Kustas 1964:170-171; Burrell 2007:253 and n73;
Marot and Martín-Bueno 1993:4; Butcher 2001-2002:102). Despite the introduction of the new denominations, minimi-size coins continued to be struck at least up to
the end of the reign of Justinian I, and they retained their value as legal tender. This is
an indication that “the public did indeed find the coins useful in everyday contexts”
(Butcher 2001-2002:95).
The apparent cessation of minting of nummi together with a demonetization of
the large quantities of existing minimi in circulation at the end of the reign of Justinian I in 565 suggests a break in the currency system (MIBE:3).5 As the weight of the
follis declined after the 550s, the issue of nummi was discontinued, as it became too
small in size to be struck. This break needs to be analyzed within a wider framework
and could be the result of changes that seem to have already started by the mid-sixth
century, changes that also affected urban patterns and the development of rural settlements (see chapter 3.4.9 and Morrisson and Sodini 2002:220). As a result, the
vacuum created by the absence of nummi for daily change needs was rapidly filled
by other low denominations, more specifically by the dodecanummia (12 nummi)
and pentanummia (5 nummi), both found in Israel in considerable quantities especially in sixth and seventh century contexts showing large proportions of local imitations (chapter 3.8).
Another characteristic of sixth-century currency is the continuity in circulation of
fifth-century coins. This creates difficulties in establishing a sharp division between
nummi dated to either century and complicates the identification process of worn
coins and imitative issues discovered in excavations. A similar phenomenon will
again take place in the transition between the sixth to the seventh centuries (see for
example chapter 3.8.2).
Ostrogothic, Aksumite, and most particularly Vandalic coins remained a significant component in monetary currency in Israel. These coins, most of them minimi
size, continued to circulate side by side with official Byzantine coinage up until the
end of the reign of Justinian I. It should be mentioned that after the Justinianic reconquest, Vandal, and Ostrogothic monetary systems were also adopted by the ByzMorrisson and Sodini call this phenomenon “the inflation of small-denomination coinage during
the second half of the sixth century” (2002:212).
5
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antines in Africa and Italy (Arslan 2001b:307). Most of the relatively few Sasanian
silver coins found in Israel are dated to the sixth century and will be discussed in
chapter 3.9.1.
With the exception of Heraclea, all the eastern mints continued to function during
the sixth century, or were eventually reopened during the reigns of Anastasius I and
Justin I: Constantinople, Thessalonica, Nicomedia, Cyzicus, Antioch, and Alexandria. With the reconquest of the western provinces of Africa and Italy by Justinian I
(534 and 537 respectively), the mints of Carthage, Rome, and Ravenna joined the official Byzantine monetae publicae. Gold coins were struck exclusively by the mints
of Constantinople, Thessalonica, Carthage, and Rome/Ravenna.
Sixth-century official coinage includes issues struck by six Byzantine Emperors:
Anastasius I, Justin I, Justinian I, Justin II, Tiberius II, and Maurice Tiberius. Part 3
will focus on a number of specific regional issues which will be discussed in further
detail (e.g. chapters 3.2.4, 3.4.7 and 3.8).

3.2

Anastasius I (491-518)

This chapter describes the principles introduced by Anastasius I with his first monetary reform and the following phases of coinage. Both gold and copper coinage of
Anastasius I in Israel are presented in comparison to finds from neighboring areas.
This is followed by a detailed discussion on the incidence of the small module copper coinage of Anastasius I in Israel and its connection to the use of punchmarks on
coins of this series.

3.2.1

Gold coinage

As stated in Part 2, eastern gold coinage declined slightly in content from the reign of
Leo I. According to Grierson and Mays (LRC:30-31) the purity of gold was reduced
from 99% to 95% during the reign of Anastasius I; according to Kent, there was a
2.5% reduction in the purity (10:5-6; Zuckerman 2004:107; all based on Morrisson
et al. 1985:121-122). Gold coins were struck in Constantinople and Thessalonica.
Solidi show a number of typological variations which might indicate different chronological series (MIBE:3-7).6 Interestingly, only one solidus minted in Constantinople
For instance, the use of rho-cross or christogram in the field or on top of the staff held by Victory
denotes chronological serial changes (e.g. MIBE:83, Nos. 6-7).
6
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is registered in our database. This is a gilded copper coin discovered at the excavations near the Temple Mount in Jerusalem which is considered an ancient forgery
(area VII, IAA 39383, Fig. 35).7

Fig. 35. Solidus of Anastasius I (ancient forgery) found in excavations in Jerusalem (IAA 39383)

Until 507 the semisses show a reversed christogram in the right field (MIBE:83
Nos. 8-9 and 10). Five semisses, all from Constantinople, are registered in our database, all from hoards (Table 22). A semissis from Hoard B at Ḥ. Rimmon seems
to be a unique specimen of a transitional experimental variety showing a reversed
christogram on the field (Fig. 36; Kloner and Mindel 1981:67, No. B25; MIBE:25
and 83 No. V10, matching solidus No. 6, both without officina letter).
Table 22. Semisses of Anastasius I in our database
Site
Ḥ. Rimmon
Ḥ. Rimmon
Ḥ. Rimmon

IAA
Kloner and Mindel
1981:Nos. A7

Kloner and Mindel
1981:Nos. B26-27
Kloner and Mindel
1981:No. B25

En Gedi, village Bijovsky 2003:No. 472

Type

Date

Notes

Total

MIBE:Nos. 8-9

491-507

Synagogue Hoard A

1

MIBE:Nos. 8-9

491-507

Synagogue Hoard B

2

507

Synagogue Hoard B

1

Hoard II (L3437)

1

MIBE:No. V10,
unique specimen
MIBE:No. 10

507-518

Fig. 36. Unique semissis of Anastasius I from Hoard B at the synagogue in Ḥ. Rimmon
(Kloner and Mindel 1981:No. A7)
7
The coin is made of low brass (Zn) and covered by gold probably using the amalgam technique.
The XRF analysis was conducted by Prof. Sariel Shalev and Dr. Sana Shilstein from the Weitzmann
Institute in Rehovot, using instrument NITON XL3TM 900 Series in the Precision metals mode with a
8 mm diameter beam.
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Tremisses follow an immobilized typology and consequently are difficult to date
within the Emperor’s reign. Most gold coins of Anastasius I discovered in Israel are
tremisses and, with one exception, all come from hoards (Table 23). In this respect,
the frequency of gold coinage in Israel follows the same pattern described for the
fifth century (see chapter 2.4.3), with a remarkable predominance of tremisses, few
semisses and only one solidus. For the nature and behavior of sixth-century gold
hoards see chapter 3.10.1.
Table 23. Tremisses of Anastasius I in our database
Site

IAA/Ref.

Notes

Total

Ḥ.Rimmon

Kloner and Mindel 1981:Nos. A8-A11

Hoard A

4

Ḥ.Rimmon

Kloner and Mindel 1981:Nos. B28-B35

Hoard B

8

Ashqelon, Barnea

80728

Hoard

1

En Gedi, village

Bijovsky 2003:No. 462

Hoard I (L3302)

1

En Gedi, village

Bijovsky 2003:No. 495

Area B

1

En Gedi, village

Bijovsky 2003:Nos. 473-476

Hoard II (L3437)

4

Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

16968

Gold hoard

1

3.2.2	Copper coinage and the monetary reforms
Anastasius I’s coinage can be divided into three main periods according to his monetary reforms. The differences among them are best expressed by copper coinage:
– 491-498: Pre-monetary reform
– 498-512: First monetary reform (with two series marked by the indiction of 507)
– 512-518: Second monetary reform
a.
491-498: Pre-monetary reform
Anastasius I followed the standards of his predecessor Zeno showing continuity in
the use of tiny copper nummi. These coins, struck within wide weight margins8 mainly in Constantinople but also in Nicomedia and Antioch, depict the name and profile
8

Weights of the samples in our database range from 0.92g to 0.34g.
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bust of the Emperor on the obverse and his monogram on the reverse. Mintmarks are
usually off flan, so variants of the monogram might indicate different places of issue
(Fig. 37). Many specimens show no obverse legend at all (MIBE:28, 90 No. 403). A
total of 314 nummi of Anastasius I are registered in our database, the majority issued
in Constantinople; the Antioch mint was positively identified in only two cases. In at
least two cases, coins are imitative issues (Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur IAA 84894 and
Mount Gerizim K21562).

Fig. 37. Nummi of Anastasius I struck in Constantinople
(left; Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur IAA 68620) and Antioch (right; Ashqelon Marina, IAA 92078)

b.
498-512: First monetary reform
By the end of the fifth century, debasement of copper coinage led to an inflationary
process that caused a tendency for taxes to be paid in kind (Metcalf D.M. 1969:11;
MIBE:13-14). A rise in prices could have made the payment of substantial sums in
tiny minimi very inconvenient (Grierson 1967:287). Thus, administrative and commercial convenience might have been the reasons for a monetary reform (Zuckerman
2004:65-66). From early in his reign, Anastasius I, well-known for his administrative skills, took a number of steps in order to stabilize both taxation and monetization (see chapter 1.5). The introduction of a new currency system took place in 498
and is recorded by Marcellinus, Comes of Constantinople (Hendy 1985:475-478;
MIBE:14 with full references).9
In this new system, the nummus still functioned as the lowest unit of reckoning
with a series of multiples equivalent to 40, 20, 10 and 5 nummi (the last introduced
only in 512) represented by marks of value on the reverse of the coins with the Greek
numerals: M, K, I and Є respectively. These denominations were commonly known
as: follis, half follis, decanummium and pentanummium respectively. Most scholars
agree that Anastasius I borrowed the idea of large copper coins from the West, where
Marcellinus, Chron.:95: “Through the coins, marked with their [own] name, which the Romans
call terentiani, the Greeks follares, the Emperor Anastasius interfered with a [form of] exchange
which was agreeable to the people.” In other words, “Anastasius, by coins … marked with their denomination, prevented the people from exchanging them as they pleased” (Metcalf D.M. 1969:13).

9
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they had already been introduced by the Ostrogoths in Rome and by the Vandals in
Carthage (Clover 1991:117-131).10
The first reform of 498 established that the largest copper denomination, the follis, was worth 1/36 to the pound, namely weighing 9.03g (here referred as ‘small
module’ follis). Hahn subdivided the small module coinage of the first reform into
two typological series, defined by the change of indiction in 507 (MIBE:29). This
classification is widely accepted today. Issues from 498 to 507 show plain reverses
with marks of value (M with cross above and CON in exergue; K with long cross to
the left, and I encircled by CON–CORDIA and flanked by dots) (Fig. 38 left). Issues
from 507 to 512 introduce field marks (six-pointed and eight-pointed stars, crosses,
and crescents) and letters of five different officinae – a to Є – on the reverses (Fig.
38 center). Coins were struck both in Constantinople and Nicomedia, but there was
a predominance of issues from the capital (Metcalf D.M. 1969:16; Fig. 39).11

Fig. 38. Anastasius I’s folles from Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury.
Left: 498-507 (IAA 17290); center: 507-512 (IAA 17292) and right: 512-518 (IAA 17294)

c.
512-518: Second monetary reform
The second reform took place in 512/513, as attested by John Malalas of Antioch
who names the magistrate responsible for this procedure, comes sacrarum largitioThe Senatorial series, most likely struck by Odovacar in Rome, established the use of heavy
copper coins equivalent to 40 and 20 nummi from five different officinae (Hendy 1985:484-490).
Ostrogothic king Theodoric, further developed this system (Arslan 2001b). Arslan comprehensively
analyzes the differences between the monetary reforms introduced by Anastasius I in the East and the
Ostrogoths in the West and their implications. In Carthage, the Vandals imposed a monetary system
based on values of 42, 21 and 12 units of reckoning (Morrisson 1983; Hendy 1985:478-484). Hendy
believes it was the Vandalic coinage (487/488) by way of the Ostrogothic (490/491) that provided the
source of inspiration for the monetary reform of Anastasius I in 498 (Hendy 1985:490). Moreover,
the follis as a monetary denomination was already in use in the later part of the reign of Vandal King
Gunthamund (493-496), as attested by the Tablettes Albertini (Courtois et al. 1952, Grierson 1959,
Clover 1991:119). In addition, Hahn suggests a third precedent or source of inspiration for the issue
of multiples of the nummus introduced by Anastasius: the decargyrus nummus, a denomination mentioned by a law dated to 395 in CTh. IX:23.2. For further discussion see MIBE:15.
10

The original hypothesis proposed by Prawdzic-Golemberski and D.M. Metcalf that the small
folles of Anastasius I were produced in Alexandria has been abandoned (Prawdzic-Golemberski and
Metcalf D.M. 1963).
11
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num Johannes the Paphlagonian, also called Kaiaphas (MIBE:14 and n78).12 Another
document dated to 512/513 by an anonymous Syriac chronicle refers as well to the
second reform and specifies that the Emperor issued coinage of 40, 20, 10 and 5
nummi (Hendy 1985:476; Morrisson and Sodini 2002:214).
Coins of the second monetary reform are easily distinguished from the previous one by their larger size (Fig. 38 right). The weight of the follis was doubled to
18.4g, and equivalent to 1/18 to the pound (here referred as ‘large module’ follis).13
This standard continued until 538/539 when Justinian I increased the diameters and
weights further (see chapter 3.4.4). Typologically, coins of the second reform follow the same tradition of the group dated to 507-512 (MIBE:29-30). In Anastasius
I’s last year of reign, 517/518, additional dots were added to the field marks on all
denominations. These coins are particularly rare (MIBE:30). Only ten coins of this
category are recorded in our database.14 By the time of the second reform, the mint
of Antioch had been reopened. The modules and weights of the coins from the two
Anastasian monetary reforms are described in Table 24.
Despite the expenses of a war against the Persians from 502 to 505, Anastasius
I’s successful financial and monetary policies proved to be profitable for the imperial
treasury. Procopius states that this Emperor left well filled reserves to his successor,
namely 320,000 pounds of gold, equivalent to 23 million solidi (MIBE:9 after Procopius, Secret History:XIX, 7). Moreover, Anastasius’ monetary reforms restored
confidence in petty coinage and established a coin model – the follis – to be used and
imitated for the three next centuries.

12
“He [John the Paphlagonian] made all the current small change of low denomination into follera
for circulation henceforward in the Roman state” (Metcalf D.M. 1969:14):

13
D.M. Metcalf states that Anastasius I actually restored the ratio in use during the mid-fifth century
(1969:10) while Zuckerman believes that he restored the one established by the Edict of Prices of
Diocletian (Zuckerman 2004:66). Scholars disagree regarding the solidus/nummus ratio. According to
the standard of the first monetary reform, the weight of the nummus is 0.23g, a very light unit, fitting
the lightest nummi of Zeno. Hahn and Metlich suggest the following values: first monetary reform
(498-512): 1 solidus = 720 folles = 28,800 nummi and second monetary reform (512-518): 1 solidus
= 360 folles = 14,400 nummi (MIBE:30). Morrisson and Ivanišević have recently suggested: first
monetary reform (498-512): 1 solidus = 576 folles = 23,040 nummi and second monetary reform
(512-518): 1 solidus = 288 folles = 11,520 nummi (Morrisson and Ivanišević 2006:51, Table 2).
For a summary table of other relevant opinions see Abou Diwan 2008:315.

14
Five minted in Constantinople: a follis from Bet She’an (IAA 85307); a follis from Caesarea (IAA
62295); a follis from Sepphoris; and two Є pentanummi from Bet She’an and Jerusalem (IAA 48424).
Five other coins were minted in Antioch: four folles from Bet She’an and a follis from Caesarea (IAA
64415).
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Table 24. Modules and weights following to Anastasius I’s monetary reforms

Denomination
M
K
I
Є

First Reform: 498–512
Small module
Weight

Diameter

4.51g

20mm

---

---

9.02g
2.25g

Second Reform: 512–518
Large module
Weight

Diameter

24mm

18.04g

32-40mm

16mm

4.51g

21mm

9.02 g
2.25g

24-28mm
12-15mm

d.
Patterns of circulation of the reformed coinage in Israel
Fig. 39 shows the breakdown of all coins of Anastasius I by mint. The majority of
coins from our database were minted in Constantinople; 18 are from Nicomedia15
and ten others are from Antioch, which, as stated, operated only from 512 onwards.16
Finds show that despite the closeness to the provinces of Phoenice and Palaestina,
Antioch did not become a main provider of coinage to these regions. During Anastasius I’s tenure the distribution of Antiochene output – prominently pentanummia17
– was limited almost exclusively to Syria (Morrisson 1989b:191; Butcher 1999:176
and Butcher 2001-2002:103-104).
Based on previous studies (e.g. Metcalf D.M. 1969), Hahn concludes that the
output of the series dated to 507-512 seems to be larger than the series dated to
498-507 (MIBE:29). This assumption is also strengthened by the results from our
database (Table 25).
Moreover, quantities of Anastasian coins found in excavations in Israel increase
from the early series of the first monetary reform to the second monetary reform: 106
coins dated to 498-507; 140 coins dated to 507-512; and 149 coins dated to 512-518.
Still, taken together, the total of small module coinage in both series surpasses the
total of the large module coinage (246 against 149). This statement is of considerable

The coins from the mint of Nicomedia are: four folles and one half follis from the Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury; three folles from Capernaum; nine coins – one follis and eight half folles – from a
number of sites: Ashqelon, Jerusalem, Caesarea, Beth She’an, and Sepphoris.

15

Five folles from Bet She’an; single folles from En Gedi, Mount Gerizim, and Caesarea; and a Є
pentanummium from Sepphoris.

16

See the results of excavations in Antioch itself where out of 634 coins attributed to Anastasius I,
345 are Antiochene pentanummia (Waagé 1952:152).

17
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relevance when comparing currency in Israel with other areas in the southern Levant
and more distant regions in the Mediterranean basin (see chapter 3.2.3b).
Fig. 40 shows the proportions of Anastasian folles and half folles recorded in our
database. The breakdown of coinage of the period 512-518 is 133 folles against only
13 half folles. A similar picture is seen from coin finds at the Macellum in Gerasa
(Marot and Martín-Bueno 1993:2-3; Marot 1998:114-115). During the time of the
second monetary reform, folles were much common than their fractions. The reason
suggested for the absence of fractions is that coins of the earlier small module remained in circulation devalued at half their nominal value, filling in as fractions of
the follis (see chapter 3.2.3).
Antioch
2%

Uncertain
5%

Nicomedia
2%

Constantinople
91%

Fig. 39. Breakdown of copper coins of Anastasius I by mint

Anastasius I – Folles and Half folles
140
133

Number of coins

120
100

101

80
60

498-507

71

507-512

40
31

20
0

512-518

39
13

Folles

Half folles

Fig. 40. Number of folles and half folles of Anastasius I from our database by periods

No decanummia dating to the reform periods 507-512 and 512-518 are recorded
in our database. Their absence may suggest that this value was not intended for circulation in our region. Table 25 shows a very poor influx of pentanummia into the
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area; only three examples are known of this denomination which was just introduced
by the time of the second reform.18
Table 25. Breakdown by period and denomination of Anastasius I’s coins in our database
(The number of punchmarked coins appears in brackets with the abbreviation p/m)

Site

First Reform, early series: First Reform, late series:
498-507
507-512
Small module
Small module
M

K

Susiya
Ḥ. Rimmon
Ras Abu Sawitan
1
Ashqelon1
En Gedi
Bet Guvrin
Martyrius
1 (p/m)
Monastery
10 (1 p/m) 20 (3 p/m)
Jerusalem2
Qedumim
Lod (El Khirbe)
Mount Gerizim
1
Apollonia
1
Tel Afar
1
3
Caesarea3
Ramat HaNadiv4
7 (2 p/m)
3
Sepphoris5
9 (2 p/m)
1
Bet She’an6
Ḥammat Gader
3
Capernaum
5
village7
Ḥ. Qana
2
1
33 (9 p/m) 2 (2 p/m)
Ḥ. Marus 8
Nabratein9
TOTALS
71
31
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

I

M

K

I

2
1

Second Reform:
512-518
Large module
M

K

2
12
5

1

4
2

I

Є

1
2

3 (1 p/m) 18 (4 p/m)

1 (p/m)

1

2 (1 p/m)

2

17 (5 p/m) 12 (2 p/m)
23 (5 p/m)
4
3

29
4
1
6
2
2
40
8
6
16
1

3

1 (Const.)

2
2
2
2
2

1 (Antioch)
1 (Const.)

7
3 (2 p/m)
41 (12 p/m) 4 (2 p/m)
1
1 (p/m)
1
4
101
39
--

1
17
133

13

--

3

In addition, there is another worn small module follis dated 498-512.
In addition, there is another worn small module half follis dated 498-512.
In addition, there are another seven small module folles dated 498-512.
In addition, there are another two worn small module follis dated 498-512.
In addition, there are another two worn small module follis dated 498-512.
In addition, there is another worn small module follis dated 498-512.
In addition, there is another worn small module follis dated 498-512.
In addition, there are another two worn small module follis and two half folles dated 498-512.
In addition, there is another worn small module follis dated 498-512.

A coin from Jerusalem, Biniyanei HaUma (IAA 48424); a coin from Bet She’an, Street of the
Monuments and another from Sepphoris HU.
18
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The absence of small fractions of the follis – and pentanummia – explains why
Anastasian nummi are so commonly found in excavations in our region. Until recent
years, most scholars considered Anastasian nummi as pre-reformed copper, struck
only during the Emperor’s first period of coinage, namely 491-498 (e.g. DOC 1:1112, No. 15). Since these tiny coins bear no dates and they seem to have been struck
following the tradition of imperial fifth-century predecessors, this claim persisted
for many years.19 Nevertheless, the quantities of Anastasian nummi discovered in
excavations imply a longer period of issue throughout the Emperor’s tenure. This
impression is indeed supported by archaeological evidence. The best example is the
1982 Sardis hoard where the latest coins are 138 nummi of Anastasius I together
with 8 nummi of the Vandal king Thrasamund (496-523). Therefore, the hoard must
have been buried after 496. The appearance of both types of coins together reinforces the assumption that nummi of Anastasius were also struck after 498 (Burrell
2008:160).20 Scholars are still unable to differentiate between pre and post-reform
nummi (MIBE:28).

3.2.3	Incidence and distribution of small module coinage of Anastasius I
a.
Distribution in Israel
Some issues concerning the frequency and distribution of Anastasian copper coins
can be discerned from the figures in Table 25 together with Map 5 which illustrates
the geographical distribution of small module folles and punchmarked coins in our
database (see chapter 3.2.4).
In terms of small module coinage, in only two cases have all three multiples
of the nummus (M, K, I) been found at one site: the 498-507 series found both in
Jerusalem and Caesarea. The full representation of denominations is probably due
to the cosmopolitan status of both cities. However, when comparing the figures of
small and large modules between the two cities, there are differences in the internal
distribution of the coins. While a clear concentration of large module coins is noticeable in Caesarea, in Jerusalem the proportions of coins of the different modules are
quite even. Considering the heavy restorations the city harbor of Caesarea underwent
after the earthquake in 502 under the financial auspices of Anastasius I (Procopius
19
An exception is G.E. Bates, who in his final report on the coins from Sardis, argued that nummi of
Anastasius I should be dated to the entire reign, from 491 to 518 (Bates 1971:8-9, note on coins 16-42).

Burrell believes that the hoard was most likely deposited not after 512/513, since no large module
coins of Anastasius I have been found in Sardis.
20
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Gaza, Pan. 19), the scant numbers of small module coinage of this Emperor have
no logical explanation.21 Moreover, as will be explained below (chapter 3.2.4b), the
relatively meager finds of small module coinage in Caesarea and the geographical
distribution of sites presented in Map 5 suggest that Anastasius I’s small module
coinage did not arrive at Palestine by sea through the harbor of Caesarea, but was
more likely introduced by land from Lebanon southwards.
After Jerusalem and Caesarea, the third site in importance including coins of
Anastasius I, as shown in Table 25, is the treasury found in a secret chamber at the
Ḥ. Marus synagogue in the Upper Galilee.22 Folles of Anastasius I – of both small
and large module – constitute about 46.5% of all the folles in the hoard. The presence of significant numbers of coins of both modules together reinforces the suggestion that they circulated side by side. Nevertheless, the relatively large incidence
of small module coinage within this group – 80 coins against only 16 of the large
module – might also suggest that the influx of small module coinage for circulation
in this region was more substantial. Since the latest coin deposited in the hoard is a
solidus of Heraclius dated to 609/610, it is not clear whether the coins of Anastasius
I were thrown into the secret chamber during their time of issue or later.23 The latter
possibility could reinforce the assumption already suggested by a number of scholars
that coins of Anastasius I were still in circulation during the second half of the sixth
and the beginning of the seventh century.24 Nevertheless I believe that the coins were
most probably added close to their time of issue, meaning that they reflect continuous activity of the synagogue community treasury over the entire period.
Two more sites in Table 25 show coin finds where small module folles outnumber the large module ones: Sepphoris (25 folles and 15 half folles of the small module
against only six folles, two half folles and one large pentanummium) and the Street
of the Monuments at Bet She’an, where a large concentration of 30 small module
folles and one half follis was discovered, most of them dated to 507-512, (Bijovsky
2002a:511-512).
With the exception of Jerusalem, it is clear that the highest concentrations of small
module coinage of Anastasius I are located in the Galilee, the territory of Palaestina
of

21
The numismatic records from CAHEP underwater excavations at the Outer Basin in Caesarea do
not provide any information about the nature or scope of the restorations (Hohlfelder 1993). A single
worn half follis which, according to Hohlfelder, “appears to have been struck early in the Emperor’s
reign” provides a terminus post quem for the renovations (Hohlfelder 1993:694).
22

See chapter 3.10.2 for a general description of the hoard.

It could have been helpful if the exact position of each of the coins was registered in the field.
Undisturbed accumulated hoards behave as archaeological strata; the upper coins of the accumulation
are later and the lower ones are earlier.
23

This phenomenon seems to be corroborated by a number of hoards and coin finds from excavations in Beirut (see below).
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Secunda. Other sites in northern Israel and not included in our database also present
a predominance of coins of the small module of Anastasius I. An example of this is
En Nashut where 17 coins of Anastasius I, most of them of the small module, were
discovered (Ariel 1987:157; Ariel and Ahipaz 2010:182-184, Nos. 440-456). These
figures suggest that in order to supply sufficient currency to Palestine, fewer quantities of large module coinage were needed to be struck or dispatched in consignments
since there was no real need to replace or withdraw the older small modules.
Based on a group of seventh century hoards from Israel, which includes exclusively large module folles of Anastasius I mixed together with later issues, a claim
has been made by a number of scholars that these hoards were accumulated in regions where small module coinage was not part of the regular currency.25 Among
these hoards are Kh. Dubel (Lambert 1932), Khirbet Deir Dassawi II (Rahmani
1964), and Khirbet Fandaqumiye (Baramki 1938). While this assumption might apply to Syria, where a number of hoards include only post-512 coins (e.g. Bates
and Kovacs 1996; Naismith 2004 and Tondo 1998), this seems not to be the case
regarding Israel, as demonstrated by the Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury. Moreover, of
the three seventh-century hoards mentioned above, Kh. Dubel is located on Mount
Carmel, an area where small module coinage of Anastasius I was most certainly part
of the currency in circulation. As will be discussed further in chapter 3.10.3, I support the suggestion that small module coins were deliberately excluded from these
hoards since they were revalued by half, and did not fit the general follis standard
common for most of the sixth century (Grierson 1967:291 and 294; Metcalf D.M.
1969:95; Spaer 1978:66).
b.
Distribution in other regions
In order to complete the picture about patterns of circulation of the small module
coinage of Anastasius I in Israel, a brief survey of coin finds in other areas is given
as follows.
Lebanon and Syria
Beirut: Recent numismatic publications revealed the discovery of considerable
quantities of small module coins of Anastasius I minted in Constantinople, both at
sites and in hoards. Among the hoards are: BEY 004 (Abou Diwan 2008),26 BEY 006
25

The discussion on this category of hoards will be further developed in chapter 3.10.3.

Out of 79 coins, 75 are small module coins of Anastasius I (40 folles, 25 half folles and ten decanummia – 94.93%) and two are large module folles (5.06%).
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(Butcher 2001-2002:107, 283-286), BEY 011 (Belïen 2005:314-322), an unpublished hoard recorded in literature (Belïen 2005:315 and Abou Diwan 2008:308a;
not mentioned by Butcher 2001-2002), and the Sarafand hoard, found near Beirut
(Butcher 2001-2002:107; Abou Diwan 2008:311 and n26, based on a master’s thesis
by Marcus Arguelles written in 1976).
Based on an analysis of the coin evidence from eleven sites in Beirut, Abou Diwan
concludes that 60% of the volume of coinage circulating in Beirut between 498 and
630 were small module folles introduced during the 14 years up to 512 (Abou Diwan
2008:313-314).27 Scholars agree that these figures do not imply a massive influx of
coins but rather a regional intentional pattern of prolonged use of small modules as
half the value of the large module (Butcher 2001-2002:107-108). Both modules
circulated together during the first half of the sixth and seventh centuries (Abou Diwan 2008:310-311; Butcher 2001-2002:104).28 Other Lebanese and Syrian hoards
confirm the same phenomenon: North Syria (Pottier 1983), Tell Bissé (Leuthold
1952-1953:31-49), and Ba‘albek (Bates 1968:67-109). This is an indication of a
valid coinage economic system which remained stable for a long period.
Antioch: Of the 29 folles of Anastasius I found in the excavations, only one belongs
to the small module issue (Waagé 1952:148, No. 2066). Additionally, there is a
small module half follis and a decanummium (Waagé 1952:148, No. 2068-69). This
picture is not surprising, since Anastasius I’s reform was only implemented in Antioch in 512 with the introduction of the large module (Metcalf D.M. 1969:96). The
most striking characteristic is the almost exclusive frequency of locally struck pentanummia over all the other denominations (331 pentanummia of Anastasius against
only three folles; Metcalf D.M. 1969:96). It seems that small module coinage was
unnecessary for meeting the needs of Antioch.
Jordan
Macellum Gerasa: Small module coinage of Anastasius I is the predominant issue
with both folles and half folles. The large module is represented only by folles (Marot
1998:114-115 and Table 22). In Gerasa, as in sites in Israel and Lebanon, coins from
Constantinople and Nicomedia predominate over those from Antioch. Folles of both
According to Butcher, in contrast to the period predating 512, only seven folles, one half follis
and two decanummia were found in Beirut from the period between the years 512 and 538 (Butcher
2001-2002:108).

27

Small module coins appear together in undisturbed loci in the area BEY 004 with coins of Maurice Tiberius and Phocas and in other areas with coins of Heraclius.
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reforms of Anastasius I are found in contexts of the second half of the sixth century
(together with coins of Justin II), with a total absence of fractions. Marot and Bueno
notice a revival in the use of small module folles and half folles at the site in contexts
dated to the beginning of the seventh century (Marot and Martín-Bueno 1993:4-7).
Pella: A few coins of Anastasius I have been found: three folles and two half folles
of the small module and three folles and one half follis of the large module (Sheedy
2001:44-45 and Nos. 05.001-05.009).
Limes Arabicus project: There is a relatively small number of sixth-century coins
that reflect, according to the excavators, a substantial reduction of population. No
large denominations of Anastasius I were found. Only nummi and pentanummia
from Antioch are present (Betlyon 2006:434-435, Nos. 559-568).
Mount Nebo-Siyagha: Only six coins of Anastasius I, a nummus, one half follis
dated to 498-507 and four large module coins: three folles and a pentanummium
from Constantinople are recorded (Gitler 1998:559, No. 72).
No coins of Anastasius I have been found either in Umm al-Rasas or at the Petra church
project (Gitler 1994; Fiema et al. 2001). The low incidence of small module coins in
contexts of the first half of the sixth century might indicate that the implementation of
the Anastasian reform in Jordan was a slower process than in Israel and Lebanon.
Egypt
In Noeske’s survey, all the recorded hoards yielding coins of Anastasius I are considerably later in date, most (97%) are large module coins (Noeske 2000a:150-151).
Turkey
Sardis: Coins of the first reform of Anastasius are unknown in Sardis as well as in
several other eastern provinces (Burrell 2008:10; Bates 1971:19-21, Nos. 1-42).
Greece and the Balkans
No coins of the small module of Anastasius I were discovered in excavations at the
Athenian Agora (Thompson 1954:67, Nos. 1740-1744) or in Corinth (Edwards K.M.
1933:121, Nos. 1-4).
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Barbaricum: It is likely that Anastasius I’s coins minted in Constantinople were very
slowly introduced in the Balkan provinces despite being among the best supplied
regions of the empire (Morrisson and Ivanišević 2006:59; Gândilă 2009a:452). In
Barbaricum (lower Danubian provinces), very few small module coins have been
reported, and it seems that small module coinage was withdrawn from circulation
after 512. Nevertheless, Gândilă attests that coins of Anastasius I could have arrived
to the area as late as the seventh century.
D.M. Metcalf discusses the process by which large quantities of coins of Anastasius I from Constantinople reached the Levant. First, he suggests that consignments
of coins were dispatched to provinces and cities and traces of those consignments
may be detected in the concentration of coins bearing the same mintmarks (Metcalf D.M. 1961:132). Second, he argues that the Anastasian reform was originally
modest in scale and geographically restricted in its effect. In terms of distribution,
Metcalf notices a higher incidence of small module folles in Palestine and Romania
(Dobruja). This is explained by the presence of Byzantine armies placed in both areas to stand against the Persian incursions in 498 and 502, thus suggesting that these
coins were used to pay military expenses (Metcalf D.M. 1969:6-7; 12; 95, 99).29
This argument, however, is less convincing than a second hypothesis, also suggested
by D.M. Metcalf, that small folles may have been withdrawn in some provinces
while still being allowed to remain in circulation in others (Metcalf D.M. 1969:94).
To sum up, this second hypothesis is strongly reinforced by the geographical
data discussed above. Small module coinage of Anastasius I is lacking or minimal in
Mediterranean areas such as Turkey and Greece, where withdrawal from circulation
was easier and more effective due to the proximity to Constantinople. In Syria the
impact of the new coinage of Anastasius I is felt only after 512 with the reopening of
the mint in Antioch. In Egypt, Noeske attributes the absence of small module coinage to effective demonetization with the introduction of the large module (Noeske
2000a:150-151). In my opinion, however, the reason for this absence is supported by
the fact that Anastasius I’s monetary system – based on the follis and its fractions –
was never adopted for local use in Egypt (see also Zuckerman 2004:58-59).
On the other hand, small module coinage is plentiful and common both in Lebanon and Israel (and to a lesser extent in Jordan), namely the territories of Phoenice,
Palaestina Secunda, and, to a certain extent, Palaestina Prima. In our case, the factor of the long distance between Oriens and the capital might have played a role
in keeping small module coins of Anastasius I for longer use. In areas where these
29
In 498/499 the Persian king Kavadh regained his throne and needed large sums of money to pay
his allies. In 501/502, when Anastasius I refused to provide any help, the Persian king had no choice
but to gain funds by force. Negotiations between the two parties brought an end to the war in 506.
For a narrative description and full historical sources see Greatrex and Lieu 2002:62-77.
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coins gained popularity, they continued to be used at their half value even after the
introduction of the large module, and it is for that reason that both types of modules
are found side by side in hoards and site finds of later context.

3.2.4	The use of punchmarks
a. Typology and significance of punchmarking
In his study on the origins of the Anastasian currency reform, D.M. Metcalf states
that one-fifth of the 260 coins in his catalogue bear punchmarks (Metcalf D.M.
1969:91-93). This incidence is confirmed by the number of punchmarked issues of
this Emperor in our database (Table 26).30
Table 26. Copper coins of Anastasius I from our database bearing punchmarks.
(All coins display a cross above M or K and CON in the exergue unless otherwise indicated.
Coins are arranged by date, denomination, and type)
No.

Site

1

Jerusalem, Giv’ati Parking

2

Jerusalem, excavations near
the Temple Mount, area VI

3
4
5

Jerusalem, excavations near
the Temple Mount, area VI
Jerusalem, Western Wall
Plaza

Jerusalem, excavations near
the Temple Mount, area I

6

Jerusalem, City of David
area N

7

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel

8

Martyrius monastery

9

Sepphoris, Duke

Type

IAA/Ref.

Total

Constantinople 498-507

123256

1

-K to r. off.:Δ and ¢ half follis Constantinople 498-507

41315

1

Constantinople 498-507

40467

1

half follis Constantinople 498-507

120025

1

and

half follis Constantinople 498-507

38401

1

-K ¢?

half follis Constantinople 498-507

115012

1

Constantinople 498-507

85302

1

-K six-petalled flohalf follis Constantinople 498-507
wer made of triangles

K4468

1

113825

1

follis

M
-K on obv.:¢; on
rev.:¢
-K ¢ and ¢
-K

Denom.

M punchmarked?

follis

follis

Mint

Date

M below: %

follis

Constantinople 498-507

MX

follis

Constantinople 498-507

11 Ḥ. Qana

M in circle:X
Below: <<

follis

Constantinople 498-507

102508

1

12 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

M ® $ and $

follis

Constantinople 498-507

17219

1

10 Sepphoris, HU

1

Percentages vary when relating to specific finds. Pottier relates to this issue as well, emphasizing
that out of a total of 13 small folles in the hoard from North Syria, five pieces bear punchmarks
(Pottier 1983:144).
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No.

Site

Type

Denom.

13 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

M

follis

14 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

M $ c

15 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

IAA/Ref.

Total

Constantinople 498-507

17229

1

follis

Constantinople 498-507

17227

1

M
on obv.: and
on rev.: %

follis

Constantinople 498-507

17230

1

M to r. ¢

follis

Constantinople 498-507

17233,
17241

2

follis

Constantinople 498-507

17214

1

follis

Constantinople 498-507

17225

1

follis

Constantinople 498-507

17223

1

498-507

17289

1

16-17 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury
18 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury
19 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury
20 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury
21 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

M
and

M

M
M in ex.: NIC ¢
and 

follis

Mint

Nicomedia

Date

22 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

-K, to r.: ¢

half follis Constantinople 498-507

17287

1

23 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

-K to r.:

half follis Constantinople 498-507

17288

1

Constantinople 507-512

40402

1

-K to r. Off. Δ; to r.:
half follis Constantinople 507-512
 and 

38840

1

half follis Constantinople 507-512

95232

1

Jerusalem, excavations near

24 the Temple Mount, area VI

Jerusalem, excavations near

25 the Temple Mount, area III
26 Jerusalem, Robinson Arch

follis

M

-K to r.: Є 

27 Mount Gerizim, church

*M 

follis

Constantinople 507-512

K22248

1

28 Caesarea, IAA

MX

follis

Constantinople 507-512

63565

1

*M off. Є; on off.: %

follis

Constantinople 507-512

85303

1

M* off. Γ; to l.: ¢

follis

Constantinople 507-512

117508

1

M¢

follis

Constantinople 507-512

follis

Constantinople 507-512

67967

1

follis

Constantinople 507-512

88462

1

Mv

follis

Constantinople 507-512

Mà ®®

follis

Constantinople 507-512

36 Sepphoris, HU

MX

follis

Constantinople 507-512

1

37 Sepphoris, HU

M X and X in circle

follis

Constantinople 507-512

1

38 Sepphoris, HU

M

follis

Constantinople 507-512

1

29 Bet She’an, Youth Hostel
30 Bet She’an, tel HU
Bet She’an, Street of the

31 Monuments

Bet She’an, west of

32 amphitheater
33 Ḥ. Qana

34 Sepphoris, HU
35 Sepphoris, Duke

M on field:
and

1

and ¢

àM off. Δ
to r.: 

;

1
113781

1
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No.

Site

Type

Denom.

Mint

Date

IAA/Ref.

Total

39 Sepphoris, HU

-K unclear
punchmark

half follis Constantinople 507-512

1

40 Sepphoris, HU

-K 

half follis Constantinople 507-512

1

M Obv.: 

follis

Constantinople 507-512

Bijovsky
2009:No. 78

1

42 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

to r. of off.: 

follis

Constantinople 507-512

17249

1

43 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

*M* 

follis

Constantinople 507-512

17251

1

44 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

*M* 

follis

Constantinople 507-512

17257

1

follis

Constantinople 507-512

17243

1

follis

Constantinople 507-512

17261

1

follis

Constantinople 507-512

17269

1

follis

Constantinople 507-512

17263

1

follis

Constantinople 507-512

17271

1

follis

Constantinople 507-512

17276

1

follis

Constantinople 507-512

17279

1

follis

Constantinople 507-512

17275

1

41 Nabratein

45 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury
46 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury
47 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury
48 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury
49 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury
50 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury
51 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury
52 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

*M* off. A; flanking
cross above: <<;
below right star: $
*M off. Є
on fields: < and
and ¢ $
*M off. Є
to l. of star: 
*M off. Є on exergue
line: %
*M off. Є
above star:  to r.: 
*M to r.: 
*M off. Δ
*M

and 

53 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

*M off. Γ
to l.: 

follis

Constantinople 507-512

17282

1

54 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

*M*

follis

Constantinople 507-512

42391

1

follis

Constantinople 507-512

17270

1

follis

Constantinople 507-512

17274

1

follis

Constantinople 507-512

17272

1

507-512

17292

1

17283

1

17284

1

Constantinople 498-512

44721

1

half follis Constantinople 498-512

123222

1

55 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury
56 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury
57 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

*M off. Є; <
below star
*M below:
<<off.Є;
below star
*M off. Є; %

58 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury *M* in ex.: NIC ¢

follis

Nicomedia

-K, to r.: Δ; * below;
half follis Constantinople 507-512
¢ above
-K, to r.: Δ;
half follis Constantinople 507-512
60 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury
* below;
59 Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

Jerusalem, excavations near

61 the Temple Mount, area VI

M¢

62 Jerusalem, Giv’ati Parking

-K X

Bet She’an, Street of the

63 Monuments

M

follis

follis

Constantinople 498-512

1
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Out of 309 small module coins, 64 pieces are punchmarked (20.7%); details appear in Table 26. Most marked issues are folles (46 coins); however, half folles were
occasionally also punchmarked (Fig. 41 second row; see Table 26), although in
much smaller numbers (14 coins). This very unusual practice is confined to coins
dated only to the first monetary reform of Anastasius I (498-512).

Fig. 41. Selection of punchmarked coins of Anastasius I from the Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury
(Folles: IAA 17243, 17249, 17275 and 17292; half folles: IAA 17283 and 17284)

Fig. 42. Types of punchmarks as classified by Metcalf

Since the majority of coins bear punchmarks on their reverse – on some exceptions they appear on the obverse (e.g. Table 26, No. 41 from Nabratein) – it is likely
that the coins were carefully stamped and that these punchmarks were not applied by
a later ruler intending to invalidate coins of his predecessor (Damnatio memoriae).
It is most likely that the punchmarks express a change in the value of the coin by the
same emperor who struck the host coins.
The position of the punchmarks varies: the stamp can appear on the mark of value
(M or K) or elsewhere on the field or exergue. Many coins are stamped by more than
one punchmark, occasionally being of different types (e.g. two stamps: No. 11; three
stamps: No. 32).
Fig. 42 shows the different types of punchmarks, as described by Metcalf (Metcalf D.M. 1969:92, fig. 4). Since Metcalf”s description, new variants have appeared
as described in Table 26. The punchmarks are all of simple design, based on basic
shapes such as circles, semi-circles or crescents, squares, rhomboids, and triangles
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forming cruciform designs, maltese crosses, trefoils, and quatrefoils. Further varieties based on these shapes appear in Table 26 below, arranged by date, site, and
denomination. Two punchmarks are exceptional; they bear the letter Є discovered
on coins in Beirut hoards BEY 006 (Butcher 2000-2001:284, No. 37) and BEY 011
(Beliën 2005:321, No. 20).31
The significance of the use of punchmarks is unclear, but a number of scholars
relate it to metrology. As stated above, archaeological evidence from both the areas
of Palaestina Prima and Secunda shows that a considerable percentage of coins of
the small module (498-512) were not removed from circulation but remained in use
alongside the large module introduced during the second reform. As already mentioned, there is a striking difference between the incidence of folles and the fractions
(20, 10 and 5 nummi) minted between 512 and 518. It seems likely that the earlier
lighter coins of Anastasius I remained in circulation at half their nominal value (see
Table 24 above; Grierson 1967:286). This would explain the scarcity of half folles
and minor fractions of the large module found at sites (Metcalf D.M. 1969:101;
see our database too). In this context, Hahn and Metlich explain the punchmarks as
marks of revalidation, stamped after the introduction of the large module in order to
indicate the new value of the old coins (MIBE:30). According to this theory, punchmarks were not added to the coins before 512.
This usage was also suggested by Kindler who analyzed the punchmarks on those
coins in the Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury (Kindler 1986:317-318). Of a total of 80
small module coins in the hoard, 16 bear punchmarks. Abou Diwan, however, does
not accept this theory since only three folles out of a total of 75 coins in the BEY 004
hoard bear punchmarks.32
If punchmarks were signs of revalidation, then all the small module coins that
remained in circulation should bear them, and this is clearly not the case. A possible
explanation could be that punchmarks were applied during a short transitional period until enough coins of the new large module entered into circulation. Once the
population got used to the new coins, revalidation by punchmarking was no longer
necessary.33 This would explain the simultaneous circulation of small module coins
with and without punchmarks after the 512 reform.
Curiously, the Є letter as the numeral five, is known as a Roman Provincial countermark, used in
the southern Levant on coins of Caracalla and Julia Domna struck in Petra (Howgego 1985:280,
No. 806).
31

BEY 004: Three coins are countermarked: No. 9 is M with an eight-ray star; No. 20 is K with a
crescent; No. 39 is M with a crescent. These coins are all countermarked on their reverses; the first
two date from 498-507 and the third dates from 507-512. I have noticed at least five more coins with
punchmarks: Nos. 11, 41-43 and 64. According to Abou Diwan, only 17 out of 478 small module
coins of Anastasius I discovered in 11 different sites in Beirut bear punchmarks (2008:317).
32

33

This argument was first suggested by Pottier 1983:229.
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But why do some coins bear a number of different punchmarks on the same coin?
Is each stamp proof of a new revalidation? Or perhaps the significance of this practice could be related to geographical or local administrative considerations? Pottier,
for instance, suggests that different types of punchmarks refer to different bankers or
functionaries who were in charge of the revalidation of the coins (Pottier 1983:229).
Metcalf develops a different approach based on the overall geographical distribution
of punchmarked coins. This issue is further discussed in the following section.
b. Geographical distribution and significance of punchmarking
Metcalf tries to define a geographical distribution pattern in order to examine the
following topics (Metcalf D.M. 1969:92-93):
1.

the geographical distribution of punchmarked and unmarked coins,

2. the correlation between types of punchmarks and different issues of the small
module,

3. the correlation between types of punchmarks and their appearance in a specific
geographical area.
Unfortunately, since most of the coins in Metcalf’s study have no clear provenances, these questions remain unsolved. However, since all the material relevant
to the provinces of Palaestina Prima and Secunda in our database is provenanced,
some of Metcalf’s queries can now be examined more solidly. This material is displayed in detail in Table 25, Table 26 and Map 5. After examining each of the topics raised by Metcalf, it is possible to conclude that the geographical distribution of
punchmarking responds to a regional pattern, even when the reason for punchmarking still remains unknown.
The geographical distribution of punchmarked and unmarked coins
Map 5 shows sites in our database where small module coins of Anastasius I were
found, together with the geographical distribution of those coins bearing punchmarks. As pointed out elsewhere in this chapter, high concentrations of small module coinage are located in the Galilee, northern Israel (e.g. Sepphoris: 41 coins; Ḥ.
Marus: 84 coins, and Bet She’an: 30 coins). Exceptionally large numbers of coins
were discovered in Jerusalem (78 coins) while south of Jerusalem the number of issues diminishes dramatically along with the number of sites yielding small module
coins of Anastasius I. The black line on the map shows the southern limit of the
appearance of small module coins of this Emperor. Sporadic coin finds have been
recorded at sites such as Ashqelon and Bet Guvrin.
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Map 5. Distribution of small module coins of Anastasius I and punchmarks

The frequency of punchmarks is parallel to the incidence of coins: Ḥ. Marus, Sepphoris, Bet She’an, and Jerusalem show the highest concentrations, while coins bearing single punchmarks only appear occasionally at a number of sites such as Ḥ.
Qana, Nabratein, Caesarea, and Mount Gerizim.34 The only site to the southeast of
Worthy of mention are four punchmarked coins (three folles and one half follis) from excavations
at the synagogue of Dir ‘Aziz on the Golan Heights (L128 R.1090 and L124 R.1361, R.1073 and
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Jerusalem where a punchmarked coin was registered is the monastery of Martyrius.
To conclude, the map clearly shows an influx of small module coinage from the
north to the south of Israel, and a complete absence of these coins and punchmarking
in the south of Palaestina Prima.
If one takes into account the large volume of small module coinage that circulated in
Lebanon (Abou Diwan 2008), the influx from the north is understandable. However,
our database shows that the percentage of punchmarked coins is greater in Israel.
Butcher mentions only a few punchmarked coins with crescents and quatrefoils from
Beirut BEY 006 and 011 (Butcher 2001-2002:108).35 The picture from Jordan is
similar. Only one coin found in excavations at the Macellum in Gerasa bears a crescent punchmark (minted in Nicomedia and dating to 507-512; Marot 1998:463, No.
1209). No punchmarked coins are recorded from other Jordanian sites.
The correlation between types of punchmarks and different issues of the small
module
It is difficult to establish a correlation between types of punchmarks and different
issues of small module coins. The data gathered in Table 26 shows that coins from
both series 498-507 and 507-512 were punchmarked. In terms of denomination, there
seems to be a preference for circle and semi-circle punchmarks on half folles, but this
might be merely coincidental. Most punchmarked coins belong to the mint of Constantinople although coins from Nicomedia bearing punchmarks are present as well.
The correlation between types of punchmarks and their appearance in a specific geographical area
It was not possible to establish a correlation between a specific type of punchmark
and its incidence at a specific site or geographical area. On the contrary, the higher
the number of small module issues discovered in a site, the wider the number of varieties of punchmarks used on the coins.
To conclude, it is likely that punchmarks were used to revalidate the small module
coins of Anastasius I once the large module had been introduced in 512. I support the
suggestion that this practice was temporarily employed until the new coins were accepted as legal tender. This is the reason why not every old coin that remained in circulation was punchmarked. The higher incidence of punchmarked coins in northern
R.1074, cited with permission of N. Ahipaz and C. Ben David) and a half follis with two punchmarks
from ‘Akko (IAA 122046).

35
BEY 006: Thirteen coins bear punchmarks: quatrefoils, crescents, straight lines and, trefoils: No.
37 bears a Є punchmark. BEY 011: Three coins bear punchmarks: No. 19 is a follis with a circular
punchmark; No. 21 has a crescent; No. 20 bears a Є punchmark. As mentioned, this low frequency is
also stated by Abou Diwan (2008:317). Punchmarks seem, however, to appear more frequently in the
Sarafand hoard where a wider variety of designs is encountered (Arguelles 1976:37).
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Israel is in accordance to the large numbers of coins of the small module in that area
as seen in Map 5. This geographical distribution reinforces the suggestion that consignments of small module coinage of Anastasius I arrived at this region from Lebanon – where this module has complete hegemony – and made their way to the south.

3.3

Justin I (518-527)

3.3.1

General remarks

Born in the province of Illyricum in c.450 as Flavius Iustinus, Justin I advanced through
the army ranks to become a general and commander of the palace guard under Anastasius I. He ultimately became Emperor in 518. In 526, his health began to decline,
so he formally named his nephew Justinian as co-Emperor and later as his successor.
During the four months of the joint reign, coinage was adapted to the new situation,
but these coins are very rare finds in this region and therefore, they are not discussed in
this study.36 On August 1, 527 Justin died and was succeeded by Justinian I.

3.3.2

Gold coinage

Solidi were struck in Constantinople and Thessalonica.37 In 522 Justin I introduced
a new type minted at the capital, depicting a frontal angel holding a globe cruciger
and a long cross with a small star in the right field (MIBE:94, No. 3). This new type
continued under Justinian I until 537. Semisses are dated by the direction of the
rho-cross (/ to Justin I and 0 to Justin II). Tremisses are identified by the styles of
portraits (MIBE:32). However, no solidi of Justin I are registered in our database.
Only six gold coins are recorded, one semissis and five tremisses all issued in Constantinople; four of these coins come from hoards (Table 27).

Gold was struck in Constantinople and Thessalonica; coppers were minted in Constantinople,
Nicomedia, Cyzicus, and Antioch (MIBE:40-41). Only two folles of the joint reign struck in Constantinople and Nicomedia are registered in our database. Both were discovered by the JECM expedition
at Caesarea (DeRose Evans 2006:Nos. 2248-2249).
36

It should be noted that solidi of Justin I and II and their fractions are distinguishable only by typology.
37
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Table 27. Gold coins of Justin I in our database
Site

Denom.

IAA/Ref.

Notes

Total

HOARD

1

HOARD I (L3302)

2

Ashqelon, Barnea

tremissis

80729

En Gedi, village

tremissis

Bijovsky 2003: Nos. 463-464

En Gedi, village

tremissis

Bijovsky 2003: No. 299

1

Caesarea, JECM

tremissis

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2215

1

Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

semissis

16969

HOARD

1

3.3.3	Copper coinage
In general, copper coinage of Justin I follows the same standards established by his
predecessor in 512. Table 28, Fig. 43 and Fig. 44 show the breakdown of coins of
Justin I in our database by mints and denominations. In addition to Constantinople,
Nicomedia, and Antioch, copper coins were also struck in Thessalonica and in the
reopened mints of Cyzicus and Alexandria. Cyzicus was probably reopened in 522,
while Alexandria opened only towards the end of the rule (MIBE:36-37).
Table 28. Breakdown of copper coins of Justin I in our database by mint and denomination
Mint/
Denomination

M

K

Constantinople

329

12

IB (12
nummi)

I
(10 nummi)
3 (one of the
type Emperor
stg.)

5
nummi

3
nummi

1
12

Nicomedia

34

6

Antiochia

61

1

nummus Total

4

;5Є

21

Thessalonica
Cyzicus

2
nummi

1

374
2
12

Alexandria

42

2
1 Є; 3 Tyche

7

23

Uncertain

35

3

Totals

471

22

23
1

23

73

3

; 6 Є;
33 (24
3 Tyche)

1

1

4

43

15

569
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Fig. 43. Coins of Justin I in our database by mint

Fig. 44. Coins of Justin I in our database by denominations (Pentanummia*=24

; 6 Є; 3 Tyche)

Folles from Constantinople show a range of field marks and Hahn arranged them
chronologically by indiction.38 Fractional coinage from this mint follows the same
typological principles: half folles, decanummia, and pentanummia. Decanummia of
Justin I have been found only rarely; only three examples are catalogued in our database. One of them belongs to the earlier type that shows the Emperor standing on the
obverse (Fig. 45, Jerusalem, Western Wall plaza, IAA 119663). The common type
bearing the profile bust of the Emperor was only introduced towards the end of Justin
I’s reign (MIBE:98, Nos. 22-24).
518-522: M flanked by two stars with or without dots; two crosses; cross and crescent. For the
second indiction 522-527: M flanked by star and cross with or without dots.
38
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Fig. 45. Decanummium of Justin I Emperor standing type
(IAA 119663, Jerusalem, Western Wall plaza)

Three different types of pentanummia were issued at Constantinople. Considering the scarce quantity of nummi of Justin I found in excavations throughout the
eastern Mediterranean, it seems likely that the pentanummia filled the function of
small change. The earliest of this type bears the mark of value Є (for 5) and is dated
to the first indiction of 518-522 (MIBE:98, Nos. 25-28; Fig. 46 left). It was then followed by a second type showing the letter Π (for penta) and also dated to the same
period (MIBE:99, Nos. 30-31); the letter Π was soon replaced by the christogram ,
typical of the second indiction 522-527 (MIBE:99, Nos. 32-33; Fig. 46 right).39 All
three types continued to be struck by Justinian I. There seems to be a close relationship between the typology of the pentanummia and their geographical distribution,
which denotes local popularity or preference for a certain type in different areas.
The christogram or chi-rho type ( ) became the predominant one in our region
and many imitations of this type circulated side by side with the official issues (see
chapter 3.8.1). At the same time, the Є type gained more popularity in Syria.

Fig. 46. Pentanummia of Justin I.
Left: Є type (Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur, Barkay 2000:No. 328); right:

type (Caesarea IAA 62568)

Nummi of Justin I from Constantinople follow the tradition of his predecessor by
bearing the imperial monogram (Fig. 47). Since this motif is very similar to that of
Anastasius I, it is quite difficult to distinguish between the coins of the two emperors
if the coins are worn or badly preserved. Of the fifteen nummi recorded in our database, four are from Constantinople; all were found in excavations near the Temple
Mount in Jerusalem (IAA 40816, 38653, 39694, 39297). As mentioned before, the
numismatic evidence from the time of Justin I suggests that the importance of the
nummi as small change declined in favor of the new pentanummia.
39

See also the detailed typological discussion in Pottier 1983:158-161.
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Fig. 47. Nummus of Justin I from Constantinople (Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur, Barkay 2000:No. 239)

All the twelve coins registered in our database from the mint of Cyzicus are folles
(half folles are the only fraction issued by this mint). One of the coins is noteworthy
(Fig. 48, Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury, IAA 17349); it belongs to the series of dated
folles bearing the inscription INSΔ (abbreviation for indictionis, dated to 525/526) at
the place of the mintmark and the mint letters K–Y flanking the mark of value M. According to Hahn, only 20 examples of this type from Cyzicus are known; our specimen is published here for the first time (MIBE:102, Nos. 53-54, years Δ and Є).40

Fig. 48. Follis of Justin I from Cyzicus with indictional date
(Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury, IAA 17349)

Seventy-three coins from the mint of Antioch are recorded in our database, most
of them folles, followed by pentanummia and nummi; only one coin is a half follis.
From 522, Antioch struck a special type of pentanummium depicting the Tyche of
Antioch seated left within an aedicule with the river-god Orontes at her feet and
a reversed Є (this type is reminiscent of Roman Provincial coins from Antioch;
MIBE:37, 104, No. 67). Three coins of this relatively rare type are registered in our
database: one from Tel Bet She’an (Fitzgerald 1931:58, No. 32) and two from Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur (Barkay 2000:No. 236, Fig. 49 left, Barkay 2000:No. 237).
In addition, Antioch struck two types of nummi: the earlier (first indiction, 518-522),
following the tradition of Anastasius I, shows a monogram (MIBE:93, No. 64); the
later (second indiction, 522-527) shows a cross type monogram constructed in the
nominative case (Fig. 49 right). Attribution of this coin to Antioch is based wholly
on coin finds and hoards (MIBE:37, nn178-179; Phillips and Tyler-Smith 1998:318
Three additional coins of this unusual type were included in the Tel Ya‘oz hoard (No. H.18 from
the Mandatory collection at the IAA Coin Department, Nos. IAA 56215-56217) and two others in the
hoard from Coelesyria published by Bates (1968:68-73 for discussion of this type and 86 Nos. 28-29).
40
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and 322 Nos. 434-444). Seven examples of the latter type are recorded in our database: three from Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur (Barkay 2000:Nos. 318-320), two from
Caesarea (JECM) and two from Jerusalem (IAA 115082, City of David area N; IAA
40822, excavations near the Temple Mount in Jerusalem, area I).

Fig. 49. Pentanummium (Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur, Barkay 2000:No. 236) and nummus of Justin I
from Antioch, dated to 522-527 (Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount, IAA 40822)

Thessalonica issued a full set of denominations including a number of new small
fractions which were exclusive to this mint (Γ for 3 nummi, B for 2 nummi, T for
one and a half nummus and a for nummus: MIBE:106, Nos. 74, 75, N75 and NN75
respectively). With the exception of the last issue, all denominations bear one or two
stars as field marks. Coins from this mint are extremely rare in Israel. Four specimens have been registered in our database: a 3 nummi was identified by the JECM
expedition in Caesarea (DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2214); two coins of 2 nummi were
found in excavations in Jerusalem, near the Temple Mount, area VI (IAA 41368,
Fig. 50 left) and at Mandelbaum Gate (IAA 136655, Fig. 50 right); and one coin of
2 nummi was found at Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur (Barkay 2000:No. 255). The infrequency of all these fractions as coin finds in Israel indicates that these denominations
were not intended for circulation in this region.

Fig. 50. 2 nummi coins of Justin I from Thessalonica. Left: Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple
Mount, IAA 41368; right: Mandelbaum Gate in Jerusalem, IAA 136655

While the principles of Anastasius’s monetary reform were applied in Egypt, the
monetary system based on the follis and its fractions (M, K, I, pentanummium and
nummus) was never adopted for local use. When in 525/526 the Fiscal Register from
the village of Aphrodito in Low Thebes was recorded, most of the currency was still
nummi (Zuckerman 2004:22, 58-59). Reformed coinage was only introduced at the
end of Justin I’s reign, when a new local denomination was created specifically for
use in Egypt and was minted exclusively in Alexandria: the dodecanummium or 12
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nummi, represented by the Greek numeral IB (with a cross between letters). This
coin is a piece of 1/60 pound of copper weighing 5.4g and recalling the heavy maiorina of the fourth century (MIBE:15).
Twenty-three coins of this type are registered in our database.41 The dodecanummia of Justin I are distinguished from those of Justin II by the high position of the
cross between the two numbers of the value mark (Fig. 51), which was later lowered towards the center of the reverse during the first years of Justinian I’s reign
(MIBE:37). In most cases however, unless the coins are well-preserved and obverse
inscriptions are legible, we cannot distinguish between coins of Justin I and Justinian
I (see also chapter 3.8.2).

Fig. 51. Justin I dodecanummium from Alexandria
(Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount, IAA 45003)

3.3.4

Patterns of circulation

As mentioned previously, during the reign of Justin I the standards that had been
introduced by Anastasius I in 512 remained unchanged. However, the demand for
coins, especially folles, increased dramatically during the reign of Justin I compared
to the previous period, as seen in Fig. 52. These figures, which show a massive influx
of the new coinage to Palestine region, confirm similar conclusions already suggested by other scholars regarding coin circulation in Israel and Jordan (Walmsley
1999:344; Grierson 1967:296 and Gândilă 2009b:168).
Most coins of Justin I found in Israel were minted in Constantinople, followed by
Nicomedia, Antioch, and Alexandria. Mintmarks, however, are illegible on a significant number of coins. Folles are by far the predominant denomination in circulation,
followed by pentanummia. All the other fractions are represented by insignificant
quantities in comparison to the folles.
As attested by many seventh-century hoards, large quantities of worn folles of
Justin I remained in circulation for very long periods; some of them were countermarked and recycled by Heraclius (see chapter 4.3.6).

The breakdown of the coins according to provenance is: 13 coins from Jerusalem, four coins from
Bet She’an, four coins from Ashqelon, two coins from Caesarea, and a single coin from Bet Guvrin.
41
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Fig. 52. Quantities of copper coins of Anastasius I (large module)
compared to coins of Justin I in our database

Significant numbers of barbaric folles (Fig. 53 left), many of which found in
hoards, suggest the existence of a prolific production of crude imitations circulating
parallel to the official issues (MIBE:33-34; 107 Nos. X6-X13; Bellinger 1966:8790 and Spaer 1978:67 and 69). Many of these unofficial issues bear the mintmark
of Nicomedia.42 These imitations are a response to the extensive demand for copper
folles for local needs and should be regarded as contemporary forgeries (Bellinger
1966:87). Worthy of mention is a very worn follis made of lead, apparently a local
imitation found in excavations in Ne’ot Ashqelon (IAA 62598; Bijovsky 1999:122,
No. 124). The type is not visible but can be roughly dated to the period 518-538
(Fig. 53 right).

Fig. 53. Left: imitation of a follis of Justin I (IAA 38108, Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple
Mount). Right: lead imitation of a follis (Ne’ot Ashqelon, Bijovsky 1999a:No. 14)

According to Hahn, all those folles bearing mintmarks other than NIKM, stars of more than six
rays, and officina numbers higher than two are certainly imitations (MIBE:35).

42
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3.4

Justinian I (527-565)

3.4.1	Major historical events during his reign
The long reign of Justinian I is marked by a series of events which had both direct
and indirect effect on his coinage and will be summarized in Table 29. Justinian I
introduced two major innovations concerning gold and copper coins: the issue of
light weight solidi and, from 538 onwards, the use of dates by regnal years on copper coinage.
Shortly after he assumed the throne, Justinian I appointed a commission to produce a new code of imperial constitutions. The Codex Justinianus – a compendium
of laws – was first published in 529 and later updated in 534 (LRE:279).
Table 29. Principal events during Justinian I’s tenure
Year
526/527
527
528/529

External affairs

533/534

Succession of Justinian I to
the throne
Codex Justinianus

Eternal Peace treaty with the
Persians

Belisarius reconquers Carthage

535/536

Samaritan Revolt (Neapolis,
Scythopolis and Caesarea)
Changes in the status of the
limitanei

Novel 103: administrative
changes in Palaestina Prima

538/539
540
541/542
545
550/551
554
555/556

Coinage

First Persian War

529/530
532

Local events in southern Levant

Second Persian War
Five-year truce with Persia,
Negotiations continue
Temporary armistice;
Procopius Secret History
Complete control over
Ostrogoths in Italy

561

Peace agreement (50 years)

565

Death of Justinian I

Sack of Antioch

Novel 47: monetary
reform (dated coinage)

First wave of bubonic plague

First reduction of the follis

Earthquake

Second reduction of the
follis

Samaritan revolt in Caesarea
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In addition, the Emperor himself issued a large number of novels and edicts in
Greek – Novellae Constitutiones – which reflect the imperial concern for the administrative apparatus of the state (Haldon 1990:25-26).43 Emphasis was put on eliminating paganism and heresy in the Empire (LRE:285-286). As result, a series of limiting laws were inflicted on pagans, Jews, and Samaritans; the latter were treated the
most severely. Justinian ordered the demolition of their synagogues and prevented
their rights to inheritance (C.J. I.V.17; Procopius Secret History xi.24-30; Malalas
Chron., 445-446, 487). Samaritan revolts erupted in Neapolis, Scythopolis, and Caesarea in 529/530 and later again in Caesarea in 555/556 (Mayerson 1988:68 and 70).
These revolts caused severe economic damage especially in agriculture due to the
significant number of casualties and the substantial loss of rural manpower (Levine
1975:137-138; Dar 1995:159 n11 and 167; Kingsley 2002:88).44
In terms of foreign policy, Justinian I concentrated all his efforts on reconquering
the lost western provinces (LRE:271). He guaranteed calm in the eastern provinces
by imposing a deliberate policy of bribes, which was probably less expensive than
the costs of a military campaign. By signing the treaty of Eternal Peace in 532, Justinian agreed to pay 110 centenaria (11,000 pounds of gold) to the new Persian king
Chosroes (Greatrex and Lieu 2002:96-99). This treaty, however, was broken in 540
– the Second Persian war – when Chosroes invaded Mesopotamia and Syria, sacking
Antioch. A truce was declared in 545, but it was only in 561 that a new peace of 50
years with the Persians was achieved, again at the cost of huge sums of money paid
by the Byzantines (Greatrex and Lieu 2002:102-114; 131-134).45
The imperial army under the command of Belisarius, the new magister militum
per Orientem, concentrated its efforts on reconquering the territories of Africa and
Italy lost to the Vandals and the Ostrogoths. Carthage was recaptured in 534, but
it took another twelve years to achieve peace in North Africa. Twenty years were
needed to subdue the Ostrogoths, and ultimately control over Italy was established in
For instance, CJ. 1.5.18-21; Novel 131 dated to 545, regarding limitations about the construction
of new synagogues (Avi-Yonah 1984:246-251). Legislation also concerned the dispossession of land
and property. See Di Segni (1995:65 and n25) about the ius testandi law of Justinian I.

43

44
About 20,000 people were killed and another 50,000 fled to Persia during the 529/530 revolt,
while most of the Samaritan community in Caesarea (one-third of the total population) was massacred
in 555/556. For changes in settlement pattern in Samaria attributed to these disturbances, see Applebaum 1997:267-269.

One of the reasons for breaking the treaty of peace was Chosroes’ continuing need for funds. This
time Justinian paid 30,000 solidi a year; the first seven payments, which amounted to 3,000 pounds of
gold, were made in advance, and the next three were to be paid in the eighth year (LRE:294). Casey
quotes Procopius: “And he (Justinian) never ceased pouring out great gifts of money to the barbarians, both those of the East and those of the West and those of the North and those of the South, as far
as the inhabitants of Britain.” (Casey 1996:214 after Procopius, Secret History 19.13). For the paying
of tributes by Justinian, see also Di Segni 2004:150.
45
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554. With Justinian’s reconquests, Africa and Italy became new fiscal prefectures. In
terms of territory, Justinian I expanded the empire by recovering Dalmatia, Italy, Sicily, Sardinia, Corsica, Africa, the Balearic Isles, and part of Spain, but the exhausting
wars required troops and budget that “weakened the empire rather than strengthened
it” (LRE:298).
Despite the heavy war expenditures and large tributes that were paid out, financial
resources were not consumed. Firstly, the reserves accumulated by Anastasius I were
used and after these ran out, they were replaced by income of new revenues: the confiscation of properties and the sale of state offices (LRE:283; Casey 1996:214).46 Two
imperial officers played a significant role in this connection, the praetorian prefects
John the Cappadocian (from 531 to 541) and Peter Barsymes (from 543 to 546 and
from 554/555 to 565; LRE:295-296). This policy allowed Justinian I to implement
a vast building program which included construction and restoration of churches,
public buildings, aqueducts (Morrisson and Sodini 2002:187; Walmsley 1996:138),
and fortification of many cities (e.g. Antioch in 526-529), especially along the eastern frontier. After the Samaritan revolt of 529/530, Justinian ordered a commission
comprised of bishops of Palestine in order to estimate the damage caused to churches
in Palaestina Prima and Secunda. He further ordered the exemption of taxes for the
ninth and tenth indictions – 530/531 and 531/532 – equivalent to 13 centenaria of
gold and appointed this money to rebuild the churches. This sum was worth 93,600
solidi and represented more than 1.6% of the total revenues from the eastern empire
calculated as 400 centenaria per year, meaning that this tax exemption was a substantial loss of income to the imperial treasury (Mayerson 1988:68-69; LRE:463).
In 535/536, under the motto of simplification and economy, a number of administrative changes were taken at the dioceses of Asiana, Pontica, and Oriens to combine civil and military authority (LRE:280-281). In Oriens, Novel 103 abolished
the function of comes Orientis; his title and salary were assigned to the governor of
Palaestina Prima who was promoted to the rank of proconsul spectabilis (Mayerson 1988). By this edict the dux Palaestinae remained in charge of the army in the
three provinces of Palestine, and he was assigned to command the limitanei and the
foederati.
With the proclamation of the Eternal Peace with the Persians in 532, and as a
result of cuts in budget, drastic measures were taken to force the limitanei from the
eastern border to forfeit their pay for a number of years (Casey 1996; Greatrex and
Lieu 2002:99, after Procopius, Secret History, 24.12-14). Based on Procopius, some
scholars believe that once peace was achieved, guards were no longer needed at the
frontiers of the Empire. It seems that Justinian abolished the limitanei by depriving
An example of a new tax, first promulgated in 528, is the Abydus custom’s tariff. For further information, see Zuckerman 2004:93-96.
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them of their military status and their stipendia and donativa. Casey suggests that by
540-545 the limitanei were relocated in areas where their presence made them more
valuable against the Persian threat, while they were replaced in limes Palaestina by
Arab allies or foederati, such as the Ghassānids (Casey 1996:221-22).47 In her study
of the Beersheba tax edict, Di Segni suggests that the intention of Justinian I was
to release the limitanei from their former task of escorting pilgrims and travelers by
means of a tax levied on the military class and civil landowners to cover escorting
expenses administered by the dux. This tax pertained in particular the territories of
Palaestina Tertia, where most limitanei were settled (Di Segni 2004:149-151).
The most serious calamity that affected the Empire during Justinian I’s tenure
was the outbreak of the bubonic plague which started in Pelusium and swept through
Egypt, Palestine, and Syria in 541/542 (Morrisson and Sodini 2002:193-195 with
full references). In the following year it reached Constantinople and spread throughout Asia Minor, Thrace and Illyricum, and through Mesopotamia into the Persian
Empire. It was also carried westwards into Italy and Africa and penetrated Gaul in
cyclical waves until 573-574 (LRE:287-288). The consequences of the plague were
devastating not only in demographic figures – according to some scholars a third of
the population died – but also for the economy; the lack of manpower caused a shortage of wheat and wine and a rise in prices and wages that was dictated by Justinian
I in his Novel 122.48 The plague also had a severe impact on maritime trade (Kingsley 2002:87). Di Segni notes an impressive growth in the number of epitaphs from
southern Palestine in the years 541/542 and 554/555 that confirm the exact dates of
the plague waves and the scope of its destructiveness. At the same time she notices
a paucity in construction during the 540s as attested by building inscriptions both in
western Palestine and Transjordan (Di Segni 1997:911-912).
In a recent case study, Ma’oz attributes the decline of the Ghassānid settlement
in the Haūran in the second half of the sixth century to waves of the bubonic plague,
more specifically to the one in 542 (Ma’oz 2008:45-46; 74-76; 79). A similar process
occurred in the Jewish settlements on the Golan. According to the archaeological and
numismatic evidence, these villages flourished during the first half of the sixth cen47
The Ghassānids were an Arab tribe from Hijaz which crossed the frontier into Byzantine territories around 490, upon their acceptance of Christianity. They settled in the Haūran and were entrusted
as foederati with the defense of the eastern border against the Persians.

48
The effects of the plague are widely discussed in scholarly literature. Whittow refers to the plague
when discussing his theory about the “intensification and abatement model”: “… individuals and
societies are being faced with a variety of pressures and they can react in many ways. Even a general
factor like the plague will work through its consequences in particular and individual circumstances.
Whether the high rate of death is a disaster or an opportunity will vary from area to area, community
to community, household to household” (Whittow 2003:416). In his study about Syria in transition,
Foss states that the bubonic plague was not such a widespread disaster and especially not an agent of
fundamental change in settlement patterns in Syria (Foss 1997:260).
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tury reaching a population of approximately 11,200 inhabitants (Ma’oz 2008:53-54).
However, a break of occupation is noticed at most sites from c.525 until 625 (Ma’oz
2008:56-57; 63). Ma’oz relates this phenomenon to a wave of the plague that arrived
at the area by means of camel and donkey caravans transporting grain and olive oil
(Ma’oz 2008:76-78). The high mortality rate influenced the local production of olive
oil and the exports from the Haūran and made the subsistence of the settlements that
survived the plague highly vulnerable (Ma’oz 2008:70-72; 81).49
Another natural disaster which affected the area of the southern Levant and Mesopotamia was the earthquake of 551 (Russel 1985:44-46; Morrisson and Sodini
2002:186). While Justinian I supplied funds for the reconstruction of ruined cities
such as Beirut, it seems that imperial aid was limited to the major centers of the Lebanese coast. Cities like Petra, which was extensively damaged, were never rebuilt.
As indicated in Table 29, a series of dramatic events that took place between
542 and 551 deeply marked the turn into the second half of the sixth century and
threatened to break the ancient Roman order. The demographic losses caused by the
plague not only affected the economy and commerce but also the internal organization of the Empire, which had become more vulnerable to the invasions of Slavs,
Sasanians, and Arabs, a phenomenon which characterized this period and the following century (Morrisson and Sodini 2002:86).
This process also affected the character of cities throughout the Mediterranean
(see also chapter 1.3.3). As Morrisson and Sodini describe: “It was at this point that
the withdrawal into limited regional areas, the decline in exchange, the transformation of the urban network and the ruralization of the cities became manifest” (Morrisson and Sodini 2002:220 and also 189 and 193). Ma‘oz establishes a direct connection between the shrinking of cities and the loss of considerable proportions of
the population (c.90%; Ma’oz 2008:61). In his opinion the sequel of the 542 plague
created a break in material culture as well, as seen in major cities such as Bet She’an
and Panias (Ma’oz 2008:87).

3.4.2

General remarks on coinage

Constantinople and Thessalonica continued to produce gold coins while Nicomedia, Cyzicus, Antioch, and Alexandria only produced copper coinage. Even though
Africa and Italy were re-annexed to the Empire under Justinian I, they both kept the
49
Ma’oz states: “… it can now be positively argued that the ‘beginning of the end’ for the Byzantine
Golan was ushered in by the 542 CE plague” (Ma’oz 2008:80). Moreover, he believes that southern
Syria and northern Jordan were severely depopulated as consequence of the 542-600 plagues and the
sharp decline in population undermined the well-balanced economy. In his opinion, the almost complete
absence of public and private architecture is another symptom of this decline (Ma’oz 2008:84).
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monetary pattern that had prevailed under the Vandals in Africa (Carthage issued
gold, silver, and copper) and the Ostrogoths in Italy (Rome produced gold and copper; Ravenna produced gold, silver, and copper; MIBE:18). Copper coins were also
produced temporarily by other administrative units depending on military needs: at
Salona in Dalmatia, Carthagena in Spain, and Cherson in Crimea (Hendy 1985:401402, 405). In sum, each major dioceses had one mint for copper while the minting of
gold was limited to prefecture capitals or their equivalents (Haldon 1990:175-176).
Literary evidence (Procopius, Secret History 25. 11-12) attests that the ratio between gold and copper coinage was altered during the reign of Justinian I.50 According to this source, sometime before the death of Theodora in 548, money changers
were forced to reduce the rate at which they bought solidi from 210 to 180 folles. In
other words, the legislation dated to 396 that established the price of one solidus for
25 pounds of copper (CTh. XI 21, 2) was apparently changed to 20 pounds (CJ. X
29, 1). The interpretation of Procopius’ source as well as the date and significance
of this event are still in dispute and go beyond the scope of this study (Zuckerman
2004:80-85; Morrisson and Ivanišević 2006:51; MIBE:16-17; Hendy 1985:477-478;
Grierson 1967:286-290; Callegher 2006).51 The most recent opinion suggested by
Zuckerman and supported by Morrisson and Ivanišević as well (Table 31) establishes that the change of ratio took place in 538. At that time one solidus was worth
240 folles. According to Zuckermann, in 542, the year of the plague, there is a loss
of weight in the follis but the rate of change was not altered (Zuckerman 2004:81;
Callegher 2006:132). Finally, in 550/551 the follis returned to the standard of the
large module of Anastasius I (Zuckerman 2004:83-84).
The background for these changes is directly related to the events that characterized the 530s–540s, which, according to Morrisson and Sodini favored “holders of
bronze currency”; with the reconquest of Africa new resources of gold were available that facilitated the lowering of the price of gold as expressed in copper. Moreover, in addition to the steps taken by the state to prevent the increase in costs as result
of lack in manpower after the 542 plague (Novel 122, decreed in 544), the price of
the solidus was lowered (Morrisson and Sodini 2002:214).
Due to their popularity as coin finds in Israel and the lack of previous studies
on this subject, Justinianic nummi from Carthage will be discussed here in detail
(chapter 3.4.6). In addition, a number of specific topics relevant to the reign of Jus50
See also Pottier 1983:245-253. The figures relating gold/copper ratio differ slightly from those
adopted in this study, but his analysis of the monetary changes in the light of the historical and economical events is very concise and enlightening.

51
It was suggested that the reform was implemented in stages, establishing a change of ratio from
360/288 to 210 folles to a solidus in 538 with the monetary reform – attributed to comes Peter Barsymes
– and a second change from 210 to 180 folles in 542. (The value of 360 folles is suggested by Hahn
while the value of 288 is suggested by Callu.) See Zuckerman 2004:82-83 with full references.
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tinian I will be discussed separately: the low frequency of heavy dated folles in coin
finds (chapter 3.4.7), the numismatic consequences of the 551 earthquake (chapter
3.4.8), and the disappearance of nummi from circulation by the second half of the
sixth century (chapter 3.4.9).

3.4.3

Gold coinage

In order to finance his military campaigns and pay tribute to the Persians, enormous
quantities of solidi were struck throughout Justinian’s 38-year reign. However, this
prolific output is not reflected by the summary of provenanced gold coins in our
database (Table 30). Of a total of 89 gold pieces, three are isolated finds; all others
are from hoards. In addition to the material from our database, a hoard of 14 solidi
of Justinian I from the synagogue at Deir ‘Aziz in the Golan Heights is worthy of
mention. The coins were discovered within a juglet and most probably constitute the
property of the community and were intentionally hidden in the southern wall of the
synagogue (Ahipaz 2007:157-165).52
As with the coin finds of previous sixth-century Emperors, gold fractions predominate in number. Tremisses prevail and are the most numerous denomination (58
coins), followed first by the solidi (16 coins) and then by the semisses (15 coins). All
coins were minted in Constantinople with two exceptions struck in Thessalonica,
which will be described in detail.
Table 30. Gold coins of Justinian I in our database
Site

Denom.

Mint

Date

IAA/ Ref.

Notes

Total

Ashqelon, Barnea

semissis

Constantinople

527-552

80730

Hoard

1

Ashqelon, Barnea

tremissis

Constantinople

527-565

80731

Hoard

1

Ḥ. Rimmon

semissis

Constantinople

552-565

10958

Single find
(group G)

1

En Gedi, village

solidus

Constantinople

537-542

Bijovsky 2003:
Nos. 465-466

Hoard I
(L3302)

2

En Gedi, village

semissis

Constantinople

527-552

Bijovsky 2003:
No. 467

Hoard I
(L3302)

1

52

In addition to the hoard, another two tremisses of Justinian I were among the isolated finds at this site.
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Site

Denom.

Mint

Date

IAA/ Ref.

Notes

Total

En Gedi, village

tremissis

Constantinople

527-565

Bijovsky 2003:
Nos. 468-471

Hoard I
(L3302)

4

En Gedi, village

tremissis

Constantinople

527-565

Bijovsky 2003:
Nos. 331

Single find

1

Ḥ. Marus synagogue
treasury

solidus

Constantinople

542-565

16970-16983

Hoard

14

Ḥ. Marus synagogue
treasury

semissis

Constantinople

527-552

16984-16986,
16988-16990

Hoard gold
Rho-cross to r.

6

Ḥ. Marus synagogue
treasury

semissis

Thessalonica

527-552

16987

Hoard

1

Ḥ. Marus synagogue
treasury

semissis

Constantinople

527-552

16991-16995

Hoard

5

Ḥ. Marus synagogue
treasury

tremissis

Constantinople

527-565

16996-17047

Hoard

52

solidus

Thessalonica

528

Bijovsky
2009:No. 81

Single find

1

Nabratein

Hahn’s internal chronology for solidi minted in Constantinople is adopted here
(MIBE:43). Solidi showing a frontal bust were introduced in 537 with the new indiction. Two main types are represented in our database: the earlier, dated to 537542 depicts an angel holding a long cross in the reverse (MIBE:112, No. 6) and the
later, dated to 542-565, depicts an angel holding a cross where the staff of the cross
is surmounted by a christogram (MIBE:112, No. 7). A single solidus from Thessalonica found in excavations at Nabratein is a very remarkable find (Fig. 54; Bijovsky
2009:379 and 394 No. 81). This is a consular solidus, a special ceremonial issue
dated to 528, probably made to commemorate the second consulate of Justinian I. It
follows the prototype of his predecessor Justin I, depicting the Emperor enthroned
holding a mappa and a globe on the obverse and a cross between two angels on its reverse. Hahn mentions only a single specimen in his catalogue, hence the importance
of the coin discovered at Nabratein (MIBE:115, No. 4).
Fifteen semisses are registered in our database. They can be classified into two
chronological groups according to the direction of the rho-cross $, which was inverted in 552. The semissis minted in Thessalonica and found in the Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury is a unique specimen (Fig. 55; IAA 16987; MIBE:46, 116 No. V24).
Attribution to this mint is based on stylistic comparison with local copper coins. No
definitive chronological distinctions can be made regarding the tremisses.53
Hahn argues that the same flattening of the relief as on the later solidi is noticeable here, but this
principle is not easily applicable for the tremisses I have checked.
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Fig. 54. Solidus of Justinian I from Thessalonica (Nabratein, Bijovsky 2009:No. 81)

Fig. 55. Semissis of Justinian I from Thessalonica (Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury, IAA 16987)

As mentioned above, the main innovation in gold coinage introduced by Justinian I was the minting of light weight solidi in the East (Adelson 1957; Grierson
1967:288-289; Hendy 1985:492-493; Smedley 1988). Parallel to the standard solidus of 24 carats, there are issues of 22 carats (4.14g) bearing distinctive marks and of
20 carats (3.76g) marked with OBXX in place of the traditional CONOB. The marks
indicate that there was no intention of hiding their real value (Zuckerman 2004:88).
Later, Emperor Maurice Tiberius introduced a new value of 23 carats. Light weight
solidi continued in use until the reign of Justinian II.
Their introduction into circulation during the reign of Justinian I is attributed to
a passage in Procopius (Secret History 22. 37-38) which establishes the reduction of
annual donative payments and the material value of the solidus. According to Zuckerman, the first issues were produced in 546 at the beginning of the second comitiva
of Peter Barsymes (Zuckerman 2004:88 following Adelson 1957).54 On the other
hand, basing his argument on numismatic grounds, Callegher maintains that light
weight solidi had already been introduced in 538, contemporaneous to the changes
in iconography and metrology on copper coinage (Callegher 2006:133).
The purpose for minting light weight solidi is much debated. Most pieces were
found in hoards from barbaric areas which could mean that they were intended for
paying tributes to the Barbarians in the belief that they would fail to notice the difference in weight (Blake 1942:96-97). However, it seems that they primarily fulfilled an
By the 530s, solidi were collected by money changers at a considerable discount of six carats:
four carats for the State and two carats as change commission. Peter Barsymes, who had been a money changer before becoming comes largitiones in 546, introduced the light weight solidi as devaluation for the profit of the State at a time when the collection of taxes was destabilized by the results of
the plague and the treasury reserves were weakened because of the heavy tributes paid to the Persians
(Zuckerman 2004:89-90).
54
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internal function within the fiscal imperial administration. Hahn believes the function
of the light weight solidi was to be equivalent to solidi worn by use and often marked
by graffiti to indicate their lighter weights (MIBE:12). Zuckerman suggests that light
weight solidi were intended for special payments and largesse for soldiers and functionaries and not for regular salaries, which were still paid in 24 carat solidi (Zuckerman 2004:88). No light weight solidi of Justinian I have ever been found in Israel.

3.4.4	Copper coinage
Copper coinage of Justinian I is roughly divided into the undated and dated series;
the latter is traditionally subdivided into three chronological groups according to
changes in the weight standard of the follis in the years 538, 542 and 550 (Table 31).
The undated series (527-538) followed the old style standards of Anastasius I’s large
module series and of Justin I. The reform of 538 introduced dates to copper coinage
by regnal years and the frontal image of the Emperor, a usage that would be followed
by Justinian’s successors up to the end of the seventh century.
Table 31. Series of copper coinage of Justinian I
(after Zuckerman 2004:83 and Morrisson and Ivanišević 2006:51, Table 2)

Series
Undated
Years 1-11
Dated
Years 12-15

Period
527-538
538-542

Years 16-23

542-550

Years 24-38

550-565

Theoretical
weight and size

Mean
weight

Ratio
solidus/folles

Ratio
solidus/nummi

Relation to
the pound

18,04g
c.30 mm

16,14g
c.30 mm

288

11,520

1/18

240

9,600

1/15

240

9,600

1/15

288

11,520

1/18

21.65g
38-40 mm

21.65g
34-36 mm

18.04g
32-33 mm

22.09g 38-40
mm
19.50g
34-36 mm

16.37g
32-33 mm

The division into dated and undated series is also expressed in terms of volume of
coinage in circulation in our region: undated coinage is relatively plentiful, attesting
to a period of imperial expansion and prosperity, while the dramatic natural, military,
and financial events that characterized the second half of Justinian I’s tenure seemed
to have a direct impact on the volume and character of the dated coinage (Pottier
1983:241).
In general terms, the follis started and ended the reign at the same weight – c.18g
– the standard already established by Anastasius I in 512 and also followed by Justin
I. From 538 to 550, the size and weight of the follis increased dramatically to a theo-
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Fig. 56. Breakdown of copper coins of Justinian I in our database
by denomination (undated and dated series)

Fig. 57. Copper coins of Justinian I in our database by mint

Fig. 58. Undated and dated copper coins of Justinian I in our database by mint
(* = undated IB with high cross, all the rest under dated;
**= the undated column includes M and A nummi)
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retical weight of 21.65g (Morrisson and Sodini 2002:214; Callegher 2006:143). In
542, the year of the outbreak of bubonic plague, there was a reduction in the diameter
of the follis compensated by an augmentation in the thickness of the flans, but the
rate of change of 240 folles to one solidus was maintained (Pottier 1983:234; Zuckerman 2004:82-83; Morrisson and Ivanišević 2006:51, Table 2). It is only in 550 that
the weight of the follis returned to the pre-538 standard of 18g. 55
The general character of copper coins of Justinian I in our database, both undated and dated, can be summarized in the three charts which compare quantities
by denominations and mint (Fig. 56 – Fig. 58). According to these charts, the follis
was the most popular denomination of the undated series, while the number of half
folles and decanummia increased considerably in the dated series. Constantinople
and Antioch were the most common mints providing folles and their fractions to our
region. Carthage remained the almost exclusive provider of nummi; their considerable number is remarkable.
The incidence of copper coins from Thessalonica in our database is hardly noticeable. This is because during the reign of Justinian I this mint developed a local system of copper denominations consisting of 16, 8, 4, 2 and 1 nummi, which appears
to have been mainly restricted to the city and immediate region. These undated coins
seem to have been in use for almost the whole reign, from 527 up to 562, when the
usual dated half folles (K) and decanummia (I) were eventually introduced (Metcalf D.M. 1984; MIBE:64-65). Finally, a group of imperial nummi from the mints
of Rome and Ravenna has been identified with certainty and is further discussed in
chapter 3.4.5.56 In fact, most of the coins from these mints discovered in Israel are
issues of the contemporary Ostrogothic kings (chapter 3.9.3).
Undated and dated copper coinage of Justinian I will be discussed separately in
the following pages. Unlike all other chapters of sixth century Emperors – where
coinage is first described by mint and then by denomination – the typological discussion will be presented here by denominations and then by mints.
a.
Undated series
Folles
The undated series did not end with the indiction of 537 but a year later (MIBE:56).
Undated folles of Justinian I are the most frequent coins of this Emperor found in
55
For a discussion on the development of the metrology of Justinian’s folles see also Metcalf D.M.
1960 and Callegher 2006:130-133.

Decanummia were struck in Italy in considerable numbers as well (Hahn 1979:282). No examples
from Italian mints, however, have been so far discovered in our region.
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excavations in Israel, either as isolated finds or in hoards. This is the general picture
in most eastern provinces and it most likely reflects the increase in the volume of
coinage in response to a policy of imperial expansion, a provisory peace with the
Persians, and a vast program of construction (Pottier 1983:239). Out of 345 folles
of Justinian I registered in our database, 276 are undated issues. The breakdown of
the undated coins by mints shows a preponderance of coins from Constantinople followed by Antioch, Nicomedia, and Carthage (Fig. 59). There are no undated folles
from Cyzicus since this mint reopened only in 538 (MIBE:60).
Coin types follow the prototypes in style and weight standard of Justinian’s predecessors – Anastasius I and Justin I. This is the main reason that so many worn
folles found in excavations cannot be attributed to any specific Emperor and are only
roughly dated to the whole period from 512 to 538. Our database includes two folles
of the rarer last issue dated to 537/538 presenting the M flanked by a star and a cross
on globe (Ḥ. Marus IAA 17359 and Mount Gerizim K17689 Fig. 60). Interestingly,
many of the folles from Constantinople in our database are struck on rectangular
shaped flans (see particularly coins in the Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury).
Worthy of mention among the undated folles from Nicomedia is a coin of the
flanking crosses type (MIBE:134, No. 105) found in Mount Gerizim, bearing a countermark with an undeciphered and so far unpublished monogram on the chest of the
Emperor on the obverse side (Fig. 61). This seems to be an imperial monogram, but
its identity is uncertain. Countermarking during the first half of the seventh century
on sixth-century coins still in circulation was a very common practice, especially
during Heraclius’ reign (see chapter 4.3.6). The shape of the monogram (square
type) on this countermark, however, was very typical of the fifth and sixth centuries,
a period when the practice of countermarking was almost unknown.57
Undated issues from Antioch are classified into three lustral groups (MIBE:60),
all of which are represented in our database. With the exception of three half folles
and a single pentanummium, all undated coppers from Antioch are folles. The first
group, dated 527-532 (21 folles in our database), bears the exergue inscription ANTIX, which was changed to +THЄUP+ after the earthquake of 528 when the city
was renamed Theoupolis (Morrisson 1989b:191-192; Salamon 1993). Coins of the
second group, dated to 532-537, show a new obverse type depicting the Emperor
enthroned and the exergue inscription +THЄUP (25 folles in our database). Coins
of the third group were issued over a shorter span of time, namely 537-539, and they
are the most numerous in our database with 34 folles. This last group also depicts the
profile bust and the exergue inscription ΘΥΠΟΛS.

I distinguish between countermarks bearing monograms and other motifs (e.g. animals) and the
punchmarks of Anastasius I discussed in chapter 3.2.4.
57
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During the first years of the Byzantine reconquest, Carthage produced folles bearing no dates; dates were only introduced in 540/541 (MIBE:65-66). Three folles,
all of African style, are registered in our database (IAA 17403 from the Ḥ. Marus
synagogue treasury; IAA 87295 from Ḥ. Qana and IAA 106017 from Sepphoris).
Unlike the plentiful nummi from Carthage discovered in Israel, the particularly low
number of folles found in excavations from this mint suggests that these coins played
no significant role in local circulation in Palestine.

Fig. 59. Breakdown of undated folles of Justinian I in our database by mint

Fig. 60. Follis of Justinian I dated to 537/538 (Mount Gerizim K17689)

Fig. 61. Unknown countermark (detail) on follis of Justinian I
from Nicomedia (Mount Gerizim, K25616)

Half folles and other special fractions
For the copper fractions, only ten undated half folles are registered in our database.
Most are from Constantinople, followed by Antioch (including one of the series dated to 532-537 showing the Emperor enthroned; Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury, IAA
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17399). As mentioned, the incidence of half folles increased dramatically with the
dated series (see Fig. 56 and discussion in Dated series).
The distribution of coins minted in Thessalonica indicates that the special copper series minted in this city were intended for local use in that region. Only one
example of the 16 nummi denomination discovered in Israel is known to the author;
it is a coin from the Ma’oz Haim hoard (IAA 21951). According to Morrisson and
Ivanišević, coins of this denomination were not in circulation beyond the limits of
central Illyricum (Morrisson and Ivanišević 2006:67); therefore, the presence of this
single coin in Israel is quite exceptional.58 No coins of the 8 and 4 nummi denominations have been discovered so far in Israel.
Dodecanummia
With the exception of a single 33-nummia coin, which will be discussed as part of the
dated series, the dodecanummium is the only denomination of Justinian I from Alexandria found in Israel.59 At some point during his reign (538?), the cross between the
value letters – IB – was moved from the upper part to the center. Forty-six specimens
attributed with a high degree of certainty to this Emperor are registered in our database, most discovered in Caesarea.60 These coins have thick flans and are heavy in
weight (e.g. IAA 95429 from Jerusalem, Kathisma weighing 4.85g). Imitations are
also known (Tell Bet She’an, IAA 117473 and 117474; Fig. 62 right).
Dodecanummia bear no dates; therefore, with the exception of the single specimen that shows the upper cross, all coins are classified in the graphs under the dated
series, assuming that these coins were issued over the whole period from 538 to 565.

Fig. 62. Dodecanummia of Justinian I. Left: official coin
(http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/byz/justinian _I/sb0247.txt);
right: imitation (Tell Bet She’an IAA 117473)

Decanummia
No undated decanummia are registered in our database. Interestingly, this denomination is extremely frequent in dated issues, with a total of 72 coins (see Dated series).
For instance only one specimen was published from excavations in Corinth (Edwards K.M.
1933:123, No. 17).

58

59

For other denominations introduced during his reign and their gold/copper ratios, see MIBE:62-63.

The breakdown according to provenance is as follows: 24 coins from Caesarea, ten from Bet
She’an, five from Jerusalem, four from Ashqelon and three from Bet Guvrin.
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Pentanummia
Five undated pentanummia which can be attributed with certainty to Justinian I are
registered in our database; three are from Constantinople and two from Nicomedia.
They are all of the chi-rho type introduced by Justin I.61 An extremely rare variant,
found in Nirim-Ma‘on, shows a star and the officina B flanking the leg of the rho in
the lower fields, left and right respectively. The coin seems to be of the same die as
MIBE:135, No. N111 (IAA 4121, Fig. 63).

Fig. 63. Rare pentanummium of Justinian I from Nicomedia (Nirim-Ma‘on synagogue, IAA 4121)

2 nummi
Only three examples of the 2 nummi denomination from Thessalonica are registered
in our database: from Caesarea (JCEM; DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2336); Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur (Barkay 2000:No. 255); and Jerusalem Giv‘ati Parking (IAA 121588).
The latter depicts the letters A and P flanking the value letter B (MIBE:No. 177). In
addition, a single example of the rare 2 nummi of Justinian I minted in Carthage and
dated to the period 533-539 is registered in our database (Jerusalem, excavations
near the Temple Mount, IAA 39907). The coin depicts a profile bust flanked by small
crosses and the mark of value B on its reverse (MIBE:66, 159 No. 190).
Nummi
Most of the 425 nummi of Justinian I in our database were issued in Carthage and
will be discussed separately (chapter 3.4.6). The others, although they bear no dates,
are all classified with the dated series from Constantinople, Rome, and Ravenna. A
detailed description of those types present in our database is given in chapter 3.4.5
and Table 32 below.
b.
Dated series
Novel 47 of Justinian I, dated to the 29 of August 537, ordered the dating of official
documents by citing the regnal years, name of the consul, number of indiction, and
day of month. This rule also applied to copper coinage and the numeral of the regnal
Pottier considers the chi-rho type as a rare transitional coin and dates it to 527 (Pottier 1983:
170-171).
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year with the prefix ANNO – year – appears flanking the mark of value. In 538, year
12 of Justinian I, this reform was adopted by the central mints on folles, half folles and
decanummia; from 539 in Antioch and Carthage, and from 552 in Italy.62 This radical
change in copper coinage was complemented by the introduction of a facing armored
bust of the Emperor on the obverse of folles, half folles, and some types of nummi.
The traditional profile bust, however, continued in use on dodecanummia and pentanummia and, therefore, the bust type cannot be used as an indicator of chronology.
Fig. 64 compares the incidence of coins of the dated series in our database of the
three main denominations: folles, half folles and decanummia according to the three
chronological groups. Fig. 65 shows the frequency by year of the same three denominations. While the number of half folles remains steady with a slight rise from
series to series, there is drop in the number of folles after the earliest group. On the
other hand, there is a dramatic increase in the number of decanummia: from no coins
in the earliest group to an overwhelming majority in the latest group.

Fig. 64. Dated copper of Justinian I. Breakdown by denomination according to groups by weight standard63

In a recent study, Callegher discusses the appearance of folles, half folles and
decanummia of the 538-542 group throughout the Mediterranean basin (East and
West). He concludes that when compared to the other chronological groups of Justinianic coins – including the undated series – the coins from the years 538-542 are
usually the most insignificant in terms of quantities, implying that their circulation
was quite limited. On the other hand, Callegher argues that coins of the group dated
to 542-550 are those showing the highest incidence in excavated sites, reinforcing the assumption concerning the failure of the heavy standard introduced in 538
(Callegher 2006:140, 144). The general picture emerging from Fig. 64 and Fig. 65
shows, however, quite the opposite: a tendency of decrease is felt during the period
62
As mentioned, the monetary reason for the reform was to reduce the amount of bronze equivalent
to the solidus (Pottier 1983:247).

Since no definite internal chronological distinction can possibly be made regarding the dodecanummia, this denomination is not included in the graph.
63
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542-550. The peak marked by the folles dated to 538-542 is replaced later in the
reign of Justinian I by the massive influx of decanummia dated to 550-565 (see also
discussion in chapter 3.4.7).

Fig. 65. Dated copper of Justinian I. Breakdown by denomination according to coins per year
(the columns 538-542, 550-565 and 538-565 represent coins where the exact date is illegible
but can be positively associated to a certain chronological group).

Folles
From a total of 345 Justinian I folles registered in our database, only 69 coins belong to the dated series produced between the years 538 and 565. Fig. 66 illustrates
examples of coins from each of the three chronological groups. Fig. 67 shows the
breakdown of dated folles according to groups, regardless their mint of issue: 29
coins are registered for the period 538-542 (an average of four coins per year); 12
coins for the period 542-550 (an average of 1.5 coins per year) and 19 coins for the
period 550-565 (an average of 1.2 coins per year). Another nine coins bear illegible
dates and they appear in the graph under the rubric 538-565.

Fig. 66. Folles of Justinian I from the three dated series.
Left: 540/541 (Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount, IAA 43795);
center: 544/545 (Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury, IAA 17378);
right: 556/557 (Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury, IAA 17389)
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The figures show a decrease in the production of copper coins in general and of
folles in particular towards the last years of Justinian I. The low number of coins of
the second group dated to 542-550 may be attributed to the effects resulting from the
bubonic plague, especially after the gap of coin production in Antioch, which had
constituted a main supplier of coinage to this region. This drop in production from
Antioch was also noticeable in Fig. 58. The latest group dated from 550-565 is even
more reduced, reflecting the cessation in the production of folles at certain mints
(Nicomedia and Cyzicus).
The record of dated coins from Constantinople in our database is consistent with
Hahn’s statement about the decrease in the production of copper coins – especially
of folles – towards the last years of Justinian I. Hahn attests that coins of the last
two years cannot be identified with certainty (MIBE:57). The latest two folles from
Constantinople in our database are dated to year 36 – 562/563 (Caesarea IAA 64939;
Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount IAA 17381). Hahn also states that
no coins of year 27 – 553/554 – from Constantinople have been hitherto identified (MIBE:58).64 The complete absence of coins bearing this date in our database
reinforces this assumption. Only one coin representing supplementary issues from
Constantinople is recorded in our database (MIBE:57 and 131, No. 95b). This is a
follis dated to year 17, 543/544 bearing an additional dot above the date (Ḥ. Marus
synagogue treasury, IAA 17377, Fig. 68).
Folles

Fig. 67. Breakdown by year of reign of the dated folles of Justinian I
in our database following the three chronological groups

64
Hahn connects this gap to a riot reported by John Malalas in March 553 which took place either
in Constantinople or Antioch. See also Metcalf D.M. 1960:210-211. Later riots between 561 and 565
could have affected the sequence of minting as well. See for instance Zuckerman 2004:91-92, recalling a conspiracy by bankers in 562 which might have affected copper coin supply.
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Fig. 68. Follis of Justinian I dated to year 17 = 543/544 (Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury, IAA 17377)

Dated folles from mints other than Constantinople appear in small numbers in our
database (eight from Nicomedia, six from Cyzicus, and seven from Antioch). The
reason for their low incidence might be related to the fact that at least in Nicomedia
and Cyzicus the production of folles was not continuous throughout the whole reign.65
33 nummi
Most exceptional in our database is the single appearance of a 33 nummi bearing the
mark of value ΛΓ, struck in Alexandria, as the exergue legend shows ΑΛΕΞ (Caesarea, IAA 63133). This denomination was issued exclusively by Justinian I and its
rarity definitively indicates that it was intended for internal use in Egypt only, where
no regular folles were produced. These coins bear no dates. However, since the obverse depicts a facing portrait of the Emperor, we assume that this denomination
could not have been struck before 538. Its exact value and relation to the solidus is
still in dispute (MIBE:63).
Half folles
In general, the incidence of half folles – especially from the mints of Constantinople
(12 coins) and Antioch (14 coins) – increases significantly in the dated series compared to the undated one. Only one coin of this denomination minted in Nicomedia
and three coins minted in Cyzicus are registered in our database. The production of
half folles at both mints ceased before 560/561 and 556/557 respectively and this
might be the reason for their low incidence as coin finds (MIBE:59-60). Worthy of
mention are dated half folles found in Israel which originated in the mints of Thessalonica and Carthage. In Thessalonica, this denomination was introduced only towards the end of Justinian’s reign in year 36 – 562/563 (MIBE:64). Two specimens
are registered: a coin from Apollonia dated to 565/564 (IAA 117156) and another
from Mount Gerizim (illegible date; K17413). More remarkable are the four half
folles minted in Carthage. Three of them are dated to the first year of issue, year 13,
539/540 and the other to year 16, 542/543. One of them (Caesarea, IAA 64925; Fig.
In Nicomedia, it ended in 560 (MIBE:59). The production of folles in Cyzicus starts only in 538
and ceased in 557/558 (MIBE:60).
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69) follows the African style and bears the inscription SO below, the significance of
which is still uncertain (MIBE:67).
The breakdown of half folles by chronological groups (Fig. 70) shows a relatively
steady influx, with an increasing tendency towards the last period 550-565, although
several years are not represented (e.g. 553/554, 560-562).

Fig. 69. Half follis from Carthage, dated to year 13 = 539/540 (Caesarea, IAA 64925)

Fig. 70. Breakdown by year of reign of the dated half folles of Justinian I
in our database following the three chronological groups

Decanummia
Decanummia of Justinian I make their first appearance in the dated series as seen in
Fig. 56 and Fig. 71, with a total of 72 specimens registered in our database. All positively datable coins are from 542 onwards, most likely indicating that this denomination became the main fraction for small change after the plague crisis.
As seen in Fig. 71 a peak in frequency of decanummia coinciding with a period of
peace with the Persians is felt particularly during the last decade of Justinian’s tenure.
This peak includes all those coin finds struck in Nicomedia and Cyzicus, where the
issuing of folles and half folles was interrupted. The 17 specimens struck in Nicomedia were all struck following the lighter weight standard from year 27 of Justinian 1
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– 553/554 – and until the end of his reign. A variant showing a star instead of a cross
above the mark of value was introduced in Nicomedia from year 34 onwards (Fig. 72;
MIBE:59, 138, No. 118b). The high number of decanummia from Nicomedia compensates for the lack of larger copper denominations from this mint after 560 (MIBE:59).
Only four decanummia from Cyzicus are registered in our database, all dated after year
30 when this denomination was introduced at this mint (MIBE:60). Interestingly, only
four Antiochene coins of this denomination are registered in our database.

Fig. 71. Breakdown by year of reign of the dated decanummia of Justinian I
in our database following chronological groups

Fig. 72. Decanummium of Justinian I from Nicomedia dated to 563/564
(Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount, IAA 39698)

Pentanummia
With the reform of 538, the Є type pentanummium replaced the chi-rho type, but it
still bore no dates. The weight of these pentanummia was reduced in 542. This new
type was minted in Constantinople, Nicomedia, Cyzicus, and Antioch for different
lengths of time at each mint. Only four specimens are registered in our database,
three from Constantinople and one from Antioch. Worthy of mention is a Є pentaintroduced in 561/562 (Jerusalem, excavations
nummium of the monogram type
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near the Temple Mount, IAA 38613, Fig. 73; MIBE:61, 151, No. 163).66 The absence
of the popular Antiochene pentanummia from sites in this region is extraordinary,
since from 539 six different types were produced in Antioch.

Fig. 73. Pentanummium of Justinian I of the monogram type minted in Antioch
(Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount, IAA 38613)

3.4.5	Eastern and Italian Nummi
The production of nummi during Justinian’s tenure was mostly restricted to the mint
of Carthage. This homogeneous group will be discussed separately (chapter 3.4.6).
The present discussion includes a few types which have been attributed to eastern
mints and a group of nummi related to the Italian mints of Rome and Ravenna which
occasionally appear at sites in Israel (Table 32). The need for small coin was still
fulfilled by older monogram minimi in circulation, incremented by the use of Vandalic and Ostrogothic nummi (see also chapters 3.9.2 and 3.9.3).67 All these types
together constituted the bulk of small change characteristic to the first half of the
sixth century.
In 1979, Hahn published a type of minima depicting a frontal bust and the letter
N (for nummus?) on the reverse.68 In his opinion, although undated, this coin was
probably the smallest fraction of the heavy standard coinage struck by Justinian I between 538 and 542 in the East (either at Constantinople or Antioch; Hahn 1979:283,
No. N103). In this article, Hahn stresses the fact that most specimens known to him
are from Palestinian provenance. These coins are usually very badly preserved, so it
is not possible to establish the type of the obverse bust. However, in many cases it
seems to resemble a profile. It should be noted that this type is not included in Hahn
and Metlich’s updated MIBE but it is mentioned in their discussion about minimi of
66
For the different pentanummia types as discovered in excavations in Antioch, see Waagé
1952:153, Nos. 2111-2117. For a comprehensive discussion on the pentanummia of Justinian I, see
Pottier 1983:161-186 and particularly Table 22.

67
Hahn asserts: “The coinage of minimi seems to have been abandoned in the central mints as there
are no coin types left for a firm attribution…” (MIBE:58).

This is a different type from the N within wreath, attributed by Hahn and Metlich to Justin II (MIBEC:32, 109, No. 212=241).
68
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Justin II, where the authors attribute this type to Maurice Tiberius from the mint of
Carthage (MIBEC:32, No. V135).69 I do not agree with this attribution.
In his report of the 1978 season of Michigan University excavations in Carthage,
W.E. Metcalf discerns two sub-varieties of this type: one with profile bust flanked by
small crosses (Metcalf W.E. 1982:122, Nos. 1018-1021) and the other with frontal
bust flanked by small crosses (Metcalf W.E. 1982:122, Nos. 1022-1026). Both types
are classified as Justinianic nummi struck in Carthage and dated 548-565 (Metcalf
W.E. 1982:151). The mint attribution is based on the discovery of ten pieces in the
1978 season and especially the presence of five of them in the 1978 Carthage hoard,
which consists entirely of Carthaginian issues. Eleven coins of the N type are recorded in our database (Table 32); all relate to numismatic contexts dating at the latest to the time of Justinian I. Since similar numbers of specimens are recorded from
excavations in Carthage and in Israel, the origin of this type still remains uncertain.

Table 32. Eastern and Italian nummi of Justinian I in our database

Type
Bust facing,
cross in l.
field/ N
N

N

N

N

N

Mint

Date

Site

IAA/ Pub.

Eastern
mint?/
Carthage?

538-542

Jerusalem,
Robinson Arch

95507

538-542

Jerusalem,
Robinson Arch

81641

Same

1

538-542

Jerusalem,
excavations near the
Temple Mount

41209,
44611,
44801

Same

3

538-542

Jerusalem,
Ketef Hinnom

15098

Same

1

538-542

Ashqelon,
Smadar Hotel

Bijovsky
2004: No. 32

Same

1

538-542

Ashqelon, Tel

Same

1

Eastern
mint?/
Carthage?
Eastern
mint?/
Carthage?
Eastern
mint?/
Carthage?
Eastern
mint?/
Carthage?
Eastern
mint?/
Carthage?

Photo/Ref.

Total

1
Hahn 1979:no. N103.

They classify this type together with the palm tree nummi and the cross flanked by dots. I maintain the original attribution to Justinian I or to anonymous nummi issued during his reign; see chapter
3.4.6.
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Type

Date

Site

IAA/ Pub.

Photo/Ref.

Total

538-542

Caesarea, IAA

66531

Same

1

538-542

Mount Gerizim,
church

K18328,
K21583

Same

2

Ravenna

540-547

Jerusalem,
Giv‘ati Parking

121592

MIBE:No. 240.2-3

1

Frontal bust
/lion

Rome

547-549

Caesarea,
JECM 1990

MIBE:No. 232

1

Frontal bust
/lion

Rome

547-549

Jerusalem,
Mandelbaum Gate

136623

N

N
Bust r./

Mint
Eastern
mint?/
Carthage?
Eastern
mint?/
Carthage?

Frontal bust /
CN 1

Rome

After 547

Caesarea,
JECM 1990

DeRose
Evans 2006:
No. 2302

Frontal bust
/ CN

Rome

After 547

Caesarea, IAA

67436

Frontal bust
/ CN

Rome

After 547

Kh. Latatin
(deposit area B)

K15831

Frontal bust /

Frontal bust /

Frontal bust /

Frontal bust /

Frontal bust /

Rome

552-565

Caesarea, JECM

Cf. DeRose
Evans
2006:No.
2250-2252

Rome

552-565

Jerusalem,
Robinson Arch

95521

Ramat HaNadiv,
En Ẓur

Barkay 2000:
No. 267

552-565

Jerusalem,
Third Wall

64675, 44633

552-565

Jerusalem,
excavations near the
Temple Mount, area II

38662

Rome

Rome

Rome

552-565

1
MIBE:No. 232
MIB 1:no. 212

1

Same

1

1
Same
Hahn 1979:No. 210

3

1
Same
1
Same
2
Var.
Same

1

1 Pottier suggests that this type was struck in a heavier module for the period 540-542 and a lighter one for the period 542-547
(Pottier 1983:220-221). We follow, however, Hahn’s more updated chronology for this type.
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In addition, a number of minimi types70 recorded in our database seem to be related to the mints of Rome and Ravenna (Hahn 1979:282-284) after the reconquest
of the Italian peninsula by Belisarius (Table 32). After taking advantage of a series
of internal succession affairs that debilitated the Ostrogothic throne, the reconquest
of Italy had been completed by the end of 539 when King Vitigis was taken in captivity along with the royal treasury to Constantinople (LRE:275-278). Therefore, the
earliest imperial minimi cannot be dated before 540 (Ravenna type bearing the mon). Hahn dates the typological change in Italy from profile to frontal bust
ogram
on the obverse to year 547, the beginning of a new lustrum which correlates well to
a change in weight standard in Italy (see reverse type lion). After a gap from 549 to
552, when the mint of Rome was returned under the control of the Ostrogothic King
Baduila, imperial coins were minted again. Several specimens of the type bearing
roughly dated by Hahn to the period 552-565 (Hahn 1979:282)
the monogram
are presented in Table 32. The attribution of this type to the mint of Rome is strongly
reinforced by the presence of 154 specimens at the Castro dei Volsci hoard, where
more than 90% of the coins are of Italian origin (Pottier 1983:209).

3.4.6	Justinianic nummi minted in Carthage
a.
Definition and background
Both Vandalic and Justinianic nummi have been comprehensively classified and discussed by Morrisson in two publications (1988 and 2003). The following discussion
is based on her conclusions together with other synthetic studies from recent years
and results of coin finds from both North Africa and the southern Levant, with special emphasis on material discovered in Israel. A synoptic table with all the types
and dates of Justinianic nummi from Carthage together with Vandalic sixth-century
coinage is given in chapter 3.9.2.
In 530 the Vandal King Hilderic, who was under treaty obligations to the Byzantines, was deposed by Gelimer. Three years later, Belisarius commanded an imperial
expedition that sailed towards Carthage with the purpose of reconquering the province
of Africa (LRE:273-274). After the victory over the Vandal Kingdom in 534, Belisarius
was called back to Constantinople, bringing with him King Gelimer, thousands of prisoners, and the Vandal treasury accumulated at the time of the sack of Rome.
According to Hahn, the value of these minimi was equivalent to 2½ nummi and the coins were
apparently called denarii (Hahn 1979:282, n3).
70
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The Vandal mint of Carthage continued functioning under Justinian I after the reconquest, producing the entire range of conventional copper denominations with added
dates beginning in 539 (MIBE:65-66). In terms of local currency, however, they kept the
same central role they had fulfilled during the Vandalic period (Morrisson 1988:75).
Parallel to the imperial types, a series of anonymous nummi continued to be issued
in Carthage (Victory advancing left; palm tree). Since these coins appear in the same
archaeological contexts together with the Justinianic nummi, their dating and typology
are now quite precise. These types are discussed in a separate chapter below (3.9.2).
Neither the imperial nummi nor the anonymous ones bear the name of the mint.
Their attribution to Carthage is based primarily on provenance, namely, on the large
concentrations of these issues found in excavations in Carthage. As mentioned
above, during the time of Justinian I, minimi were struck mostly in the western part
of the empire, both in Carthage and Italy, and a number of stylistic characteristics
distinguish the North African from the Italian minimi. Axis position is not defined in
Carthage issues, while in Italian minimi the axis is always . The border designs of
Carthage are usually a double circle, a circle within a wreath, or a circle composed
by spaced dots while in Italy the wreath border prevails (Pottier 1983:199 and Table
26). In addition, based on stylistic similarities between the designs on the nummi
with those on the silver coinage from this mint, a number of attributions to Carthage
have been made (Pottier 1983:201).
Coin production in Carthage was intended mainly for local use. As attested by
coin finds dating to after the reconquest, coins from this mint are found in those
zones under Byzantine control (Morrisson 2003:78-80). Moreover, the excavations
in Carthage show an almost exclusive predominance of local types with high proportions of nummi; very few of Justinian’s larger denominations were discovered
(Buttrey 1976:164; Buttrey and Hitchner 1978:101; Metcalf W.E. 1987:78;
Morrisson 1988:434; Visonà 2009:176; Triantafillou Carthage). For instance, of
the 1,548 Byzantine coins from the periods of Justinian I to Justinian II discovered
in the American excavations, only 13 came from mints other than Carthage; most of
the coins are local nummi (Morrisson 2003:81).
Therefore, it is not surprising that from all denominations issued by Justinian I
in Carthage, only the nummi are found in significant numbers in Israel (Morrisson
2003:82-84); the few exceptional folles and half folles from Carthage appearing in
our database mentioned above seem to be sporadic finds. Minimi enjoyed a wider
circulation and a broader geographical range of distribution than the larger copper
denominations (Pottier 1983:197).
Of all coin types described below, only the two Vota types bear regnal dates; the
rest are dated based on style and comparative material.71 According to Hahn, the
71

In his report of Kenyon excavations in Jerusalem, Reece roughly dates all Justinianic nummi from
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obverse showing a frontal bust flanked by stars is later than the type with the profile
bust surrounded by the inscription mentioning the name of Justinian I. He places the
time of transition from one type of bust to the other during the early 540s (MIBE:68).
As a matter of fact, coins dating from 539 to 541 bear profile busts, indicating that
the frontal type was introduced in Carthage at a later date than in other mints and not
before 541/542 (Pottier 1983:201).72
Based on his analysis of metrology, Pottier also proposes an internal chronology
for the different types of nummi, when weights increase after the monetary reform
in 538 and then decrease towards the end of Justinian I’s reign.73 This order was
roughly adopted in the description of types that follows. It should be mentioned that
only those types of North African nummi discovered in excavations in Israel are
described below.74
In excavations in Israel, Justinianic nummi from Carthage are typically found together with proto-Vandalic (chapter 2.7.2) and Vandalic anonymous minimi (chapter 3.9.2b) in hoards, deposits, and accumulations. This high incidence in this region
cannot just be coincidental. It is probable that these coins reflect stable commercial
ties between the two regions, Carthage and Palestine. This issue has already been
discussed in chapter 2.7.2f.
Concentrations of Justinianic nummi have appeared in a number of assemblages
in Israel: two deposits found in the IAA excavations in Caesarea, insula W2S3 (L
H16, and fill L176; Bijovsky Caesarea); the accumulation at the wishing spring in
Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur (Barkay 2000); a foundation deposit in Jerusalem (L4253;
Weksler-Bdolah et al. 2009; Bijovsky Western Wall Plaza); coin deposits at excavations in Jerusalem, Robinson Arch;75 Kh. Latatin76 (deposit area B; identified by
Carthage to 540-567 (Reece et al. 2008:418).

72
In any case, as mentioned, dating by type of bust alone is not possible since the profile bust continued to be used in small denominations after 538.

In general, nummi dated before the reign of Justinian I have a mean weight fluctuating between
0.61g and 0.70g. In Carthage, nummi struck before the reform in 538 weigh between 0.56g and 0.60g
(Pottier 1983:206-207).
73

74

Weights of coins are given when available.

Robinson Arch, L61 B.819: Proto-Vandalic, Gelimer, Justinianic (VOT XIII, , , ) and Vandalic anonymous (palm tree) nummi from Carthage together with dated decanummia of Justinian I,
blank cast flans and cast imitations of Alexandrian dodecanummia (IAA 81326, 81347-81368).

75

L61 B.870: LR minimi, Anastasius I nummi, Theodohad (534-536), Justinianic ( ,
) and Vandalic anonymous (palm tree, nine coins) nummi from Carthage together with dated decanummia of
Justinian I and cast imitations of Alexandrian dodecanummia (IAA 81369-81386).
L61 B.897: Gelimer, Justinianic ( ) and Vandalic anonymous (palm tree) nummi from Carthage (IAA
81387-81389).
76

Fifth-century minimi, cast blank flans, Leo I, Gelimer, proto-Vandals, Justinianic nummi from
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the author); and the church of Mary Theotokos in Mount Gerizim.77 Following our
database, the largest concentrations of coins from Carthage have been found in Jerusalem and Caesarea. This high incidence is related to the cosmopolitan status of both
cities, as religious (pilgrimage), administrative and commercial centers.
b.
Types of nummi found in Israel in chronological order
: The obverse depicts a profile bust (BMCV:34, Nos. 141-148) (Fig. 74 left; Table
33); a variant with a C below might represent a third officina (Fig. 74 center; IAA
121820) (DOC 1:170, No. 308; MIBE:159, No. 1921). A unique specimen found at the
church on Mount Gerizim (L195, K18495, Fig. 74 right) bears a cross on the obverse
instead of a bust and may represent a hybrid type or a local imitation. The type
is dated by Bellinger and Hahn to 533/534-539 (DOC 1:170, No. 309; MIBE:159160, Nos. 192-193; Buttrey 1976:164) and by Morrisson to 534-537 (1988:425).
The alpha clearly illustrates the nominal value of the coin: namely one nummus, and
therefore should be the earliest in the series (Pottier 1983:207 and 218).

Fig. 74. Left:

nummus of Justinian I (Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur, Barkay 2000:No. 256);
center: with C below (Jerusalem, City of David IAA 121820);
right: Hybrid type (Mount Gerizim K18495)

According to Pottier, an early date is also suggested by the mean weight of this
type (0.56g-0.60g) which is close to that of its Vandalic predecessors.78 Pottier therefore proposes a date of 537-538 for this issue. However, the significant quantities of
specimens found in hoards and excavations suggest a longer period of production.
This is one of the most common types found in excavations in Carthage (Buttrey
1976:192, Nos. 197-205; Metcalf W.E.1982). It is also very well represented in
the Zacha hoard (26 specimens; Adelson and Kustas 1964:195-196, Nos. 355-380);
in the hoard from the shop in the SW agora in Corinth (Edwards K.M. 1937:249);
Rome (CN) and Carthage (VOT XIII,

,

, ) and Vandalic anonymous (palm tree) nummi.

An accumulation of 578 minimi discovered at the NW corner room of the courtyard (L195) includes coins dated from 408-423 to 550/551 and might be related to the changes performed in the
complex during the reign of Justinian I. Coin assemblages from loci 191, 192 and 621 present similar
characteristics.
77

78

The mean weight of the coins in our database is lower, 0.45g.
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and in the hoard from area B in Kenchreai (Hohlfelder 1973:96-97, Nos. 38-48). A
considerable number of coins of this type appear together with anonymous palm tree
issues in the hoard found at the Roman bath in Corinth (Pottier 1983:211); 51 coins
of this type are recorded at the Athenian Agora (Pottier 1983:213) and another eight
from Sardis (Edwards K.M. 1933:44, Nos. 288-297). The picture in Israel is quite
similar. Of all the Justinianic nummi from Carthage, this is the predominant type
which appears in the destruction levels of the shops in the Street of the Monuments
at Bet She’an (eight specimens; Bijovsky 2002:508). Eight coins of this type are the
only nummi of Justinian I present in excavations at the fortress of Lejjūn, Jordan,
which was destroyed by the earthquake in 551; thus their date of issue must be established earlier during the reign of this Emperor (Betlyon 2006:436, Nos. 576-583).
This coin evidence reinforces the suggestion that this issue was produced between
533/534 and 539.
Table 33.

nummi of Justinian I from Carthage in our database
Site

IAA/ Ref.

Weight (g.)

Total

Rogem Zohar

Harper 1995; IAA 81884

0.72

1

Ashqelon, Tel

---

---

3

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, (no area)

45820

0.36

1

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area I

38386, 38391, 38399, 37918

0.21, 0.15, 0.54, 0.28

4

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area II

38646

0.38

1

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area VI

40457, 41261, 41262, 40350, 39727,
41185, 41310, 39744

0.42, 0.51, 0.31, 0.49,
0.26, 0.42, 0.60, 0.50

8

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area VII

38889, 38891,39296, 39357, 44081

0.28, 0.22, 0.21, 0.27,
0.53

5

Jerusalem, Robinson Arch

81357, 81366, 81620, 81621, 81628,
81643, 84107, 83755

0.65, 0.35, 0.57, 0.76,
0.51, 0.62, 0.32, 0.64

8

Jerusalem, Western Wall Plaza
(foundation deposit)

112809

0.32

1

Jerusalem, Kathisma

95437

0.57

1

Jerusalem, Third Wall, area D

64646

0.50

1

Jerusalem, Third Wall, area A

27800, 27829, 27769, 27951

0.29, 0.50, 0.45, 0.31

4
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Site

IAA/ Ref.

Weight (g.)

Total

Jerusalem, Giv‘ati Parking

117628

0.34

1

Jerusalem, Kenyon excavations

Reece et al. 2008

---

3

Jerusalem, City of David area N

121778, 121820

0.52, 0.35

2

Jerusalem, Third Wall

115873

0.48

1

Kh. Latatin (deposit area B)

K15764, K15845, K15846, K15869

Mount Gerizim, church

K18530, K21696, K21711, K21480,
K21969, K21854, K21734, K21197,
K18495

0.44, 0.57, 0.46, 0.38,
0.40, 0.48, 0.77

9

Caesarea, IAA

65378, 65824, 66013, 65905

0.35, 0.43, 0.66, 0.48

4

Caesarea, JECM

DeRose Evans 2006:Nos. 2272-2289

0.52, 0.49, 0.46, 0.28,
0.53, 0.49, 0.36, 0.33,
0.31, 0.26, 0.64, 0.49

18

0.61, 0.62

2

Caesarea, insula W2S3 (hoard B) 63187, 63191

4

Caesarea, IAA

63566, 62143, 62146, 65920, 64468,
64546

0.47, 0.60, 0.64, 0.57,
0.29, 0.30

6

Caesarea, insula W2S3

62146, 65374, 65376, 65377, 64982,
65015, 64995, 65980

0.64, 0.59, 0.31, 0.45,
0.44, 0.39, 0.30, 0.23

8

Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur

Barkay 2000: Nos. 256-260

0.44, 0.50, 0.54, 0.48,
0.42

5

Sepphoris, HU

---

0.63

1

Ḥammat Gader

80519, 80533

0.43, 0.42

2

Bet She’an, theatre IAA

---

---

1

Bet She’an, street of the
Monuments, shop 6

---

0.68, 0.41, 0.27

3

Bet She’an, street of the
Monuments, shop 7

---

0.59, 0.53, 0.46, 0.42

4

Bet She’an, street of the
Monuments, shop 8

---

0.28

1

Capernaum, village

Callegher 2007:No. 1208

---

1

TOTAL

114
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Horse head right: The obverse depicts a profile bust r. flanked by crosses (MIBE:159,
No. 191; Morrisson 1988:425, No. 1) (Table 34; Fig. 75). Both Hahn and Morrisson
agree that, due to the flanking crosses on the obverse, this issue should be dated to
Justinian I. The horse head is an old city symbol which had already been depicted on
Vandalic coinage (BMCV:3-4, Nos. 10-22). This type is extremely rare in Israel; only
one coin is registered in our records. Morrisson suggests that this was a transitional
type between Vandalic and Imperial coinage in Carthage and dates it to 534-537.
Hahn and Metlich claim that this is the intermediate 1½ nummus denomination of
the undated period and attribute it to the years 533/534-539, date adopted here.
Table 34. Horse head nummi of Justinian I from Carthage in our database
Site
Jerusalem, Mandelbaum gate

IAA

Weight (g.)

Total

136648

0.62

1

Fig. 75. Horse head nummus of Justinian I from Carthage
(Jerusalem, Mandelbaum gate, IAA 136648)

B: A 2 nummi piece, bearing a profile bust flanked by crosses on the obverse (Table 35;
Fig. 76). It is linked to the previous type by the design on the obverse. This type
is extremely rare in Israel; only one coin is registered in our database. This type
is attributed by Hahn and Metlich to the undated series minted in Carthage from
533/534 to 539 (MIBE:66-67, 159, No. 190; see also DOC 1:108, No. 102 attributed
to Thessalonica, and Morrisson 1988:427 with preference to Carthage based on the
evidence of 21 specimens found at Dermech). Pottier suggests this issue is contemporary with the issue, both belonging to the same series (Pottier 1983:217 and
336, Nos. 961-962). Therefore, the date for this type is 533/534-539.
Table 35. B 2 nummi of Justinian I from Carthage in our database
Site
Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple
Mount, area VII

IAA

Weight (g.)

Total

39907

1.18

1
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Fig. 76. B 2 nummi of Justinian I from Carthage
(Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount IAA 39907)

within double border: The obverse depicts a profile bust and inscription with
the name of Justinian I (BMCV:37, Nos. 159-160) (Fig. 77; Table 36). A variety
with two pellets flanking the chi-rho is known from Carthage excavations (Visonà
2009:184, 199 No. 317). A retrograde variety is known from Israel (two coins: Jerusalem, Temple Mount area VII, IAA 41134 and Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur, Barkay
2000:No. 271).
This type is traditionally dated to 548-565 (DOC 1:170, No. 311; Buttrey
1976:164, 192, Nos. 212-217) due to its mean weight (0.56g-0.57g) and the stylistic
similarities to the previous type . An earlier date, however, seems more suitable.79 Pottier believes this type reflects a short production run: from 538-539 (Pottier 1983:205, 218 and Table 29). In fact, the relatively large number of specimens
discovered in Carthage and Israel suggest that the production of this issue might
have been longer than one year. Morrisson attributes this type to the series dated to
534-537 (Morrison 1988:425). Hahn prefers a more general date to the mid or late
540s, but in any case after 543 (MIBE:No. 206). Based on stylistic similarities (linear
border within wreath) to a pentanummium from the mint of Carthage (DOC 1:167,
No. 300), Buttrey and Hitchner changed the date of this issue to 541-543 (1978:151,
No. 315). Based on the different opinions and coin evidence, I suggest that this
type was minted in c.538-542.

Fig. 77.
nummus of Justinian I from Carthage
(Jerusalem, Western Wall plaza IAA 112807)

79

The mean weight of the coins in our database is lower, 0.50g.
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Table 36.

nummi of Justinian I from Carthage in our database
Site

IAA/ Ref.

Weight (g.)

Total

---

---

1

Ashqelon, Marina

92086

0.54

1

Ashqelon, Barnea (W)

117424

0.43

1

Ashqelon, el Jura

68435

0.25

1

Ashqelon, northern quarters

124799

0.58

1

Jerusalem, Binyanei Hauma

Bijovsky 2005:No. 123

0.40

1

95407, 81978, 81984

0.63,0.58, 0.42

3

Jerusalem, Citadel

86495

0.43

1

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area II

38746

0.94

1

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area VI

41312, 41336, 41734, 45440,
40273, 41192, 40427, 40462,
40492, 40538

0.63, 0.45, 0.51, 0.65, 0.46, 0.42,
0.40, 0.26, 0.44, 0.39

10

81360, 81396-81398

0.42, 0.35, 0.40, 0.54

4

112806, 112807

0.23,0.65

2

123472, 123513, 123518

0.83, 0.56, 0.57

3

31490, 27760

0.47, 0.55

2

Ashqelon, Tel

Jerusalem, Kathisma

Jerusalem, Robinson Arch
Jerusalem, Western Wall Plaza
(foundation deposit)
Jerusalem, City of David area N
Jerusalem, Third Wall, area C
Kh. Latatin
Caesarea, insula W2S3
Caesarea, IAA
Caesarea, JECM
Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur
Ḥammat Gader
Gush Ḥalav hoard
TOTAL

K15887, K15908
65323, 64983, 64342, 65520
64443, 63536, 92195

2
0.67, 0.29, 0.22, 0.72

4

0.32, 0.57, 0.31

3

DeRose Evans 2006:Nos. 23232334

0.81, 0.74, 0.73, 0.68, 0.56, 0.46,
0.41, 0.39, 0.34, 0.33, fragment

12

0.94, 0.36

2

80532

0.71

1

Bijovsky 1998:No. 367

0.58

1

Barkay 2000:Nos. 268 and 272

57

VOT/ XIII: The obverse depicts a profile bust (Table 37; Fig. 78). This type is dated
with certainty to 539/540 (DOC 1:167, No. 302; MIBE:No. 205) when dates on copper coinage were introduced in Carthage. The inscription is surrounded by a linear
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border and a wreath. According to Pottier, the mean weight of this series fluctuates
between 0.65g and 0.75g indicating a rise in weight after the introduction of the
monetary reform (Pottier 1983:208). The mean weight of the examples in our database is 0.67g. Some local imitations of this type are also known from excavations in
Israel (see chapter 2.6.2a, Table 8, Nos. 11-13).
Table 37. VOT XIII nummi of Justinian I from Carthage in our database
Site

IAA/ Ref.

Weight (g.)

Total

Rogem Zohar

81891

0.70

1

Jerusalem, Robinson Arch

81352

0.67

1

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area I

40508, 40552, 40823

0.73, 0.55, 0.52

3

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area II

38133

0.53

1

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area VI

41254
Mazar 2011:170, 172, 183
and n.16

0.63, 0.71

2

Jerusalem, Third Wall, area A

27837

0.88

1

Jerusalem, Third Wall, area D

64664

0.64

1

Jerusalem, Jewish Quarter A,W,X2
Caesarea, JECM
Caesarea, IAA
Mount Gerizim, church

---

---

1

DeRose Evans 2006:Nos.
2305-2307

0.75, 0.67, 0.48

3

62157, 62160, 66520

0.67, 0.70, 0.60

3

K21682

0.93

1

TOTAL

18

Fig. 78. VOT XIII nummus of Justinian I from Carthage
(Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur IAA 68507)

VOT/ XIIII: The obverse depicts a profile bust (Table 38; Fig. 79). Similar to the
previous type, this coin is dated with certainty to 540/541 (DOC 1:168, No. 303).
The inscription is surrounded by a linear border and a wreath. The mean weight of
the examples gathered in our database is 0.69g.
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Table 38. VOT XIIII nummi of Justinian I from Carthage in our database
Site

IAA/ Ref.

Weight (g.)

Total

Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount, area VI

41184

0.56

1

Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount, area VII

40124

0.82

1

Jerusalem, Mamillah Cemetery (tomb 10)

60557

0.61

1

Jerusalem, City of David area N

121810

0.68

1

Kh. Latatin (deposit area B)

K15853

Caesarea, Byzantine wall south
Caesarea, JECM
Mount Gerizim, church

1

22774

0.78

1

DeRose Evans
2006:Nos. 2308-2308

0.72, 0.62

2

K12499

0.73

1

TOTAL

9

Fig. 79. VOT XIIII nummus of Justinian I from Carthage
(Jerusalem, City of David, IAA 121810)

, : The obverse depicts a frontal bust flanked either by small crosses or stars
(Fig. 80-Fig. 81; Table 39-Table 40). The alpha and omega can be dependent on the
rho-cross or free-standing (Metcalf W.E. 1982:151, Nos. 903-968). Stylistically,
. Bellinger attributes this type to an uncertain
this type is similar to the next type
mint (DOC 1:193, No. 374) but, based on coin finds, its Carthaginian origin is quite
certain (Buttrey 1976:193, No. 219-220; Visonà 2009:199 No. 326). Hahn dates
this type to 552-565 based on stylistic similarities to the half siliqua which was issued that year for the first time (MIBE:No. 208a). A retrograde variant is known as
well, with dating also starting from 552 (MIBE:26, 69, 162 No. 208b; Jerusalem,
excavations near the Temple Mount, area I, IAA 39507). This series shows a rise in
weight with a mean between 0.62g and 0.78g which corresponds to the introduction
of the frontal bust and locates this type straight after the Vota types in the series;80
as a result Pottier dates this type to 542-552 (Pottier 1983:208 and 219 and Table
80

The mean weight of the coins in our database is 0.63g for the

variant

.

variant, and 0.47g for the
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29). It has been suggested that the order of the letters follows the name of the mint:
CaRTHAGω ( ) and RωMa ( ). The mint attribution of this type to Carthage is
reinforced by the free axis position, the dotted border, and the facing bust flanked
by crosses (Pottier 1983:219). Moreover, only six coins of the Carthaginian type
appear in the Italian hoard of Castro dei Volsci, contrasting with 154 coins of the
(see chapter 3.4.5 and Table 32). Interestingly, this type is
similar Italian variety
not present in the Zacha hoard (deposition date 541-552). I adopt Pottier’s chronology dating these types to 542-552.

Fig. 80.

nummus of Justinian I from Carthage
(Ras Abu Sawitan K37457)

Fig. 81.
nummus of Justinian I from Carthage
(Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount IAA 40190)

Table 39.

nummi of Justinian I from Carthage in our database
Site

Ras Abu Sawitan

IAA/ Ref.

Weight (g.)

K37457

1

Ashqelon, Tel
Ashqelon, Smadar Hotel
Jerusalem, Citadel
Jerusalem, Robinson Arch
Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area I
Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area VI
Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area VII

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area XII

Jerusalem, City of David area N

Total
1

Bijovsky 2004:No. 33

0.46

1

75570

0.40

1

95189, 81386, 81633, 81347, 81365

0.53, 0.56, 0.88, 0.46,
0.28

40559, 38388

0.34, 0.28

2

40471, 40536, 39685, 39689, 39738,
39767, 39769
Mazar 2011:172, 183 n.19

0.47, 0.26, 0.29, 0.33,
0.60, 0.25, 0.52
0.39

8

43763

0.54

1

44251

0.30

1

111968

0.35

1

5
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Site
Jerusalem, Third Wall, area A
Caesarea, IAA

IAA/ Ref.

Weight (g.)

Total

27828

0.63

1

63531, 62147, 64232

0.59, 0.45, 0.42

3

Caesarea, insula W2S3

64981

0.53

1

Caesarea, JECM 1976

31639

0.49

1

Caesarea, JECM
Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur

DeRose Evans 2006:Nos. 2253-2262
Barkay 2000:Nos. 264-265

0.36, 0.36, 0.33, 0.31,
0.29, 0.25, and fragments
0.70, 0.26

TOTAL

Table 40.

10
2
39

nummi of Justinian I from Carthage in our database
Site

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area I
Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area VI

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area VII
Jerusalem, Citadel

Jerusalem, Kenyon excavations

IAA/ Ref.

Weight (g.)

Total

39505, 39506, 40190

0.53, 0.48, 0.37

3

40343, 40355, 39639, 39652, 41176

0.31, 0.24, 0.51, 0.51,
0.40

5

41168, 40140

0.64, 0.44

2

85379

0.35

1

Reece et al. 2008

2

Caesarea, insula W2S3

66572,64367,64997,64421

0.54, 0.64, 0.44, 0.39

Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur

Barkay 2000:No. 266

0.70

TOTAL

4
1
18

: The obverse depicts a frontal bust flanked by small crosses (Table 41; Fig. 82).
This type is traditionally dated to 548-565 (DOC 1:170, No. 310; Buttrey 1976:164,
192, Nos. 206-211). A retrograde variety is known as well. Based on stylistic similarities to other denominations of this Emperor, Hahn attributes this type to Justin II
(MIBEC:31, 109, No. 213). I believe, however, this type is closer in date and style to
the Justinianic nummi from Carthage, and their presence in numismatic contexts related to the time of this Emperor reinforces this attribution. The mean weight 0.52g0.60g established by Pottier (1983:208 and Table 29) positions this type immediately
after the one just described, showing a decrease in weight after the frontal bust was
introduced.81 Coins of this type are present in the Zacha hoard but are absent from
early hoards such as Castro dei Volsci and the excavations at Curium and Corinth.
Thus, this type should be dated towards the end of Justinian I’s reign, namely 55281

The mean weight of the coins in our database is 0.46g.
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565 (Pottier 1983:220). Evidence recovered from hoards at the Athenian Agora and
Olympia, where coins of this type are in virtually mint condition or better preserved
than other issues, suggests a late date within the reign of Justinian I for this type
(Kroll, Miles and Miller 1973:307-308). In sum, I follow Pottier’s chronology
and date this type to 552-565.
Table 41.

nummi of Justinian I from Carthage in our database
Site

IAA/ Ref.

Weight (g.)

Total

Bijovsky 2004:No. 34

0.51

1

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area I

37923

0.32

1

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area III

39633, 38822

0.57, 0.19

2

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area IV

39760, 39640, 41205,41392

0.45, 0.49, 0.43, 0.37

4

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area VO

45438

0.87

1

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area XIV

45158

0.18

1

Jerusalem, City of David area N

115041, 115074

0.59, 0.25

2

95184, 81377

0.51, 0.64

1

Jerusalem, Binyanei Hauma

48358

0.43

2

Kh. Latatin (deposit area B)

K15829

1

K15926-K15929, K15934-K15936

7

Caesarea, JECM

---

13

Caesarea, JECM 1990

---

1

Caesarea, JECM 1976

31547

0.36

1

66076, 66103, 92198

0.63, 0.64, 0.56

3

63186

0.67

1

Caesarea, insula W2S3

61932, 64976

0.51, 0.48

2

Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur

Barkay 2000:Nos. 268-269

0.50, 0.50

2

Mount Gerizim, church

K22265

0.50

1

96551

0.51

1

---

0.63

1

Ashqelon, Smadar Hotel

Jerusalem, Robinson Arch

Kh. Latatin

Caesarea, IAA
Caesarea, insula W2S3 (hoard B)

Bet She’an, "marketplace"
Sepphoris, HU
TOTAL

49
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Fig. 82.
nummus of Justinian I from Carthage
(Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur, Barkay 2000:No. 268)

Ý six-pointed star within wreath: The obverse depicts a frontal bust flanked by
small crosses (Fig. 83; Table 42). This seems to be a variant of the Proto-Vandalic
type discussed in chapter 2.7.2. Based on the obverse frontal bust, this type is related to Justinian I and is dated by Morrisson to 552-557 (Morrisson 1988:424, No. 9
n4; Metcalf W.E. 1987:70, No. 174). Based on metrology, Pottier suggests a broader period of minting to 551-565 (Pottier 1983:221). I adopt Pottier’s chronology
dating this type to 551-565.

Fig. 83. Six-pointed star nummus of Justinian I from Carthage
(Caesarea, IAA 63188)

Table 42. Six-pointed star nummi of Justinian I from Carthage in our database
Site

IAA/ Ref.

Weight (g.)

Total

Sepphoris USF

121195

0.46

1

Caesarea, insula W2S3 (hoard B)

63188

0.47

1

TOTAL

2

: The obverse depicts a frontal bust flanked by small crosses (Fig. 84; Table 43).
Based on comparison to a similar issue from Rome which shows stars instead of
pellets (DOC 1:177, No. 328), this type is attributed by Buttrey to Justinian I (Buttrey 1976:193, No. 218), and the attribution is supported by Metcalf (Metcalf W.E.
1987:78; 71, No. 212).
Together with the Vandalic anonymous palm tree (see chapter 3.9.2b), this type
is a major component in an accumulation of 159 Vandalic and Justinianic minimi discovered in cistern 1977.2 at Carthage (Metcalf W.E. 1981:81-82). Moreover, from a
total of 63 cross with two/four pellets coins discovered at the site in 1977, 43 belong
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to this accumulation. The excavators believe this overwhelming concentration is not
arbitrary and the high incidence of these two types might indicate their contemporaneity. Metcalf believes the palm tree issues are more worn than the crosses and could
be considered chronologically slightly earlier in date. The accumulation in cistern
and Vota types.
1977.2 includes other earlier types of Justinian I such as the ,
Hahn and Metlich establish a relationship as well between the type and the Vandalic anonymous palm tree, but they prefer a much later date and attribute both types
to the reign of Maurice Tiberius ( dated to 592-597 and palm tree dated to 597-602;
see MIB 2:72, Nos. 133-134; MIBEC:169, No. 133). Among the reasons for suggesting these late dates, Hahn refers to the appearance of both types in a hoard of Byzantine small change which includes North African nummi together with dodecanummia and hexanummia from Alexandria, where the latest datable coins are attributed
to Maurice Tiberius (Hahn 1980). This find, however, lacks reliability since it seems
to combine two different groups from obscure provenance (Metcalf W.E. 1982:151
see also chapter 3.10.3b). Metrologically the type is the lightest and last type in
the series, showing a mean weight of 0.48g-0.54g (Pottier 1983:208, Table 29).82 In
conclusion, Pottier attributes this type to early Justin II (Pottier 1983:220). The fact
that coins of this type are present in the Zacha hoard reinforces an attribution to the
last years of reign of Justinian I. Therefore, I suggest dating this type to 552-565.

Fig. 84. nummus of Justinian I from Carthage
(Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount, IAA 39706)

Table 43.

nummi of Justinian I from Carthage in our database
Site

IAA/ Ref.

Weight (g.)

Total

81389, 81348

0.50, 0.61

2

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area I

38390

0.35

1

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area VI

41196, 41391, 39706

0.23, 0.71, 0.45

3

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area XXX

45780

0.39

1

Jerusalem, Robinson Arch

82

The mean weight of the coins in our database is 0.47g.
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Site

IAA/ Ref.

Weight (g.)

Total

Jerusalem, Third Wall, area A

27819

0.39

1

Jerusalem, Third Wall, area D

64667

0.67

1

35587

0.29

1

Jerusalem, Third Wall, area D
Kh. Latatin (deposit area B)
Mount Gerizim, church
Caesarea, IAA
Caesarea, JECM
Caesarea, hall (north)
Caesarea, insula W2S3 (hoard B)

K15842

1

K23145

?

1

62144-62145, 62175

0.26, 0.60, 0.40

3

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2295

0.41

1

22280

0.48

1

63185

0.59

1

Caesarea, insula W2S3

65009, 62175

0.63, 0.40

2

Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur

Barkay 2000:Nos. 263 and 323

0.52, 0.37

2

48545

0.59

Sepphoris, Duke Univ.
TOTAL

1
23

This is a variant of the cross with two pellets (Table 44; Fig. 85). This type is
ascribed to Justinian I and dated to 534-565 (Buttrey 1976:193, No. 218; Buttrey
and Hitchner 1978:129, No. 400; Metcalf W.E. 1987:71, Nos. 213-215). The mean
weight of the coins in our database is 0.50g. The same chronology as for the previous type is suggested here, namely 552-565.
Table 44.

nummi of Justinian I from Carthage in our database
Site

IAA/ Ref.

Weight (g.)

Total

Jerusalem, Robinson Arch

81391

0.41

1

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area I

37930

0.37

1

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area VI

41372

0.28

1

DeRose Evans 2006:Nos. 2290-2292

0.39, 0.38, 0.36

5

84937

0.94

1

Caesarea, JECM
Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur
TOTAL

Fig. 85.

9

nummus of Justinian I from Carthage (Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur, Barkay 2000:No. 262)
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3.4.7	The low frequency of heavy dated folles in coin finds
The small quantity of dated folles registered in our database (Fig. 86) reflects the
picture presented by most studies dealing with copper coinage of Justinian I in our
region: dated folles, especially those dating up to 550, are extremely rare in coin
finds (Belïen 2005:319; Gitler and Weisburd 2005:545 and fig. 2).83

Fig. 86. Follis from Nicomedia dated to 540/541 (Batia, IAA 81983)

As mentioned in chapter 3.4.4b Dated series, Callegher argues that the incidence
in coin finds and hoards of coins from the group dated to 538-542 is insignificant
– he records a total of 72 coins – when compared to the total numbers of coins of
Justinian I in circulation (Callegher 2006:134-138).84 Evidence from our database,
however, has shown that the decrease in quantities actually takes place in the second
group, dated to 542-550.
Based on the scarcity of coin finds, many scholars believe that Justinian I’s dated
coinage was not part of the currency intended for circulation in the southern Levant.
A number of reasons have been suggested to explain this scarcity:
a.

b.

Inconvenience for daily use due to their large weight and size (Spaer 1978;
Noeske 2000a; MIBE:17; Callegher 2006).
Rapid withdrawal from circulation and re-melting (Grierson 1967).

c.

Appointment and relocation of the limitanei troops (Casey 1996).

e.

Implications of the bubonic plague (Pottier 1983:241-242; Ariel 2002).

d.

Geographical considerations regarding currency distribution (Metcalf D.M.
1960 and 1964:32).

The term ‘heavy’ dated folles will be used throughout this discussion for both groups dating to
538-542 and 542-550.

83

Callegher excludes from his discussion all heavy dated folles in private collections, where these
coins are relatively common due to their rarity and high demand (2006:138-139 and Gândilă 2009b).
84
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a.
Inconvenience for daily use due to large weight and size
Common sense suggests that the extraordinary large size of these coins, their heavy
weight (especially the 538-542 series), and the fact that a large module constitutes
a waste of metal (after the standard weight reduction in 550) are good reasons to
explain why these coins were not kept in circulation for long periods after their date
of issue. According to Hahn “…the large pieces had the disadvantage of handling
and their metal value was attractive to hoarding” (MIBE:17).85 Other scholars such as
Callegher and Noeske developed this basic idea on the principles of Gresham’s law.86
Moreover, the inconvenience of using heavy folles can also explain the gradual increase in production and use of smaller fractions, especially of decanummia from
542 onwards since these coins were easier to handle. Coin finds, which show a complete preference for decanummia during the last decade of Justinian’s reign, support
this process.87
b.
Rapid withdrawal from circulation and re-melting
Grierson believes the reason that dated folles are found in such low numbers in
Palestine is that the heavier issues dated to 538-542 and 542-550 were effectively
withdrawn for re-melting (Grierson 1967:291 and 294).88 However, the same argu85
In this respect, I quote some thoughts raised by Butcher which are of much relevance to this
discussion: “Absence of evidence doesn’t imply ‘evidence of absence’. A low rate deposition could
either reflect low output, but equally high output and high public trust. Such issues might have been
recycled as new coins and rarely entered the archaeological record as single finds, surviving mainly
in places where they were removed from the system before recycling (hoarding)” (Butcher 20012002:36).

According to Gresham’s law, ‘bad’ money – in Callegher’s view, the lighter undated coinage of
Justinian I – drives ‘good’ money – the new 538-542 heavy issues – out of circulation. People used to
hand over the bad coins rather than the good ones, keeping them for themselves – namely thesaurization – as well demonstrated by hoard evidence (Callegher 2006:143-144 and discussion below in this
chapter; see also Callegher Mount Nebo). Similarly, Noeske believes the heavy dated coins could
not be put into circulation effectively because the lighter coins were still circulating. He further argues that few 538/9-550 folles were produced and were quickly withdrawn from circulation (Noeske
2000a:152-153).
86

A preference that, as explained above, has foundations in the general economic crisis that characterized the last part of Justinian I’s reign.
87

88
Grierson explains: “Re-melting was done when the rise in the price of copper was sufficient to
make up the initially quite large gap between the nominal value of the coins and the commercial value
of the metal they contained.” In other words, re-melting was more profitable than leaving the coins in
circulation or hoarding them.
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ment – re-melting – is used contrarily by Gândilă in order to justify the considerable numbers of Justinianic coins dated to the first decade after the 538 reform both
in hoards and isolated finds in Barbaricum. According to Gândilă, the heavy folles
were very appealing to the communities outside the Empire for their intrinsic value,
where they constitute more than 70% of the finds. He suggests these coins were used
as source of metal and were melted down for reuse in daily bronze objects (Gândilă
2009a:453, 458-459). Therefore, the issue of re-melting is not conclusive for our
discussion and other historical and/or socio-economic issues should be considered.
c.
Appointment and relocation of the limitanei troops
Based on an analysis of coin distribution from a number of sites throughout the Byzantine empire, Casey establishes a correlation between the low incidence of dated
folles from coin finds in southern Syria, Jordan, and Israel and the cessation of payments to the frontier troops of the limitanei as described by Procopius, Secret History, 24.12-14 (Casey 1996; see also chapter 3.4.1). Casey, however, argues that
this assumption is not relevant for the frontier zones in the Balkan and Danubian
provinces and north Syria, where the influx of dated types remained steady. In his
opinion, the evidence implies an interval in coin supply in southern Palestine and
Jordan. He concludes, therefore, that these areas received few dated coins of Justinian I (Casey 1996:217-219).
Using a different approach, D.M. Metcalf arrives at a similar conclusion. He examined a number of Palestinian folles hoards such as Kh. Dubel and Fandaqumiya
and concludes that the absence of dated folles of Justinian I “is significant as an
indication that the reformed coinage did not fully penetrate the currency in the east”
(Metcalf D.M. 1960:216; Belïen 2005:319).
The difficulty with studies such as those of Casey and Metcalf is that they are
based on a very limited number of examples. Casey checked several hoards which
seem to have no direct relation to the location of limitanei (such as Rafah, Kh. Dubel,
Deir Dassawi II, and Fandaqumiya) and coin finds from only two sites: Jerash and
Nessana, too few in order to base solid conclusions.89 In fact, the picture that appears
from sites in Jordan: at Pella, Gerasa, Mount Nebo-Siyâgha, Faynan, Umm al-Rasas,
and Petra shows a strikingly poor presence of both undated and dated issues of Justinian I in general.90 In his study of coin frequencies in Arabia, Walmsley stands on
89

This point was raised as well by Gândilă (2009b:175).

Pella: a total of 13 coins classified: ten folles, four dated; one pentanummium, one dated decanummium and one dodecanummium (Sheedy 2001:47). Gerasa: Sheedy summarized the finds from
90
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the relative poor representation of coins of Justinian I in contrast to the economic and
cultural growth experienced in this region during his reign (Walmsley 1999:344). In
sites along the Limes Arabicus, most Justinianic coins are dated fractions of the follis
(decanummia and nummi). This is the case at el-Lejjūn (Betlyon 2006:435-436) and
other military sites which were already in process of abandonment during the first
half of the century and were completely deserted after the earthquake of 551 (Marot
1998:119). In any case, if we accept Casey’s theory attributing the lack of coinage
to the relocation of the limitanei, then this assumption would be valid for the entire
coinage system of Justinian I and not only for his post-538 dated issues.
d.
Geographical considerations regarding currency distribution
The analysis of the geographical distribution of 538-542 and 542-550 folles of Justinian I in sites in Israel (42 coins from our database plus other references), shows
that these dated folles have been found as single finds and in hoards over a wide
range of sites in the territories of Palaestina Prima and Secunda, clearly demonstrating that this coinage did penetrate into the southern provinces (Map 6; Table 45).
The geographical distribution is even wider when the incidence of half folles and
decanummia from excavations dated to the same period 538-550 is added to the
map.91 This picture is in contrast to the conclusions of Callegher, who believes that
most coin finds are concentrated in coastal or harbor cities (Callegher 2006:139).
In addition to the material gathered for our database, finds of folles from this
period are registered at the IAA Coin database from the following additional sites in
Israel: Paneas, Samaria, Shoham, Shiqmona, Qastra, Gesher, Haifa, Tel Shosh, Tel
Berum, Tel Qitan, Tel Ḥefer, Atlit, Batia, Khirbet Burin, Petach Tiqva, and from the
Qabri hoard.92 Together with the 69 coins registered in our database, the total number
excavations published by Bellinger, Goicoechea and Bowsher, numbering a total of 38 coins; a few
of them are dated to the last five years of Justinian I’s reign (Sheedy 2001:47 and Table 7). Walmsley
also stresses the almost exclusive presence of undated issues in Gerasa (Walmsley 1999:345). Gerasa
Macellum: 39 coins classified: 17 undated folles, three half folles of which two are dated, one dated
decanummium; seven dodecanummia and 12 nummi (Marot 1998:466-471). Mount Nebo-Siyâgha:
no coins of Justinian I (Gitler 1998:551). Faynan: one undated follis (Kind et al. 2005:179 no.1372).
Umm al-Rasas: three undated folles (Gitler 1994:319, Nos. 13-15). Petra church: one dodecanummium (Sokolov 2001:393, no. 62).

In that case, based on our database, the following sites are added to the map: Ashqelon, En Gedi,
Lod (El-Khirbe), Mount Gerizim, and Khirbet Latatin. These sites yielded no finds of folles but only
fractions (half folles and decanummia).
91

Most sites are in northern Israel; many of them fell within the jurisdiction of the province of
Phoenice, such as Qastra and Shiqmona.
92
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of heavy folles known to the author is 101 coins. It should be noted that some specimens are pierced, suggesting the coins were used as pendants. This phenomenon is
discussed by Gândilă, who believes heavy folles were highly regarded by the common people once they were withdrawn from circulation (Gândilă 2009b:166).
The evidence provided by coin finds is supported by the material from hoards.
Hahn states that heavy folles are rarely found in hoards (MIBE:17 and 57 n285).
Spaer suggests this is because the extraordinary heavy dated to 538-542 and 542550, similar to the small module folles of Anastasius I, were not selected for hoarding since they are both different in size and weight than the issues that came before
and after (Spaer 1978:66). In other words, they do not fit the standard of most sixth
century, c.18g.93 Yet, many of the heaviest Justinianic dated folles recorded in this
discussion come in fact from hoards deposited during the seventh century, such as
Ḥ. Marus,94 Qaẓrin95 (Ariel 1996:69-76), Qedumim, and Qabri.96 Callegher also indicates a significant presence of coins of this group in sixth century hoards (Callegher
2006:140-141, Table 3). Moreover, Gândilă attests that Balkan hoards buried during
the reign of Justinian I contain a few heavy folles, while hoards concealed at the late
580s – such as Capidava – include them in significant quantities (Gândilă 2009c).
Mint of Constantinople: Baniyas 538/539 or 563/564 (IAA 129730); Qaẓrin 544/545 (IAA 26725),
548/549 (IAA 35778) and 550/551 (IAA 46307; all published in Ariel 1996:70); Samaria 541/542
(IAA 124456); Shoham 540/541 (IAA 64857); Shiqmona 541/542 (Amitai-Preiss 2006a:168, No. 56);
Qastra 538/539 (IAA 77502), 540/541 (IAA 77486), 541/542 (IAA 76796 and 77844); 538-542 (IAA
77804, pierced twice), 543/544 (IAA 60404), 544/545 (IAA 77893); Gesher 539-542 (IAA 84672,
pierced); Haifa 539/540 (IAA 108033); Qabri hoard 543/544 (IAA 8359); Tel Shosh 545/546 (IAA
121478).
Mint of Cyzicus: Shiqmona 556/557 (Kool 2010:221, No. 8); Tel Berum 549/550 (IAA 60310); Tel
Qitan 541/542(IAA 61526); Tel Ḥefer 539/540 (IAA 65638); Qastra 540/541 (IAA 76780), 545/546
(IAA 97030), 546/547 (IAA 96938).
Mint of Nicomedia: Qastra 545/546 (IAA 60407); ‘Atlit 540/541 (Metcalf D.M., Kool and Berman
1999:146, No. 497); Batia 540/541 (IAA 81983, Fig. 86).
Mint of Antioch: Qastra 548/549 (IAA 80306), 549/550 (IAA 79104); Kh. Burin 550/551 (IAA
92504); Petach Tiqva 538-550 (IAA 108285).
Mint of Carthage: Shiqmona (Amitai-Preiss 2006a:168, No. 55).
This statement is relevant as well for the discussion of the composition of sixth century copper
hoards (see chapter 3.10.3a).
93

Mint of Constantinople: a follis dated to 538/539 (IAA 17375); a follis dated to 539/540 (IAA
17376); a follis dated to 543/544 (IAA 17377); a follis dated to 544/545 (IAA 17378).
Mint of Cyzicus: a follis dated to 544/545 (IAA 17400).
Mint of Nicomedia: a follis dated to 539/540 (IAA 17388).
Mint of Antioch: a follis dated to 547/548 (IAA 17397).
94

95

Two folles dating 544/545 (IAA 26725) and 548/549 (IAA 35778) in Ariel 1996:69-76.

A follis dated to 548/549(?) at Qedumim (K37569). At Qabri: a follis dated to 543/544 (IAA
8359). Both hoards are unpublished and have been identified by the author. For further details see
Appendix A.
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Map 6. Distribution of the 538-542 and 542-550 coinage of Justinian I in sites from our database

Fig. 87. Hoard from Bet She’an, Sturman street (IAA 550)
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Most exceptional is a homogenous group of 14 folles discovered in Bet She’an,
Sturman street. The coins were discovered stuck together in a row and were not
detached from each other during cleaning (Fig. 87). Therefore, only the details of
the first and last coins in the row are visible. The first coin is a follis of Anastasius I
dated to 512-518 and the last one is a follis of Justinian I from Constantinople, dated
to 539/540. Since the rest of the coins belong to the same large module of Justinian
I, it is reasonably certain that all the other coins in the row are dated to the years
538-542.97
Table 45. Breakdown by denomination of 538-550 coinage of Justinian I according to sites in our
database. (Figures in brackets represent dated issues where the exact year was not legible)
Site
Ashqelon

Folles

En Gedi

1

Jerusalem

6

Qedumim (Hoard)

1

Apollonia

2

Caesarea *

4, (6)

Lod (El Khirbe)
Kh. Latatin

Mount Gerizim
Tel Afar

Ramat HaNadiv

Bet She’an, Sturman (Hoard)

1

1, (1)
14

Bet She’an

1 (2)

Capernaum

1

Sepphoris

Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury
Totals

2
7

50

Half folles

Decanummia

(1)
(2)
1

10

4

(1)

1

8
---

1

3

1, (1)
---

(2)

1 (2)

1

---

3

31

---

16

* All the coins are from IAA excavations. DeRose Evans argues that no coins from 539 through the end of the reign of Justinian I
(with the exception of nummi) were found in the JECM excavations, thus confirming Metcalf’s suggestion that these coins did not
penetrate into Palestine (DeRose Evans 2006:22).

Hoards reflect a frozen and undisturbed piece of history; therefore, they are able
to provide reliable evidence for the presence of folles of Justinian I from the groups
dated to 538-542 and 542-550 as an integral part of the local currency. As stated by
97
The probable causes of deposition will be discussed later. In his study about coinage dated to 538542, Callegher states that to the best of his knowledge there are no hoards composed only of coins from
this period. In fact, there is a small hoard from Radingrad, Bulgaria which consists of seven large folles
from Nicomedia, all minted in year 539/540 (Morrisson, Popović and Ivanišević 2006:152, No. 53). My
thanks to Andrei Gândilă for this observation.
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Casey: “… their appearance attests to the accumulated currency and availability of
these coins in the areas where these hoards were assembled” (Casey 1996:216).
In Beirut, Butcher points to a modest supply of coinage of Justinian I, which
slightly increases towards the end of his reign. Interestingly, the number of dated
folles found at the site supersedes that of the undated ones (five against two; Butcher
2001-2002:108 and 266-268, Nos. 3108-09, 3113-14, 3115-16 and 3119).
The incidence of dated coins of Justinian I seems to increase slightly as we move
northwards to Syria. In Antioch, 352 coins of Justinian I are recorded from excavations, most of them bronze fractions – decanummia and pentanummia – issued at the
local mint. There are 73 undated folles against 30 dated (Waagé 1952:151-155). A
hoard from north Syria published by Pottier yields 39 undated folles against 13 dated
(Pottier 1983:282-290).
In Sardis, 198 coins of Justinian I were discovered, 26 dated to 538-550 and another 50 dated with certainty to 550-565 (Bates 1971:6). Out of a total of 132 Justinianic coins from excavations at the Athenian Agora, 70 belong to the dated series, 43
of them are folles (Thompson 1954:3, 67-68 with no detail of exact dates). In Corinth,
with the exception of three coins, all the folles are dated (Edwards K.M. 1933:122,
No. 10; 123, Nos. 18-20; 124, No. 21, 24 and 26). Dated folles, especially of the 538542 period, were apparently popular in other areas of the Byzantine Empire, such as
the Balkan and the Danubian provinces, as seen from plentiful coin finds and hoards
(Casey 1996:217-218; Gândilă 2007, 2008 and 2009a; Morrisson and Ivanišević
2006:52; Callegher 2006:142).98 This survey confirms the presence of Justinian I’s
heavy dated coinage from 538-550 almost everywhere in the eastern Mediterranean.
It seems that its geographical distribution might have been determined by factors
other than those mentioned above, such as coin demand, preference for certain types,
and taste or fashion, which varied from province to province.
e.
Implications of the bubonic plague
The effects of the bubonic plague on coinage have been noted in regard to two different aspects: volume of coin production and incidence of coins from excavated sites
and hoards. Based on material from collections and the contents of the hoard from
North Syria for instance, Pottier suggests a correlation between the sharp reduction
in the production of folles dated to years 16 to 25 and the effects of the plague (Pottier 1983:241). Evidence of repercussions of the plague at archaeological sites on
See for instance Gândilă 2009a:461, Fig. 4 which compares the Justinianic coin finds in Lower
Danube and Barbaricum.
98
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the Golan and the shortage of numismatic evidence has been suggested elsewhere
(Ma‘oz 2008 and chapter 3.4.1).
Ariel develops this topic when discussing a small hoard of eight folles discovered during excavations at Naḥal Qidron (cells XIV/2/2a–b; Ariel 2002:213-214
and 297-300). The coins are dated to Justin I and Justinian I and they all belong to
the same weight standard. Based on the latest coin in the group – a follis of Justinian
I from Antioch dating between 556 and 561 (Ariel 2002:214, No. 29), Ariel suggests
that the hoard constituted the savings of someone affected by the recurrence of the
plague in or after 558.99 He further concludes that at many small sites in Palestine,
the latest coins do not exceed the date of the first outbreak of the plague in 541 so that
their disruption or abandonment might therefore be related to this disaster (Ariel
2002:300).100
Ariel again applies this theory in his coin report of excavations at the ‘Third Mile’
estate in Ashqelon, where the latest coins are three chi-rho type pentanummia that he
confidently dates to 518-538 (IAA 42523-42525). He concludes, therefore, that the
site was adversely affected by one of the cyclical waves of the bubonic plague (Ariel
Third Mile). If this was the case, then at least some of the common coins of Anastasius I, Justin I, and Justinian’s undated series, which constitute the ordinary currency in circulation during the early decades of the sixth century, should have been
discovered in the excavations. But unfortunately and maybe accidentally, the three
pentanummia are in fact the sole Byzantine coins discovered at the site. Moreover,
according to the excavators, the pottery continues well into the sixth century CE.101
The same phenomenon of complete absence or meager presence of sixth-century
coins at sites which were populated during this time is known from a few other
sites in Ashqelon, such as Kh. Basha (Bijovsky Khirbet Basha) and Ḥamame (Ariel
Ḥamame Ashqelon). Since the timeframe for the lack of coins already started prior
to the reign of Justinian I, it seems that the cause for this absence must be something
other than the outbreak of the bubonic plague in 542.
99
Pottier also refers to the outbreak of the plague in 558 as a benchmark with possible implications
in the production of coinage (Pottier 1983:242).

100
Among other sites, he mentions Masada and Rogem Zohar where the latest pre-plague coins are
dated to 527-538 and 539/540 respectively. In addition, he attributes the concealment of two hoards
from En Gedi and Tel Ya‘oz – both including only issues of Justinian I of the undated series – to the
same event (Ariel 2002:301 n18; Ariel 2005:84). Ariel also connects the decline in coin finds at the
church of Kathisma in Jerusalem during the second half of the sixth century to a corresponding decline in pilgrim visitations soon after the first wave of the plague in 542 (Ariel Kathisma).

101
Early and Late Byzantine pottery (fourth through sixth-early seventh centuries CE) found at the
site was collected from the extensive agricultural installations and also from selected Byzantine pit
graves and tombs (Israel and Erickson-Gini, Third Mile). See also Reece’s discussion about “Sites
with no Coins”, where the author notices a lack of loss of small change in a number of well-developed
agricultural and industrial sites in the Mediterranean (Reece 2003:143; 151-152).
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Plague might explain the concealment of hoards and savings and their consequent
abandonment by their owners (Ariel 2002:299). Such seems to be the case of the
Bet She’an hoard from Sturman street presented above, formed almost completely
of coins dated to 538-542. But it is hard to believe that the effects of the plague
prevented the circulation of the heavy folles in the region. Although not even one
of Justinian I’s folles registered in our database from sites in the area of Ashqelon
belong to the dated series, nummi from Carthage dating after 548 CE are plentiful
finds. This may be the result of the general tendency of reduction in the production
of large denominations after 550 in favor of the fractions of the follis. As will be
explained in chapters 3.8.1 and 3.8.2, the nummi together with the popular chi-rho
type pentanummia and the numerous dodecanummia were the preferred currency in
the area of Ashqelon during the sixth century.
To conclude this discussion, we have demonstrated that heavy folles of Justinian
I dated from 538-542 and 542-550 are not such a rare find in Israel.102 The critical
economic and financial situation of the Empire brought a need for a reduction in the
value of the follis in relation to the solidus. This situation was a consequence of the
repeated crises with the Persians and the waves of the bubonic plague. These circumstances, together with the extraordinary size and weight of these coins, made them
inconvenient for daily use and probably expedited their removal from circulation.

3.4.8	Numismatic consequences of the earthquake of 551
Among the natural catastrophes that struck the southern Levant during the reign
of Justinian I was the earthquake of July 9, 551. According to written sources, this
earthquake was felt in Israel, Arabia, Lebanon, Syria, and Mesopotamia (Russel
1985:44-46). Justinian I is said to have supplied gold for the reconstruction of ruined
cities affected by the earthquake, especially those along the Lebanese coast (Russel
1985:45, after John Malalas, Chron. 485, 704; Morrisson and Sodini 2002:186). It is
hard to find examples of the implications of the earthquake on numismatic currency,
and the few cases known to the author are discussed here. It should be noted that the
551 earthquake took place not long after the introduction of a new weight standard
of the follis in 550/551 and, therefore, coins of the new series would not be expected
to be present in archaeological contexts destroyed by this event. The most illustrative
case hitherto published is from Beirut which, according to the sources, was severely
affected by the earthquake. Based on the numismatic evidence from excavations
at eleven sites throughout the city, scholars conclude that Beirut experienced the
Based partly on information provided by the author, Gândilă arrived at the same conclusion
(Gândilă 2009b:175-176).
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introduction of new coinage immediately after the event. Coins of Justinian I which
predate the new series – issued from 550/551 – are very rare and 39% of all coins of
this Emperor reached Beirut during the years 551-553 (Abou Diwan 2008:309 n21
and 314; Belïen 2005:318). In addition, scholars relate the deposition dates of three
hoards in Beirut to the 551 earthquake, even though in some of these hoards the last
datable coins are prior to this event (e.g. Anastasius I small module, undated series of
Justinian I: BEY 004, BEY 006 House of the Fountains and BEY 011 [Abou Diwan
2008, Belïen 2005 and Butcher 2001-2002:107, 283-286]).
As for the relationship between valuable coins and earthquakes, Russell states:
“Only in cases of known or suspected values (e.g. large coin hoards, precious metals, or jewels), or large quantities of base metals (e.g. fixture or plating) would there
have been an incentive to salvage any of the crushed material remains from beneath
the more extensive collapse debris” (Russell K.W. 1985:52). Unfortunately, the percentage of treasuries that were recovered by their owners is impossible to ascertain.
Rare are the cases when a direct connection may be established between the deposition date of a coin hoard and the effects of an earthquake. However, such an example is the Gush Ḥalav hoard, a cooking pot containing close to 2,000 minimi that
served as the container for charity of the synagogue where it was discovered (Bijovsky 1998:77-106). Excavators relate the collapse of the building (period IV) to the
earthquake of 551. This date was reinforced by the reidentification of the coins in the
pot and the consequent redating of the latest issues to Justinian I – 538-542 – and Ostrogothic King Baduila – 549-552 – (Bijovsky 1998:80, 98, Nos. 367 and 370). Meyers summarizes the case in his way: “Such corroboration of close stratigraphic sequencing through numismatic data is rare and hence significant (Meyers 1998:107).103
On the other hand, it would be speculative to attribute the deposition date of other
eastern hoards containing minimi of Baduila to the same seismic circumstances. In
cases such as the Zacha hoard (Adelson and Kustas 1964) or the Blue Cigarette Box
hoard from the Athenian Agora (Walker 1978)104 where the context of discovery is
unknown such a hypothesis would be very conjectural.
There are, however, three hoards from excavations in Corinth where deposition is
clearly linked to another earthquake that caused extensive damage in Greece around
the Corinthian gulf in autumn 551 (Russel 1985:45). The first was discovered in
1933 outside the Justinian’s Wall (Edwards K.M. 1937:248-249). Out of 742 minimi,
These conclusions were disputed by Magness who believes that occupation of the synagogue continued until the late seventh or early eighth centuries when the structure was destroyed by an earthquake (Magness 2001a:16-17). In a response article to Magness, Meyers stresses the significance of
the coin hoard evidence and its connection to the 551 earthquake (Meyers 2001).
103

Walker suggests attributing the concealment of this hoard to the Avaro-Slavic invasions of the late
570s, although the latest datable coin is dated to 549-552 (Walker 1978:47, No. BCB77).
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148 are attributed to Anastasius I. Since no coins of Justinian I were identified, Edwards believes the only coin of Baduila discovered in this group should be considered an “intruder”. I prefer, however, to suggest that, like the Gush Ḥalav hoard, the
Baduila coin provides the terminus post quem for the deposition of the hoard and
relates this event to the earthquake of 551.
The coins from the second hoard from Corinth were found scattered on the floor
of a shop in the south-western Agora. The hoard yielded 900 coins, 213 identifiable;
the latest are 11 coins of Baduila (Edwards K.M. 1937:249; Pottier 1983:210).105
According to Edwards these coins fell from some receptacle at the time the earthquake struck. The owner fled in panic leaving his money behind. The third hoard,
Hoard III, was discovered within a basin at the Bath-pool complex in an area destroyed by earthquake activity. It yielded 36 coins, of which 29 are nummi; the latest
type dating to 533/534-539 (Dengate
are Justinianic Carthaginian nummi of the
1981:175-178).
A number of sites in Jordan seem to have been partially or completely destroyed
or abandoned as result of the 551 earthquake (Russel 1985:45). Coin evidence from
the fortress at Lejjūn, for instance, seems to confirm the date of the abandonment.
The latest datable Byzantine coins at the fortress are eight Justinianic Carthaginian
type (Betlyon 2006:436-437, Nos. 576-583).
nummi of the
In sum, the most significant characteristic of all assemblages mentioned above
is that they represent the small change in circulation at the time of the earthquake:
many Late Roman coins mixed together with early imperial Byzantine issues from
Anastasius I (including small module coins) until Justinian I, as well as Vandalic and
Ostrogothic nummi up to the time of Baduila (541-552).

3.4.9	The disappearance of nummi from circulation
The above discussion showed that the second half of Justinian I’s reign suffered
financial consequences and demographic crises caused by both the imperial foreign
policy (high prices paid to keep peace on the eastern front, huge military expenses
to reclaim the western provinces of Africa and Italy), and natural catastrophes such
as the plague. These led to a disruption of the monetary system and growing inflation. In other words, “… this decline in the gold value of bronze money was result
of the striking of an increasing number of these coins by a government that lacked
105
A third hoard of minimi was discovered in the south stoa of a Roman bath in Corinth during
excavations in 1937 (Harris 1941:145). The latest coins are dated to Justinian I; however since no
identifications are provided, it is difficult to conclude if any of the coins are datable to the time of the
earthquake in 551.
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bullion and was forced as a consequence to reduce the weight of coins” (Morrisson
and Sodini 2002:215). This action was not late in coming, and in 550/551 the weight
of the follis was reduced again to c.18g, the standard in use since the latter years of
Anastasius I until the undated series of Justinian I. As discussed, coins from excavations in the eastern part of the Empire corroborate a decrease in the production of
copper coins in general and of folles in particular towards the last years of Justinian I.
One of the most striking consequences of this monetary change is the progressive
disappearance of the fractions of the follis, most particularly the nummus, from circulation. With the reduction in weight of the follis, the production of nummi became
economically unviable since these coins were too small in size to be struck (Metcalf
W.E. 1982:67). Numismatic evidence not only shows expressions of this process but
also indicates a demonetization of the huge quantities of existing minimi in circulation (MIBE:3).106 This was, however, a gradual process and many nummi were still
a significant component in hoards up to the 580s and even later107 throughout the
Mediterranean basin: in the Balkans (Morrisson and Ivanišević 2006:53); Greece
(e.g. hoard B and a purse from area E in Kenchreai, related to the Avaro-Slavic incursions in c.580; Hohlfelder 1970 and 1973); Syria (e.g. Pottier 1983, concealed
not before 595/596); and Israel (Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur; Barkay 2000 and 2000a).
The situation in Palestine towards the last quarter of the sixth century is a vacuum
created by the absence in the influx of new struck nummi for daily change needs
which was rapidly filled by other low denominations, specifically by the dodecanummia (12 nummi) and pentanummia (5 nummi). Both are found in our region
in considerable quantities in numismatic contexts dated to the end of the sixth and
beginning of the seventh centuries, which also contain large proportions of local
imitations (see chapters 3.8.1 and 3.8.2).
The crisis of the nummus, however, should be examined as the numismatic expression of a wider phenomenon that seems to apply as well to other aspects of society. It was suggested that physical and functional changes in urban patterns, decline
of cities and the development of rural settlements seem to have already started by
the mid-sixth century (Morrisson and Sodini 2002:189-193, 220; see also chapter
1.3.3). Moreover, Kennedy suggests that the decade from 540 to 550 specifically,
constitutes a “turning point” in the history of Byzantine Syria, when “prosperity and
demographic stability gave place to an accelerated decline” (Kennedy 1985:150-

Morrisson and Sodini call this phenomenon “the inflation of small-denomination coinage during
the second half of the sixth century” and consider it one of the three major events taking place in the
monetary history of this period (2002:212).
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Bates attests for still large numbers of Late Roman and early Byzantine minimi in Sardis at the
destruction date of the city in 616 (Bates 1971:8, note to coins 16-42).
107
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151).108 A good example are the shops in the Street of the Monuments at Bet She’an
(Agady et al. 2002:444-445). After destruction by fire in the mid-sixth century the
whole area of the shops, which constituted an important part of the city center, was
abandoned.109 This evidence, together with similar signs from other areas of the site,
led the excavators to conclude that a certain change in the order of urban priorities
and subsequent deterioration took place in Bet She’an in the second half of the sixth
century.110 A pause in public building and the infilling of open areas after 533 is
also noticed in Gerasa (Kennedy 1985:176-177; 180). Similar phenomena have been
noticed by Foss in his analysis of sites from Syria (Foss 1997) and by Kennedy in
Lebanon (Kennedy 1985:168-170). However, Foss reached the conclusion that the
decline was felt regionally, and while cities like Antioch and Bostra show a pause in
public works after 540, there are other urban and rural areas that continued to flourish after the plague (Foss 1997:260).
In sum, the almost complete cessation in the production of nummi after the end of
the reign of Justinian I is, in all probability, just another consequence of the general
economic crisis of the Empire that had other expressions, such as changes in urban
and rural patterns. The disappearance of nummi from circulation was a slow process
that started circa the mid-sixth century and continued until the 580s.

3.5

Justin II (565-578)

3.5.1

General remarks

A nephew of Justinian I, Justin II changed his predecessor’s foreign policy by refusing to keep peace by bribing to the Avars and Persians.111 In the West Justin II faced
Kennedy explains that the coastal cities (e.g. Antioch, Laodicea, Beirut) were more severely affected by the economic and demographic crises than those in the fringes of the desert (e.g. Damascus,
Emesa). He concludes: “The transition from antique to mediaeval Syria occurred in the years after
540, not after 640, and the Muslim invasion was more a consequence than a cause of changes which
had been taking place over the previous century” (Kennedy 1985:180 and 183).
108
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The latest coins in the destruction layer are Justinianic nummi from Carthage dated to 534-539 (Bijo2002a).

vsky

This is somewhat earlier than other places in Palestine. Agady et al. attribute this decline either to
the Samaritan revolt of 529 or the bubonic plague of 542, although they do not ignore the possibility
that the fire was so extensive and devastating that it was in itself the reason for the abandonment of the
area. In any case, the presence of Justinianic Carthaginian nummi dated to 534-539 in the destruction
layers refute the possibility that the Samaritan revolt of 529/530 was the reason for this destruction.
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Tribute payments to the Avars were resumed in 574. Only one payment was given to the Persians
for a short truce in 575 (MIBEC:21).
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the invasion and occupation of Italy by the Lombards (568-572) while in the East
he deliberately provoked a war against the Persians (572), which resulted in serious financial consequences for the Byzantines (LRE:304-306; Greatrex and Lieu
2002:141-152). During this same year, Novel 144 announced new restrictions of
property against the Samaritans in Palestine that eventually led to another revolt,
this time focused in the Mount Carmel region (Avi-Yonah 1956:132 and 1984:254
dating the event to 578; Dar 1995:160). Due to a deterioration in Justin II’s mental
balance during the last years of his reign, the throne passed to Empress Sophia who
reigned with the assistance of comes excubitorum Tiberius. The latter was nominated
Caesar in 574 and succeeded Justin II as Emperor Tiberius II a few days before his
death in 578 (Greatrex and Lieu 2002:151).
As a response to the economic and military demands, Justin II performed both a
typological and a metrological reform in coinage. He promoted a number of inflationary steps that resulted in the decrease of the value of the follis in relation to the
solidus and provoked an increase in the number of coins in circulation. When comparing the incidence of copper coin finds during the last decade of Justinian I’s tenure – primarily decanummia – with the reign of Justin II, the increase in the number
of coins in circulation throughout the eastern territories of the empire and Palestine
in particular is astounding (see Fig. 95; Grierson 1967:296; Walmsley 1999).

3.5.2

Gold coinage

Gold coins of Justin II are extremely rare finds in Israel (Table 46). The 49 gold
coins registered in our database are from the Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury with one
exception: a single tremissis discovered in excavations at the Third Wall in Jerusalem (Fig. 88, IAA 35625). Excluding a single semissis which will be discussed later,
all specimens were minted in Constantinople, which, due to the heavy military expenditures and a pursuit of a war policy, continued to produce gold coinage actively
in ten officinae (MIBEC:21).
A new type of solidus was introduced which revived the old personification
of Constantinople on the reverse instead of the previous Victory-angel type. This
change was apparently an expression of a policy that shifted focus back to eastern
affairs. One solidus from Ḥ. Marus (IAA 17048) belongs to a rarer issue that added
the letter Z to the exergue inscription CONOB. Hahn and Metlich tend to believe
this represents regnal year 7, which marked the beginning of the second lustrum of
the indiction, namely 572 (MIBEC:22, 80 No. 4). Two additional gold coins from
the Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury are light weight solidi of the 22 carat standard, and
both have the reverse inscription ending with the additional letters ΘS (Fig. 89; IAA
17061 and 17062; MIBEC:22, 81, No. 8; without star in left field).
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The direction of the rho-cross, facing left ( ), distinguishes Justin II’s semisses
from those of Justin I. A semissis from the Ḥ. Marus hoard constitutes a unique specimen which is attributed to the Alexandrian mint, and it has recently been published
by Hahn and Metlich (IAA 17095, Fig. 90; MIBEC:23, 83 No. N15). Typological
similarities to an Alexandrian solidus of Justin II confirm the mint attribution of this
coin (MIBEC:23, 82, No. 14). Tremisses constitute, as usual, the most frequent gold
denomination in coin finds from Israel: 32 pieces (31 from the same hoard) against
only nine solidi and eight semisses.
Table 46. Gold coins of Justin II in our database
Site

Denom

Mint

IAA

Total

Jerusalem, Third Wall, area D

tremissis

Constantinople

35625

1
7

Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

solidus

Constantinople

17048-17049,1705117054, 17163

Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

solidus
(light weight OB*+*)

Constantinople

17061-17062

2

Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

semissis

Constantinople

17055-17060, 17094

7

Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

semissis

Alexandria

17095

1

Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

tremissis

Constantinople

17063-17093

31

TOTAL

49

Fig. 88. Tremissis of Justin II (Third Wall, Jerusalem, IAA 35625)

Fig. 89. Light weight solidus of Justin II, (Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury, IAA 17061)

Fig. 90. Unique semissis of Justin II from Alexandria (Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury, IAA 17095)
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3.5.3	Copper coinage
The breakdown of Justin II’s copper coins by mint (Fig. 91) shows a predominance
of Constantinople issues (42%), followed by Nicomedia (21%), and Antioch (11%).
More than half of the coins issued during the reign of Justin II are folles (Gândilă
2009b:178). During Justin II’s reign it is noticed for the first time that there was a
preference for folles supplied from Constantinople and Nicomedia while Thessalonica began to be a main provider for half folles. This issue will be further discussed
in chapter 3.5.4.
Two major innovations were introduced to the copper coinage system by Justin
II. First, there was the creation of a new obverse type for folles and half folles which
bore the full images of the Emperor and his wife Sophia (but her name is not mentioned in the legend); both are seated facing on a double throne.
The second is the use of two parallel weight standards in the mint of Constantinople and to a lesser extent in Nicomedia and Cyzicus. This phenomenon was
first noticed by D.M. Metcalf in 1960 who classified the folles and half folles from
Constantinople into two groups: a heavier group weighing about 15g and bearing a
christogram (½) or rho-cross ($) over the mark of value, and a lighter group bearing
a cross above the mark of value with an average weight of 13.5g (Metcalf D.M.
1960:212). It should be noted that the heavier standard already reflects a reduction
of weight in comparison to the last series of Justinian I. According to Hahn and
Metlich, this reduction took place immediately within Justin II’s first year of reign,
namely 565/566. In his fifth year, 569/570, the second reduction in the weight of the
follis was introduced, and both standard series continued to be used concurrently in
Constantinople until 578 (MIBEC:9-10 and 28). It has been suggested that the use of
different standards may be connected to geographical distribution, but the evidence
from sites is not conclusive.

Fig. 91. Breakdown of the copper coins of Justin II in our database by mint
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In Nicomedia and Cyzicus, the production of copper coinage starts only in the
second year – 566/567 – and third year – 567/568 – respectively. These coins all
show the cross located above the mark of value, and although variations appear on
the obverses, there is no possibility of establishing a metrological typological correlation.112 A distinctive detail on half folles from Cyzicus is the use of an exergue
line beneath the mark of value.
After the first year of reign, decanummia, which had been so popular during the
last decade of Justinian I, were no longer minted at Constantinople, Nicomedia, or
Cyzicus. It is not surprising, therefore, that no such coins are registered in our database. Pentanummia from these three mints show a monogram which combines the
names of the imperial couple on the obverse instead of the usual bust in profile and
the Є type as reverse (MIBEC:96, No. 45; Pottier 1983:186-190). These coins are
also rare finds in Israel. Only two pentanummia of Justin II, both from Constantinople, are registered in our database (Caesarea, insula W2S3 IAA 61912 and Jerusalem, Temple Mount IAA 38060).113
The mints of Antioch, Thessalonica, and Alexandria behave differently. During
the first two years at Antioch, folles and fractions (K, I, Є) continued to be struck
following the Justinianic late standard, but they are distinguished by the use of the
Emperor’s frontal bust as obverse, stars flanking the date, and variations of the mintmark Theupolis (tHЄЧP’ or tHЧP’) on the reverse. These coins have rarely been
found in excavations in Israel and only three examples are registered in our database: two folles dated to 565/566 from the synagogue treasury at Ḥ. Marus (IAA
17421, 17422) and another follis from Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur dated to 567/568
(IAA 84960). After production ceased for two years, the mint reopened in year five –
569/570 – and implemented a reduced weight standard (15.5g). The obverse with the
imperial couple shows a new element between the figures, a long cross on a globe.
Statistics from our database show a paucity of minting during the earlier years of the
reign and an increase in the number of coins from the fifth year onwards, namely
from 571 to 575 (Fig. 92). The temporary decline in numbers in 573/574 may reflect the effects of the Persian attack on Antioch in mid-573 (Greatrex and Lieu
2002:146). Another influx of coins is noticed during the last year of his reign.114
Hahn and Metlich believe, however, that no heavy weight copper was produced in these two
mints after year five (MIBEC:29).
112

113
For the sake of comparison with other Mediterranean areas, this type is ubiquitous at excavations
in Sardis (Bates 1971:51-54, Nos. 379-425).

This was a good year for the Byzantines who, after their victory in Arzanene, brought the Persians
to the negotiation table: the regions of Armenia, Iberia, and the recently conquered Arzanene were returned to the Persians and Persian prisoners were released without ransom in return for the restoration
of Dara to the Empire. Perhaps these events resulted in an increase of coin production during that year
(Greatrex and Lieu 2002:160-161).

114
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Half folles minted in Antioch usually show the ā sign below (to be interpreted as
an abbreviation of the mint name Theupolis). Three coins in our database represent
decennalia issues where the date is marked together with a star: a follis from Apollonia which is very badly preserved (IAA 117318; Fig. 93) and a half follis from
Caesarea (IAA 61821) both dated to 574/575, and a follis from the synagogue treasury at Ḥ. Marus dated to 575/576 (IAA 17424).

Fig. 92. Frequency of coins of Justin II from Antioch in our database

Fig. 93. Decennalia follis of Justin II (Apollonia, IAA 117318)

The moneta publica of Thessalonica produced no folles under Justin II. The reason for this may be that there was no previous tradition of this denomination at this
mint. As explained above, until the reign of Justinian I Thessalonica had its own
metrological system and only in 562/563 was the 16 nummi replaced by the half
follis, which remained the preferred copper coin in this mint at least until the reign
of Phocas (Metcalf D.M. 1984:126). The large quantities of half folles issued here
under Justin II show a frontal bust obverse during the first years of reign and the
imperial couple obverse from year four.115 From year five onwards, a wide range of
However, Hahn and Metlich believe that both obverse types were used concurrently until year six
due to the large number of frontal bust dies (MIBEC:30).
115
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nomina sacra appear together as issue marks or replace the small cross above the
mark of value K (MIBEC:30; e.g. IAA 84991, Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur; K28965,
Martyrius Monastery). Decanummia and pentanummia were struck in Thessalonica
as well; however, no such coins are registered in our database and were most likely
not intended for circulation in our region. Alexandria continued producing a single
copper denomination, the dodecanummium bearing the profile bust obverse. When
the name of the Emperor is readable, the coins of Justin II are distinguishable from
those of Justin I by the new location of the cross, which is now at the same level
between the I and B. Since most examples from excavations present illegible obverse inscriptions, it is extremely difficult to discern issues of Justinian I and Justin II
(see chapter 3.8.2). Only five specimens have been attributed with a high degree
of certainty to Justin II; they all come from excavations at insula W2S3 at Caesarea
(IAA 61778, 61885, 62452, 64928 and 65078).
In contrast to the large quantities of nummi found in Israel from the previous
period of Justinian I, coins of Justin II from Carthage are extremely rare in our reis attributed by Hahn and Metlich
gion. As discussed above, the nummus type
to Justin II (MIBEC:31, No. 213). However, based on hoards and archaeological
contexts, this attribution is not valid (see chapter 3.4.6a). The fact that all three half
folles from Carthage registered in our database (Fig. 94) were found in coastal cities – Caesarea and Ashqelon – may indicate that they are casual finds that arrived by
sea, since it seems likely that coins from this mint were not intended for circulation
in Palestine.116

Fig. 94. Half follis of Justin II from Carthage dated to 572/573 (Ashqelon, IAA 124395)

3.5.4 Patterns of circulation
In quantitative terms, evidence from excavations and hoards in Israel and Jordan
show a considerable rise in the incidence of coins of Justin II.117 This is despite the
116
Interestingly, the three coins are all dated to year 572/573, when the war against the Persians was
resumed (Caesarea: IAA 62357 and a coin from the JECM expedition published in DeRose Evans
2006:No. 2401; Ashqelon: IAA 124395).
117

Recently published coin reports that attest to this situation are Capernaum, with a table summa-
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fact that the results from a number of sites in Jordan and Syria seem to indicate
quite the opposite (e.g. Umm al-Rasas: Gitler 1994; Mount Nebo/Siyâgha: Gitler
1998:551 and Callegher ; Marot 1998:121).118
Metcalf attributes the increase in the influx of coins of Justin II to the costs of
the war against the Persians that resumed in 572/573 (Metcalf D.M. 1964:34). This
increased influx, however, has already been noted from the beginning of his reign
in 565, suggesting that the cause might preferably be attributed to a change in the
patterns of monetary policy and distribution. When comparing the number of coins
in our database from the last dated series issued under Justinian I, which lasted for
15 years (550-565), to the entire 13 year reign of Justin II (565-578), the high incidence of folles and half folles is remarkable (Fig. 95). On the other hand, the lack of
examples of decanummia, – so popular during the last years of Justinian I –, official
pentanummia and nummi is absolute, indicating the reduction in the production of
small fractions of the follis.
Similar peaks to those in Fig. 95 are noted in Pella and Gerasa in Jordan (Walmsley 1999: Tables 1-2 and Graphs 1-2; Sheedy 2001:49). For instance, coins of Justin
II are significantly more frequent in the reports from Gerasa (1928-1934) and the
Macellum in Gerasa than any other group of Byzantine coins (Bellinger 1938:10,
20; Marot 1998:121 and graph 11). Focusing on evidence from Jordan, more specifically Pella and Gerasa, Walmsley analyzes the factors that caused this peak
(Walmsley 1999). He suggests that the large increase of coins during the 560s–570s
might indicate that many of the urban improvements in the Holy Land, traditionally
attributed by archaeologists to Justinian I, should be related to Justin II (Walmsley
1999:345). Marot also stresses the prosperity that characterized the region in terms
of building and commercial activities as the reason for a rise in the influx of coinage
during this period (Marot 1998:123).
Fig. 96 shows the breakdown of coins of Justin II by mint in our database. Constantinople and Nicomedia lead in terms of folles while Thessalonica is predominant
in terms of half folles. There is also a noticeable decrease in the influx of coins from
Antioch. This pattern is particularly characteristic of sites in Israel and Jordan.

rizing the breakdown of Byzantine coins by Emperors from thirteen sites from Palaestina Secunda (Callegher 2007:59); Caesarea JECM (DeRose Evans 2006:22); and Tel Jezreel (Moorhead
2008:458). For numismatic evidence for Jordan, see Walmsley 1999.

118
Marot notices a decrease in frequency of coins of Justin II at the following sites: Antioch, Athenae, Sardes, Nessana, Apamea, Balis, and the hoard from Kh. Dubel. She believes that Syrian sites
were under the jurisdiction of the mint of Antioch, which reduced production at that time. To the list
of sites mentioned by Marot, Beirut in Lebanon can be added, where only a small number of coins of
Justin II is recorded (Butcher 2001-2002:109).
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Fig. 95. Incidence of coins from Justinian’s last series (550-565) and Justin II (565-578) in our database119

Fig. 96. Breakdown of folles and half folles of Justin II in our database by mint

Despite the significant place of Nicomedia as supplier of folles, Constantinople
is still preeminent both in terms of numbers and geographic distribution as shown
in Map 7. A similar pattern is discernible from hoards discovered in Israel. Five
hoards containing folles of Justin II are recorded in our database; with the exception
of Qedumim, issues from Constantinople prevail in all groups.120 In addition, folles
of Justin II appear in considerable concentrations in other hoards discovered in Israel
119
Dodecanummia from Alexandria are not included in this graph since they cannot be chronologically classified internally during the long reign of Justinian I.

120
Ashqelon underwater survey (137 folles of Justin II, 74 CON and 39 NICO); Martyrius Monastery (two folles of Justin II, one CON, one ANT); Qedumim (four folles of Justin II, three NICO); Bet
She’an III (33 folles of Justin II, 16 CON, nine ANT, six NICO and one from KYZ); Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury (23 folles of Justin II, eight CON and eight NICO, six ANT and one KYZ); and Ramat
Ha-Nadiv, En Ẓur (23 folles of Justin II, ten CON, six NICO, three ANT and two from KYZ).
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not registered in our database: Qabri, Qaẓrin, and Fandaqumiya. In these groups as
well, Constantinople is the leading mint followed by Nicomedia.121

Map 7. Geographic distribution of folles of Justin II in our database by mint

Scythopolis/Bet She’an, the capital of Palaestina Secunda, may be the only exception; it shows a tendency in favor of coin finds originating from Nicomedia: 45
	Qabri (37 folles of Justin II: 17 CON, ten NIKO, two KYZ, eight ANT); Qaẓrin (49 folles of Justin II: 22 CON, 16 NIKO, three KYZ, 6 ANT); and Fandaqumiya (31 folles of Justin II: 16 CON, 11
NIKO, four ANT).

121
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folles registered in our database, only six from hoards.122 This possibly explains the
choice of Justin II’s follis from Nicomedia, dated to year eight – 572/573 – as prototype for the later seventh-century Arab-Byzantine imitations issued in Scythopolis
(Amitai-Preiss, Berman and Qedar 1994-1999:136). With the renewal of the war
against the Persians in 572/573 and due to the large quantities of Justin II’s coins
released in Palaestina Secunda, these coins were apparently very popular (Metcalf
D.M. 1964:34).123
Overall, the picture in Jordan is quite similar to Israel although it differs slightly
from site to site. Walmsley and Sheedy note a preference for folles from Nicomedia
at Pella (Walmsley 1999:343; Sheedy 2001:49) while Bowsher stresses a higher incidence of Constantinople coins at Gerasa (Bowsher 1986:255). At the Macellum in
Gerasa, coins from Constantinople predominate (Marot 1998:122). Out of 45 folles
of Justin II from the hoard found at Mount Nebo-Siyâgha, 23 are from Constantinople and only eight are from Nicomedia (Callegher Mount Nebo). On the other
hand, among the few coins of Justin II discovered in Beirut, issues from Nicomedia
constitute the majority (Butcher 2001-2002:109).
Walmsley concludes that the preponderance of coins (folles) manufactured in
Constantinople and Nicomedia during the three first quarters of the sixth century
indicates that official consignments were most likely sent on a large scale to the
capitals of Palaestina Secunda and Arabia – Scythopolis and Bostra respectively
– and from there they were distributed throughout the region by official and public
transactions.124 The marked decline in coin supply felt after Justin II suggests “an
end to major state consignments”, meaning that the currency in circulation was now
the result of local commerce and exchange (Walmsley 1999:343-345). Coin evidence suggests that this seems to be the case concerning the territories of Palaestina
Prima as well. The visible decrease in the importance of Antioch as provider of
copper coinage may be related to the reduction in coin production as consequence
of a number of unfortunate events that struck the city during the previous decades.
Consequently, the mint restricted itself to local distribution only, as shown by Syrian
coin finds and hoards (Marot 1998:122).125

The results from other sites about folles from Nicomedia are: Caesarea 20 folles, Sepphoris 17
folles, and Jerusalem ten folles.

122

123

This suggestion, however, has been refuted by Bellinger (1938:13).

This statement seems to be based on D.M. Metcalf’s suggestions about a consignment of folles of
Justin II from Constantinople, officina A dated to years 7-8 that reached Palestine, as evidenced in the
Fandaqumiya hoard (Metcalf D.M. 1964:34).
124

Sheedy adds that Antioch did not fully recover from the earthquake of 551 and was struck again
by the resumption of hostilities by the Persians in 573. These circumstances might have had a strong
impact on coin production (Sheedy 2001:49).
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Metcalf attests that under Justin II and Tiberius II, Thessalonica was “at its greatest” as a supplier of coinage to Illyricum (Metcalf D.M. 1984:123).126 According to
Morrisson and Ivanišević during the reigns of Justin II, Tiberius II, and Maurice Tiberius, coins from Thessalonica – almost exclusively half folles – constituted roughly 50% of the total copper coin production of the Empire (Morrisson and Ivanišević
2006:56-57 and Figs. 8-9). This intense minting was most likely intended to pay
troops, and then coinage remained in use for wider circulation.127 This is noticed
particularly in hoards from Macedonia, where peaks of frequency parallel periods of
intensified incursions of Avars and Slavs between 569/570 and 583/584 (Hadzi-Maneva 2009:52-555). These same peaks are relevant for other Balkan hoards discussed
by Morrisson and Ivanišević (2006:56-57). Coin finds from excavations in these
areas reflect the same picture. In the Athenian Agora, of the 172 coins of Justin II
discovered, 100 are half folles from Thessalonica (Thompson 1954:68, No. 1773b);
in Corinth, of the 103 half folles of Justin II discovered, 41 are from Thessalonica
(Edwards K.M. 1933:125-126, Nos. 30-31).
This status was not restricted to the prefecture of Illyricum but is relevant to
Palestine as well, as reflected by the clear predominance of Thessalonican half folles
found in excavations and hoards in Israel (Table 47). This situation continued during the reigns of Tiberius II and Maurice Tiberius. Unfortunately, there is not enough
information from sites in Jordan to reach any conclusions. No half folles from Thessalonica are recorded from Pella and only one is present in the hoard from Mount
Nebo-Siyâgha (Callegher Mount Nebo), but they are well represented in Gerasa
(Walmsley 1999:330, Table 1 and 344; Marot 1998:123-124).
Table 47. Breakdown of half folles of Justin II by sites from our database
Site

CON

NIC

THESS

Ashqelon

2

1

1

Bet Guvrin

1

Susiya

2

4

En Gedi
8

Martyrius monastery

1

Kh. Latatin

1

127

ANT

4

9
3

KART Uncertain TOTAL
1

1

2

2

Jerusalem

126

KYZ

2

4

3

8

7

15

1

3

1

3

23
4
1

As described later in chapter 3.7, this statement is valid for the reign of Maurice Tiberius as well.
D.M. Metcalf, personal communication, 17/11/2008.
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Site

CON

NIC

Kh. Fa‘ush (Maccabim)

THESS

KYZ

ANT

KART Uncertain TOTAL

1

1

Qedumim hoard
Apollonia

1

4

Caesarea

9

6

21

Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur

3

1

7

Mount Gerizim

1

1

Bet She’an

4

1

Sepphoris

1

Ḥ. Qana

1

Ḥammat Gader

1

Capernaum

1
37

6

2

1

2

7

18

64

1

12

1

3

4

2

1

13

25

2

3

1

3

10
1

1

2
1

Ḥ. Marus
TOTALS

2

1

15

3.6

Tiberius II (578-582)

3.6.1

General remarks

3

1

2

61

11

16

6
3

75

217

Tiberius II, who started as comes excubitorum during the reign of his predecessor,
was nominated Caesar in 574 and sole Emperor a few days before Justin II’s death in
578 (Greatrex and Lieu 2002:151). His reign, the shortest imperial Byzantine tenure
during the sixth century, lasted only four years as he died in 582. He gained popularity due to his wasteful generosity, dispersing most of the treasury on subsidies,
on the army, and reducing taxation (LRE:307). Tiberius II concentrated his military
efforts on the Persian front and held the imperial position against the Avars and the
Lombards in the West by diplomacy and bribery. He appointed Maurice – who eventually succeeded him as Emperor – to lead the campaign against the Persians and
who brought significant victories for the Byzantines. Negotiations, however, failed
when Chosroes died in 579 and his son Hormisdas IV restarted the war against the
Byzantines (LRE:308-309; Greatrex and Lieu 2002:160-161).
Tiberius II introduced a number of innovations in both gold and copper coinage that eventually became standard. This Emperor adopted the name Constanti-
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nus which he used in addition to his personal name, as seen abbreviated on coins:
Tib(ER) CONSTANT. A novelty in his coinage is the use of uncial letters in obverse
legends (d, m, t, u) and the introduction of a new typology of marks of value. His
regnal years are numbered from the time he became Caesar in 574; therefore, his first
sole year of reign fell on his fourth year. His wife Ino, or Anastasia, appears only on
the half folles from Thessalonica together with the Emperor, both seated facing on a
double throne, similar to the image of their predecessors Justin II and Sophia.

3.6.2

Gold coinage

Tiberius II introduced new reverse types for all gold denominations which continued to be minted especially during the seventh century: the solidi (Fig. 97) depict a
cross on four steps, the semisses depict a cross on a globe, and the tremisses depict a
cross alone. According to Hahn and Metlich, the choice of the cross is related to the
adoption of his name as the “new Constantine”.128 On solidi, the obverse depicts the
frontal bust of the Emperor holding a globe cruciger. Seventeen of the 18 gold coins
of Tiberius II registered in our database come from the Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury (Table 48). All were minted in Constantinople and include seven solidi, seven
tremisses and only three semisses. To the best of my knowledge, no consular or
light-weight solidi (22 and 20 carats) of this Emperor has been discovered in Israel.

Fig. 97. Solidus of Tiberius II (Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury IAA 17096)

The additional solidus from the synagogue at Ḥ. Rimmon comes from a special
archaeological context. It was discovered together with a semissis of Justinian I (IAA
10958) under the stone slab floor of the synagogue (phase VI). According to the
excavator, these coins appear to have been placed intentionally beneath the cement
foundation of the floor and, therefore, they date the renovation of the synagogue to
the end of the sixth-beginning of seventh century (Kloner 1989:46). Since these
gold coins were never intended to be retrieved, the inclusion of gold coins as foundation deposits is extremely unclear.129
For the iconographical significance of the cross on coins during the reign of Tiberius II, see MIBEC:36-37.
128

129

See chapter 2.5.2.c. for the few other gold examples of the same phenomenon.
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Table 48. Gold coins of Tiberius II registered in our database
Site

Denom

Mint

IAA

Total

Ḥ. Rimmon, isolated find (group G)

solidus

Constantinople

92884

1

Ḥ. Marus, synagogue treasury

solidus

Constantinople

17096-17102

7

Ḥ. Marus, synagogue treasury

semissis

Constantinople

17103-17105

3

Ḥ. Marus, synagogue treasury

tremissis

Constantinople

17106-17112

7

3.6.3	Copper coinage
The earliest copper coins are dated to year four (II/II) – 578 (MIBEC:40, 119 No. 23).
This was a short issue struck at Constantinople, Nicomedia, and Antioch which included folles (M), half folles (K), and decanummia (I; this denomination was struck
only in Antioch). A few coins of this issue have been discovered in Israel and are
described in Table 49.130
A number of innovations were introduced in Constantinople, Nicomedia, Cyzicus, and Antioch in 579, the year of the consulate. A new denomination, the 30 nummi was established131 (Fig. 98) and a new typology for copper coinage was adopted.
Marks of values were changed to: m, XXX, XX, X and Ч (instead of M, K, I and Є
or½). The portrait on the folles became a consular bust holding a mappa and a scepter topped by an eagle, while 30 nummi, half folles and decanummia kept the traditional frontal bust holding a globe cruciger. On folles, 30 nummi, and half folles the
officina was combined together with the mintmark at the exergue. Half folles from
Antioch bore no exergue line and presented the typical abbreviated mintmark ā. Decanummia and pentanummia from Constantinople, Nicomedia, and Cyzicus lacked
mintmarks; therefore their mint attributions are usually based on style (MIBEC:40).

130
Another four coins were found at the Kh. Dubel hoard in Mount Carmel (Lambert 1932:64,
Nos. 259-262).

131
The reasons for the introduction of this new denomination are not completely clear. Hahn and
Metlich believe that since there was an intention in 579 to restitute the follis to its old weight standard of 1/18 pound (18g), then the 30 nummi was meant to substitute the former folles of 1/24 pound
weight (MIBEC:40). On the other hand, Morrisson and Ivanišević, based on Zuckerman, suggest that
from the reign of Justin II to the first years of Heraclius (612-615), the theoretic weight of the follis
remained stable at 13.53g, namely 1/24 pound (Morrisson and Ivanišević 2006:51, Table 2). If this
suggestion is accepted, then the reasons for the introduction of the new denomination are not just metrological and remain beyond the scope of this study.
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Table 49. Coins dated to year 4 of Tiberius II in our database
Site
Ashqelon hoard,
underwater survey
Bet Guvrin, Horse Cave
Jerusalem, Jewish Quarter,
Nea church

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area VI
Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area VI
Apollonia
Caesarea, CAHEP 1984

Denom

Mint

IAA

Total

Follis (M)

Antioch

88420

1

Half follis (K)

Constantinople

99001

1

Follis (M)

Nicomedia

Bijovsky and Berman
2012:No. 32

1

Follis (M)

Constantinople

41383

1

Decanummium (I)

Antioch

40272

1

Follis (M)

Antioch

missing

1

Half follis (K)

Antioch

Hohlfelder 1994:No. N40

1

Fig. 98. 30 nummi of Tiberius II, minted in Nicomedia (Caesarea, IAA 62259)

Most coins of Tiberius II in our database are folles and half folles from Constantinople, Nicomedia, and Antioch. Only one coin from Cyzicus is registered: a follis
found at the excavations near the Temple Mount in Jerusalem, dated to 580/581 (IAA
38756). The almost complete absence of coins from this mint might suggest that they
were not intended for circulation in Palestine. Likewise, only four specimens of the
rare 30 nummi are recorded in our database, three of them minted in Nicomedia and
one in Constantinople. The fact that they were all found in Jerusalem and Caesarea
likely indicates that this denomination was not part of the regular currency in Palestine and appeared only rarely in the major cosmopolitan centers.132 Only two decanummia are registered in our database, one of the earlier type depicting the mark of
value I from Antioch (IAA 40272) and one of the later type X from Constantinople
(IAA 40420), both from the excavations near the Temple Mount in Jerusalem, area
VII. No pentanummium of Tiberius II is registered in our database.

Three coins were discovered in Caesarea: IAA 62259 (Fig. 98), IAA 62237, and one specimen
from the JECM expedition (DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2436). One coin comes from Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount, area VII (IAA 43823).
132
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The mints of Thessalonica and Alexandria behave differently. Following the tradition during Justin II’s reign, Thessalonica struck no folles. Half folles, decanummia,
and pentanummia were struck from years five to eight using the traditional Greek
marks of value: K, I and Є. As already mentioned half folles show the imperial couple,
Tiberius and Anastasia, seated facing on a double throne on the obverse. Only three
coins from Thessalonica, all half folles, are registered in our database.133 These scarce
finds stand in contrast to the considerable quantities of half folles from Thessalonica
struck by the former Emperor Justin II found in Israel (see chapter 3.5.4).
At Alexandria, dodecanummia of Tiberius II were distinguished from their predecessors by a cross between the IB standing on two steps. In addition, there is a cross
above the head of the Emperor which breaks the obverse legend DmCO(NS)TATINVS PP. Eight coins are registered in our database: five from Caesarea (IAA 61766
and DeRose Evans 2006:191, Nos. 2439-2442), one from Ashqelon (IAA 124804,
Fig. 99), one from Susiya (IAA K35678), and a coin overstruck on a hexanummium which is here attributed to Tiberius II with some reservations (Mount Gerizim
K22955). No hexanummia of this Emperor are registered in our database.

Fig. 99. Dodecanummium of Tiberius II (Ashqelon, IAA 124804)

3.6.4

Patterns of circulation

Scholars attest to a notable decrease in coin output in all Byzantine territories during
Tiberius II’s tenure. This is noticed for instance at the Macellum in Gerasa where
three folles and a dodecanummium were found (Marot 1998:124-125); in Pella,
where only two coins of this Emperor were discovered (Sheedy 2001:52); and in
Beirut, were only three coins of Tiberius II were recorded (Butcher 2001-2002:110).
In quantitative terms, however, the incidence of coin finds of Tiberius II in our
database is in accord with the short length of his reign. Eighty-seven coins are registered, the lowest number of coins from all sixth and seventh centuries Emperors
discussed in the present study (Table 50). However, if the influx of coins is calculated in terms of nummi per year of reign, then the results are not different from those
Two coins found in Jerusalem (excavations near the Temple Mount, area VI, IAA 40351; one coin
from Kenyon excavations). One coin found in Caesarea (Byzantine wall south, IAA 22777).
133
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of his successor: 721 nummi per year for Tiberius II against 788 nummi per year for
Maurice Tiberius.
Table 50. Breakdown of the coins of Tiberius II in our database by mint and denomination
Mint / Denom.

M/m

K/XX

XXX

Constantinople

31

5

1

Nicomedia

13

2

3

Cyzicus

1

Antioch

13

Thessalonica

I+B

3

I/X

Total of coins

Totals in nummi

1

38

1,380

18

650

1

40

17

590

3

120

8

96

3

80

88

2,956

1

3

Alexandria

8

Uncertain

1

2

Totals

59

15

4

8

2

Folles of Tiberius II have been found in a number of hoards in Israel. Worthy of
mention are the hoards at Qabri (17 coins), Ma’oz Haim (seven coins), Ashqelon underwater (seven coins), and Dor (six coins: see Table 64-Table 65, chapter 3.10.3a).
However, none of these hoards was deposited during the reign of Tiberius II.
A special remark should be made about the unusual quantity of 36 folles at the
Kh. Dubel hoard attributed by Lambert to Tiberius II (Lambert 1932:63-64, Nos.
242-246 from Constantinople, Nos. 247-274 from Antioch and Nos. 275-277 from
Nicomedia). An examination of all 28 folles from Antioch confirms that with one
exception (Lambert 1932:64, No. 265, IAA 53958), they all can be attributed to
Maurice Tiberius (IAA 53940-53967).134 Thus, there are only eight coins which are
certainly attributed to Tiberius II at the Kh. Dubel hoard.135
The numismatic examination of coin finds and hoards in our database (Fig. 100)
shows that issues from Constantinople constitute almost half of the totals (48%) followed by Nicomedia (23%) and Antioch (20%).136 Coins from Alexandria, Thessalonica, and Cyzicus appear in low numbers. The increase in the influx of coins from
A quick glance at Lambert’s catalogue shows that coins Nos. 247-258 cannot be related to Tiberius II because the earliest date which appears on his coins is year four (II/II) and these coins are dated
years II and III.

134

135
It was Sheedy who – based on Lambert’s erroneous readings – emphasized the importance of the
Kh. Dubel hoard in terms of the extraordinarily high number of coins of Tiberius II (Sheedy 2001:52).

However, Sheedy notes a decrease in the level of coins from Constantinople from the region beginning from the time of Tiberius II (Sheedy 2001:52).
136
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Antioch to our region is noticeable. Coins issued by western mints of the empire are
completely absent from local currency.
An interesting notion remark is raised by Gândilă (2009b:182). He notices considerable numbers of coins of Tiberius II in Curium and Salamis in Cyprus. Given
that at Caesarea Maritima similar quantities have been found, Gândilă suggests that
coins of Tiberius II seem to have circulated more intensively on sea routes. More
evidence from other sites along the coast, however, should be examined in order to
confirm this hypothesis.

Fig. 100. Breakdown of the copper coins of Tiberius II in our database by mint

3.7

Maurice Tiberius (582-602)

3.7.1

General remarks

A chief commander in Tiberius II’s troops, Maurice Tiberius led a major victory
against the Persians in 582. As a reward he received Constantina, Tiberius’ eldest
daughter in marriage and was proclaimed Emperor. Twenty years later, he was assassinated during a mutiny by the Byzantine army in the Balkans. Maurice Tiberius
inherited the conflict against the Persians in the East and since his predecessor left an
empty treasury, he managed at first to maintain peace through diplomacy and tributes.
However, in 588 internal discontent among the troops due to cuts in payments provided the Persians an opportunity to resume the war. In 591 after twenty years of warfare,
Chosroes, Hormisdas’ successor, pleaded for military aid against Varanes, the Satrap
of Media and in return was ready to sign a peace treaty with Maurice Tiberius.
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During the early years of Maurice Tiberius’s reign, a pact with the Franks guaranteed control over the Lombards in the West, but this situation did not last for long and
the Lombards soon developed into a continuing threat in Italy (LRE:309, 311-312).
In order to face this situation more efficiently, Maurice Tiberius established a new institution in Italy, the Exarchate, which was subordinate to the supreme command of a
military governor (magister militum) or Exarch, responsible both for military and civil
affairs. A counterpart was appointed in Africa (LRE:312-313; Hendy 1985:406-409).
Because of the pressure from the Avars and Slavs and their constant intrusions into
the Empire, the situation in Illyricum and Thrace was more complicated (LRE:310,
313-315). This region was Maurice Tiberius’s prime concern during the second half
of his reign and troops were transferred from the eastern front to back up the Danube frontier. Maurice Tiberius’ unpopularity among the troops, however, led to his
deposition and eventual death, commissioned by an officer named Phocas who was
proclaimed Emperor in 602.
In terms of gold coinage, Maurice Tiberius adopted the name of his predecessor
and this appeared on coins from the first year as Tiber(ius) Mauric(ius) and from
the second year onwards as Mauric(ius) Tiber(ius) (MIBEC:44). During his reign
there was a return to Justinianic iconography: the angel/Victory type on solidi, the
helmeted frontal bust on copper, and the use of Greek numerals as marks of value
(M, K, etc.). In 582/583 a new mint was opened in Catania, Sicily. During Maurice
Tiberius’s tenure, all the major dioceses had mints for copper while the minting
of gold was limited to praefectural capitals or their exarchate equivalents (Hendy
1985:406-407; Haldon 1990:175-176).

3.7.2

Gold coinage

Gold coins were minted at a number of mints: Constantinople, Thessalonica, Alexandria, Carthage, Spain (unknown mint), Sicily, Rome, and Ravenna (MIBEC:44-51).
With one exception, all specimens found in Israel are issues from Constantinople,
most of them, as usual, were found in hoards. The most remarkable of these is the Ḥ.
Marus synagogue treasury which yielded 21 solidi, 12 semisses and 53 tremisses of
Maurice Tiberius (Table 51).
Regular solidi show the angel/Victory type of Justinian I. Hahn and Metlich suggest this was the Emperor’s policy statement to preserve western parts of the Empire conquered by Justinian I in Italy and Africa (MIBEC:45). All 20 regular solidi
in our database belong to the series struck from mid-584 showing a helmeted bust
wearing a chlamys and holding a globe cruciger with the inscription ONmAVRC
TIbPPAVC (MIBEC:131, No. 6). The style of the portrait on the helmeted solidi
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developed through the years, and scholars attribute the broad faces to a date earlier
than c.590 and the narrow faces to a post c.590 date (MIBEC:46).
Table 51. Gold coins of Maurice Tiberius in our database
(all coins are from Constantinople unless otherwise stated)
Site

Denom

Mint

IAA/Ref.

tremissis

583-602

Bijovsky 2003: No.
390

1

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area XV

solidus

584-601

---

1

Jerusalem, Mamillah Cemetery
(tomb 10)

semissis

583-602

60584

1

Jerusalem, Citadel hoard

tremissis

583-602

6336, 6337

2

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area III

tremissis

583-602

40262

1

Bet She’an, Lady Mary's monastery
hoard

solidus

584-601

Fitzgerald 1939

2

Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

solidus

c.587-602

17126, 17127,
17198, 17199

Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

solidus

584-601

17114-17125,
17134, 17140-17143

Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

semissis

582/583

17128

Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

semissis

583-602

17113-17133,
17135-17139

26

Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

tremissis

584-602

17144-17147, 1714917162, 17164-17197

52

Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

tremissis

582-583?

17148

En Gedi

Notes

Light weight
23 carats

Total

4
17

(MIBEC 16)

Alexandria
mint

1

1

In addition, four coins of a new denomination, the light solidus weighing 23 carats – 4.35g – (MIBEC:132, No. 11) are registered in our database, all found in the
Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury (Fig. 101). This new coin, minted only in Constantinople was introduced by Maurice Tiberius in c.587 and was most likely intended to fill
the gap caused by a reduction in military payments. Hahn and Metlich consider the
new value of this coin to be equivalent to the bulk of older worn solidi still in circulation; they indicate that coins of this type are common in eastern finds (MIBEC:11,
44, 46-47). The 23 carat coins are distinguished from the 20 and 22 carat light weight
solidi by the addition of a star in the right field of both sides and a globe cruciger
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instead of a simple globe in the hands of the angel. No light weight solidi of the other
two series – 20 and 22 carats – are registered in our database.

Fig. 101. Light weight solidus of Maurice Tiberius (Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury IAA 17127)

Of the 13 semisses registered in our database, only one of them belongs to the earlier series dated to c.582/583. Instead of displaying the globe cruciger motif adopted
by Tiberius II, a Victory type advancing right, known previously from the tremisses’
iconography was reintroduced. This type kept the earlier obverse inscription DNTIbE RIPPAVC (MIBEC:134, No. 16). All the other semisses in our database show
both names of the Emperor on the obverse following the later version DnmAV(RI)
CIPPAVC (MIBEC:134, No. 17) and should, therefore, be attributed to the series
minted from mid-584 onwards.
As usual, most of the gold coin finds in our database are tremisses; of the 57
specimens registered in our database 53 are from the Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury.
Tremisses follow the type introduced by Tiberius II and show a cross on the reverse.
According to Hahn and Metlich’s classification, one tremissis from Ḥ. Marus (IAA
17148; Fig. 102) should be attributed to the mint of Alexandria, since it combines both
names of the Emperor on the obverse inscription DNTIbER mAVR AVG and repeats
the name Maurice Tiberius on the reverse VICTORImAVRIAVGS (MIBEC:48).

Fig. 102. Tremissis of Maurice Tiberius from Alexandria (Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury, IAA 17148)

3.7.3	Copper coinage
During the reign of Maurice Tiberius, the stylistic differences in execution among
mints became more tangible. While coins from Antioch were carefully produced
by skillful engravers using uniform round flans (despite the blundered inscriptions;
Fig. 103 left), coins from Nicomedia and Cyzicus show clumsy portrait busts which
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look quite barbaric (e.g. the common ‘knobby’ eyes of the Emperor’s portrait on
coins from Nicomedia and Constantinople, Fig. 103 center and right). Coins from
Constantinople were also carelessly produced, especially in the preparation of the
flans which show irregular shape and thickness (MIBEC:53).

Fig. 103. Folles of Maurice Tiberius. Left: Antioch (Apollonia IAA 117334);
center: Constantinople (Susiya IAA 35680); right: Nicomedia (Jerusalem, City of David IAA 115017)

Some coins were overstruck on older worn or cut-down coins (e.g. Caesarea IAA
118027, struck on a follis of Justinian I; Ras Abu Sawitan K37474, struck on a pre538 follis), “a proceeding which saved the cost of melting the metal and preparing
fresh blanks” (Grierson 1967:291). However, the real causes for the official implementation of this practice might be explained on different grounds. On the one
hand, there was a shortage of raw material for the striking of new coinage. On the
other, in view of the intense military activity, the State found it extremely difficult
to sustain regular payments to the troops; therefore, salaries were cut. As Gândilă
rightly points out: “The decision to resize and overstrike larger issues, thus gaining
additional metal and insuring the payment of the troops in ‘new’ coin, can be ascribed to the difficult financial situation mentioned in the written sources” (Gândilă
2009b:174). A similar situation characterized the first half of the seventh century
when this procedure became extremely popular (see chapter 4.3.5c–d).
As mentioned above, Maurice Tiberius restituted the use of Greek numerals as
marks of value, and during his reign the following denominations were issued at the
central eastern mints: follis, half follis, decanummium and pentanummium (M, K, I
and Є). The last is completely absent from our database, and it seems that it was not
intended for circulation in Palestine.
Folles and half folles from Constantinople bear the same obverse bust as the solidi with the same chronological variations. The earliest depictions show a crowned
cuirassed bust holding a globe cruciger; from 584/585, the crown was replaced by a
helmet. Folles of years 20-21 show a consular bust holding a mappa and an eaglescepter. On the small fractions of the follis – decanummia and pentanummia – the
traditional profile bust was kept. Obverse legends show a sequence of variations and
abbreviations of the Emperor’s name upon which scholars have also based the chronology of the solidi (MIBEC:53). Half folles bear no mintmarks and are attributed to
Constantinople on stylistic grounds. Only one decanummium from Constantinople
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is registered in our database, which shows the officina B on the right field (Fig. 104;
Mount Gerizim K23603). With this exception all finds in Israel are folles and half
folles and all dates of issue are represented, although with some fluctuations; during
the years 592-594, 595/596 and 597-599, there is a sharp drop in the influx of coins
from the capital (Fig. 105).137 A decrease in activity of the mint in Constantinople
between the years 597 and 602 has been pointed out by Gândilă in a recent study
concerning regional circulation (Gândilă 2009b:183-184). The results from our database suggest that this decrease took place earlier, at least in terms of circulation in
Palestine. In fact, with the exception of Antioch, all other mints reduced their output,
suggesting a serious financial crisis towards the end of Maurice Tiberius’ reign when
the war against the Avars became the focal concern of the Empire.

Fig. 104. Decanummium of Maurice Tiberius from Constantinople (Mount Gerizim K23603)

Fig. 105. Frequency per year of folles and half folles of Maurice Tiberius
from Constantinople and Antioch in our database

In general, Nicomedia follows the same chronological developments in copper
coinage as Constantinople. Most specimens from Nicomedia in our database are
folles; only two half folles and one decanummium are recorded. Almost all the years
of reign are represented, with a few gaps during 593/594, 596/597 and after year 600,
The graph in Fig. 105 shows no coins from Constantinople for year 593/594. The same paucity
was noted by Popović regarding finds in the Balkans (cited by Metcalf D.M. 1991:143).
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which may be accidental. Thirty-one folles and ten half folles struck in Cyzicus are
recorded in our database. The sequence of coins shows no finds from the first year
and a gap between 593 and 600, probably indicating that coins from this mint were
not intended for circulation in the region and their presence is result of general trade.
As with previous Emperors, the mints of Antioch, Thessalonica, and Alexandria
behave differently. Due to their fine execution and ornamental style, coins from Antioch cannot be mistaken.138 Antioch is also the most prominent mint in terms of
quantities of coins registered in our database (see chapter 3.7.4). The high incidence
of coins matches the addition of two more officinae which opened in Antioch in
order to support the increasing production of folles (MIBEC:54). In contrast to the
mints of Thessalonica and Alexandria, Antioch adopts the consular bust throughout
the whole reign of Maurice Tiberius and the cross on top of the crown was replaced
by the characteristic trefoil. Until 590/591 coins continued to bear the marks of value
established by Tiberius II: the cursive m for folles and XX for half folles. Obverse
inscriptions kept the early version of the Emperor’s name, but they were usually
blundered. After this year, Greek marks of values were reintroduced (M, K, etc.)
and obverse inscriptions were shortened and improved (dNmAVRI CNPPAVT). In
terms of quantities, coins bearing the later Greek marks of value are more ubiquitous
(77 M against 62 m; 27 K against eight XX).
Decanummia of both styles (X and I) and pentanummia showing different variations of Maurice Tiberius’s monogram were also struck in Antioch (MIBEC:54),
but no specimens are registered in our database. Coins (folles and half folles) from
all regnal dates are represented, showing a steady supply to our region which increased considerably after 590/591.139 Fig. 105 compares the incidence of Maurice
Tiberius’ coins in our database minted in Constantinople and Antioch. Interestingly,
coins from Antioch peak during the years 595/596 and 601/602 and compensate for
the drastic drops noticed during the same years in the influx of coins from Constantinople; this may not be mere coincidence.140
Thessalonica continued the tradition of striking half folles as its main copper
denomination and all 46 coins of Maurice Tiberius from this mint registered in our
database are indeed half folles. There are two obverse types: the imperial couple,
Maurice Tiberius and Constantina seated facing on a double throne (minted during
138
For a comprehensive typological study of the Antiochene coinage of Tiberius II and Maurice
Tiberius, see Kent 1959:99-103.
139

There are no coins dated to 600/601, but this seems to be a chance result from our sample.

In his coin report of the Beirut excavations, Butcher suggests that coins might have arrived in the
city in batches after long intervals by means of one or two shipments rather than as a constant supply
(Butcher 2001-2002:110). This suggestion might explain the many gaps noticed in the influx of coins
to Beirut throughout Maurice Tiberius’ reign.
140
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the first two years) and the frontal bust (known from the first year onwards). A consular follis was struck in year 20 as an extraordinary ceremonial issue, but this type is
very rare and no examples are known from Israel (MIBEC:55). Thessalonica, which
functioned as the major coin provider for payment of the troops in the Balkans,
seems to have reduced its output dramatically towards the end of the sixth century.
This paucity is usually connected to the siege of the city by the Avars in 586 although
Gândilă attributes it to more general reasons related to monetary economy (Metcalf
D.M. 1991:142-143; Gândilă 2009b:185).
Alexandria produced dodecanummia and hexanummia. There was an evolution
in the typology of the dodecanummia which helps in their identification and attribution to Maurice Tiberius: first, the profile bust holds a handcross and between
the marks of value, IB, is a rho-cross on steps (e.g. Apollonia IAA 117302; Susiya
K35678 Fig. 106). In a second phase, the rho-cross was replaced by the simple cross
– I+B, but the obverse is unchanged (e.g. Jerusalem, Giv‘ati parking IAA 135643);
finally, the handcross on the obverse was removed. These three variants bear Tiberius II’s obverse inscription DmCO(N)STANTIN(VSPP) or other variants. The
name of Maurice Tiberius appeared only later in the series as DnmAV RIIPPA(V)
together with the common reverse type. Therefore dodecanummia are difficult to
identify if the name of the Emperor is illegible, as it is in most cases. As result, only
nine coins in our database have been attributed with any certainty to this Emperor;
all of them belong to Maurice Tiberius’s earlier groups. Only one hexanummium is
registered in our database (Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount, House of
Menorot, IAA 41288).

Fig. 106. Early dodecanummium of Maurice Tiberius from Alexandria (Susiya K35678)

Two nummi discovered in Jerusalem (Temple Mount area VI, IAA 40381 and
40534) show a profile bust to the left and the monogram of Maurice Tiberius on the
reverse ( ). Morrisson was the first to publish this type (Morrisson 1969:442)
and since then it has been traditionally attributed to the mint of Carthage (BN 1:208,
No. 7/Ct/AE/36-37; MIBEC:56, 169 No. 135). However, very few specimens are
recorded from excavations at the site of Carthage itself.141 According to Hahn and
There are records of only eight coins from the University of Michigan expedition at Carthage
(Metcalf W.E. 1987:249) and one coin from excavations by the Canadian team, which is dated to
587-588 (Triantafillou Carthage, No. 867).
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Metlich, this rare type proves that nummi continued to be produced in Carthage as
long as Maurice Tiberius reigned.142 The attribution by both authors of three more
types of nummi to this Emperor and mint ( , and N over a single dot)143 has been
discussed elsewhere in this chapter and is disputed (see chapter 3.4.6b for the
type and chapter 3.9.2b for type). In my opinion, due to the fact that no nummi
of Justin II or Tiberius II were produced in Carthage and so few specimens of the
coin bearing Maurice Tiberius’s monogram have so far been discovered in excavations at the site, the location of the mint producing the monogram nummus should
be reconsidered.
As mentioned above, a new mint was opened in Catania, Sicily during Maurice
Tiberius’s reign which produced a rich series of decanummia bearing the mintmark
CAT (Hendy 1985:406-407 and n.152). A single specimen of these issues is registered in our database dated to 587/588 (Jerusalem excavations near the Temple
Mount, House of Menorot, IAA 41341, Fig. 107). The presence of this coin type in
our region is purely fortuitous.
Finally and most interesting is the presence in our database of a coin from Cherson, on the Black Sea (Jerusalem, Temple Mount, IAA 40362, Fig. 108).144 The coin
is a very worn follis depicting the imperial couple standing facing and the inscription
dNmAV(RIC) PP(AVC) on the obverse and an imperial figure standing, holding
a long cross or rho-cross (obliterated) and to its right the mark of value H with a
cross above on the reverse. If the figure on the reverse is Theodosius, the Emperor’s
eldest son, then these coins should be dated from 587 onwards (see discussion in
MIBEC:34 and 59). The marks of value H (= 8) for follis and Δ (= 4) for half follis
are exclusive to Cherson and are probably explained as multiples of a system based
on a unit of 5 nummi.145 Coins from this mint rarely circulated outside Crimea; therefore the presence of a follis in Jerusalem is quite extraordinary.

I do not agree with this statement. As discussed in chapter 3.4.6 the production of nummi at Carthage and other eastern mints seems to conclude by the end of the reign of Justinian I.
142

143
Hahn and Metlich date the cross to 592-597 and the palm tree to 597-602 (MIB 2:72, Nos. 133-134;
MIBEC:56-57; 169, No. 133, 134) The N over a single dot is not discussed here since no specimens
have been recorded from Israel (MIBEC:57, No. V135).

144
This is the only coin from Cherson registered at the IAA coin department, a fact that reinforces
the rareness of coins from this mint circulating in our region.

145
During the reigns of Justin I and Justinian I, Cherson had its own autonomous administration and
produced a single denomination based on the old centenionalis, which was most likely the equivalent
of the late pentanummium. This is apparently the source of the peculiar marks of value on folles and
half folles struck in Cherson from the reign of Justin II until Heraclius (Hendy 1985:405 and n149 and
496; MIBE:39, 65 and MIBEC:33, 43, 59 and 68).
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Fig. 107. Decanummium of Maurice Tiberius from Catania
(Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount, IAA 41341)

Fig. 108. Follis of Maurice Tiberius from Cherson
(Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount, IAA 40362)

3.7.4

Patterns of circulation

According to our database, the volume of coins in circulation in Palestine during the
twenty years of reign of Maurice Tiberius remains stable as in the previous period of
Tiberius II, who ruled for only four years.146 This general pattern was already noticed
by Marot in Gerasa and Sheedy in Pella (Marot 1998:125; Sheedy 2001:52).
Most coin finds in this region are folles and then half folles; fractions appear
only occasionally (Table 52). Other sites in this area do not offer sufficient comparable data, (Pella and Beirut) making any discussion on this matter inconclusive.
Marot, however, notices hegemony of half folles at the Macellum in Gerasa (Marot
1998:126-127).
Table 52. Breakdown of the coins of Maurice Tiberius in our database by mint and denomination
Mint / Denom.

M/m

K/XX

Constantinople

80

64

Nicomedia

45

2

Cyzicus

21

10

Antioch

139

Thessalonica
Alexandria
Carthage

I+B

Total of coins

Totals in nummi

1

145

4,490

1

48

1,850

31

1,040

35

174

6,260

46

46

920

7

78

2

2

6

I/X

S

nummus

1
2

A value of 721 in terms of nummi per year for Tiberius II against 788 nummi per year for Maurice
Tiberius. See chapter 3.6.4.
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Mint / Denom.

M/m

K/XX

I+B

Catania
Cherson
Uncertain
Totals

I/X

S

nummus

1
1
9

35

295

192

6

3

1

2

Total of coins

Totals in nummi

1

10

1

40

44

1,060

499

15,750

Folles of Maurice Tiberius are a significant component in a number of hoards in
Israel: Qabri (71%); Qaẓrin (20.7%); Bet She’an III (13.95%); Dor (12.65%); Qedumim (10.5%); and Ma’oz Haim (10.4%) (see Table 64, chapter 3.10.3a). In three
of these groups, late coins of Maurice Tiberius provide the terminus post quem for
their deposition (Qabri, Ma’oz Haim, and Qedumim).147 Although these percentages
are smaller if compared to hoard material found in Syria148 or the Balkans (Ivanišević
2006:80-83), hoard evidence from Israel still confirms the wide circulation of coins
of Maurice Tiberius in this region.

Fig. 109. Coins of Maurice Tiberius in our database by mint

During the reign of Maurice Tiberius, there is a fundamental change in mint distribution in Palestine. Antioch became the principal supplier of coins to the region,
followed by Constantinople and Nicomedia (Fig. 109). This picture is supported by
coin finds and to a lesser extent by hoard finds as well. Many vicissitudes affected
the mint of Antioch during the reigns of Justinian I (chapter 3.4.4) and Justin II
147

All the others were deposited during the first half of the seventh century.

Cyrrhestica: 33%; Coelesyria hoard: c.35%; Tell Bissè: 35% and ANS/Myers hoard: c.13%
(Pottier 1983:41-45; Marot 1998:126, Table 23). See also a Near Eastern hoard from Lebanon or
Syria where most of the Antiochene coins occur among issues of Maurice (Naismith 2004:296-299).
148
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(chapter 3.5.4) and caused the cessation and resumption of activities on several occasions. As seen, the influx of Antiochene coinage to Palestine increased during the
reign of Tiberius II (chapter 3.6.4). This tendency expanded progressively during
the reign of Maurice Tiberius, reflecting a period of relative prosperity for the entire
region, especially after the peace agreement with Persia in 591. In fact, after this
date the number of coin finds from Antioch in our database increases significantly
(from 67 coins prior to 590/591 to 102 coins after this year).149 Obviously, the highest
frequency of Antiochene issues is most significantly felt in excavations at Antioch
itself. A total of 90 coins of Tiberius II were discovered there, 80 of them issued at
the local mint; 128 coins of Maurice Tiberius have been identified, 83 minted in
Antioch (Waagé 1952:157-160). The importance of the mint of Antioch is noticed at
other sites in the southern Levant as well, such as the Macellum in Gerasa (Marot
1998:127) and Beirut (Butcher 2001-2002:110), but not so drastically as in Israel.
Interestingly, Gândilă points out the significant percentages of coins issued in Antioch at sites in the northern Balkans (between 7% and 22%). He suggests the coins
were brought by troops transferred to the area by the Emperor after the war with the
Persians came to an end (Gândilă 2009b:183).
Nevertheless it should be mentioned that the predominance of Antiochene issues
noticed in coin finds from Israel has no strong correlation in hoards. In most cases
coins from Constantinople and Antioch appear in equal or close numbers, showing that at any rate there was a growing tendency of hoarding Antiochene issues,
although the influx of coins from Constantinople remains quite significant (e.g.
Qaẓrin: six CON, seven ANT; Bet She’an hoard III: eight CON, eight ANT; Qabri:
69 CON, 73 ANT; Dor: six CON, three ANT).150
Based on material from collections, Gândilă notices two peaks in coin production during the reign of Maurice Tiberius: the first in 589/590 due to the high output
of Antioch and the change in the type of the follis; and the second in 602 coinciding with the consulship when a special type was struck in considerable numbers
(Gândilă 2009b:183). These peaks, however, find no tangible expression in the picture presented by our database (Fig. 105).
Large quantities of Maurice Tiberius’ copper coins remained in circulation at
least until the mid-seventh century as shown by the many folles of this Emperor
which bear countermarks of Heraclius. This phenomenon is well known especially
on coins found in Caesarea (see chapter 4.3.6 and Fig. 157 left).
The same pattern is noticed at the Qabri hoard, where the number of coins from Antioch increases
from 20 coins before 590/591 to 53 coins after this date.
149

For comparison, the North Syria hoard includes 18 folles of Maurice Tiberius, 14 struck in Antioch. Moreover, coins from Antioch of all denominations constitute 45.8% of all coins of this Emperor discovered in the hoard, emphasizing its local flavor (Pottier 1983:20 Table 2 and 22 Table 4).
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3.8
The problem of small change
	and the production of local imitations
The foregoing discussion of the imperial coinage of Justin II (chapter 3.5.4), Tiberius II (chapter 3.6.4), and Maurice Tiberius (chapter 3.7.4) showed that new currency circulating in Palestine in the second half of the sixth century consisted almost
exclusively of folles and half folles. The smaller copper fractions dodecanummia and
pentanummia, had an almost irrelevant place in local circulation. The same applies
to the Alexandrian hexanummia, which are completely absent in our region; official
dodecanummia have been recorded only in low numbers during each of these three
reigns. Moreover, with the end of the reign of Justinian I, nummi – the main small
change component – ceased to be massively produced in most imperial mints. It has
already been stated that apparently the main reason for this was the gradual decline
in the weight of the follis between 542 and c.610, which resulted in a parallel reduction in the weight of its fractions until they became inconvenient for production and
daily use (see chapter 3.4.9; Hendy 1985:496; and Pottier 1983:150). This process
affected not only Palestine but, with slight regional variations, all Mediterranean
provinces (Hendy 1985:497, Table 20; Gândilă 2009b; Morrisson and Ivanišević
2006:53).
However, coins recovered from many sites in Israel, such as Ashqelon, Caesarea,
and Bet She’an indicate that petty change was still a necessity for daily use. In fact,
during the second half of the sixth and first half of the seventh centuries, considerable numbers of Late Roman fourth-fifth century coins continued to circulate side
by side with the new currency. Foss states that during the early seventh century large
quantities of pentanummia of Justinian I continued to function as small change (Foss
2008:5). As Gândilă rightly pointed out: “The small change is the vehicle of a true
monetary economy as evidenced by the finds in major urban centers of the empire”
(Gândilă 2009a:458).
Within this monetary atmosphere, a new phenomenon has been noticed in many
contemporary numismatic contexts in Israel; the appearance of local imitations of
pentanummia and dodecanummia seemed to have partially filled the vacuum left by
the old nummi. It is suggested here that pentanummia imitations were manufactured
in Ashqelon while the dodecanummia were produced in Caesarea. Together with their
official counterparts, these two coinages became, to some extent, the small change of
the second half of the sixth and first half of the seventh centuries in Palestine.
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3.8.1	The Pentanummia
This chapter discusses the production of local imitations of pentanummia in Palestine, their character, chronology and place of issue. The discussion is followed by a
short summary of the geographical distribution of the main types of pentanummia
and the implications regarding coin supply to the southern Levant.
a.
Official issues
As shown in the previous chapters, the pentanummium denomination, represented
by the Greek numeral Є, was first introduced by Anastasius I in 512 (MIBE:29) and
was produced continuously at least until the reign of Phocas. The mark of value varied occasionally for short intervals throughout the entire period, and other types of
pentanummia bearing different marks are known: Є within the letter Π (e.g. Justin
I, Constantinople, MIBE:Nos. 29-31); ½ chi-rho (e.g. Justinian I, Constantinople,
MIBE:No. 93); inversed Є with seated Tyche (e.g. Justin I, Antioch, MIBE:No. 67),
Ч (e.g. Tiberius II, Constantinople, MIBEC:No. 33); V (e.g. Maurice Tiberius, Catania, MIBEC:No. 1); and Є combined with different imperial monograms (Justinian
I and Justin II).151
The majority of pentanummia recorded in our database – 262 out of 307 – belong,
however to the chi-rho ½ type with a profile bust on the obverse. These were minted
in Constantinople and in Nicomedia for a relatively short period from the time of
the second indiction of Justin I to the end of the second indiction of Justinian I,
namely from 522 to 537 (MIBE: 34-35 and 57-59; see also chapters 3.3.3 and 3.4.4;
Fig. 110). Obverse legends are, in fact, the only way to distinguish the issues of these
two Emperors. Unfortunately, in most cases these legends are illegible, meaning that
many of the coins registered in our database are classified as ‘Byzantine’ roughly
dated to 522-537, without any specific attribution.

Fig. 110. Official chi-rho pentanummium of Justin I

See also Pottier 1983 for a full discussion on the different types of sixth century pentanummia
from Anastasius I to Maurice Tiberius as they appear in the North Syria hoard (Pottier 1983:150-192).
151
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b.
Typology of the imitations
Within this group is a category of 135 pentanummia that share a number of common characteristics suggesting they are local imitations.152 These coins were mostly
struck on minimi size flans (Fig. 111 left); many of them have a square or irregular
shape (Fig. 111 right). The weights of the imitative coins are much lighter than the
standard (e.g. c.1.50g-0.40g instead of c.3g-1.40g for prototypes of Justin I), and
their fabric is quite poor. It is also possible to subdivide the imitations into groups
according to their degree of crudity of manufacture (Bijovsky Ne’ot Ashqelon, Nos.
38-44 barbaric style).

Fig. 111. Pentanummium imitations
Left: struck on minima flan (Ashqelon Barnea IAA 117426)
Right: struck on irregular flan (Ne’ot Ashqelon IAA 64107)

The obverse of these coins displays a very small bust facing right within a circle.
There is no obverse inscription (Fig. 112 left) nor any facial or garment details. In
some cases, the depiction can be so crude that it is hardly recognized as the portrait
of the Emperor (Fig. 112 center). Sometimes the bust is facing left (Ashqelon el
Qabu, IAA 97978 Fig. 112 left). Occasionally there seems to be no obverse striking
at all (Tell Ashqelon, Fig. 112 right).

Fig. 112. Pentanummium imitations
Left: no obverse inscription and bust to left (Ashqelon, el Qabu IAA 97978).Center: crude portrait
(Ashqelon, industrial zone north IAA 113555)
Right: blank obverse (Tell Ashqelon, Reg. No. 938 L43 B72)

The number of imitations is probably higher. Unfortunately, no such distinctions have been hitherto
established in these coin reports. My suspicion is that many coins from the Caesarea JECM (DeRose
Evans 2006) and Kenyon excavations in Jerusalem (Reece et al. 2008) are imitations as well.
152
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Because the flans are smaller than the dies, the upper part of the rho on the reverse
usually remains off flan so that the design looks like a six-pointed star Ú instead of
a chi-rho (Fig. 113 left). The chi-rho usually appears alone although in some cases it
is flanked by officina letters (Fig. 113 center). Sometimes the rho is retrograde (Fig.
113 right).

Fig. 113. Pentanummium imitations
Left: rho out off flan (Bet Guvrin IAA 113172)
Center: chi-rho with officina letters (‘Ard el-Mihjar, Ziqim, Sokolov 2002:No. 1)
Right: retrograde rho (Ashqelon Barnea IAA 47195)

A detailed analysis of these imitations shows that in some cases these coins were
overstruck on Alexandrian dodecanummia. Three examples are registered in our database, all from the Ashqelon area: Ne’ot Ashqelon (IAA 64110, Fig. 114 left); a
coin from excavations in Tel Ashqelon (No. R. 11241, Fig. 114 center);153 and a hybrid coin from excavations at Ashqelon Ḥamame (IAA 57311, Fig. 114 right) showing a chi-rho on one side and I+B on the other. This also seems to be an overstrike.

Fig. 114. Overstruck pentanummium imitations

c.
Date of issue
The phenomenon of overstruck dodecanummia has been noticed by Lampinen as
well in a hoard of chi-rho pentanummia from uncertain provenance.154 Basing his
argument on the overstrikes, he concludes that the pentanummia imitations were
This coin weighs 1.44g and it was discovered together with a cast dodecanummium. The coin was
identified by the author with permission of H. Gitler.
153

154
The hoard which is still in process of cleaning and research contains over 1,000 coins. It was
purchased by Lampinen on the market (provenance Israel?; P. Lampinen, personal communication). A
very short preliminary summary about this assemblage was presented by Lampinen at the 28th Byzantine Studies Conference, 2002, Ohio State University, Columbus Ohio (Lampinen 2002).
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locally struck starting from the beginning of the seventh century, probably during
the reign of Heraclius (Lampinen 2002). If we accept this late chronology, then, it is
difficult to explain why the chi-rho pentanummium type was chosen to be struck a
second time after a hiatus of nearly a hundred years since it had been officially produced by Justin I and Justinian I (from 522 to 537).
Lampinen’s conclusions raise a critical question about the dating and place of
manufacture of these imitations. Since all the examples gathered in our database
come from controlled excavations, both their archaeological and numismatic contexts might shed new light on their attribution. The presence of chi-rho pentanummia
and their imitations together with coins of Heraclius in Tel Ashqelon could reinforce
Lampinen’s suggestion that they were still in use at the time of this Emperor.155 However, new archaeological evidence has confirmed that these imitations were produced and circulated much earlier.
During excavations at a Byzantine warehouse and anchorage in ‘Ard el-Mihjar,
south of Ashqelon, three such imitations were discovered together with other 14
coins dating from Justin I to the last days of Maurice Tiberius (Sokolov 2001a:216217).156 The majority of pentanummia imitations found in excavations from Ne’ot
Ashqelon come from sealed loci dated to the first half of the sixth century; some of
these coins were found together with official pentanummia of Justin I or Justinian I.
Since this type was not officially minted after its cessation in 537, imitations must
therefore be contemporary in date or somewhat later.157 A similar date is suggested
by coin finds from an agricultural complex excavated in Ashqelon, Smadar Hotel.
Seven small pentanummia of the chi-rho type, five of them imitations, were found
within a refuse pit in area B where the latest coins belong to Justinian I (Bijovsky
2004:113, 120, Nos. 25-31). The evidence provided from these two sites predates the
dating proposed by Lampinen for the time of production of pentanummia imitations.
It seems more plausible that chi-rho imitations were produced from the time of issue of their prototypes, namely c.522-540 and remained in circulation until the early
decades of the seventh century.

Tel Ashqelon, season 1986, L504, B11238: eight coins according to the following classification:
a dodecanummium of Justin I; two pentanummia of the chi-rho type, one of them an imitation; three
dodecanummia imitations; and a follis of Heraclius dated to 629/630.
Tel Ashqelon, season 1986, L504, B11176: four pentanummia imitations of the chi-rho type together
with a hexanummia of the palm tree type of Heraclius.
155

156
Even though all the coins are surface finds, the excavators rely on the date provided by the numismatic material as terminus post quem for the use of the structure (Fabian and Goren 2001:218).

Bijovsky Ne’ot Ashqelon: coins Nos. 23, 28, 33 and 36 in L700 and coins Nos. 19-20 and 30, 35,
37 and 40 in L683).
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d.
Place of issue and geographical distribution
The geographical distribution of imperial pentanummia in our region shows that the
chi-rho type was more popular in the coastal area, especially in the Ashqelon region
and the southern Shephelah (Bijovsky Bet Guvrin and Map 8).158 Moreover, no Є
type pentanummia are found in the Ashqelon and southern Shephelah areas. Coins
of this type are concentrated at sites from Caesarea northwards. One exception is
the coastal site of Shiqmona, situated on the outskirts of Haifa which fell under the
jurisdiction of the province of Phoenice. A considerable number of pentanummia
were discovered at Shiqmona during excavations – 19 coins – all of them of the chirho type (Amitai-Preiss 2006a:167-168, Nos. 37-52; Kool 2010:221, Nos. 4-6).159
In addition, both pentanummia types have been recovered from central cities such
as Sepphoris, and the metropolei Scythopolis/Bet She’an, Caesarea, and Jerusalem.
This represents a cosmopolitan feature which characterizes large urban centers and
has also been noted for other coin types discussed throughout this study.
Almost every Byzantine-period excavation in the Ashqelon area has yielded official chi-rho pentanummia and their imitations. Among others are the coins from
‘Ard el-Mihjar mentioned above; seven coins at Ashqelon, Smadar Hotel, five of
them imitations (Bijovsky 2004:120, Nos. 25-31); 23 coins at Ne’ot Ashqelon, of
them 17 are imitations (Bijovsky Ne’ot Ashqelon, Nos. 18-21, 23-24 and 28-44);
four imitations in Ashqelon Migdal;160 seven coins at Ḥorbat Ḥaẓaẓ (Sokolov and
Bijovsky 2007:102, Nos. 21-24); 13 coins at Barnea and Barnea West.161 Bastien
believes that the workshops responsible for imitations were probably located in the
center of the areas in which their products circulated (Bastien 1985:145). Thus, the
high concentration of this type of pentanummia in the area of Ashqelon seems to
indicate that this is the provenance for the local production of the imitations.
The geographical distribution of imperial pentanummia dating from Anastasius
I to Justin II provides new insights about patterns of coin supply in the southern
Levant. As attested from coin finds, the chi-rho type pentanummium was the most
popular in Palestine during the period 522-537, indicating that coin supply of this
158
A total of 138 pentanummia in our database are recorded from sites in Ashqelon and another 16
from Bet Guvrin. Other sites where pentanummi and their imitations were discovered are: NirimMa‘on (three coins); Ḥ. Rimmon (one coin); Susiya (one coin); En Gedi (one coin); Ras Abu Sawitan
(one coin); Jerusalem (72 coins); Lod (El-Khirbe) (one coin); Apollonia (three coins); Caesarea (36
coins); Bet She’an (three coins); and Sepphoris (three coins).
159
160

Unfortunately both authors were unable to distinguish between official issues and imitations.
The coins were identified by the author: IAA 62601, 62604, 62608, 66905.

The coins were identified by the author: IAA 46776, 47195, 47198, 47203, 47205, 100000,
117396, 117399, 117403, 117408, 117412, 117414, 117426, 117431.
161
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denomination arrived principally from the mint of Constantinople and to a lesser
extent from Nicomedia. On the other hand, only thirty-nine Є pentanummia dating
from Anastasius I to Justin II and just three coins of Justin I of the inversed Є with
seated Tyche from Antioch are registered in our database.162 The low incidence of
these types suggests they were not intended for massive circulation in Palestine.

Map 8. Geographical distribution of Byzantine pentanummia
from our database (sites in black have no finds of this denomination)

Two coins from Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur (Barkay 2000:391, Nos. 236-237) and one coin from Tel
Bet She’an (Fitzgerald 1931:58, No. 32).

162
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Due to lack of evidence, the situation in Jordan is inconclusive. Interestingly, no
pentanummia have been recorded at the Macellum in Gerasa (Marot 1998:107-108,
Table 20), at Pella (Sheedy 2001:44), Mount Nebo (Gitler 1998), or Umm Al-Rasas
(Gitler 1994). Only two chi-rho pentanummia of Justin I from Constantinople have
been recorded from the Gerasa excavations by Bellinger (1938:99, Nos. 392-393).
Quite exceptional is the presence of seven Є pentanummia of Anastasius I, minted
in Antioch, published in the coin report of the Limes Arabicus (Betlyon 2006:435,
Nos. 563-568).163 It is most likely that all the coins arrived at the site under private
circumstances or through bulk trade and not as result of intentional coin supply. The
evidence so far existent in Jordan seems to indicate that for some reason, this denomination was not an integral part of the copper coinage in circulation.
The chi-rho type has rarely been found at sites in Lebanon and Syria. No specimens
have been recorded from Beirut, where all 24 pentanummia dating from Anastasius I
to Justinian I are of the Є type (Butcher 2001-2002:263-267). The same conclusion
concerns Syrian hoards. No coins of this type appear in the Near Eastern hoard published by Phillips and Tyler-Smith of Syrian-Lebanese provenance (1998:316-324)
and the presence of the chi-rho pentanummia at the north Syrian hoard published by
Pottier is meager (of 371 pentanummia, only 12 are of the chi-rho type, 11 for Justin I
and one for Justinian I; Pottier 1983:305 Nos. 392-402 and 308 No. 435).
The fact that most pentanummia found in Lebanon and Syria belong to the Є type
suggests that these regions depended on Antioch, the main provider of copper fractions for the province of Syria, for coin supply (Marot 1998:105). Plentiful issues
of pentanummia of the Є type mainly intended for local circulation were struck in
Antioch from the time of Anastasius I until the reign of Justin II (e.g. MIBE:93, No.
62; Pottier 1983:150-151). This is corroborated by the evidence from excavations in
Antioch which shows a complete hegemony of local pentanummia of the Є type.164

3.8.2	The Dodecanummia
This chapter discusses the production in Palestine of local imitations of dodecanummia, their character, possible chronology, and place of issue. The discussion includes
a short summary of the geographical distribution of both official and imitative dodecanummia and implications regarding coin supply in the southern Levant.
Another five pentanummia were published with no further details about type and date (Betlyon
2006:437, Nos. 591, 596, 599, 601 and 603).

163

164
A total of 1,389 pentanummia were found at the excavations dating from the reign of Anastasius I
to Justin II. Only 65 were minted in Constantinople; eight of them belong to the chi-rho type. Worthy
of mention among the Antiochene coins are the 801 pentanummia of the inversed Є type with seated
Tyche which was struck by Justin I (Waagé 1952:148-154).
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a.
Geographical distribution
As already stated, the dodecanummia constituted the principal copper denomination
in Egypt during the sixth and seventh centuries and these coins prevail in hoards and
coin finds at most sites excavated in Egypt dating to this period (e.g. Marea excavations: Lichocka 2008; Kôm el-Dikka hoard: Lichocka 1992; Noeske 2000a:129-135
and 189-205 for other hoards and sites in Egypt). Egypt developed its own monetary
system and its coins were not intended for circulation outside the province. Coin evidence from Israel shows, however, that many coins minted in Alexandria – mainly
dodecanummia but also few hexanummia – circulated widely in Palestine, especially
in coastal sites such as Caesarea and Ashqelon.165 This statement is confirmed by the
incidence of dodecanummia in our database as shown in Table 53 and Map 9. In
addition to the coastal cities, high concentrations of dodecanummia appear in the
inland metropolei – Jerusalem and Scythopolis/Bet She’an – while their number
decreases significantly as one moves northwards to the territories under the administration of Palaestina Secunda and Phoenice.166
In the past, scholars stressed the commercial relations between Egypt and Palestine: Egypt exported grains which were in short supply in Palestine and in return it
imported oil and wine, which were rare goods in Egypt (Avi-Yonah 1958; Safrai
1998:104; Sperber 1976:113-147).167 It should be mentioned that a high incidence
of small copper Roman Provincial coins (minima size) from Alexandria has been
noticed at several sites in Israel – such as Caesarea and Jerusalem168 – from the reigns
of Emperors Trajan and Hadrian, suggesting the existence of a tradition of coin exchange between the provinces of Palaestina Prima and Aegyptus.
In terms of geographical distribution in other areas of the southern Levant, the
In his report on coins from Tel Jezreel, Moorhead suggests that few Alexandrian coins penetrated
far into the hinterland of Palestine (Moorhead 2008:458). Although in general I agree with this statement, Moorhead seems be unaware of the large numbers of dodecanummia found in neighbouring Bet
She’an.
165

See for instance Newell and Witschonke (2008:16), who stress the high incidence of dodecanummia in Bet She’an and Jerusalem, both located on the trade route linking Mesopotamia to Palestine and
Egypt. A similar argument was developed by Prawdzic-Golemberski and Metcalf (1963:86-87). For
distribution in Israel see also Moorhead 1983:99, 149-150; Safrai 1998:104; and Morrisson 2004:n25.
166

167
Sperber puts emphasis on the commercial relations between the flourishing Jewish community in
Alexandria and Eretz Israel. He conjectures that different members of one Jewish family might have
held management positions in various central offices in Alexandria, Pelusium, Gaza, and perhaps Caesarea and Acco (Sperber 1976:146).

See for instance my discussion about the high incidence of Alexandrian coins at the site of Shu‘afat, Jerusalem (Bijovsky 2007a). Local imitations of many of these tiny coins were produced in Caesarea, suggesting their popularity (Hamburger 1955).
168
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presence of coins minted in Alexandria – mainly dodecanummia – decreases as one
moves eastwards and northwards, indicating that these regions were less dependent
on Egyptian trade, or at least on Egyptian small change coinage. While Alexandrian
issues are still relatively frequent in Gerasa (Bellinger 1938:10),169 they seem to
have played no relevant role in currency in Lebanon and Syria. Finds of dodecanummia are quite accidental in these regions: only one coin from Beirut (Butcher 20012002:102) and two coins from the Antioch excavations (Waagé 1952:160, No. 2196
dated to Maurice Tiberius and 164, No. 2237 dated to Heraclius).170 Moreover, coins
from Alexandria represent only 1% of the finds in Corinth. They are not found in
Athens (Prawdzic-Golemberski and Metcalf 1963:84) or in Balkan and Asia Minor
hoards (Culerrier 2006:107).
b.
The official dodecanummia
First introduced by Justin I towards the end of his reign (MIBE:105, No. 68), dodecanummia were continuously produced in Alexandria up to the reign of Constans
II (DOC 2:467-468, Nos. 105-106) with the exception of the period of the reign of
Phocas, when an apparent pause of production took place at the local moneta publica
(Phillips 1962:225; DOC 2:150; MIBEC:72; see also chapter 4.2.4).171
As explained in the chapters above, throughout the entire sixth century there was
a standard type of dodecanummium, depicting a profile bust with the name of the
Emperor on the obverse and the mark of value I+B with the mintmark ΑΛΕΞ in the
exergue (Fig. 115 left).

Fig. 115. Dodecanummia
Left: official (Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount, IAA 45003).
Center and right: cast imitations (Tel Ashqelon, Reg. 11241B and Caesarea IAA 66549)

Twenty-six dodecanummia have been discovered at the Macellum. At this site, Alexandria is the
second mint in importance after Constantinople during the sixth-seventh centuries (Marot 1988:104107, Graphs 9-10).
169

This low incidence is striking given the presence of coins from other mints such as Nicomedia,
Cyzicus, Thessalonica and even Ravenna, although in minor numbers. It should be noted that no Alexandrian coins appear in Pottier’s hoard from North Syria.
170

Nevertheless, on many coin reports dodecanummia are assigned to Phocas. See for example Caesarea: Hohlfelder 1984:275 and Ariel 1986:138.
171
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Slight sporadic changes of this basic type allow specific attributions to certain
Emperors; for instance, the high cross between the IB is characteristic of Justin I and
the early days of Justinian I; the cross above the head of the Emperor and cross on
steps on the reverse is characteristic of Tiberius II; the profile bust holding a cross
is a feature of issues by Maurice Tiberius (see relevant chapters for each Emperor).
However, the majority of coin finds do not belong to any particular series since in
most cases obverse legends are illegible, and they cannot be attributed to any specific
Emperor. For that reason, the suggested date proposed here for coins that fall into
this general category is 538-602.172
c.
Typology of imitations
In addition to the official issues discovered at sites from Israel, there is a considerable number of dodecanummia which can be classified as imitations; 138 specimens
are registered in our database, which constitute 24.29% of the total number of dodecanummia (Table 53). Based on updated information from excavations, it is possible to classify the dodecanummia imitations into groups. These coins are usually
smaller and much lighter than their prototypes.173 Moreover, since these imitations
vary in shape and fabric it would be imprudent to attribute them all to the same period of issue. Lampinen suggests defining three types of imitations according to their
shape: small, light and thick (Lampinen 1992:170 and personal communication). In
my opinion, the clearest and first distinction that can possibly be made among the
coins is related to their minting technique: while most of these imitations are struck
(e.g. Bijovsky Caesarea: Nos. 997-1040), there is a smaller group of very light and
thin cast coins (e.g. Bijovsky Caesarea: Nos. 1041-1068).
The struck imitations constitute a homogeneous group which was first recognized
and quite systematically catalogued by Grierson (DOC 2:150; 192-195, No. 106.34-49
and vars.).174 Since he dates these coins to 602-608 during the reign of Phocas, this
group will be fully discussed in chapter 4.2.4.

Equivalent to Noeske’s category “Profiltyp”, dated to 518-608 (2000:129). I prefer to exclude the
reign of Phocas since I adopt the suggestion that those coins attributed to him are not official issues
(see chapter 4.2.4).
172

Based on the solidus/nummi ratio which during the time of Justin I was equivalent to 11,520,
Zuckerman calculates that the theoretical weight of the dodecanummium was 5.41g (Zuckerman
2004:109-110). The weights of the imitations are usually below 2g and many of them are even below
one gram.
173

174

This group fits Lampinen’s ‘thick’ imitations, as mentioned above.
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Cast dodecanummia collected from our database – a total of 42 specimens – can
be classified into three groups according to their size and shape (Fig. 115 center and
right; Table 54):175
–

Thick flans, 15-12 mm diameter.

–

Thin flans, 8-10 mm diameter (minimissimi).

–

Thin flans, 15-12 mm diameter.

Table 53. Sixth-century dodecanummia in our database: official issues and imitations
Site

Official I+B

I+B imitations

Totals

1

---

1

Susiya

4

1

5

Ashqelon

15

8

23

Bet Guvrin

14

4

18

Jerusalem

61

17

78

Kh. Latatin

1

---

1

Lod (El Khirbe)

2

---

2

Mount Gerizim

4

7

11

Apollonia

5

1

6

Tel Afar

1

---

1

Caesarea

Ḥ. Rimmon

278

83

361

Ramat HaNadiv

1

---

1

Bet She’an

36

13

49

Ḥammat Gader

1

---

1

Sepphoris

6

4

10

Capernaum

---

1

1

Totals

430

138

568

The information on these cast coins was gathered by the author within the framework of a comprehensive research project in cooperation with Dr. Barbara Lichocka from the Research Center
for Mediterranean Archaeology, Polish Academy of Sciences in Warsaw. The aim of this study is to
compare different aspects in the production of cast coin imitations – including dodecanummia – found
both in excavations in Israel and in Egypt. One of the purposes will be to check metal composition
of the coins in order to establish a provenance correlation for all cast coins. Metal contents from a
number of samples in Israel have been already analyzed using the XRF instrument NITON XL3TM
900 Series in the Precision metals mode with a 8 mm diameter beam. The main components appear
in Table 54. Metal analysis was performed by Dr. Sana Shilstein from the Weitzmann Institute in Rehovot, to whom I am indebted.
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Table 54. Selection of cast dodecanumia imitations from our database
Site

IAA

Weight
(grams)

Diam.
(mm)

Cu %
contents

Pb%
contents

Notes

Thick flans 15-12 mm
Ne’ot Ashqelon

64129

1.47

12

83.781

14.794

Caesarea

66549

3.54

12×15

91.541

3.707

Thin flans 15-12 mm
Bet Guvrin

113230

0.75

13

87.825

6.301

Bet Guvrin

113153

1.28

16

65.131

29.762

Bet Guvrin

113263

0.61

12×15

80.674

13.513

Jerusalem, Third Wall

115927

1.24

14

85.412

8.904

Jerusalem, Mamillah

27598

1.33

14

87.726

4.434

K22318

1.23

11

Not
tested

Not tested

Caesarea

64493

1.00

15

85.229

9.917

Caesarea

65160

1.16

15

66

28.101

Caesarea

64283

0.56

13

67.247

21.257

Caesarea

64370

0.99

14

85.759

7.965

Caesarea

65370

0.88

14

55.592

36.642

Caesarea

64412

0.91

13

84.887

6.091

Bet She’an

117473

1.15

14

74.839

19.134

DN[

Bet She’an

117474

0.86

14

81.009

11.498

DN[

Bet She’an

117525

1.27

15

88.804

4.218

Mount Gerizim

DN IVSTI

DNIVST–
NVP

Photo
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Site

IAA

Weight
(grams)

Diam.
(mm)

Cu %
contents

Pb%
contents

Notes

Photo

Minimissimi 8-10 mm
Jerusalem, Biniyanei
Hauma

102354

0.16

9

77.503

16.799

Obv.
Oblit.

Jerusalem, Robinson
Arch

81638

0.32

11

70.729

24.236

Obv.
Oblit.

Jerusalem, excavations
near the Temple Mount

40554

0.17

9

Not
tested

Not tested

Jerusalem, excavations
near the Temple Mount

40707

0.34

12

Not
tested

Not tested

Jerusalem, excavations
near the Temple Mount

39739

0.14

9

Not
tested

Not tested

Jerusalem, excavations
near the Temple Mount

39764

0.44

11

Not
tested

Not tested

Jerusalem, excavations
near the Temple Mount

39770

0.55

13

Not
tested

Not tested

Mount Gerizim

K31844

0.37

11

Not
tested

Not tested

Rujm Gureide

K29032

0.27

10

Not
tested

Not tested

65361

0.64

12

63.655

31.24

Caesarea

Cast imitations of dodecanummia are known in numismatic literature, but have
barely been defined as manufactured as such or classified into a distinctive category.176 More than twenty years ago, Hahn brought attention to some imitations of
dodecanummia of minimi size found in a sixth-century hoard from Egypt (Hahn
1980:68, Nos. 87-91). He stressed the size, thinness, and reduced weights of the
coins (from 0.44g to 0.16g), but he made no particular comments on their minting
technique, which was obviously casting.177 As described in Table 54, similar cast
minimissimi have been found in excavations in Israel. The explanation for their reduced size is that they were most likely prepared from clay molds from small size
dodecanummia imitations. As remarked in chapter 2.6.3a, clay molds tend to shrink
176
A short commentary on these cast imitations and their connection to Caesarea was recently published by Foss (2008:6), based on material provided by the author.

The casting technique of the coins in this hoard was indeed noticed by Noeske but not discussed
in detail (2000:422, Nos. 254-258).
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during the drying and firing processes, so that the result is cast coins smaller than
their models. Metal analysis of some of the cast coins shows that they mainly contain copper and concentrations of lead with minor additions of tin and iron.178 Most
samples also show high percentages of lead (more than 14%) which, as explained in
chapter 2.6.3, constitutes an important component in the casting process.
d.
Place of issue
The location or mint of production of the cast dodecanummia imitations is uncertain.
As seen in Table 53 and Map 9, the highest concentration of dodecanummia issues
recorded in our database – both official and imitative types – are from Caesarea.
This constitutes 63.55% of the total. Indeed, almost every excavation in Caesarea
related to the Byzantine period has yielded dodecanummia.179 Based on the rich finds
in Caesarea, Ariel was the first to suggest that at least some of them were produced
locally (Ariel 1986:137-138; see also DeRose Evans 2006:22).
During the Roman period between the second and the third centuries CE, there
was already a local tradition in Caesarea of producing minute imitative coins (Hamburger 1955:116-121). These coins imitated Tyrian, Caesarean, and Alexandrian
official types, but they bore no legends or mintmarks, they had reduced size and
weight, and their fabric was very poor. These minimi were probably minted to supply
small change for local needs and continued to be issued even after the cessation of
Roman Provincial coinage in the mid-third century (Hamburger 1955:117). The fact
that they are found almost exclusively at excavations in Caesarea and its surroundings strongly suggests that they were struck in Palestine for local use.180
Based on this precedent and on the distribution of coin finds, the possibility that
cast dodecanummia imitations were minted in Caesarea is more than plausible.181 On
178
Only percentages of Cu and Pb are described in Table 55. Percentages of tin fluctuate between
0.80 and 0.14% and of iron between 0.70 and 0.07%.

In addition to Hohlfelder 1984, Ariel 1986, DeRose Evans 2006, and Bijovsky Caesarea, see also
Moorhead 1983:99; Lampinen 1992:170; Belloni 1966:234; and Peleg and Reich 1992:164, No. 9.
179

On the other hand, the group of Late Roman and Byzantine coins that Hamburger describes in his
article as local minimi (Nos. 109-118) comprises known, standard official nummi and other imitative
issues of the fourth-sixth centuries which have been found everywhere in excavations and hoards in
Israel and the whole Levant. Interestingly, Hamburger does not include specimens of cast dodecanummia in his corpus.
180

181
Unfortunately, none of the coin reports published from excavations in Caesarea so far has made
any distinctions between struck and cast imitations of dodecanummia. My assumption is that cast issues are probably found in similar proportions to those in the IAA excavations of insula W2S3 where
the distinction between struck and cast imitations is indeed indicated (Bijovsky Caesarea).
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Map 9. Geographical distribution of dodecanummia (official and imitations)
in our database (sites in black have no finds of this denomination)

the other hand, there is also the option that these casts were manufactured in Egypt
itself, not only because this is the provenance of the prototype, but also because this
province had a well-known tradition of cast coin production (see chapter 2.6.3).
Examining the incidence of cast dodecanummia in Egyptian excavations should provide an answer to this question. But interestingly and to the best of my knowledge,
examples of cast dodecanummia have hardly ever been discovered in Egypt.182 Only
This information was provided to me by Barbara Lichocka (personal communication). I quote: “I
confirm; I do not have 12 nummi casts from Alexandria and I do not know examples from other Egyptian sites. When you showed me your material, I was very interested and that is a reason that I would
182
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four specimens are recorded by Noeske: two cast coins from a seventh-century hoard
to be fully published by W.E. Metcalf (Metcalf W.E. 1975; Noeske 2000a:418, Nos.
32-33 and 122) and another two from excavations in Kellia (Noeske 2000a:233, Nos.
161-162 attributed to Phocas). This poor evidence is scarcely enough to establish
further conclusions about an Egyptian origin for the cast imitations. Moreover, although coins of this type have been published in the sixth-century hoard attributed
by Hahn to Egypt (1980: 68, Nos. 87-91; Noeske 2000a:422-423), he states that the
origin of this hoard is uncertain and based on its composition, it could have been
gathered in Israel as well.183 It should be mentioned that no cast dodecanummia have
been published in coin reports from other regions in the southern Levant such as
Jordan or Lebanon.184 It seems then, that until more numismatic evidence for Egypt
proves otherwise, the suggestion that cast dodecanummia were locally produced in
Caesarea still seems the more plausible possibility.
e.
Date of issue
Regarding the date of issue of the cast dodecanummia, as in the case of the pentanummia imitations from Ashqelon, there is reason to believe that they were already being produced contemporary to their prototypes. Cast dodecanummia have
appeared in an accumulation of coins from excavations at insula W2S3 at Caesarea
(L166) where the latest types are Justinian I’s Carthaginian nummi. As mentioned,
cast dodecanummia minimissimi were also included in the hoard published by Hahn
in 1980, where the latest issues are coins of Maurice Tiberius (Hahn 1980:66-68,
Nos. 34-86).185 Both contexts show that cast imitations were already in circulation
by the mid-sixth century. I therefore roughly date them to the period 538-610. Unfortunately, there is no concrete evidence in my possession to confirm if cast dodecanummia continued to be produced once the struck imitations were introduced into
currency during the early seventh century (chapter 4.2.4), but it seems likely that
both types circulated side by side.
like to check again coins from Kom el Dikka. I do not know if it is a question of preservation or dodecanummia casts have not been produced in Egypt (?).” (Email 15/06/2010). Lichocka is publishing
one cast specimen found in excavations in Old Dongola, North Sudan (0.76g, 12.2mm × 12.6mm, die
axis ↓ (B. Lichocka, personal communication).

All the characteristics of this hoard match coin material usually found in Israel. Hahn’s attribution
of this hoard to Egypt is therefore not conclusive.
183

For instance, coin No. 1247 in Marot’s catalogue of the coins from the Macellum at Gerasa is
definitively a cast imitation, although it has not been classified as such.

184

185

As stated, the reliability of this hoard should be taken with caution.
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In sum, since the use of minimi decreased drastically after the mid-sixth century, it seems likely that the chi-rho pentanummia and the dodecanummia filled their
place in the continued need for small change money after the time of Justinian I. The
high demand for petty change prompted the increase in the production of imitations.

3.9

Foreign Coinage

Coins of the three main groups described regarding foreign coin circulation during
the fifth century (chapter 2.7) – Sasanian, Vandalic, and Ostrogothic coinage – continued to flow into Palestine during the sixth century. In addition, based on hoard
evidence from Israel, Aksumite imitations continued to circulate until the mid-sixth
century (see chapter 2.7.3).

3.9.1

Sasanian coinage

Most Sasanian coins found in Israel are silver drahms dated to the sixth-seventh
centuries (Sears and Ariel 2000). Based on textual sources, scholars believe that
the Sasanian drahm was equivalent to the Byzantine miliaresion (Flusin 1992,
I:121).186 Foss attests that Persian silver coins were in use in Palestine during that
time (Foss 2003:161); however, Sasanian coins have rarely been found in Israel
(Foss 2008:10).187 Table 55 summarizes those coins registered in our database:
Table 55. Sasanian coins in our database
Site
Ḥ. Rimmon
Ras Abu Sawitan
Jerusalem, excavations
near the Temple Mount,
area VII, latrine L7137

Ruler
Chosroes II
(second reign)
Sasanian
uncertain
Pērōz

Mint

Date

IAA/ Ref.

Notes

Total

WH

625

Isolated find

1

uncertain

c.
408-640

Sears and Ariel
2000:No. 11
K37469

Bent.
Isolated find

1

Kermān

464

Sears 2011:No. 1

HOARD

1

The life of Anastasius: this text refers to the time when Caesarea was under Persian control during
the first decades of the seventh century. See also Heidemann 1998:100 who arrives at the same conclusion based on epigraphic evidence from two Nessana papyri (see also Kraemer 1958:245, No. 71;
322 No. 158).
186

See chapter 2.7.1 and especially the surveys compiled by Sears and Ariel 2000, Schindel 2009,
and Sears 2011.
187
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Site
Jerusalem, excavations
near the Temple Mount,
area VII, latrine L7137
Jerusalem, excavations
near the Temple Mount,
area VII, latrine L7137
Jerusalem, excavations
near the Temple Mount,
area VII, latrine L7137
Jerusalem, excavations
near the Temple Mount,
area VII, latrine L7137
Jerusalem, excavations
near the Temple Mount,
area VII, latrine L7137
Jerusalem, excavations
near the Temple Mount,
area VII, latrine L7137
Jerusalem, excavations
near the Temple Mount,
area VII, latrine L7137
Jerusalem, excavations
near the Temple Mount,
area VII, latrine L7137
Jerusalem, excavations
near the Temple Mount,
area VII, latrine L7137
Jerusalem, excavations
near the Temple Mount,
area VII, latrine L7137
Jerusalem, Kenyon
excavations
Caesarea, JECM
(B.982, Inv. No. 92, area
G.18.192)
Caesarea, IAA
Caesarea, CCE
(B. 1111, L45)
Bet She’an, IAA
(B.901908, L90252, Inv.
No. 19891)
Bet She’an, IAA
(B.805018, L80505, inv.
17025)
Sepphoris, HU
Ḥ. Susita

Ruler

Mint

Date

IAA/ Ref.

Notes

Total

Walkāsh

Unknown
AS

484-488

Sears 2011:No. 2

HOARD

1

Kawād I
(first reign)

Unknown

488-497

Sears 2011:No. 3

HOARD

1

Kawād I
(second reign)

RD
Ray

504

Sears 2011:No. 4

HOARD

1

Kawād I
(second reign)

Shīrāz?

501-520

Sears 2011:No. 5

HOARD

1

Kawād I
(second reign)

DYNAW
Dīnāwar?

519 or 522 Sears 2011:No. 6

HOARD

1

Kawād I
(second reign)

MR
Merv

522?

Sears 2011:No. 7

HOARD

1

Kawād I
(second reign)

AH
Unknown

524

Sears 2011:No. 8

HOARD

1

Kawād I
(second reign)

AS
Unknown

524

Sears 2011:No. 9

HOARD

1

Chosroes I

AS
Unknown

535

Sears 2011:No.
10

HOARD

1

Chosroes I

AH
Unknown

539

Sears 2011:No.
11

HOARD

1

Chosroes II
(second reign)

BBA

591-628

Reece et al. 2008 Isolated find

1

Hormizd IV?

uncertain

579-590

Sears and Ariel
2000:No. 8

Isolated find

1

uncertain

591-628

65234

1

Uncertain

591-680

Sears and Ariel
2000:No. 9

Isolated find
Half a coin
Isolated find

1

Hormizd IV

AY

583

Sears and Ariel
2000:No. 6

Isolated find

1

Chosroes II
(second reign)

Merv

624

Sears and Ariel
2000:No. 7

Isolated find

1

uncertain

591-628

86.4015

Isolated find

1

WYH

618

Sears and Ariel
2000:No. 10

Isolated find

1

Chosroes II
(second reign)
Chosroes II?
or Muslim?

Chosroes II
(second reign)
Chosroes II
(second reign)
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Sears and Ariel mention two Sasanian coins from archaeological excavations,
both dating to the second reign of Chosroes II (591-628), one from Tiberias and the
other from Tel Qasile (Sears and Ariel 2000:145, Nos. 12-13 respectively). Two
coins of this king were discovered in a cave at excavations in Gezer as recorded by
Goodwin (2005:67). Apparently two more coins in his survey have their provenance
in Israel (Schindel 2009:Nos.137 and 159).
The hoard found by B. Mazar at excavations near the Temple Mount was discovered within a drainage channel connected to the central sewage drain of a large
public latrine (area VII; Sears and Ariel 2000:142-143; Schindel 2009:15; Mazar
2011:36 and Sears 2011 with refined readings). The coins in the hoard, which come
from several cities in Iran (Shīrāz, Kermān, Ray, Hamadan or Echbatana, and Merv),
range from the days of king Pērōz (457-484) to the first decade of reign of Chosroes
I (531-578). It seems that the owner lost this handful of coins not before 539, at
the time he was making use of the public latrine. This assemblage reflects a period
of temporary peace between Persians and Byzantines – brought on by the treaty
of Eternal Peace signed by Justinian I and Chosroes I in 532 (Greatrex and Lieu
2002:96-99) – which allowed some trade and the importation of drahms (Sears and
Ariel 2000:141). Schindel attests that this is one of the few Sasanian hoards which
predates the Arab conquest.
Among the few isolated Sasanian finds, there is a higher incidence of coins in the
three metropolei, Jerusalem, Caesarea, and Scythopolis/Bet She’an. This is a pattern
we have already noticed regarding rare coin types in circulation – they usually appear in the central cities or major settlements. These coins, together with sporadic
single appearances both in the southern area of Palaestina Prima (Ḥ. Rimmon and
Ras Abu Sawitan) and in Palaestina Secunda (Sepphoris, Tiberias, and Ḥ. Susita),
suggest that Sasanian coins had little significance in monetary circulation in Palestine during the sixth century and might have arrived in this region by private casual
hands and not by deliberate official policy.

3.9.2

Vandalic coinage minted in Carthage

An introduction to Vandalic coinage (dated to 429-533) is given in chapter 2.7.2. I
discuss here those copper coin types found in Israel that were issued under Vandal
kings contemporary with the reigns of Byzantine Emperors Anastasius I, Justin I,
and Justinian I and the Ostrogoth Kings Theodoric, Athalaric, Witigis, and Baduila
(see also Table 12, chapter 2.7.2). In addition, two anonymous types attributed to
the sixth century: Victory left and palm tree , are discussed in detail. Types will be
compared to coin finds from North Africa, Greece and Turkey, since there is no sub-
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stantial published comparative material from Jordan or Lebanon.188 Table 56 presents
a summary of all sixth-century coin types found in Israel minted in Carthage (Vandal
kings, autonomous and Justinianic nummi) as discussed in chapters 3.4.6 and 3.9.2;
Map 10 shows their geographical distribution according to sites in our database.

Map 10. Vandalic coins dated to the sixth century from sites in our database

This is most relevant regarding the territories of circulation of Vandalic coinage. For instance,
only one coin of Gelimer was published from excavations in Beirut (Butcher 2001-2002:244, No.
2431), and ten coins of different types and doubtful attribution were published from the Macellum in
Gerasa (Marot 1998:446-447, Nos. 499-508). Vandalic coinage played no role in Egypt. The hoard
of apparently Egyptian origin published by Hahn (1980) which combines “African” minimi with hexanummia and dodecanummia from Alexandria is, in my opinion, of Palestinian origin.
188
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Table 56. Copper coin types from the mint of Carthage during the first half of the sixth century
Period/ Ruler

Type

Date

Vandal Kings
Thrasamund (496-523)
Hilderic (523-530)
Gelimer (530-534)

Victory l.

496-523

Monogram(?)

496-523

Cross within wreath

523-530

Monogram

‘Vandalic’ Anonymous

Victory l.

530-534
c.523-533
c.534-565

Byzantine (533 – reconquest of Carthage)
533/534-539
538-542

Justinian I (527-565)

VOT XIII

539/540

VOT XIIII

540/541

,

542-552
552-565

Ý star in wreath

551-565
552-565

a.
Nummi of the Vandal kings (496-533)
Thrasamund (496-523 CE)
His reign lasted 27 years, during which an alliance with the Ostrogoths was reached
through the marriage of Thrasamund with Amalafrida, Theodoric’s sister (Clover
1991:115). Two nummi types are attributed to this king: a monogram type and a Victory type which is the one described below.189

The monogram type has never been discovered in excavations in Carthage or in Israel; therefore
it is not included in this discussion (Morrisson 1988:424; Morrisson 2003:71, Table 1 after Turcan
1961:Pl. IV, No. 30).
189
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Victory advancing left with wreath: The obverse shows a bust to the right and an
inscription with the name of the king, DNREX TRSA (or var. TASI, TRSI; Troussel 1950-1951:176-177; Hahn 1987:114-115, Nos. 209-237). The reverse shows a
stylized figure of Victory, the folds of her dress crudely depicted as concentric curves
(Fig. 116 and Table 57). Specimens bearing traces of a reverse inscription are quite
exceptional (Morrisson 1980:246, No. 115). The reverse figure is so abstract that it
can only be recognized as a Victory by tracing its Late Roman prototypes (see chapter 2.7.2, Proto-Vandalic nummi).190
On most specimens the obverse inscription is illegible, but the attribution to
Thrasamund has been established by their presence in a number of hoards deposited
at the time of Anastasius I – both rulers are contemporary – :Aïn Kelba (deposited c.520; Morrisson 1980:240);191 Ḥamma in Algeria (deposited c.523; Troussel
1950-1951:176-178, 187, Nos. 79-103); and the Italian Massafra hoard (Hahn
1987:114-115, Nos. 209-237). In Israel, coins of this type have usually been found
in hoards and archaeological contexts dated as late as the mid-sixth century.192
A group of anonymous imitations of this issue has been defined and classified by
Morrisson, based on stylistic and metrological differences of the Thrasamund prototype (Morrisson 1980:240-241; see discussion in chapter 3.9.2b). Thrasamund coins
are light in weight (0.45g-0.55g); the mean weight of the coins in our database is 0.51g.

Fig. 116. Coin of Thrasamund with Victory left (Gush Ḥalav, Bijovsky 1998:No. 312)

Table 57. Coins of Thrasamund Victory left type in our database
Site
En Gedi, village areas A,C,D

IAA/ Ref.

Weight (g.)

Total

Bijovsky 2003:No. 287

0.48

1

Mount Gerizim, church

K21517

0.52

1

Caesarea, JECM 1990

Hohlfelder 1992

0.18

1

190
Buttrey describes the type as “elementary line-drawings of Victory, without modeling or proportion, virtually a jumble of scratches in the die…” (Buttrey 1976:162).
191
The coins of Anastasius I are the latest imperial coins in the hoard. No Justinianic nummi from
Carthage are included; therefore the deposition date should be before 533.

With the exception of the wishing spring from Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur, where coins were thrown
until the beginning of the seventh century.

192
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Site

IAA/ Ref.

Weight (g.)

Total

Bet She’an, Street of the Monuments, shop 1

–––

0.77

1

Bet She’an, Street of the Monuments, shop 2

–––

0.63, 0.37, 0.37

3

Bijovsky 1998:310-312

0.50, 0.49, 0.46

Gush Ḥalav hoard
TOTAL

3
10

Hilderic (523-530 CE)
Hilderic, the son of Huneric, ascended the throne at the age of sixty-six. He broke
the pact with the Ostrogoths by ordering the assassination of Amalafrida and by allying with the Byzantine court, first under Justin I and later under Justinian I (Clover
1991:115; Troussel 1950-1951:164). He minted only one type of nummus which is
presented below.

Cross potent within wreath: Hilderic’s foreign policy finds expression on this type

of nummus, which depicts a cross potent within wreath, “one of the very few religious
types to be found on the Vandal coinage” (BMCV:xxviii) (Fig. 117 and Table 58).
This is the most predominant type among regnal Vandalic coins found in excavations
in Carthage (Visonà 1993:202 with further references; Triantafillou Carthage) as
well as in Israel. The mean weight of the coins in our database is 0.597g.

Fig. 117. Hilderic, cross potent within wreath
(Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount, IAA 40643 and 38647)

Table 58. Coins of Hilderic cross potent within wreath type in our database
Site

IAA/ Ref.

Weight (g.)

Total

Ashqelon, Horbat Haẓaẓ

Sokolov and Bijovsky
2007:No. 25

0.52

1

Jerusalem, Binyanei Hauma

Bijovsky 2005:No. 118

0.68

1

85418

0.54

1

Reece et al. 2008

---

6

Jerusalem, Citadel
Jerusalem, Kenyon excavations
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Site

IAA/ Ref.

Weight (g.)

Total

Jerusalem, Robinson Arch

81355

0.71

1

Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple
Mount, area I

40556

0.49

1

38647

0.55

1

41248, 39699, 39746, 39762
Mazar 2011:170, 185 n.16

0.39, 0.63, 0.38, 0.53
0.65

5

Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple
Mount, area II

Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple
Mount, area VI

Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple
Mount, area VI

39359, 39368, 121803,
123516, 40643

0.41, 0.76, 0.46, 0.51,
0.69

5

45280

0.33

1

Jerusalem, City of David area N

115079

0.65

1

Jerusalem, Third Wall, area A

27756

0.76

1

K19246, K21847

?, 0.81

2

Caesarea, IAA

66080

0.68

1

Caesarea, insula W2S3

65045

0.58

1

DeRose Evans 2006:Nos.
1797-1800 and 1879

0.46, 0.31, 0.12, fragment,
0.81

5

0.50, 0.96

2

Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple
Mount, area XIV

Mount Gerizim, church

Caesarea, JECM
Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur

Barkay 2000:Nos. 364 and
373

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel

88016

0.52

1

---

---

3

Bet She’an, Street of the Monuments
TOTAL

40

Gelimer (530-534 CE)
The last Vandal king, nephew of Gunthamund and great-grandson of Gaiseric, deposed Hilderic because of his foreign policy which favored the Byzantines. This
act gave Justinian I the pretext to send a military expedition led by Belisarius to
Africa in 533 with the purpose of regaining this province for the Empire. Gelimer
surrendered in the spring of 534 and was taken as captive to Constantinople together
with the royal Vandal treasury. Two types of nummi are recorded by Morrisson, a
monogramatic one (described below) and a type depicting a cross within wreath, of
which no specimens have been found in Carthage or in Israel (Morrisson 1988:424;
Morrisson 2003:71).
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Monogram

: This type is a nummus bearing the monogram of the king with
his name (Fig. 118 and Table 59). This is a Byzantine tradition also adopted by the
Ostrogothic kings. The mean weight of the coins in our database is 0.73g.

Fig. 118. Coin of Gelimer with monogram
(Jerusalem, Robinson arch IAA 81388 and City of David 121826)

Table 59. Coins of Gelimer with monogram in our database
Site

IAA/ Ref.

Weight (g.)

Total

---

---

1

Jerusalem, Robinson Arch

81388

0.77

1

Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple
Mount, area I

39500

0.96

1

Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple
Mount, area VII

43759

0.43

1

Jerusalem, City of David area N

121826

0.45

1

Caesarea, IAA

62152

0.78

2

Caesarea, insula W2S3

64975

0.80

1

DeRose Evans 2006:
Nos. 1880-1881

0.70, 0.42

2

K15858

---

1

Barkay 2000:No. 374

0.96

1

Ashqelon, Tel

Caesarea, JECM
Kh. Latatin, deposit (area B)
Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur
TOTAL

12

b.
Anonymous Vandalic nummi
Parallel to the regnal issues just described, two coin types of anonymous nature
circulated during the first half of the sixth century in Carthage. Both types bear obverses with a bust to the right: the first is a Victory advancing left holding wreath;
the second is a palm tree . According to our classification, the Victory type is the
earliest and can be defined as pre-Justinianic while the palm tree is the later and
circulates parallel to the imperial Carthaginian nummi of Justinian I (chapter 3.4.6).
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The geographical distribution of both types seems to indicate that while the earliest
type was mainly intended for local use, the palm tree type is widely recorded outside
North Africa.
Victory advancing left holding wreath (Victory type): The obverse depicts a bust
to the right; most specimens are anepigraphic but in few cases, traces of letters or
blundered inscriptions appear (Fig. 119 and Table 60). This group, which seems to
imitate the Victory type issued by Thrasamund, is dated by Morrisson on a metrological basis to a period after 523, but within the first half of the sixth century (Morrisson 2003:68-69). Interestingly, a number of North African hoards are composed
mainly of coins of this category: Aïn Kelba (Morrisson 1980), Sidi Aïch (Lafaurie
1959), Byrsa (Morrisson 1980:245), Bou Lilate (Troussel 1950-1951:165-172),
and Ḥamma (Troussel 1950-1951:172-187). This means that these coins were in
all probability massively produced for internal use.193 It should be emphasized that
all these hoards lack the presence of Justinianic Carthaginian nummi, indicating that
these imitations circulated for a period of about ten years, namely 523-533, before
the Byzantine reconquest.
It is very complicated to differentiate between the official Thrasamund coins
and their imitations. An attempt was made by Morrisson in her analysis of the Aïn
Kelba hoard, where hundreds of the Victory type coins were discovered (Morrisson 1980:240-241).194 The hoard from Bou Lilate is completely homogeneous in
its composition, and all coins belong only to this imitative type (Troussel 19501951:165-172).195 A similar group was noticed in the Zacha hoard (Adelson and
Kustas 1964:193 and n68, Nos. 317-329). Only three coins from our database are
attributed to this group with a certain degree; their mean weight is 0.33g.

Fig. 119. Imitation of Victory type of Thrasamund. Left: Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur, Barkay 2000:No.
362; right: Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount IAA 38621

193
Troussel suggests that the clumsy fabric of these coins might indicate an origin other than Carthage
(Troussel 1950-1951:172; 190).

194
Seventy-seven coins are official Thrasamund coins and another 824 are anonymous imitations.
Morrisson classifies the derivative type according to style deviation and weight into a heavy group
(0.45-0.35g) and a light group (0.35-0.25g).
195

Coins are very ill-struck, weighing 0.30-0.20g and 6-9mm size.
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Table 60. Imitations of Thrasamund Victory left type in our database
Site
Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple
Mount, area II
Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur
Gush Ḥalav hoard
TOTAL

IAA/Ref.

Weight (g.)

Total

38621

0.38

1

Barkay 2000:Nos. 362-363

0.40, 0.28

2

Bijovsky 1998:No. 313

0.28

1
4

Palm tree : The obverse depicts a bust to the right (BMCV:26, Nos. 68-72) (Fig.
120 and Table 61).196 This is the most ubiquitous North African coin ever found in
excavations in Israel; therefore this type will be discussed in further detail. Based
on the abundance of these coins found in excavations at Carthage, the origin of
the type is today quite certain (Buttrey 1976:Nos. 139-149; Buttrey and Hitchner 1978:Nos. 207-253; Metcalf and Hitchner 1981:Nos. 246-323; Metcalf W.E.
1981:81-82; Metcalf W.E. 1982:Nos. 413-565; Metcalf W.E. 1988:Nos. 423-439;
Visonà 1988:Nos. 393-399; Visonà 1993:Nos. 231-276; Visonà 2009:199, Nos.
324-325; Triantafillou Carthage: Nos. 675-701). Moreover, the palm tree is reminiscent of earlier Punic Carthaginian issues stressing the provenance of this motif.
However, while the reverse side is very clear, the obverse is usually obscure and illegible, making identification difficult. This might indicate that some of these coins
are local imitations.
The chronology of this type is one of the most debated in numismatic literature
concerning this period. Before discussing new evidence from Israel that can contribute to this debate, a summary of the different opinions and finds from excavations
and hoards – mainly from North Africa – will be presented.
Most scholars agree that the palm tree series is either late Vandalic or contemporary to the time of Justinian I; in any case, it is roughly dated to the first half of the
sixth century (Morrisson 1988:425, No. 13; Morrisson 2003:69). Palm tree coins
are absent from fifth-century North African hoards such as El-Djem (Kent 1988a);
they also do not appear in hoards dated before c.520-530, such as Äin Kelba, Tipasa
IV, Ḥamma, or Bou-Lilate (see Appendix A). Therefore, palm tree issues should be
dated only after the Byzantine reconquest in 534 (Pottier 1983:216-217).
Regarding the cessation of this issue, palm tree nummi appear in hoards deposited c.551: the Zacha hoard (Adelson and Kustas 1964:159-205); the Roman bath
hoard at the south stoa in Corinth (Pottier 1983:211); hoard II in the Fountain of the
196

An article on this specific type, based on the following text has been published in Bijovsky 2011.
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Lamps at the Gymnasium in Corinth (Dengate 1981:159-160, Nos. 153-164);197 and
in hoard B at the eastern port of Kenchreai (Hohlfelder 1973:89-101). In all these assemblages palm tree coins are mixed together with Justinianic nummi from Carthage.
Two other assemblages from Carthage provide early and late dates within the
reign of Justinian I for this issue. One is the 1978 hoard (Metcalf W.E. 1982:6467)198 where 19 palm tree coins were discovered together with early types of Jus(11 coins) and the
(13 coins). The second is an
tinianic nummi such as the
accumulation of 87 minimi discovered at the lower level of Cistern 1977.2 (Metcalf
W.E. 1981:81-82).199 Two types predominate here: the palm tree with 25 specimens,
and the late Justinianic with 43 specimens. In both assemblages the palm tree issues should be contemporaneous to the Justinianic types.
In their coin report from Bir Ftouha, Carthage, Houghtalin and Mac Isaac
have dated the palm tree type to the reign of Justinian I during the years 545-549
(Houghtalin and Mac Isaac 2005:182-183 on archaeological grounds). In my opinion, however, this period of time is too short for the minting of such an extensive
issue. A quite different attribution is maintained by Hahn and Metlich. Based on
stylistic similarities of the palm tree that appears on Maurice Tiberius’ pentanummia
struck in Carthage, Hahn suggests a much later date of issue for the palm tree nummi
(MIB 2:72, Nos. 133-134; Pottier 1983:202). Most recently Hahn and Metlich dated
this issue to 597-602 (MIBEC:57, 169, No. 134).200 This chronology, however, is not
accepted by most scholars.201
197
With additional references on the incidence of this type in hoards. Dengate (1981) also discusses
the different opinions regarding the final date of issue of this type and suggests the reigns of Justin II
or Tiberius II, but in any case before the Slavic invasion.

198
The excavators distinguish between two concentrations of coins in two superimposed loci (lower
one N3J 638 with 70 coins and upper one N3J 605 with 50 coins) and they attribute both bulks to the
same hoard. It should be noted, however, that the excavators believe the lower locus was partially
disturbed.

Metcalf defines this “overwhelming concentration” of nummi as the residue of a hoard, not concealed in the cistern but dumped there and which provides a terminus ante quem for the filling of the
cistern.
199

It should be noted that the and the N over a single dot nummi, traditionally attributed to Justinian I, are also dated by these scholars to Maurice Tiberius (MIBEC:57, 168-169, Nos. 133 and V135).
Moreover, according to Hahn, additional evidence for this late attribution is the appearance of palm
trees and nummi in the Egyptian hoard he published in 1980, where the latest datable coins are
attributed to Maurice Tiberius (Hahn 1980). I have already discussed the dubious reliability of this
hoard (Metcalf W.E. 1982:151).

200

201
Against this chronology are, among others, Pottier and Morrisson. Pottier cites hoard B from
Kenchreai, deposited in c.580, where four palm tree coins are present. This excludes completely
Hahn’s attribution to Maurice Tiberius (Pottier 1983:211). Morrisson argues: “The palm tree issue
has also been the object of controversy: the Carthage contexts and their interpretation leave no doubt
for the mid-sixth century dating; the attribution to Maurice proposed by W. Hahn in MIB is definitive-
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In terms of metrology, when comparing the palm trees to Justinianic nummi, this
type should be earlier in date since its mean weight – 0.57g-0.58g – is close to the
series (0.56g-0.60g) (Visonà 2009:176, and n25, based on Morrisson personal communication and also Pottier 1983: 207 and graph 25).202 It should be noted that the
mean weight of a selection of 88 palm tree coins in our database is lower, namely
0.48g; however, this decrease in weight may be the result of wear or a bad state of
preservation of most specimens.
Even when there is a consensus about the general timeframe for the minting of this
type, opinions differ about whether the palm tree is a regnal late Vandalic type, one of
the imperial nummi series struck by Justinian I, or just an anonymous issue contemporary to the others. Pottier considers it the last regnal Vandalic series (Gelimer?) or
the first imperial issue by Justinian I and dates it to 533-537, just before the series
(Pottier 1983:217). On the other hand, Asolati attributes this type to Vandal King
Gelimer (530-533) who introduced the palm tree as a local patriotic Punic symbol in
his fight against the Byzantine army of Justinian I (Asolati 1994-1995:69).
Two hundred and twenty-eight palm tree nummi are registered in our database. As
seen from examples in Carthage, palm tree nummi appear consistently in the same
archaeological contexts with all other types from Carthage attributed to Justinian I,
from the earliest to the latest in his series. They are found in a foundation deposit
(Bifrom Jerusalem with early Justinianic types from Carthage such as , and
jovsky Western Wall Plaza) while in a deposit from Caesarea, Insula W2S3, palm
and ; Bijovsky Caesarea).203
tree nummi appear together with the later types (
Moreover, three palm tree nummi provide the terminus ante quem for the construction of the second phase in the Kathisma church (Avner 2004:139 and 112, Nos. 5456). These renovations, which included the addition of the Eulogia installation, were
already finished by the time the Piacenza pilgrim visited the place in c.570 (Wilkinson
1977:85). This evidence reinforces the fact that coins of this type should be related to
Justinian I and not to Maurice Tiberius as proposed by Hahn and Metlich.
To conclude, all arguments seem to indicate that the palm tree nummi should
be considered an anonymous Carthaginian issue, contemporary to the Justinianic
ly out of the question” (Morrisson 1988:426).

The mean weight of the 18 palm tree coins published by Houghtalin and Mac Isaac is 0.54g
(Houghtalin and Mac Isaac 2005:182-183). The average for the 254 specimens discovered by the
Michigan excavations is 0.51g; in the Zacha hoard it is 0.57g and in BMCV it is also 0.57g.

202

See also other assemblages, e.g. Caesarea JECM, L071 in area E.4, which consists largely of late
fifth through early sixth century coins, including seven Vandalic and three Justinianic nummi (DeRose
Evans 2006:21). Other examples from Caesarea are a coin found in area KK/2 at the level over foundation trench L2017 (Lampinen 1992:169) and two coins of Justinian I in L2012 (Lampinen 1992:Nos.
92-93). Loci L2011 and L2009 each contained a palm tree coin which may also be dated to Justinian I
(Lampinen 1992:Nos. 94-95).
203
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nummi minted in the same city. This is the most plentiful and widespread series produced in Byzantine Carthage as shown by coin finds both in Carthage, and in other
Mediterranean areas such as Greece, Turkey, and Israel.
The possibility that this was a late Vandalic regnal coin or an imperial issue by
Justinian I is unlikely since no name is legible on the obverse. Moreover, none of
the specimens examined by the author carries obverse inscriptions at all, and in most
coins the obverse is completely worn, suggesting local anonymous production. Since
coins of this type are absent from all hoards containing solely pre-Justinianic material, their date of issue cannot predate the Byzantine reconquest in 533. On the other
hand, palm tree nummi consistently appear together with all nummi series minted by
Justinian I in Carthage, dated from 534 to the end of his reign. Therefore, there is no
other option but to suggest a maximal date of issue for this series, namely 534-565,
until new numismatic evidence will enable positioning this issue more specifically
within Justinian I’s reign. The wide output of this issue as evidenced from coin finds
reinforces the assumption that this type was most likely produced over a long period.
Although it is my belief that palm tree nummi constitute an anonymous series struck
to complement the mass of Justinianic nummi in circulation, the possibility that this
is another series of imperial nummi by this Emperor is still not completely rejected.

Fig. 120. Palm tree nummi from Carthage
(Jerusalem, City of David, area N, IAA 123520, 85053 and 85055)

Table 61. Palm tree nummi from Carthage in our database
Site
Ashqelon, Tel

IAA/ Ref.

Weight

---

Total
3

Bet Guvrin

117828

0.62

1

Jerusalem, Binyanei Hauma

48326

0.44

1

95441, 95409, 95445, 95634

0.54, 0.54, 0.57, 0.30

4

Jerusalem, Ketef Hinnom

95269

0.46

1

Jerusalem, Citadel

86637

0.23

1

Jerusalem, Kathisma

Jerusalem, Kenyon excavations

---

5
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Site

IAA/ Ref.

Weight

Total

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area I

37475, 40539, 38392

0.37, 0.23, 0.18

3

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area II

38650

0.51

1

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area VI

41170, 41189, 41314, 41328,
41353, 41197, 41201, 40357,
45439

0.70, 0.35, 0.44, 0.47, 0.48, 0.27,
0.42, 0.40, 0.72

9

Jerusalem, excavations near the
Temple Mount, area VII

44003, 39908, 44913
Mazar 2011:83 n.9

0.38, 0.57, 0.43
0.41

4

Jerusalem, City of David area N

121772, 121823, 123674,
123451, 123520

0.10, 0.41, 0.59, 0.51, 0.83

5

Jerusalem, Western Wall Plaza

112799, 112805, 120009

0.65, 0.28, 0.52

2

Jerusalem, Western Wall Plaza
(foundation deposit)

112808, 112813

0.25, 0.40

2

123255

0.46

1

Jerusalem, Third Wall

115899, 27746, 27750, 27811

0.54, 0.42, 0.81, 0.69

5

Jerusalem, Robinson Arch

84305, 95185, 95194, 95505,
95508, 95509, 95512, 95519,
81326, 81348, 81354

0.23, 0.41, 0.39, 0.93, 0.61, 0.54,
0.36, 0.71, 0.54, 0.61, 0.20

11

Jerusalem, Robinson Arch

81371, 81373, 81375, 81376,
81378-81382, 81387, 81390,
81394

0.62, 0.51, 0.55, 0.48, 0.38, 0.67,
0.40, 0.53, 0.38, 0.55, 0.56, 0.28

12

Jerusalem, Giv‘ati Parking

Kh. Latatin, deposit B
Kh. Latatin
Tel Afar
Apollonia
Caesarea, IAA
Caesarea, insula W2S3 (hoard
LH16)

K15834-K15840

6

K15930

1

63481-63482

0.23, 0.46

2

73260

0.52

1

See database
63190

38
0.49

1

DeRose Evans 2006: Nos. 18201873

57

Caesarea, insula W2S3

Bijovsky Caesarea:
Nos. 788-814

28

Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur

Barkay 2000:Nos. 378-395

0.72, 0.52, 0.50, 0.58, 0.73, 0.39,
0.80, 0.36, 0.66, 0.57, 0.58, 0.31,
0.53, 0.54, 0.53, 0.55, 0.42, 0.56

18

Mount Gerizim, church

K23086, K19462, K12553

0.39, 0.51, 0.40

3

Bet She’an, Monuments street

R21438, R29354, R15293

Caesarea, JECM

TOTAL

3
229
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Ostrogothic coinage

The Ostrogoths played a significant role in the history of the western Empire from
the second half of the fifth century and their coinage constitutes a source of inspiration or precedence to imperial Byzantine coinage of the sixth century. A short historical summary is presented here as an introduction to the coinage. Only coin types
found in Israel will be discussed below.
The Ostrogoths were one of the Germanic peoples who invaded the Roman Empire with Attila and first settled as foederati in Pannonia in 454.204 Before they were
granted the Italian territory by Emperor Zeno, Italy went through a transitional period under the rule of the mercenary Odovacar (476-493). Odovacar never received
the recognition of the eastern Empire, but he issued coins in the mints of Milan,
Ravenna, and Rome in the name of the Emperors Julius Nepos (480) and Zeno
(484-491). His most important contribution to coinage, however, is the issue of the
Senatorial series briefly described in chapter 2.4.1 (Clover 1991:117-130) which,
according to most scholars, established the groundwork for the innovative denominations introduced by the monetary reform of Anastasius I in 498 (chapter 3.2.2 and
Metcalf D.M. 1969:8-12). Coins of this series, however, have never been found in
Israel. A nummus size coin of Odovacar minted in Ravenna in 490-493 depicting his
was discovered in excavations at Mount Gerizim (K12522). This
monogram
type, published by Wroth (BMCV:45, Nos. 10-11) is extremely rare.205
For Italian scholars, the establishment of the Ostrogothic kingdom marks the end
of fifth century coinage. This sovereignty lasted for about sixty years, from 490 to
552.206 The list of kings appears above in Table 12 (see chapter 2.7.2b). Regnal
coinage had already started with Theodoric between 489 and 492, but no examples
of this early period have been discovered in Israel. Ostrogothic authority over Italy
was periodically disturbed by Justinian I – through his commander Belisarius – from
535 until the death of King Baduila in 552.
The Ostrogothic monetary system was apparently based on the reckoning of
12,000 nummi to the solidus. Coins were struck in gold – solidi and tremisses –,
silver – half and quarter siliquae (worth 250 and 125 nummi respectively) – and copper: multiples of 40, 20, 10, 5, and minimi size coins, whose exact value is not cer204
For a concise historic and numismatic introduction to their coinage, see Grierson and Blackburn
1986:24-38.

For instance, Visonà attests that a few specimens of Odovacar are known thus far from sites in
Carthage. These include a minima from excavations at the cemetery (Visonà 2009:175 and 196 No.
225) and three additional coins at the M’ Sila hoard (Deloum 1989:310).
205

For a historical introduction, see Grierson and Blackburn 1986:24-38. For comprehensive discussions on Ostrogothic coinage and its monetary implications, see Arslan 1989, 2001b and 2004.
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tain.207 Since control over Italy had been legitimately delivered to the Ostrogoths by
the Byzantines (Arslan 2004:430), Ostrogothic coins bear the effigies and names of
the Byzantine Emperors: Zeno, Anastasius I, Justin I, and Justinian I.208 Coins were
issued by the mints of Rome, Ravenna, Milan, and Ticinum.
In contrast to the large quantity of Vandalic and Justinianic nummi from Carthage
in sites in Israel, Ostrogothic copper coins have been found in small numbers.209 No
gold or silver coins have ever been discovered, only tiny copper minimi that usually
appear in archaeological contexts and in hoards together with Vandalic and Justinianic nummi.210 Thirty-four minimi size coins issued by Kings Theodoric, Athalaric,
Theodahad, and Baduila are registered in our database (Table 62). Four of them are
small pentanummia while the majority belong to the three-nummi denomination.
According to Arslan (2004:439), this small value was first introduced by Theodoric,
and it usually depicted regnal Ostrogothic monograms, following the Late Romanearly Byzantine tradition.211 Two additional types were struck by Baduila: DN REX B
(Arslan 2004:446, Fig. 37) and lion (Arslan 2004:449, Fig. 44).
Coins of Baduila constitute the most frequent finds; their importance in dating
hoards and archaeological contexts related to the earthquake of 551 has already
been stressed earlier in Part 3 (chapter 3.4.8). Worthy of mention is a three-nummi
found in excavations in Sepphoris
coin of Theodoric depicting his monogram
(Fig. 121).212 Until Arslan mentioned this copper type in 2004, this reverse monogram was known from literature with certainty only on the silver coins of Theodoric (BMCV:50, No. 23 and 51, No. 30; Grierson and Blackburn 1986:38; Arslan
2004:433, Nos. 7 and 8). Hahn published a copper specimen but he was uncertain
The multiples of 40 and 20 are related to Senatorial issues already described in chapter 2.4.1.
Regarding the minimi, these are defined by Hahn as worth two and a half nummi and by Grierson as
nummus. Arslan proposes that the mean weight of the nummus during the reign of Theodoric was
0.354g, and he believes the minimi were worth the value of three-nummi (Arslan 2004:439). This
updated suggestion is adopted for this discussion.
207

During the reign of Baduila, who opposed Byzantine control, the bust of Anastasius I was restituted on coinage instead of that of Justinian I. This immobilization of a certain Emperor’s portrait is
interpreted by Arslan as a clear political act, an expression of national rebellion (Arslan 2001b:311).

208

209

See also Bijovsky 1998:83 and 104 (Appendix).

See for instance, an assemblage from Robinson’s Arch excavations in Jerusalem, L61 B.870: Late
Roman minimi; Anastasius I nummi; Theodohad (
), Justinian I ( ,
) and Vandalic anonymous
( , nine coins) nummi from Carthage; dated decanummia of Justinian I; and cast imitations of Alexandrian dodecanummia (IAA 81369-81386). For assemblages (hoards) of similar composition in Italy,
see Arslan 1983.
210

211
For Athalaric, see Arslan 2004: 442, Fig. 22. For Theodahad, see Arslan 2004:445. For Baduila,
see Arslan 2004:446, Fig. 38.

Excavations by the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, L86.1722, B3367. The coin was identified
by the author.
212
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about its attribution to Theodoric (MIB 1:No. N73; Arslan 1989:42, No. AE 19
and Arslan 2004:439, without illustration). The coin from Sepphoris, a similar coin
from the North Syrian hoard published by Pottier (1983:340, No. 1093), a coin from
the Egyptian hoard published by Hahn (1980:69, No. 206), and at least two other
specimens located in a private collection constitute enough evidence to confirm the
existence of Theodoric’s monogram on copper as well.213

Fig. 121. Coin bearing the monogram of Theodoric (Sepphoris HU; photo Gabi Laron)

Table 62. Ostrogothic coins in our database
Ruler

Type

Theodoric
(493-526)

Monogram

V, above
star

Athalaric
(526-534)

V in wreath

213

Mint

Date

Ravenna 518-526
Ravenna

Ravenna

Monogram
Ravenna

Site

IAA/ Ref.

Notes/ Photo

Total

Sepphoris, HU

---

Rare.
Fig. 121

1

Kh. Latatin

K15933

1

Jerusalem,
Kathisma

95406

1

Mount Gerizim,
church

K23139

1

Caesarea,
insula W2S3

65054

1

Jerusalem, excavations
near the Temple
Mount, area VI

41272

1

Caesarea, JECM

DeRose Evans
2006:No. 1885

1

Ramat HaNadiv,
En Ẓur

Barkay 2000:
Nos. 399-400

2

Mount Gerizim

K23420

Fig. 122

See http://fifthcenturycoins.com/Vand_Ostrogoth%20coins%20page%201.htm.
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Theodahad
(534-536)

Ruler

Type

Mint

Date

Monogram
Ravenna

Monogram

Baduila
(541-552)

Ticinum 541-549

DN REX B Ticinum 541-549

Lion r. in
wreath

Rome

549-552

Site

IAA/ Ref.

Notes/ Photo

Total

Jerusalem,
Robinson Arch

81369

Fig. 123

1

Caesarea, IAA

65321

1

Bet She’an, street of
the Monuments

B5142

2

Bet She’an, street of
the Monuments

---

Jerusalem,
Kenyon excavations

Reece et al.
2008

2

Jerusalem, Kathisma

95628

1

Jerusalem, excavations
near the Temple
Mount, area I

40183

Jerusalem,
Robinson Arch

95188

1

Jerusalem,
Robinson Arch

81392

1

Ramat HaNadiv,
En Ẓur

Barkay
2000:No. 403

1

Jerusalem, excavations
near the Temple
Mount, area I

37946

1

Jerusalem, excavations
near the Temple
Mount, area IV

40425, 41199

Jerusalem, Shuafat

33032

1

Caesarea, JECM

DeRose Evans
2006:
Nos. 1882-1884

3

Caesarea, IAA

66527

1

Ramat HaNadiv,
En Ẓur

Barkay 2000:
Nos. 401-402

2

Caesarea, insula W2S3

65008

1

Gush Ḥalav

Bijovsky 1998:
No. 370

Shop 2.

Fig. 124

AVI 6054
Fig. 125

Hoard

1

1

2

1

The low incidence of these small size Ostrogothic coin finds in Israel implies that
they most probably infiltrated into this region by chance (pilgrims?) as part of the
small change that widely circulated throughout the Mediterranean basin. Indeed, Arslan stresses the local character of Ostrogothic coinage, which was intended almost
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exclusively for use within Italy. He states, however, that the three-nummi denomination might have been the only one destined to circulate outside Ostrogothic boundaries (Arslan 2004:439).
The geographical distribution of the examples in our database shows a clear predominance of coin finds in Jerusalem. Outside Israel, Ostrogothic coin finds in the
southern Levant are rare. No examples are known from Jordanian sites. Only three
minimi are recorded from excavations in Beirut (Butcher 2001-2002:244, Nos.
2432-2434) and a single coin of Athalaric from excavations in Antioch has been
published (Waagé 1952:155, No. 2245).

Fig. 122. Coin of Athalaric (Mount Gerizim K23420)

Fig. 123. Coin of Theodohad (Jerusalem, Robinson Arch, IAA 81369)

Fig. 124. Coin of Baduila with monogram (Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount, IAA 40183)

Fig. 125. Coin of Baduila with DN REX B (Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount, IAA 40425)

Interestingly and to the best of my knowledge, Ostrogothic coins have not been
reported thus far from excavations in Carthage.214 A few hoards from our region
include Ostrogothic nummi. Worthy of mention are the hoard from Egypt published
by Hahn, which includes eleven minimi dated to Theodoric, Athalaric, and Baduila (Hahn 1980:69, Nos. 206-216), and the North Syria hoard, published by Pottier
(1983:340, Nos. 1093-1110; issued by Theodoric, Athalaric and Baduila) with another 18 minimi.
214

See also Morrisson 1983:105.
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However, as one moves from the southern Levant north and west to Italy, the incidence of Ostrogothic minimi obviously increases. Such is the case of Greece where
79 minimi were discovered in excavations at the Athenian Agora dating to Odovacar,
Theodoric, Athalaric, Theodohad, and Baduila (Thompson 1954:66-67, Nos. 17311739). The Zacha hoard yielded 67 Ostrogothic minimi as well, of them 61 attributed to Baduila (Adelson and Kustas 1964:179, 200-204, Nos. 442-512). Additional
evidence comes from assemblages in Corinth (Edwards K.M. 1937:248-249) and
Kenchreai (Hohlfelder 1970:69-70, Nos. 5-7 and 1973:91, 99, Nos. 87-89).

3.10

Hoard evidence

The monotony so characteristic of hoards, deposits, and accumulations of hundreds
of minimi in the fifth century was replaced in the sixth century by a wide range of
hoards of a different nature. This variety reflects the general character of sixth century coinage: a diversity of denominations, repeated changes in weight standard, and
external and internal policies that apparently encouraged the concealment of coins.215
Some of these characteristics that have been extensively discussed above (e.g. chapters 3.2.3 and 3.4.7) will be briefly presented here.
An additional issue which deserves commentary is whether the Samaritan revolts
that took place in 529/530 during the reign of Justinian I and again in 572 under
Justin II have left any traces on coin hoarding. It should be noted that like the Jewish community, Samaritans had no currency of their own, and there is no reason to
believe they did not use the regular Byzantine coinage in circulation. Examination
of the numismatic evidence from those sites recorded in our database that hosted
a significant Samaritan population: Mount Gerizim, Qedumim, Caesarea, and Bet
She’an shows no results indicating higher incidences of coin loss nor hoarding actions which might be related to either of these revolts.216 These same conclusions also
215
An excellent example of studies on coinage production and circulation based on evidence from
hoards is Morrisson and Ivanišević’s analysis of hoards from the Balkans and Asia Minor (Morrisson
and Ivanišević 2006:41-73).

216
For an archaeological survey of Samaritan sites, see Dar 1995:157-168. For Samaritan presence
or identity based on material culture, see Di Segni 1998:51-66. These articles, however, do not refer
to numismatic evidence, except Khirbet Buraq where the latest coins found in the burnt destruction
layer belong to Justinian I. There is no indication, however, of the date of the coin (Dar 1986:51-76).
A hoard of 19 folles was found at excavations in Qedumim (area F, L300; Fig. 129). In addition to a
significant presence of issues of Justin I (nine coins), it also includes seven coins which postdate the
Samaritan revolt of 529/530, the latest of which are dated to the end of the reign of Maurice Tiberius;
these coins were identified by the author. Three assemblages are close in date but after the 572 revolt
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apply to the group of sixth-century copper coin hoards from other locations in Israel
as presented in Table 64.
Hoards will be discussed according to the following categories:

–
–
–

Gold hoards

Mixed hoards (gold and copper)

Copper hoards
- Folles
- Minimi
- Mixed denominations
This is the place to mention once more the absence of hoards containing silver
coins in Israel. The only exception is the Sasanian hoard of drahms discovered at
excavations in Jerusalem and discussed above (chapter 3.9.1). Descriptions about
the contents of each hoard are given in Appendix A.

3.10.1 Gold hoards
Gold hoards dating to the sixth century have not often been found in Israel. This is
in contrast to the situation of the seventh century, when the number of gold hoards
found increases dramatically (see chapter 4.5). A total of seven sixth-century hoards
is known to the author: Ḥ. Rimmon A and B (Kloner and Mindel 1981), Ashqelon
Barnea (Fig. 126; Bijovsky 2010, Bijovsky Ashqelon Barnea), En Gedi I and II
(Bijovsky 2007), Deir Dassawi I (Rahmani 1964), and Deir ʻAziz (Ahipaz 2007).217
Two of these are homogeneous in their composition and will not be discussed here:
En Gedi II, which consists exclusively of coins of Anastasius I – one semissis and
four tremisses – (Bijovsky 2007:210, Nos. 472-476) and Deir ʻAziz, composed of 14
solidi of Justinian I (Ahipaz 2007:163, Nos. 1-14).
Table 63 shows the breakdown of the other five hoards under discussion together
with a hoard with similar characteristics discovered in Jordan at Tell Nimrim (Metcalf W.E. and Fulco 1995-96). The same particular composition is common to all
these hoards:
–

Late Roman worn solidi dated to the fourth century, mainly from the Valentinian
dynasty.

are among the hoards presented in Table 64: the Rafah hoard (Spaer 1978; last coin dated to 573/574),
Bet She’an I (Ẓori 1959; last coin dated to 574/575) and Bet She’an II (Syon 2008; last coin dated to
576/577). One can raise the possibility that these hoards may be connected in some way to repercussions resulting from the Samaritan revolt, although further research on this subject is required.
217

See also Ahipaz 2007:160, Table 1.
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–

Byzantine solidi, semisses and tremisses struck by the three Emperors of the first
half of the sixth century: Anastasius I, Justin I and Justinian I.

Fig. 126. Ashqelon Barnea gold hoard

Table 63. Sixth century gold hoards in Israel and Jordan containing fourth-century material
(sol = solidus; sem = semissis; trem = tremissis; Const. = Constantinople, Nicom. = Nicomedia,
Thess. = Thessalonica)
Deposition date: Anastasius I (not before 491 CE)
Ruler and
approximate
date of issue
Constans I
(337-350)
Constantius II
(355-361)
Jovian (363364)
Valentinian I
(364-367)
Valens I
(364-367)
Theodosius II
(402-450)
Marcian
(450-457)
Leo I
(457-474)

Tell Nimrin
(Jordan)

Deposition date: Justinian I
(not before 527 CE)

Fig. 126. Ashqelon Barnea gold hoard.

Ḥ. Rimmon
Rimmon
Dassawi
Table
63 shows theḤ.
breakdown
of the otherAshqelon
five hoards under discussion together withDeir
a hoard
with
En-Gedi I
similar characteristics
discovered
in Jordan Barnea
at Tell Nimrim (METCALF W.E. and FULCO
1995-96).
A
B
I (Mefalsim)
The same particular composition is common to all these hoards:
•

2 sol (Antioch)
Late Roman worn solidi dated to the fourth century, mainly from the Valentinian dynasty.

•

Byzantine solidi, semisses and tremisses struck by the three Emperors of the first half of the

1 sol (Nicom.)

sixth century: Anastasius I, Justin I and Justinian I.
1 sol (Antioch) 1 sol (Thess.)
The hoards are arranged according to their date of deposition during the reigns of Anastasius I (see
also chapter 2.4.3) or Justinian I.230 Due to their particular composition, six-century hoards seem to
1 sol (Nicom.)
constitute a local phenomenon. This was first noticed by Noeske when studying the nature of gold

11 sol
(Antioch)
8 sol (Antioch)

3 sol (Const.)

Leo II and Zeno
(474-475)
Zeno
(474-475;
476-491)

5 sol (Const.)
2 sol (Thess.)
1 sol (western)

Basiliscus
(474-476)

1 sol (with
Marcus;
Const.)

230

2 sol
(Antioch)

1 sol
(Antioch)

2 sol (Const.)

1 sol (Arelate)
1 sol (Antioch)

Technically, and for the purposes of this study, coins of Anastasius I are considered here as sixth-century and not as

2 sol (Antioch)

fifth-century issues.

1 sem
(Const.)
2 trem
(Const.)
1 sol
(Const.)
1 trem
(Const.)

1 sem
(Const.)
1 trem
(Const.)
5 trem
(Const.)
1 sem
(Const.)
4 sem
(Const.)
10 trem
(Const.)
1 trem
(Const.)
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Deposition date: Anastasius I (not before 491 CE)
Ruler and
approximate
date of issue

Tell Nimrin
(Jordan)

Anastasius I
(491-518)

3 sol (Const.)

Justin I
(518-527)

Ḥ. Rimmon Ḥ. Rimmon
A
B
1 sem
(Const.)
4 trem
(Const.)

3 sem
(Const.)
8 trem
(Const.)

Justinian I
(527-565)
Totals

34 coins

12 coins

32 coins

Deposition date: Justinian I
(not before 527 CE)
Ashqelon
Barnea

En-Gedi I

Deir Dassawi
I (Mefalsim)

1 trem (Const.)

1 trem (Const.)

1 trem (Const.)

2 trem (Const.)

1 sem (Const.)
1 trem (Const.)

2 sol (Const.)
1 sem (Const.)
4 trem (Const.)

2 sol (Const.)

7 coins

15 coins

6 coins

The hoards are arranged according to their date of deposition during the reigns of
Anastasius I (see also chapter 2.4.3) or Justinian I.218 Due to their particular composition, six-century hoards seem to constitute a local phenomenon. This was first noticed by Noeske when studying the nature of gold hoards in the dioceses of Aegyptus
and Oriens (2000:79-81).219 Two additional hoards bearing the same characteristics
as the earlier group of hoards deposited during the reign of Anastasius I are a hoard
from Abualanda in Jordan (RIC 10:lxxxviii) and a hoard from Dikla in the Gaza strip
(RIC 10:xcv–xcvi). These two examples stress the local and regional composition of
this group of hoards.
In all hoards the older coins are the most worn, while the most recent show slight
signs of wear (Metcalf W.E. and Fulco 1995-1996:147; Bijovsky 2007:161). The
fact that the hoards include coins from different periods is not extraordinary, even if
the timeframe from the earliest coin to the latest is almost 200 years. The outstanding
feature in this case is that the hoards are sharply divided in almost equal proportions
into two chronological groups. One might have expected to find the earlier coins in
minimal numbers and a higher incidence of coins closer in date to the time of deposition, but this is not the case. Moreover, Noeske also noticed a high frequency of
solidi from the Valentinian dynasty in Byzantine hoards from Egypt dated to the late
seventh century (Noeske 2000a:77-79;84-89).220
Technically, and for the purposes of this study, coins of Anastasius I are considered here as
sixth-century and not as fifth-century issues.
218

Noeske discusses the composition of some of the hoards cited here – such as Ḥ. Rimmon – but
makes no comments about the mint distribution of the solidi both from Egypt and Palestine. As will
be further developed below, the mint distribution of the coins is a central issue in the understanding of
this typological group of hoards.
219

Abu Mina 1906, Alexandria-Chatby, Clysma, Karanis, and Karnak (Noeske 2000a:77-78). Also
Hendy attests to the wide circulation of solidi of Valentinian I and Valens in Egypt: “… in the increas-

220
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So, is it possible to suggest that these earlier coins were still in circulation in
sixth-century Palestine, Arabia and even later in Egypt? If there had been one isolated case, one could argue that the earlier coins were savings received as an inheritance by the owner (Rahmani 1964:20), but since there are at least six hoards presenting the same characteristics, this possibility seems less plausible.221 Under these
circumstances it seems more likely to conclude that the fourth-century solidi were
still considered legal tender during the sixth century.
What then is the reason that coins of Constantius II, Valentinian I and Valens are
those present in Byzantine hoards? Apparently, there was no devaluation of gold currency at the end of the fourth century that might have given reasons to hoard these
coins (Lampinen 1999:376). However, a brief examination at the IAA Coin database
shows that all gold coins – without exception – minted by Emperors Valentinian I
and Valens are an integral part of hoards.222 Thus, we can conclude that solidi of the
fourth-century were considered especially valuable and, thanks to hoards, we have
evidence of relatively large quantities of types which support this.
As mentioned elsewhere (chapter 1.6.4), the campaign against the devaluation
of precious metal coinage in 366-369 by Valentinian I and Valens I stabilized the
solidus to a very high purity and weight – a most high-standard issue. As a result of
the new legislation, there was a massive melting of older gold coinage still in circulation which resulted in an increase in the production of new gold solidi by these two
Emperors which might be the reason for their wide circulation in the provinces of
Palestine, Arabia, and Egypt (Noeske 2000a:85).
As seen in Table 63, fourth-century coins appear in all hoards and are all solidi.
This is because, at that time, gold fractions were struck only as occasional ceremonial issues. On the other hand, fifth and sixth century coins are represented by all
three gold denominations, with a clear preference for tremisses. It should be noted
that in hoards of the earlier group deposited during the reign of Anastasius I, only
coins of the fifth century are present, while these coins do not appear in the hoards

ing relative ease with which it is now possible to procure solidi of the various fourth-century Emperors: it is easier to procure a late solidus of Constantine than an early one; it is even easier to procure a
solidus of Constantius II; and yet easier to procure one of Valentinian I or Valens” (Hendy 1985:284).

Kent attests: “Within the empire, for example, all solidi were, in principle, legal and compulsory
tender at the same value, regardless of age or module, provided that they were of good metal and
weight” (RIC 10:lxxxi).
221

Ashqelon Barnea, Ḥ. Rimmon and En Gedi I from Table 63. In addition are another three hoards:
Kh. ʻAmudiya (17 solidi of Constantius II, Valentinian I, Valens, Theodosius I, and Arcadius; Lambert 1926:Nos. 1-17); Bet She’an (47 solidi of Valentinian I and Valens, IAA 54558-54603); and
Caesarea (99 solidi; Lampinen 1999:369-388). Only one solidus from this period is registered as an
isolated find, but this is an old counterfeit (gilded bronze) from excavations in Ḥ. Zaʻaq (IAA 36434).
Noeske also mentions a Valentinianic hoard of 13 solidi in the Amman museum (Noeske 2000a:79).
222
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of the later group deposited during the reign of Justinian I.223 This might indicate that
by the time of Anastasius I, fifth-century gold coinage left in circulation had been
withdrawn to the central treasure.
A glance at the composition of all six hoards in Table 63 allows us to establish
a clear distinction regarding mint distribution. While Antioch is the predominant
source for the fourth-century coins (38 coins out of 44), Constantinople is the most
frequent for fifth and sixth century issues. This division cannot be explained solely
on grounds of geographical proximity.
The unprecedented majority of coins from Antioch from the time of Valentinian I and Valens’ joint reign reflects the status of this mint. As consequence of the
fiscal measures taken by both Emperors which ended the precious metal coinage
production by the regional mints, only the comitatensian (court) mints, such as Constantinople remained in operation (Hendy 1985:387-389).224 However, it seems that
Antioch continued functioning as a comitatensian mint being the major provider of
gold coins to the region for a longer period, at least up to 375 and probably beyond
that date (Lampinen 1999:371-372). The fact that most solidi from this period found
in hoards from our region were minted in Antioch indicates that these solidi were
probably very much in demand and were considered a high-standard coin. They
probably enjoyed popularity and had a good reputation, which continued down to the
fifth and the sixth centuries.225
On the other hand, by the turn of the fifth century, Constantinople and, to a certain
extent, Thessalonica remained the only mints producing gold coinage in the East
(Hendy 1985:398), and this is the reason for the predominance of Constantinopolitan
issues present in our hoards.
To conclude, no hoards similar to this particular group have been discovered in
the western part of the Empire. Western hoards have a completely different character (LRE:278-295, Appendix 3, Gold Coin Hoards; RIC 10:lxxxviii–cxvi, Hoards of
Gold Coins).226
In fact, the evidence from hoards in Table 63 shows that Kent’s statement that gold hoards from
the time of Anastasius I, have “no earlier coins than those of Leo I, and this is the usual start of deposits concealed under Justin I and Justinian” (RIC 10:lxxxiv) is not valid, at least for the eastern part of
the Empire.
223

224

See CTh. XII.7.3, CTh. IX.21.7-8.

The reason for hoarding of these solidi follows Gresham’s law. Lampinen defines this category
as inflationary hoards: “where the depreciation or disappearance of a currency and its replacement by
inferior coinage resulted in the saving of the earlier, presumably more valuable coinage” (Lampinen
1999:375-376).
225

Among them are a hoard of 397 solidi discovered at the Casa delle Vestali in Rome (LRC:289)
and a hoard of 27 solidi from Cagliari, Sardinia (RIC 10:xcii). Both hoards consist of clear western
currency and their range is more limited than our hoards.
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3.10.2	Mixed hoards
Hoards made up of coins of different materials (gold and silver, gold and copper, silver and copper) constitute another extraordinary phenomenon during the Byzantine
period (fourth to seventh centuries), especially in the East. For instance, Kent numbers only two examples in his fifth-century hoard summary which covers both parts
of the Empire (RIC 10:clxxvi). Three sixth-century hoards mixing gold and copper
coins are mentioned by Morrisson and Ivanišević in their inventory of hoards from
the Balkans and Asia Minor: Dragojnovo, Novo Selo, and Grnčar (Morrisson and
Ivanišević 2006:Nos. 15, 93 and 253).
In this context, the Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury in the Upper Galilee is not just
the only mixed hoard of gold and copper discovered during excavations in Israel,
but also in the entire southern Levant. Due to its unique nature, it constitutes one of
the most important numismatic discoveries of sixth–seventh century material. The
latest coin in the hoard is a solidus of the rebellion of the Heraclii dated to 610/611.
The bulk of the coins, however, are sixth-century types.227 The hoard was studied
preliminarily by Kindler (1986), but no catalogue has been published.
This community treasury (kupah) was discovered within a secret niche hewn
95cm deep in the rock within a vaulted storeroom situated outside the western wall
of the synagogue. At the topmost level outside the niche, a number of gold coins were
discovered scattered on the ground, together with a small bronze scale (Fig. 127).
These finds might attest that the place was abandoned in sudden haste, and there was
an attempt to remove the coins from the treasury (Ilan 1995:273). The scale attests
to the fact that coins were not only counted but weighed.228
The hoard includes 486 coins, the bulk of which are 475 Byzantine coins: 244
gold (56 solidi, 39 semisses and 149 tremisses) and 231 copper (214 folles and 17
half folles), ranging in date from Anastasius I to Heraclius.229 The internal distribution of the coins is most interesting: while coppers appear exclusively in the earlier
quarter of the hoard (Anastasius to Justin I), gold coins become the overwhelming
majority in the later quarter of the hoard (Tiberius II to Heraclius) (Fig. 128).

This is the reason that the general description of the hoard appears in this chapter. Further specific
details on coin types and other aspects of the hoard relevant to the seventh century will be presented
in Part 4.
227

Interestingly, small scales were found as well together with another mixed hoard of gold and copper coins, the Dragojnovo hoard in the Balkans (Morrisson and Ivanišević 2006:129, No. 15).
228

229
A number of copper coins in the hoard predate the Byzantine period: a prutah of Alexander Janneus, six Late Roman coins of the fourth century and two of the fifth century. In addition there are two
later intrusions: a gold dinar of the Abbassid caliph Muhammed al-Mahdi dated to 783 and a copper
Ayyubid coin of Othman dated to 1193.
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Fig. 127. Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury. View of the kupah from above (left and upper right) and the
scales (lower right) found outside the niche. (taken from Ilan and Damati 1987)

Fig. 128. Breakdown of the gold and copper coins at the Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

Due to the plentiful variety of coin types – some of them which appear exclusively at Ḥ. Marus (e.g. IAA 17095, a semissis of Justin II from Alexandria) – this hoard
has been cited repeatedly throughout Part 3 in connection to almost every context
under discussion. Worthy of mention are the many punchmarked small folles of Anastasius I in the hoard (chapter 3.2.4) and a considerable number of large dated folles
of Justinian I (chapter 3.4.7). The contents of this hoard reveal the proportions and
types of currency in circulation in the Upper Galilee during the sixth and beginning
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of the seventh centuries. It is my impression that the Ḥ. Marus hoard reflects continuous activity of the synagogue community treasury over the entire period, meaning
that the deposition of the coins probably took place close to their time of issue.

3.10.3	Copper hoards
As already mentioned, copper hoards predominate in the sixth century. They are
classified into three groups: hoards composed mainly by folles (and to some extent
half folles); hoards of minimi and hoards which combine different denominations.
a.
Hoards of folles
Some aspects of hoards in this category have been already discussed elsewhere in
Part 3 and will be briefly presented here. Since the publication of the often-cited230 folles hoards from Fandaqumiya (Baramki 1938:81-85), Kh. Dubel (Lambert
1932:55-68), Rafah (Spaer 1978:66-70), and Deir Dassawi II (Rahmani 1964:1923), many other assemblages belonging to this category have been discovered in
Israel, adding new evidence to this discussion. The updated information includes
hoards registered in our database, together with additional assemblages known to
the author; these are all presented in the two tables below.231 Table 64 shows those
hoards containing coins of the sixth century while Table 65 shows hoards containing
coins dated to the first half of the seventh century, but where sixth century coins still
comprise the majority of issues.
The numerals in brackets that follow the names of the hoards represent their
numbers in Appendix A: List of Hoards, which summarizes all the basic information about each hoard. The hoards presented in the tables may differ in the number of
coins and date of deposition, but they have a number of characteristics in common:

230

See among others Grierson 1967, Pottier 1983, Casey 1996:219-222, and Sheedy 2001:50, Table 9.

Table 64 includes a small hoard discovered during excavations at the synagogue in En Gedi
(Barag, Porath and Netzer 1972:54 and photo; Bijovsky 2007:162-163; 165, n7). The coins wrapped
in a cloth, were found in the courtyard of a house adjacent to the synagogue. Excavators link its deposition to the destruction of the building by fire, which they relate to persecutions of Jews early in the
reign of Justinian I (Barag, Porath and Netzer 1981:119). Ariel suggests linking its deposition to the
plague of 541/542 (Ariel 2005:84). The coins were never cleaned or studied; they have been located
recently and are now at the IAA coin department. They will be identified and published by the author
together with the rest of the numismatic material from this excavation.
231
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Hoards contain only folles, with a few exceptions where there are small numbers
of half folles (e.g. Qedumim Fig. 129).232

Hoards concealed up to the mid-sixth century include large quantities of coins
of Justin I and of the Justinian I undated series (pre-538).

Hoards concealed during the second half of the sixth and seventh centuries comprise large quantities of folles dated to Justin II and Maurice Tiberius.

Two coin series are absent: folles of the small module of Anastasius I (see chapter 3.2.3)233 and heavy dated folles of Justinian I from the two series struck
between 538 and 550 (see chapter 3.4.7).234

The absence of these particular series of folles – the small module of Anastasius I
and the heavy dated folles of Justinian I – has been attributed to their different weight
standard (the first weighing roughly 9g and the second 21.65g; Spaer 1978:66; Grierson 1967:291 and 294 with full references to hoards). Excluding these two series,
the common weight of the follis during most of the first half of the sixth century
fluctuated around 18g. From the reign of Justin II and until the first years of rule of
Heraclius, the follis remained stable at roughly 13.53g. It is only later, that in direct
relation to the many political and military events, the weight of the follis was repeatedly reduced (with one short exception in 629/630) until it dropped to roughly 6g by
the end of Heraclius’ reign and close to 3g under Constans II. At this point the follis
became so small that there was no reason to continue the production of lower bronze
denominations (from decanummia and below), although these continued to be struck
occasionally in minor quantities (Hendy 1985:496).
Parallel to the reduction in the weight of the follis after 616, during the early days
of Heraclius, the influx of new copper coinage into Palestine was reduced (Metcalf
D.M. 1962:19). Therefore, it is not coincidental that many seventh-century hoards
still include a bulk of sixth-century material. According to Butcher this means that
coinage was fairly stable and remained valid for a long period (Butcher 20012002:104). In order to fulfill the monetary vacuum produced by the reduction in
official consignments of coinage to this region, it is likely that old worn Byzantine
coins which might conform to the then accepted weight standard and size remained
in wide circulation long after their date of issue (see also chapter 4.3.5).
232
Another exception is Ma’oz Haim which includes a 16 nummi (IAA 21951) and a decanummium
(IAA 21954).
233

With two exceptions: Ḥ. Marus and Ma’oz Haim (IAA 21932).

Exceptions are: Bet She’an, Sturman and Ḥ. Marus which is not included in Table 65 since it is
classified as a mixed hoard. Sporadic specimens appear in Bet She’an III (follis dated to 538-540, IAA
118178), Ma’oz Haim (half follis dated to 543/544, IAA 21950), Qabri (follis dated to 555/556, IAA
8348), Qedumim (follis, K37569), and Qaẓrin (folles dated to 553/554 and 563/564, IAA 35779-35780).
234
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Justin I

Uncertain up to 538

Qedumim (49)
Fig. 129

Qabri
(50)

Ma‘oz Haim
(48)

Bet She’an II
(47)

Bet She’an I
(46)

Rafah
(45)

Bet She’an Sturman
(39)

1M
7M

85M

7M

182M

Justin I and
Justinian I
Justinian I (527-538)

Naḥal Qidron region XIV
(40)

Anastasius
(small module)
Anastasius I
(large module)

Tel Ya’oz
(37)

Types / Hoards

En Gedi synagogue
(33)

Table 64. Copper folles hoards in Israel of the sixth century
(M = follis; K = half follis; 16n = 16 nummi; I = 10 nummi; NB = terminus post quem).235

1M
3M

3M
5M

1M

3M

2M

157M

2M

8M

9M

2M

187M

2M

20M 2K 57M

Justinian I (538-542)

51M

109M

1M

1M

4M

2M

13M

Justinian I (542-550)

1K

Justinian I (550-565)

1M

Justin II

4M

1M

13M
37M

Tiberius II

6M 1K

17M

Maurice Tiberius

5M 2K 168M
1M

5M

1M

5M 2K

Uncertain 6th century

5M

1I
1 16n

3M 1K

2M

3M 5K

Phocas
Heraclius
Constans II
Uncertain 7th c.
Uncertain 6th–7th c.
TOTAL
Deposition date (based
on latest datable coin)

41
c. 540

514

14

8

c.538 NB 538 c.558

7
46
236
19
(2 unid)
NB
NB
NB
NB
NB 602 NB 602
573/74 574/75 576/77 589/90
327

9

The hoard mentioned above found during excavations at the synagogue of En Gedi belongs to this
category as well (Barag, Porath and Netzer 1972:54).
235
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Justin I and
Justinian I

Justinian I (527-538)

Uncertain up to 538

15M

33M

Tiberius II

Maurice Tiberius

Uncertain 6th century

Phocas

Heraclius

Constans II

4M

6M 1K

4M

3M

1M

12M

38M 1K

94M

13M

37M
2M

1M 1K

1M

3M

8M

5M 1K

49M 4K

4M

24M

TOTAL

Deposition date (based
on latest datable coin)

3M

2M
3M

4M

15M

11M

1M

1M

31M

2M

36M 1K

5M

17M 1K

35M

3M

1M

18M 2K

2M

1M

3M

2M
2M

1M

2M

1M

99

82

325

69

5

1K

2M

Uncertain 7th c.

Uncertain 6th–7th c.

Bet She’an III
(64)

Martyrius
Monastery
(58)

16M

Justinian I (542-550)
Justin II

Fandaqumiya
(57)

109M

Justinian I (538-542)
Justinian I (550-565)

Kh. Dubel
(56)

30M

Ashqelon
underwater
(65)

Anastasius I (large module)

Justin I

Azor
(63)

Anastasius I (small module)

Qaẓrin
(53)

Types / Hoards

Deir Dassawi II
(Mefalsim)
(52)

Table 65. Copper folles hoards in Israel of the first half of the seventh century
(M = follis; K = half follis; I = 10 nummi; NB = terminus post quem)

NB
605/06

NB
607/08

NB
611/12

NB
611/12

NB
612/13

Fig. 129. Qedumim copper hoard

2M
2K

2M

1M 5K
129

c.630

3M

1M

133M
7M
4M

3M

2M

1M

31

158

NB
629/30

NB
630-40
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In terms of mint frequency, there is consistency in the proportions of each mint
among hoards deposited during the sixth and the seventh centuries, no matter the
date of deposition (Fig. 130 and Table 66 and Table 67). The hegemony of issues
from Constantinople in all hoards is striking, followed by issues from Antioch and
Nicomedia. The high incidence of folles from these two mints reflects the temporary
peaks in mint production and distribution to Palestine that took place, particularly
during the reigns of Justin II and Maurice Tiberius (see chapters 3.5.4 and 3.7.4).
A number of hoards of folles showing similar composition and apparently of Syrian provenance have been published. Together with the hoards found in Israel, they
constitute a homogeneous group which presents dissimilar characteristics from hoards
found in other regions such as Asia Minor (Metcalf D.M. 1962). Some examples are a
hoard found in the vicinity of Heliopolis, Coelesyria ending by 630/631 (Bates 1968);
a hoard known as “Near East, 2003” ending in 602 (Naismith 2004:296-299, No. 39);
and the ANS/Myers hoard ending in 628/629 (Metcalf W.E. 1975:109-137).236 Worthy of mention is a hoard recently discovered at excavations at Mount Nebo-Siyâgha,
which will be published by Callegher (Mount Nebo). This hoard, which presents the
same characteristics as our local group, includes 230 coins (221 folles and nine half
folles) dated from Justin I to Maurice Tiberius (excluding Tiberius II).

Fig. 130. Mint distribution. Comparison between hoards of folles from the sixth and seventh centuries

236
See also accumulations of coins deposited in a number of shops and rooms between the gymnasium and the synagogue of Sardis, mostly deposited during the seventh century (Bates 1971: Appendix
B; and a detailed catalogue of the hoards in Morrisson and Ivanišević 2006: hoards Nos. 300, 302,
305-306, 308 and 310).
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Table 66. Hoards of folles of the sixth century: mint distribution
Hoard / Mint

CON

Tel Ya‘oz

432

Bet She’an, Sturman str.

14

Naḥal Qidron

4

Rafah

262

THES

1

NIKO

KYZ

ANT

20

4

50

8

1

3

29

12

2

2
14

14

4

KARTH UNCERT

Bet She’an I
Bet She’an II

1

Ma‘oz Ḥaim

17

Qabri

3

4

1

8

103

38

11

84

Qedumim

13

3

TOTALS

846

4

79

20

2

1

176

40

Table 67. Hoards of folles of the first half of the seventh century: mint distribution
Hoard / Mint

CON

THES

NIKO

KYZ

ANT

Deir Dassawi II

77

1

7

1

13

Qaẓrin

35

2

19

5

16

Kh. Dubel

228

Fandaqumiya

38

Martyrius Monastery

2

2

Bet She’an III

72

13

Azor

8

3

Ashqelon underwater

84

42

TOTALS

544

116

18
1

4

12

KARTH UNCERT

5

69
6

12
1

1

24

18

6

13

9

16

8

22

157

44

b.
Hoards of minimi
This category has been extensively discussed previously (chapters 2.5.1 and 2.5.2c),
and therefore it will be described only briefly here. The practice of accumulating
hoards of minimi was common up to the end of the reign of Justinian I. Most of
these assemblages usually yielded a few sixth-century Byzantine coins dated close
to the date of deposition, a bulk of fourth-fifth century coins, a few obsolete Greek
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and Roman types, Vandalic, Ostrogothic and Aksumite minimi, and large quantities
of worn copper coins and pieces of copper . The most illustrative example of such a
sixth-century assemblage in Israel is the Gush Ḥalav hoard. As mentioned, given the
low value of the c.2,000 minimi hidden within a cooking pot, it is assumed that the
coins constituted the treasury of the synagogue for charity (Bijovsky 1998).
The custom of burying minimi as building foundation deposits is characteristic
of Israel during the fifth century. A few sixth-century foundation deposits in Israel,
however, have been recorded by the author. They are dated either to the time of
Anastasius I (Ashqelon, Smadar Hotel B in Bijovsky 2004; L167 at the Ḥ. Marus
synagogue in Ilan 1989:27-28) or to the time of Justinian I (Jerusalem, Western
Wall Plaza L4253 in Bijovsky Western Wall Plaza; Caesarea insula W2S3, hoard B
in Bijovsky Caesarea).
Similar sixth-century assemblages – either hoards or foundation deposits – are
known from all over the Mediterranean basin in both parts of the Empire (Adelson
and Kustas 1964:161, n.4). Many have already been discussed throughout Part 3
(see chapters 3.4.6, 3.10.2 and above in this chapter), such as Sardis MMS street
1982 and Sardis Hoard D (Burrell 2008).237 In some areas such as Italy, Greece,
and North Africa, sixth-century hoards of minimi continued to be common due to
the extensive use of nummi in local currency. Worthy of mention are the hoards
found in Aïn Kelba (Morrisson 1980: 239-348) and Carthage, Michigan University,
Cistern 1977.2 and 1978 hoard (Metcalf W.E. 1981:80-82; Metcalf 1982 W.E.:6467); the Zacha hoard (Adelson and Kustas 1964); the “Blue Cigarette Box” hoard
from the Athenian Agora (Walker 1978), and Corinth Justinian’s Wall (Edwards
K.M. 1937:248-249). All these assemblages include coins dating up to the mid-sixth
century (Justinian I).238
c.
Hoards of mixed denominations
Hoards where minimi and multiples of the nummus are mixed, or “dualist hoards”
as named by Morrisson (2004:407), are extraordinarily rare in Israel. While hoards
from the previous categories seem to be the result of premeditated selection, coins
237
See also accumulations of coins deposited in a number of shops and rooms between the gymnasium and the synagogue of Sardis (Bates 1971: Appendix B; and a detailed catalogue of the hoards in
Morrisson and Ivanišević 2006: hoards Nos. 277, 278 and 294).

238
The number of hoards belonging to this category throughout the eastern Mediterranean is endless.
For a systematic catalogue of those hoards found in the Balkans and Asia Minor, see Morrisson and
Ivanišević 2006, especially those from the dioceses of Illyricum and Asia, including all assemblages
from major sites such as Athens, Corinth and Sardis.
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in hoards of this group seem to have been gathered quite randomly. In fact, only one
example from Israel is recorded by the author which, although including seven identifiable coins dated to the seventh century,239 is mostly composed of sixth-century
issues: the assemblage of c.2,100 copper coins at the wishing spring of En Ẓur,
Ramat HaNadiv. This is the result of the continuous accumulation of coins at the
corner of a small inner pool – mostly pocket money – thrown into the waters by
visitors to the spring (Barkay 2000). This assemblage, quoted throughout this study
in different contexts (e.g. chapter 2.5.2a) includes a wide variety of coin types in
circulation during the sixth century, with a strong emphasis on small coins of minimi
size (including blank flans), which constitute the bulk of the finds. Almost all sixthcentury denominations are present: mainly folles and half folles but also sporadic
appearances of dodecanummia, decanummia and pentanummia. The pools at the hot
spring and baths in Ḥammat Gader and the coin hoard found within the niche of the
Torah ark at the synagogue of En Gedi also constitute, but to a much lesser extent,
examples that illustrate the same phenomenon.240
Worthy of mention under this category is the North Syrian hoard published by
Pottier in 1983 and often quoted throughout this study. This assemblage of 1,526
coins is composed of two main groups: 730 multiples of the nummus of different
denominations (folles, half folles, decanummia and a considerable number of pentanummia) and c.800 minimi which include many Late Roman fourth and fifth centuries types. Despite the fact that the hoard was obtained in the Beirut market, based
on its homogeneous appearance Pottier believes its composition is genuine. This
hoard reflects the currency in circulation at the end of the sixth century (not before
595/596, during the reign of Maurice Tiberius) and Pottier considers it a fortuitous
loss by its owner (Pottier 1983:15-17).
In their study of hoards from the Balkans and Asia Minor, Morrisson and
Ivanišević mention a dozen of assemblages dating up to c.575-585 that mix minimi
with large denominations. The deposition of these hoards is usually related to the
Avaro-Slavic invasions showing that, at least in these regions, minimi can still be
found in circulation up to the beginning of the reign of Maurice Tiberius (Morrisson
and Ivanišević 2006:53; see also Callegher 2005:231-232 for Patras in the Peloponnese). Worthy of mention amongst others are assemblages from the Burnt Water-mill and Agora 1971, both from the Athenian Agora (Morrisson and Ivanišević
239

The latest identifiable coin is a follis of Constans II dated to 651/652 (IAA 85033).

For Ḥammat Gader, see discussion in chapter 2.5.2a. This is a fifth-century context with a few
sixth-century coins described as “intrusive” by the archaeologist (Hirschfeld 1997a:127-128). The En
Gedi hoard is primarily composed of Late Roman minimi and ealier Roman coins; the latest are eight
Byzantine coins, four of them most probably folles dated to 512-538 (Barag and Porath 1970:97;
Barag, Porath and Netzer 1981:117; Bijovsky 2007:162-163; 165, n7).
240
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2006:218-129, No. 124 and 223-224, No. 129; Kroll, Miles, and Miller 1973),
Corinth, Gymnasium, Fountain of the Lamps, hoard II (Dengate 1981:153-174),241
and those from Kenchreai Hoard B (Hohlfelder 1973:89-100; Pottier 1983:211212 and Table 30) and the contents of a purse in Kenchreai, area E (Hohlfelder
1970:68-72; Hohlfelder 1973:99-100).
A sub-group within the category of mixed denomination hoards is one that brings
together coins of lower value or small change: dodecanummia, decanummia, and
minimi. All examples of this sub-group known to the author are from the eastern
Mediterranean but outside Israel; many of them have been mentioned above (see
chapters 3.4.6, 3.8.2 and 3.9.3). The most cited one is a hoard of Byzantine small
change from Egypt which includes North African nummi together with dodecanummia and hexanummia from Alexandria, and where the latest datable coins are attributed to Maurice Tiberius (Hahn 1980).242 Basing the provenance of the hoard on
composition alone is problematic. Egyptian Byzantine hoards are usually almost exclusively composed of local coin types from Alexandria (Noeske 2000a:129-135 and
189-205 for other hoards and sites). I suggest here that because of the combination
of North African nummi with Alexandrian coinage (including a number of cast minimissimi imitations of dodecanummia) which is more common to assemblages found
in Israel, the composition of this hoard is more suitable to Palestine than to Egypt.
Another example of this sub-group is a sixth century hoard from Lebanon mixing
Vandalic and Byzantine nummi and pentanummia together with earlier Greek, Roman and Late Roman coins (Phillips and Tyler-Smith 1998:316-324). A few more
examples are recorded from southern Greece where, according to Morrisson, “dualist” hoards are quite common. Amongst others is a collection of obsolete Greek
coins, Late Roman, Vandalic, Ostrogothic, and Byzantine minimi and pentanummia
found in a small shop at the SW agora in Corinth which illustrates the kind of currency used for small transactions (Edwards K.E. 1937: 249).

See also accumulations of coins deposited in a number of shops and rooms between the gymnasium and the synagogue in Sardis (Bates 1971: Appendix B; and a detailed catalogue of the hoards in
Morrisson and Ivanišević 2006: hoards Nos. 279-281, 284-286, 289, 295-299, 301, 304, 308, 309).
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As mentioned already, the reliability of this lot has been put in question (Metcalf W.E.
1982:151).
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3.11 Coin circulation in the sixth century from other
	regions in the eastern Mediterranean
Throughout Part 3, a wide range of features characterizing sixth-century currency
in Palestine have been compared with material obtained from hoards and coin finds
from the neighboring areas of Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, and Egypt. Further comparison with other regions in the Mediterranean basin, such as Asia Minor, Greece, the
Balkans, and North Africa can also provide a broader insight in terms of coin circulation, mint sources, typology, and chronology of coinage.
This chapter presents a brief summary of the principal characteristics of monetary
circulation in each of the main comparative regions: Jordan, Lebanon and Syria, Turkey (Asia Minor), Greece, and the Balkans. When available, the discussion is based
on monetary circulation studies of specific regions (e.g. Patras: Callegher 2005;
Antiochene countryside: Vorderstrasse 2005) in addition to a selection of numismatic reports from particular sites (e.g. Beirut, Butcher 2001-2002). Most helpful
for this discussion has been a recent comparative study by Gândilă dealing with
monetary circulation in three areas of the eastern Empire: the Balkans, Anatolia, and
Syria-Palestine (Gândilă 2009b:151-226).243
As mentioned, coin supply and circulation in Egypt was largely self-contained.
It was based almost exclusively on a number of denominations (33 nummi, dodecanummia, and hexanummia) struck in Alexandria and intended for local use (Noeske
2000a); thus a comparison of coin circulation with Egypt is more limited.
The situation in the western part of the Empire differs greatly from the eastern
provinces and is therefore not presented here for comparison. Both North Africa
(Vandals) and Italy (Ostrogoths) constituted fiscal and administrative units which
behaved differently from the eastern provinces of the Empire. Like the East, they
developed their own monetary systems with regional characteristics mainly intended
for local use. In general, it can be concluded that the incidence of western coinage
in Israel and other areas in the southern Levant seems to be the result of fortuitous
or small trade transactions and not part of a planned monetary policy of coin supply.
The comparison between Palestine and other regions throughout the Mediterranean facilitates recognition of trends of coin supply and patterns of circulation.
As stated by Metcalf: “By gathering evidence from many sites, one can observe the
similarities and contrasts between them; and one can hope in the end to build up an
account of imperial monetary policies insofar as they were directed towards supplying provincial needs” (Metcalf D.M. 1964:32).
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This study, however, is based on Byzantine copper material from main public collections.
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3.11.1	Jordan
A study on coin frequencies in sixth-century Palestine and Arabia based primarily on
coin finds from excavations in Pella and Gerasa was published by Walmsley (1999).
He discerns consistent trends such as a steady supply of copper coinage from the
time of Anastasius I to Justinian I (pre-538) followed by a pronounced peak during
the reign of Justin II. After Justin II’s death, Walmsley notices a marked decline
in the supply and circulation of copper coins (Walmsley 1999: graph 3; Sheedy
2001:44, 52).
In terms of mints, most coins dated to Justin I, Justinian I and Justin II were
produced in Constantinople, Nicomedia, and to a lesser extent, Cyzicus and Antioch (Marot 1998:105). Alexandria is poorly represented. The incidence of coins
minted in Nicomedia and Thessalonica rises during the reign of Justin II (Gândilă
2009b:180) while after this Emperor the variety of mints increases especially for
fractional issues – Antioch and Alexandria, suggesting local circulation of coins
through commerce and exchange (Walmsley 1999:345; Sheedy 2001:52). In terms
of denominations, folles are the dominant group, decanummia and pentanummia
(most of them Є type) do not continue after Justinian I and dodecanummia are few
(Walmsley 1999:333; Sheedy 2001:44). African nummi are still found in substantial
numbers in the Macellum of Gerasa (Marot 1998:104-105).

3.11.2 Lebanon and Syria
Due to the lack of numismatic publications, the picture of coin circulation in Lebanon is essentially based on Butcher’s analysis of the finds from excavations at the
Souks in Beirut (Butcher 1999; 2001-2002:102-104). Numismatic evidence from
the area around Beirut shows a clear predominance of Anastasius I folles, particularly of the small module (see also chapter 3.2.3). The absence of dodecanummia
suggests that Alexandrian coins were not intended to circulate in this region. On
the other hand, North African nummi dated up to the reign of Justinian I are quite
numerous. Hoard evidence indicates that fourth-fifth century coins continued to circulate widely, as did obsolete Greek and Roman coins similar in size to the Byzantine issues. Butcher distinguishes between two different types of sixth-century small
change: one of mainly large denominations sanctioned by the state, and another of
minimi, the product of more localized currency. The latter includes Vandalic and
Ostrogothic issues and Late Roman coinage, which cannot be considered as residual,
but instead are an integral part of currency (Butcher 2000-2001:102).
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In Syria, finds from excavations in Antioch show a clear preference for the smaller bronze fractions: the decanummia and pentanummia of Є type (Waagé 1952:152154). Dated folles and half folles from the period 538-542 are few (Gândilă
2009b:172). In terms of mints, coins from Constantinople predominate. However,
the incidence of local issues minted in Antioch becomes significant for the minting
of pentanummia of Justin I and Justinian I and folles of Tiberius II and Maurice Tiberius (Waagé 1952:157-158; Morrisson 1989:195). Small numbers of coins from
Carthage, Ravenna, and Alexandria have been found, and there is some presence of
Ostrogothic and Aksumite material.
Based on the Amuq excavations by the Oriental Institution of the University of
Chicago in the 1930s, Vorderstrasse studied coin circulation in the Antiochene countryside. The sites studied include the Byzantine villages of Çatal Hüyük, Tell Tayinat, the monastery of Tell al-Judaidah, al-Mina, and Déhès. Results were compared
to those from the cities of Antioch, Ḥama, and Apamea (Vorderstrasse 2005:495510). She notices an increase in the economic importance of the villages from the
Late Roman period (333-498) to the early Byzantine: the number of coins finds in
cities decreases while in the villages it increases (Vorderstrasse 2005:500). She
confirms that most coins were copper, minted in Constantinople and Antioch; this is
also the case in coins found in hoards. As in Israel, decanummia became very common during the last decade of Justinian I (Gândilă 2009b:171). A decrease in the
number of coins of Justin II is also noted in rural areas in Syria, probably indicating
a decline that started in 550 (Gândilă 2009b:180; Foss 1997).

3.11.3	Turkey
This discussion is based mainly on coin finds from excavations in Sardis. The absence of folles of the small module of Anastasius I suggests, according to Gândilă,
a reduced impact in the first period of the reform (Gândilă 2009b:165). There is
hegemony of small denominations (Gândilă 2009b:167): nummi of Anastasius I
(Bates 1971:20-21, Nos. 16-42) and undated pentanummia of both Є and chi-rho
types dated to Justin I and Justinian I (Bates 1971:47-48, Nos. 310-331; 33-34, Nos.
161-216). Pentanummia of the Є type still remained the predominant type of coins
found in the excavations (Bates 1971:62, no. 520; 79-81, Nos. 676-707). Dated coins
of Justinian I constitute the majority in Sardis, with a clear hegemony for decanummia (Bates 1971:28-44; 31-33, Nos. 141-160; Gândilă 2009b:171). During the reign
of Justin II, there was an influx of half folles from Thessalonica (Bates 1971:54-55,
Nos. 426-445; Gândilă 2009b:180).
Coins of Tiberius II were rarely recovered from excavations in Sardis while in
Side they were represented in large numbers (Gândilă 2009b:182). During the reign
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of Maurice, the number of folles minted in Constantinople increases. Despite the
fact that Cyzicus was the closest mint to Sardis, the output of this mint was in third
place after Constantinople and Nicomedia (Bates 1971:5). Coins from Alexandria
have not been found at Sardis, and North African nummi have been found mostly in
hoards (Burrell 2007 and 2008).
Another characteristic in Sardis is the large number of accumulations or hoards
of copper coins, many of them related by the excavators to the destruction of the city
in 616 (Bates 1971:151-155, Appendix B).

3.11.4 Greece and the Balkans
The discussion in this chapter is based primarily on coin finds from excavations in
the Athenian Agora, Corinth, and a number of regional studies focused on the Balkan
area as well as on reported hoards by Gândilă (2009a and 2009b) and Morrisson
and Ivanišević (2006:41-73).
According to Gândilă, Anastasius’s first reform had little impact in Greece. Nummi continued to be most preferred especially during the first half of the sixth century
(Gândilă 2009b:167). His conclusions are based on Thompson’s report on the coins
from the Athenian Agora and others. Relatively few coins of Anastasius I and Justinian I were discovered at the site and Thompson stresses this is because of the continuity in use of the many Vandalic and Ostrogothic pieces which were contemporary
to both Emperors (Thompson 1954:64-66, 101-102, Nos. 1680-1730; 66-67, Nos.
1731-1739). In her opinion, “there was little need for the more valuable currency,
only the small change required for the average commercial transaction” (Thompson
1954:3). The incidence of large denomination finds increases with the reign of Justin II; many of his coins are connected with the evacuation of the Agora due to the
Slavic invasion. Coins issued in Constantinople predominate, followed by issues
from Thessalonica and Nicomedia (Thompson 1954:6-7).
No small module coinage of Anastasius I was found at excavations in Corinth
(Edwards K.M. 1933). Only dated coins of Justinian I were discovered together
with many Vandalic minimi. Coins from Antioch and Alexandria seem not to have
circulated in Corinth. During the reign of Justin II there is evidence for a significant
influx of half folles from Thessalonica (40 coins) and folles from Constantinople.
This tendency continued under Tiberius II and Maurice Tiberius.
Callegher studied monetary circulation in Patras, in the Greek Peloponnese
(2005:225-236). When examining the sixth century material he found a continuous use of fourth-century coinage in later contexts: a predominance of coins from
eastern mints; nummi and pentanummia from Constantinople as exclusive coinage
of Anastasius I; small numbers of coins of Justin I against considerable quantities of
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those of Justinian I, including many Carthaginian issues; a predominance of coins
from Thessalonica – especially the half folles – from the reign of Justin II onwards;
the absence of coins of Tiberius II against a massive presence of issues of Maurice
Tiberius; and a high incidence of hoards deposited c.587-588 (including minimi), the
time when Patras was abandoned.
Gândilă notices some general distinctive features of coin circulation in the Balkans. In terms of denominations, folles and half folles were the most common before
538. Nummi and pentanummia were much less prevalent (Gândilă 2009b:167-169),
while the use of decanummia during the last decade of Justinian I increased (Gândilă
2009b:171). Both hoards and single finds point to an abundance of heavy coins of
Justinian I and, more significantly, they persist in circulation until the end of the
580s (Gândilă 2009b:172-173). Gândilă also notices the resizing and overstriking
of many folles of Justinian I during the 590s by Maurice Tiberius. From the time of
Justin II up to the reign of Maurice Tiberius, half folles from Thessalonica constitute
a significant component both at sites and hoards. In hoards dated to 540-550, only
minimi are present; most hoards are concentrated in the Peloponnese area (Morrisson and Ivanišević 2006:53).
In terms of mints, Thessalonica, second after Constantinople, is especially influential in the western half of the peninsula in Greece, Albania, and Serbia (Gândilă
2009b:171, 179). This mint continued to play a major role during the reign of Tiberius
II in Greece and the western sector of the limes. The incidence of coins from Thessalonica in these areas was influenced by troop movements (Morrisson and Ivanišević
2006:63, 66-67). Large issues from Carthage and Italy are absent (Morrisson and
Ivanišević 2006:59). In hoards dated to 540-550 only minimi are present; most hoards
are concentrated in the Peloponnese area (Morrisson and Ivanišević 2006:53).
During the first half of the sixth century the role of the mint at Antioch is insignificant (Gândilă 2009b:169). However, from the time of Justin II onwards coins
minted in Antioch are also notable in the Balkans, possibly meaning that some troops
were brought here from the eastern front (Gândilă 2009b:182).
A growth in the number of hoards in the Balkans is noticed for the period 576-586
contemporary to the Slavic-Avar invasions (Ivanišević 2006:80-82).
The region of Barbaricum (north of the Lower Danube) was comprehensively
studied by Gândilă (2009a). He concludes that no true monetary circulation took
place in this area but coins such as the heavy folles of Justinian I were used for their
intrinsic value as bullion (Gândilă 2009a:258; Gândilă 2009b:173). Most Byzantine coins circulating in Barbaricum are extremely worn, such that their date of issue
becomes irrelevant for dating contexts (Gândilă 2009a:453). Coins of Anastasius I
arrived as late as the seventh century, while Hellenistic and Late Roman coins remained in circulation much longer (Gândilă 2009a:452). Hoards of a military character are concentrated in the fortifications along the river Danube.
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The present study allows common patterns in coin circulation in the eastern Mediterranean to be discerned: a high incidence of copper folles dated to 512-538; a rapid
withdrawal of heavy folles of Justinian I dated to 538-550; a peak in the influx of
coins of Justin II; a long shelf life of Late Roman minimi intended for small change;
the hegemony of Constantinople as main supplier of coinage; and the central role of
Thessalonica as provider of half folles to the entire eastern Mediterranean.
On the other hand, a comparative study allows me, to establish local patterns
which might be connected to a greater extent to considerations of geographical distribution. This is the case of the mint of Antioch, whose output was – as shown by site
finds and coin hoards – intended for primary circulation first in Antioch itself, and
then for wider circulation in Syria and Palestine. There exist, however, exceptions
to this rule, and it is difficult to understand the role played by the mint of Cyzicus
regarding coin output and supply not only to Palestine, but also to sites much closer
in proximity, such as Sardis, where coins of this mint have rarely been recovered.244
Monetary circulation in Palestine shares a number of characteristics with some of
its neighboring provinces: the high incidence of small folles of Anastasius I in Lebanon and the high frequency of folles from Nicomedia dated to the reign of Justin II
in Jordan. Large quantities of North African nummi are common to Palestine, Turkey
and Greece, and in Jordan and Lebanon, albeit to a lesser extent.
A number of features of monetary distribution are unique to Palestine: the hegemony of chi-rho type pentanummia – as opposed to the Є type which is the predominant
in all other regions (see especially the Antiochene issues) – and the high incidence of
Alexandrian dodecanummia, which has no parallel other than in Egypt itself. Not by
coincidence have these two petty coinage models for local imitations been recovered
from many sites in Israel. This pattern of coin circulation suggests that by examining
small change coinage, regional monetary differences can be discerned.

3.12

Summary and Conclusions

In conclusion to the discussion of Part 3 we can summarize the main features that
characterize coin circulation in Palestine during the sixth century:
1. The first eight years of the reign of Anastasius I constitute a continuation of the
previous period with the use of a copper system based on the nummus. Evidence
This is opposite of the situation presented in my discussion on Sardis of the fifth century, where
coins minted in Cyzicus constitute the majority (chapter 2.9.5).
244
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from Israel, however, provides no further clues about the internal dates of minting of
these nummi which seem to have been produced throughout his whole reign.
2. Coin finds from Israel attest that the first monetary reform of Anastasius I in 498
was successfully implemented in this region. Small module coinage is commonly
found in Israel and Lebanon while it rarely appears in Jordan and Syria. A larger
incidence of small module coins (and punchmarked coins) in the Galilee suggests
that the influx of the new coinage into Israel was from Lebanon. The application of
punchmarks on small module coins apparently was a local practice, and was not in
use before 512. Punchmarking was probably a tool of revaluation implemented during a transitional period until the large copper module of Anastasius I was accepted
into circulation.
3. Due to the stable gold to copper ratio, the period 512-538 in Israel shows homogeneity with other eastern regions (Gândilă 2009b:167). Coins of Justin I, especially,
appear in greater quantities than the large module of his immediate predecessor Anastasius I and undated issues of his successor Justinian I. The importance of the pentanummia, mainly the chi-rho type as a main small fraction, increased during this period.
4. Gold hoards deposited during the sixth century are few. Most examples, found
in Israel and Jordan present similar composition characteristics and include many
coins dated to the Valentinian dynasty from the fourth century.
5. Large numbers of folles of Anastasius I large module, of Justin I, and pre-538
issues of Justinian I recovered from excavations and found in hoards are usually extremely worn. Due to their stable weight standard (c.18g), these coins fulfilled an important function in currency and they remained in circulation long after their dates of
issue. Many were eventually countermarked by Heraclius and even in later periods.
This evidence is consistent with finds from other areas throughout the Mediterranean, from Sicily to Beirut (Grierson 1967:296; Gândilă 2009b:162, 169; Butcher
2000-2001:104).
6. Of all copper coins, the undated series of Justinian I (527-538) is the most plentiful in coin finds and hoards (see also Gândilă 2009b:168). They follow the monetary patterns implemented by Justin I: the preference for folles and half folles and
the complete absence of decanummia. This period corresponds to the expansion of
the Empire at a time of relative peace with the Persians. A vast program of civil and
military construction could also explain the expansion of monetary volume (Pottier
1983:239).
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7. Dated coinage of Justinian I (538-565) appears in smaller quantities. This period
corresponds to a time of general financial crisis, which was the result of a number of
events: a large building program, war and tribute expenses, the effect of heavy taxation, and the consequences resulting from the bubonic plague, all of which affected
the economy. In all regions there is a decrease in mint output (Gândilă 2009b:168;
Pottier 1983:241-242). From 542, and especially after 550, the number of folles
drops drastically in favor of the decanummia, which becomes the most popular small
fraction. This picture is characteristic in all the eastern regions (Gândilă 2009b:171;
Pottier 1983:168).
8. Based on evidence from sites and hoards, it is possible to stress that large dated
folles of Justinian I produced from 538 to 550 were indeed an integral part of the currency circulating in Palestine, although they were soon withdrawn from circulation.
A decrease in the number of these coins is felt in the second series dated to 542-550.
9. A dramatic increase in the number of coins is noticed during the reign of Justin
II in Palestine and in all regions of the eastern Empire, peaking in 570-575. During
the final years of his reign and the time of the adoption of Tiberius II as co-regent,
a drop in coin output is noticed (Gândilă 2009b:177-178). Worthy of mention is
the role of the mints of Nicomedia as provider of folles, especially to Palaestina
Secunda and of Thessalonica as supplier of half folles.
10. Based on annual frequency estimations, no dramatic drop in the quantities of
coins circulating in Palestine is noticed during the reign of Tiberius II. The bulk of
currency in circulation consisted of large denominations, while small fractions such
as decanummia and pentanummia slowly disappeared. Antioch was an important
source of folles while Thessalonica continued to provide half folles to the region.
Coins from western mints are absent from coin finds dating to this period.
11. The patterns noted during the reign of Tiberius II are further accentuated during the reign of his successor, Maurice Tiberius. Antioch became the main source
of folles and Thessalonica of half folles. There was nearly no influx of official small
fractions. Due to the lack of raw metal and the shortage of money to pay the troops,
there were considerable numbers of overstrikes on coin finds.
12. During the sixth century, Constantinople was the main source of coinage
throughout most Mediterranean regions. This was particularly relevant for the period
512-538 when Constantinople became the most important mint, followed by Antioch
and Nicomedia (see also Gândilă 2009b:169; Morrisson 1989b). Carthage became
the almost exclusive provider of nummi to Palestine up to the reign of Justinian I, and
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Alexandria provided great quantities of dodecanummia. From 565 onwards there
was a shift in favor of Nicomedia, Antioch, and Thessalonica; which, when analyzed
in accordance to regional and chronological tendencies, may denote the consignment
of coins to specific areas of the Empire, as suggested by Metcalf (Metcalf D.M.
1961:131-143). The influx of coins from Nicomedia was felt especially during the
reign of Justin II. From this time onwards, the mint of Thessalonica gained importance as the source of half folles; Antioch increased the output of folles towards the
last quarter of the sixth century, while Cyzicus plays no significant role as supplier
of coinage to Palestine.
13. With the exception of Carthage, the incidence of coins arriving in Israel and
other areas in the southern Levant from western mints was the result of casual and
individual transactions and not part of a planned monetary policy.
14. During the first half of the sixth century, minimi still constituted the main instrument for small change. As attested from coin finds and hoards, large quantities of
Late Roman and other ancient coins similar in size and weight to the official sixthcentury nummi and the Vandalic and Ostrogothic coins circulated side by side (see
also Gândilă 2009b:166).
15. From the mid-sixth century, production of nummi ceased and their presence in
coin finds and hoards in Israel decreased dramatically. This process was apparently
slower in the northern areas of the Mediterranean, such as Greece, the Balkans, and
Asia Minor, where minimi still appeared in contexts dated to the 580s.
16. The decline in the weight and purchasing power of the follis is suggested by
the progressive disappearance of other smaller official denominations (decanummia
and pentanummia) in excavation finds. These smaller official denominations became
increasingly rare after the 580s (see also Morrisson and Sodini 2002:215; Marot
1998:120; Gândilă 2009b:179; 183).
17. The essential role in terms of small change played by the nummi was slowly
replaced in Palestine by the issuing of pentanummia imitations of the chi-rho type
and imitative issues of Alexandrian dodecanummia. Based on analysis of the geographical distribution of coin finds, it is possible to suggest that pentanummia were
produced in the region around Ashqelon while cast dodecanummia were issued in
Caesarea.
18. In terms of foreign coinage, Sasanian coinage had no place in local currency.
However, significant numbers of North African issues, Justinianic Vandalic, and
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anonymous nummi (the most popular being the palm tree type) found their way to
Palestine and have been discovered at sites and in hoards. Ostrogothic nummi are
also well represented but were most probably brought to the region by chance; especially noticeable are the coins of Baduila.
19. Coin evidence from Israel confirms Gândilă’s statement that natural catastrophes, such as the plague, the 551 earthquake, and other violent events such as the
Samaritan revolts or the Persian invasions starting in 540, “had only an ephemeral
effect and not a long term disruption of the influx of coins into the region” (Gândilă
2009b:175; see also Safrai 1998:119).
20. As discussed concerning fifth-century currency, the sixth century also shows the
widest selection of coin types in the cosmopolitan centers. A number of exceptional
and unique coins found in excavations in Israel have been described throughout
Part 3. Among them are: a solidus and a semissis of Justinian I minted in Thessalonica (Fig. 54-Fig. 55); a follis with an unpublished countermark of Justinian I
(Fig. 61); a semissis of Justin II from Alexandria (Fig. 90); a tremissis from Alexandria (Fig. 102); a decanummium from Catania (Fig. 107) of Maurice Tiberius and a
follis from Cherson (Fig. 108).
21. A comparison of coinage in circulation between Palestine and other regions
throughout the Mediterranean allows us to establish common consistent trends of
coin supply and patterns of circulation over a wide geographical area. On the other
hand, it also allows us to discern patterns specific to our region. The most distinctive
of these features concern small change coinage intended for daily use.

Part IV
The First Half
of the Seventh Century
The words that we humans use often suffer the same fate as our coins:
they do not always retain, through the whole course of time, the same value
or as high a value as they had initially… Or don't you remember that, right after the
first issue of bronze coins went into circulation, they were well regarded and had
a high value… after only a short while and although they were not tendered in equal
numbers everywhere, they have become utterly useless when they turn up in shops?
(Themistius, Orat. xxxiii.367b)
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part IV

General character of the numismatic evidence

For the purposes of the present study, the first half of the seventh century spans the
period from the accession to the throne of Emperor Phocas in 602 until the end of
the reign of Emperor Heraclius in 641. This period is characterized by two major
military events that ultimately changed the character of the whole region known as
Syria-Palestine (Arab Bilād al-Shām): the Persian occupation (c.610-628) and the
Arab conquest that brought the spread of Islam (c.636-641).1 The latter follows a
brief phase of Byzantine reoccupation from 629 to 636-640. In broader terms, this
relatively short period I discuss here marks the transition from Late Antiquity to
early Islamic times.
Until recently the conventional opinion held that the first half of the seventh century was a period of ruin and economic decline which facilitated the political consolidation of Arab rule over Syria-Palestine (Foss 2003:150; Walmsley 2007:332, 339).
However, recent studies which focus on the reinterpretation of literary sources and the
examination of new archaeological and numismatic data show that following an initial
period of violence “the Persian occupation caused no serious disruption in the social or
economic life of the region” (Foss 2003:164). Persian rule lasted about twenty years in
Syria, Mesopotamia, and Armenia, fifteen years in Palestine, and ten in Egypt.
The Arabs found little difficulty in penetrating into the eastern provinces of the
Byzantine Empire. The political and military exhaustion of the Empire on the one
hand, and the general discontent and resentment of the local population against the
Byzantine administration – due to heavy taxation and religious persecution of the
local Monophysites – on the other, all contributed to the situation that the new invaders were welcomed with minimum opposition (Kennedy 1985:142; Haldon
1990:49-50).
In terms of coinage, the steady supply – mainly from Constantinople – into the
region attests to stable economic conditions before the Arab expansion. Currency
of the first half of the seventh century consisted primarily of imperial official coins
1
For a concise historical introduction to this period see chapter 1.1.3, DOC 2/1:3-7 and the excellent analysis in Kaegi 1992:chapter 2. Both events and their implications on archaeology and
material culture have been researched intensively during the last decades, offering different views
and interpretations; some of these studies will be cited in the following chapters. The narrative of the
literary sources for the period 602-630 has been compiled by Olster (1993) and Greatrex and Lieu
(2002). For the first decade of reign of Heraclius, see also Kaegi 2003:58-99. For a most comprehensive analysis of the Persian occupation of the Near East, based on literary sources, archaeological
and numismatic evidence, see Foss 2003 and his short introduction to Pottier 2004 in Foss 2004. For
a discussion on the Arab conquest in the eyes of the Byzantine Empire, see among others Stratos
II:74-83, 133. For a description of the events, see also Kaegi 1992 and 2003:chapters 6‑8 and Donner
1981:111-112.
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of Phocas and Heraclius, both found in significant numbers in Israel and some of
the neighboring areas. Gold and copper issues of these two Emperors are the focus
of discussion in chapters 4.2 and 4.3. Parallel to the official coinage are a series of
copper local imitations produced in Syria during the reign of Heraclius (c.610-630)
to meet the demands for small change after the closing of the Antioch mint (Pottier
2004). A useful chronological outline of the different seventh-century coin types and
their relation to historical events was composed by Foss (2004a).
As stated by Walmsley, it seems that political and military events produced
“only short-term dislocations within a period of longer-term economic continuity”
(Walmsley 2007:321). Some of these dislocations found expression in the deposition of coin hoards that peaked at the time of the Persian occupation and, to a lesser
extent, during the Arab conquest in Syria-Palestine. Those hoards found in Israel
will be discussed in detail in chapter 4.5.
The end of this period, namely the Arab victory over the Byzantines and the
death of Heraclius, marks the beginning of the early Islamic era and the eventual
foundation of the Umayyad caliphate, but does not necessarily denote the end of
influx and circulation of Byzantine coinage into the eastern Mediterranean regions.
Coin evidence from sites and hoards clearly demonstrates that significant quantities
of coins – gold solidi and copper folles of Constans II (641-668), and to a much lesser
extent of Constantine IV (668-685) – were still dispatched and supplied not only to
the southern Levant but to other areas of the eastern part of the Empire, such as Asia
Minor and the Balkans (Morrisson 1972:58 and 2002:955; Heidemann 1998:96-98;
Walmsley 2000:332-333 and 2007:322; Bijovsky 2002:185; and Pottier, Schulze
and Schulze 2008:112, 121). The study of this coinage, however, remains beyond
the scope of the present study.
In terms of denominations, gold coinage remained unchanged and was still struck
in three values: solidus, semissis, and tremissis. Contrary to the fifth and sixth centuries, when the tremissis was the predominant gold coin found in hoards and excavated sites, during the first half of the seventh century it is the solidus which becomes
the most frequent and numerous coin find. The production of light weight 20, 22, and
23 carat solidi continued as well (DOC 2/1:11-15).
The most common method of tampering with gold coins was clipping. Although
this practice was severely penalized (CTh. IX.22.1 and XII.7.2 and altered later by
the CJ. X.73.2; see also Stratos II:169), many seventh-century gold coins found in
Israel bear signs of clipping (Bijovsky 2002:172). As in the previous centuries, gold
coinage usually appears in hoards.2
Grierson writes: “… the view held by some scholars, that gold was more abundant than in the
sixth century, is an illusion created partly by its greater variety attracting the attention of collectors
and partly through the extensive thesaurization in times of political unrest” (DOC 2/1:5-6).
2
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Copper coinage was struck in three denominations: follis, half follis, and decanummium. The many political and military events that characterized the seventh century had a direct impact on the debasement of the follis, which declined from c.12g
during the reign of Phocas to 3.60g in c.660 by the reign of Constans II. This decline
in the weight of the follis caused a gradual disappearance of the smaller fractions,
such as the nummus – already reduced during the tenure of Maurice Tiberius – and
the pentanummium – during the reign of Constantine IV – (DOC 2/1:9, 22-26; Morrisson 1989a:250 and 2002:929).
Due to the progressive decline in the weight of the follis, silver coinage was eventually reintroduced in order to fill the gap between the follis and the tremissis (Grierson 1967:291). The silver hexagram, also referred as miliarensis (μιλιαρήσιον),
weighed 6.72g and was first introduced by Heraclius in 616.3 No coins of this denomination, however, have so far been found in Israel; thus, they will not be discussed in this study.
The devaluation of copper coinage, especially during the reign of Heraclius,
caused the recycling of old coins through resizing and overstriking to produce new
coins. This practice seems to have been originally introduced by Maurice Tiberius and was first noticed in the Balkan area by Gândilă (chapter 3.11.4, see also
Gândilă 2009b:173-174). Coin finds indicate that cut coins produced by quartering
old Byzantine flans became a common procedure in Palestine but not in northern
Syria (Goodwin 2005:69). Countermarking was also a distinctive practice on copper
folles during the reign of Heraclius.4
In terms of mints, the first four decades of the seventh century show a clear tendency towards centralization favoring Constantinople as the main supplier of coinage for the eastern provinces (Hendy 1985:414-420 and Map 35; DOC 2/1:34-36).
After 630, Constantinople and to a certain extent Alexandria (up to 642) remained
the only imperial mints functioning in the eastern part of the Empire. This tendency
finds expression in coin finds from our database, where coins from Constantinople
predominate, followed by Alexandria. Coins from Thessalonica, Nicomedia, Cyzicus, and Antioch appear in smaller numbers.
It should be noted that most of these mints suffered interruptions in coin production throughout the first half of the seventh century: Thessalonica was under constant
threats from the Avaro-Slavic tribes but continued to strike coins up to 629. Nicome3
This denomination was first in use during the fifth century. Its value was 1/12 of a solidus (RIC
10:15). Towards the end of Constantine IV’s reign, the hexagram became a ceremonial issue only
(Morrisson 2002:928). For the historical circumstances for the introduction of the hexagram by Heraclius, see Kaegi 2003:90.

For a general but out of date introduction on these countermarks, see DOC 2/1:53‑60. For updated
material on seventh-century countermarking, see recent studies by Schulze and Goodwin 2005 and
Schulze, Schulze, and Leimenstoll 2006.
4
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dia was closed from 617/618 to 625/626 and reopened for another year (627), and
Cyzicus was closed from 614/615 to 625/626 to be permanently closed in 629.5 The
mint of Antioch closed after 609/610 and the mint of Alexandria did not operate during the reign of Phocas (MIBEC:55). New temporary mints, however, were opened
in order to meet the payment needs of the imperial troops: in 609-610 in Cyprus
and Alexandretta (Alexandria ad Issum); in c.608-614 in Jerusalem; in 615-619 at
Seleucia in Isauria; and again in Cyprus in 626-629 (DOC 2/1:40-41; Morrisson
2002:913; Bendall 2003).6 With the exception of Jerusalem, the coins of which will
be discussed in detail in a separate chapter (4.3.7), coins of these temporary mints
have not usually been found in Israel. Moreover, with a few exceptions, coins of
Phocas and Heraclius minted in western mints are absent from local currency, corroborating the general reduction in terms of production and supply.
Of all groups of foreign coinage mentioned in Parts 2 and 3, only Sasanian coinage is relevant to the discussion of the seventh-century. This group includes meager
finds of silver drahms dated to the second reign of Chosroes II (591-628), most
perhaps arriving in the region when the Sasanians had control over Palestine or even
as late as 630. These are described in Table 55, chapter 3.9.1. It is odd indeed that
although the Persians ruled in Palestine for almost fifteen years, their coinage is
hardly found there. The rarity of these coins clearly indicates that Sasanian currency
had no particular role in regular circulation in Palestine; the few finds discovered in
Israel are probably the result of small trade (Sears and Ariel 2000:142; Schindel
2009:15).
As in the previous centuries, the period under discussion shows prolonged use of
earlier coins, especially minimi of the fifth and first half of the sixth centuries that
continued to circulate,7 but also of old sixth-century folles that fit the weight standard. Evidence for this is found in seventh-century hoards (chapters 3.10.3a and 4.5).
General studies of coin finds from Israel dated to 602-641 are scarce and are often
included in broader papers dealing with seventh century material. Worthy of mention are two such studies based on coins from excavations; the first deals with coin
circulation in the province of Syria (including Palestine; Foss 1994-1999) and the
second with coins from the Palestine Exploration Fund collections (Goodwin 2005).

5
Grierson believes this is because during those years, Constantinople could provide the coin supply
for all Asia Minor alone (DOC 2/1:6).

Scholars differ, however, on coin attributions to these mints. See for instance MIBE:71 about the
confusion between Alexandria and Alexandretta.
6

See for instance the Michigan excavations in Carthage, phase III, dated by the excavators from
660 to 695‑697, where “still the 5th and 6th centuries coins monopolize the picture” (Humphrey
1978:166).
7
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After discussing the coinage of Phocas (chapter 4.2) and Heraclius (chapter
4.3), Part 4 will focus and discuss a number of specific issues: Heraclian countermarking (chapter 4.3.6), the mint of Jerusalem (chapter 4.3.7), the appearance of
graffiti on gold coins (chapter 4.4), hoard evidence (and coin circulation in other
regions of the Mediterranean (4.6).

4.2

Phocas (602-610)

4.2.1	Major historical events during his reign
The reign of Phocas is considered a disaster, both politically, militarily, and economically (Haldon 1990:36-37; Stratos I:48-91). A subordinate officer from the Danubian forces, Phocas usurped the throne after Maurice Tiberius was murdered in 602.
This usurpation was an excuse for Chosroes II, the Persian king and former ally of
the deposed Emperor, to declare war against the Byzantines. Armenia was invaded
in 603, then Mesopotamia with Dara falling in 604 and Edessa in 609.8 Likewise,
the transfer of the Danubian troops to the eastern front left the Balkan provinces exposed to new Avaro-Slavic incursions. The many plots and attempts against Phocas’
life that characterized his whole unpopular reign culminated with his deposition and
execution in 610 as result of a rebellion instigated by Heraclius the Elder, Exarch of
Africa in 608. This rebellion started in Carthage and spread to Egypt and Palestine.

4.2.2

General remarks on coinage

The coinage of Phocas presents no change in terms of metrology or denominations
(MIBEC:60). There are, however, a number of innovations characteristic to his reign.
Most peculiar is Phocas’ portrait which depicts the Emperor with a pointed beard
and long side-locks emphasizing the triangular shape of his head, which is usually
topped by a crown with a cross instead of a helmet (Fig. 132 and Fig. 133). The
stylized portrait seems to express the aspiration for a more realistic depiction of the
Emperor. Many copper eastern coins show the standing figures of Phocas and Leontia, the imperial couple on the obverse. The Emperor’s name follows the nominative
Latin version, with longer additional titles due to the shortness of his name: DNN
FOCAS PERP (instead of the usual DN --- PP).
For a historical account of the war, see Stratos I:103-117; Olster 1993:93-94 and Greatrex and Lieu
2002:182-187.
8
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Coins of Phocas are usually dated to years 1-8 (up to 609/610) while, due to the
rebellion of the Heraclii, the minting of his coinage issued in North Africa and Egypt
had already ceased in 608.9 During this revolt, special coinage was struck in the name
of the rebels. This coinage will be further discussed in chapter 4.3.2. However, these
circumstances apparently had direct implications on the opening of a temporary mint
for the use of Phocas’ army in Jerusalem (see chapter 4.3.7). Bonosus, the new comes
Orientis appointed by Phocas in 608, rapidly repressed internal riots in Antioch and
was forced to move to Egypt to confront Heraclius’ troops under the command of
the Exarch’s nephew Nicetas. On his way southwards, Bonosus passed through Caesarea and later Jerusalem, where he seems to have opened a mint. Bonosus was
eventually defeated by Nicetas outside Alexandria in late 609 (Greatrex and Lieu
2002:187-188; Olster 1993:107-108, especially 113-114; Hendy 1985:413-414;
Bendall 2003:308-309; 314 type 2).

4.2.3

Gold coinage

As in previous centuries, most gold coins in Israel are found in hoards; very few are
isolated finds (see chapter 4.5.1 below). In addition to the hoards in our database,
the contents of three other gold hoards discovered in Israel which contain coins of
Phocas will be included in this discussion: Bat Galim in Haifa (No author 1972:6);
Ḥ. Kab (Fig. 142 left; Syon 2002-2002); and Shoham I (Fig. 142 right; Bijovsky
Shoham). Of all hoards discovered in Israel, only the Bat Galim hoard (91 coins) is
composed exclusively of coins of Phocas.
Of the 119 gold coins of Phocas registered in our database, 105 are solidi. As
already stated, coin finds show an increase in favor of the solidus against its gold
fractions. This tendency, which will be further strengthened during the reign of Heraclius, is in contrast to the situation described during the fifth and sixth centuries,
when tremisses were the most numerous gold coins found in hoards and at sites.
Reverse types for Phocas gold coins remained the same as under Maurice Tiberius (angel for solidi, Victory for semisses and cross for tremisses). Phocas struck
gold coins in Constantinople and Thessalonica and in a number of western mints
(Carthage, Spain, Sicily, Rome, and Ravenna; MIBEC:60-64). However, all 119
specimens in our database were minted in Constantinople. The possibility that a certain issue of solidi showing the combination of the letters IΠ at the end of the reverse
legend was struck in Jerusalem is being still debated (see chapter 4.3.7 below).
There is evidence of year 9 folles minted in Cyzicus which were not put into circulation because
Phocas was deposed from the throne. These specimens testify to the fact that coinage was produced in
advance of their issue and distribution date (MIBEC:66).
9
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With the exception of issues from Carthage and Ravenna, solidi are undated.
Nevertheless, three main typological criteria enable us to arrange them chronologically: the type of bust – normal or consular; the presence or absence of pendants
hanging from the Emperor’s crown; and the type of the reverse inscription which was
changed in 607 (Table 68; Grierson 1959a:131-138; DOC 2/1:148; MIBEC:60-61).
On this basis, solidi can be classified into four main series. It should be noted that no
light weight solidi of Phocas are registered in our database; however four such issues
were found in the Bat Galim hoard, two of the OB+â 22 carat type (IAA 9551 and
9636) and two of the OB++ 20 carat type (IAA 9559 and 9637).
Table 68. Solidi of Phocas in our database
Site

Type

Date

IAA No./ Ref.

Notes

Total

Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

class Ia

602/603

17200

Hoard

1

Tel Bet She’an (Fitzgerald)

class III

603-607

Fitzgerald 1931:No. 39

Isolated find

1

Jerusalem, Citadel

class III

603-607

6333, 6334

Hoard

2

Bet She’an, Youth hostel

class IIIa

603-607

Bijovsky 2002:Nos. 1-20

Hoard

20

Nabratein

class IIIa

603-607

Bijovsky 2009:No. 87

Isolated find

1

Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

class IIIa

603-607

17201-17202

Hoard

2

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel

class IVa

607-610

Bijovsky 2002:Nos. 21-95

Hoard

75

Nabratein

class IVa

607-610

31986

Isolated find

1

Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury

class IVa

607-610

17203

Hoard

1

Jerusalem, Mamillah Cemetery

class IVa

607-610

Reich 1993:109

Tomb 10,
isolated find

1

TOTAL

105

Two solidi belong to the rare first series dated to 602/603, one from our database (Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury, IAA 17200; Fig. 131) and one from the Bat
Galim hoard (IAA 9555). No coins of the rare consular type, issued especially for
the consulship inauguration in December 603, are found in our database. The majority of the solidi in our database belong to the series dated to 603-607 (a total of 25
coins) and 607-610 (a total of 78 coins).10 Both series depict a normal bust without
pendilia. While the earlier series shows the traditional reverse legend VICTORIÄ
ÄVGG (plural ending), the later shows the new version VICTORIÄ Ä³£V (sinIn addition to these are six solidi dated to 607-610 from the Ḥ. Kab hoard (Syon 2001-2002:220,
Nos. 1-6); 11 solidi dated to 603-607; and 79 solidi dated to 607-610 from the hoard at Bat Galim.
10
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gular ending).11 Solidi of the last group show a predominance of officinae marks Є
and I; this usage continues into the early years of Heraclius. The prevalence of both
officinae is certainly not insignificant, as shown by a die-linked pair of solidi from
the Bet She’an Youth Hostel hoard where the original officina Z – still visible – was
replaced by the more popular officina I (Fig. 132; Bijovsky 2002:163, 191 Nos. 69
and 85). The meaning of the preference for certain officinae is a phenomenon that
remains unclear.

Fig. 131. Solidus of Phocas dated to 602/603 (Ḥ Marus synagogue treasury, IAA 17200)

Fig. 132. Two solidi of Phocas with altered officina marks
(Bet She’an Youth Hostel hoard, IAA 93073 and 93091)

Semisses of Phocas are extremely rare in Israel; only four coins are registered in
our database: one from the Lady Mary’s monastery hoard in Bet She’an (Fitzgerald 1939), two from the Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury (IAA 17204-17205, dated to
607-610) and a rare semissis dated to 602-607 from Nabratein, (Bijovsky 2009:No.
87). When compared to the previous centuries, the quantity of tremisses decreases as
well. Only 11 coins are registered in our database: one from the hoard at the Jerusalem Citadel, IAA 6335; four from the Lady Mary’s monastery hoard in Bet She’an;
five from the Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury, IAA 17206-17210; and an isolated find
from Caesarea, insula W2S3, IAA 61733). In addition, one tremissis of Phocas dated
to 607-610 not registered in our database was found in hoard Shoham II; this is a
group of four gold fractions – two tremisses and two semisses – discovered within
a small juglet buried beneath the threshold of a public building (Bijovsky Shoham).
11

See Grierson 1959a:135-136 for the historical reasons behind the change of inscription.
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4.2.4	Copper coinage
Copper coins of Phocas are usually poorly manufactured and many of them are
overstruck. Two classes of obverse were used on folles and half folles struck in the
eastern mints: the imperial couple – Phocas and Leontia – standing facing, and the
consular bust introduced from 603/604 onwards.12 On folles issued in Constantinople, Thessalonica, Nicomedia, and Cyzicus, the first obverse type is combined with
a reverse bearing the cursive m as mark of value, while the second obverse type is
used together with reverses showing Latin numerals (XXXX, XX, X). The adoption
of the Latin numeral as mark of value caused the word ANNO to move to the top
and the officina mark to be added to the mintmark on the exergue (Fig. 133). The
thirty nummi (XXX) denomination of Tiberius II was reintroduced during the reign
of Phocas, although only in small numbers. A single specimen minted in Constantinople is registered in our database (Caesarea, insula W2S3, IAA 61755). In terms
of coin finds, half folles appear in equal numbers to the folles in our database, while
decanummia are very scarce (only five specimens). No pentanummia of Phocas are
registered in our records and were most probably not intended for circulation in
Palestine. Only a single half follis from Thessalonica is registered in our database
(Caesarea IAA 27404).

Fig. 133. Follis of Phocas from Cyzicus dated to 607/608 (Susiya, K35685)

Most remarkable is a small coin which resembles the chi-rho pentanummia struck
by Justin I and Justinian I found during excavations in Haifa (IAA 138851, Fig. 134).
The coin, which clearly reads DN FOC [---]AC[ on the obverse and bears the letters
B–Є flanking the christogram on the reverse, is classified by Hahn and Metlich as a
unique specimen of a decanummium minted in Ravenna in 604/605 (MIBEC:64, 68,
191 No. V67). They explain that since the Italian copper standard was lighter than
that of the East, the decanummium from Ravenna approached the size of the eastern
pentanummium. The coin from Haifa is the first specimen coming from a known
archaeological context found in Israel.

There is an additional type from Thessalonica showing a bust with paludamentum dated to years 1
and 2 which is quite rare (DOC 2/1:149).
12
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Fig. 134. Decanummium of Phocas from Ravenna dated to 604/605 (Haifa, IAA 138851)

The imperial couple obverse was used in Antioch until the last eighth year, when
it was replaced by the consular bust type with an eagle-topped scepter (resembling
Maurice Tiberius’ bust). However, the cursive m as follis mark of value was retained for the entire period (Fig. 135). Half folles and decanummia follow the traditional Antiochene style with no exergue line. Pentanummia showing the Emperor’s
monogram as obverse and the mark of value ³ were issued, but no examples are
registered in our database.
In 608 Bonosus, the new comes Orientis was sent to repress internal riots in Antioch. Eventually, the imperial troops left to fight the adherents of the Heraclii and the
city was captured by the Persians on 8th October, 610. Sometime between these two
events, the imperial mint of Antioch was permanently closed (DOC 2/1:219; Morrisson 1989b:192; Foss 2003:152; Phillips 2004:17).

Fig. 135. Follis of Phocas from Antioch dated to 603/604 (Apollonia, IAA 117292)

No imperial coins from Alexandria (hexanummia and dodecanummia) bearing
the name of Phocas are known (DOC 2/1:150). Grierson, however, attributes a group
of local irregular dodecanummia bearing blundered inscriptions to the period 602608 (DOC 2/1:192-195, No. 106.34-49 and vars.).13 In terms of fabric and style, this
group, classified by Lampinen as “thick” imitations, constitutes a homogeneous type
which was called in chapter 3.8.2 the “struck” imitations (in order to differentiate
them from the cast ones). These coins differ from the imperial issues by their small
thick flans, low weights, blundered or illegible inscriptions (they bear no traces of
Phocas’ name, but rather of Justinian I; Phillips 1962:225), and crude style portraits
and legends. The iota of the mark of value is usually depicted with a thick central
shaft I and the beta shows the particular shape å (Fig. 136).
Bellinger, however, prefers to date these coins to the period 608‑610 and attributes them to the
Heraclii during their rebellion (Bellinger 1966:108).
13
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In Israel, dozens of coins from this group have been found, especially at excavations in Caesarea. Three coins were published by Ariel in the numismatic report
of the Hebrew University archaeological expedition (Ariel 1986:138; IAA 118021,
118050, 118052), 34 dodecanummia were assigned by Hohlfelder to Phocas, at Caesarea JECM (Hohlfelder 1984:275) and another 85 coins of this group have been
published by DeRose Evans (2006:22 and Nos. 2505-2590).

Fig. 136. Struck imitations of Alexandrian dodecanummia dated to 602-608
(Mount Gerizim K19284 and K22314; Caesarea, IAA 118021)

Grierson does not reject the possibility that many of these coins may not represent
the local Alexandrian mint but may have been produced by the Persians or Muslims
(DOC 2/1:150). No coins of this type were found in the hoard concealed at the end
of the reign of Maurice Tiberius and published by Hahn; therefore, the attribution of
this group to a later period, sometime during the reign of Phocas is reinforced (Hahn
1980:67, comments to coins 53-77 and 78-80). Regarding the mint of this particular
group, the fact that these coins were found in Egypt (excavations at Marea: Lichocka
2008:15, 147, Nos. 15-18; hoard from Kôm el-Dikka: Lichocka 1992:69 and Nos. 6,
17 and 19) reinforces their Egyptian provenance. Coin evidence seems to support the
assumption that an Egyptian mint other than Alexandria – which was closed at the
time of Phocas – issued these crude imitations (MIB 2:82; Hohlfelder 1984:275).
A metal content analysis of official and imitative dodecanummia issues was conducted in order to find compositional elements that might reflect different patterns
of production.14 Two official coins (IAA 45003 of Justin I; IAA 117302 of Maurice)
and two struck imitations (IAA 117836 and 99357) were examined. While the imperial dodecanummia show very high copper contents (92.04% and 91.56%) and very
low lead contents (1.76% and 1.35%), the struck imitations show larger percentages
of lead (18.21% and 7.04% respectively). A similar pattern was noticed in the sixthcentury imitations.
Three coins of Phocas from Carthage are registered in our database, two half
folles dated to 606/607 (Fig. 137, Susiya K29379 and Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur,
Barkay 2003:No. 352) and a pentanummium (Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur, Barkay
2003:No. 354).
14

See chapter 3.8.2.
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Fig. 137. Half follis of Phocas minted in Carthage (Susiya K29379)

4.2.5

Patterns of circulation

Compared to the volume of coins circulating during his predecessor Maurice Tiberius, the volume seems to have undergone a general decrease during the reign of
Phocas. In terms of influx of gold coinage, the picture described by our database
shows a total hegemony of issues from Constantinople with a clear predominance
of solidi.
Table 69 summarizes the evidence of Phocas copper coinage from our database
by mint and denomination. Coins from Constantinople and Antioch – mostly folles
and half folles – appear almost in equal numbers. As seen in Fig. 138, all years are
represented with the exception of year 8, namely 609/610; this probably reflects the
unstable political situation of Palestine (the rebellion of the Heraclii), which must
have influenced the influx of new coin.
Table 69. Breakdown of the copper coins of Phocas in our database by mint and denomination
Mint / Denom.
Constantinople

m/XXXX
16

XXX

XX

1

21

I+B imitations

X

V

3

Total of
coins

Totals in
nummi

41

1,120

Nicomedia

7

10

17

228

Cyzicus

2

8

10

240

Antioch

29

5

35

1,270

1

20

102

1,224

3

45

15

390

224

4,537

Thessalonica

1

Alexandria

102*

Carthage
Uncertain
Totals

1

2
5
59

1

9
1

56

1
102

5

1

* Dodecanummia from Caesarea JECM attributed by Hohlfelder and DeEvans to this period are classified here under this
category although they are likely to have benefited from rechecking.
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Coins of Thessalonica seem to have no place in local currency during this period
(Fig. 139). This is in sharp contrast to the centrality this mint had in terms of coin
influx to Palestine during the second half of the sixth century. The reason seems to
be connected to new imperial policies in terms of coin distribution and supply to the
different provinces. In addition, the isolated finds of coins from western mints show
these coins were not an integral part of the local currency circulating in Israel.
Coin denominations smaller than the decanummia are absent from circulation in
Israel. The many dodecanummia imitations found in excavations (Table 69) show
that these coins circulated widely to fulfill small change needs.
24

13

6

6
3

3

1

602-603

3

1

603-604

6

3

3

3

Constantinople

1

604-605

605-606

Antioch

606-607

607-608

608-609

609-610
Date illegible

Fig. 138. Frequency per year of copper coinage of Phocas
in our database minted in Constantinople and Antioch
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Fig. 139. Copper coins of Phocas in our database by mint
(Alexandrian dodecanummia imitations not included)
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4.3

Heraclius (610-640)

4.3.1	Major historical events during his reign
As mentioned above, a rebellion against Phocas that started in 608 in Africa spread
to Egypt, Palestine, and Syria and led to the accession of Heraclius to the Byzantine
throne in 610.15 Except for a short period from 630 to 636 – the time of the Byzantine re-occupation – the reign of Heraclius was characterized by a continuous state
of warfare, first against the Persians in the East, the Slavs and Avars in the West,
and later against the Arabs. Unlike his predecessors, Heraclius commanded many
of his military campaigns in person (Kaegi 2003:68-69). Moreover, he was the only
Byzantine Emperor who visited Jerusalem. The death of Heraclius in 641 roughly
coincides with the fall of Palestine into Arab hands and marks the chronological end
of this discussion. A historical account of Heraclius’ reign is given in chapter 1.1.3.
The main events of his reign are presented briefly in Table 70.16
Table 70. Major historical events during the reign of Heraclius
Date

Event

Notes

608-610

Rebellion of the Heraclii

Initiated in Carthage by Heraclius the Elder,
Exarch of Africa

610

Coronation of Heraclius

610

Fall of Antioch and Apamea

Persian invasion of Syria by Chosroes II

611

Fall of Emesa

Byzantine troops under the command of
Nicetas, cousin of the Emperor

613

Fall of Damascus

Conquest of Syria completed. Persians turn
southwards to Palestine

613-614

Fall of Caesarea, Palestine

There is no archaeological evidence for the
Persian conquest of the city (Patrich 2006).
The most valuable literary source for life in
the city under the Persian occupation is the
life of Saint Anastasius, a Persian renegade
cavalryman martyred in 628 (Flusin 1992,
I:40-91; Foss 2003:159-162)

The rebellion was initiated by Heraclius the Elder, Exarch of Africa in Carthage who sent an
expedition led by his son Heraclius and nephew Nicetas. For a detailed description of the events, see
Olster 1993:101-128; Stratos I:76, 80-88. A comprehensive balance of Heraclius’ reign and policy
was elaborated by Stratos (I:153-174) and Kaegi (2003).
15

For a concise list of the main literary references to this period see Russell J. 2001:42, n.2. See
also Kaegi 2003:300-301 for a short presentation of the major crises during Heraclius’ reign.
16
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Date
May 614
614
615-616

616-617

619
622-625
626-628
627
628
629
21 March 630

Event

Notes

Siege and capture of Jerusalem

A “heavy blow to Byzantine morale”
(Haldon 1990:43)

Persian occupation of Cilicia and Armenia
Persian invasion of Asia Minor

Destruction of Sardis. Failed Avaro-Persian
joined attempt to capture Constantinople

Persian forces enter Egypt

Cessation of main source of grain to
Constantinople. In 618 a sum of three folles
per loaf of bread was charged in the city, when
bread was until now free

Siege and occupation of Alexandria

c.619-622 Heraclius borrows precious metals
and other wealth from the Church to be melted
to strike coins

First Byzantine offensive campaign against
the Persians

In 622 prophet Muhammad emigrated from
Mecca to Medina

Second Byzantine offensive campaign against In 626 failed Avaro-Slavic attempt to capture
the Persians
Constantinople
Recapture of Armenia, eastern Asia Minor and
Byzantine victory at Niniveh
Mesopotamia by Heraclius

Murder of Chosroes II

Persian evacuation of Syria, Palestine and
Egypt
Celebrations of the Byzantine reconquest in
Jerusalem

630-636

Restoration of the Byzantine Empire

632-633

Earthquake strikes Palestine

End of 633
634
Late 634

First Arab raids into Byzantine territories

Invasion of Persia, Syria and Palestine. Due to
the general discontent from Byzantine regime,
the new invaders were welcomed almost with
no resistance

Battle of Ajnādayn

Arab victory, near Eleutheropolis

Battle of Fiḥl

Arab victory, Scythopolis and Pella

636

Battle of Yarmuk

637

Fall of Jerusalem

638-640
640 or 641
639/640

Negotiations between Heraclius and Shahrbaraz
and Chosroes II’s successor Kavad II
Return of the True Cross to Jerusalem in
Heraclius’ presence
The ‘war economy’ dried up state and church
resources and seriously affected tax collection

New wave of bubonic plague in Syria and
Palestine
Mu‘awiya’s siege and fall of Caesarea
Arab conquest of Mesopotamia and Armenia

641

Death of Heraclius

642

Arab conquest of Egypt

Arabs complete control of Syria with the
occupation of Damascus, Ba‘albek and Hims
The Patriarch surrenders to caliph ̔Umar.
Capture of Gaza
With the last capture of Ashqelon the conquest
of Palestine was completed. Kennedy 1985:146
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4.3.2	Coinage during the rebellion of the Heraclii
A series of anomalous gold, silver, and copper coinage issued by the Heraclii during
the rebellion against Phocas from 608 to 610 helps trace the progress of the rebels on
their way to Constantinople. During that time North Africa, Egypt, and part of Syria
were under rebel control; thus the imperial mints of Carthage and Alexandria ceased
regular production. This coinage was first studied by Grierson, who attributes the
coins to temporary military mints in Carthage, Alexandria, Cyprus, and Alexandretta
in Syria (Grierson 1950). Since then this coinage has attracted much attention but
there is still no full consensus regarding the places of issue (Hendy 1985:415; DOC
2/1:207-209; Foss 2008:6-7; MIBEC:69-72).

Fig. 140. Solidus from the rebellion of the Heraclii (Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury, IAA 17211)

Only one coin from this series has been found in Israel. It is a solidus which actually constitutes the latest coin at the Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury (Fig. 140, IAA
17211). The coin shows, on the obverse, the bearded facing busts of the Heraclii: the
father Exarch of Africa and his son, the future Emperor, are both in consular clothes
encircled by the inscription dN ERÄCLIO CONSULIBÄ. The reverse shows a
cross on steps with the inscription VICTORIÄ ÄVCCΓ and the immobilized exergue legend CONOB. Based on the different levels of style and execution, Grierson
believes that old dies of Tiberius II were used for the reverse of this type, and only
the obverses were newly produced (DOC 2/1:208). The mint and date of issue of this
type is still under discussion. Grierson attributes it to Alexandria and dates the coin
to 608 (DOC 2/1:212-213, No. 10). Based on the trajectory of the rebellion, Hahn
and Metlich have recently proposed Cyprus as mint of provenance, the letter Γ at the
end of the reverse legend standing for year three of the rebellion, namely 610/611
(MIBEC:70, 203 No. 4).

4.3.3

General remarks on imperial coinage

The many political and military vicissitudes that characterized the long reign of Heraclius had direct repercussions on coinage and affected all aspects of its production:
volume, debasement, quality, and number of mints.
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In terms of iconography Heraclius was the first Emperor to depict his children
as his descendants to the throne during his lifetime on coinage (gold, silver, and
copper). This statement, along with other examples such as the participation of his
children in public ceremonies and displays, was an expression of the Emperor’s
concern about the perpetuation of his dynasty (Kaegi 2003:63; 265-268). The result
was a variety of obverse types which show the chronological and physical changes
in Heraclius’ appearance and status (Table 71).

Table 71. Types of solidi and folles of Heraclius in chronological order
Date of series

Solidi

Folles

Facing bust holding globe cruciger
(class I)

Facing bust holding globe cruciger
(class 1)

Bet She’an Youth Hostel
(Bijovsky 2003:No. 96)

c.11g weight
Martyrius monastery (K28967)

Heraclius and infant Heraclius Constantine
with elaborated crown
(class IIa)

Heraclius and Heraclius Constantine wearing
chlamys (class 2)
c.11g weight

Bet She’an Youth Hostel
(Bijovsky 2003:No. 103)

Jerusalem, Third Wall (IAA 31513)

Heraclius and infant Heraclius Constantine
with simple crown
(class IIb)

Heraclius, Martina and Heraclius
Constantine wearing chlamys (class 3)
c.8g weight

Bet She’an Youth Hostel
(Bijovsky 2003:No. 110)

Caesarea (IAA 61832)

Ý and Æ
610/611-612/613
(years 1-3)

Ý and Æ
613-615/616
(years 3-6)

Ý: 615/616625/626
(years 6-16)
Æ: 615/616623/624 (years
6-13/14)
Persian invasion to
Asia Minor
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Date of series

Ý: 626/627629/630 (years
17-20)
Æ: 624/625628/629 (years
15-19)
Imperial
reconquest
campaign

Ý and Æ
629/630-630/631
(years 20-21)
Victory over the
Persians.
Monetary reform

Solidi

Folles

Heraclius and young Heraclius Constantine
with simple crown
(class IIc)

Heraclius, Martina and Heraclius
Constantine wearing chlamys; ANNO above
(class 4) c.5.5g weight

Bet She’an Youth Hostel
(Bijovsky 2003:No. 231)

Tell Bet She’an
(Amitai-Preiss 2006:No. 37)
Heraclius in military dress and Heraclius
Constantine with robe (class 5a)

Heraclius with long beard and young
Heraclius Constantine
(class III)

Bet She’an Youth Hostel
(Bijovsky 2003:No. 304)

Ý and Æ
631/632-638/639
(years 22-29)
Heraclonas ranked
Caesar

Ý and Æ
639/640-640/641
(years 30-31)
Heraclonas
crowned
Augustus (public
acclamation)

Ras Abu Sawitan (K37460)
c.10g weight, 3/4 follis (in year 20 only)

No obv. legend. Heraclius, Heraclius
Constantine and Heraclonas without crown
(class IVa)

Heraclius in military dress and Heraclius
Constantine with robe (class 5b)
c.5g weight

Ḥammat Gader
(Barkay 1997:No. 99)

Jerusalem, Third Wall (IAA 115940)

No obv. legend. Heraclius, Heraclius
Constantine and Heraclonas crowned
(class IVb)*

Heraclius in military dress, Heraclius
Constantine and Heraclonas wearing
chlamys (class 6)**
c.5g weight

Bet She’an Youth Hostel
(Bijovsky 2003:No. 410)

* It should be mentioned that Grierson places the beginning of class IVb, showing a crowned Heraclonas, to 636/637, since he
interprets the field letter I as an indiction of the number ten. However, this dating is problematic since it is not in accordance with
historical sources which date Heraclonas’ coronation as Augustus in 638 and his public acclamation in 639 (DOC 2/1:224 Table
20 and 260, No. 38).
** Coins of this class in our database are badly preserved. This specimen is taken from:
http://www.vcoins.com/ancient/davidconnors/store/viewItem.asp?idProduct=19307
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Another innovation during the reign of Heraclius was the introduction in 616 of
a new silver denomination, the hexagram. The coin (6.75g equivalent to 1/12 of a
solidus), depicts the seated figures of the Emperor together with his eldest son Heraclius Constantine and on the reverse a cross on steps.17 As mentioned, not a single
specimen has so far been discovered in Israel.
The huge amounts of money needed to finance Heraclius’ military campaigns
find expression in the increase in the volume of coins in circulation, as reflected by
quantities of coin finds at sites and in hoards (see chapter 4.3.8).18 The state treasury
had been emptied by the wars, and the shortage of raw materials for producing new
coins demanded taking extreme steps such as borrowing large amounts of gold and
silver, bronze statues, and other wealth from the Church. These metals were melted
to produce cash and pay the troops (Stratos I:126 and n5 and 259-261; Hendy 1985:
231; 494-495; Greatrex and Lieu 2002:198, who date taking these steps to year
622).19 Another consequence of the shortage of copper for issuing new coin was the
increasing popularity of practices such as clipping, overstriking, and countermarking older coins (Fig. 141; Morrisson 2002:929). Some of the operations involved
in these procedures would have been interpreted as illegal during the fifth and sixth
centuries, but now they became official imperial initiatives imposed by the general
cash crisis.

Fig. 141. Coins of Heraclius showing traces of clipping,
countermarking, and overstriking (Caesarea IAA 61722 and 61739)

As mentioned, the political and financial instability had direct consequences on
coinage, both in mint activity and fluctuations in the weight of the follis. A number
of eastern mints had interruptions in their activity at intervals after the cites they
were located in were occupied by the Persians (Antioch, Nicomedia, Cyzicus, and
Thessalonica). Alexandria continued minting under Persian occupation from 619 to
For the historical and financial circumstances that led to the introduction of the hexagram, see
Hendy 1985:494-495 and Greatrex and Lieu 2002:196.
17

For a discussion of the relationship between money and the army during the reign of Heraclius,
see Kaegi 1992:34-39.

18

See also Kaegi 2003:272-275, citing other instances when Heraclius applied these measures
during his last years of reign.

19
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628. On the other hand, in response to military needs, temporary imperial mints were
opened in Constantia in Cyprus (609-610 and again in 626-629), Alexandretta in
Syria (609-610), Seleucia in Isauria (615-619), Jerusalem (c.608-614), and Cherson
(615-629). Minting continued as usual in six different mints in the West: Carthage,
Rome, Ravenna, Catania, Syracuse, and Carthagena (Morrisson 2002:913). Eventually, due to a policy decision, around 629/630 most of the coin production in the East
was centralized in Constantinople (Hendy 1985:414-420).
In terms of weight standard, the follis kept the weight of 11g it had under Phocas
during the first years of Heraclius’ reign. However, in 615/616 with the Persian invasion in Asia Minor, it dropped to 8g-9g (Greatrex and Lieu 2002:196). In 624/625,
during Heraclius’ reconquest campaign, the weight of the follis was reduced to
almost half, c.5g. During the years 629-631, due to the relative political stability
gained by Heraclius after the victory over the Persians, the weight standard was reverted. By means of monetary reform, the follis was restored to its former weight of
11g, but this heavy standard was difficult to maintain and a last reduction took place
in 631/632 that halved the weight of the follis again until the end of the reign (DOC
2/1:24-26).

4.3.4

Gold coinage

Coin finds and hoards show that during the reign of Heraclius the influx of gold
coinage – especially of solidi – into Palestine increased significantly. This picture
corresponds to the general situation in the eastern part of the Empire as shown by
Morrisson, who establishes a correlation between the number of dies estimated for
the solidi of Constantinople during the seventh century and the historical context,
indicating an annual production that doubled itself during Heraclius’ critical years
of war.20
A total of 654 gold coins of Heraclius are registered in our database (Table 72).
With few exceptions they are all part of two large seventh-century hoards: the Bet
She’an Youth Hostel hoard, where out of 751 solidi 382 are coins of Heraclius (Bijovsky 2002), and the Giv‘ati hoard from Jerusalem, composed in its entirety by 264
solidi of Heraclius (Bijovsky 2010a). All coins of the latter hoard belong to an unpublished variety that I attribute to the mint of Jerusalem operating sometime during
the years 610-614; these coins will be discussed in detail separately (chapter 4.3.7).
All the other gold coins of Heraclius in our records were minted in Constantinople.
Her estimations are c.1,430,000 solidi for the period 610-632 compared with c.840,000 solidi
for the reign of Phocas (602‑610) and 750,000 solidi for the following decade of Heraclius’ reign,
632‑641 (Morrisson 2002:937).
20
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Table 72. Gold coins of Heraclius in our database
Site
Jerusalem, Giv’ati Parking hoard

Type
New type

Denom.

Mint

solidus Jerusalem

Date

IAA/ Ref.

Total

c.610-614

Bijovsky 2010a:
Nos. 1-264

264

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel
class Ia
hoard

solidus Constantinople

610-613

Bijovsky 2002:
Nos. 96-97

2

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel
class Ib
hoard

solidus Constantinople

610-613

Bijovsky 2002:
Nos. 98-99

2

Caesarea, insula W2S3

tremissis Constantinople 610-613? 61919

1

Bet She’an, Lady Mary’s
monastery hoard

solidus Constantinople

610-613

Fitzgerald 1939:
Nos. 8-9

2

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel
class II A(a)
hoard

solidus Constantinople

613-616

Bijovsky 2002:
Nos. 100-104

5

Bet She’an,Youth Hostel
hoard

class II A(b)

solidus Constantinople

613-616

Bijovsky 2002:
Nos. 105-108

4

Bet She’an,Youth Hostel
hoard

class II A( c)

solidus Constantinople

613-616

Bijovsky 2002:
Nos. 109

1

solidus Constantinople

613-616

Fitzgerald 1939:
No. 10

1

Bet She’an, Lady Mary’s
class II
monastery hoard
Ḥ. Rimmon, isolated find

tremissis Constantinople

613-641 10959

1

Caesarea, insula W2S3

tremissis Constantinople

613-641 62234

1

Capernaum, synagogue
hoard L817

solidus Constantinople

616-625

Callegher 1997:
Nos. 1-2

2

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel
class II B(f)
hoard

solidus Constantinople

616-625

Bijovsky 2002:
Nos. 110-208

99

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel
class II B(g)
hoard

solidus Constantinople

616-625

Bijovsky 2002:
Nos. 209-220

12

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel
class II B(i)
hoard

solidus Constantinople

616-625

Bijovsky 2002:
Nos. 221

1

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel
class II B(j)
hoard

solidus Constantinople

616-625

Bijovsky 2002:
Nos. 222-223

2

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel class II B
hoard
(uncertain)

solidus Constantinople

616-625

Bijovsky 2002:
Nos. 224-226

3

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel
class II C(m)
hoard

solidus Constantinople

625-629

Bijovsky 2002:
Nos. 227-245

32

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel
class II C(o)
hoard

solidus Constantinople

625-629

Bijovsky 2002:
Nos. 246-258

13

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel
class III (a)
hoard

solidus Constantinople

629-631

Bijovsky 2002:
Nos. 259-305

47

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel
class III ( c)
hoard

solidus Constantinople

629-631

Bijovsky 2002:
No. 306

1

class II
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Site

Type

Denom.

Mint

Date

IAA/ Ref.

Total

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel
class III (e)
hoard

solidus Constantinople

629-631

Bijovsky 2002:
No. 307

1

Capernaum, synagogue
hoard L817

class III

solidus Constantinople

629-631

Callegher 1997:
No. 3

1

Jerusalem, Kenyon
excavations

BMC Byz:46-49

solidus Constantinople

629-641

Reece et al.
2008:418

1

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel hybrid class IIIa
hoard
and IV A(a)

solidus Constantinople

632?

Bijovsky 2002:
No. 308

1

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel
class IV A(a)
hoard

solidus Constantinople

632-635

Bijovsky 2002:
Nos. 309-336

28

Ḥammat Gader

solidus Constantinople

635/636

Barkay 1997:
No. 99

1

class IV A

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel
class IV A(b)
hoard

solidus Constantinople 635/636?

Bijovsky 2002:
Nos. 337-338

2

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel
class IV A(c)
hoard

solidus Constantinople 635/636?

Bijovsky 2002:
No. 339

1

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel
class IV A(d)
hoard

solidus Constantinople 636/637?

Bijovsky 2002:
Nos. 340-354

15

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel
class IV A(e)
hoard

solidus Constantinople 636/637?

Bijovsky 2002:
Nos. 355-357

3

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel
class IV B(g)
hoard

solidus Constantinople 637/638?

Bijovsky 2002:
Nos. 358-377

20

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel
class IV B(h)
hoard

solidus Constantinople 637/638?

Bijovsky 2002:
No. 378

1

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel
class IV B(i)
hoard

solidus Constantinople 637/638?

Bijovsky 2002:
Nos. 379-383

5

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel
class IV B(j)
hoard

solidus Constantinople

638/639

Bijovsky 2002:
Nos. 384-407

24

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel
class IV B(k)
hoard

solidus Constantinople 638/639?

Bijovsky 2002:
Nos. 408-413

6

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel
class IV B(l)
hoard

solidus Constantinople 639?-641

Bijovsky 2002:
Nos. 414-461

48

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel
class IV B(m)
hoard

solidus Constantinople 639?-641

Bijovsky 2002:
Nos. 462-472

11

Bet She’an, Youth Hostel
class IV B(n)
hoard

solidus Constantinople 639?-641

Bijovsky 2002:
Nos. 473-477

5

TOTAL

654

With the exception of three tremisses, all coins are solidi; no semisses have been
recorded in our database. Solidi show the portraits or figures of Heraclius and his
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sons (they vary according to the class) on the obverse and a cross on steps on the
reverse. Fractions show the imperial profile bust on the obverse; the semissis shows
a cross on globe as reverse type, and the tremissis a simple cross. This iconography
was adopted until the end of the seventh century. It should be noted that no light
weight solidi of Heraclius are registered in our database.
Most particular to Heraclius’ gold coinage is the characteristic portraiture as developed through classes I-V (Table 71). The change in coin types reflects the political associations of Heraclius with his sons Heraclius Constantine and Heraclonas
during his long reign (e.g. dates of their coronation as Augusti). Physical features
such as beards and crowns are depicted in detail and reflect the rank of each member
of the royal family during each period of time. By comparing these portraits together
with the dated bronzes of Heraclius, Grierson classifies the solidi minted in Constantinople into four main classes (see Table 71; Grierson 1959a:145; DOC 2/1:221225). Each class was then divided into sub-categories according to minor variations
in the obverse types, legends, and field marks on the reverses.21
The breakdown of the solidi minted in Constantinople in our database into classes
is shown in Fig. 143. In addition, the contents of four other gold hoards discovered in Israel which contain coins of Heraclius will be included in this discussion:
Ḥ. Kab (Fig. 142 left; Syon 2000-2002:211-224); Ginnegar (unpublished), Rehob
(Paltiel 1968-1969:101-106 and Bijovsky 2012:147-158), and Shoham (Fig. 142 right;
Bijovsky Shoham).

Fig. 142. Left: Ḥ Kab hoard; right: Shoham hoard I

21
These marks consist of letters and symbols (star, cross, monogram) placed on the reverse either on
the fields flanking the cross motif, at the end of the inscription, or after the mintmark CONOB (DOC
2/1:111-115). Their use is more common during this period than on sixth-century gold coinage. Some
of them are used to identify light weight solidi. It is not certain whether they refer to dates, officina
marks, different consigments of coins, etc.
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64
50
32

28

18

26

30

14
4

4

1

632
610-613

613-616

616-625

626-629

629-631

632-635

635-636

636-637

637-638

638-639

639-641

Fig. 143. Breakdown of the solidi of Heraclius minted in Constantinople
registered in our database by classes (I–IV)

a.
Class I (dated to 610-613)
Solidi show a portrait of young Heraclius in the fashion of that of his predecessor
Phocas, especially in the use of the crown with pendilia. A plume, however, is added
to the crown behind the cross. No field or exergue marks are used in this class.
Despite Grierson’s statement that coins of this group are quite common in hoards
buried during the Persian and Avar invasions early in Heraclius’ reign (Grierson
1959a:142), this series is almost nonexistent in Israel. Only four coins are registered
in our database, two from the Bet She’an Youth Hostel hoard and two from the
Lady Mary Monastery hoard at the same locality (Table 72). No coins of this class
were included in the four additional hoards from Israel mentioned above.22 This fact
should be considered when discussing the effects of the Persian invasion of Palestine
on coin hoarding (see chapter 4.3.7 and chapter 4.5).

Interestingly, neither were solidi from this class included in the Limassol (Molos) hoard from Cyprus (Nicolaou and Metcalf 2007).
22
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b.
Class II (dated to 613-629)
Solidi show the facing busts of Heraclius and his son Heraclius Constantine. This
class includes three sub-classes as described in Table 71, presenting a variety of field
and exergue marks on the reverse. Grierson attests that class II was issued in great
quantities over a long period of time and, therefore, it is quite common, adding that
“the circumstances of the Persian invasion would have ensured their large-scale survival” (DOC 2/1:223). In other words, according to the evidence from our database,
it seems that despite the Persian occupation, gold coinage continued to flow into the
region. In our database, there are162 solidi of this class; another 23 of the 49 solidi
in the Shoham I hoard belong to this series as well. However, when estimating the
number of coins per year, figures are not particularly high (10.125 coins per year).
A number of officina combinations on solidi of class II from the Bet She’an Youth
Hostel and Shoham I hoards are not confirmed from other assemblages or are rather
unusual (Bijovsky 2002:164-165; Bijovsky Shoham: Nos. 20, 23-24).
c.
Class III (dated to 629-631)
Solidi show the facing busts of Heraclius with long beard and young Heraclius Constantine. According to Grierson, this class was a short issue, and therefore coins are
less common than those of classes II and IV.23 Figures from our database reflect a
different picture. Fifty coins of this series are registered in our database, representing
an estimation of 25 coins per year. Coins of this class are also numerous in the hoards
of Shoham (20 specimens) and Rehob (15 specimens). A similar picture will be
described regarding the copper coinage struck during these years. As will be further
explained below, the reason for the sudden rise in quantities is most certainly related
to Heraclius’ visit to Palestine in 630.
Worthy of mention among the types of class III is a coin showing the combination
VT at the end of the reverse legend (Bijovsky Shoham: No. 43). This belongs to an
anomalous group featured by the letter T and known particularly from the Limassol
(Molos) hoard. This specific variant, however, does not appear in Limassol, but is
known indeed from the Nikertai hoard.24
Grierson noticed the predominance of class III at the Limassol (Molos) hoard (Grierson 1959a:
143-144. See the publication of this hoard in Nicolaou and Metcalf (2007:413-419, Nos. 43-138).

23

This variant supports the attribution to the sixth officina (Morrisson 1972:73, No. 212). For discussion of this group at the Limassol (Molos) hoard, see Grierson 1959a:147 and Nicolaou and Met24
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d.
Class IV (dated to 632-641)
Solidi present a number of innovations: a new obverse type showing Heraclius
flanked by his two sons, standing facing with no obverse inscription. Instead, the
monogram of Heraclius @ is introduced on the reverse (first on the right field, later
on the left field). In addition, a larger number of letters than in the previous classes
appear as field and exergue marks. The letters on the right field that appear in class
IVA(d) and IVB(f-k) are apparently indiction dates, equivalent to the years 636/637
to 638/639. According to Fig. 143 this is the most plentiful issue, spread over a period of almost a decade. In terms of totals of coins, 171 specimens are recorded in our
database with increasing numbers towards the end of Heraclius’ reign (from 637/638
onwards). With one exception (Ḥammat Gader, Barkay 1997:291, No. 99), they all
come from the Bet She’an Youth Hostel hoard. The totals in our database provide an
estimation of 17 coins per year. Class IV is also predominant at the Ḥ. Kab hoard (16
coins), indicating that many issues of this class remained in circulation during the
second half of the seventh century, long after the Arab conquest in 640.
Two solidi from our records constitute a very unusual type (Bijovsky Shoham:
No. 45 and Bet She’an Youth Hostel, Bijovsky 2002:203, No. 308). These coins are
a hybrid type which combines the obverse of class III(a) and the reverse of class
IVA(a). Consequently, the coins cannot be dated before 632, when coins of class IV
were first introduced, but neither can they be attributed after that year, since class
IV marks the addition of Heraclonas to the obverse of the solidi. This hybrid type,
however, is already known in numismatic literature (DOC 2/1:257, No. 32).
The practice of altered dies showing superimposed officina letters that was noticed in the discussion about gold coins of Phocas (chapter 4.2.3, Fig. 132) appears
in at least two solidi of Heraclius from the Bet She’an Youth Hostel hoard.25 This
phenomenon – among others – denotes that officina letters were not part of the original dies but were added later.26
Worthy of mention among the tremisses in our database is an isolated coin from
Ḥ. Rimmon found under the floor of the synagogue dated to the final phase of occupation of the building (phase VII, IAA 10959).

calf

2007:408-409 and Nos. 108, 131-137.

See Bijovsky 2002:196, No. 177 where the original Δ was replaced by a Z and 201, No. 269
where the officina A was changed into a Γ.
25

Different letter sizes or large spaces between the reverse inscription and the officina mark are other signs that support the same conclusion.
26
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4.3.5	Copper coinage
As seen in Table 71, copper coinage of Heraclius is divided into a number of series
which roughly parallel the chronology of the gold coinage classes. Despite the typological differences, coin identification is not always easy. A considerable number of
Heraclius’ coins are either poorly preserved or have been mutilated due to clipping,
overstriking, and countermarking. As a result, many of the coins gathered in our
database from published numismatic reports and unpublished excavated material are
simply recorded as “Heraclius” and are dated to the entire reign, 610-641, since no
further distinction of classes could be made.
The political and military events during Heraclius’ reign had a direct impact on
copper coinage, especially affecting its weight standard and iconography. In terms of
mints, most coins in our database were issued in Constantinople, thus reflecting the
process of centralization in mint production accomplished up to 629/630. After this
date the only operating mints of copper coinage in the East were Constantinople and
Alexandria. The other eastern mints – Thessalonica, Nicomedia, and Cyzicus – interrupted their activity at intervals during the reign of Heraclius; this is noticeable in the
evidence from our database, as will be explained below. From all known temporary
mints of imperial copper that operated during the reign of Heraclius, only coins of
Jerusalem – namely the local mint – were intended for circulation in Palestine (see
chapter 4.3.7).27
A very unusual type of follis of Heraclius, dated to years 25 and 26 – 634/635
and 635/636 respectively – has been attributed to a temporary mint called Neapolis,
associated to a location either in Cyprus or Palestine (MIB 3:110 and 140, Nos. X23X24; Donald 1986:116 and 1987:151; de Roever 1991:146; Noeske 2000a:110;
Foss 2008:14-15).28 Even though all four specimens discussed by Donald were obtained in Cyprus where a town of that name existed (Donald 1986:116 and Donald
1987:151, n3), scholars still prefer an attribution to Neapolis (Nablus) in Palestine,
arguing that this location probably functioned as a temporary mint during the years

Foss claims that coins struck in Cyprus in 626-629 are often found in the Levant more frequently
than in Cyprus itself, indicating that they were perhaps transferred to the Levant with troops coming
from the island (Foss 2008:17). To the best of my knowledge, no coins of this series, however, are
registered in our database or have been published in coin reports from excavations in Israel.
27

28
The obverse shows Heraclius and Heraclius Constantine as they usually appear on class 5, with
a K between heads and no legend. There are three sub-types of reverse, all depicting the Heraclian
monogram above the M: the earliest shows the mintmark CON and a Є as officina mark (Donald
1987:151); the second the officina mark N (MIB 3:No. X23); and in the third the mintmark is changed
to NEA and the officina mark to A (MIB 3:No. X24).
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of the Arab conquest (de Roever 1991:146; Foss 2008:15).29 As in the case of Jerusalem (chapter 4.3.7), no coins had been struck in this city since Roman times. The
main difficulty accepting the suggestion that the mint’s location was in Palestine,
however, is that not even a single coin of this type is recorded in our database, and
no specimens are known from excavations either in Nablus itself or in other sites in
Samaria, such as Mount Gerizim.30 Since, in my opinion, the issue of provenance
seems to be crucial when trying to attribute this type to a certain location, it seems
more plausible that these coins were produced in Cyprus. De Roever’s suggestion
that the coins were issued in Neapolis/Nablus but eventually transferred to Cyprus
by local inhabitants fleeing into the island from the Arab occupation of Palestine has
no solid basis.
a.
Typology of the mint of Constantinople
Of a total of 417 copper coins of Heraclius registered in our database, 216 are folles,
principally from Constantinople, but also in smaller numbers from Nicomedia, Cyzicus, and Thessalonica (Table 73). Six classes have been discerned for the coins
minted in Constantinople (Table 71). As with gold coinage, the obverses of the copper coins of Heraclius reflect chronological changes in the status of the imperial
family. The earliest class dated to 610-613 depicts the bust of Heraclius as a young
man, similar to the gold coins. While gold coins of this period have not been found
in Israel, copper coins minted in Constantinople from these years – class 1 – are represented, although in small numbers (21 specimens; of them two coins are part of the
Marasas hoard K28967 and I28968; see Fig. 167). Despite the common assumption
that coins of this series were usually overstruck on coins of Phocas, most coins in our
database seem to be struck on new flans. Many of them, however, were eventually
countermarked in order to revalidate them and prolong their circulation.
Coins of class 2, dated to 613/614-615/616, show the standing figures of Heraclius and Heraclius Constantine wearing chlamys. This series was struck at the time
the Persian invasion to Syria, Palestine, and Asia Minor was completed. Despite
this fact, when compared to the previous series, it seems that there was no serious
decrease in the influx of new Byzantine copper coinage into the provinces of Palaestinae Prima and Secunda (Fig. 167). Coins of class 2 are represented in our database
Another specimen was published by Phillips as part of the S hoard of Syrian origin (Phillips
2007:6, Fig. 3).

29

Information provided with the help of Liora Kleinberg, curator at the Staff Officer of Archaeology, Civil Administration of Judea and Samaria.
30
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in similar quantities as the previous class – 26 coins; only one specimen was part of
a hoard (Bet She’an III IAA 118202). Both classes still maintain the weight standard
of the follis around 11g.
Coins of class 3, dated to years 7-14, namely 616/617-623/624, show Empress
Martina joining the Emperor and son Heraclius Constantine; due to the lack of space
there is no obverse legend. According to Grierson, coins of this class are extremely
rare, denoting a reduction in minting (DOC 2/2:227). This class was issued at the
time Egypt had fallen into Persian hands and Heraclius was starting the organization
of his counter-attack. Only 14 coins of this series, all isolated finds, are registered
in our database, indicating a probable relative decrease in coin influx. Coins of year
10 – 619/620 – are more frequent, a phenomenon noted by others (Fig. 167 and
Phillips 2004:21).31 It is to this year that some scholars attribute the loan of gold,
silver, bronze statues, and other wealth from the Church that Heraclius received from
Sergius, Patriarch of Constantinople, in order to be melted and raise cash to pay the
army (Stratos I:126 and n5 and 259-261; Hendy 1985: 231; 494-495).
These same cash needs seem to have provoked a drastic decrease of about half
the weight of the standard of the follis that took place with the introduction of class
4 in year 15 (624/625) and issued until year 19 (628/629). In addition, typological
changes appear on the reverse of the coins of class 4: a large Heraclian monogram
appears to the left of the M, and the ANNO is moved above the value mark. This
series was issued during Heraclius’ military campaign against the Persians. Twentytwo coins of class 4 are registered in our database (Fig. 167), all isolated finds, a
relatively large number considering that the area was under Persian control.
The early phase of class 5, named here 5a, is dated from 629/630 to 630/631
(years 20-21) commemorating the Byzantine victory over the Persians. The capture
of the Persian treasury and the influx of gold to Constantinople allowed the implementation of a monetary reform that, on the one hand, dramatically reduced the
number of operating mints, centralizing most of coin production in Constantinople
and, on the other, restored the weight of the follis to the value of class 1 of Heraclius,
c.11g, the same standard issued from the end of the sixth-beginning of the seventh
centuries.32 To consecrate this event, the obverse of this series depicted the images
of the Emperor in military dress and Heraclius Constantine (flanked by the imperial
monogram and the letter K) (Hendy 1985:417-418). This class is without doubt the
most plentiful found in Israel; 88 coins are registered in our database; interestingly
they are all isolated finds, indicating their wide circulation. This great quantity is not
31

The same pattern is noticed about coins minted in Thessalonica, see below.

Kaegi claims that when Heraclius returned to Constantinople by mid-631, he celebrated the
triumph by distributing largesse to the people and by ordering an annual subsidy to be given to the
church in order to reimburse his earlier debts (Kaegi 2003:215).
32
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coincidental and should be related to Heraclius’ visit to Jerusalem in March 630 (see
chapter 4.3.8). Besides the folles and half folles, 3/4 folles (equivalent to 30 nummi)
marked by the letter Λ were issued only during year 20. Four specimens of this denomination from Constantinople are registered in our database, three from the JECM
excavations in Caesarea (DeRose Evans 2006:199, Nos. 2652-2654) and one from
excavations at Mandelbaum Gate, Jerusalem (IAA 136635).
The effects of the reform lasted only for two years and although the type remains
unchanged, coins of the later phase of class 5, named here 5b (years 22-29, from
631/632 to 638/639) decreased again to half of their weight.33 While gold coins of
this period already depicted the image of Heraclonas, he was not included on the
copper series. On the other hand, the variety of field marks noticed on the gold coinage finds a similar expression in the copper series, where diverse symbols and monograms above the mark of value M were introduced (DOC 2/1:228-229). Phillips
suggests that very few coins were issued between years 26 and 30 (Phillips 2007:4).
Nevertheless, 45 coins of this period are registered in our database (only one from a
hoard, Ashqelon underwater survey IAA 88430), evidence of the Byzantine presence
in the area during the last years of re-occupation.
Class 6 was issued during the last two years of reign from 639/640 to 640/641
(years 30-31), a crucial period for Palestine which fell definitively under Arab control. There was a change on the obverse type which, similar to the contemporary gold
class, now included Heraclonas, as recognition of his co-emperorship. Unlike the
gold, however, Heraclius dressed in military clothes stood between his two sons. The
weight standard of the follis remained around 5g. No half folles are known from this
series. Only 13 coins of this class are registered in our database, all isolated finds;
this is a relatively low number which may reflect the difficulties in coin supply to
Palestine during those years.
Out of 84 half folles of Heraclius registered in our database, 70 have been attributed to the mint of Constantinople, although attributions are rather problematic.34 In
any case, the cyclical decline in the weight of the follis implied that “practically no
half folles were then struck” (DOC 2/1:229). Likewise, minor fractions of the follis
such as the decanummia are extremely rare finds and only one coin is registered in
our database (Caesarea IAA 84792; type DOC 2/1:278, No. 75a).

33

For the reduction of imperial expenses on the army in 632 see Kaegi 2003:221-222.

Since half folles of Heraclius minted in Constantinople, Nicomedia, and Cyzicus bear no mintmarks, mint attribution is usually established by style of types and by dates. As stated by Grierson,
those coins dated to the late 610s and after 629/630 must be from Constantinople since the other two
mints were closed during those years.
34
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b.
Typology of other mints

Thessalonica: Seven coins of Heraclius from this mint are registered in our data-

base. In general, types follow the class patterns described for Constantinople. With
two exceptions, all coins were discovered in Caesarea; three of them are half folles
and interestingly, they are all dated to year 10, 619/620 (IAA 118042 and DeRose
Evans 2006:197, Nos. 2620-2621). In general, output decreased after 618 when
Thessalonica was under siege by the Avars, so the higher incidence of coins bearing
this date (noticed as well in Constantinople) is remarkable. Another half follis dated
to 618/619 is illustrated in Fig. 144 right; it was selected because of its complete
round flan and extremely good fabric (Caesarea IAA 61750). Although the circle of
pellets on the borders in our coin is missing (off flan), it seems that it has the same
pair of dies in common with another specimen published by Grierson (DOC 2/1:312,
No. 144.1); both coins suggest that the issue of half folles during that year was of
fine execution.35 Worthy of mention is a follis discovered in Apollonia dated to year 4
– 613/614 – which still shows the frontal bust obverse typical to class 1 (IAA 117243,
Fig. 144 left). This variant was published by Hahn (MIB 3:no. 217). The mint of
Thessalonica was closed in 630/631 after taking part in the monetary reform of year
20 of Heraclius.36

Fig. 144. Follis (left, Apollonia IAA 117243) and half follis
(right, Caesarea 61750) of Heraclius minted in Thessalonica

Cyzicus: The mint stopped functioning temporarily in 614/615 to be reopened from

625/626 until 629/630 when it was permanently closed. Eight coins of this mint are
registered in our database; with the exception of one half follis, they are all folles (H.

35
Grierson writes about this coin: “A most surprising piece for the largeness and regularity of the
flan, the completeness of the inscription, and the clearness of the type.” It is not possible to establish,
however, any direct connection between the siege of the city by the Avars and the fine level of execution of this issue.

The last coin of the S hoard (the preliminary report published by Phillips) is in fact a follis of Heraclius from Thessalonica dated to year 31, namely 640/641 (Phillips 2007:5-6 and Fig. 1). Assuming
that the coin is genuine, then it was issued ten years after the mint was closed.
36
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Qana IAA 87324). None of these coins postdates year 4, namely 613/614. Folles of
class 1 depict the frontal bust obverse with three pellets on the upper band of the cuirass which became characteristic of this mint. Also worthy of mention is a follis from
hoard Bet She’an III (Fig. 145 IAA 118202) which is dated to year 4, and therefore
it is expected that it would depict the obverse of two figures characteristic to class 2.
However, it depicts the frontal bust of class 1. Coins of this type have been published
by Grierson who considers them mules, the moneyers using old obverse dies in stock
together with the earliest reverse of the new series (DOC 2/1:323, No. 170).

Fig. 145. Mule follis of Heraclius from Cyzicus dated to 613/614 (Bet She’an III hoard IAA 118202)

Nicomedia: The mint stopped functioning temporarily in 617/618 to be reopened

from 625/626 until 629/630 when it was permanently closed. Thirteen coins are
registered in our database; all of them are folles of class 1, meaning that no coins in
our database postdate year 612/613 (Fig. 146, Martyrius Monastery hoard, K28967).

Fig. 146. Follis of Heraclius minted in Nicomedia dated to 610-613
(Martyrius Monastery hoard K28967)

Sicily: With the exception of a single coin found in Sicily, no other coins from
western mints operating during the reign of Heraclius are registered in our database.
The Sicilian coin is a follis discovered at the Hall of the Fountains in Ḥammat Gader
(Fig. 147, Barkay 1997:287, No. 70) and belongs to a type dated c.620, countermarked either in Syracuse or Catania (DOC 2/1:352-353, No. 241). It is in fact a
worn sixth-century follis (Justinian I?) bearing a countermark with the frontal bust
and monogram of Heraclius on the obverse and a countermark with the inscription
SCLs (worn) on the reverse. According to Grierson (1967:296), many old sixth-
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century folles remained in circulation in Sicily and were eventually countermarked
by Heraclius similarly to those countermarked in Caesarea (see chapter 4.3.6).

Fig. 147. Follis bearing Sicilian countermarks of Heraclius (Ḥammat Gader, Barkay 1997:No. 70)

Alexandria: This mint went through a series of upheavals during the reign of Hera-

clius that apparently deeply affected the style and character of its copper coinage. It
was reopened after a hiatus during the reign of Phocas (chapter 4.2.4). In 618/619
Egypt was occupied by the Persians until the Byzantine reconquest in 629. In 639 the
Arabs invaded Egypt, and Alexandria was conquered in 642. The minting of dodecanummia, hexanummia, and the very rare 3 nummi was resumed apparently in 610
but no coins are confidently attributed to the period prior to 613.
Copper coinage consisted of very thick coins of poor fabric and variable weights,
which, except for the fact that the nomenclature of the local denominations (I+B,
S and Γ nummi) was continued, have hardly anything in common with the previous imperial Alexandrian issues. Several types of dodecanummia and hexanummia
are attributed to the reign of Heraclius. However, instead of the traditional imperial
profile bust, these coins depict different types of obverse portraits which, following
the chronological order of the Constantinopolitan solidi, have been roughly dated
by Phillips (1962). With very few exceptions, most scholars agree with Phillips’
original proposal for internal chronology of the series.37. In terms of typology, the
dodecanummia present nine different variants against only three types of hexanummia. But in terms of quantities, the predominant denomination during the time of
Heraclius based on finds in Israel is not the former but rather the latter: 82 hexanummia are registered in our database against only 31 dodecanummia. This constitutes
a phenomenon without precedent in previous reigns. This picture, however is not
exclusive to Israel, but also reflects the proportions in Alexandria itself. For instance,
of all coins of Heraclius minted in Alexandria in the collection of the Graeco-Roman
Museum in the city, 933 are hexanummia against only 79 dodecanummia (Abd elRaouf Abbas 2005:340, Table 1).38 The reason for this preference remains unknown.

37

MIB 3:112‑115; DOC 2/1:233‑234 and for Domaszewicz and Bates 2002, see below.

Moreover, the totals of coins at the museum collection dated to the reign of Heraclius are disproportionate when compared to those of his predecessors. Out of 1,139 Byzantine coins, 1,012 are
38
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However, this may be an indication for a continuous need for small change of that
specific small size (see below), since in terms of module, the hexanummia took the
place of the former dodecanummia.

Fig. 148. Heraclian dodecanummia dated to 613-618, class 1
(Left: Mount Gerizim K22282; right: Bet She’an Youth Hostel IAA 87899)

Class 1: Fourteen Heraclian dodecanummia in our database belong to Grierson’s

earliest series, which depicts the busts of the Emperor and his son Heraclius Constantine surrounded by a shortened blundered inscription. This group is therefore
dated from 613 – when this obverse type was first introduced on gold coins – to 618,
the time of the Persian conquest (DOC 2/1:334-335, class 1, No. 189). The reverse
depicts a cross potent on two steps between the IB (Fig. 148 left). It should be noted
that only one coin from our records belongs to the variant presenting the cross standing above the letter N (Bet She’an Youth Hostel IAA 87899 (Fig. 148 right) and
DOC 2/1:335, class 1, No. 190). Based mainly on metrological considerations, the
hexanummia, which bear a cross on steps surrounded by a blundered inscription and
the letter S within a thick circular border on the reverse, have been attributed to class
1 dated to 613-618 as well (Phillips 1962:228; DOC 2/1:340-341, class 1, No. 198).
Seventy-three hexanummia of this class are registered in our database, constituting
the largest group of this denomination. They differ greatly in size and weight suggesting that there were probably two different modules, although this is difficult to
ascertain (see DOC 2/1:340-341, see No. 198.1 of 4.12g and 17mm compared to No.
198.8 of 2.28g and 12mm).

Fig. 149. Overstruck Heraclian hexanummia dated to 613-618
(Left: Ashqelon north quarters IAA 124823; right: Mount Gerizim IAA K22955)

Interestingly, 12 of the hexanummia of class 1 in our database are badly overstruck, most of them on imitative dodecanummia dated to 602-610 (Fig. 149 left);
attributed to Heraclius while the other 127 (97 dodecanummia and 30 hexanummia) are attributed to
the reigns of Anastasius I to Constans II.
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one specimen seems to be overstruck on a dodecanummium of Tiberius II (Fig. 149
right). This phenomenon, noticed by DeRose Evans in her report of coins from
Caesarea (2006:22 and Nos. 2683-2684, 2690-2691, 2693, 2697-2698 and 2707), is
well-attested from finds in Egypt (Bendall 1980:441; Abd el-Raouf Abbas 2005).
According to Abd el-Raouf Abbas, 133 coins at the Graeco-Roman Museum in Alexandria are overstrikes of this type, their weights ranging from c.4g to c.1g; some
specimens are even overstruck on cast coins (e.g. Abd el-Raouf Abbas 2005:354,
Fig. 3, No. 106). In her opinion, these overstrikes reflect the implications of the reductions in copper coinage that took place during the reign of Heraclius reflecting an
inflation of fifty per cent in Egypt. She therefore ascribes the overstrikes to 629/630
as an attempt to return to the heavier weight standard of Heraclius’ early years of
reign (Abd el-Raouf Abbas 2005:342-343). However, this relatively late date is
problematic since one can assume that by 629/630, Alexandria was already reoccupied by the Byzantines and older dodecanummia from previous reigns were no
longer in circulation, and, if they were, this was only in small numbers. In my opinion, given the wide scope of overstriking, it seems more plausible that it took place
during the early years of Heraclius’ reign, when large quantities of dodecanummia
from preceding periods were still available. Assuming that these old dodecanummia
were used as undertypes, they corresponded in weight to the new heavier standard of
hexanummia introduced by Heraclius in Alexandria early in his reign.39 In this case,
attributing those overstruck types and class 1 hexanummia of the small module to the
period 610-613 is also possible.40
A hoard of unknown provenance containing 200 dodecanummia – 199 coins of
class 1 – was published by Goodwin, who suggests the source for this hoard is Egypt
or Israel (Goodwin 2003:355-357).41 In a second hoard of 69 hexanummia published
by Bendall (1980:441), all the coins – with the exception of a rare coin of this type
attributed to Justin II – belong to the cross on steps type of Heraclius dated to 613618; the hoard includes a number of overstrikes on dodecanummia undertypes.

Class 2: A group of 12 dodecanummia in our database belongs to Grierson’s class 2.

These coins show a facing beardless bust flanked by a star on the left and a crescent
on the right on their obverse, and a cross on globe flanking the IB on the reverse

39
The selection of the undertypes is quite expected, since both denominations were very close in
weight standard. According to Abd el-Raouf Abbas, the average weight of what she calls “Phocas 12
nummia” is 2.68g while the average weight of Heraclius’ overstruck hexanummia is 2.13g (Abd elRaouf Abbas 2005:343).

Since the obverse of the hexanummium depicts a cross instead of a portrait, it is not possible to
attribute it to a certain period of time within Heraclius’ reign based solely on iconography.
40

41

The additional coin seems to belong to Maurice Tiberius.
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(Fig. 150 upper row; DOC 2/1:336-337, class 2, Nos. 191-192). The coins vary
greatly in module, but they are usually heavy, sometimes double the weight of class
1. Based on the iconography of the obverse image, scholars have attributed this
type to the period of Persian occupation, 618-628, arguing that the series was struck
to celebrate the victory over the Byzantines (the obverse bust is Chosroes II himself?, Phillips 1962:230-231; Greatrex and Lieu 2002:196-197). This suggestion
was widely accepted until recently. Based on strong style, fabric, and metrological
differences from the other groups of dodecanummia related to Heraclius, the attribution to the period of the Persian occupation was rejected by Domaszewicz and Bates
(2002:100-102). However, since these scholars fail to suggest an alternative date for
the striking of this series, I adopt the traditional dates.42
A group of very rare hexanummia bearing a palm tree might well belong to the
same period – 618-628 – as suggested by Phillips (1962:232). Although Grierson
prefers a later date, from 629 to 641, he agrees that the type could likewise be assigned to the time of the Persian invasion. Only two coins of this type are registered
in our database, one from Tell Ashqelon (L504, B11176) and the other from Jerusalem, the City of David, area N (Fig. 150 lower row, IAA 115026). Interestingly,
three local imitations of this type, overstruck on Roman Provincial coins of Severus
Alexander (222-235) minted in Caesarea, were recorded by the author.43

Fig. 150. Heraclian issues from Alexandria dated to 618-628, class 2. Above: dodecanummia
(Caesarea, IAA 61827 and 31567) and below hexanummium (Jerusalem, City of David area N IAA 115026)

Based on the motifs of the star and crescent, which also appear on folles of Anastasius I dated
to 512-518, Domaszewicz and Bates suggest that the coins might have been struck by this emperor
who, so far, has no coinage attributed to the mint of Alexandria. In my opinion this association is not
convincing; the clumsy dodecanummia of the group under discussion is completely different in style
from Anastasius I’s fine coins.
42

43
The coins were in the possession of a Jerusalem dealer who gave me permission to record the
coins for my database. The best preserved specimen clearly shows the mark of value S within a circle,
which belongs to the original wreath containing the inscription SPQR supported by an eagle (Kadman 1957:No. 100). The coins weigh 6.46g, 6.02g and 5.23g.
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Classes 3-5: Grierson’s classes 3-5 display the busts of Heraclius and Heraclius

Constantine with physical changes that fit gold coinage dated from 629 to 631 (DOC
2/1:338-339, Nos. 193-195; Domaszewicz and Bates 2002:92-93). No relevant dodecanummia of this period are registered in our database, but there are two hexanummia dated to 628/629(?) (DOC 2/1:341-342, No. 199) from Caesarea JECM (DeRose
Evans 2006:201, Nos. 2707-2708).

Fig. 151. Heraclian dodecanummia dated to 632-641, class 6
(Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount IAA 38771 and IAA 40474)

Class 6: Grierson dates the last class 6 to 632-641 due to the depiction of the coins

of the three standing imperial figures on the obverse as on the solidi. Two dodecanummia in our database belong to an earlier variant showing a cross on a pyramidal base between the IB (DOC 2/1:339, No. 196; Domaszewicz and Bates 2002:93,
group 3[a]); both coins are from Jerusalem (excavations near the Temple Mount IAA
38771 Fig. 151 left and the Citadel IAA 85876). A third coin belongs to the later
type showing a letter M beneath the cross (DOC 2/1:340, No. 197; Domaszewicz
and Bates 2002:93, group 3(b)); this coin type was also found in Jerusalem at the
excavations near the Temple Mount (IAA 40474 Fig. 151 right). The letter M is interpreted as an equivalent value to a follis of Constantinople (Morrisson 2002:935;
Domaszewicz and Bates 2002:93). This is perhaps an indication that during the last
decade of Heraclius’ tenure, these two units had the same value, as their weights became approximately equal.44 The same type would continue under Constans II (DOC
2/2:395, Nos. 1-2).
b.
Syrian imitations (c.610-630)
To compensate for the closing of the mint in Antioch and the general reduction in
the influx of Byzantine coinage to Syria during the Persian occupation from 610 to
630, a new series of copper folles (M and m) was produced locally. A corpus of this
series was compiled and classified by Pottier (2004; Foss 2008:9-12). Most coins of
the series follow well-known prototypes of Heraclius, Justin II, Maurice Tiberius,
See for instance a specimen of these dodecanummia published by Goodwin from the PEF collection in Jerusalem weighing 8.71g (Goodwin 2005:72, No. 3).
44
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and Phocas, but their obverse and mintmark legends are garbled, they show or combine irregular details, and their style is crude.45 Since these coins show a continuous
sequence of dates from year 1 to year 21 – representing the actual years of Persian
occupation in Syria – together with the fact that most of the series is die-linked and
the coins show a consistent weight standard, Pottier suggests that this was an organized series issued by the local administration, a limited series concentrated mainly
in northern Syria (minted at Emesa?), as shown by material from excavations and
hoards.46 On the other hand, Foss suggests that coins of this series were not intended
for circulation in Palestine (Foss 2008:12). Indeed to date, no coins of this series
have been positively identified in Israel, confirming Foss’ claims. There is, however,
a possibility that the absence of such coins in our region is due to misidentification
of coins examined before 2004 or their poor preservation preventing an accurate attribution. In the light of Pottier’s findings, irregular seventh-century folles suspected
of belonging to this series should be re-examined.
Table 73. Breakdown of the copper coins of Heraclius in our database by mint and denomination
Mint / Denom.

Total of
coins

Total in
nummi

251

8,580

14

560

1

8

300

4

7

200

113

864

1

40

23

740

417

11,284

M

Λ

K

Constantinople

177

3

70

Nicomedia

14

Cyzicus

7

Thessalonica

3

Alexandria

I+B

I
1

31

Syracuse

1

Uncertain

14

Totals

216

S

82

9
3

84

31

1

82

Pottier classifies the series into six classes: I) bust of Phocas, II) Phocas and Leontia, III) bust
of Heraclius, IV) Heraclius and Heraclius Constantine, V) Justin II and Sophia, VI) bust of Maurice
Tiberius using mintmarks of Antioch, Constantinople, and Nicomedia (Pottier 2004:27-28). The coins
show irregularities such as reduced weights, unknown officina letters, fictitious mintmarks indicating
an origin that was not possible, or combination of details which do not fit together (e.g.: obverse of
Heraclius with mark of value m and mintmark tHEUP’).
45

Provenanced material cited by Pottier and Foss is indeed very limited: two coins found at excavations in Apamea, three in the Tell Bissé hoard, and one in W.E. Metcalf’s hoard from Syria published
in 1975. Only one specimen was found at excavations in Antioch (Pottier 2004:92‑93; Foss 2008:12).
46
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c.
Clipped copper coins
One of the most common characteristics of Heraclius’ copper coinage from all eastern mints (excluding Alexandria) is that there were hardly any coins struck on a new
regular flan. The bulk of the coinage – folles in most cases – seems to be recycled,
namely, produced from older pieces which were clipped and overstruck instead of
being melted into new flans. This phenomenon is noticed particularly in those copper
classes where the weight standard of the coins has been halved (e.g. Grierson’s DOC
2/1 class 4, class 5b and 6).
This procedure was a direct result of the monetary crisis that continued during
most of Heraclius’ reign; an imperial administration in despair with urgent needs for
cash and no metal resources found it cheaper and simpler to recycle old coinage. The
most direct implication in the adoption of such a practice is obviously the lack of
precision in the weight of the coins and consequently the impossibility of any official
control, since coins intended for recycling were used regardless of their different issues or weight standards (DOC 2/1:22).
The clipping or chiseling of copper coins has already been mentioned occasionally throughout this study: e.g., Æ3 Late Roman coins cut in order to fit the size of
fifth-century nummi and some issues dated to the second half of the sixth century
(Maurice Tiberius) and Phocas.47 During the reign of Heraclius, however, the recutting and overstriking of copper coins seems to have become the norm. The practice
was later continued during the second half of the seventh century for coins of Constans II and Pseudo-Byzantine issues, showing that it was popular both on the official and local levels.48
Sometimes only the margins of the old coin were clipped, thus producing a
new flan of polygonal or rectangular shape (Fig. 152 left: Mount Gerizim K22293;
right: Mount Gerizim K30483).
On other occasions, the reduction was made by removing a piece of the older coin
or cutting the coin into thirds or quarters with a chisel or scissors, thus producing
several new flans for restriking. Three examples of what appears to be local initiatives illustrate the process very clearly: the first example is a follis of Justin II dated
to 569/570 marked into thirds before it was scissored (Fig. 153, Acco IAA 66506).

The practice of clipping coins was well known both in the Hellenistic and Roman periods as well
as on some Jewish coins. For a full survey see Leonard 1993:363‑370 and most recently Barag 20092010:106-112.
47

In terms of Pseudo-Byzantine coinage, Goodwin believes that the procedure of cutting coins to
create new flans is more typical of Palestine and less common in northern Syria (Goodwin 2005:69).
48
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Fig. 152. Clipped coins of Heraclius from Mount Gerizim (left: follis K22293; right: half follis K30483)

Fig. 153. Follis of Justin II dated to 569/570 marked into thirds
before it was scissored (Acco IAA 66506)

Fig. 154. Quarter pieces cut from Byzantine folles of Phocas and Heraclius
(Jerusalem, Khirbet er-Ras IAA 46999-47004)
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The second example can be seen through the 12 pieces of quarters cut from Byzantine folles of Phocas and Heraclius found in excavations in Khirbet er-Ras in Jerusalem (Fig. 154, IAA 46999-47004). Each piece belongs to a different coin so that
pieces do not fit together. The technique is crude and careless, the pieces are curved
by the cutting, and they all have sharp protrusions in the corners which were not removed. The pieces were never overstruck and it seems they were intended for local
use as such.
The last example is a follis of Heraclius dated to 629/630 with a missing third
piece which was evidently removed by chiseling (Ras Abu Sawitan K38230,
Fig. 155). Finally, worthy of mention is a hoard found in Zemach on the Sea of Galilee in 1947 and recorded by Kadman. It included about 200 halved and quartered
coins of Heraclius (Kadman 1967:313, 321). Unfortunately, no further details about
this important find or its actual location are given.

Fig. 155. of Heraclius dated to 629/630 with a missing third piece (Ras Abu Sawitan K38230)

d.
Overstriking
After clipping, the recycled flans were usually overstruck. The fact that many issues
of Heraclius are overstruck on coins of Phocas led to the conclusion that perhaps this
practice was deliberate (a sort of damnatio memoriae?), or it may be only a coincidence since, according to Grierson, the coins most affected by overstriking were in
general recent issues, not older ones. In this case, the considerations for overstriking
during Heraclius’ reign were financial rather than political (DOC 2/1:218). Reinforcing this statement is that most coins of class 1 in our database, the earliest Heraclian
copper series, are struck on new flans. On the other hand, many coins of Heraclius
were overstruck on earlier issues of the Emperor himself (e.g. a follis dated to 629-632
overstruck with the next class dated to 632-641; Mount Gerizim K22293 Fig. 152 left).
Usually, overstrikes tend to use undertypes from the same mint: for instance a
follis of Heraclius minted in Cyzicus and dated to 611/612 is overstruck on a follis
of Phocas from the same mint dated to 604/605 (Fig. 156, Jerusalem Third Wall IAA
44636). In some cases, coins were overstruck more than once (e.g. Caesarea JECM,
DeRose Evans 2006:197, Nos. 2628-2629).
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Fig. 156. Follis of Heraclius from Cyzicus overstruck on earlier issue
of Phocas from the same mint (Jerusalem Third Wall IAA 44636)

4.3.6	Countermarking
The practice of punching countermarks, so popular on Roman Provincial coins dated
from the first to the third centuries, is another expression of the monetary crisis that
affected the eastern Empire during the reign of Heraclius. Due to the general reduction in the influx of new coin to the provinces of Syria and Palestine, this was the
simplest way to locally revalidate old coins still in circulation. Countermarking took
place in several regions, such as Sicily, Cherson, Syria, and Palestine.
Heraclian countermarks from Syria and Palestine have been comprehensively
researched over the last fifteen years (DeRose Evans 1993-1994; Lampinen 1999a;
Economides 2003; Schulze and Goodwin 2005; Schulze, Schulze, and Leimenstoll
2006 and Schulze 2009). According to the most recent opinion, most countermarking in the region – with a few exceptions that will be noted below – was applied by
military mints during the 630s at the time of the Arab conquest in order to provide
revalidated copper coinage to the troops.49 This model is well known from Roman
Provincial coinage (Schulze, Schulze, and Leimenstoll 2006:20; Foss 2008:1517).50 Although the motive might be military, there is no reason to believe, however,
that countermarked coins did not circulate widely among the general population.
Seven different types of countermarks appearing on coin finds in Israel that are
related to Heraclius have been classified, four of them depicting a monogram combining Latin and Greek legends within a circle. Although most examples appear on
folles – some of them already overstruck – half folles and three-quarter folles were
also occasionally stamped (Table 75). With a few exceptions that will be mentioned
Previously, reasons for this countermarking were usually attributed to monetary issues. See MIB
3:111 and Economides 2003:193.

49

50
Countermarking for military needs was indeed very common in Israel during the Roman period.
To reinforce this assumption, see for instance a hoard of 110 coins, of them 90 countermarked by the
Legion X Fretensis, found during excavations in Shu‘afat, north of Jerusalem and dated to the period
between the Jewish and the Bar Kokhba revolts (Bijovsky 2007a:68-70).
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below, countermarks were stamped with great care on the reverse of the coins so as
not to obliterate the mark of value; therefore, they do not alter the value of the coin.
A classification of the different types of countermarks, their datings and suggested
places of origin is described in Table 74.
Eighty-five coins in our database bear Heraclian monograms (Table 75). Of
them, 50 are stamped on coins of Heraclius himself, 22 on coins of Maurice Tiberius
and the other 13 are punched on early Byzantine issues. The variety of host coins
suggests that considerable numbers of pre-Heraclian coins were still in circulation in
Palestine simultaneously with coins of this Emperor. Regarding the provenance of
coin finds, the overwhelming majority of countermarked coins in our database were
discovered in excavations in Caesarea (69 coins). Interestingly, only seven coins are
recorded from Jerusalem, two from Sepphoris and Mount Gerizim and single specimens from Bet Guvrin, Lod (el Khirbe), and Bet She’an.
Table 74. Types of Heraclian countermarks
No.

Type

Description/Reading

Dating

1

=

HeRaClius

633-636 (640)

Israel
(Caesarea)

Folles from Justin I to
Heraclius 635/636

2

@

HeRaclius

633-636 (640)

Israel
(Caesarea)

Folles from Justin I to
Heraclius 635/636

3

HPAKΛIOY

633-636

Syria

Folles of Heraclius years
20-23

4

KωN[C]T for
Constantine

636-640(?)

Uncertain
Palestine(?)

Most often on reformed half
folles of Heraclius

5

Uncertain animal
(lion?)

633-640

Uncertain

Folles of Heraclius years
20-23

6

Saint George
facing bust

Palestine
(Diospolis?)

Folles of Justin I and
Maurice Tiberius

7

Eagle

Caesarea

Worn folles of Justin I,
Justinian I, Maurice Tiberius
and Heraclius 639/640

Heraclius(?)
634-636
637-640

Origin

Host coins

Types 1 and 2 and their varieties are the most common countermarks found
on coins from excavations in Israel. Both types were studied in detail by Schulze,
Schulze, and Leimenstoll; they consider that the reading of the monograms is Heraclius and reject previous suggestions, such as Theodore or Heraclius Constantine
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(Schulze, Schulze, and Leimenstoll 2006:5-7).51 On six occasions, countermarks
were observed on the obverse of coins (Table 75). It is not surprising that four of
them were stamped on coins of Maurice Tiberius, defacing his portrait (Jerusalem,
excavations near the Temple Mount IAA 44230 Fig. 157 left; Caesarea IAA 61762).
But interestingly, the other two appear on coins of Heraclius himself, both dated to
612/613 (Caesarea IAA 27388 Fig. 157 right; IAA 118035).52 In some cases the
countermark is retrograde (Lod [el Khirbe] IAA 100045; Caesarea IAA 61739, see
photograph in Table 75).
Multiple countermarking may also imply further revalidation of the coins
(Schulze, Schulze, and Leimenstoll 2006:23). Some coins bear two or more countermarks of the same type (e.g. Caesarea IAA 63117 Fig. 158 left, or DeRose Evans
2006:No. 2642). Types 1 and 2 might also appear together on the same coin (e.g.
Caesarea IAA 118039, Fig. 158 right), and occasionally they are combined with
other countermarks added after the Arab conquest (Schulze, Schulze and Leimenstoll 2006:7, type 3).

Fig. 157. Coins bearing Heraclian countermarks of types 1 and 2 on the obverse. Left: Maurice
Tiberius (Caesarea IAA 61762). Right: Heraclius dated to 612/613 (Caesarea IAA 27388)

Fig. 158. Heraclian countermarks. Left: same type on the same coin (e.g. Caesarea IAA 63117);
right: different types on the same coin (e.g. Caesarea IAA 118038)

Their study is based on 173 countermarked coins from private and public collections and publications. Eighteen variants of type 1 were established and five variants for type 2 (Schulze, Schulze, and
Leimenstoll 2006:8-12). Unfortunately, the scope of our study and the general poor preservation of
the coins in our database does not allow establishing any internal classification of variants for types 1
and 2. Whenever a variant distinction was possible, it is shown in Table 75.
51

52

For another example of this rare phenomenon see Vorderstrasse 2006:437.
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The evidence from Schulze, Schulze, and Leimenstoll as from our database
shows that most popular among the host coins for both types 1 and 2 were the folles
of Maurice Tiberius and Heraclius’ reformed coins of years 20-21. It should be noted
that both issues are of similar weight standard. Likewise, the significant number of
early folles of Heraclius dated to 610-613 countermarked with types 1 and 2 shows
that these coins were also preferred as host coins, perhaps for the same metrological
reasons (Morrisson 1989b:193).
Based on evidence from purchased specimens Schulze, Schulze, and Leimenstoll
believe that the focal point for the manufacture of types 1 and 2 should be coastal
Palaestina Prima. They further note that the number of countermarked coins of Heraclius found at Caesarea is quite large in view of “the relatively small number of
Byzantine coins found in Caesarea” (Schulze, Schulze, and Leimenstoll 2006:13).
This assumption, however, needs to be updated with the thousands of Byzantine
coins revealed during excavations in Caesarea by the JECM (DeRose Evans 2006)
and IAA (unpublished) expeditions.53 Some of this rich material is registered in our
database and reflects the proportions provided by the new finds: out of 417 Heraclian
coins in our records, 192 were found in Caesarea (close to half of the total, namely
45.60%), of them 65 (representing 33.85%) are countermarked. Based on these remarkable figures and previous suggestions by scholars,54 there is enough evidence
today to conclude that the process of countermarking of types 1 and 2 was probably
performed in Caesarea, the capital and major administrative center of the province.
In terms of chronology, the data from our records seem to confirm Schulze,
Schulze, and Leimenstoll’s assumption that both types 1 and 2 are contemporary,
and since they were stamped mostly on reformed host coins of Heraclius, they could
not have been applied before 629/630 (Schulze, Schulze, and Leimenstoll 2006:1516). Based on evidence from Syrian hoards and the latest dates of host coins, they
establish that the period of use of both types of countermarks was between 633 and
DeRose Evans comments that: “Byzantine coins were found in every excavated square, comprising twelve to forty-three percent of the coins found in each field” (DeRose Evans 2006:21, and 49-51
for Heraclius specifically). Regarding the IAA excavations, 1,256 Byzantine coins have been cleaned
and registered at the Coin Department through the years, of them 422 found during comprehensive
excavations at the site under the direction of Y. Porath in the 1990s. Only a small percentage will
eventually be published.
53

Based on the relatively large number of Heraclian countermarked pieces found by the DIAR excavations in Caesarea – 29 coins – DeRose Evans first suggested in 1996 that countermarking probably
occurred in Palestine, either in Jerusalem, Tiberias, or Caesarea (DeRose Evans 1993-1994:97, 101). In
her 2006 publication the number of countermarked coins rose to 34 and DeRose Evans suggests Caesarea specifically as the place of issue (DeRose Evans 2006:23-24, 49). See also Lampinen 1999a:399
for more finds of countermarked coins from Caesarea. Goodwin writes: “The number of countermarked coins found at Caesarea also suggests that the provincial capital may have been the main site
of the countermarking activity” (Goodwin 2005:75). Economides summarizes the coin evidence from
Cyprus but still suggests that these countermarks were applied in Caesarea (Economides 2003:199).
54
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636 since there was no reason to continue with this practice after the battle of Yarmuk.55 However, they consider that a later date is possible if countermarks were still
applied in Caesarea, which only fell into Arab hands in 640.
In fact, coin finds from Israel raise some problems regarding the period of use of
countermark types 1 and 2. The evidence from hoards deposited during the years of
Persian occupation shows indeed that no countermarking activities took place by the
time of the Persian invasion (c.610-614; see chapter 4.5.1). There are however at
least two hoards concealed not before c.630/631 which include countermarked coins
of these types and seem to undermine the chronology proposed above.
The first is the Malha hoard with eight countermarked host coins issued before
614 (one of Tiberius II and the others of Maurice Tiberius, see DOC 2/1:56 and
n90).56 The second is an unpublished hoard, named here Bet She’an III, where the
latest datable coin belongs to Heraclius, 613/614 (IAA 118202), but which also contains a host coin of Maurice Tiberius with a countermark of type 2 which postpones
– theoretically, according to Schulze, Schulze, and Leimenstoll – the date of concealment to c.630s (IAA 118197). It is true that one can assume that both hoards, which
present a bulk of coins predating 614, were buried at a later date, but the absence
of countermarked reformed issues of Heraclius in both assemblages raises many
questions. With regard to the cessation of use of types 1 and 2 in finds from Israel,
the latest host coin dated with certainty in our database, as seen in Table 75, is from
634/635 (Caesarea HU, IAA 118046).57 Hypothetically, there is no impediment to
continue the chronology up to 640, when Caesarea was captured by the Arabs. However, the fact that no examples of host coins of Heraclius class 6 (dated to 639-641)
bearing these countermarks have been discovered so far in Israel might suggest an
earlier date of use also in Israel, as proposed by Schulze, Schulze, and Leimenstoll.58
55
The authors state that of three large Syrian hoards: the ANS/Myers hoard (Metcalf W.E. 1975), the
Coelesyria hoard (Bates 1968), and the Tell Bissé hoard (Leuthold 1952‑1953), all ending with coins
dated not later than 630/631, none of them includes countermarked issues of Heraclius. Therefore,
countermarks were added later to this date (Schulze, Schulze, and Leimenstoll 2006:17). Regarding
the end of use, the latest identified host coins for these countermarks in their records date to 635/636
(Schulze, Schulze, and Leimenstoll 2006:16). Economides, however, mentions a few specimens dated
to 636/637 (Economides 2003:200, Table 2). A coin attributed by Foss to the period 639-641, bearing
a countermark of type 2, was discovered in excavations in Antioch (Foss 1994-1999:123; Waagé
1952:163, No. 2220). From Waagé’s description, however, the type is uncertain.
56
Schulze, Schulze, and Leimenstoll (2006:14) claim that one of the eight host coins is an issue of
Heraclius dated to 629/630, but this seems to be a missinterpretation of Grierson’s description of the
hoard in DOC 2/1. According to Grierson, the latest coins in the hoard are dated to 629/630.

57
Lampinen published a follis dated to 635/636, but it is not clear whether the coin is from excavations in Caesarea or acquired on the market (Lampinen 1999a:400, No. 3).

As mentioned, the attribution of the Antioch excavation coin in Waagé 1952:163, No. 2220,
which bears a countermark of type 2 to the period 639‑641 is doubtful.
58
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Table 75. Countermarked coins of Heraclius registered in our database
(by chronological order of host coins)
Type of c/m

Host coin

Date of
host coin

IAA/Ref.

= and @

Anastasius I/ M/ CON

512-518

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2007

Caesarea, IAA

Justin I/ M/ CON

518-522

63515 (Fig. 161)

Caesarea, JECM

Justin I/ M/ CON

518-522

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2218

Caesarea, JECM

Justinian I/ M/ Antioch

527-539

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2360

Caesarea, JECM

Justinian I/ M/ Antioch

527-539

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2363

Caesarea, JECM

Byzantine/ M/ CON

518-537

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2394

Byzantine/ M/

518-538

61903

Byzantine/ K/ CON

518-538

K15130 (Fig. 159 left)

Site
Caesarea, JECM

Caesarea, insula
W2S3

= and type 1
or 2

Mount Gerizim,
church
Caesarea, JECM

=

Maurice/ M/ CON

585/586

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2452

Caesarea, JECM

=

Maurice/ m/ THEUP’

586/587

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2474

Caesarea, JECM

=

Maurice/ M/ CON

588/589

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2453

Caesarea, JECM

=

Maurice/ M/ NIKO

589/590

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2467

= on obv.

Maurice/ M/ KYZ

589/590

63214

Caesarea, IAA

62375
Caesarea, insula
W2S3

= (var. 2a)

Caesarea, JECM

=

on obv.

Maurice/ M/ THEUP’

590/591

Maurice/ M/ CON

591/592

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2455
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Site

Type of c/m

Host coin

Date of
host coin

IAA/Ref.

Caesarea, JECM

=

Maurice/ M/ CON

591/592

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2456

Caesarea, IDAM
1987

= (var 1k)

Maurice/ M/ NIKO

594/595

27374

Maurice/ M/ CON

596/597

63228

Caesarea, IAA

= (stamped on
mark of value)

Caesarea, insula
W2S3

=

Maurice/ M/ CON

596/597

64940

Caesarea, JECM

=

Maurice/ M/ CON

596/597

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2460

Caesarea, JECM

=

Maurice/ M/ CON

599/600

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2461
44230

Jerusalem, Temple
Mount, area XII

= (var. 1a)

Caesarea, IAA

= (on obv.)

on obv.

Maurice/ M

599/600

Maurice/ M/ THEUP’

601/602

61762 (Fig. 157 left)

Caesarea, JECM

=

Maurice/ K/ THES

601/602

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2448

Bet She’an hoard
III

=

Maurice/ M/

582-602

118197

Caesarea, JECM

=

Maurice/ M/ CON

582-602

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2462

Caesarea, JECM

=

Maurice/ M/ CON

582-602

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2463

Jerusalem, Jewish
Quarter Cardo

@

Maurice/ M

582-602

Bijovsky and Berman 2012:
Cardo No. 41

Caesarea, HU

Type 1 or 2
on obv.

Maurice/ M/ CON

582-602

118035

Caesarea, IAA

@

Maurice/ K/ CON

582-602

67443

Caesarea, IAA

@

Maurice/ K/ CON

582-602

67444
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Site

Type of c/m

Host coin

Date of
host coin

IAA/Ref.

Caesarea, insula
W2S3

@

Byzantine/M/

6th c.

63198

Caesarea, insula
W2S3

@

Byzantine/M/

6th c.

64942

Caesarea, insula
W2S3

@

Byzantine/M/

6th c.

62267

Sepphoris, HU

@

Byzantine/ K

6th–7th c.

B.86.3180

Caesarea, JECM

=

Heraclius/ M/ CON

610-613

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2622

Caesarea, JECM

=?

Heraclius/ M/ NIKO

610/611

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2672

Caesarea, JECM

=

Heraclius/ M/ NIKO
Overstruck on Phocas

612/613

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2674
65916

Caesarea, insula
W2S3

=, =, =

Heraclius/ M/

610-641

Caesarea, insula
W2S3

@ (var. 2a)

Heraclius/ M/ NIKO

611/612

63179

Caesarea, JECM

=

Heraclius/ M/ CON

611/612

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2623
27388

Caesarea, IDAM
1987

= (var. 1b,

Caesarea, JECM

=

on obv.)

Heraclius/ M/ CON

612/613

Heraclius/ M/ KYZ

612/613

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2676.
100045

Khirba, el
(Nesher Ramle)

= (retrograde)

Heraclius/ M/ NIKO

612/613
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Site

Type of c/m

Host coin

Date of
host coin

IAA/Ref.
118037

@ and @

Heraclius/ M/ CON
Overstruck on class 1,
dated to 613

629-631

Caesarea, JECM

=

Heraclius/ M/ CON
Overstruck twice:
Justin II and Maurice

614/615

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2629

Caesarea, JECM

= and =

Heraclius/ K/ THES

619/620

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2620

@

Heraclius/ K/ CON

620/621

38866

Heraclius/ M/ CON

629/630

121669 (Fig. 160)

Caesarea, HU

Jerusalem, Temple
Mount, area IV
H. Pi Mazuva
(east)
Caesarea, JECM

@ and @

Caesarea, JECM

=

Caesarea, JECM

Heraclius/ M/ CON
Overstruck on
629/630
Heraclius 611-612
Heraclius/ M/ CON
Overstruck on Justin II, 629/630
THES?

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2642
DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2643

Twice uncertain Heraclius/ M/ CON

629/630

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2644

Caesarea, JECM

@

Heraclius/ Λ/ CON

629/630

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2652

Caesarea, JECM

@

Heraclius/ Λ/ CON

629/630

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2654
62280

Caesarea, IAA

@

Heraclius/ K/ CON
Overstruck on Justin II
from θEC (Thess.)

629/630

61739
Caesarea, IAA

@ (retrograde)

Heraclius/ K/ CON
Overstruck on
Heraclius

629/630
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Site

Type of c/m

Host coin

Date of
host coin

IAA/Ref.
62289

Caesarea, insula
W2S3

= (var 1o)

Heraclius/ K/ CON

629/630

Caesarea, insula
W2S3

@

Heraclius/ M/ CON

630/631

61740

Caesarea, insula
W2S3

@

Heraclius/ M/ CON

629-631

62267

Caesarea, IAA

@

Heraclius/ M/ CON

629-631

63206

Caesarea, HU

@ and @

Heraclius/ M/ CON

629-631

118038 (Fig. 158 right)

@

Heraclius/ K/ CON
Overstruck on M
624-626

629-631

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2666

@ and @

Heraclius/ M/ CON

629-631

67828

Heraclius/ K/ CON

629-631

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2665

Caesarea, JECM
Caesarea, IAA
Caesarea, JECM
Caesarea, JECM

=@

Heraclius/ M/
overstruck on Phocas
from Antioch

631/632

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2645

Caesarea, JECM

@, @ and =

Heraclius/ M/ CON

631-634

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2646

Caesarea, JECM

=

Heraclius/ M/ CON

632/633

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2647

Caesarea, IAA

@

Heraclius/ K/ CON

632/633

61722 (Fig. 141 left)

Caesarea, IAA

= and @

Heraclius/ M/ CON

632/633

63117 (Fig. 158 left)

Heraclius/ M/ CON

632-638

41409 (Fig. 159)

Jerusalem, Temple
Mount, area VI
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Site

Type of c/m

Host coin

Date of
host coin

IAA/Ref.

Caesarea, HU

=

Heraclius/ M/ CON

634/635

118046

Bet Guvrin

@

Heraclius/ M/ CON

632-635

117889
31549

@, @ and =

Heraclius/ M/ CON/
clipped

632-635

Caesarea, IAA

@ and @

Heraclius/ M/ CON

632-635

63117

Sepphoris, USF

Illegible type
1 or 2

Heraclius/ M/ CON/
clipped quarter from
follis

632-638

118943

Caesarea, IAA

@

Heraclius/ M/ CON

632-638

67445

= (1e)

Heraclius/ M/ CON

631-638

Caesarea, JECM
1976

Jerusalem, Giv‘ati
Parking

Caesarea, JECM

Caesarea, JECM
Caesarea, JECM
Caesarea, JECM
Jerusalem,
Kenyon
excavations

Heraclius/ M/
Overstruck on Justinian
632-638
I / K/ Antioch 556/557

=
@, @ and
illegible

= “many
times”

@ and =
(?)

135511
DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2713
(dating to 630-641)

Heraclius/ M/ CON

632-638

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2667
(dating to 630-641)

Heraclius/ M/ CON

632-638

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2669
(dating to 630-641)

Heraclius/ M/ CON

634-638

DeRose Evans 2006:No. 2651
(dating to 630-641)

Heraclius/ M/ CON

639-640

Reece et al. 2008:419, note 7

Type 3
is a very rare type showing a cross monogram reading Heraclius. Since it occurs only on reformed folles of this Emperor minted in years 20-23,
it should be dated to the same period as types 1-2, from 633 to 636, or at the latest
to 640 (Schulze and Goodwin 2005:25-26, class 2). No specimens of this type are
registered in our database and only one example cited by Schulze and Goodwin was
purchased in Israel. Therefore, I believe this countermark was not applied here.
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Type 4
, also extremely rare, shows a cross monogram reading KωΝΤ for
Constantine. There is no consensus about its significance, but the most recent opinion suggests it is an imperial monogram which more likely refers to Heraclius Constantine or Heraclonas than to Constans II (Schulze and Goodwin 2005:27-28, class
3). Schulze states that this countermark appears almost exclusively on Heraclian
reformed coins, with a notable preference for half folles of years 20-23; therefore,
he dates type 4 to the same period as types 1-2, namely 633-636, at the latest to 640.
Nevertheless, he adds that type 4 looks usually newer than the previous ones, probably indicating a later period of issue about 636-640. In fact, if this countermark was
intended either for Heraclius Constantine or Heraclonas, who became Emperors for
a short period in 641, a later date seems more suitable (Foss 2008:16-17).
Although many of the specimens recorded by Schulze were acquired in Israel,
the low incidence of type 4 in our records does not allow a definitive provenance to
Israel. Interestingly, one of the two examples registered in our database was stamped
on a worn early Byzantine half follis dated to before 538; this is the earliest host coin
for this type hitherto published (Mount Gerizim, K15130, Fig. 159 left and Table
75). The second specimen is a clipped follis of Heraclius dated to 632-638 (Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount IAA 41409 Fig. 159 right).

Fig. 159. Heraclian countermarks of type 4 (Left: Mount Gerizim, K15130;
right: Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple Mount IAA 41409)

Countermarks of types 3 and 4 sometimes appear together on the same coin
(Schulze and Goodwin 2005:28-29, class 4). The scarcity of coin finds bearing both
types of countermarks seems to negate the possibility that they were applied for
military reasons. Schulze suggests that due to the shortage of cash after 636, small
districts still remaining under Byzantine control could have countermarked coins for
local use, multiple countermarking probably indicating different districts (Schulze
and Goodwin 2005:29). This argument, however, needs more substantial evidence
from coin finds in order to be confirmed. Not a single specimen combining types 3
and 4 is registered in our records.
The three last types of countermarks are pictorial. Only one coin bearing a counan uncertain animal (a lion?), is registered in our records (H.
termark of type 5,
Pi Mazuva [east], IAA 121669, Fig. 160). It is a reformed follis of Heraclius dated
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to 629/630 as are most host coins of this type (Schulze and Goodwin 2005:29, class
5a). The attribution to Heraclius is based mainly on the types of host coins but also
on the fact that similar Arab countermarks are much smaller. The provenance of this
countermark is uncertain.

Fig. 160. Countermark of type 5 depicting an uncertain animal (a lion?)
(Ḥ. Pi Mazuva east IAA 121669)

Type 6
was first published by Lampinen (1999:404) based on the finding
of two folles of Maurice Tiberius bearing this countermark at excavations in Caesarea. The countermark depicts the frontal bust of Saint George, as attested by the
nimbus and the flanking letters Γ–Є. Lampinen believes the countermarking should
be dated to the events of 634-636 and relates it to Lod/Diospolis, whose patron was
Saint George. The attribution to Heraclius is, however, not conclusive (Schulze and
Goodwin 2005:30, class 6). No examples of this countermark are registered in our
database.
depicts an eagle standing facing with wings curved upwards and
Type 7
a pellet between the wings. Until recently, all known specimens were stamped on
worn folles of Justin I and Justinian I and were attributed by a number of scholars
to the period between 540 and 613-617 (Schulze 2009:113, 117-118). Schulze’s updated catalogue includes 25 specimens, among them a host coin of Maurice Tiberius
(Schulze 2009:115 and cat. No. 21). He also proposes that the countermark should
be dated to the years 637-640.
Six coins bearing the eagle countermark are registered in our database (Table 75).
The four coins from JECM excavations at Caesarea (DeRose Evans 1993-1994:97,
104, Table 4; Schulze 2009:115, Nos. 3-6) were all stamped on early Byzantine
folles predating 538 and the fifth specimen was stamped on a follis of Justin I published here for the first time (Caesarea IAA 63515, Fig. 161). The sixth coin, however, discovered in Kenyon excavations in Jerusalem, is a Heraclian follis dated to
639-640; the eagle identification is suggested with a question mark (Reece et al.
2008:419, note 7).59 If the identification of the countermark is correct, then it deMy deep thanks to R. Reece who kindly sent me the quotation from D.M. Metcalf’s notes, who
identified the coin: “23rd of June 1994. The only coin which struck me as important was 775. Heracli59
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finitively relates this type to Heraclius and refines Schulze’s new dating, reinforcing
the suggestion that it was probably used during the time of the siege of Caesarea
(Schulze 2009:118). It should be noted that this is the latest host coin of Heraclius so
far recorded in Israel which bears a countermark.

Fig. 161. Countermark of type 7 depicting an eagle (Caesarea IAA 63515)

The eagle countermark was formerly attributed to Egypt. However, today, based
on the provenance of most specimens, it can be confidently connected to Caesarea
in Israel (Schulze and Goodwin 2005:39-40 class 8; Schulze 2009:116-117). Actually, two of the coins from Egypt discovered among a group of coins (hoard?) found
in excavations at Jabal al-Tarif or Nag Hammadi might have arrived from Palestine
(Goehring 1983:218-220; Noeske 2000a:I, 133-134 and II, 383-384).60
Moreover, the iconography of this type is well-known in Caesarea from Roman
times, as seen in a similar depiction of an eagle holding a wreath on coins of Severus
Alexander minted in the city in huge quantities (Kadman 1957:No. 100; also mentioned in Schulze 2009:116-117). As mentioned in chapter 4.3.5, there are Heraclian hexanummia imitations of the palm tree type overstruck on this Roman Provincial type of Severus Alexander produced in Caesarea, meaning that these coins were
still available in Caesarea during the Byzantine period and could have inspired the
eagle countermark.

us, H Constantine + Heracleonas, follis, Cple, 639-40, with countermark (eagle?) over date” (Personal
communication by email dated to 06/12/2010).

The eagle countermarks were applied on worn coins of Justin I and Justinian I (folles Nos. 16-17
in Noeske 2000a: II, 383-384; probably Nos. 20 or 21 bear eagle countermarks as well). The whole
assemblage consists of 56 coins: twelve worn folles dated from 512 to 538 and 44 dodecanummia of
Tiberius II, Heraclius, and Constans II. The coins were found in an old Egyptian burial cave used in the
Byzantine period by Coptic monks. Noeske believes that the group of folles arrived from the diocesis of
Oriens, Syria but still states that the eagle countermark was applied in Egypt. (Noeske 2000a:133-134).
Based on Schulze’s update, there seems to be no doubt that the group of folles in this hoard was brought
to Egypt from Palestine with these coins already countermarked. The chronological timeframe of the
hoard also reinforces the date attribution of this countermark to the last years of Heraclius.
60
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4.3.7	The Jerusalem mint
The mint of Jerusalem remained inactive since it was closed after the reign of Emperor Hostilian in 251. A number of scholars, however, have proposed that after the
closing of the mint in Antioch between 608 and 610, coin activities were apparently transferred to Jerusalem, where a temporary mint functioned during the period c.608-c.615 producing solidi and folles (Hendy 1985:415-416; Meshorer 1998;
Morrisson 1989b:193; Olster 1993:113; Metlich 1994-1999; Bendall 2003; Foss
2008:8). While the attribution of the copper coinage to this mint is quite certain, the
gold is doubtful. Nevertheless, the recent discovery of a gold hoard containing 264
solidi of Heraclius found during excavations at the Giv‘ati parking lot in Jerusalem
strengthens the suggestion that gold coins were indeed minted in the city, probably
under emergency conditions.61
The opening of a temporary mint in Jerusalem would have required some sort of
imperial intervention. The mint was apparently opened by Bonosus, the new Comes
Orientis appointed by Phocas in 608 or 609 (Hendy 1985:415; Bendall 2003:309;
Greatrex and Lieux 2002:187 and n49). It has been suggested that from 611 to
613, Jerusalem served as the headquarters of Nicetas, Emperor Heraclius’ cousin and
commander of the Byzantine troops in Syria and Palestine, who stayed in the region
to resist the Persian threat (Bendall 2003:311-312; Greatrex and Lieux 2002: 191192). The historical circumstances, therefore, provide the background necessary to
suggest that Jerusalem indeed functioned as a temporary military mint following a
pattern developed by Bendall (2003).62
Folles attributed to Jerusalem are extremely rare but have been known in numismatic literature for many years. A recent study by Mansfield publishes a catalogue of
the thirteen known specimens collected from publications, auctions, and collections
(Mansfield 2010:53-55).63 On these coins the frontal consular bust of Heraclius is
illustrated on the obverse in a very particular style which combines the triangular shaped head of Phocas with the trefoil crown, the mappa, and the eagle-scepter
A preliminary report of this unique discovery is published by the author in Ben Ami, Tchekhaand Bijovsky 2010. A full discussion of the new solidus type which appears in this hoard is
published by the author in Bijovsky 2010a.
61

novetz

62
In his article, Bendall proposes a pattern according to which, several solidi bearing unknown
mintmarks are attributed to the opening of military eastern mints that functioned temporarily in order
to fulfill the needs of the army during Heraclius’ campaigns. Moreover, Kaegi raised the possibility
that Nicetas was the one to capture Alexandretta and Cyprus and opened mints in order to strike coins
in the name of Heraclius in 610 (Kaegi 2003:86). This could be a precedent for the opening of a temporary mint in Jerusalem sometime between 611 and 613.

Since then, three additional specimens have been traced by Mansfield (personal communication,
email 22/09/2011).
63
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typical of coins of Maurice Tiberius from Antioch.64 The obverse inscription reads
DnhЄRCL PPAVG. There are two variants of reverse which differ in the exergue
inscription: IЄPOCO¼, for Jerusalem and XC NIKA, for Christ Conquers (MIB
3:108-110, Nos. X27-X28; Bendall 2003:313-314, type 1). All these coins are dated
to year 4, namely 613/614, and, therefore, they were produced during a very short
period between October 613 and May 614 when Jerusalem fell into Persian hands
after a twenty day siege (Foss 2003:152-153; 163). According to Mansfield only two
obverse dies were used for the whole series plus five reverse dies for the IЄPOCO¼
issue and a single die for the XC NIKA type (Mansfield 2010:50 and Annex B). At
least two of the coins are overstruck, pointing to a limited issue produced using all
copper coins at hand (see Metlich 1994-1999:118 for an overstruck on a Justinian I
follis; Foss 2008:8).
Those who consider the Persian siege of Jerusalem too short to enable local coinage to be struck suggest that the date on the coins more likely refers to Heraclius’
fourth indictional year, namely 630/631. Then, the issue should commemorate the
return to Jerusalem of the True Cross by Heraclius (See Pottier 2004:22, n2).65 Although this suggestion seems tempting, it is problematic since it does not fit the general dating system (following regnal and not indictional years) or the standard contemporary obverse types. Further reasons for rejecting the later date are discussed by
Mansfield, who also favors a date related to the siege of Jerusalem by the Persians in
614 (Mansfield 2010:52-53).66
No example of this issue is recorded from archaeological excavations in Israel,
particularly in Jerusalem, although some of the published specimens were acquired
in the city (Metlich 1994-1999). A single coin find is recorded here for the first time,
found during an archaeological survey on H. Hajala at Mount Carmel (IAA 135805,
Fig. 162). This coin belongs to the type reading XC NIKA; it weighs 15.30g and its
diameter is 32mm.67
Regarding gold, three extremely rare issues of solidi marked with the ending
reverse legend IΠ have been attributed to the mint of Jerusalem for many years

64
Bendall suggests that this is because the local engravers of the bronze coins in Jerusalem still had
no idea what Heraclius looked like (Bendall 2003:313‑314). The fact that the coins have an Antiochene style reinforces the assumption that after the closing of the mint in Antioch, engravers were
transferred to Jerusalem.
65

For a discussion of this event and its military implications see Kaegi 1992:74-78.

Mansfield raises the possibility that this issue could also have been struck immediately after the
siege in order to fill the vacuum caused by the lack of an administrative authority.
66

The survey was conducted by Y. Olami for the Israel Department of Archaeology and Museums.
The coin will be published by Ariel Berman, to whom I am indebted for his permission to mention
this coin.
67
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(Morrisson 1989b:193).68 The earliest is attributed to Phocas and is dated to 608/609
(Bendall 2003:313, type 2) while two additional types are attributed to Heraclius
and are dated to 610-613 (Fig. 163, bearing a portrait that looks like Phocas; Bendall 2003:315, type 3) and c.613-616 respectively (with busts of Heraclius with
Heraclius Constantine; Bendall 2003:315, type 4).

Fig. 162. Follis of Heraclius minted in Jerusalem, 613/614 (Kh. Hajala, Mount Carmel IAA 135805)

Fig. 163. Solidus of Heraclius attributed to Jerusalem and dated to 610-613
(http://www. sothebys. com/app/live/lot/LotDetail.jsp?lot_id=ZXFH)

Bendall considers these issues to be the product of a few ephemeral military
mints connected with Heraclius’ campaigns in the East. In general, the coins, which
show minor variants from the standard Constantinople type, are in excellent condition and are all of eastern origin. In Bendall’s opinion they were produced by shortlived mints operating during times of instability and warfare. Large reserves of gold
– which could have served for striking new coin – were taken by imperial military
expeditions as noted in the treatise of Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus.69 The principal problem with the attribution to Jerusalem is provenance, since no such solidi
have been so far discovered in excavations in Israel.
A hitherto unknown variant of solidus, however, was recently identified by the
author as the exclusive type in a gold coin hoard discovered during the excavations
of a public building destroyed by fire at the Giv‘ati parking lot in Jerusalem (Ben
This legend has been interpreted as the abbreviation of ΙΕΡΟCΟΛΙΜΑ ΠΟΛΙC (Bendall
2003:314).
68

Text C of the treatise clearly specifies cash for the expenses of the expedition, for largesse to officers and soldiers, and sacks of coin in gold for other expenditures (Haldon 1990a:111). I am indebted
to C. Morrisson for this reference.
69
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Ami, Tchekhanovetz, and Bijovsky 2010; Fig. 164). The study of the hoard and the
circumstances of its deposition led me to the conclusion that the coins constitute an
emergency issue, struck in Jerusalem under hasty conditions some time before May
614 when the city fell into Persian hands. It should be noted that so far, gold coin
finds as well as other archaeological evidence attesting to the Persian conquest of
Jerusalem are extremely meager.70
These coins were found in mint condition, they bear no signs of wear, no graffiti
or clipping, and seem to be uncirculated. The 264 solidi which constitute this hoard
belong to the same variant, based on Heraclius class 1, which, as mentioned in chapter 4.3.4, is almost nonexistent in Israel. The Giv‘ati type shows a frontal bust of the
young Emperor with a short beard encircled by the inscription dNÄERÄCLI-³S.
PP ÅVC⋅ (written with an Ä instead of the common h of Heraclius and a small dot
after the S). The reverse inscription on all the coins ends with the final officina letter
Δ, hitherto unknown in this series, and a tiny star is attached to the exergue inscription: CONOB* (Fig. 165 right). So far, no examples of this variant have been found
in any of the major numismatic collections of Byzantine coins.

Fig. 164. The Giv‘ati hoard in situ and after cleaning

In addition to the fact that the hoard is composed in its entirety of coins of a new
variety, it presents a number of exceptional and unparalleled features. The coins
are not only the same type but they were also produced by the same pair of dies.
The metallurgical analysis of 41 coins from the hoard indicates that they were all
A hoard of five gold coins found in excavations at the Jerusalem Citadel is usually related to this
period (Amiran and Eitan 1970:15). The hoard includes three tremisses of Maurice Tiberius and two
solidi of Phocas, dated to 603-607. As well as this find, there is a solidus of Phocas dated to 607-610
(Fig. 173), which seals the context of a mass bone burial (tomb 10) discovered during the excavations
of a cemetery in Mamillah, Jerusalem (Fig. 173). According to the excavators, these remains might
be those Christians massacred by the Persians in the Pool of Mamillah in 614 (Reich 1993:109; Kaegi
2003:80). A summary of the archaeological evidence of the Persian conquest of Jerusalem was compiled by Russell (2001:48-51) and most recently Avni published a most comprehensive and updated
discussion on this subject (2010).
70
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produced from the same source of gold. Both these features suggest that the minting
process of the coins in the hoard was a single event.

Fig. 165. Comparison of the Giv‘ati hoard solidus (right)
to a regular issue of Heraclius dated to 610-613 (left)

The weight frequency of the solidi in the hoard presents many irregularities for a
group of coins which shows no signs of wear. Most intriguing is the existence of 22
coins which are above the regular weight standard, 4.55g.71 The possibility that anyone would be interested in striking solidi containing more precious metal than the
required by the standard is absurd and can be only explained if the coins were struck
al marco instead of al pezzo (Hendy 1985:329).72 It is hardly plausible that such a
minting process would have taken place in Constantinople; however, a more distant
location such as a temporary military mint seems more probable.
Therefore, the combination of all the features mentioned indicates that the Giv‘ati
hoard should be considered a special consignment of gold cash dispatched from its
place of minting directly to the closely adjacent place of deposition in Jerusalem.
This would explain the complete homogeneity of the hoard in terms of chronology,
typology, officina, metallurgy, and dies. Consequently, the attribution of the solidus
from Giv‘ati to a temporary mint located in Jerusalem is more than reasonable.73

4.3.8

Patterns of circulation

In comparison to Phocas, his predecessor, there is an increase in the influx of coins
of Heraclius to Palestine, even taking into consideration that the country was under
Persian occupation during a considerable part of his reign.
71

Three solidi weigh 4.67 g, 4.68 g and 4.69 g; the other 19 coins fluctuate between 4.56 g and 4.63 g.

In other words, al marco: 72 solidi were struck from a pound of gold, with less relevance given to
the individual weight of each piece, instead of al pezzo: each piece to a particular weight.
72

73
The possibility suggested to me by Prof. Y. Tsafrir that the coins might have been struck in Caesarea, the capital of the province, should not be completely ruled out (see also Kaegi 1978 for the
conditions in Caesarea in 620s-630s). However, the accumulation of factors presented so far in this
discussion seems to favor Jerusalem as the place of minting of this particular series.
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In terms of coins issued by permanent mints, Constantinople predominates both
in gold and copper, especially after the dismantling of most of the other eastern mints
in 629/630. These drastic measures had radical effects in the supply of copper coinage as seen in Fig. 166, where coins from Nicomedia, Cyzicus, and Thessalonica
are hardly represented. According to information collected in our database, Alexandria was the only eastern mint which continued to produce coins after 629/630 and
constituted the second provider of coinage to Palestine. Coins from this mint were
intended for circulation in Egypt but have also been considered to have circulated to
“… an indeterminate extent in southern Palestine”, as claimed by Domaszewicz and
Bates (2002:89). Coins from Alexandria constitute 29% of Heraclian copper coins
found in Israel, suggesting that this mint enjoyed a major position in terms of the
monetary supply of small change into this region. Moreover, although Caesarea is
where the overwhelming majority of finds from this mint can be found,, many coin
finds from Alexandria have been discovered in the territories of both Palaestina
Prima and Secunda, from Ashqelon in the coastal south, inland to Jerusalem, and
north to Bet She’an, Sepphoris, and Capernaum in the Galilee (Map 11).74
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Fig. 166. Copper coins of Heraclius in our database by mint75

Numbers of coins are as follows (from south to north): Bet Guvrin: 3 hexanummia. Ashqelon: 2
dodecanummia and 18 hexanummia. Martyrius Monastery: 1 hexanummium. Jerusalem: 5 dodecanummia and 10 hexanummia. Lod (El Khirbe): 1 dodecanummium. Apollonia: 1 dodecanummium.
Mount Gerizim: 1 dodecanummium and 1 hexanummium. Caesarea: 14 dodecanummia and 46 hexanummia. Bet She’an: 5 dodecanummia and 1 hexanummium. Sepphoris: 1 dodecanummium and 2
hexanummia. Capernaum: 1 dodecanummium.
74

This graph shows imperial mints only. Since no copper coins from Jerusalem are registered in our
database, this mint is not represented in Fig. 166.
75
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Map 11. Finds of Heraclian coins minted in Alexandria from our database

Temporary minting activities under imperial control probably took place in Palestine in two different instances: first, copper and gold coins were produced in limited
issues in Jerusalem (sometime between 610 and 614) close to the Persian conquest
of the city. Second, intensive countermarking was applied to coins circulating in
Caesarea during the struggle against the Arabs from 633 to 640. The variety of host
coins suggests that during this period considerable numbers of pre-Heraclian coins
were still in circulation together with earlier issues of Heraclius. The numismatic
evidence shows that there was an influx of new coin but no withdrawal back to the
central treasury; therefore, old coins underwent a local process of revalidation. Re-
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garding the suggestion that a temporary mint functioned in Neapolis, no coin finds
from the area support this suggestion.
In terms of denominations, during the Heraclian reign there is a drastic reduction
both in most common gold and copper coinage: solidi are used almost exclusively
and folles are by far the predominant copper coins (Table 73). A significant change is
noticed, however, in Alexandria where for the first time in the Byzantine period, the
hexanummia (a so far unknown denomination in Israel) quantitatively exceeds the
common dodecanummia. Another innovation is that both these Alexandrian denominations were minted in a range of types and modules. Moreover, the devaluation of
the follis, on the one hand, and the increase in the weight of the Alexandrian dodecanummium, on the other, seem to meet each other by the end of the reign of Heraclius
when both denominations share almost the same weight and size.
One of the main topics discussed in numismatic literature is whether the influx
of coinage of Heraclius into the eastern provinces was affected by the contemporary
historical events. Based mainly on hoard finds, most studies claim that there is was
an “abrupt decline in coin circulation after 616 in several major centers of the eastern empire” (Gândilă 2009b:163). In his survey about the provinces of Palaestinae
Prima and Secunda, Noeske writes that coin finds datable to the Persian occupation
are scarce and that the few coins from the time of the Byzantine reconquest are all
dated to 630 (Noeske 2000a:235-238, 260-261).76 Foss argues that coinage from the
time of the Byzantine restoration from 629-640 is limited “due to the almost constant
crises of reorganization and then defense.” (Foss 2008:14). DeRose Evans arrived
at similar conclusions when analyzing the Heraclian coin finds in Caesarea: out of
90 coins, 42 are attributed to the years 610-616 and only 41 to the rest of the reign.
Very few coins date to the period 616-628 and again from 634 until 640 (DeRose
Evans 2006:23).
Fig. 167 shows the breakdown of copper coins of Heraclius in our database according to years of issue. It should be noted that most of the coins are isolated coin
finds, since very few Heraclian coins seem to have been included in hoards found in
Israel (see below, chapter 4.5). Based on this evidence those views just mentioned
are somehow misleading. The graph shows that the influx of copper coin to Palestine
was reduced but more or less remained steady throughout the entire reign with the
exception of a remarkable peak during the first years of the Byzantine re-occupation,
corresponding to the visit of Heraclius to Jerusalem. According to the sources, this
event was a good opportunity for the Emperor to distribute large sums of money to

Quoting Noeske, Phillips writes: “… after the first decade of the seventh century an ordered Byzantine currency system ceased to exist in southern Syria and Heraclius had neither the time nor the
resources to re-establish one” (Phillips 2004:19).
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the local population.77 Moreover, Heraclius exempted the local population from all
taxation and transferred part of the revenues from Syria to the Patriarch of Jerusalem
in order to restore the city (Stratos I:255). These sources corroborate the evidence
from coin finds attesting that plenty of new coinage arrived in the region. Our figures
contradict Phillips and Goodwin’s conclusions stating that the supply of reformed
coinage “became more attenuated the further south one went.” (Phillips and Goodwin 1997:76).
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Fig. 167. Copper of coins of Heraclius by class and years of reign

The evidence from gold finds seems to support the same pattern (Fig. 143).78
During the first three years of Heraclius’ reign (610-613), copper coins appear in
relatively small numbers, while new gold coins of class I have not been found at all.
One possible explanation for the lack of gold coins is that gold coinage issued by
a newly appointed Emperor was not immediately sent to remote provinces such as
Palestine, and this lack of new gold coinage may have been the catalyst for minting
a local variant in Jerusalem (see chapter 4.3.7).
Kaegi quotes Sebeos about Heraclius’ visit to Jerusalem. After the Cross was restored to its place,
Heraclius distributed alms and money for incense to all the churches and inhabitants of the city (Kaegi 2003:207 after Sebeos, History 131, ch. 41 [90-91 Thomson]).
77

Although since the data in Fig. 143 are based almost in its entirety on a single find, the Bet She’an
Youth Hostel hoard, which includes 382 solidi of Heraclius, frequencies might be biased and might not
represent a general pattern.
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During the time of the Persian occupation of Palestine between 613 and 629, the
flow of new Byzantine coins into the region decreased but was not completely interrupted. While quantities of copper coins decreased significantly, solidi of class II are
very common in hoards, evidence that they circulated widely (Bijovsky 2002:163).
Both gold and reformed copper issues of Heraclius dated to the period 629-631 are
the most frequently discovered in Israel. These high figures are not incidental: as
just mentioned, large quantities of coins may have arrived together with Emperor
Heraclius himself, who in 630 celebrated the victory over the Persians in Jerusalem
(Kaegi 2003:200-209).
The last period of Heraclius’ reign from 632 to 640/641 shows increasing quantities of solidi, while copper coins appear in decreasing numbers.79 The 13 folles
of class 6 dated to 639-641 that are registered in our database probably reflect the
immediate effects of the Arab conquest: three coins were discovered at Bet Guvrin,
another three in Jerusalem (which fell in 638), four coins were found in Bet She’an,
and the remainder were uncovered in Sepphoris and Caesarea respectively.

4.4

Graffiti on gold coins

Scratching gold and silver coins with graffiti is an old practice already known from
Greek and Roman coins (Holzer 1944:36).80 An examination of 119 gold coins dating from the fourth to the seventh centuries led Holzer to the conclusion that graffiti
were particularly popular on solidi issued by the eastern mints of the Valentinianic
dynasty and Theodosius I (Holzer 1944:34 and Fig. 168, from the Ashqelon Barnea
hoard, IAA 80725).

Fig. 168. Solidus of Valentinian II with graffito on obverse (Ashqelon Barnea hoard, IAA 80725)

Solidi dated to 632-641 are the predominant Heraclian group in the following hoards from Israel,
Jordan, and Syria: Ḥ. Kab (16 coins), Bet She’an Youth Hostel (170 coins), South Jordan (43 coins),
Damascus (12), and Nikertai (118 coins). It should be noted that all these hoards were deposited
during the second half of the seventh century. See Bijovsky 2002:183, Figure 11.
79

See for instance a silver Athenian tetradrachm (http://www.coinarchives.com/a/lotviewer.
php?LotID= 383790&AucID=692&Lot=58&Val=792662e35f9de08c722fa24c91f08cdb).
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Scratching graffiti on gold coinage was illegal (Hendy 1985:316-317), but as attested
by gold coin finds from many hoards found in Israel, it was nevertheless a widespread practice especially during the seventh century. The Bet She’an Youth Hostel
hoard is the most illustrative example of this phenomenon: of 751 solidi dated from
Phocas to Constantine IV, 262 coins bear graffiti, representing 34.88% of the total
(Bijovsky 2002:178-180). Graffiti appear on all gold denominations, with a preference for solidi.
Most graffiti are casual unintelligible scratches (Fig. 169 left); yet others might
represent geometric designs, symbols (Fig. 169 right), monograms, single letters
(Fig. 170 left) and short combinations of letters (Fig. 170 right; Fig. 171). There are
no rules for the placement of graffiti but they usually appear on the empty fields on
the reverse of the coins, although as shown, they can also appear on the obverse (Fig.
172 left) or on both sides of the same coin (Fig. 172 right).

Fig. 169. Left: solidus of Constantine IV with graffito of strokes (Bet She’an Youth Hostel hoard,
Bijovsky 2002:No. 702); right: solidus of Heraclius with graffito ¡
(Bet She’an Youth Hostel hoard, Bijovsky 2002:No. 234)

Fig. 170. Left: of Phocas with graffito K (Bet She’an Youth Hostel hoard, Bijovsky 2002:No. 6);
right: solidus of Phocas with graffito ΦΦ (Bet She’an Youth Hostel hoard, Bijovsky 2002:No. 64)

Fig. 171. Left: solidus of Heraclius bearing graffito with illegible word
(Bet She’an Youth Hostel hoard, Bijovsky 2002:No. 465); right: solidus of Constans II
with graffito in Arabic? (Bet She’an Youth Hostel hoard, Bijovsky 2002:No. 510)
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Fig. 172. Left: semissis of Leo I with graffito on obverse
(Ḥ. Rimmon hoard A, Kloner and Mindel 1981:No.A2); right: solidus of Valens I
with graffiti on both sides (En Gedi hoard I, Bijovsky 2007:No.460)

There is no certainty about the significance of these graffiti. Some scholars consider them simply marks of identification or certification (guarantees of authenticity?) made by owners or money changers (LRC: 35). Holzer suggested that the graffiti scratched on fourth-century solidi may be to attribute a Christian character to
the coin (Holzer 1944:35). It was mentioned elsewhere in this study that Hahn and
Metlich suggested that worn solidi still in circulation were often marked by graffiti
to indicate their lighter weights, a product of extensive use (MIBE:12). The evidence
from the Bet She’an Youth Hostel hoard seems to reinforce this suggestion: most
solidi in the hoard bearing graffiti are worn issues of Phocas and Heraclius which
remained in circulation for a long time and therefore had lost part of their original
weight (Bijovsky 2002:179 and Nos. 166, 169, 695 and 702).

4.5

Hoard evidence

More than ever before, the concealment of hoards during the first half of the seventh century seems to be directly connected to the dramatic historical events that
characterized this period: the Persian invasion, the Byzantine re-occupation and the
Arab conquest. This is the reason why so many scholars have dealt with this subject, trying to classify the deposition of hoards according to these events (Walmsley
2000:268-269 and 332 and Walmsley 2007:324 notes 11 and 12; Bijovsky 2002;
Phillips 2004: 20-22 and list in note 30).81
A great deal of work has been done especially on seventh-century hoards from Greece and the
Balkans (Metcalf D.M. 1962 and 1991; Curta 1996; Morrisson, Popović and Ivanišević 2006). As
Haldon writes: “Matters were not easier at the northern and western provinces of the Empire and the
Balkan territories were slowly lost to the Avars and Slavs...This is supported by numismatic evidence,
a group of hoards deposited between 609 and 620 which attest for raids in Greece and the Peloponnese” (Haldon 1990:43-47).
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The first evident difference when comparing the seventh century coinage in general to that of the fifth and sixth centuries is the increase in the frequency of gold
coin hoards found in excavations in Israel (Bijovsky 2002:180-183); there was a
total absence of gold hoards whose deposition date is related to the fifth century,
seven hoards deposited during the sixth century (see chapter 3.10.1), and eleven
gold hoards concealed during the seventh century: Jerusalem Citadel, Bat Galim, Bet
She’an Lady Mary’s monastery, Jerusalem Giv‘ati hoard, Ginnegar, Ḥ. Kab, Shoham
I–II, Capernaum synagogue, Bet She’an Youth Hostel and Rehob (see Appendix A.
List of Hoards). Six of these hoards, however, include coins of Constans II, Constantine IV and Justinian II; thus, they are beyond the scope of the present discussion.82 If only those hoards deposited during the first half of the seventh century are
considered, the number of hoards in fact remains steady.
Regarding copper hoards, significant quantities of coins – especially folles – were
intentionally hoarded during the sixth and seventh centuries, as already noted in
chapter 3.10.3: nine hoards during the sixth century (Table 64) and ten hoards in
the seventh century: Deir Dassawi II, Qazrin, Kh. Dubel, Fandaqumiya, Martyrius
Monastery, Bet She’an III, Azor, Ashqelon underwater (all these hoards appear in
Table 65), the Malha hoard,83 and the Dor underwater hoard deposited c.660 (Syon
and Galili 2009).
In terms of their internal composition, however, there is a striking difference in
the chronological distribution of gold and copper hoards concealed during the first
half of the seventh century. While gold hoards usually include coins mostly struck
during that century – Phocas and Heraclius 84 – copper hoards are composed mainly
of sixth-century issues, with extremely low numbers of coins of Phocas and Heraclius (see also chapter 3.10.3). As will be discussed later, this phenomenon might
suggest different patterns for the influx and withdrawal of gold and copper coins
during the period under discussion.

4.5.1

Hoards related to the Persian invasion (c.610-614)

As mentioned, the Persian invasion left no clear traces of crisis or destruction in the
archaeological record in our region (Avni 2010). Nevertheless, the relatively high
82
These are Ḥ. Kab, Shoham I-II, Capernaum synagogue, Bet She’an Youth Hostel, and Rehob. In
addition, there is a gold hoard found in the village of Awarta, Nablus, a find whose circumstances of
discovery are uncertain (Dajani 1951:41-43; Bijovsky 2002:183, Fig. 11).
83

The contents of this hoard are uncertain and therefore it is not included in Table 65.

Only two gold hoards include earlier issues of Maurice Tiberius: Jerusalem Citadel and Bet
She’an Lady Mary’s monastery (Bijovsky 2002:183, Fig. 11).
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concentration of coin hoards concealed within a short period of time can be interpreted as a symptom of uncertainty and despair due to imminent threat.85 This group
includes twelve hoards, four of gold, seven of copper, and one mixed – the Ḥ. Marus
synagogue treasury – all discovered within the territories of Palaestinae Prima and
Secunda. These hoards appear in Table 76 according to the date of the latest issue,
which provides the terminus post quem for their deposition.
It should be noted, that none of the copper coins in hoards in this category are
countermarked by Heraclius, thus reinforcing the chronological connection between
these countermarks and the Arab conquest (see chapter 4.3.6).
Table 76. Hoards from Israel whose deposition date is related to the Persian invasion (610-614)
Material

Name

Latest coin

No. in Appendix A

Copper

Qedumim

After 602

49

Copper

Qabri

After 602

50

Copper

Deir Dassawi II (Mefalsim)

Not before 605/606

52

Copper

Qazrin synagogue

Not before 607/608

53

Gold

Jerusalem Citadel

603-607

51

Gold

Bat Galim, Haifa

607-610

54

Gold and copper

Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasure

609/610

55

Gold

Bet Shean, Lady Mary’s monastery

Not before 613

59

Copper

Kh. Dubel, Mount Carmel

Not before 611/612

56

Copper

Fandaqumya, Sebaste

Not before 611/612

57

Copper

Martyrius Monastery Ma’ale Adumim

612/613

58

Gold

Giv‘ati hoard, Jerusalem

610-613

60

The concealment of those hoards published in Table 76 has been traditionally
connected to the Persian invasion. In the geographical distribution of these hoards,
it is tempting to see hints of the advance of the Persian troops on their way from the
Phoenician coast (Qabri, Bat Galim, Kh. Dubel), through the Jezreel Valley (Bet
She’an), Samaria (Qedumim, Fandaqumiya) and eventually to Jerusalem (Citadel,
As stated by Walmsley: “There was also a significant economic loss, represented, for instance,
by the concealment of coin hoards at the start of the seventh century. The burial of numerous and
sizeable hoards in both precious and base metal points to growing social anxiety after the Sassanid
sack of Antioch, and the non-recovery of these hoards further reveals that the Sassanid conquest of all
Syria-Palestine (610-614) resulted in economic dislocation and personal loss on a reasonable scale”
(Walmsley 2000:268-269).
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Giv‘ati, Martyrius). This possibility, however, should be taken with caution, since
hoards could likely have been transferred from place to place over time.
In most cases the latest coins predate the critical years of this event in Palestine
(c.610-614). Therefore, the possibility that their deposition is related to other specific
circumstances remains. Already in 604 pressure applied by the Persians followed by
the rebellion of the Heraclii might all have had repercussions in Palestine as well and
led to the temporary burial of valuable property that was never recovered.86
Analysis of supporting archaeological evidence is indispensable to refining numismatic dating. This is the case of a solidus of Phocas dated to 607-610 which
dates the context of a mass bone burial (tomb 10) discovered during the excavations
at the cemetery in Mamillah, Jerusalem. According to the excavators, these remains
might be those of Christians massacred by the Persians in the Pool of Mamillah in
614 (Fig. 173; Reich 1993:109; Kaegi 2003:80). Even though the coin predates this
event, the circumstances in which it was discovered leave little doubt about its time
of deposition.

Fig. 173. Solidus of Phocas dated to 607-610 found at tomb 10, Mamillah, Jerusalem (Reich 1993:109)

a.
Hoards sealed not before 602
The unpublished copper hoards of Qabri and Qedumim are the earliest seventh-century assemblages; they both end with coins of the final year of Maurice Tiberius, 602
(Qabri IAA 8470-8471; Qedumim K37578). At least three additional copper hoards
from the southern Levant end by the same year: a hoard of 230 coins found during excavations at Mount Nebo (Callegher Mount Nebo); a hoard of unknown provenance
including 157 coins (Mansfield 1995a:348-354, Hoard 67 Near East, 1994 or before)
and another hoard from the London market containing 109 coins.87 Their connection
to the Persian invasion is speculative since they do not include coins of Phocas or
early issues of Heraclius. Most of these assemblages, however, contain many very
worn coins of Maurice Tiberius suggesting that they were cached some time during
the reign of Phocas (Naismith 2004:296-299, Hoard 39 Near East, 2003).
86

See on this topic the illustrative remarks by D.M. Metcalf (1962:14-15 n4).

Another copper hoard that most likely belongs to this category is Cyrrhestica, including 501
coins, the latest dating to 604 (Leuthold 1971; Noeske 2000a:I, 140-141).
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b.
Hoards sealed with coins of Phocas
Two copper hoards from Israel described in Table 65 and Table 76 have similar
dates and end with coins of Phocas: Deir Dassawi II (last coin Phocas 605/606) and
Qazrin (last coin Phocas 607/608); their concealment is attributed to events surrounding the Persian invasion (Rahmani 1964:19 and Ariel 1996:71 respectively).88
These same conclusions were drawn by Mansfield when discussing another hoard
of 100 folles of unknown eastern provenance, whose latest issues are two coins of
Phocas dated to 602/603 and 608/609 (Mansfield 1995b:354-358, Hoard 68 Near
East, 1993 or before).89
Two gold hoards containing issues predating the Persian invasion of Palestine:
Jerusalem Citadel and Bat Galim, Haifa are listed in chronological order in Table
76. The circumstances of deposition of the former, a small hoard of five gold coins:
three semisses of Maurice Tiberius and two solidi of Phocas dated to 603-607, are
unknown (stratum I; Amiran and Eitan 1970:15). The latter is composed exclusively
of 91 solidi of Phocas: one coin dated to 602/603, 11 coins dated to 603-607 and 79
coins dated to 607-610; four coins are light weight solidi (IAA 9551, 9559, 9636 and
9637). The hoard was discovered during rescue excavations of Byzantine remains,
although its exact archaeological context is uncertain; nevertheless its deposition is
recorded as related to the Persian invasion of Palestine (HA 43:6; Bendall 1975:66).
c.
Hoards sealed by issues of the rebellion of the Heraclii
Only one hoard from Israel belongs to this category, the Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury (see also chapter 3.10.2). While copper coins from the hoard end with those of
Maurice Tiberius, the last gold issue in the hoard is a solidus of the rebellion of the
Rahmani cannot establish with certainty the reasons for the burial of Deir Dassawi II but suggests
the historical events between 606 and 614 as the appropriate background for its concealment. Ariel
interprets the anomalous circumstances of deposition of the Qazrin hoard as a disturbance of floor 3
of the synagogue due to a significant disruption that occurred at the site soon after 607/608, namely
the Persian invasion.
88

“… the hoard includes two coins of Phocas, suggesting that it was buried at the time of the Sassanian invasions which began in 604 and continued until well after the earliest possible date of deposit…” (Mansfield 1995b:358). In addition, there is a hoard called Northern Syria 2002, including 20
coins of small denominations (16 decanummia and four pentanummia) dated from Justin II to Phocas,
whose deposition is related as well to the same period (Mansfield 2003:354-355). In Egypt there is
a hoard of 20 coins, most of them dodecanummia, found at excavations in Kôm el-Dikka, dated by
Lichocka to the time of Phocas (Lichocka 1992).
89
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Heraclii, dated to 610/611 (IAA 17211). The appearance of this unique and rare coin
strengthens the possibility that this event, although not directly related to our region,
may have ultimately had side effects for the local population.
d.
Hoards sealed by issues of Heraclius to 614
Last in Table 76 are five hoards all including early issues of Heraclius from between
610 and 614; therefore their deposition is more easily attributed to the Persian invasion. These are the copper hoards of Kh. Dubel, Fandaqumiya, and Martyrius Monastery and the gold hoards of Lady Mary’s monastery in Bet She’an and the Giv‘ati
parking lot in Jerusalem.
The circumstances of discovery of the Kh. Dubel and Fandaqumya hoards are
unknown; both hoards were found during work in open fields and they share a very
similar typological and chronological composition (Fig. 174). They present a bulk
of early sixth-century folles and show a sharp decrease in the number of coins issued during the first half of the seventh century, ending with single coins of Heraclius dated to 611/612 (Kh. Dubel:90 Lambert 1932:65, Nos. 287-288; Fandaqumiya:
Baramki 1938:85, No. 69).
Based on the discovery of a hoard of five folles hidden within a ceramic jar in one
of the rooms of the church, the abandonment of the Martyrius Monastery in the Judean
Desert is attributed by the excavators to the Persian invasion (Magen and Talgam
1990:93). The two latest coins are folles of Heraclius, one of them dated with certainty
to 612/613 (K28968). Among the isolated coins is a dodecanummium of Heraclius
dated to 613-618 (K28964) which – if the Persian invasion is indeed accepted as the
cause for abandonment – may have reached the site very close to its date of issue.91
Finally, there are two gold hoards with a date of deposition coinciding with the
date of the Persian invasion in Palestine: Lady Mary’s monastery in Bet She’an and
the Giv‘ati hoard from Jerusalem. The latter was extensively discussed in chapter
4.3.7 and its connection to the events related to the Persian conquest of Jerusalem in
614 is solid. However, the evidence from the gold hoard of ten coins found at Lady
Mary’s monastery in Bet She’an is not as conclusive. It includes two tremisses of
Maurice Tiberius, five semisses of Phocas. and three solidi of Heraclius, the latest
Lambert raises the possibility that the hoard at Kh. Dubel “is therefore, likely to have been abandoned not long after that date, perhaps at the time of the Persian invasion” (Lambert 1932:55).

90

This coin is not mentioned by the excavators in their report. The date for abandonment proposed
by Magen is questioned by Russell who believes that other factors, such as marauding Bedouin or the
severe earthquake of 632/633, might have caused the end of use of the building (Russell 2001:46-47).
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dated roughly to the years 613-625 (Fitzgerald 1939:11, No. 10).92 Although this
coin only provides a terminus post quem to 613, it seems likely, however, that if the
hoard had been deposited at a later date it would have included more issues which
postdate the Persian invasion.
Kh. Dubel

Kh. Dubel

Tiberius II
Tiberiu
2%s II

MauriceTiberius
Maurice
11%
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Phoca
s1%
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Justinian I (538-565)
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Byzantine 512-538
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s
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45%
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Fig. 174. Contents of the Kh. Dubel and Fandaqumiya hoards

There is no photograph of the coin and the reference to BMC I:186 ff. is not very specific (“c.613614 to 630 or later). Thus, it is difficult to refine the type and date it between 613-616 or 616-625.
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As mentioned elsewhere, the period around 615-616 provides evidence of abundant coin hoarding in the Aegean coastlands and Balkans as well, not only as result
of the Persian threat but also incursions of Slavs, Avars, and Bulgars (Metcalf D.M.
1962; Haldon 1990:118 and Metcalf D.M. 1991:140-141). Worthy of mention
are several hoards of copper coins related to the destruction of Sardis in 616 found
in excavations in the city (Metcalf D.M. 1962:115-118; Morrisson, Popović and
Ivanišević 2006:370-377, Nos. 300-308; Bates 1971:1-3 and Appendix B hoards
CC–HH; Foss 1975). In contrast to the deposits from Israel, these hoards are composed predominantly of new fresh coinage, showing an efficient renewal of currency
during the first decade of Heraclius’ reign (Metcalf D.M. 1962:19-20; Metcalf
W.E. 1975:135 and n6).93
Hoard evidence from the time of the Persian invasion of Egypt (618-628) is relatively meager (Noeske 2000a:I, 129-134).94 A small gold hoard of four solidi, Saqqara
II 1912, found in the cloister of a church is related to this period (Noeske 2000a:I, 78
and II, 250-251). There are at least four copper hoards, all composed almost exclusively of local denominations where the latest issues are dated to 613-618: Antinoe
I (1914), composed of 110 coins, 108 of them dodecanummia (Noeske 2000a:II,
359-360); Egypt 1975, composed of 125 dodecanummia and hexanummia (Metcalf D.M. 1975);95 Egypt 1980, composed exclusively of 69 hexanummia (Bendall
1980) and Egypt 2003 consisting of c.200 dodecanummia (Goodwin 2003).

4.5.2

Hoards related to the last decade of Heraclius’ reign

In my study of the Bet She’an Youth Hostel hoard, I classified seventh-century gold
hoards from Israel, Jordan, and Syria into three groups according to periods of deposition: the Persian invasion, the Muslim conquest and ‘Abd el-Malik’s monetary reform in 696/697 (Bijovsky 2002:180-183). This classification was rightly reviewed
by Phillips who questioned whether hoards were deposited as consequence of the
second and third events (Phillips 2004:22). The third category falls beyond the scope
of the present study and will not be discussed here.
Phillips argues that the Arab conquest was apparently a peaceful and gradual process giving no concrete reasons for hoarding. On the other hand, he concludes that
a group of copper hoards dated to the time of the Byzantine re-occupation indicates
93
94

See especially hoards 300, 302, 304, 306 and 308 in Morrisson, Popović, and Ivanišević 2006.

For a short summary of the historical background, see Foss 2003:164-168.

Interestingly, Noeske argues that there is no certainty whether this hoard was deposited at the time
of the Persian or the Arab invasion (Noeske 2000a:132). However, the three hexanummia of Heraclius
can be clearly attributed to the period 613-618, reinforcing its relation to the Persian invasion.
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that this event “far from being a peaceful and popular act of liberation, was nearly as
traumatic!” (Phillips 2004:21, Table 3). After revaluating both Phillips’ arguments
and the hoard evidence gathered for this study, I have reconsidered my original suggestion for hoard classification and propose grouping all those hoards whose latest
issues are dated to the 630s – both gold and copper – under a more general title, the
last decade of Heraclius’ reign. This period is framed, on the one hand, by the Byzantine re-occupation of Palestine in 629/630 and on the other by the fall of the province
into Arab hands in 640/641, which coincides roughly with the death of Heraclius.
Five hoards from Israel correspond to this category: one of gold, the Ginnegar
hoard, and four of copper: Malha, Bet She’an III, Azor, and Ashqelon underwater survey (Table 77). The circumstances of concealment are uncertain; however,
Walmsley states “they can be plausibly attributed to the advance of the Muslim armies in the 630s.”96
Table 77. Hoards from Israel whose deposition date is related to the last decade of rule of Heraclius
(c.629-641)
Material

Name

Latest coin

No. in Appendix A

Copper

Malha hoard

c.630/631

62

Copper

Bet She’an III

613/614 but countermark 633-636

64

Copper

Azor

629/630

63

Copper

Ashqelon (underwater survey)

632-638

65

Gold

Ginnegar

632-641

66

The hoard from Ginnegar was discovered within a burial cave. It includes eight
solidi of Heraclius found near the feet of one of the deceased (Oshri and Najjar
1997:51; IAA 48244-48251). Two coins are dated to c.616-625, four to 629-631 and
one solidus to 632-641. This last coin places the hoard well into the period of the
Arab conquest; however, it is not clear whether the circumstances of deposition are
connected to local affairs related to this event or are simply fortuitous. At any rate,
since this is a very homogeneous group of coins exclusively of Heraclius, it seems
unlikely that the coins were deposited long after the end of his reign. The burial of
such a sum of money together with the dead body of the owner was not a common
practice during the Byzantine period; in fact, to the best of my knowledge it has no
parallel in the southern Levant.
And he adds: “These [hoards] appear to be fewer in number, perhaps indicating a less disturbed
time and/or greater recovery of buried wealth” (Walmsley 2000:268‑269).
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Fig. 175. Contents of the Azor, Bet She’an III and Ashqelon underwater survey hoards
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Only one additional gold hoard from the southern Levant attributed to the last
decade of Heraclius’ reign is known to the author. This is a hoard of 178 gold coins
of Heraclius from Limassol (Molos) in Cyprus and published in recent years. The
hoard includes 22 solidi of class IV dated from 636 to 641 (Nicolaou and Metcalf
2007:421-422, Nos. 154-175). Based on this late date, the authors suggest that the
hoard probably arrived in Cyprus from Alexandria, which was invaded by the Arabs
in 639, and capitulated in 641 (Nicolaou and Metcalf 2007:405). Assuming that
Jerusalem fell in 638 and Caesarea in 640/641, I would suggest that Palestine should
be considered a possible provenance for this hoard as well.
Noeske records only one Egyptian hoard as being related to the Muslim conquest.
This is the Antinoe 2 (1914) hoard of dodecanummia; the latest coins are dated to
628/629 (Noeske 2000a:I, 135; II, 361-362). Another assemblage is dated by Noeske
to the last decade of Heraclius: the Alexandria-Chatby hoard found in 1903 (Noeske
2000a:I, 78 and II, 210-212). It consists of 191 coins and one silver piece, ranging in
date from Constantius II to Heraclius. The latest coins are a solidus of the Rebellion
of Heraclii dated to 610 as well as one semissis, and three tremisses which cannot
be dated more precisely within Heraclius’ reign. Therefore, although Noeske prefers
to relate its deposition to the Arab conquest, the assemblage could also have been
buried as a result of the Persian invasion.
Contents of the four copper hoards of the category under discussion appear in
chapter 3.10.3a, Table 65, and three of them are displayed graphically in Fig. 175.
With the exception of Bet She’an III, which includes seven half folles, they are
all composed exclusively of folles, most dated to the sixth century. A few coins of
Phocas and Heraclius, which provide the terminus post quem for deposition, appear
in all four hoards.
The Azor hoard contains 31 coins intentionally hidden within a jar. Most of the
coins predate 538 with only one coin of Phocas and two of Heraclius dated to 629631 which determine the terminus post quem for the deposition of the hoard (Bijovsky and Ariel Azor: Nos. A29-31; IAA 117390-117391, 117377). The unpublished hoard from the Ashqelon underwater survey comprises 157 folles, the bulk
clearly belonging to Justin II, with five coins predating this Emperor and sporadic
coins dated to Tiberius II and Maurice Tiberius. There are no coins of Phocas and
the group is sealed by a single follis of Heraclius dated roughly to 632-638 (IAA
88430). The unpublished hoard, Bet She’an III, includes 129 coins, the bulk dated
from Justin I to Maurice Tiberius. Two coins are attributed to Phocas and a single one
to Heraclius, dated to 613/614 (IAA 118202). A follis of Maurice Tiberius, however,
bears a Heraclian countermark of type 2 dated to 633-636 (IAA 118197 and chapter
4.3.6) postponing the date of deposition of the whole assemblage to the time of the
Arab conquest.
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The last in this group is the Malha hoard, often cited in numismatic literature but
never published in full, causing confusion about its contents (DOC 2/1:56; Kadman
1967:323, Appendix No. 69; Noeske 2000a:I, 145 n188 and II, 612). It consists of
136 coins including 27 of Heraclius, of which 24 belong to his first three years and
other three are dated to 629/630. As already mentioned (chapter 4.3.6), eight coins
in this hoard bear Heraclian countermarks on host coins issued before 614 (one of
Tiberius II, the others of Maurice Tiberius).97
A commonality of all these copper hoards is the considerable quantity of worn
sixth-century issues, while coins of Phocas and Heraclius are hardly represented.
This is in contrast to the picture presented by a well-known group of Syrian hoards
discussed comprehensively by a number of scholars and here below (Fig. 176): the
ANS/Myers hoard (Metcalf W.E. 1975), the Coelesyria hoard (Bates 1968) and
the Tell Bissé hoard (Leuthold 1952-1953). Another assemblage of Syrian origin
known as the S hoard presents similar characteristics (Phillips 2007:4).98
Similar to hoards from Israel, all Syrian hoards are composed almost exclusively
of folles dating from Anastasius I to Heraclius (Metcalf W.E. 1975:134, Table III).
However sixth-century coins dated up to Tiberius II appear in much fewer quantities
than in hoards in Israel, although their number increases with Maurice Tiberius (with
the exception of the ANS/Myers hoard). Issues of Phocas are relatively few in all
assemblages but, contrary to hoards from Israel, percentages increase dramatically
during the reign of Heraclius, especially those issues dated to 610-616. Thereafter, quantities diminish sharply with only single occurrences of later types; in most
cases these date up to the beginning of the Byzantine re-occupation in 629-631.99 It
is on this basis that many scholars believe that the supply of copper coins to Syria
tapered off after 616. W.E. Metcalf for instance, suggests that the drop after 616 is
a consequence of closing the mints in Cyzicus and Nicomedia due to the Persian
invasion (Metcalf W.E. 1975:135). The prevailing opinion is that issues dating after
616 could have been brought to Syria by the returning Byzantine armies during the
re-occupation (Noeske 2000a:154; Phillips 2007:5-6).100 In my view, these concluUnfortunately this hoard and the notes about its contents are no longer in possession of its owner,
Arnold Spaer from Jerusalem (Arnold Spaer, personal communication). The information about the
number of issues of Heraclius in the hoard and their dates is taken from Noeske (2000a).
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The letter ‘S’ stands for Sarhine in the Beq‘a Valley, Syria (Marcus Phillips, personal communication).

ANS/Myers: latest datable coins class 4, 624-629 and Cyprus 627/628 (Metcalf W.E. 1975:128,
No. 115 and 130 No. 127 respectively). Tell Bissé: latest datable coins, class 5a, eight coins dated to
629/630, and two coins dated to 630/631 (Noeske 2000a:560, Nos. 829-830). Coelesyria: 14 folles
dated after 615/616. Latest datable coin, class 5a, one coin dated to 630/631 (Bates 1968:106, No.
245). An exception is S hoard, with three coins of class 5 but no reference to years of reign and the
latest coin dated to 640/641 (Phillips 2007:5).
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Two examples are cited here: an assemblage of 298 coins of Heraclius, Constans II, and
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sions might need further revision. An exception is, for example, the Byblos hoard,
composed in its entirety of Heraclian coins (52 folles and one half follis) with coins
dated continuously with almost no gaps between 615 and 629/630 (Bendall 1981).
Moreover, some Syrian hoards dated to the second half of the seventh century also
include many Heraclian issues minted after 616. These cases show that the influx of
Heraclian coinage into Syria continued as well after this year although in smaller
numbers. It would be mistaken to assume that all those coins postdating 616 reached
Syria at a much later stage than their date of issue.
In terms of date of deposition, these Syrian hoards all seem to be related to the
Arab conquest of Syria. W.E. Metcalf suggests that the sporadic representation of
the latest issues at the ANS/Myers hoard might indicate that it was concealed shortly
before the Arab conquest of Syria in 633 (Metcalf W.E. 1975:135). Bates states
that Heliopolis was captured by the Arabs in 635, and thus the Coelesyria hoard
was buried shortly before (Bates 1968:67). On the other hand Schulze, Schulze, and
Leimenstoll argue that since no coins in either of these hoards show signs of Heraclian countermarking, the date of their deposition should predate c.633 (see Schulze,
Schulze and Leimenstoll 2006:17 and chapter 4.3.6).
The data provided by copper hoards in Israel (Table 77) is so meager that no
pattern can be established concerning the internal distribution of the Heraclian coins
in these hoards as was done with the Syrian hoards. Nevertheless, in light of the significant peak in the number of Heraclian copper coin finds from excavations dated to
the Byzantine re-occupation in 629-631 (Table 73), there is a contrast in the picture
shown by this group of hoards. Despite the high influx of Heraclian copper coins
into local currency in Palestine as attested by coin finds, coins of the series dated to
629-631 hardly appear in hoards. The obvious conclusion, which contradicts Phillips’ suggestion, is that the Byzantine re-occupation was apparently not a reason
of concern that induced thesaurization.101 Only the Azor hoard ends with coins of
Heraclius dating to 629-631, meaning that it could have been concealed as well after
this date. On the other hand, none of the copper hoards in Table 77 includes coins
of Heraclius’ last series dated to 639-641. The most tangible evidence available for
dating the deposition of this group of hoards are the countermarked coins at the Bet
She’an III and Malha hoards and the latest coin at the Ashqelon underwater survey
Arab-Byzantine imitations including 63 coins of Heraclius dated primarily from 624/625 onwards;
among them are 38 coins of class 5b and 14 of class 6 (Phillips and Goodwin 1997:62 Tables 1 and
Appendix 2); and a hoard of 93 folles of Heraclius and Constans II found near Aleppo (Schulze
2007:272-273, Nos. 1-12), including 12 coins of Heraclius dated from 624/625 to 639/640 (classes 4,
5b and 6).

When analyzing hoarding in the Aegean sea region during the seventh century, Touratsoglou
reaches a similar conclusion: a lack of hoard depositions in this region during the time of Heraclius’
counter-offensive against the Persians from 622/623 onwards (Touratsoglou 2005:100).
101
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hoard, indicating that they were most probably concealed some time between 633,
following the advance of the Arab troops, until the final fall of Palestine in 640.

4.6
Coin circulation in other regions
	of the eastern Mediterranean
In order to discern the local character of coin circulation in Palestine during the first
half of the seventh century, a brief summary on the currency of the main neighboring regions is needed for comparison. Regions such as Syria, Egypt, and the Balkans have been comprehensively researched in a number of general studies on coin
finds and hoards (e.g. Morrisson 1989b; Foss 1994-1999; Noeske 2000a; Walmsley
2007; Morrisson, Popović, and Ivanišević 2006; Gândilă 2009b); however, information about other areas, such as Jordan is still poor and can be only obtained through
a selection of numismatic reports from specific sites.

4.6.1	Syria and Lebanon
The general patterns of currency in circulation during the seventh century were published by Foss in several studies (1994-1999; 2003 and 2004a). As shown by hoards,
the influx of Byzantine gold coinage into Syria did not stop after the Persian occupation (Foss 2003:158). According to Foss, coins continued to circulate widely both in
city and country throughout the seventh century (Foss 1994-1999:131). Excavations
in Apamea, Antioch, and Déhès show a low but steady supply of copper coinage
during the seventh century (Walmsley 2007:325).102 Coin supply was mostly provided by the local mint of Antioch until its closing in 610. Hoard evidence, however,
has shown that issues from Constantinople circulated widely in Syria at least until
616 (see chapter 4.5.2 and Foss 2003:158). During the time of Persian occupation,
from 610 to 630, local imitations of Byzantine coinage were issued for internal use
102
Foss’ study from 1994-1999 is based on coins from the excavations at Antioch, Déhès, Apamea,
and Epiphania/Ḥama but also Pella and Gerasa in Jordan. Thirty-four coins of Phocas and 55 of Heraclius have been registered during excavations in Antioch (Waagé 1952:161-164). Other excavated
sites in the Antiochene region show a minor incidence of Byzantine coins of the first half of the seventh century: Déhès: three coins of Phocas and ten of Heraclius; al-Mina: two coins of Phocas and
five of Heraclius; Tell al-Judaidah: a coin of Heraclius; Çatal Hüyük: a coin of Phocas and four of
Heraclius (Vorderstrasse 2005:498, chart 1). According to Phillips, coin supply in Syria decreases
markedly when compared to Greece and Anatolia (Phillips 2004:19).
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in northern Syria in order to compensate for the decrease in the influx of official
copper (Pottier 2004). Based mainly on hoard evidence, it is assumed that the few
Heraclian coins dated after 616 in the region arrived only at the time of the Byzantine
re-occupation in 629; in other words currency was “frozen” after 616 (Foss 19941999:131; Phillips 2004:19-20). As mentioned above in relation to hoards (chapter
4.5.2), this assumption needs to be re-examined.103
Excavations in Beirut revealed only four coins of Phocas (Butcher 2001-2002:273274 Nos. 3161-3164). However, a moderate supply of coinage, mostly from Constantinople, is noticed under Heraclius (12 coins). All copper classes except the last one,
class 6, are represented; in Butcher’s opinion, the years 628-630 mark the cut off
point for the influx of new coin to Beirut. Butcher discerns three or four periods of
Heraclian supply to the Near East: from 610 to 620 (with a concentration in 612-616);
from 624 to 630, the time of war with Persia; and the time of Byzantine re-occupation
from 629 and later (Butcher 2001-2002:111-112).

4.6.2	Jordan
Evidence from Jordan comes primarily from excavations at Pella (Sheedy 2001:5254) and Gerasa (Bellinger 1938:116-118; Marot 1998:127-131). Quantities are significantly lower than at sites in Israel (four coins of Phocas and ten of Heraclius in
Pella; 17 coins of Phocas and 12 of Heraclius from the Macellum in Gerasa; three
coins of Phocas and five coins of Heraclius published by Bellinger in Gerasa), but
currency presents similar patterns. Most coins are clipped and overstruck folles; the
mint of Constantinople predominates while Antioch is still significantly represented
during the reign of Phocas. There is a relative high incidence of coins from Alexandria (Bellinger 1938:117, No. 491; Marot 1998:128 and 485, Nos. 1371-1375 and
487 No. 1387; Sheedy 2001:53, 141 Nos. 5.086-87 dated to 628-641; Walmsley
1999:346) similar to the previous century. Coins of Heraclius are not numerous at
both sites, but they include most issues up to the Byzantine re-occupation and at
Pella even later. Interestingly, a single seventh-century solidus has been discovered
at each of the sites.104
When analyzing the material from Pella, Sheedy stresses the fact that few coins
of Heraclius have been found in excavated sites in the region in contrast to their high
For instance, at least 28 of the 55 coins of Heraclius found at Antioch are dated from 629 onwards
(Waagé 1952:162-163 Nos. 2214, 2216, 2218, 2220-2223).
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A solidus of Phocas dated to 607‑610 was discovered in Pella (Sheedy 2001:138, No. 5.075) and
a solidus of Heraclius dated to 610-613 was found at the Macellum in Gerasa (Marot 1998:486, No.
1377).
104
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frequency in hoards. Since no such hoards have been reported in Jordan up to 2001,
he refers of course to those commonly cited hoards from Syria and Israel – ANS/Myers, Coelesyria, Tell Bissè, Fandaqumiya, and Kh. Dubel (chapter 4.5). Therefore,
he adopts the popular opinion of “frozen” currency in the southern Levant after 616
for Jordan; while the small number of coins at sites reflects the prolonged Persian
occupation, the large amounts in hoards reflect coins already in circulation which
may have been brought into the Near East with the Heraclian troops at the time of the
Byzantine re-occupation (Sheedy 2001:53-54). Moreover, he takes this concept a step
further and suggests that these troops brought not only the early issues of Heraclius
but also impressive quantities of Maurice Tiberius’ old copper coins with them, and
these appear in all these hoards in significant numbers. In my opinion, as long as published material from Jordan is so limited and the lack of hoard evidence from the region is so significant, it is not possible to draw such categorical conclusions. It seems
more plausible to assume that these sixth-century coins, which flooded into Jordan
and Israel in huge quantities, simply remained in circulation to compensate for the
general decrease in the influx of new coin during the first half of the seventh century.

4.6.3	Egypt
Following the local tradition, coin supply and circulation in Egypt was largely selfcontained. Based on coin finds and hoards gathered by Noeske, it seems that coinage
during the first half of the seventh century was even more isolated from the rest of the
eastern Empire than in the previous century. Finds from Abu Mina (Noeske 2000a:I,
167-188) and other Egyptian sites such as Saqqara (Noeske 2000a:I, 194, 257-258);
Kellia (Noeske 2000a:I, 197); Marea (Lichocka 2008:145-152) and Kôm el-Dikka
(Lichocka 1982:78-79) show a total hegemony of the local small denominations
from the Alexandrian mint: dodecanummia and especially hexanummia dated up to
the Arab conquest of the province.

4.6.4	Turkey
Most published material relevant to this period comes from excavations in Sardis and
general studies on coin hoards from Asia Minor (Morrisson and Ivanišević 2006;
Culerrier 2006). The numismatic data from excavations in Sardis clearly support
the date for the destruction of the city in 616 (Bates 1971:1-3).105 Worthy of mention
Foss argues that the evidence is primarily archaeological rather than numismatic, but that coins
occur in sufficiently large numbers and clear contexts to date the changes (Foss 1975).
105
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are several hoards of copper coins deposited c.615/616 and found in the burnt shops;
these hoards are composed primarily of fresh coinage of Heraclius (Metcalf D.M.
1962:115-118; Bates 1971:Appendix B hoards CC-HH; Ivanišević 2006:84 and 370377, Nos. 300-308; see also chapter 4.5.1 above).
In his study of coin circulation, Gândilă estimates that more than 30% of the coins
of Phocas found in Anatolia are from the mint of Antioch (Gândilă 2009b:187-188).
In sites such as Sardis and Side, coins of Heraclius dated to 612-614 represent between 20% and 40% of the total number of finds (Gândilă 2009b: 188-189).106 Evidence attesting to Persian pillage in sites such as Aphrodisias, Ephesos, and Ancyra
is provided by Touratsoglou (2006:97-98).
Hoards from Asia Minor have been compiled and discussed comprehensively by
Culerrier (2006) and Ivanišević (2006:84). Both scholars analyze the occurrence of
hoards as testimony to the advance of Avar, Slavic, and Persian invaders. In relation
to the previous century, the seventh century is seventeen times richer in gold coins
recovered from hoards (994 coins against only 56; Culerrier 2006:110). Among
the later hoards of this period, worthy of mention are two assemblages mixing gold
coins and jewelry discovered close to Constantinople which may attest to the AvaroSlavic siege of 626 (Akalan and Catalça, in Ivanišević 2006:84, 117 No. 1 and 118
No. 4) and four hoards from Aphrodisias apparently related to the Persian threat in
628 (Ivanišević 2006:84, 395-396 Nos. 330-333).
Finally and most interesting is the presence of Alexandrian dodecanummia in
some hoards found in Asia Minor. This type of coinage was not part of the regular
circulation in this region and this phenomenon was first noticed by D.M. Metcalf in
groups found in the Black sea coastlands. He attributes this presence to ships carrying the annona from Egypt to Constantinople (Metcalf D.M. 1962:20-21 and
n29). It seems very likely that another hoard found at Aphrodisias, a purse of 100
dodecanummia dated up to 610, reached Asia Minor under the same circumstances
(Culerrier 2006:107 and 394 No. 328).

4.6.5

Greece and Balkans

In Greece and the Balkans as in Asia Minor, Gândilă notices a severe reduction in
coin circulation during the second decade of the seventh century, when new coins
of Heraclius represent the last payments to the Byzantine troops. Over 80% of the
copper coins he checked are folles from the mints of Constantinople and Nicomedia
(Gândilă 2009b:189). Thessalonica decreases in importance as a coin supplier during the reigns of Phocas and Heraclius: only 20% of the finds in hoards of this region
106

For Anatolia, see also the historical/monetary discussion in Hendy 1985:640-645.
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were minted there (Morrisson and Ivanišević 2006:62). Coin finds from the Athenian Agora still constitute the most significant evidence from excavations: 48 coins
of Phocas and 232 coins of Heraclius (Thompson 1954:69-70, Nos. 1794-1817).
Two important studies deal with monetary circulation in the Aegean Sea
(Nikolaou 2004 and Touratsoglou 2006). Nikolaou stresses the hegemony of solidi
and folles from Constantinople, followed by a few issues from Thessalonica. Coins
from other mints hardly appear and Italian issues are completely absent (Nikolaou
2004:307-308). She concludes that the relatively large number of gold and copper
hoards deposited during the first half of the seventh century – e.g. the Samos hoard
– provides evidence for a well-developed monetary economy in the area.107 Research
on coin hoarding from this area was continued by Touratsoglou who notices a higher
concentration of copper hoards in continental Greece while gold hoards predominate
in eastern Thrace, Asia Minor, and the Aegean islands (e.g. Lesbos, Samos and Rhodes). In his opinion, these are savings hoards brought by civil refugees fleeing from
the mainland (Touratsoglou 2006:95-96).
In his study on Balkan hoards as testimony to the invasions, Ivanišević classifies the hoards of this period into two groups, one dated to 610-620 and the second
to 623-628 (Persian invasion and Avaro-Slavic respectively; Ivanišević 2006:83-84
and Map 8). Hoards are found over a vast territory except in the north of the Balkans
which, as shown by the few coin finds, was already totally devastated and almost
demonetized. Together with Morrisson, Ivanišević draws a number of conclusions
relevant for coin circulation in Greece and the Balkans in general: the peak in the
number of solidi occurs during the years of crises 608-610, though – as reflected
by the hoards – the number of solidi is very high throughout all of Phocas’ tenure as well as the first twenty years of rule of Heraclius (Morrisson and Ivanišević
2006:46-47). Folles became almost the exclusive copper denomination, especially for the period 610-620 (Morrisson and Ivanišević 2006:50, fig. 4). In terms of
mints, Constantinople, Nicomedia, and Cyzicus, in that order, prevail (Morrisson
and Ivanišević 2006:54-56). The mint of Antioch still retained a relative importance
during the time of Phocas in Thrace and the Peloponnese, while the Thessalonica
mint is only significant in Macedonia during the reign of Heraclius (Morrisson and
Ivanišević 2006:66-67). No coin finds of western origin are recorded.
As can be seen through this short survey, similar processes regarding coin circulation took place throughout the entire eastern Empire. First and most remarkable is
the dramatic increase in all regions of the number of coin hoards deposited during
the first half of the seventh century. The waves of Avaro-Slavic incursions and the

See especially pages 294-298 for a description of the hoards and their circumstances of deposition
and pages 298‑299 for isolated finds in the Aegean.
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expansion of the Persian threat that caused political and economic instability were
catalysts for the concealment of numerous gold and copper hoards in all the regions
under study. The monetary measures taken by Heraclius to reduce damage – such as
the centralization of minting in Constantinople and the reduction of denominations
in use to solidus and folles almost exclusively – find expression in all regions, with
the exception of Egypt, which still kept its individual monetary character.
In all regions, coins of Phocas and Heraclius seem to appear mainly in hoards but
in low numbers. These low numbers are reflected in individual coin finds as well. In
terms of chronology, scholars observe a dramatic decrease in the influx of new coinage after 616 in almost all regions. Coins of the last class issued by Heraclius, from
639 to 641, hardly appear in the eastern Mediterranean, which was already under
Arab control.

4.7

Summary and conclusions

In conclusion to the discussion in Part 4 we can summarize the main features that
characterize coin circulation in Palestine during the first half of the seventh century:
1. As result of the constant threat to the stability of the Byzantine Empire by Persians, Avars, Slavs, and Arabs, the production of official coinage during the first half
of the seventh century was deeply affected in all eastern provinces. The most direct
impact was felt in the volume of coinage, since huge sums of money were needed to
finance military expenses. At the same time, there was a general tendency towards
reducing the number of mints and denominations together with a devaluation in the
weight standard of the follis.
2. These turbulent political and military events produced short-term dislocations
which were expressed in the dramatic increase in the deposition of hoards in Palestine
and in almost all eastern provinces, especially during the time of the Persian occupation.
3. Despite the general political situation, consignments of official coinage into the
eastern provinces did not cease; new coins continued to arrive in Palestine throughout the entire period albeit often in a low but steady influx.
4. The reign of Phocas shows a general decrease in the influx of coinage in comparison to that of his predecessor Maurice Tiberius. This reduction in the number of
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coins was reversed during the reign of Heraclius, which witnessed a drastic rise in
the influx of both gold and copper coinage into the region.
5. The specific event of the rebellion of the Heraclii left no clear numismatic traces
in coin finds in Israel. The only find that might be related to this period is a solidus
of the Heraclii dated to 610/611 which actually provides the terminus post quem for
the concealment of the Ḥ. Marus synagogue treasury.
6. While in several regions throughout the eastern Mediterranean (e.g. Syria, Asia
Minor), scholars attest to a dramatic decline (or even cessation) in the influx of Heraclian coins after 616, the picture from our database shows a completely different
pattern. Supply is more or less steady throughout Heraclius’ reign with a dramatic
increase in the number of coins during the years 629-631. This peak might be related
to Heraclius’ visit to Jerusalem after the victory over the Persians. Interestingly, periods when copper coinage decreases in Israel – such as 616-625 and 636-639 – are
complemented by peaks of gold coin circulation (see Fig. 143 for gold and Fig. 167
for copper).
7. In terms of denominations, the solidus for gold and the follis for copper became
the predominant coins in use. Unlike previous centuries, gold fractions are recovered
in lesser quantities from hoards. Copper fractions smaller than the decanummium
disappeared during the reign of Phocas. Three-quarter folles are reintroduced by
Heraclius for a very short period during the monetary reform in 629/630; however,
in Israel they appear in very low numbers.
8. The silver hexagram, despite being reintroduced early in the reign of Heraclius,
was not part of the local circulation in Palestine.
9. Dodecanummia and hexanummia from Alexandria constitute a most significant
component in the local currency of Palestine. During the reign of Phocas struck dodecanummia imitations are the most numerous finds in terms of quantities, reflecting
the continuous need for small change. During the reign of Heraclius, the hexanummia became, for the first time, the most popular Alexandrian denomination circulating in Palestine.
10. In terms of mint, Constantinople continued to be the main supplier of gold and
copper coinage for the entire period, especially after Heraclius’ reform in 629/630
that closed the mints in Nicomedia, Cyzicus, and Thessalonica.
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11. The mint of Thessalonica, which was a main supplier of copper coinage during
the second half of the sixth century, played no significant role in monetary circulation of Palestine during the reigns of Phocas and Heraclius. This picture is noticed
as well in other regions such as Greece and the Balkans, suggesting a new policy of
reduction of mint activities.
12. Coin finds in Israel show that despite the closing of the mint in Alexandria during
the reign of Phocas, this mint became the second supplier of coins after Constantinople during the reign of Heraclius. Coin finds from Egypt and Israel show that Alexandria continued to prolifically produce coinage during the time of the Persian occupation in Egypt (618-628). Coins from Alexandria have also been found in relatively
high numbers in Jordan and also appear sporadically in hoards from Asia Minor.
13. The mint of Antioch, a vital supplier of coinage for Palestine during the fifth
and sixth centuries, was closed in 609/610. Copper coinage from Antioch, however,
remains a significant percentage of coin finds in Israel during the reign of Phocas.
14. Throughout the reign of Heraclius, a number of temporary mints were opened
to provide cash to pay the imperial troops during the military campaigns. A mint was
opened in Jerusalem some time between 608 or 610 and 614. The Heraclian copper folles issued here have been well known for many years, although only a single
specimen has been found in archaeological excavations. The discovery of a hoard of
solidi at the Giv‘ati parking lot in Jerusalem strongly suggests that a new series of
Heraclian gold coins was struck in the city, at the time of the Persian invasion.
15. On the other hand, no evidence from any coin finds supports the suggestion
that copper coins bearing the name Neapolis were produced by a temporary mint
functioning in Samaria (Nablus). The provenance of these coins should therefore be
attributed to Cyprus or elsewhere.
16. Likewise, no local imitations minted in Syria during the time of the Persian occupation (c.610-630) have been found in Israel, and it seems that this series was not
intended for circulation in Palestine but was restricted to Syria.
17. In terms of foreign coinage, meager finds of Sasanian coins show that this coinage had no relevant place in local currency. Regardless of the fact that Palestine was
under Persian occupation for quite a long period, the vast bulk of coinage in circulation was still Byzantine. This is in accordance with Persian policy that in general did
not interfere in the internal administration of the provinces they occupied.
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18. Unlike the fifth-sixth centuries, coinage from the western Italian and North African mints played no role in the local currency of Palestine during this period.
19. During the reign of Heraclius the shortage of raw metals for producing coin, on
the one hand, and the high demand for cash, on the other, encouraged the recycling
of old copper coins still in circulation by means of clipping, overstriking, and countermarking on an unprecedented scale. These illegal practices became necessary initiatives sanctioned by the general cash crisis. Most copper coins found in Israel from
the first half of the seventh century reflect the application of these practices.
20. The data from our database (hoard evidence and host coins) corroborate the attribution suggested by a number of scholars that official Heraclian countermarking
took place in Caesarea during the 630s. At least three types of countermarks can be
certainly related to Caesarea: types 1 and 2 which bear the monogram of the Emperor and the eagle type.
21. It is possible, therefore, to assume that official imperial minting activities took
place in Palestine during the first half of the seventh century in two different instances: at the time of the Persian invasion when a temporary mint was opened in
Jerusalem to issue gold and copper coins and in Caesarea during the time of the Arab
conquest where old Byzantine coins were revalidated by countermarking.
22. In comparison to the previous centuries, there is a sharp rise in the number of
gold coin hoards found in Syria and Palestine during the seventh century in general.
Many of these coins are marked with graffiti, whose nature and significance are still
not entirely clear.
23. Hoards found in Israel can be classified according to dates of deposition and
historical events that might have induced their concealment: 12 hoards can be related
to the time of the Persian invasion and following occupation (the date of deposition
of one of them coincides with the rebellion of the Heraclii); another five hoards
were deposited during the last decade of Heraclius’ reign, possibly in relation to the
advance of the Arab forces. This small number of hoards probably indicates that the
Arab conquest was not as traumatic a process as commonly believed. According to
our database there is no reason to connect the Byzantine re-occupation in 629/630
with a wave of hoarding.
24. There is a radical difference in the internal composition in gold and copper
hoards dated to the first half of the seventh century found in Israel. While the gold
hoards are composed almost totally of new coins of Phocas and Heraclius, 80 to 90%
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of the contents of the copper hoards are composed of old worn sixth-century coins
and a very few new coins of Phocas and Heraclius. This phenomenon suggests, on
the one hand, that the supply and withdrawal of gold coinage into this region were
still effective and regular, and on the other hand, it also suggests that despite the
continuous flow of seventh-century copper coinage into Palestine as shown by our
database, masses of sixth-century copper coins had not been withdrawn and still
constituted an integral and considerable component of the money in circulation. The
many pieces of old sixth-century coins that served as host coins for Heraclian countermarking confirm the same conclusion.
25. Unlike Syria, copper coins of Phocas and Heraclius from Israel appear mainly
as coin finds and only very sporadically as part of hoards.
26. Hoards from Syria show a heavy representation of sixth-century folles. W.E.
Metcalf defines this phenomenon “a matter of necessity” as result of the closing of
the mint at Antioch (Metcalf W.E. 1975:135-136). There are, however, tangible
differences in the composition of the Syrian and Palestinian hoards in terms of Heraclian coinage; while sixth-century folles are hardly present in hoards from Palestine,
early issues of Heraclius, – particularly those series dated up to 616 – appear in considerable numbers in Syrian hoards with a sporadic presence of issues dating later
than 630. This phenomenon has led scholars to assume that currency in Syria was
frozen after c.616.
27. Contrary to Syria and Palestine, hoards in the Aegean coastlands and Balkans
deposited c.615-616 are composed predominantly of new coinage of Heraclius with
no sixth-century issues, showing an efficient renewal of currency in these regions
during the early period of his reign.
28. On this basis, there are those who conclude that the Empire was not able to reestablish a regular coin circulation in Syria-Palestine after the Byzantine re-occupation
(Foss 2008:14). But coin finds from Israel show that after 631 and towards the end
of Heraclius’ reign, the influx in the number of gold coins actually increases, while
the copper is still found in significant numbers. In light of the presence of the many
Heraclian coins postdating 616 in copper hoards from Syria dated to the second half
of the seventh century, it is my impression that a similar process might have taken
place in Syria as well. Coin supply to this region continued on a low but steady basis
after the Byzantine re-occupation and until the end of Heraclius’ reign.
29. In terms of hoarding behavior, Palestine shows similarities to other regions in
the eastern Mediterranean. The character of coinage shows that this region played
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an integral part in the monetary reforms taken by Heraclius in order to confront
the monetary crisis and the high demand for cash. Coin evidence reflects the regional changes in terms of mint: the closing of Antioch, the increasing hegemony
of Constantinople, and the still significant geographical dependence on Alexandria
as a main supplier of coinage. On the other hand, unlike other regions in the eastern
Mediterranean where coin supply shows a dramatic reduction after 616, coin supply
to Palestine remains steady and even increases after this date, showing a peak particularly at the time of Heraclius’ visit to Jerusalem in 630.

Part V
Conclusions
“Money is nonsense…
because when those who use it change,
the currency is worth nothing...”
(Aristotle, NE, Politics 1257b10-14)
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5.1

part V

Numismatic profiles of the sites

Throughout the present study, coin evidence from Israel has been discussed on a
chronological and typological basis within a wider regional context.1 In order to attain a more complete overview of the patterns of coin circulation and monetization
in Palestine during the Byzantine period, the last issue is to present a commentary on
the numismatic profile of the sites that were source for the formation of our database.
Such a commentary – which itself deserves a full study of its own – will provide
complementary insights to the final conclusions.
A number of clarifications should be provided about the following graphs:

– The purpose of these graphs is to illustrate the chronological and typological
trends of coin distribution per site as described in the previous chapters.
– The numismatic profile of the sites graphically presented here, is based only on
coin finds discovered during excavations; hoards are excluded.2
– No attempt was made to distinguish between gold, silver and copper coins.

– The graphs approximate coin totals for each period, Emperor, or group as described throughout this study.

– Since most fifth-century coins cannot be specifically identified by Emperor, they
have been grouped according to halves of the century. The same applies to the
large quantities of sixth and seventh-century coins identified simply as “Byzantine” which constitute a considerable amount of the coinage in our database. These
groups may represent biased fluctuations, but they are an integral part of the numismatic evidence, and there is no better way to illustrate them on the graphs.
– Foreign coins have been grouped according to their origin or ethnic source (e.g.
Vandalic, Sasanian, etc.) and not by date.
– The graphs are not intended for calculating quantitative estimations of coin supply.3 The present discussion follows the patterns used by Vorderstrasse’s study
Due to technical limitations, the scope of this study is confined to the territories of the Byzantine
provinces Palaestinae Prima and Secunda. Numismatic evidence from Palaestina Tertia is not included here.
1

2
If coin finds are considered a record of casual loss, hoards can often distort or bias the statistics
of totals of coins in an excavated area. See for example the foundation deposit of 23,323 minimi at
trench XII in the synagogue of Capernaum or the Tel Malot hoard with c. 26,000 minimi. It would be
inaccurate to assume that coin circulation at these two sites was greater than in Caesarea based on the
total number of coins discovered at each site. In calculating casual loss, hoards found in situ count as
one coin (Casey 1986:40).

For such a study see Gitler and Weisburd 2005 who analyzed coin finds from villages in Palestine using purely inferential statistical methods based on calculations of coins minted per year.
3
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on coin circulation in the Antiochene region (Vorderstrasse 2005:495-510) and
Butcher’s in Beirut (Butcher 2001-2002:31) which analyzed the volume and nature of coinage in relation to the size and type of site.4
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Fig. 177. Numismatic profiles – central cities: Bet She’an, Caesarea and Jerusalem

Coin finds from the three central cities in Palestine – Bet She’an-Scythopolis,
Caesarea, and Jerusalem – constitute the largest concentrations gathered in our database (Fig. 177)5; they also present the widest variety of coin types and mints.6
Based on their status as metropolei, the premise is that the considerable quantities
of coins found in these cities represent a large and cosmopolitan population and also
reflect their religious, administrative, economic, and commercial status.7 The best
expression of this cosmopolitan character is the presence in these three cities of all
the foreign coinage groups discussed throughout this study: Vandalic, Ostrogothic,
Sasanian, and Aksumite. Moreover, the few isolated appearances of coins from distant locations – such as Cherson or Catania (see chapter 3.7.3) – that were surely
not intended for circulation in our region are mostly related to the status of the three
metropolei, especially to Jerusalem. It is possible to conclude that these occurrences
are connected to pilgrimage activity.

According to Butcher: “There is a direct correlation between numbers of coins circulating and
numbers deposited, so that a high rate of deposition means more coins in use, and a low rate of deposition means few coins in use. This assumption allows us to speculate about the degree to which different sites were monetized in different periods.”
4

5
6
7

Jerusalem: 2,364 coins, Caesarea: 2,255, and Bet She’an: 1,149; hoards not included.

The same conclusions were observed by Vorderstrasse regarding the city of Antioch (2005:500).
See also the discussion in Haldon 1995:81.
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Fluctuations regarding the fifth century reflect the overwhelming disparity in
numbers between the identifiable, the uncertain, and the illegible/unidentifiable
coins so characteristic of sites yielding fifth century numismatic material.8 This pattern is noticed in almost all the following graphs of numismatic profiles. In terms of
sixth and seventh-century coinage, these three cities roughly follow the same trends
with few exceptions: such as the peak in Bet She’an marked by coins of Justin II, a
topic extensively discussed in chapter 3.5.4 or the peak in Caesarea marked by coins
of Heraclius, discussed in chapters 4.3.6 and 4.3.8. With the exception of eleven isolated gold coin finds and a few silver issues (Sasanian), all coins shown in the graph
are copper.9 Interestingly, while gold hoards have been discovered in Jerusalem and
Bet She’an (see Appendix A), no such hoards dated to the periods under discussion
have hitherto been found in Caesarea. This issue deserves further study in the future.
Fig. 178 shows the numismatic profiles of three cities or large towns in our database: Apollonia, Bet Guvrin, and Sepphoris. With the exception of the biased peak
caused by the 169 minimi identified as fifth-sixth century in Bet Guvrin, the graph
shows a steady regular supply with numbers decreasing towards both edges (first
half of the fifth century and first half of the seventh century). Of all groups of foreign
coinage in these cities, only the Vandalic coins are relevant. It should be noted that
all coins in the graph are copper issues. Except for a small gold hoard from Ashqelon
(Bijovsky 2010 and Ashqelon Barnea), no isolated gold coin finds or gold hoards
found in cities and large towns are registered in our database. This is an extraordinary phenomenon in light of the status cities played in terms of tax collection and
commercial activities.10 Unfortunately, I can offer no convincing argument to explain
the lack of Byzantine gold coins in cities. This could be regarded as purely coincidental, or on the other hand, the lack of gold coin finds in cities may be the result of
a more effective withdrawal by the fiscal system in urban settlements than in rural
ones (see below).
Fig. 179 shows the numismatic profiles of four villages in our database: the Jewish villages of Nabratein, En Gedi, Ḥ. Rimmon, and the Samaritan village of QeCoins that can be identified with certainty are scarce; the majority are classified under general
titles such as “first half fifth century” or “fourth–fifth centuries”. See chapter 2.8).
8

9
For details on Sasanian coins by site see chapters 2.7.1 and 3.9.1. The isolated gold coins are:
Jerusalem: Kenyon excavations = one solidus (Reece et al. 2008:418); Jerusalem, Mamillah Cemetery
= one solidus (Reich 1993:109) and one semissis (IAA 60584); excavations near the Temple Mount =
two solidi (IAA 39383 and no No.) and one tremissis (IAA 40262); Third Wall = one tremissis (IAA
35625).
Caesarea: insula W2S3 = three tremisses (IAA 61733, 62234 and 61919); JECM = one tremissis
(DeRose Evans 2006:181, No. 2215).
Bet She’an: Tell Bet She’an = one solidus (Fitzgerald 1931:59, No. 39).

Interestingly, the lack of gold and silver coinage is also noticed by Butcher in the city of Beirut
(Butcher 2001-2002:22).
10
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dumim. Quantities of isolated coins are significantly smaller than in major cities and
towns. However, En Gedi is an exception in the number of coins dated to the first half
of the sixth century. The almost complete absence of coins found here after Justin
II leads me to assume that most of the sixth century coins in the second peak at this
site – 43 specimens – belong to the first half of this century as well. When compared
to the other three villages, the large quantities of coins found at En Gedi reflect not
only differences in the size of the settlements but also intensive economic activities
(Hirschfeld 2007:10-13 and 652). The numismatic profiles of isolated coins from
the other three sites are quite similar.
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Fig. 178. Numismatic profiles – large towns: Apollonia, Bet Guvrin, Sepphoris
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In addition to the information recorded on the graph, it should be noted that of a
total of 23 isolated gold coins registered in our database, 11 were found in villages:
three at Nabratein (Bijovsky 2009:390, Nos. 81, 87-88), four at Ḥ. Rimmon (Bijovsky Ḥ. Rimmon: Group G Nos. G5-G8) and four at En Gedi (Bijovsky 2007: Nos.
299, 331, and 390). The most relevant in this context are the gold hoards discovered
at the synagogue of Ḥ. Rimmon (Kloner and Mindel 1981) and En Gedi (Bijovsky
2007). The relatively high incidence of gold coins in villages seems to support those
theories favoring the expansion of economic activities in the countryside and rural
settlements at the expense of the urban ones (see chapter 1.4; and also relevant discussions in Laiou 2005:36-37 and Walmsley 2005:516-519, among others).
Fig. 180 compares the numismatic profiles of three types of settlement: Jerusalem, Sepphoris, and En Gedi in order to discern whether coin currency of a metropolis differs from that of a large town and village. The main obvious difference is the
volume of coinage: 2,364 coins from Jerusalem, 368 coins from Sepphoris, and 132
coins from En Gedi. These figures show that the quantity of coins is in proportion
to the size or status of the site.11 In any case, the graph shows that urban sites and
countryside were both monetized during the Byzantine period. Differences are also
noticed in the incidence of foreign coinage: large and varied in Jerusalem, hardly
present in Sepphoris, and absent from the village of En Gedi.12
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Fig. 180. Numismatic profiles – central city, large town, and village: Jerusalem, Sepphoris, En Gedi

Based on calculations of coin finds per year, Gitler and Weisburd arrived at the same conclusion
(2005:551). This issue is also discussed by Morrisson: “In quantitative terms, it is obvious that the
level of monetization in the capital and provincial cities on the main sea or land routes was very different from the levels in the more remote urban sites and countryside. This is a constant feature of
preindustrial economies…” (Morrisson 2002:947).

11

Jerusalem: 131 Vandalic, 13 Ostrogothic, eight Aksumite imitations, and one isolated Sasanian coin.
Sepphoris: six Vandalic, one Ostrogothic, and one isolated Sasanian coin. En Gedi: one Vandalic coin.
12
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Morrisson connects fluctuations in monetary circulation in rural zones “to the
seasonal cycle of payments linked to grain and grape harvests, as well as to the concentration of monetary transactions and tax payments in September.” In her opinion,
this seasonal pattern constituted the main contrast between countryside and urban
zones “where exchanges of a less fluctuating nature persisted throughout all the
year” (Morrisson 2002:947-949). Gold coins accumulated by hoarding were in fact
hidden from the cycle of tax payments, a forbidden practice even in peaceful times
(Morrisson 2002:939). The low frequency of gold coins and hoards in cities suggests, as mentioned, a more efficient fiscal system in urban sites versus less severe
supervision in rural areas.
Fig. 181 compares the numismatic profiles of three cultic Christian sites from our
database: the church of Mary Theotokos at Mount Gerizim and the monasteries of
Martyrius and Ras Abu Sawitan in the Judean desert. Most coins found in the church
precinct date from the period of its construction at the end of the fifth century until
the mid-sixth century (340 coins, most are nummi). The prolific and varied numismatic profile at Mount Gerizim reflects the role of the church not only in the spiritual
life but also in the social and economic aspects of the village (Laiou 2005:48). Most
of the coins discovered at this church complex were discovered within the series of
rooms and large courtyard encircling the church itself, where most of the activities
took place (Fig. 181).
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Fig. 181. Numismatic profiles – cultic sites: Church of Mary Theotokos,
Mount Gerizim, Ras Abu Sawitan, and Martyrius monasteries

On the other hand, the low number of single finds discovered during excavations
at the Martyrius Monastery in the Judean desert (13 coins) can be explained by the
fact that, despite being located on the main road from Jerusalem to Jericho and in-
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cluding a hostel for pilgrims, little commercial activity took place at the monastery,
and coinage played no major role in daily life.13 This characteristic is emphasized as
well by the discovery of a modest hoard of five folles hidden within a jar (chapter
4.5.1.d). Coin finds from the monastery at Ras Abu Sawitan, however, constitute a
relatively richer and more varied assemblage for a complex of its kind (34 coins).
Fifth and early-sixth century coins are sporadic, while numbers increase with a higher concentration of 12 coins dated to the reigns of Maurice Tiberius, Heraclius, and
Constans II suggesting that the monastery was still active after the Arab conquest.
Fig. 182 compares the numismatic profiles of four synagogues: Nirim-Ma‘on
(49 coins), Ḥ. Rimmon (27 coins), Sepphoris (12 coins), and Gush Ḥalav (39
coins). All sites show relatively large quantities of coins of low value – minimi –
and then sporadic numbers of sixth and seventh century large denomination coins.
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Fig. 182. Numismatic profiles – synagogues:
Nirim-Ma‘on, Ḥ. Rimmon, Sepphoris, and Gush Ḥalav

It should be emphasized again that the graph represents quantities of isolated coins
discovered in these buildings only and not of hoards (foundation deposits, contents
of depositories for charity, or donations) which usually represent the community
wealth. Therefore, it is not the number of casual coin losses in these synagogues,
but that of hoards which reflect more accurately the function of the synagogue as
a public center for community activities. In this context there seems to be no difference between synagogues and churches in villages as seen in Fig. 183, which
compares the numismatic profiles of the synagogue at Ḥ. Rimmon and the church
13

For a similar example in Syria, the monastery at Tell Al-Judaidah, see Vorderstrasse 2005:498-499.
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of Lod (el-Khirbe). Unfortunately, the information in our database does not allow
further analysis on this issue.14
12
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Fig. 183. Numismatic profiles – cultic sites:
Ḥ Rimmon synagogue and Lod (el-Khirbe) church
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Fig. 184. Numismatic profiles – Church of Mary Theotokos,
Mount Gerizim Church, and Ramat HaNadiv, En Ẓur

The last graph compares the numismatic profile of the church of Mary Theotokos
in Mount Gerizim (340 coins) with a cultic site of different nature – the coins accumulated in the wishing well of En Ẓur at Ramat HaNadiv (401 coins; Fig. 184).
Coin material from the two other churches in this category registered in our database is problematic. Kh. Fa‘ush (Maccabim) is a single-period site (fifth century only) and coins from the church at
Kh. Latatin could not be discerned from the rest of coins found at the site.
14
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Large quantities of coins were discovered at both sites, most likely reflecting their
character as pilgrimage sites.15 All coins are copper and show continuous occupation
throughout the entire Byzantine period. The high peaks at En Ẓur for the second
half of the fifth century, fifth-sixth centuries, and the reign of Anastasius I reflect, as
expected, the plentiful nummi – coins of the lowest value – thrown into the waters
of the pool. There is a possibility that the relatively high number of Vandalic and
Ostrogothic nummi may be an indicator of western visitors to this site.

5.2

Final conclusions

The pivotal position of Palestine connecting Egypt and the Levant and its unique
status as the Holy Land meant that this region was of vital strategic and cultic importance to the Byzantine Empire. This role is also reflected by a unique assemblage of
numismatic material. In terms of coin influx and circulation, Palestine shared many
characteristics with other eastern provinces; the main differences apply to mint supply and the character of small change. Conclusive summaries for coin circulation in
each century were given at length in the previous chapters. Therefore the following
discussion will attempt to present a general overview of coin circulation in Palestine
during the Byzantine period, emphasizing the most characteristic issues.
For the sake of simplicity, this study arbitrarily divided the chronology of the
numismatic material according to century, although this division is not always accurate. There seems to be a closer typological and metrological connection between
coinage dated to the first half of the fifth century with that of the late fourth century.
In typological terms, the second half of the fifth century is closer to the first half of
the sixth century (e.g. uncertain monogram issues, blank flans, Aksumite imitations)
despite Anastasius I’s monetary reform. In terms of coin circulation, there also seems
to be much overlapping: fifth-century nummi are found in mid-sixth century contexts
and sometimes even later (e.g. Gush Ḥalav hoard); early sixth-century folles continued to circulate until the first half of the seventh century as attested by hoards and by
worn coins countermarked by Heraclius.
Since no official imperial mint operated in Palestine, the region depended primarily on coins from the central mint of Constantinople, which constituted the main
supplier of coinage throughout the entire period. From the fifth century onwards, this
15
This phenomenon was also noticed by Morrisson (2004:412) and Burrell (2008:166, n.52) in connection with pilgrimage sites in Syria and Egypt. There are, however, exceptions to this rule, such as H.
Qana, a Christian pilgrimage site associated with the miracle of Jesus turning water into wine, where
only 29 coins of the Byzantine period were discovered (Edwards D.R. 2002:126 and Syon 2002).
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was complemented by supplies from nearby mints: Antioch and Alexandria. Coins of
Antioch are equally common all over the southern Levant (with, as expected, a natural predominance in Syria), whereas coins from Alexandria are particularly popular in
Palestine but appear in smaller quantities in the other regions (Lebanon, Jordan, and
Syria). It seems that the Alexandrian monetary system, intended in principle for internal use only, provided small change supply to Palestine on a regular basis during the
entire period, and these coins eventually migrated from Israel to the other areas of the
southern Levant. Coins from other eastern mints, such as Nicomedia and Thessalonica, appear to a lesser extent, most particularly during specific periods of the second
half of the sixth century (see chapters 3.5.4, 3.6.4 and 3.7.4). Interestingly, the mint of
Cyzicus never constituted a prominent source for coinage in this region. During the
first half of the seventh century, Palestine witnessed the closing of mints in the eastern
Empire: first Antioch, then Cyzicus and Nicomedia, and finally Thessalonica. After
629, Constantinople and Alexandria remained the only active suppliers of coinage to
this region. Interestingly, the picture described by mint supply for the whole period
under study is cyclical: the tendency of reduction in the number of eastern mints and,
the marked hegemony for Constantinople is noticeable both during the fifth century
(especially the second half) and during the first half of the seventh century.
As expected, the incidence of western coinage in local circulation, mainly from
Carthage in North Africa and the Italian mints, decreases after the reign of Justinian
I (who re-annexed both regions to the Byzantine Empire). Western issues were never
part of the currency in circulation in Palestine during the second half of the sixth
century to the first half of the seventh century.
In terms of patterns of distribution, coin evidence from Israel dated from the
second half of the sixth until the first half of the seventh century shows a correlation
between mints and denominations. During the reign of Justin II, Constantinople and
Nicomedia were the main suppliers of folles. Thessalonica progressively became
the main source for half folles, a trend that increased dramatically during the reigns
of Tiberius II and Maurice Tiberius. By the time of these last two Emperors, it was
Antioch which became the primary supplier of folles to this region. In terms of small
copper fractions, after the predominance of Carthage as a significant provider of
nummi into Palestine during the reign of Justinian I, it was the dodecanummium
from Alexandria which became the popular denomination for small change in Palestine. In the first half of the seventh century, folles from Antioch still prevailed under the rule of Phocas while struck dodecanummia imitations from Alexandria were
the main coin for small change. During the reign of Heraclius, after the closing of
the Antiochene mint, folles and half folles arrived exclusively from Constantinople,
while the hexanummia from Alexandria became the principal small denomination.
These trends are not arbitrary and seem to reflect a deliberate imperial policy in
terms of patterns of coin distribution to the eastern provinces.
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part V

Copper coins constitute the bulk of the coinage in circulation, while gold coins
appear in significant numbers as part of hoards. In terms of gold denominations,
tremisses predominate in quantities during the fifth and sixth centuries, while solidi
appear almost exclusively during the seventh century. Silver Byzantine coinage is
non-existent in this region; this is a feature in common with most areas of the eastern Empire. The few silver coins registered in our database are Sasanian issues that
played no major role in local currency. Interestingly, although the Persians ruled in
Palestine for over fifteen years during the first half of the seventh century, they did
not impose their own coinage. This was apparently part of a general policy not to
interfere in internal administrative affairs, as explained in chapter 1.2.1.
In terms of copper, minimi or nummi were the only coins in use during the fifth century. They were massively produced, even after the introduction of the heavier copper
multiples by Anastasius I’s monetary reform until the end of the reign of Justinian I.
Numismatically, the termination of the production of nummi took place as result of the
decline in the weight of the follis, which eventually caused the disappearance of the
light copper denominations. This cessation has been analyzed, however, in a broader
historic, demographic, and economic context that also finds expression in the archaeological evidence, as discussed in chapter 3.4.9. Nummi in Israel are most commonly
found in contexts dated until c.550 while in other regions of the eastern Mediterranean,
they appear in considerable quantities until c.580. As shown by coin evidence from
Israel, the vacuum in the incidence of small denominations during the last years of Justinian I, from 550 to 565, was rapidly filled by the supply of considerable numbers of
decanummia. Still, the need for small change in Palestine encouraged the production
of pentanummia and dodecanummia imitations which replaced the older nummi from
the second half of the sixth until the first half of the seventh centuries.
The lack of a permanent official mint in Palestine between the fifth and the first
half of the seventh centuries became the catalyst for a number of sporadic local
minting initiatives to satisfy the need for daily small change. It is not clear whether
this minting took place with the authorization of the local official administration or
was simply the result of fraud; what really matters is that what they produced was
considered legal tender and circulated as such. These minting activities included the
production of imitations of popular official issues and the revalidation by countermarking of old coins which remained in circulation.
Special attention in this study has been given to the production of minimi imitations (struck and cast) during the fifth century (chapter 2.6); the punchmarking of
Anastasius I’s small module folles (chapter 3.2.4); the production of pentanummia
imitations in Ashqelon (chapter 3.8.1) and of dodecanummia imitations in Caesarea
(chapter 3.8.2); Heraclian countermarking during the time of the Arab conquest
in Caesarea (chapter 4.3.6); and a considerable amount of clipping of old coins
which remained in circulation in this region in the first half of the seventh century
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(chapter 4.3.5c). At any rate, it is clear that each of these initiatives was a practical
and focused response to wider political, military, or economic crises in the Empire
– invasions and wars, inflation, monetary reforms, lack of cash – which affected the
production and the influx of official new coinage into this region, encouraging local
minting activities.
However, without any doubt the most remarkable minting operation that took
place in Byzantine Palestine is the opening of a temporary mint in Jerusalem, which
struck copper and gold coins during a very short period in the reign of Heraclius
(c.610-614) (chapter 4.3.7). The discovery of a hoard consisting of 264 identical
solidi of this Emperor at the site of the Giv‘ati parking lot in Jerusalem allowed the
classification of a new variant of solidus struck under hasty conditions in Jerusalem.
The significance of this monetary operation is extraordinary since this was the only
occasion when gold coins were ever minted in Jerusalem in particular and in the
province of Palestine in general during the Roman and Byzantine periods.
As mentioned, the reintroduction of old coins into circulation by stamping impressed marks on them took place twice in Palestine. I have suggested a different
nomenclature in order to discriminate between the two: punchmarking during the
reign of Anastasius I (chapter 3.2.4) and countermarking during the reign of Heraclius (chapter 4.3.6). Punchmarks were applied only on two specific types of coin:
small module folles and half folles of Anastasius I. This was done in order to revalue
them at half the value of the new heavier series introduced by this Emperor in 512.
Punchmarks are crude and depict simple geometrical designs, suggesting this was
a local practice not necessarily imposed by imperial command. On the other hand,
countermarks of Heraclius were applied in Caesarea during the years of the Arab
conquest on a wide range of folles and half folles dating from the early sixth century until types of Heraclius himself struck in 629-631. These countermarks were
intended to revalidate old coins by using Heraclian imperial monograms, tangible
proof that they were applied by imperial command. It seems, however, that the selection of host coins was completely random; any available coin could fit the purpose,
indicating an urgent need for revalidated cash.
Foreign coins, especially the Vandalic coins from Carthage, constituted an integral component in the local currency of Palestine from the second half of the fifth
to the first half of the sixth centuries (chapters 2.7.2; 3.4.6 and 3.9.2). These are
not sporadic finds but are the result of trade activities between the two regions. This
study attempted to provide more accurate datings based on contextual assemblages
from Israel and other relevant comparative material for the various undated types
minted in Carthage. Other groups which circulated in our region on a regular basis
were the Ostrogothic nummi (chapter 3.9.3) and the Aksumite cast imitations issued
in Egypt (chapter 2.7.3). These two groups, however, seem to have reached Palestine by way of pilgrims and travelers.
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part V

A major contribution of this study is the research of the following issues: the
reevaluation of fifth-century coinage; the study of Byzantine hoards from Palestine
and the influence of external factors such as natural catastrophes, wars, and monetary
reforms on the character of coin in circulation in our region.
I define the character of fifth century coinage as being eclectic in type due to creative monetary activity during critical times. What once was considered official coinage “in reduction” and “under crisis” is now better defined as coinage in the process
of development rather than decline. In order to compensate for the vacuum in the
output of official coinage, anything that could be easily counted could be easily used
as currency. The distinction between official and unofficial issues was meaningless
for both consumers and authorities since coins were reckoned by quantity and not
by individual units. One of the most important characteristics of the massive volume
of coinage circulating during the fifth century is the large number of fourth-century
copper coins still in circulation. This phenomenon has been analyzed in detail and
their appearance in different archaeological contexts has been interpreted (chapter
2.5). Likewise, the role played by unidentifiable coin finds to estimate the volume of
coinage at specific sites has been discussed in detail (chapter 2.8).
Research on hoards has been enriched by the considerable number of hoards
discovered in Israel during the last few decades and first published in this discussion
(see chapters 3.10, 4.5 and Appendix A). Their study is essential, since, in most
cases, they represent the currency in circulation at a very specific period of time. The
cause of deposition of many hoards concealed during the first half of the seventh
century can be related to specific historical events, such as the Persian invasion (see
chapter 4.5.1). Most gold hoards are dated to the sixth and seventh centuries, and
special attention has been given to a particular group of sixth-century gold hoards
which include considerable numbers of fourth-century Constantinian and Valentinian dynasty solidi. Due to their high standard, these gold coins remained in circulation for almost 200 years (chapter 3.10.1). During the seventh century, the number
of gold hoards rose dramatically and gold hoards of this period are mostly composed
of contemporary issues of Phocas and Heraclius.
Copper coin hoards are the most common throughout the entire period under
discussion. Foundation deposits, including thousands of low value coins that were
not intended to be retrieved, are most typical of the fifth and first half of the sixth
centuries (chapter 2.5.2d). This practice is known in Israel not only from ancient
synagogues but also from churches and secular buildings. Hoards dated to the sixth
century reflect the diversity of denominations in circulation and the repeated changes
in the weight standard of the follis. Hoards concealed during the first half of the
seventh century are primarily composed of large quantities of worn long-circulated
early-Byzantine folles and very sporadically by contemporary issues of Phocas and
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Heraclius. This stands in contrast to the usual composition of gold hoards of this
period, as explained in chapter 4.5.
Coin evidence shows that natural catastrophes – such as the bubonic plague or
earthquakes – had only an ephemeral effect on the influx and circulation of Byzantine coinage in the region. The incidence of the heavy series of dated coinage of Justinian I in local currency (538-550) illustrates this issue; this has been comprehensively discussed here. Even though the dated coins appear in smaller quantities than
Justinian I’s undated series, the dated heavy series indeed constituted an integral part
of the local currency in circulation (chapter 3.4.7). The connection between military
events – such as rebellions, sieges, invasions, and wars – and the concealment of
hoards has already been noted. Many scholars claim that Byzantine coin influx into
the eastern provinces in Asia Minor and Syria ceased after 616 as result of the Persian war. However, the considerable number of Heraclian coin finds at sites in Israel
suggests that this event did not fundamentally affect the influx of new coins into our
the region. Extraordinary ceremonial events, such as Heraclius’ visit to Jerusalem in
630, provoked a sudden dramatic rise in the number of coins flowing into Palestine
(chapter 4.3.8). According to historical sources, this event was a unique opportunity
for the Emperor to distribute large sums of money to the local population.
The death of Heraclius and the completion of the Arab conquest of Palestine
brings to an end the present discussion. Byzantine gold and copper coinage, however, continued to circulate broadly in Syria and Palestine well after this date, as
attested by the many coin finds and hoards which included coins of Emperors Constans II and, to a much lesser extent, Constantine IV (Heidemann 1998; Walmsley
2000:332-333; Bijovsky 2002:185).16 In general it can be said that the influx of Byzantine coinage to Bilād al-Shām dried up c.660.17
Parallel to the official copper issues, a wide series of locally manufactured copper coins appeared in Syria-Palestine during the second half of the seventh century.
These coins, commonly known as Arab-Byzantine, roughly imitate Byzantine prototypes of Heraclius and Constans II.18 These local imitations suggest the ample need
for base metal coinage intended for local trade. Both coinages – Byzantine official
and local imitative – seem to have circulated together until the end of the seventh
century (696/697), when caliph ̔Abd el-Malik implemented his monetary reform
with the introduction of pure epigraphic coinage. This event marks the end of the
influx and circulation of Byzantine coinage in Palestine.
16

Coins of Justinian II are almost nonexistent in our region.

For excellent summaries of the historical and numismatic aspects of this period including updated
bibliography, see the recent studies by Howard-Johnston 2010:1-9 and Pottier, Schulze, and Schulze 2008:121-128.
17

18

For catalogues of the main collections see: Walker 1956, SNAT, SICA I and Foss 2008.

Appendix A: List of Hoards
(ordered by country and date of deposition)

The appendix includes only those hoards mentioned throughout this study.
Abbreviations:
RP = Roman Provincial
LR = Late Roman
c. = century
Victory l. = Victory advancing left, holding wreath
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appendix a

Israel

Name/Site

Total of
coins

Type/ Description
Cache hidden in the wall W25 (L64). Bulk dated
to the fourth c., latest coins dated to Honorius
(408-423).

1.

Ḥ. Rimmon,
Synagogue

64

2.

H. ‘Amudiya
(Kh. Abu Zu‘eize)

17

3.

Khirbet Fa’ush B
(Maccabim)

34

4.

Khirbet Fa’ush D
(Maccabim)

24

5. Dabbiye Synagogue

336

6. Bar‘am Synagogue

69

Bet She’an,
7. Sturman str.,
courtyard 154

8.

9.

Khirbet Fa’ush A
(Maccabim)

‘En Nashut
Synagogue

Ḥ. Marus
10. Synagogue
L29a
11.

Caesarea, Insula
W2S3

Chorazin
12. Synagogue

Ḥ. Marus
13. Synagogue
L157

414

83

244

Bijovsky, Ḥ.
Rimmon group C

Arcadius

Lambert 1926

Foundation deposit found within the fill between
the two floor mosaics at the southern pastophoria.
Early fifth c.
Coins dated from 355-361 to early fifth c.; seven
coins were unidentifiable

Two foundation deposits (L124, 129). L124
includes a solidus of Gratian. Latest finds are
seven coins dated to 395-408.

Early fifth c.

Foundation deposits, sealed loci. 58 fourth c. and
Early fifth c.
eight fifth c. coins.
305 identifiable coins, dated from 342-346 to
455 CE. 206 are fourth c. coins. Among the fifth
c. coins: GLORIA ROMANORVM 21, cross
within wreath, Victory and Vota imitations.
Includes a prutah of Alexander Janneus.

Foundation deposit found beneath the later
chancel of the bemah. Coin types dated from
337-341 to mid-fifth c. One cast blank flan, two
Vota imitations, 30 coins were unidentifiable.

Two foundation deposits. L109: 193 coins found
outside threshold of main entrance; latest coins
dated to Honorius.
L133: 51 coins found next to the foundations
of the room west of the synagogue. Latest coin
dated to 425-455 (cross within wreath); 47 coins
attributed to the fifth c.

Reference

Honorius

Foundation deposit beneath western wall of the
northern pastophoria. 16 unidentifiable coins;
Early fifth c.
one Greek coin from Tenedos, Troas. Coins dated
from 337-341 to 395-401.

Foundation deposit under stone floor of stage II.
116
Of all identifiable, 113 are fourth c. including a
(identifiable)
coin of Trajan. Latest coin is dated to Marcian.

Bijovsky 2012

Bijovsky 2012

Ariel 1991
Aviam 2004a.

c.455

Discovery
mentioned in
Zori 1953:265.
The hoard is
unpublished.

Mid-fifth c.

Bijovsky 2012

Mid-fifth c.

Ariel 1987; Ariel
and Ahipaz 2010

Mid-fifth c.

Ilan 1989:27-28;
Magness
2001a:28

106

All coins are minimi, most of them belong to the
second half of the fourth c. until mid-fifth c.

Mid-fifth c.

Bijovsky
Caesarea

1461

Several foundation deposits.

Third quarter
fifth c.

Ariel 2000:33-35

109
90 coins are fourth c., the latest is a minima of
(identifiable) Leo I.

Khirbet Fa’ush C
(Maccabim)

12

15. Caesarea, area C

62

14.

All solidi, found by a peasant. It includes
issues by Constantius I, Valentinian I, Valens,
Theodosius I and Arcadius.

Deposition
date

Leo I

Found above the floor mosaic of the first phase at
the southern pastophoria. Coins dated from 364- Leo I
375 to Leo I; four are unidentifiable.
Monogram issues as late as the reign of Leo I, as
well as clipped fourth c. coins

Leo I

Ilan 1989:27-28;
Magness
2001a:28
Bijovsky 2012
Hohlfelder
1984:265
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list of hoards

Name/Site
16. Caesarea, area C
17. Tel Malot
18.

Ashqelon, Smadar
Hotel A

19. Karm er-Ras

Total of
coins

Type/ Description

38

Monogram issues as late as the reign of Leo I, as
well as clipped fourth c. coins.

c.26,000
66

141

20.

Capernaum
Synagogue

c.6,000

21.

Capernaum
Synagogue

20,323

22.

Capernaum
Synagogue

236

Capernaum
23.
Synagogue
Chorazin
24. Synagogue

H. Qanef
25.
Synagogue

2,922

1,461

339

Ashqelon, Smadar
26.
Hotel B

89

27. Dikla, Gaza strip

100

28.

Ḥ. Rimmon A,
Synagogue

35

29.

Ḥ. Rimmon B,
Synagogue

12

Ḥ. Marus
30. Synagogue
L167
31.

En Gedi II
Village (L3437)

Reference

Leo I

Hohlfelder
1984:265

Zeno

Kindler 2000

Zeno

Bijovsky 2004

Zeno

Ariel, Karm
er-Ras

Zeno

Arslan 1997;
Callegher
2007:147

Foundation deposit, trench XII, L812. Several
Ptolemaic coins, official fourth c. and fifth c.
Zeno
coins, including Marcian, Leo I, Basiliscus, Zeno
and Aksumite imitations.

Arslan 1997

All are minimi, more than 5,700 coins
are attributed to the fifth c. In process of
identification.

Official issues dating from 341-346 to Zeno,
wrapped in cloth. 32 coins are unidentifiable.

Minimi hidden under a raised floor in the corner
of one of the rooms. One Hellenistic coin from
Aradus; LR fourth c. types, cast imitations first
half fifth c., cast flans, four coins of Marcian,
nine of Leo I, one of Zeno. One Aksumite, cast
blank flans. 43 coins are illegible.

Foundation deposit, trench XII, L812. Few
Ptolemaic coins, official fourth c. and fifth c.
coins, including Marcian, Leo I, Basiliscus,
Zeno, and Aksumite imitations.

Foundation deposit, trench XIV, L814. In process
Zeno
of identification.
Foundation deposit, trench XIV, L814. In process
Zeno
of identification.

Several foundation deposits. Includes
Hellenistic coins (Side, Seleucid);
Alexander Janneus, Procurators in Judea, RP;
Galerius Maximian; Diocletian. Fourth and fifth
c. official types; fifth c. imitations of fourth c.
prototypes.

Several foundation deposits, bulk of coins
dated to 383-395. Nine fifth c. coins: GLORIA
ROMANORVM 22, cross within wreath,
Marcian and Leo I. Latest coin a small follis of
Anastasius I.
Discovered within the foundations of wall
WB132, covered by a stone slab. Coins dating
from 341-346 to 498, including one Vota
imitation and one Aksumite. 60 coins were
unidentifiable.

Gold coins and jewelry dated to Theodosius
II, Marcian, Pulcheria, Leo I, Leo II and Zeno,
Basiliscus and Marcus.

Arslan 1997

Ariel 2000:38-40
Magness 2007a

Not before
498

Ariel 1980

Anastasius I

Bijovsky 2004

c.495

RIC 10:xcv-xcvi

L33. Gold hoard within a small juglet, containing
Valentinian coinage together with fifth century
Anastasius I
coins.

Found together with two oil lamps. One
semissis and four tremisses of Anastasius I from
Constantinople, dating 507-518.

Arslan 1997

Zeno

L33. Gold hoard within a small juglet, containing
Valentinian coinage together with fifth century
Anastasius I
coins.

Foundation deposit under stone floor of stage
II. Most fourth c. issues including one RP
104
Autonomous from Tyre. Fifth c. issues include
identifiable
Marcian and Leo I. Latest coin: small follis of
Anastasius I.
5

Deposition
date

Anastasius I
Not before
507
Anastasius I
Not before
507

Kloner and
Mindel 1981
Kloner and
Mindel 1981
Ilan 1989:27-28;
Magness
2001a:28
Bijovsky
2007:211
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Name/Site

32.

En Gedi I
Village
The Gold House
(L3302)

En Gedi Synagogue
I
33.
(L285, B1227)

Total of
coins

Type/ Description

Ashqelon Barnea
B-C

Jerusalem,
excavations near
36.
the
Temple Mount

37. Tel Ya‘oz

Reference

15

Five fourth c. solidi from Constantius II to
Valentinian I and Valens. Two solidi, one
semisses and seven tremisses ranging from
Anastasius I to Justinian I.

Justinian I

Bijovsky
2007:163, 210

41

Bronze coins (folles?) wrapped in a cloth,
found in the courtyard of a house adjacent to
the synagogue. Includes coins of Anastasius I,
Justin I and pre-538 Justinian I. The coins are in
process of identification.

Justinian I
c. 540?

Barag, Porath
and Netzer
1972:54;
Bijovsky
2007:162-163;
165, n7

Justinian I
c. 540?

Barag and
Porath 1970:97;
Barag, Porath
and Netzer
1981:117.
Bijovsky
2007:162-163;
165, n7

Justinian I

Bijovsky 2010;
Bijovsky
Ashqelon Barnea

Found within the niche of the Torah ark,
together with a bronze goblet. The bulk of the
hoard consists of fourth-fifth c. minimi, plus a
significant number of RP coins and antoniniani.
En Gedi Synagogue
Unknown Eight Byzantine coins, four of them are most
34. II
(Thousands?) probably folles dated to 512-538. The hoard is
uncleaned and very corroded. Among the coins
was a “mini hoard” found within a glass vessel
containing 138 Jewish, Roman, and LR coins
dated to the end of the fourth century.
35.

Deposition
date

7

11

A solidus of Constantius II and two solidi of
Valentinian II. One semisis of Justinian I and
three tremisses: one of Anastasius, one of Justin
I, and one of Justinian I.

Sasanian drahms discovered within the drainage
channel of a public latrine. The coins come
from several cities in Iran (Shīrāz, Kermān, Ray,
Hamadan or Echbatana, and Merv) and date from c. 535
the period between Governor Pērōz (457-484)
to the first decade of the reign of king Khusrō I
(531-578).

Hoard of several hundreds of folles reported
in 1941 from the region of Tell-Ghazzeh. 514
514
were in possession of a dealer in Jerusalem,
(31 in IAA) 31 of them registered at the IAA. Dating from
Anastasius I large series (512-518), Justin I and
undated series of Justinian I.

A foundation deposit of minimi dated from the
second half of the fifth century until Justinian I;
most of them are of Carthaginian origin.

Sears and Ariel
2000

Before 538

Unpublished
(IAA 5620156231)

Justinian I
Not before
534

Bijovsky Western
Wall Plaza

38.

Jerusalem, Western
Wall plaza (L4253)

51

39.

Bet She’an,
Sturman str.

14

40.

Nahal Qidron
Region XIV

A follis of Anastasius I and 13 folles of Justinian
I of the series struck in 538-542, piled in a row
Not before
and not detached from one another. Only the date 539/540
of the first coin in the row is visible, 539/540.

8

All folles dating from Justin I to Justinian I.

c.558

41.

Caesarea, Insula
W2S3 (hoard B)

7

A group of nummi from Carthage including
proto-Vandalic, Vandalic anonymous, and
Justinianic issues.

Ariel 2002: 213214; 297-300

Justinian I

Bijovsky
Caesarea

42.

Deir ‘Aziz
Synagogue

14

43.

Deir Dassawi I
(Mefalsim)

6

Solidi of Justinian I found in a juglet hidden in
the southern wall of the synagogue. In addition,
Justinian I
are two foundation deposits (2,027 and 579 coins
each) in process of identification.

Gold coins within juglet. Combination of LR and
Justinian I
Byzantine solidi.

Unpublished
(IAA 550)

Ahipaz 2007 and
2013
Rachmani 1964
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Name/Site

44.

Gush Ḥalav
Synagogue

45. Rafah hoard

Total of
coins

Type/ Description

1,953

Within a cooking pot unearthed adjacent to the
NW entrance of the synagogue, western corridor.
418 coins were identifiable. It includes: one
Greek coin, two prutahs of Alexander Janneus,
three radiates, LR fourth c. types, fifth c. types,
one unpublished type of DOMINO NOSTRO;
proto-Vandalic; Thrasamund; 53 nummi of
Anastasius I; one Carthage nummus of Justinian
I; two Aksumite; latest coin is dated to Baduila.

327

Deposition
date

Earthquake
551

Bijovsky 1998

Dated from 512 to 573/574 with large module
folles of Anastasius (51 coins), Justin I (157
coins), joined reign of Justin and Justinian (two
coins), Justinian I (109 coins) and Justin II
(four). Four additional coins were illegible. No
small module coins of Anastasius and no dated
folles of Justinian I.

Not before
573/574

Spaer 1978:
66-70

Discovery
mentioned in Zori
1959:276.
Hoard unpublished
(IAA 4595-4599;
72867-72870)

46. Bet She’an I

9

Found in a monastery (room 7). All folles dating
from Anastasius I to Justin II.

Not before
574/575

47. Bet She’an II

7

All folles dated to Justin II. Two coins were
unidentifiable.

Not before
575/576

48.

Ma’oz Haim
Synagogue

49. Qedumim

50. Qabri

51.

Jerusalem Citadel
(L71136)

Deir Dassawi II
52. (Mefalsim)

53. Qazrin Synagogue

54. Bat Galim, Haifa

Reference

48

Found adjacent to the external side of the
southern wall of the synagogue, hidden within
a piece of cloth. The coins are mainly folles,
but there are also half folles, a 16 nummi and
one decanummium ranging from Anastasius I to
Maurice. Last coin is dated to 589/590.

19

Found adjacent to W2012 of a room in the
remains of a building in area F. It includes 17
folles and two half folles.

236

Discovered at the kibbutz in 1951. All coins
are folles dating from Justinian I dated series
Not before
(earliest coin from 543/544), Justin II, Tiberius II 602
and Maurice Tiberius.

Maurice
Tiberius

Not before
602

Billig 2008;
Syon 2008

Tzaferis 1974.
Hoard
unpublished.
Identified by G.
Bijovsky (IAA
21932-21979)

Unpublished.
Identified by
G. Bijovsky
(K37563-37582).

Unpublished.
Identified by G.
Bijovsky and S.
Vogelman (IAA
8347-8581)

5

Three tremisses of Maurice Tiberius and two
solidi of Phocas dated to 603-607.

Not before
603

99

97 folles and two half folles, most of them from
Constantinople, ranging from Anastasius I (15
coins) to Phocas with one coin dating to 605/606
CE. Coins of Justin I (30 coins) and Justinian I
(39 coins) predominate.

Discovery
mentioned in
Amiran and Eitan
1970.
Hoard unpublished
(IAA 6333-6337)

Not before
605/606

Rachmani
1964:19-23. IAA
43526-43623

82

Found at the NE corner of the base of the Torah
shrine platform. 75 folles and seven half folles
Coins dating from dated series of Justinian I
(544/545) to Phocas. Bulk of coins dated to
Justin II.

Not before
607/608

Ariel 1996:6976.

91

A hoard of solidi discovered during rescue
excavations in the area of Haifa harbor. All coins
belong to Phocas: a solidus dated to 602/603,
11 solidi dated to 603-607 and 79 solidi dated to
607-610. Four coins are light weight solidi.

Phocas
Not before
607

No author
1972:6; Bendall
1975:66.
Identified by H.
Sokolov (IAA
9547-9637)
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Name/Site

Ḥ. Marus
55. Synagogue
treasury

56.

Kh. Dubel,
Mount Carmel

Total of
coins

485

325

Type/ Description
Discovered within a secret chamber hewn in
the rock. 245 gold coins (56 solidi, 28 semisses,
150 tremisses), the rest are bronzes (225 folles
and 13 half folles), ranging from Anastasius I
to Heraclius. Seven coins predate the Byzantine
period: a prutah of Alexander Janneus and
six LR coins of the fourth century. Two later
intrusions: a gold dinar of the Abbassid caliph
Muhammed al-Mahdi from 783 and a bronze
Ayyubid coin dated to 1193.

Deposition
date

Not before
609/610

Folles and half folles ranging from Anastasius I to
Heraclius, most of them minted in Constantinople,
followed by Antioch, and Nicomedia. No small
module coins of Anastasius I and no dated folles
of Justinian I. The majority of the coins are issues
Not before
of Justin I (109 coins) and undated of Justinian
611/612
I (95 coins). Three coins of joint reign of Justin
I and Justinian I. Only one coin of Justin II. 36
coins of Tiberius II, seven of Maurice, two of
Phocas and two of Heraclius (the latest coin dated
to 611/612). 37 coins are illegible.

Reference

Kindler 1986

Lambert
1932:55-68

57.

Fandaqumya,
Sebaste

69

58.

Martyrius
Monastery
Ma’ale Adumim,
Judean Desert

Folles from Anastasius I to Heraclius. The
majority of the coins are undated issues of Justin
I (16 coins), Justinian I (13 coins) and Justin
II (31 coins). Four coins of Anastasius I. One
coin of the joint reign of Justin I and Justinian I.
Three of Maurice. One coin of Heraclius dated
to 611/612.

5

Five folles discovered within a jar. Two of Justin
II, one of Maurice and two of Heraclius.

612/613

Bijovsky
Martyrius

10

A hoard of solidi found in room H at floor level.
Dated from Maurice Tiberius to Heraclius.

Not before
613

Fitzgerald
1931:11

59.

Bet She’an, Lady
Mary’s Monastery

Giv‘ati hoard,
60.
Jerusalem

61. Israel?

264

Over 1,000

All solidi of an unpublished variant minted from
the same pair of dies; coins are mint condition.
Provincial issue minted in Jerusalem, concealed
upon the conquest of the city by the Persians
in 614.

Not before
611/612

610-614

A hoard of unknown provenance (Israel?)
Early seventh
containing Byzantine pentanummia of the chicentury
rho type. Many of them local imitations. Partially
Heraclius?
cleaned, still in process of identification.

62. Malha hoard

132

Details unknown. Found in 1942, the bulk of the
coins predate 614; eight coins of Tiberius II and
Maurice Tiberius bear Heraclian countermarks.
Last coins dated to 629/630.

c.630/631
or later

63. Azor

31

Discovered within a jar, all folles dating from
Justin I to Heraclius.

Not before
629/630

Bet She’an III
64.
(L71136)

129

The context is not clear. Folles and half folles
dating from Anastasius I to Heraclius. Last coin
dated to 613/614, but another coin of Maurice
Tiberius bears a countermark of Heraclius dated
to 633-640.

Not before
633

Baramki
1938:81-85

Bijovsky 2010a

Lampinen 2002
Unpublished.
Most of the hoard
acquired by A.
Spaer.
DOC 2/1:56;
Noeske
2000a:612;
Ariel 1982
Bijovsky and
Ariel Azor

Unpublished.
Identified by G.
Bijovsky (IAA
118080-118209)
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Name/Site

65.

Ashqelon
(underwater survey)

66. Ginnegar

Total of
coins

Type/ Description

159

All folles with the exception of three Roman
bronzes. The bulk consists of 137 folles of Justin
II. Latest coin: Heraclius, dated to 632-638.

8

Found within a burial cave, near the feet of
one of the deceased. All the coins are solidi of
Heraclius. The latest belong to the series struck
in 632-641.

c.640

Accumulation in the pool of a wishing spring.
805 coins are identifiable, 19 coins fourth c., 135
fifth c. and 575 sixth c.

Unpublished.
Short note in
Oshri and Najjar
1997:51.
Coins identified
by D. Syon.
IAA 48244-48251

Constans II

Barkay 2000

One of two hoards discovered within two juglets
buried at the two opposite corners under the
threshold of a public building (monastery).
All coins are solidi: one of Phocas and 49 of
Heraclius.

Early years of Bijovsky Shoham
Constans II ‘s (IAA 63335reign
63384)

67.

Ramat HaNadiv,
En Ẓur

c.2,100

68.

Dor (underwater
survey)

79

69. Shoham I

70. Shoham II

71.

Capernaum
Synagogue

50

4

7

72. Ḥ. Kab

50

73. Awarta (Nablus)

29

74.

Bet She’an Youth
Hostel

75. Rehob

76. Zemach

Deposition
date

c.640?

Most are folles and a few half folles ranging from
Anastasius I to Constans II. The bulk of coins
c.660
belongs to Constans II (38 coins).

One of two hoards discovered within two juglets
buried at the two opposite corners under the
threshold of a public building (monastery). It
includes two tremisses, one of Phocas and one of
Heraclius, and two semisses of Constans II.
Found hidden between the stones of a bench
in the praying room. It includes five solidi and
two semisses of Heraclius and Constans II. Last
datable solidus is dated to c.661-663.

A group of solidi discovered within an oil
lamp: six of Phocas, 22 of Heraclius and 22 of
Constans II.

All solidi discovered within an oil lamp. It
includes two coins of Phocas, 13 coins of
Heraclius, 14 coins of Constans II and one of
Constantine IV dated to 668-673.

Short preliminary
report in Sharvit
2013. Identified
by G. Bijovsky
(IAA 8827188430)

Syon and Galili
2009:81-94

Early years of Bijovsky Shoham
Constans II ‘s (IAA 63331reign
63334)

c.668

c.662-665
Not before
668

751

All solidi discovered within a cooking pot.
It includes 95 coins of Phocas, 382 coins of
Heraclius, 219 coins of Constans II and 55 coins
of Constantine IV.

c.685696/697

27

All coins are solidi, 16 of Heraclius, seven of
Constans II, three of Constantine IV and one of
Justinian II.

c.696/697?

Halved and quartered coins of Heraclius.

Second half
seventh
century

c.200

Reference

Callegher
1997:329-338
Syon 20002002:211-224
Dajani 1951:4143
Bijovsky
2002:161-227
Paltiel 19681969:101-106 ;
Bijovsky 2012a
Kadman
1967:313, 321.
Location
unknown
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Jordan

Name/Site

Total of
coins

77.

Pella
trench XXXVI,
area XXXV

100-150

78.

Gerasa, North
Theater

82

Minimi hidden in a cloth pouch in the wall. Coins
dated from the end of the fourth to the late fifth c.
No details on the coins.

79.

Tell Nimrim

34

80.

Abualanda

17

81.

Mount NeboSiyâgha

230

230

82.

South Jordan

Deposition
date

Reference

Late fourth
century?

Kate de Kosta,
personal
communication

Late fifth
century

Bowsher
1986:255

Solidi dating to: Valentinian I, Valens, Leo I,
Zeno, Basiliscus and Marcus, and Anastasius I.

Anastasius I

Solidi dating to: Valentinian I, Valens, Zeno, and
Anastasius I.

Metcalf W.E.
and Fulco 19951996

Anastasius I

RIC 10:lxxxviii

221 folles and nine half folles dated to Anastasius
I, Justin I, Justinian I, Justin II, and Maurice
Tiberius. Peak during the undated period of
Justinian I. Last coin dated to 593/594

Not before
601/602

Callegher Mount
Nebo

All solidi dated from Maurice Tiberius to
Constantine IV. The bulk belongs to Heraclius.
Latest coins dated to 674-681.

Not before
674

Unpublished.
C. Morrisson
and E. Arslan,
personal
communication

Type/ Description
Foundation deposit preserved in the cobbled
reinforcement of the doorway or just near to it.
Late fourth c.
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Lebanon

83.

84.

85.

Name/Site

Total of
coins

Beirut Souks,
BEY 006, hoard 4
(context 20052)

8

Sarafand, Beirut

?

Lebanon (market)

Deposition
date

Reference

A Victory l. dated roughly to 410-455 together
with three coins of Leo I, two cast blanks and
two illegible coins.

Leo I

Butcher 20012002:281

All coins are exclusively Anastasius I’s issues
dated to 498-512

Anastasius I

Arguelles
1976:60-71;
Butcher 20012002:107; Abou
Diwan 2008:311
and n26

c.525
(or 539/540 at
the latest)

Phillips and
Tyler-Smith
1998

Earthquake
551

Abou Diwan 2008

Earthquake
551

34

Discovered within the thick layer of a burnt
roof of tiles associated to the earthquake of 551.
Belïen suggests an even later date of deposition,
based on the fact that the layer was mixed with
later debris. All folles minted in Constantinople:
22 Anastasius I small module, five of Justin I, six
of Justinian I and one unidentifiable (before 538).

Butcher 20012002:107, 283286; Abou Diwan
2008

Earthquake
551

Belïen 2005;
Abou Diwan 2008

60

All coins are exclusively Anastasius I’s 498-512
issues. Details obscure.

Earthquake
551?

c.900

All nummi, 700 were undecipherable. The hoard
includes a RP coin of Antoninus Pius from
Antioch, some LR issues. The bulk consists of
coins of Marcian, Leo I, and Zeno, followed by
Anastasius I and Justinian I. The latest nummi
are dated to Justin II. It also includes a Sassanian
third-century coin and two Aksumite imitations.

Belïen 2005:315;
Abou Diwan
2008:308a

Not before
565

Bendall 19861987

c.635

Bates 1968:67109
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86.

BEY 004
(L7903)

79

87.

BEY 006
House of the
Fountains

63

88.

BEY 011

89. Unpublished, Beirut

90.

91.

Ba‘albek

‘Coelesyria’
Vicinity of
Ba‘albek

273

Type/ Description

A parcel including four RP coins, worn LR coins
of the fourth and fifth centuries, six Vandalic
coins predating the Byzantine reconquest; 65
coins of Anastasius I and 72 of Justin I, all
nummi with the exception of 48 pentanummia

Found within an amphora in a room belonging
to an artisan-industrial complex. Coins dated to
Anastasius I and Justinian I. 75 Anastasius’ small
module, two large module and two of Justinian I:
one follis undated and one dated decanummium
542-548 from Rome.

All coins of Anastasius I, small module from
Constantinople. The coins were found directly on
the Ktisis mosaic (L8752). Most of them of the
series 507-512. Thirteen coins bear punchmarks.

272 folles and one half follis found within a jug.
The coins range from c.500 to 631, although the
bulk is dated from 583 to 616. Last issue dated
to 630/631.
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Syria

Name/Site

Total of
coins

Type/ Description

Deposition
date

Reference

92.

North Syria

1,526

730 copper multiples (folles, half folles,
decanummia and pentanummia and c.800 minimi
including Carthaginian ones. Among them are
128 LR fourth-fifth centuries coins.

Maurice
Tiberius
(not before
595/596)

Pottier 1983

93.

Hoard 67 Near
East, 1994 or before

157

602

Mansfield
1995a:348-354

94.

Cyrrhestica

501

Not before
604

Leuthold 1971

95.

Hoard 39 Near
East, 2003

109

Early reign of
Phocas

Naismith 2004:
296-299

96.

Northern Syria
2002

20

After c.610

Hoard 68 Near
East, 1993 or before

16 decanummia and four pentanummia dated
from Justin II to Phocas.

Mansfield
2003:354-355

100

All folles dated from Justinian I to Phocas.

98. ‘ANS/Myers’ hoard

147

Purchased in Beirut. Includes 16 coins which are
intrusive (tenth and eleven centuries). The rest
are 131 folles from the large series of Anastasius
I to Heraclius. It includes a follis of the Rebellion
of the Heraclii minted in Alexandretta. Last coin
follis of class 4 dated to 624/625-628/629.

99.

Byblos

53

52 folles and one half folles of Heraclius, dated
from 615 to 629/630. Includes Cypriote types.

100.

Tell Bissè

835

Found within a pot. All copper coins dating from
Anastasius I to Heraclius. Latest coin is a half
follis of Heraclius, dated to year 21.
45 Byzantine copper coins dated to Anastasius
I (three coins) Justinian I (11 coins), Justin II
(16 coins), Maurice (11 coins) and Heraclius
(four coins) and eight Arab-Byzantine coins
from Jerash and Scythopolis, dating to the
third quarter of the seventh century. The latest
Byzantine coin dates to 612/613.

97.

101.

Unknown
provenance

53

102.

‘S’ hoard
(Sarhine)

227

103.

Near Hamā

298

104.

Aleppo 2005

93

105.

Damascus

50

153 folles and four half folles, dating from
Anastasius I to Maurice Tiberius, with a large
proportion of coins predating 538. Latest coin
dates to 602.

403 folles, 90 half folles and eight decanummia
from Anastasius to Phocas. Last issue dated to
604.

103 folles, one three-quarter follis and five half
folles, ranging from the large module issues of
Anastasius I to the end of Maurice Tiberius’
reign in 602.

Dated from Anastasius to Heraclius. Predominance
of Heraclian issues of classes 3 and 4. Latest coin
is dated to year 21 from Thessalonica.

Copper coins of Heraclius and Constans II found
within a pot.
12 folles of Heraclius, 80 folles of Constans II
and a Pseudo-Byzantine coin.

All solidi dated from Maurice Tiberius to
Justinian II. The bulk belongs to Heraclius and
Constans II.

Not before
608/609

Mansfield
1995b:354-358

Not before
628/629

W.E. Metcalf
1975

Not before
629/630

Bendall 1981

612
(Leuthold)
Not before
630/631

Leuthold
1952-1953:3149. Noeske
2000a:541-562

Third quarter
Bates and Kovacs
seventh
1996
century?

640/641?

Phillips 2007

c.658

Phillips and
Goodwin 1997

c.658

Schulze 2007

685-695?

W.E. Metcalf
1980:102-108
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Cyprus

Name/Site

Total of
coins

Type/ Description

Deposition
date

Reference

Water system accumulation of minimi. Includes
obsolete coins such as Ptolemaic and Jewish.
Bulk of LR fourth c. coins. Marcian, Leo I, Zeno.
Coins of “Vandalic fabric”, Hilderic, Gelimer,
Ostrogoths. Cast copper blanks and 16 lead
discs. Byzantine from Anastasius I to Justinian I
from Carthage.

Justinian I?

Cox 1959:118.

Not before
641

Nicolaou and
Metcalf 2007

106.

Curium

c.400

107.

Limassol (Molos)

178

155 solidi, eight semisses and 15 tremisses of
Heraclius (three missing).

Turkey

Name/Site

108.

109.

110.

111.

Sardis MMS street
1986

Sardis 1991

Sardis Synagogue,
area PCA

Sardis MMS street
1982

Total of
coins

Type/ Description

Deposition
date

Reference

83

Copper coins in a pouch found in a dump of a
building behind the northern portico of the MMS
street. 28 were identifiable: one clipped dated
351-361; three dated to the end fourth c., 16 to
the first half fifth c., four coins of Marcian and
four of Leo I. 55 were illegible.

Leo I

Burrell
2008:166

Zeno

Burrell
2008:166

Mid-fifth
century

Buttrey
1981:xxiii; 123

71

238

695

A pilgrim flask containing copper coins was
found beneath the tile floor of a LR streetside
building in the sector known as ByzFort. Most
coins are late fifth c., latest are nine coins of
Zeno.

Foundation deposit discovered within the cracks
between the columns of the middle layer. Most
of the minimi are fourth c. issues from the houses
of Constantine to Theodosius II. A number
of obsolete Greek and Roman coins are also
included.

The hoard was hidden wrapped in a cloth; it was
then covered by rubbish and finally by debris
from the collapse of the portico. Five obsolete
Burial
coins dated from the first c. BCE to the third
after 496
c.; 58 coins fourth c. identifiable types and 16
(Thrasamund)
unidentifiable; 20 coins are late fourth-early
But before
fifth c. 305 coins are fifth c. identifiable; 163
518
second half fifth c. unidentifiable; 128 coins have
illegible dates. Latest coins are 138 nummi of
Anastasius I and 8 nummi of Thrasamund.

Burrell 2008
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Name/Site

112.

Sardis hoard D

113.

Aphrodisias III,
1972

114.

115.

116.

117.

118.

119.

120.

Sardis, 1913

Sardis EE, 1968

Sardis CC, 1968

Sardis GG, 1968

Type/ Description

Deposition
date

Reference

120

Found in the area Pactolus North, unit Q, an
industrial area. Only 17 identifiable copper coins
ranging from Valentinian II to two minimi of
Justin I. Another three coins are late fourth-early
fifth c., 31 are illegible and 69 disintegrated.

c.518

Buttrey
1981:xxii;
Burrell
2008:166

100

Purse including dodecanummia from Alexandria,
found at excavations in the theater. Coins
dated from Justinian I to Maurice, may include
imitations from the time of Phocas.

c.610

Morrisson,
Popović and
Ivanišević
2006:394, No.
328

216

Bulk of the hoard are 201 folles and two half
folles of Heraclius. In addition, several old folles
of Justin II, Maurice Tiberius and Phocas. Last
issue dated to 614/615.

13

6

3

Sardis FF, 1968

10

Akalan

18 (420)
with
jewelry

Catalça

121. Aphrodisias V-VIII

122.

Total of
coins

Nikertai

152

Uncertain

534

One follis of Phocas and twelve of Heraclius, last
issue dated to 614/615.

One half follis of Phocas and five of Heraclius,
last issue dated to 615/616.

Three folles of Heraclius, last issue dated to
615/616.

All folles of Heraclius, last issue dated to
615/616.
One tremissis of Maurice Tiberius, four solidi of
Phocas, 12 solidi and one hexagram of Heraclius,
mixed with pieces of jewelry. Last issues dated
to 616-629. Deposition related to the siege of
Constantinople by the Avars.

One solidus of Tiberius II, four solidi of Maurice,
26 solidi of Phocas and 121 solidi of Heraclius.
Last issues dated at the latest to 629. Deposition
related to the siege of Constantinople by the
Avars.
Four hoards discovered in excavations by
NYU. All composed by coins of Heraclius and
related to the Persian threat to Asia Minor by the
Persians. Details unknown, information provided
by C. Foss.

Gold coins, mostly solidi ranging from Maurice
Tiberius until Constantine IV.

c.615/616

c.615/616

c.615/616

c.615/616

Morrisson,
Popović and
Ivanišević
2006:370, No.
300

Bates 1971:154;
Morrisson,
Popović and
Ivanišević
2006:370, No.
302
Bates 1971:154;
Morrisson,
Popović and
Ivanišević
2006:374, No.
304
Bates 1971:154;
Morrisson,
Popović and
Ivanišević
2006:376, No.
306

c.615/616

Bates 1971:154;
Morrisson,
Popović and
Ivanišević
2006:377, No.
308

c.626

Morrisson,
Popović and
Ivanišević
2006:117, No. 2

c.626

Morrisson,
Popović and
Ivanišević
2006:118-119,
No. 4

c.628

Morrisson,
Popović and
Ivanišević
2006:395-396,
Nos. 330-333

c.681

Morrisson 1972
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Egypt

Name/Site

Total of
coins

Type/ Description

Deposition
date

Reference

123.

Clysma

c.80

Solidi of Valentinian I and Valens I from Antioch.

364-367

124.

Karanis

29

Solidi of Constantius II, Jovian, Valentinian I and
Valens I.

Noeske 2000a:II,
247-248

364-367

125.

Karnak

500-600

Solidi of Valentinian I and Valens I from Antioch.

364-375

126.

Abu Mina Crypt
Church

8,600

Coins accumulated within an alabaster vase filled
with oil. A number of obsolete coins, fourth c.
types dating from 335 onwards with a peak dated
to 383-395. Other peaks in 410-423 and 435-455.
Few coins of the second half of the fifth c.

Noeske 2000a:II,
388-389

Anastasius I

Noeske 1991;
Noeske 2000a:I,
93-98.

Maurice
Tiberius?

Hahn 1980

Bulk of coins found in area L (purse?). All coins
from the mint of Alexandria, including one
33 nummi, one hexanummium and all the rest
are dodecanummia ranging from Justinian I to
Phocas.

Early seventh
century

Lichocka 1992

Persian
invasion

Noeske 2000a:I,
78 and II, 251

Persian
invasion

D.M. Metcalf
1975

127.

Egypt

Lot from the market, uncertain provenance.
Composed of two groups: North African and
c.600 coins Ostrogothic minimi and dodecanummia and
hexanummia from Alexandria. Only 252 were
identifiable.

Noeske 2000a:II,
258-260

128.

Kôm el-Dikka

20

129.

Saqqara II (1912)

4

130.

Egypt 1975

125

Dodecanummia and hexanummia dated from
Justin I to Heraclius, all types from Alexandria.
Latest types are three hexanummia dated to
613-618.

131.

Egypt, 1980

69

All hexanummia, one dated to Justin II all the
rest to Heraclius dated to 613-618.

Persian
invasion

132.

Antinoe 1 (1914)

110

One FEL TEMP REPARATIO issue of
Constantius II and one hexanummium of Justinian
I, all the rest are dodecanummia dated from Justin
I to Heraclius, latest issues from 613-618.

Bendall 1980;
Noeske 2000a:II,
424

Persian
invasion

Noeske 2000a:II,
359-360

133.

Probably Egypt,
2000

c.200

Persian
invasion
c.616/620

Goodwin 2003

134.

Alexandria-Chatby

192

135.

Antinoe 2 (1914)

13

136.

Jabal al-Tarif (Nag
Hammadi)

56

137.

Abu Mina 1906

16

One solidus of Phocas and three of Heraclius
dated to 613-616.

200 dodecanummia, of them one dated to
Maurice Tiberius and all the rest to Heraclius, of
the type dated to 613-618.

Includes solidi and gold fractions from
Constantius II, Valentinian I, Justin I, Tiberius II,
Phocas, and Heraclius.

12 dodecanummia dating from Justin II to
Heraclius 628/629. It includes an Umayyad postReform fals (intrusive?).

The hoard was found in an old Egyptian burial
cave used in the Byzantine period by Coptic
monks. It consists of two parts: 12 worn old
folles dated from 512-538, some of them bear
eagle countermarks, and 44 dodecanummia dated
to Tiberius II, Heraclius, and Constans II.
All coins are solidi dated from Valentinian I and
Theodosius II, through Justin II to Heraclius and
Constans II. The latest coin is dated to 659-661 CE.

c.641/642

RIC 10:lxxxix;
Noeske 2000a: II,
210-212

Arab
conquest

Noeske 2000a: II,
361-362

Not before
641/642 or
645/646

Noeske 2000a:I,
133-134 and II,
383-384.
Goehring 1983

Not before
659-661

Noeske 2000a:I,
77-79
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North Africa

Name/Site

Total of
coins

138.

El Djem, Tunisia

1,043

139.

Tipasa III – Villa
of the Frescoes,
Tunisia

74

140.

Rabelais-Aïn
Merane,
Algeria

305

141.

142.

143.

Tipasa IV – Villa
of the Frescoes,
Tunisia

Tipasa A, Tunisia

Tipasa B, Tunisia

1,558

140

122

144.

Aïn Kelba, Algeria

1,252

145.

Sidi Aïch, Tunisia

873

146.

Byrsa, Carthage,
Tunisia

705

147. Bou-Lilate, Algeria

148.

M’sila, Algeria

108

14,827

Type/ Description
Third c. radiate types and fourth c. LR minimi
(Constantinian, Valentinian, and Theodosian
dynasties), up to c.400 most are eastern types.
Fifth c. are most of western origin dated
to Valentinian III. Ten coins are DOMINO
NOSTRO issues.

One radiate Claudius II, 52 LR fourth c.,
three Valentinian III, DOMINO NOSTRO, 13
uncertain fifth c.

196 identifiable copper coins. Radiate cast
imitations, LR fourth c. types, together with fifth
c. issues from Rome and Constantinople (latest, a
Zeno imitation) and proto-Vandalic coins.
Third c. radiates, LR minimi (Constantinian,
Valentinian and Theodosian dynasties). Fifth
c. Imperial types of Johannes, Theodosius II
and Valentinian III, Marcian, Leo I, fifth c.
imitations. two DOMINO NOSTRO issues,
proto-Vandalic, Gunthamund, and Thrasamund,
Victory l. imitations and 18 nummi of Justinian I.

Deposition
date

Reference

c.440-450

Kent 1988

c.440?

Turcan 1961

c.480 (No
Gunthamund
or
Thrasamund)

Brenot and
Morrisson 1983

c.520

Turcan
1961:201-257

From Tetricus to Zeno (one imitation). 116 coins
predate year 410. 89% predate year 455. Most
are LR types of Constantine, Valentinian and
Theodosian dynasties. Only four coins dated to
Leo and Zeno. Clipped ancient coins. Imitations
are 7%: some of them proto-Vandalic.

Turcan 1984:1320

From Tetricus to Zeno (one imitation). 116
coins predate year 410. 82% predate year 455.
Most are Late Roman types of Constantine,
Valentinian, and Theodosian dynasties. Only five
coins dated to Leo and Zeno. Clipped ancient
coins. Imitations are 10%.

148 regnal coins and 1,035 anonymous. Of
them, one Punic coin, three Anastasius I, protoVandalic, Thrasamund, Victory l. anonymous
many of them pierced, blank lead flans. No
Justinianic nummi from Carthage.

Formed exclusively by Vandalic anonymous
types of Victory l. with wreath and eight-rays star.
Discovered during excavations at the site. Most
coins are Vandalic anonymous types of Victory
l. with wreath.

All the coins in the hoard belong to one type
only: Anonymous anepigraphic Victory l.
with wreath. Very tiny coins weighing 0.300.20g and 6-9mm size. 18% of the coins are
perforated. May be some of them are actually
Thrasamund? Dating is controversial since there
are no imperial coins to provide a chronological
framework.

Turcan 1984:1320

c.520 and
before 533

Morrisson
1980:239-348

c.520 and
before 533

Lafaurie 1959

c.520 and
before 533

Morrisson
1980:245

. Based on
style: c.520?

Troussel 19501951:165-172

Pre-Roman issues; Roman coins from the first
to the fifth centuries. Proto-Vandalic coins.
Deloum
Royal issues of Gunthamund and Thrasamund.
After 533/534
1989:303-313;
Deloum 1990:968
Justinianic issues from Carthage; blank lead flans
and three nummi of Odovacar.
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list of hoards

Name/Site

149.

Ḥamma, Algeria

Total of
coins

Type/ Description

Deposition
date

Reference

1,668

Only 103 identifiable. Archaeological context
destroyed by fire. From Constans I (337-350)
to Thrasamund. Main types: Theodosius II and
Valentinian III, Marcian, Leo I, Zeno, protoVandalic; 26 coins of Thrasamund. One piece of
Theodoric or Gelimer?

533 at the
latest

Troussel 19501951:172-187

Justinian I

W.E. Metcalf
1981:80-82

Justinian I
or early days
of Maurice
Tiberius?

W.E. Metcalf
1982:64-67

Deposition
date

Reference

Leo I

Adelson and
Kustas 1960

Leo I

Guest 2007:298

Zeno

Adelson and
Kustas 1962

Justinian I

Morrisson
and Ivanišević
2006:No. 15

c. 539/540

Morrisson
and Ivanišević
2006:No. 93

c. 544

Morrisson
and Ivanišević
2006:No. 253

Carthage, Michigan
150.
Univ.
Cistern 1977.2

159

Carthage, Michigan
Univ.
1978 Hoard

120

151.

Homogeneous accumulation (residue of a
hoard?) including 87 proto-Vandalic, Vandalic
anonymous and Justinianic nummi at the
lower level of the cistern. It also includes a
posthumous issue coin of Constantine I and a
pentanummium of Justinian I.

Accumulation of Vandalic and Justinianic nummi
from locus N3J 638 and the one above locus
N3J 605. Latest coins: two nummi of Maurice
Tiberius (intrusive?).

Greece and Balkans

Name/Site

Total of
coins

152.

Yale

928

153.

Dichin, Bulgary

14

154.

Volo

2,231

155.

Dragojnovo,
Bulgary

5

156.

Novo Selo 1995
Macedonia

81

157.

Grnčar,
Serbia

90

Type/ Description
All coins are minimi. Clipped Æ3 fourth c.
issues. LR Constantinian, Valentinian and
Theodosian dynasties; barbarous imitations.
Coins of Marcian, Libius Severus and Leo I.

Ash and mudbrick deposit including three coins
dated to 388-402, nine coins from 425-457 and
the latest struck by Leo I.

1064 legible minimi. One coin of Philip
II of Macedon. Clipped Æ3 fourth c.
issues. Predominance of eastern coins. LR
Constantinian, Valentinian, and Theodosian
dynasties; barbarous imitations; Marcian, Leo I,
Basiliscus, Zenonis, Libius Severus, Zeno.

Found within a jar together with small scales.
Two solidi, one tremisses, one follis and one half
follis of Justinian I.

Six solidi, 38 folles and one half follis of
Anastasius I; one solidus, two tremisses and 29
folles of Justin I; two solidi and two folles of
Justinian I.

12 folles of Anastasius I, 32 folles of Justin I; two
folles of Justin I and Justinian I; 34 folles (one
dated to 541/542) and one tremissis of Justinian
I; five folles of Justin I or Justinian I.
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Name/Site

158.

Blue Cigarette Box
hoard
Athenian Agora

159.

Corinth, Justinian’s
Wall

160.

Corinth, Roman
Bath, south Stoa

161.

Corinth, Bath-pool
complex hoard III

162.

163.

164.

165.

Corinth , shop at
the SW Agora

Zacha (Western
Peloponnese)

Kenchreai, Corinth
eastern Port
Hoard B

Corinth
Gymnasium,
Fountain of the
Lamps
Hoard II

Total of
coins

225

742

387

36

900

1,179

240

579

Type/ Description
All are copper coins, 219 legible. LR minimi,
Marcian, Zeno, nummi of Anastasius I, Justin
I and Justinian I, from Rome and Carthage.
Vandalic (palm tree), Thrasamund, Ostrogoths,
latest of Baduila. Many illegible. Walker
attributes its concealment to the Avaro-Slavic
invasions, although the latest coins are dated to
549-552.

336 minimi were legible. Obsolete coins: Greek
Messene, Claudius II, Roman coin clipped into
quarters, LR Constantinian, Valentinian, and
Theodosian dynasties. Marcian, Leo I, Zeno,
and 40 Late Roman uncertain, 148 nummi of
Anastasius I and one of Baduila.

Packed in a juglet, it includes: a Greek coin from
Sicyon dated to 323-251 BCE together with LR
fourth century coins, Marcian, Leo I, Zeno, LR
fifth century issues, Victory l. types, Anastasius I
and Justinian I.

Found within a basin that was destroyed by an
earthquake. 31 coins were legible, 29 are minimi.
One half follis of Justin and one pentanummium.
Latest datable coins are Justinianic nummi from
Carthage dated to 534-539.

The area was probably destroyed by an
earthquake and abandoned in haste. 213 coins
were legible, most of them minimi. Four obsolete
Greek coins. LR Constantinian, Valentinian,
and Theodosian dynasties. Marcian, Zenonis,
15 Victory l., five palm tree; Anastasius I, Justin
and Justinian I smaller denominations (I, Є and
nummi from Carthage). One coin of Huneric and
14 Ostrogothic ending with 11 pieces of Baduila.
513 legible minimi. Clipped Æ3 fourth c.
issues. Predominance of western coins. LR
Constantinian, Valentinian and Theodosian
dynasties; Marcian, Leo I, Basiliscus, Zeno,
Anastasius, Justinian I, Thrasamund, Hilderic,
Gelimer, Vandalic anonymous, Ostrogothic (61
fresh condition coins of Baduila).

108 LR-early Byzantine copper coins were
legible. One obsolete coin of Tiberius and a
number of multiples of the nummus dated to
Justin I and Justinian I dated up to 560. The bulk
is illegible monogram nummi of the first half of
the sixth century, and Justinianic nummi from
Carthage. Eleven multiples including: folles,
half folles, decanummai and pentanummia.
Latest coins are three pentanummia of Justin II.
Deposition related to the Avaro-Slavic invasions.
Coins dispersed inside and outside the East edge
of a swimming pool. The coins were apparently
scattered by an earthquake. 549 are minimi
including obsolete Greek coins, LR fourth-fifth
century coins; DOMINO NOSTRO Carthage;
nummi of Anastasius I, Justin I, Justinian I
Carthage and Italy; Vandalic and Ostrogothic. 29
multiples: folles, half folles, and pentanummia
dated from Anastasius I, Justin I, Justinian I, and
Justin II (latest coin dated to 574/575).

Deposition
date

Reference

Justinian I?
or
560-580?

Walker 1978

Earthquake
551

Edwards K.M.
1937:248-249

Justinian I

Harris 1941:145

Earthquake
551?

Dengate
1981:175-178

Earthquake
551?

Edwards K.M.
1937: 249

c.541-552
(Earthquake
551?)

Adelson and
Kustas 1964

c.580

After 578

Hohlfelder
1973:89-101

Dengate
1981:153-174
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Name/Site

166.

Kenchreai, Corinth
eastern Port
area E

Total of
coins

Type/ Description

34

Not properly a hoard but the accidental loss
of a small amount of cash in hand (purse?).
Only ten coins were identifiable: an Imperial
issue, three LR fourth century coins; three
coins of Theodoric, a dated decanummium of
Justinian I and two coins of Justin II, a half from
Thessalonica dated to 570/571 and a follis from
Constantinople dated to 575/576. Deposition
related to the Avaro-Slavic invasions.

167.

Burnt Water-mill
Athenian Agora

397

168.

Capidava fortress,
Romania

51

169.

Athenian Agora
1971

170.

Samos 1983

341

Coins dispersed over the floor of a water-mill,
destroyed by fire. The coins constitute the contents
of the cash-box. 374 nummi dating from Marcian
to Justinian I, Vandalic and Ostrogothic. 23
pentanummia, decanummia, half folles and folles
from Anastasius I to Justin II (or Tiberius II).
Burnt copper folles and half folles dating from
Anastasius I to Tiberius II, including a large
percentage of heavy folles of Justinian I. Typical
hoard composition for the Lower Danube area.

Out of the total, 249 are minimi including Greek
obsolete coins, LR fourth-fifth century types,
nummi from Anastasius I to Justinian, Vandalic
and Ostrogothic until Baduila. 92 multiples of
the nummus including folles, half folles and
pentanummia dated from Anastasius I to Tiberius
II (latest coin dated to 579).

279 coins and Hidden within a bronze jug, includes solidi,
two pairs of semisses and tremisses dated from Maurice to
gold earrings Heraclius. Last issues dated to 616-625.

Deposition
date

c.580

Reference

Hohlfelder
1970:68-72.
Hohlfelder
1973:99-100

c. 578-584

Morrisson
and Ivanišević
2006:218-129,
No. 124 with full
references

580s

Gândilă 2009c

c. 582/583

Kroll, Miles and
Miller 1973:301311

c.623

Drossoyianni
and Oeconomides
1989
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Italy

Name/Site

Total of
coins

Type/ Description

Deposition
date

Reference

c.490

Lallemand 1967;
RIC 10:cliv

171.

Ordona

126

All coins are copper, 162 were identifiable,
dated from the mid fourth century until Zeno.
Most are western types from Rome, especially
of Honorius and Valentinian III. Coins of the
second half of the fifth century dated to Marcian,
Leo I and Zeno.

172.

Falerii Novi

1,780

A number of Greek, Roman Republican and
Imperial clipped copper issues. The bulk belongs
to Recimer (457-472).

Recimer

Asolati 2005

173.

Casa delle Vestali,
Rome

397

A hoard of solidi, the bulk of the coins belongs to
Anthemius (345 coins). A few number of earlier
coins are included (a coin of Constantius II,
seven of Valentinian III, eight of Marcian, 24 of
Leo I, two of Severus III and ten of Euphemia).

c.472

LRC:289

27
(originally
c.1,000)

Solidi of Valentinian I, Theodosius I, Honorius,
Valentinian III, Marcian, Leo I, Verina and Zeno.

480

RIC 10:xcii

c.523

Hahn 1987:95116.

c.550

RIC 10:cxxxiv;
Pottier 1983:209

174.

Cagliari, Sardinia

175.

Massafra, Tarento,

290

Minimi. one Punic, one Greek Ionian, one
Tetricus, one Probus, Constantinian dynasty,
Valentinianic and Theodosian dynasties,
Valentinian III, Marcian, Leo, Basiliscus, Zeno,
Anastasius I, proto-Vandalic, Thrasamund,
Anthemius, uncertain imitations, Axumite
imitations.

176.

Castro dei Volsci

1,462

All coins are minimi, several issues dating from
the end of the fourth c. The bulk consists of
303 coins of Justinian I, 11 Vandalic and 975
Ostrogothic coins dated up to Baduila.

Appendix B: Provenance
of Coins in our Database

Abbreviations:
CAHEP = Caesarea Ancient Harbour Excavation Project
CCE = Combined Caesarea Expedition
HU = Institute of Archaeology, Hebrew University
IAA = Israel Antiquities Authority
IDAM = Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums
JECM = Joint Expedition Caesarea Maritima
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Site

Tel Afar

Map
Ref

188500705900

Permit

A-1465/1986
A-2183/1994

Total of coins in
our database

appendix B

Excavated
by

Coins
identified
by

8

Y. Porath

G. Bijovsky

11

M.
Peilstocker

G. Bijovsky

A-1007/1981
A-1116/1982
G-71/1990
G-38/1991

I. Roll and E.
Ayalon

G. Bijovsky

I. Roll

G. Bijovsky

Reference

Bijovsky Tel Afar

Remarks

Monumental
building.
One-period
(Byzantine) site

G-116/1992
A-2371/1995
Apollonia

181699678300

G-94/1998

152

I. Ben David

R. Kool

I. Roll

G. Bijovsky

I. Roll; Y.
Hagai, T.
Charpak

G. Bijovsky

O. Tal

G. Bijovsky

E. Ayalon

G. Bijovsky

Remains of
Byzantine fortified
city

G-94/1999
G-6/2000
G-28/2002
G-45/2003
G-59/2006
G-56/2009
no permit

84

stray find

5

G. Bijovsky

‘Ard elMihjar
(Hof Ziqim)

152999614000

A-2531/1996

13

P. Fabian and
Y. Goren

H. Sokolov

Ashqelon,
Afridar and
Barnea

157349622000

A-2345/1995

7

F. Vitto

G. Bijovsky

159199623000

A-4027/2003

22

Y. Milevski

G. Bijovsky

159199623000

A-4558/2005

1

A. Golani

G. Bijovsky

158599622550

A-5010/2007

22

Y. Haimi

G. Bijovsky

159050622223

A-2870/1998

87

D. Varga

G. Bijovsky

Ashqelon,
el Jura

157599620000

A-2033/93

1

Z. Volach

G. Bijovsky

Ashqelon,
el Jura

157599620000

A-2505/1996

2

D. Varga

G. Bijovsky

Ashqelon,
el Qabu

154999617000

A-3944/2003

1

O. Syon

G. Bijovsky

Ashqelon,
Barnea

Ashqelon,
Barnea

Ashqelon,
Barnea
(West)

Ashqelon,
Barnea
(West)

Sokolov 2001a

Warehouse of
wine amphorae
(Gaza jars).
One-period site
(beginning of the
seventh century)

Bijovsky 2010 and
Ashqelon Barnea

Includes gold
hoard
Vaulted tomb

Reservoir
Volach 1998

Roman-Byzantine
tombs
Remains of
settlement and
tombs
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Total of coins in
our database

provenance of coins in our database

Excavated
by

Coins
identified
by

5

P. Fabian
P. Nachshoni
M. En-Gedi

D.T. Ariel

Ariel Hamame
Ashqelon

A-2423/1996

17

P. Nachshoni

H. Sokolov
G. Bijovsky

Sokolov and
Bijovsky 2007

Residential quarter

A-4908/2006

4

P. Nachshoni

G. Bijovsky

Bijovsky 2009a

Pottery workshop

Volach 2003

Wine-press and
storeroom

Map
Ref

Permit

Ashqelon,
Hamame

160849621250

G-110/1991

Ashqelon,
H. Hazaz

157999

Ashqelon,
162300industrial
619200
zone (North)

Site

Reference

Ashqelon,
Marina

157899620980

A-2139/1994

4

Z. Volach

G. Bijovsky

Ashqelon,
Marina

157899620980

A-2245/1995

8

A. Golani

G. Bijovsky

Ashqelon,
Migdal

160099620400

A-2031/1993

4

E. KoganZehavi

G. Bijovsky

Bijovsky 1999

A-2316/1995

2

P. Nahshoni

G. Bijovsky

Bijovsky 1999b

157349622000

A-2196/1994

25

F. Vitto

G. Bijovsky

Bijovsky Ne’ot
Ashqelon

159599619800

A-2025/1993

3

E. KoganZehavi

G. Bijovsky

Bijovsky 1999a

Ashqelon,
northern
quarters

162300619200

A-5296/2007

56

D. Varga

G. Bijovsky

Ashqelon,
Smadar
Hotel

157749620450

A-2130/1994

83

E. Brand

G. Bijovsky

191

L. Steiger,
Harvard
University

H. Gitler

9

Y. Israel

D.T. Ariel

Ashqelon,
Migdal

Ashqelon,
Ne’ot

Ashqelon,
Ne’ot
(West)

160099620400

Remarks

Wine press,
remains of two
buildings

Coins not in
context (Early
bronze site)

Painted tomb

Remains of
settlement
Basilical church,
burial tomb,
agricultural
installations

Bijovsky 2004

Agricultural
complex; includes
two foundation
deposits

Ariel Third Mile

Late RomanByzantine
agricultural and
industrial estate

G-16/1985
G-5/1986
G-16/1987
G-3/1988
Ashqelon,
Tell

155999620000

G-41/1989
G-61/1991
G-73/1993
G-55/1994
G-89/1996
G-81/2000
G-78/1995

Ashqelon,
Third Mile
Estate

160499622200

A-1780/1991

484

Site

Ashqelon,
underwater
survey

Total of coins in
our database

appendix B

Excavated
by

Coins
identified
by

Reference

154

J. Sharbit
E. Galili

G. Bijovsky

Galili, Sharvit and
Dahari 2001

Map
Ref

Permit

1090012270

G-37/1996

189000614000

G-52/1992

G. Bijovsky

G-52/1992

A. Berman

Remarks

Copper hoard
found in sunken
ship

Area 450, the
Horse cave

G-8/1993
G-8/1993
G-11/1994
G-11/1994

Bet Guvrin
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G-3/1995

A. Kloner
M. Cohen

Bijovsky Bet Guvrin
G. Bijovsky

G-7/1996
G-7/1996
G-7/1996
G-138/1998
G-9/1999
Bet She’an

247620711390

A-3560/2001

5

Y. Bilig

D. Syon

Billig 2008

Bet She’an

246000713000

A-2829/1998

65

D. Syon

D. Syon
A. Berman

Part of a building
which was
dismantled. Includes
copper hoard (Bet
She’an II)

Syon 2004

Market place

G-59/1986

5

M. Peleg

Bet She’an

246000711000;
249000713000

Bet She’an

246000713000

G-30/1992
G-5/1993
G-12/1994
G-34/1995

40

J. Seligman

A. Berman

Citadel

Bet She’an
(IAA)

246000713000

Permits from
1986 to 1998

435

G. Mazor
R. Bar Natan

G. Bijovsky

Area AK, L71136,
B711034, hoard
(Bet She’an III).
Theater

Bet She’an

246000713000

T-102/1930

18

G.M.
Fitzgerald

E.T. Newell

Fitzgerald 1939

Bet She’an

247620711390

&-4/1959

9

N. Zori

G. Bijovsky

Zori 1959

Bet She’an

246000713000

A-1210/1983

5

M. Peleg

Bet She’an
(HU)

246000713000

Permits from
1986 to 1998

553

G. Foerster Y.
Tsafrir

Bet She’an

247620711390

&-33/1950

131

N. Zori

M. Sharabani
Sharabani, Ariel
D.T. Ariel and
and Amitai Preiss
N. Amitai2004
Preiss

M. Sharabani
Sharabani and
and
Ariel 1994
D.T. Ariel
G. Bijovsky

Bijovsky 2002a
No author 1953

Bathhouse

Lady Mary’s
monastery; includes
gold hoard

Monastery, room
7; includes copper
hoard (Bet She’an I)

Paved street at the
end of the LegioScythopolis road

Street of the
Monuments

Sturman street,
courtyard 151,
room 4. Hoard of
coins within juglet
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Map
Ref

Permit

Total of coins in
our database

provenance of coins in our database

Excavated
by

Bet She’an

247620711390

&-4/1950

174

N. Zori

Bet She’an

246000713000

&33-1950

14

N. Zori

Bet She’an,
tell

247400712500

T-600/1921

10

G.M.
Fitzgerald

32

A. Mazar

42

S. Applebaum

62

G.M.
Fitzgerald

Site

Coins
identified
by

Reference

Zori 1953

Remarks

Sturman street,
courtyard 154
room 4. Hoard

Sturman street,
courtyard 151,
room 1, B1809:
hoard, row of
folles

Fitzgerald 1939

1921-1923
excavations,
houses at the
terrace

Amitai-Preiss 2006

Areas P and R:
large Byzantine
building

Applebaum 1978

Theater

E.T. Newell

Newell and
Witschonke 2008

Cemetery
West of
amphitheater

G-22/1990
G-30/1992

Bet She’an,
tell (HU)

246000713000

Bet She’an

246000713000

Bet She’an,
Univ. Penn.

246000713000

Bet She’an

246000713000

A-2191/1994

24

D. AvshalomGorni

A. Berman

Berman 2004

Bet She’an,
Youth hostel

246000713000

A-2885/1998

942

O. Syon

G. Bijovsky,
A. Berman

Bijovsky 2003

Bet She’an,
Tell Iztabba

247000712900

Residential
quarter; includes
gold hoard

&-9/1961

2

N. Zori

Zori 1967

Synagogue

G-5/1993

3

R. Bar
Nathan

G-63/1962

5

G-5/1993
G-12/1994

N. AmitaiPreiss

G-34/1995

Bet She’an,
Tell Iztabba
Caesarea

Caesarea
IDAM

Caesarea
IDAM
Caesarea
HU

246000713000

189400713500

189400713500

189400713500
189400713500

&-15/1960;&15/1961
T-102/1930
T-167/1931
T-207/1933

G.
dell’Amore

G. Bijovsky

Andrea’s church

G. Belloni

Belloni 1965

Theater

D.T.Ariel

Ariel 1992

Byzantine wall
(south)

Ariel 1986

Medieval city
and Promontory
Palace

Bijovsky Caesarea

Includes insula
W253

A-1418/1985

8

R. Reich
M. Peleg

A-1498/1987

58

Y. Porath

D.T. Ariel

G-38/1975
G-6/1976
G-26/1979

207

D. Bahat
L. Levine
E. Netzer

D.T. Ariel

1063

Y. Porath

G. Bijovsky

G-38/1992
Caesarea,
IAA

189400713500

G-6/1993
G-6/1994
G-6/1995
G-6/1996
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Site

Caesarea
IAA

Caesarea
IAA

Map
Ref

Permit

189400713500

A-4379/2000

189400713500

Total of coins in
our database

appendix B

Excavated
by

Coins
identified
by

2

Y. Porath

G. Bijovsky

A-549/1975

5

G. Edelstein

D.T. Ariel

Caesarea
IAA

191200710000

A-3413/2001

2

Y. Lerer

G. Bijovsky

Caesarea
CAHEP

189400713500

G-6/1984

13

J.P. Oleson
M.A.
Fitzgerald A.N.
Sherwood S.E.
Sidebotham

R.H.
Hohlfelder

Caesarea
CCE

189400713500

Permits from
1989 to 2002

9

K.G. Holum
A. Raban
J. Patrich

P. Lampinen

Caesarea

189400713500

G-12/1974

85

J.H.
Humphrey

189400713500

Caesarea
JECM

189400713500

189400713500

189400713500

Caesarea

Capernaum

189400713500

Permits from
1971 to 1987
1971‑1987
G-18/1976

1327

R. J. Bull

Byzantine villa
Ariel 2007

Hohlfelder 1994

Land areas I1, J.
Underwater areas:
D, D3, H, H1, K
and T
Areas CC, KK,
NN. Coins for
exhibition at the
Hecht Museum,
Haifa

Humphrey 1975

DeRose
Evans

Coins for Herod’s
Dream exhibition
Areas A B C E G
KLMNOH

P. Lampinen

Hohlfelder 1992;
Lampinen 1992

14 trenches in four
areas

Wilson 1989

Village

Corbo 1975
Spijkerman 1970
Spijkerman 1975
Callegher 2007

Isolated coins
from village,
church and
synagogue

Y. Meshorer
A. Spaer

A-790/1978
A-945/1980
A-1043/1981
A-1130/1982
A-1371/1985

8

V. Tsaferis

J.F. Wilson

77

V.C. Corbo,
S. Loffreda,
V. Tsafiris

A.
Spijkerman
B. Callegher
J.F. Wilson A.
Berman

236

Corbo and
Loffreda

E. Arslan

20,323

V.C. Corbo
and S.
Loffreda

E. Arslan

Corbo and
Loffreda

DeRose Evans 2006
Hohlfelder 1977

1

2,922

Eastern
hippodrome

S. Vogelman

stray find

Permits from
1968 to 1994

Remarks

Hall north of
Caesarea

P. Lampinen

G-51/1990

254000755000

Reference

E. Arslan

Meshorer and
Spaer 1965‑1966

Synagogue.
Foundation
deposit (stratum
B, trench XIV,
area 12, praying
hall, L814)

Arslan 1996, 1997

Synagogue.
Foundation
deposit (trench XII
courtyard L812)
Synagogue.
Foundation
deposit (stratum
C, trench XIV,
area 12, praying
hall, L814)
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Site

En Gedi

Map
Ref

237250596750

En Gedi

237000597000

Gush Ḥalav

240999771000

Permit

A-1973/1993
A-2232/1995
G-2/1996
G-148/1996
G-1/1997
G-1/1998
G-11/1998
G-3/1999
G-2/2000
G-1/2002

Total of coins in
our database

provenance of coins in our database

Excavated
by

Coins
identified
by

6,000

Corbo and
Loffreda

E. Arslan

Loffreda 1997

7

Corbo and
Loffreda

B. Callegher

Callegher 1997

Synagogue. Gold
hoard

5

G. Hadas

D.T. Ariel

Ariel 2005

Synagogue

G. Bijovsky

Bijovsky 2007

Village areas A,
B, C, D and H.
Includes two gold
hoards (L3302 and
L3437)

G. Bijovsky

Bijovsky 1998

Synagogue, hoard
of minimi

J. Raynor

Raynor 1990

Village,
synagogue

R. Barkay

Barkay 1997

Roman baths

Bijovsky and
Berman Ḥammat
Gader

Structure near
bath-house

145

Y. Hirschfeld

438

E. and C.
Meyers

184

Y. Hirschfeld

G-23/1977
G-50/1978

Ḥammat
Gader

262500732100

G-3/1981

Ḥammat
Gader

262000733000

A-3447/2001

87

M. Hartal

Jerusalem,
Armenian
Garden

221300730400

R-10/1967

41

A.D.
Tushingham

Jerusalem,
Binyanei
Hauma

219200632800

12

H. Goldfuss
B. Arubas

G. Bijovsky

108

S. Johns

D.T. Ariel

5

R. Amiran

L.Y. Rahmani

A-1866/1992

G. Bijovsky
A. Berman

Reference

Remarks

Synagogue.
Foundation
deposit (trench XII
L812)

J.M. Fagerlie
Miles 1985
G. Miles

Bijovsky 2005

Includes
Avi-Yonah’s
excavations. Tenth
legion camp and
monastery.

Amiran and Eitan
1970

Stratum I, gold
hoard.

W-7/1934
Jerusalem,
Citadel

221480632790

W-4/1935
W-3/1936
W-1/1938
C-125/1968
C-125/1969
G-24/1970

Jerusalem,
Citadel

A-4192/2004
Jerusalem,
City of
David

222000631000

A-4347/2005
A-4720/2006
A-4347/2005;
A-4720/2006

D.T. Ariel
175

E. Shukrun &
R. Reich

D.T. Ariel
G. Bijovsky
D.T. Ariel

Siloam pool:
area N.
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Site

Jerusalem,
Damascus
Gate

Jerusalem,
Damascus
Gate

Jerusalem,
‘En Karem

Jerusalem,
Giv‘ati
Parking

Total of coins in
our database

appendix B

Excavated
by

Coins
identified
by

16

R.W.
Hamilton

J. Baramki

R-10/1964
R-60/1965
R-10/1966

7

C.M. Benneth
J.B. Hennessy

A-3365/2001

6

R. Avner

D.T. Ariel

A-3835/2003

20

E. Shukrun

D.T. Ariel
G. Bijovsky

306

D. Ben-Ami Y.
Tchekhanovets
R. Reich
Y. Baruch
B. Zissu

Map
Ref

Permit

221890632130

W-2/1938

221890632130
216010630230

222400631200

A-5071/2007
A-5337/2008

Reference

Remarks

Hamilton 1940

Wightman 1989

D.T. Ariel
G. Bijovsky

Avner 2006

Bijovsky 2010a

Includes gold
hoard

H. Gitler

Gitler 2003

Areas A,W,X2

G. Bijovsky,
A. Berman

Bijovsky and
Berman 2012

A-5569/2009
Jerusalem,
Hulda Gates

A-2996/1999

3

Jerusalem,
Hulda Gates

A-2597/1999

26

G-27/1976

73

Jerusalem,
Jewish
Quarter

221470632340

Permits from
1970 to 1981

20

R. Reich, Y.
Baruch

N. Avigad

10

D.T. Ariel
D.T. Ariel

Cardo: areas
X2‑X6

Nea church: areas
D,T1, T7

A-1895/1992
Jerusalem,
Kathisma

220240627960

A-2753/1997
G-140/1999

57

R. Avner

D.T. Ariel

Ariel Kathisma

Reece et al. 2008

Church

A-3276/2000
Jerusalem,
Kenyon
excavations

222260631530

R-1/1967

570

K. Kenyon

Jerusalem,
Ketef
Hinnom

R. Reece
H. Brown
K. Butcher
M. Metcalf

221350630780

G-47/1980

11

G. Barkay

R. Barkay
D.T. Ariel

A-3007/1999

10

R. Avner, Y.
Zelinger

D.T. Ariel

A-1682/1989

15

R. Reich

D.T. Ariel
R. Milstein

Jerusalem,
Ketef
Hinnom

221350630520;
221530630780

Jerusalem,
Mamillah

220800631840

Jerusalem,
Robinson
Arch

222260631530

A-2205/1994

125

R. Reich
Y. Bilig

D.T. Ariel

222260631530

A-2597/1997

26

R. Reich, Y.
Baruch

D.T. Ariel

Jerusalem,
Robinson
Arch

G-1/1992

Ariel Ketef Hinnom
Reich 1993; Reich
Mamillah

Church and
monastery

Cemetery
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Site

Jerusalem,
Shu‘afat

Map
Ref

Permit

220800635500

A-1768/1991

Total of coins in
our database

provenance of coins in our database

Excavated
by

Coins
identified
by

16

A. Onn

G. Bijovsky

C-113/1969

Remarks

Agricultural
settlement

D.T. Ariel
G. Bijovsky
H. Sokolov
R. Kool

C-113/1968

Jerusalem,
excavations
near the
Temple
Mount

Reference

G-1/1970
222260631530

G-1/1971
G-2/1972

967

B. Mazar
Y. Meshorer

G-2/1973

Mazar 2003
Meshorer 2003

G-26/1974
G-5/1975
G-26/1976
G-4/1990
G-4/1990
Jerusalem,
Third Wall

221000631000

84

A. Onn
N. Feig

D.T. Ariel
A. Berman

Area A

G. Bijovsky

Area C

N. AmitaiPreiss
D.T.Ariel

Area D

Area B

G-66/1991

51

E. Shukrun A.
Savariego

A-1930/1992
G-113/1991

78

D. Amit
S. Wolff

A-4348/2005
A-5151/2007

31

D. Amit
I. Silberbud

68

S. WexlerBdolach

G. Bijovsky
R. Kool

Bijovsky Western
Wall Plaza

Eastern cardo

143

B. Har-Even

G. Bijovsky

Bijovsky 2012

Church

D.T. Ariel

A-4710/2006
Jerusalem,
Western
Wall Plaza

221300634000

A-5002/2007
A-5432/2008
A-5432/2009

Kh. Fa’ush
(Maccabim)
Latatin,
Khirbet
Lod (ElKhirbe)

203860

L-1024/2005

216000

L-570/1993

216000

L-706/1995

216000

L-1119/2007

192800646900

A-4223/2004
A-4559/2005

176

M. Itach

Monastery,
agricultural
remains

G. Bijovsky

18

U. Greenfeld

37

Y. Zelinger, P.
Gendelman

G. Bijovsky

Zelinger and Di
Segni 2006

18

Y. Magen

G. Bijovsky

Bijovsky Martyrius

L-207/1979
Martyrius
monastery

228400

L-308/1982
L-323/1983
L-367/1984

Church, village
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Site

Map
Ref

Permit

Total of coins in
our database

appendix B

Excavated
by

A-1255/1983
A-1279/1984

Ḥ. Marus

249500771000

A-1402/1985

1096

Z. Ilan
E. Damati

G-91/1989
Mount
Gerizim

225950

Nabratein

247000768000

NirimMa‘on

142998583000

H. Qana

228000748000

Permits from
1985 to 2008

214600

Ramat
HaNadiv,
En Ẓur

195000718000

Ramat
HaNadiv,
H. ‘Eleq

195000718000

Ras AbuSawitan

224796

Reference

G. Bijovsky

Ilan and Damati
1987

Village,
synagogue

Kindler 1986

Synagogue
treasury

A. Kindler

G. Bijovsky
347

Ilan and Damati
1987
Ilan and Damati
1987

G. Bijovsky

G-41/1980
G-43/1981

51

E. Meyers
C. Meyers

&-4/1957

45

S. Levy

A-2953/1998

7

P. Nachshoni

D.T. Ariel
A. Berman

29

D.R. Edwards

D. Syon

G-48/1999

Remarks

Synagogue
foundation deposit
(L157, B1693)
Synagogue
foundation deposit
(L167, B1729)
Village,
synagogue

Area S: Church

G. Bijovsky

Bijovsky 2009

L.Y.
Rachmani

Rachmani 1960
Ariel and Berman
Ma‘on

G-55/1998
Syon 2002

G-76/2000
L-258/1980

Qedumim

Coins
identified
by

Village,
synagogue
Village,
synagogue

Village, pilgrim
site

Y. Magen
38

Y. Magen
N. Yzik
U. Greenfeld

G. Bijovsky

397

Y. Hirschfeld

R. Barkay

Barkay 2000

G-92/1989
G-94/1990
G-99/1991
G-99/1992
G-117/1996

Wishing
spring, tunnel,
accumulation of
coins in pool

6

Y. Hirschfeld

R. Barkay

Barkay 2000

Includes coins
not published in
Barkay’s coin
report

L-1061/2006

39

Y. Peleg

G. Bijovsky

L-1075/2006
G-99/1991
G-96/1994

Ḥ. Rimmon

187000587000

A-858/1979

77

A. Kloner
T. Mendel

Rogem
Zohar

223000572000

G-31/1983
G-4/1986

545

R. Harper

A. Kloner
T. Mendel
G. Bijovsky

Samaritan village

Monastery
Kloner and Mendel Synagogue, two
1981
gold hoards

Bijovsky Ḥ.
Rimmon
Magness 2003

Synagogue, cache
of coins within
the wall

D.M. Metcalf 1995
Fortress
D.M. Metcalf Magness 1999
Magness 2003
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Site

Sepphoris

Sepphoris,
(Duke
Univ.)

Map
Ref

Permit

226000740000

T-154/1931

226000740000

G-28/1985
G-15/1986
G-32/1987
G-22/1988
G-49/1989
G-90/1990

Total of coins in
our database

provenance of coins in our database

Excavated
by

Coins
identified
by

12

L. Waterman

C.S. Bunnell

284

E.Meyers
C.Meyers
H. Ken

G-36/1993
226000740000

Remarks

Bunnell 1937

J. Raynor
G. Bijovsky

D.T. Ariel

G-70/1996
Sepphoris,
(HU)

Reference

G-78/1991
G-44/1992
G-48/1993
G-64/1994
G-88/1995
G-61/1997
G-62/1998
G-27/1999

Sepphoris,
(HU)

226000740000

324

Z. Weiss

G. Bijovsky

6

Z. Weiss

Y. Meshorer,
G. Bijovsky

G-55/2000
G-60/2001
G-69/2002
G-36/2005
G-52/2006
G-41/2007
G-44/2008
G-61/1997

Sepphoris
(IAA)

227000739600

G-3/1993

2

Sepphoris
(IAA)

226000740000

Z. Tsuk
M. Peilstoecker
A. Rosenberg

A-3791/2002

3

Y. Tepper

D. Syon

226000740000

A-3821/2003

4

E. Amos

D. Syon

225900737900

A-3696/2000

2

L. Porath

D. Syon

226000740000

G-34/2000

1

J. Reed

D.T. Ariel

Sepphoris
(IAA)

Sepphoris,
En Zippori
(IAA)
Sepphoris
(La Verne
Univ.)

A. Kindler
D.T. Ariel

Meshorer 2005

Synagogue

Kindler 1996

Water reservoir

Porath 2005

Spring
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Site

Map
Ref

Total of coins in
our database
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Excavated
by

Coins
identified
by

Reference

1

J. Strange
T. Mc
Collough

G. Bijovsky

Bijovsky Sepphoris
Theater

Permit

G-35/1985
G-13/1983
G-18/1987
G-23/1988
G-76/1989
G-58/1991
G-105/1992
G-66/1993
G-87/1995
G-85/1997
G-47/1999
G-38/2000
G-70/2000
G-65/2001

104

Sepphoris
(USF)

226000740000

Susiya

209500

L-30/1970
L-39/1973

22

Z. Yeivin
Sh. Gutman

D.T. Ariel

Susiya

209500

L-538/1992

1

Y. Guvrin

G. Bijovsky

Susiya

209500

Stray find

3

Susiya

209500

L- 832/1999

30

J. Strange

Theater

D.T. Ariel
G. Bijovsky

Ariel Susiya

G. Bijovsky
Y. Baruch

Remarks

D. Syon

Syon Susiya

Village and
synagogue

Appendix C: Suggested
Dates for Coin Types

The following table concentrates dates for coin types (most of them imitations) and
countermarks as suggested throughout this study. It also includes dates for Vandalic,
Aksumite, Ostrogothic and Justinianic nummi from western mints found on sites in
Israel.
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Period/ Ruler

Uncertain imitation

Date

Type/Mint

First half fifth century

Victory advancing left

First half fifth century

Vota types

First half fifth century

Cross within wreath

First half fifth century

Camp gate

Second half fifth century

Monogram issues

Theodosius II?

c. 408-423

K+ Carthage? (RIC 10:93)

Uncertain imitation

c.450-550

Cast technique Egypt?, Palestine?

Byzantine

c.450-550

Blank flans Palestine?

Aksumite casts

c.450-550

Imitations of king Ezana’s copper coins made in Egypt

Anastasius I punchmarks

Not before 512
538-542

Bust facing, cross in l. field/ N
Carthage? eastern mint?

540-547

Bust r. /

547-549

Frontal bust / lion Rome

After 547

Frontal bust / CN Rome

552-565

Frontal bust /

Rome

552-565

Frontal bust /

Rome

533/534-539
Justinian I nummi

538-542

Carthage
Carthage
VOT XIII Carthage

540/541

VOT XIIII Carthage

552-565
551-565
552-565
Uncertain imitation

c.522-540

Uncertain cast imitation

c.538-610

Heraclius

Ravenna

539/540

542-552

Uncertain struck imitation

On small module coins only. Geometric designs

602-608
c.610-614

,

Carthage
Carthage

Ý in wreath Carthage
Carthage
chi-rho pentanummia Ashqelon
Dodecanummia Caesarea I+B
Dodecanummia Alexandria I+B
Solidus Jerusalem
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Period/ Ruler

Date

Type/Mint

633-636 (640)

= Caesarea

633-636 (640)

@ Caesarea

633-636
Heraclius countermarks

or

633-640(?)

Syria

Palestine

633-636
634-636

Palestine (Diospolis?)

637-640

Caesarea

Vandal kings
Thrasamund

496-523

Victory l.

Hilderic

523-530

Cross within wreath

Gelimer

530-534

Monogram

Vandalic Anonymous
Domino Nostro series

Proto-Vandalic series

Ostrogothic
Theodoric

c.439/442-565
c.439-455

CARTAGINE, DOMINO NOSTRO (vars.)

c.455-484

D in wreath

c.455-484

ãin wreath

c.455-484

Ý in linear border

518-552
518-526
493-526

Athalaric
Theodahad

Baduila

2

526-534
534-536

Monogram

Ravenna

V
Monogram

Ravenna

Monogram

Ravenna

541-549

Monogram

541-549

DN REX B Ticinum

549-552

Lion r. in wreath Rome

Ticinum

List of Figures

Fig. 1. Purses with coins from the Notitia
Dignitatium “insignia comitis largitionum”.
Fig. 2. Solidus of Pulcheria, Jerusalem, Western
Wall plaza (IAA 124367).
Fig. 3. Left: Type GLORIA ROMANORVM 22
(Karm er-Ras, IAA 109011); right: type
GLORIA ROMANORVM 23 (http://
wildwinds.com/coins/ric/honorius/
VanMeter_39a.jpg).
Fig. 4. Theodosius II, cross within wreath, Cyzicus
(Jerusalem, excavations near t he Temple
Mount, IAA 45198).
Fig. 5. Coin bearing monogram of Marcian
(Mandatory collection, IAA 52602).
Fig. 6. Coins bearing monograms of Leo I (left: Lod
(el Khirbe), IAA 102178; right: Gush Ḥalav
hoard, Bijovsky 1998:No. 274).
Fig. 7. Coins bearing monograms of Zeno (left:
Gush Ḥalav hoard, Bijovsky 1998:No.
305; center: H. ‘Eleq, IAA 68592; right:
Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple
Mount, IAA 44021).
Fig. 8. Coin types of Leo I from the Gush Ḥalav
hoard. Left: lion (Bijovsky 1998:No. 249);
center: Emperor and captive (Bijovsky
1998:No. 243; right: Verina (Bijovsky
1998:No. 326).
Fig. 9. Coins at the Fontana di Trevi at Rome, being
collected at early morning.

Fig. 10. Prutah of Alexander Janneus, 80/79 BCE,
Jerusalem (Mandatory collection, IAA
50190).
Fig. 11. Parameters to be considered when
identifying imitative issues.
Fig. 12. Cross within wreath. Both coins from
Jerusalem, excavations near the Temple
Mount. Left: Theodosius II (IAA 45198);
right: imitation (IAA 45205).
Fig. 13. Victory advancing left. Left: Honorius
(http://www.acsearch.info/record.
html?id=225432); right: imitation (Ramat
HaNadiv, En Ẓur IAA 85050).
Fig. 14. Vota coin of Arcadius, 378-383, Antioch
(Jerusalem, Shiqunei Nuseiba, IAA 80653).
Fig. 15. Cross within wreath, Theodosius II?, 425450 (Jerusalem, City of David, IAA 123580).
Fig. 16. Cross within inscription CONCORDIA
AVG(GG), 404-406 (Jerusalem, City of
David, IAA 121898).
Fig. 17. Camp gate type. Left: prototype of
Theodosius II, 383-392 (Qabul, IAA
111877); right: imitation (Mount Gerizim,
K18852).
Fig. 18. Left: Monogram of Theodosius II (http://
fifthcenturycoins.com/Monograms %20coins
%20page%201.htm); right: Imitative type
(Mount Gerizim, K12166).
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Fig. 19. Left: Clay mold, convex side; right: concave
side; Kadman Pavilion in Eretz Israel
Museum, Ramat Aviv (inv. No. K-9198).

Fig. 36. Unique semissis of Anastasius I from Hoard
B at the synagogue in Ḥ. Rimmon (Kloner
and Mindel 1981:No. A7).

Fig. 20. Casting technique (after Barakat 2005).

Fig. 37. Nummi of Anastasius I struck in
Constantinople (left; Ramat HaNadiv,
En Ẓur IAA 68620) and Antioch (right;
Ashqelon Marina, IAA 92078).

Fig. 21. Cast coin showing sprues and tunnels
(Jerusalem, Citadel, IAA 85668).
Fig. 22. Two molds from the Graeco-Roman
Museum of Alexandria (after Barakat 2005).
Fig. 23. Blank lead flans from the wishing well at En
Ẓur, Ramat HaNadiv.
Fig. 24. Sasanian drahm dated to Pērōz (463-484)
from the hoard found in a public latrine,
excavations near the Temple Mount,
Jerusalem (Sears and Ariel 2000:No. 1).
Fig. 25. Uncertain nummus depicting a K and cross
to right (IAA 2790).
Fig. 26. DOMINO NOSTRO coin, Gush Ḥalav
hoard (Bijovsky 1998:No. 179).
Fig. 27. Proto-Vandalic, D in wreath, Nirim-Ma‘on
(IAA 4097).
Fig. 28. Proto-Vandalic, eight-pointed star (Mount
Gerizim, K15114).
Fig. 29. Proto-Vandalic, six-pointed star coin
(Jerusalem, Robinson Arch, IAA 95187).
Fig. 30. Proto-Vandalic, rho-cross in wreath
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